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lntrodvction T.O. 1C-133A-1 

ffKNOW YOUR EQUIPMENT'' 

SCOPE, This manual contains all the information 

necessary for safe and efficient operation of the C·133A 

and C·133B. Th.ese instructions provide you with a 

general knowleclge '.of the' aircraft, its characteristics, 

and specific normal and en1ergency operating proced

ures. Your flying experience is recognized, and there, 

fore, basic flight principles are avoided. 

SOUND JUDGEMENT. Instructions in this manual are 

for a crew (pilot) inexperienced in the operation of 

this aircraft. T.bis manual provides the best po.ssible 

operating instrucrions under most circuni.stances, but 

it is a poor substitute for sound judgment. Multiple 

emergencies, adverse weather, terrain, etc, may re

quire modification of the procedures. 

PERMISSIBLE OPERATIONS. The Flight }.1anual takes 

a "positive approach" and normally srates only what 

yot\ can do. Unusual operations or configurations 

ii 

UAB1•3 

(s,ich as asymmetrical loading) are prohibited unless 

specifi01lly covered herein. Clearance must be ob

tained from W ADD before any questionable opera

tion is a.ttetnpted which is not specifically permitted in 

this manual. 

STANDARDIZATION AND ARRANGEMENT. Stand· 

ardizatioo assores that the scope and arrangement of 

all Flight 1:v!anuals are identical. The manual is di

vided into nine fairly independent sections to simplify 

reading it straight through or using it as a reference 

manual. The firSt three sections must be read 

thoroughly and fully understood before attempting to 

fly the airplane. The remaining sections provide im

portant information for safe and efficient mission 

accomplishment. Performance data is contained in 
T.O. 1C-133,A-1-1. 

SAFETY OF FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS. Information 

involving safety vvill be promptly forwarded to you by 

r 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1 Introduction 

Safety 0£ Flight Supplements. Supplements covering 

loss of life will get to you in 48 hOlll'S by 'I WX, and 

those concerning serious damage co equipment wirhiJJ. 

10 days by .mail. The current status of each Sa£ety 

of Flight Supplement affecting yout airplane can be 

determined by referring to the Weekly Index of Safety 

of Flight Supplements (T.O. Q..1-1A.). The title page of 

rhe Fligh-r Manual and rhe rirle block of each Safety 

of Flight Supple.meat should also be checked m deter

mine the effects they may have on existing supple

ments. You must remain constantly aware of the status 

of all supplements - curcent supplements must be 

complied with but there is no point in restricting 

your operation by complying with a replaced or 

rescinded supplement. 

CHECKLISTS. The Flight Manual contains only ampli· 

fied checkliscs. C.Oodeosed (abb.revjated) checklists 

V have been issued as separate technical orders - see 

the back of the title page for T.0. number and dare 

of youc latest checklist. Line items in the Flight 

Manual and checklists are identical with respeet to 

arrangement and item number. Whenever a Safety of 

FJigbt Supplement affects the condensed (abbreviated} 

checklist. write in the appljcable change on the 

affecred checklist page. As soon as possible, a new 

checldis,: page, incorporating the supplement will be 

issued. This will keep bandw.rittea entries of Safety 

of Flight Supplement information in your checklist 

. ..,_, 

• • to a m1nimwn, 

• 

HOW TO GET PERSONAL COPIES. Each flight crew 

member is entitled to personal copies of the Flight 

Manual, Flight Manual Appendix (Performance Data), 

Safety of Flight Supplements, and Checklists. The 

required quaotities should be ordered before you need 

them to assure their prompt receipt. Check with your 

supply personnel - it is their job ro !ulf ill yo\11' 

Technical Order request. Basically, you must order the 

required quantities on the Publication RequirementS 

Table (T.O. 0-3-1). Technical Orders 00-5-1 and 

00-~-2 give detailed information for properly ordering 

these publicatiom. Make sure a system is. established 

at your base to deliver rhese publications to the flight 

crews immediately 11poo .receipt. 

FLIGHT MANUAL AND CHECKLIST BINDERS. Loose 

leaf binders and sectionalized tabs are available for 

use with your manual. These are obtained through 

local purchase procedures and are listed in the Federal 

Supply Schedule (FSC Group 75, Office Supplies, Part 

1 ). Binders are also available for carrying your co.n.

dcnsed (abbreviated) checklist. These binders contain 

plastic envelopes into which individual checklist pages 

are iose.rted. They are available in three capacities and 

are obtained through normal Air Force supply under 

rhe following stoek list numbers: 7510-766-4268, -4269, 

and -4270 for 15, 25, and 40 envelope binders respec• 

tively. Check with your supply personnel for assistance 

in securing these items. 

WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, AND NOTES. The follow• 

ing definitions apply to "Wunings," "Cautions," and 

"Notes" found throughout the manual, 

WARNING - Operating procedure~ 

techniques, etc., which 

will .result in per:iOnal 

injury or loss of life if 

not carefully Iollowed. 

iii 



Introduction T.O. 1 C-133A-1 

~-01:>erating procedures, tech

niques, etc., which will result 

in damage to equipment if 

not carefully followed. 

N0te - An operating procedure, technique 

etc., which is considered essential 

to emphasize. 

EFFECTIVITY. This publicatio, contains information 

for both the C-133A and C-133B aircraft. Many of the 

changes in configuration between the two models are 

apparent to the flight crew by visual inspection aod 

are adequately covered by text or illustrations. In 

some cases it is necessary ro point out the difference 

i11 the text. Where information is pertinent to onlf 

one model. that information is designated as being 

applicable to the C133A or the C-l33B. Io CII.SeS where 

information is applicable to a part of the stries, or 

overlaps between rhe two series, effectivity is noted 

by .AE serial number. l'he following table is a lisr of 

AF serial numbers by model with the manufacture,'s 

corresponding fuselage number. 

C·l33A: 

iv 

l 

2 

3 

4 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

AP Swi11l 
Numb11r 

54·135 

54-136 

5+137 

54·138 

54-139 

54-140 

54-141 

54-142 

54-143 

54·144 

Fuselage 
Number 

C-133B: 

ll 

13 

14 

15 

'16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

AF Serial 
N11mber 

54-145 

56-1998 

56-1!)99 

56-2000 

56-2001 

56-2002 

56-2003 

56-2004 

56-200~ 

56-2006 

56-2007 

56-2008 

56-2009 

56-2010 

56-2011 

56-2012 

.56-2013 

56-2014 

57-1610 

.57-1611 

57·l6l2 

57-16131 

57-161.> 

59-522 

59.523 

59-524 

59.;25 

59-526 

59 • .527 

59-528 

59.;29 

59-530 

59.531 

59-532 

59.533 

59.534 

59.535 

59-S36 

Changed 14 June 1962 
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YOUR RESPONSIBILITY - TO LET US KNOW. Eve.ry 
effort is made to keep the Flight Manual current. 
Review conferences with operating personnel and a 

' 
conStant a:eview of accident and flight test reports 
assure inclusion of the latest data in the manual. 
However. we cannot correct an error unless we know 
of its existence. In this regard, it is essential that you 
do your part, Comments, corrections, and questions 
regarding this mi10ual or any phase of the Flight 
Manual program are welcomed. 'fhese should be for
~a.rded through your Command Headquarters to Hq 
WRAMA, Robins AFB, Georgia, Attn: WRNEO. 

TIME COMPLIANCE TECHNICAL ORD!RS. Time Com
pliance Technical Orders are identified by the T.C.T.O. 
number. Thus, (T.C.T.O. 502) would indicate that the 
portion of text in the paragraph following the num
ber would be applicahle to all aircraft modified by 
T.O. lC-133-502. The following listing contains ap
plicable Time Compliance Technical Orders affecting 
both C-133A and C-133B aircraft. 

T.O.Numhsr 

lC-133-502 

lC-133-5<16 

lC-133·509 
1C-133-509A 

IC133-510 

lC-133·515 

1Cl33-S17 

1C133-518 

1C·l33-S33 

TitJe 

Imullation ol 'Engine Fuel Heating 
System 

R.eplaceme.ac of Engine lnlet Struts 

ID(:orpo.ration of Inspection Capahili
tie! for Side Cargo Door 

Revjsion of Awtiliary Alti:.rnawr Out 
Light Citorluy 

lruitallation 0£ .Engine Bleed Valve 
Ovei:ride System 

B.evwoa to Radio Magnetic Inclla.
ro.r Wir.in,g 

Autopilot Improvements 

:Replacement of Door !lnd !lamp 
Control Valves, Pa.ct No. 40400-303 

Changed 5 AugU$t 1963 

T.O.Numhu 

lC-133-534 

lC-133-549 

tC-133-568 

lC-133-569 

IC-J 33-571 

1C-133· .5 78 

lC,133,579 

lC-133-583 

1C·133·5B9 

lC-133-592 

1c133.594 

lC-133-596 

lC,133-606 

lC-133-612 

lC-133-614 

lC-133.A.-719 

lC-133.A.-?56 

IC-1338-505 

3E3·2-.558 

Introduction 

Title 

Revision t<i Tutn and Slip Indicator 
lnstalladon 

Revis.ion to Fite Overheat Warning 
System 

Removal of Fuel Oil Heat Exchange.&: 
Assembly Part No. 7454152·9 and 
lnsmllation of C-2 Strainet 

[astallatlon o£ St1dl Warning Sys-rem 

Installation of Propeller Power Unit 
Oil Monitoring System 

lnlltallation of Nose Gear Steering 
Waming System 

Iastall11tiOD o£ Pressure. Barrier Panels 
for Sliding Clear View Wiodows 

Installation of Second And-Collision 
Light 

Installation of Alternate Windshield 
Heat Se(Ue Sel~on Switch 

ReviMon to Fue and Overheat Wun• 
ing System 

Installation of lock-Side Cargo Door 

Installation of .AC Generator Drive 
Disconnea 

Removal of P.ropellet :Low Oil Pres
,urc Waraiag System Indicator lights 

Installation of Engine Vibration Mon· 
itoring liqniprueot 

lnstallatioo of Emergency Nose Gear 
Unlock 

Rcvisio.n to Fire Deiector Syltem. 

Inst<1ll."1.tion of VHF-101 Equipment 

Modilication of Stall Warning System 

Deactivation of Ccnuifugal Switch 
Assembly, Part No. 152821 

V 
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T .0. 1 C-133A-1 Section I 

DESCRIPTION .SECTIQN I 

The Aircraft • ••• ••••• • ••••• • • •• • • • • ..... . . • • • • •••••• ••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • ,,.,,,, •••• •• •• .-, •• •• •• •• u .. ,,, u••, • , ., .. ,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,, ,,u , , ., , , ,. • ••, 1-2 
Er1gines ......................................................... , ..................................................... u,,, ... ... .. .... . ............. . . .. 1-2 

Propellers ..................................................................................................................................... 1·18 

Engine Oil Supply System ....................... ,.............. . ...... ............................................................. 1-27 
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THE AIRCRAFT. 

The aircraft is manufactured by the Douglas A.ircraf t 
Company. Inc. It is a long•ra.flge, high-wjng mono• 
plane, designed £or use as a logistic transport. The 
aircraft is equipped with a fully retraetable tricycle 
landing gear. There are four main gear units, one 
nose gear unit, and o.ne auxiliary tail wheel unit. The 
aircraft is powered by four Ptatt & Whitney tti.rbo
prop engines. Each e.ngine is equipped with an IS-foot 
Curtiss mrboelearic propeller with £ull feathering, 
reverse pitch, and negative torque control - £eam.res. 

• • 
The aircraft has two gas turbine uniis (GTU's) that 
provide power for the two hydraulic pumps a:nd rhe 
auxiliary generator. The GTU's also supply bleed air 
for starting, air conditioning, ruid ptessurization of 
the .flight deck a.nd cabin. 

MAIN DIFFERENCES. 

Main differences in design and operation between 
different series of this aircraft model at time of de
livery are listed in figure 1-1. 

.AIRCRAFT DIMENSIONS. 

The principal dimensions of the aircraft are: 

Si,an .•........................................ 179 feet 8 inches 

Length (overall, including 
radome) .................................. 15 7 feet 6 inches 

Height (including ao.ticollision 
light) •........................... , ........... 48 feet 9 inches 

Stabilizer span .......................................... 60 feet 

Main Gear Tread (from outboard 
wheel rim to outboard 
wheel rim) ···-····························21 feet 8 inches 

See figure 2-7 for ground clearance and turning radius, 
and figure 4-22 for internal dimensions. 

1-2 

AtRCRAn GROSS WEIGHT. 

The airaaft design gross weight is 27.5,000 J)OWlds 
for c.133A aircraft, and 286.000 pouod11 /or C-13~B 
airc,aft. For complete weight iaformatioo, see Sec
tion V. 

INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT. 

The aircraft is designed to car.ry variom types of cargo 
as well as fully assemb.Led missiles in the cabin aod 
may be loaded through the aft and clamshell cargo 
doors (28 and 29, figure I-2) and ramp (30t figure 1-2), 
or the side cargo door (38, figtwe 1-2), The aircraft 
is fitted with s complete rapid cargo loading and tie
down system. The rapid cargo loading system utilizes 
roller conveyor sections running forward and aft in 
the cargo compartment. The conveyor sections are held 
in position by quick-disconnect bolddown fittings 
which attach to seat studs located on the cargo :flooJ:. 
A transfer dolly is provided to permit lateral .mnve
ment of cargo pallets.. The cargo tiedown system con
sists essentially of six overhead nets which can be 
dropped and secured to p.t0vide vertical and lateral 
restraint of cargo movemenr. and six barrier nets to 
restrain forward and aft cargo movement.. For the 
location of the vsrious c:ompartme11ts of the aircraft, 
see figure 1-3. 

FLIGHT CREW. 

Accommodations are p.rovided for a crew of £our mem• 
hers: pilot, copilot, 6ight engineer, and navigator. 
Provision is also made for a .relief aew. 

ENGINES. 

The aircraft is powered by four Pratt & Whitney 
turbo-prop engines (figure l-4), The T34-P-7WA type 
engines installed on C-133A aircraft are each capable 
of developing a static maxjmum power of 6500 shaft 
horsepower. The T34-P-9W engines installed on 
C-1338 aircraft are each capable of developing a static 

1 
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Main Differences 

Item C-133A C-13.;JB 

Design Gross Weight 275,000 Pounds 286,000 Pounds 

Engine£ TI4-P-7WA T34·P-9W 

VHF Communications AN/ARC-49 •VHF-101 

.Engine Temperature Indicating System ExhaU$t ~ Temperatllle Turbine Inlet TemperaPUe 

Emergency .Elap l!xtcnsioa Elecuk Motor .Elcarically Dcivrn .Auxiliary 
Hyclraallc Pwnp 

Stall Warning System Not InstAlled "'Coo.uot CoJumo Shake, 

llear Cargo Loading Doors Cargo Door & Ramp Ramp & Clamshell Doors 

*Some C-I33A aiJCn.ft 

FlguNJ f.J 

maximum. power of 6950 shaft horsepower. Each en• 
gine is a multi-stage, axial-flow, single compressor gas 
turbine which produces th.rust by driving a propeller 
at the front of the engine and discharging high-ve
locity gases through a tailpipe oozzle at the turbine 
exhaust or £ear of the engine. The powe:r of either 
type engine may be augmented during takeoff, by the 
use of the water-alcohol injection. system which in· 
jeas a water-alcohol mixture inm the combustion 
chamber. The engines are housed in co.oveational, 
sewi-monocoque nacelles, and are accessible rhrough 
quick opening, orange-peel type cowling. 

The rnajor sections of rhe engine are the nose section, 
the air inlet section. the compressor section, the ac· 
cessory section, the combustion seaioo, and the tur
bine section. 

The nose section contains 1:he propeller shaft, which is 
dri.veo by a 2-stage planetary reduction gear system, 
the torque pressu:re indicating system, and the negative 
torque control system, 

The air inlet section coas.ists of an annular air inlet 
around the nose secrion. Six hollow struts project ro.di
ally across the air inlet passageway between the nose 
section and the case of the air inlet section. Com
pressor discharge air is circulated through the four 
upper struts tO prevent engine air inlet icing. The 
struts located at the 11 o'clock and 3 o'clock positions 
each contain breather passages. Pressurized oil fl.owing 
to the nose seetion pa!lses through the strut located at 

the 5 o'clock position. Scavenged oil being returned 
from. the nose section pffles through the strut located 
at the 7 o"clock position. 

Note 

Engine locations, such as .right, left. and 
o'clock positions. .are as "iewed from rear of 

• engine. 

The compressor section, which has a coastant .inside 
di~meter, contains a 13-.stage axial-flow compresmr 
whjch develops a co.mpression .ratio of approximately 
6.7 to 1. The compressor drives the propeller shaft 
reduction gears through splined couplings. To facili• 
tate starting, and to prevent compressor stall and in
stability duriog low rpm ground operation, overboard 
air bleed valves are provided at the sixth and seventh 
stages of compression. .Although the ove.rboard air 
bleed valves are spring loaded to the open position 
during start.ing and low rpm ground operarion, they 
are automatically closed by the bleed valve governor 
at alJ engine speeds used du.ring Bight operation. A 
manually-cootrolled engine bleed vaJve governor over• 
ride 1ystem is provided which will c:lose die bleed 
valves to prevent loss of power during flight in the 
event the bleed valve governor should fail. Normally, 
the bleed valve governor O\'erride swjrcbes are left 
in the OFF position, and should be placed in the 
OVERRIDE position only in the event a bleed valve 
governor failure occurs dwing Bight. Just aft of the 
thirteenth stage of compression, at the compressor dis
charge point, are located four ports from which high 
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pressure air~can-be bled for the operation .of_various 
pneumatic units, 

The accessory section, in addition to providing the 
drives for the various engine accessories, also conta~ 
the four engine mounting pads. The four engine 
mount supports, which accommodate vibration iso
lators, are equally spaced at 45 degree incrementS co 
the vertical plane. 

'fhe combustion section containS eight burner cones 
which open into an annular combustion chamber. Each 
burner cone is equipped with a dual-orifice fuel nozzle. 
1"he No, 2 and No. 7 burner cones are each equipped 
with a spark igniter for starting p~rposes. H?t gases 
from the ·combustion chamber are discharged into the 
three-expansion stage turbine section where they pro
vide the power to drive the compressor and propeller. 
A fuel drain is provided at the b<;>ttom of the outer 
case of the combustion chamber, 

The turbine section consists of' the turbine case and a 
turbine rotor, and provides three stages of expansion 
for the hot gases from the combustion chamber. A fuel 
drain is provided at the bottom of t he turbine case. 

The engine has. two ranges of control; the flight range1 
and the ground, or Beta range. Engine power is con
trolled by a single lever, che throttle, which coordinates 
fueJ flow with the propeller governor setting by di· 
recting signals to b9tb the fuel control unit and the 
propeller, according to the power setting desired. In 
scheduling che flow of fuel to the engine, the fuel 
control unit auton1arically compensates for cpmpressor 
inlet t e;:mperature, burner pressure, throttle position, 
and engine speed. 

1-6 

__ A _. ~lf•contaitled_~ogine brake i0.Qoorporated on the 
s~atter drive shaft. The engine brake may be used to 
prevent an inoperative engine from windmilling while 
the aircraft is parked, or to stop propeller rotation 
under certain emergency conditions that may occur 
during flight. The engine brake may also be used to 
reduce the time required to shut down an engine, du.r
ing gto\1nd operations, providing the speed of the 
engine is below 45 percent rp.ttl; however, it is rec
o'wwended that the engine be allowed to coast to a 
stop, in order to provide better cooling. 

The engine is provided with a dual, negative torque 
control (NTC) system which automatically senses a 
negative torque condition, where the propeller is 
driving the turbine. When such a condition is sensed, 
the NTC system provides a signal to the propellei: 
increase pitch circut, which starts the propeller toward 
the feathered position. (See figure 1-44 for engine serv
icing specifications.) 

EN.GINE FUEL SYSTEM. 

'I'he engine fuel system components are mounted on 
the main accessory drive section, at the bottom of 
the engine. The components of the system joclude a 
fuel pump, a fuel pump transfer valve, a fuel control 
unit, and a pressurizing and dump valve. A fuel flow 
transmitter is mounted forward of the firewall, on the 
right side of the engine. A primary and a secondary 
manifold are mounted on the engine :fireseal ring 
which is secured to the aft end of the accessory section. 

In addition to these units, those aircr(:tft with T.C.T ,0. 
502 are equipped with fuel heaters, mounted on the 
left side of the engine forward of the firewall. The fuel 

--
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Pratt and wh,fney 134-P Engine -1ypical 
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heaters are .installed in the fuel system ahead of the 
engine•driven fuel pump and are designed to utilize 
scavenged engine oil to heat the fuel, thereby mini· 
mizio.g the formation of jce crystals in the fuel and 
preventing the acL"lllilulation of ice in the fuel strainer 
and fuel control unit. The fuel beating unit iocotpo· 
.i:ates a fuel strainer, a core assembly, pressure-operated 
bypass valves, and a temperature control valve, The 
pressure-operated bypass ,•alves are installed in both 
the core and in the fuel strainer to assure unobstructed 
fuel ii.ow, in the event clogging occurs. The tempera
ture control valve maintains the temperature of the 
fuel between 2°C and 27°C, by varying the flow of 
oil through the core of the heater. When the tempera
ture of the oil is below 32°C, all of the oil is bypassed 
around the core. The fuel heater is fully automatic io 
operation. 

The engine fuel system receives fuel under boost pump 
p,:essure from the main fuel supply system, through 
strainers, to the engine-driven fuel pump (22, figure 
14). From the fuel pump, fuel is routed to the fuel 
control unit (21, figl/Jre 14) through a Jilter which 
fo.rms an integral part of the fuel control unit. The 
fuel control unit meters the fuel, which is then di
rected through the fuel flow transmitter to the pres
surizing and dump valve. From the pressuri:i:ing and 
dump valve, the fuel .is routed to the primary and sec· 
ondary manifolds and then to the fuel nozzles in the 
burner cones. 

The engine fuel pwnp is a two-stage, positive dis· 
placement, gear•type pump. During normal operation, 
the fust stage acts as an engine-driven boost pump and 
increases fuel i,ressure to the inlet of the second stage 
by approximately 25 psi above the fuel supply pressure. 
The second stage increases the pressure of the fuel to 
approximately 500 psi . .Either stage has adequate ca
pacity to maintain sufficient fuel pressure for engine 
operation,, in the eveot of failure of the other pumping 
stage. 

The fuel pump transfer valve consists of an automatic 
valve assembly which ttaosfers fuel pump operation 
from parallel to series operarion, as required. During 
engine starting, when the speed of the engine is below 
approximately 25 percent rpm, both stages of the 
pump operare in parallel for increased volwne output; 
at higher engjne speeds, both stages operate in series. 
In the event of failure of one of the stages of the fuel 
pump, the fuel pump transfer valve will direct rbe 
flow of fuel from the operative stage to the fuel control 

• unit. 

The fuel control unit meteI'll fuel to the engine as a 
£unction of throttle aogle, compressor inlet tempera
ture, engine speed, and combustion chamber pressure. 

An integral shutoff val~ actuated by the condition 
lever, cruns on or shuts o1f the Bow of fuel to the 
engine. Power output of the engine is controlled by 
regulating the flow of fuel through the fuel control 
unit with the throttle. Fuel is metered co the engine 
according to a prescribed schedule for all operating 
conditions so that the :ftow of fuel is neither too much, 
which may cause excessive rurbine temperatures, nor 
less than the minimum required to sustain combustion. 

A 2-step ground idle speed control provides two idle 
speeds in the ground oper11tiog .nw.ge. Whenever the 
throttle is retarded below the FLIGHT IDLE position, 
a stop in the fuel control unit maintains a high ground 
idle speed at a .relatively high fuel How and engine 
rpm. This feature keeps the engine in readiness to 
supply power for full reverse cbrust during landing, 
and maintains sufficient engine rpm for operation of 
the main a< generators. To obtain low ground jdle 
rpm, the stop most be actuated by placing the ground 
speed control switches, located on the control pedestal, 
in the LO-IDLE position, With che switches io this 
position, fuel :flow will be reduced to allow low rpm 
operation with the throttle at or near the ground idle 
decent. 'I'o obtain high ground idle rpm from low 
ground idle, the throttle mwt be moved either to 
approximately the FLIGHT IDLE or REVERSE po· 
sicion. This action will mechanically reposition tbe 
high ground idle Stop, an.d will prevent engine speed 
from returning to low ground idle .rppi until -rhe 
ground speed control switthes are again actuated to 
the LO-IDLE position. During GROUND range opera
tion of the throttle, engine rpm is controlled by the 
fuel control unit, and is in no way effected by the 
propeller governor, 

From the fuel control unit, metered fuel passes through 
the fuel 1low ttansmitter to the pressurizing and dump 
valve. The pressurizing and dump valve directs all 
fuel from the fuel control unit to the primary fuel 
manifold (24, figure 1-4), and then to the inner pass· 
ages of the dual-orifice fuel nozzles (12, figure 1-4) 
during low fuel pressure operation. As fuel pressure 
and flow are increased, fuel is also dir«:ted. to the 
secondary fuel manifold (2,, figur8 1-4) and to the 
outer passages of the dual-orifice fud. nozzles. When 
the engine is shut down by movement of the condi
tion lever ro the FUEL OFF position, the dump portion 
of the pressuriziog and dump valve is actuated to the 
open position to permit fuel to drain from che fuel 
manifolds, 

Throttles • 

Two banks of four throttles each (land 6, ftg,w8 1·11), 
locared on the control pedestal. are mechanically 
linked to the engine fuel control units aod to c:he pro· 
peller circuits to control power output. The mottles 
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also control propeller reversing. Each throttle actuates 
a water-alcohol injection switch dw:ing advancement 
to the MAX power (takeoff) position, and acruates the 
landing gear warning swirch when retarded toward 
FllGHT IDLE. The takeoff warning horn switch is 
actuated by rhe No. 1 or No. 3 throttle when advanced 
above FLIGHT IDLE. The throttle, through mechani
cal linkage, also drives the synchronizer to sec the 
desired synchronization speed of the propellers 
throughout the FLIGIIT range. In the GROUND 
range, engine rpm is controlled by fuel coo.trot gov· 
erning. See figure 1~9 for thronle settings and ranges 
0£ control. 

Throttle Lock Lever. 

A throttle lock lever, placarded POWER LOCK (2, 
figure 1-11), is located between the pitm•s throttles and 
the condition levers and is med to adjust the fricrion 
on the throttles by fore or aft movement. Friction i:!i 
inc,eased by movi~g the throttle lock lever forward. 

. . . .. 

Ground Speed Cantral Switches. 

'l'wo ground speed control switches (.'J, figure 1-11), 
one for No. l :and 4 engines, and one for No. 2 and 
3 engines, are installed on the control pedestal. 'I'he 
.switches provide twO .ranges of idle speed for ground 
operation, HI-IDLE and LO-IDLE. The switche!i are 
spring loaded to the ID-IDLE position. When a throt
tle is retarded to the GROUND IDLE detent and 
the respective ground speed co.atrol swi.tch is momen• 
tarily actuated to the LO-IDLE p011ition, a 28,volt 
d-c circuit is completed to energize a solenoid oo. the 
fuel conuol unit to change the ground idle stop to 
the LO-lDLE position; engine speed then drops to 
apprOJCimately .55.5 percent rpm. -when the throttle 
is advanced above the FLIGHT lDLB position, or is 
moved to REVERSE, a cam mc:chani.cally actuates a 
mechanism on the fuel control unit to change the 
ground idle stop to the HI-IDLE position. When the 
throttle is again reuu:Jed to the GROUND IDLE 
position or taken out of REVERSE, engine speed will 
be maintained at 909 percent rpm until the ground 
speed control switch is again actuated to the LO-IDLE 

• • 
pos1t100. 

WATER-ALCOHOL INJECTION SYSTEM. 

A water-alcohol injection system is installed to deliver 
a metered .tlow of water·alcohol mixture to the fuel 
ao:ales io each engine. The supply of water-alcohol 
is contained in a 100 gallon supply tank (25, figrtre 
1-2), located io the aft section of the right pod. Four 
gravity fed, eleetrically driven pumps, located below 

1·10 

the supply tank, deliver the mixture to each engine. 
The supply of water-alcohol mixture is adequate for 
approximately 1 ¾ minutes of open.tion, with all four 
engines operating. This allows use of water·alcohol 
injection during the MAX power check., while still 
providing I½ minutes of water-alcohol injection after 
brake release. In the event of an eoiioe malluoction, 
which requires retarding of the throttle below MAX 
power, the ope.rating time on water-alcohol injection 
will be increased. on the remaining engines, s.io.ce all 
pumps are gravity fed from a common manifold. 

The use of water-alcohol injection increases rhe power 
output of the engine by increasing the mass :flow 
through the turbine. Since the water~cohol mixtw:e 
is a coolant, this increase is accomplished without 
increasing EGT/TIT above operating limits. At ap· 
proximately 50°C, the use of water-a.Imhol injection 
will provide engine performance approximately equi
valent to ICAO Srandard Day performance. This will 
amount to an increase in torq~~ _p.res~ur~ ~~ approxi
mately 7.2 psi, or 1000 shaft horsepower per engine. 
Warer-alcohnl injection may be used when.ever the 
ambient tcmpexature is above 0°C. Far operation at 
other temperatures, and restrictions on the use of 
water-alcohol injection, see Engine Operating Jjmi
tations, Section V and Part 2 of T.O. lC-133.A-1-1. 

Water-Alcohol lniaction Switch. 

A 3-position water-alcohol injection switch (figure 
l-8)1 placarded ON, OFF. aod DRAIN, is located on 
the pilots' overhead panel. Placing the switch in the 
ON position completes circuits from the flight deck 
28-volc d-c nonessential bus which supi,lies power to 
energi:ze four relays. The relays, when energized, 
complete circuits from the center £use1age 200-volt, 
3-phase, a-c nonessential bus which suplies power 
to operate the four water-alcohol injection pumps. 
Placing tbe swiu:h in the ON position also establishes 
the circuits for four, -rhrotdc-actuated, water-alcohol 
shutoff valve switches. Advancing the throttles to -che 
MAX power poeicion actuates these switches, which 
complete circuits from the flight deck 28,volt d< 
oo.nessential bus which supplies power to actuate the 
shutoff valves to tb.e open position. The four shu.to:&' 
val,-es, one of which is located in each engine nacelle, 
then dirc:c."t a metered :flow of the water-alcohol mix
ture to tbe engines. As the throttles are retarded 
from the MAX power position, the switches are 
a<:tullted and complete circuits from the .same bus 
which supplies power to actuate the shutoff valves 
to the dosed position. When the switch is placed 
in the OFF position the water-alcohol injection sys
tem circuits are deeoerg.ized. Placing the switch in 
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the. DRAJN position completes a circuit from the 
center fuselage 28-volt d-c nonessential bus which 
supplies power to open the tank drain valve, the 
shutoff valves, and the solenoid-operated drain valve 
in each nacelle, for complete draining of the system. 
Circuit proreaion is provided by circuit breakers 
located 011 the .flight eog.ineer's overhead circuit 
breaker panel, the center fuselage d-c circuit breaker 
panel, and the center fuselage a-c: circuit breaker panel 

Woter-Alcohol lniection Pressure Indicators. 

Four 2-position, 28-volt d-c, water-akobol injection 
pressure indicators (47, fig11re 1-7) are mounted on the 
pilots' instrument panel. The ON position indicates 
that pressure is available in the nacelle, and the OUT 
position indi~tes that inadequate pressure is available 
or that .the supply bas been depleted. Power for 
operation of the pressure indicators is obtained from 
the .flight deck 28-volr d-c nonessential bu!I. Circuit 
protection is provided by a circuit breaker located on 
the Sight engineer's overhead panel. 

NACELLI PREHEAT SYSTEM. 

The nacelle preheat system is installed to permit pre
, . heating the fuel control units of the engines during 
'7 ,,;I ground starting or to supply hear to the £uel control 

units duriog .flight, when extremely cold temperature 
conditions exist. Heated air, obtained from either 
the compressor bleed air supply of the GTU's or the 
thirteenth compressor stage bleed air duct of any 
operating engine, is used to preheat the fuel control 
unirs. When the pneumatic manifold shutoff valves are 
open, heated air from either source is routed through 
the main pneumatic manifold and branch ducts to an 
elecrrically operated nacelle preheat shutoff valve 
located in each engine nacelle. Actuating the nacelle 
preheat shutoff valve to the open position then per
mits the heated air co be directed upon the respective 
fuel control uoit. In this manner, all £our fuel control 
units may be preheated from a single source of heated 

• air. 

When the pneumatic manifold shutoff valve 0£ an op
erating engine is closed and the nacelle preheat shuwff 
valve for that engine is open, heated air for nacelle 
preheat purposes is supplied. independcndy of other 
sources, directly from that engine to its own fuel 
control unit. 

Note 

Maximum nacelle preheat airflow will be 
obtained with the air conditioning system 
shut off. 

Nacelle Preheat Switches. 

Four ON-OFF nacelle preheat switches (1, figure 1-13) 
are mounted on the flight engineer's instrument panel. 
The ON position of each switch completes a 28-volr 
d·c circuit to open the preheat shutoi vsl"e in each 
engine nacelle to dir«t hot air on the respective fuel 
control units. The OFF position deenergizes the circuit 
to close the shut0ff valve. These switehes ate normally 
left in the OFF positions. The pneumatic manifold 
switches must be in the OPEN posjtio11 to provide 
nacelle preheat, unless the engines are operating. 

ENGINE BLEED VALVE GOVERNOR OVERRIDE 
SYSTEM (AIRCRAFT AF-59-530 AND SUBSEQUENT 
AND AIRCRAfT WITH T.C.T.O. 515). 

To prevem: loss of power during flight in event of a 
bleed valve governor. failure, a manual bleed valve 
governor override system has been provided which 
allows the pilot to close the bleed valv.e to prevent 
dumping compressor bleed ai.r overboard. 

Engine Bleed Valve Governor Overrida Switches. 

Four engine bleed valve governor override switches are 
mounted on the pilots' overhead panel (figure 1-8). 
The switches are placarded OFF - OVERRIDE, and 
control a 3-wsy solenoid at each engine. When the 
switches are placed in the OVERRIDE position, the 
solenoid valves are actuated, causing the engine bleed 
valve governor to be bypassed and completing the 
circuit to the bleed control to close the overboard 
bleed valve. Power for operation of the engine bleed 
'Valve governor system is obtained from the 1light deck 
28-volt d-c essential bus and the center fuselage 28-volt 
d-c essential bus. 

IGNITION SYSTEM. 

An ignition system utili:£ing 28-volt d-c power is 
installed on each engine with spark ignirers in com• 
bnsi:ion chambers No. 2 and 7 for starting purposes 
only. High tension voltage is delivered to the spark 
igniters from the ignition exciter (19, figure 1-4) and 
compositor units when the ignition circuit is ener
gittd. The ignition switches are actuated by che con• 
dition levers whco they are moved from the FUEL 
OFF to the RUN-FUEL ON position. Actuation of the 
jgnition switches energizes the ignition timer, which 
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begins a 3-minute ignition cycle. The igo.itio.o. circuit 
is automatically deenergized at the completion of tbis 
cycle. The timer can be reset at any time the corre
sponding condition lever is returoeJ to the FUEL OFF 
position for a minimum of l .second. and then returned 
to the RUN-FUEL ON position. See Condition Levers, 
this section. 

Note 

The engine ignition circuit breakers sihould 
be open whenever the engine is not in use. 
This procedure increases the service life of 
the ignition timer Olld the spark ignirers by 
preventing them from operating during static 
checks of propellers and riggwg. 

ENGINE STARTING SYSTEMS. 

Each eugw.e is equipped with a pneumatic starting 
system wli1ch uses bleed air. The·st:a.rter urut is a pneu
matically dri\•eo turbine, geared tO the engine th.rough 
an accessory drive pad. Air for engine starting may be 
obtained from the GTU compressor bleed air supply 
which is routed through a pneumatic manifold and 
starter valve tO each engine starter, from an. operating 
engine which supplies bleed air to the same pneumatic 
manifold, or from an external pneuma.tic ground 
power :source. Four engine starter swjtches are located 
at the pilot's station to control engine starting. A 
solenoid-controlled, pneum.atic:ally actuated srarter 
shutoJ£ valve is io.stalled to control each engine starter. 
Normally, the shutoff valve is opened by the starter 
switch.. to permit engine stutiog, and closed by a 
centrifugally actuated ovetspeed switch in the starter, 
when the engine reaches low groWJ.d idle rpm. In the 
event a malfunction occurs and the overspeed switch 
does not close the shutoff valve, the valve may be closed 
by the starter switch to prevent the srarte.r from ove.r
speeding. Since overspeeding of the startez could result 
in serious damage, both to the starter and to adjacent 
equipment, a starte.c disengage warning system is pro· 
vided which indicates whenever the shutoff valve is 
open and the air inlet duct of the sra.n:er is being 
supplied with pneuma.ric pressure. When the GTU's 
are used for engine starting, the air conditioning 
system should be o:lf so that air supply will not be 
diverted to the air conditioning system. 

Engin• Starter Switches. 

Four engine starter switches (figure 1-8), located on 
the pil0ts' overhead panel, are placacded PUSH TO 
S1'ART - PULL TO RESET. When the switch is 
pushed to the PUSH 1'0 S1'ART positi012 for engine 
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starting, a 28-volt d-c holding coil in the switch is 
energized to hold the switch in and complete the cir~ 
cuic to open the starter valve and admit bleed air to 
the air turbine starter. Before the engine reaches 55 
or 63 percent rpm, depending on the type of starter 
installed, a centrifugal switch opens the circuit and 
the engine starter switch should pop out w the 
RESET position. When the engine starter switch js 
pulled to the RESET position, the swirch is released 
from the holding coil and the circuit to the smrter 
valve is deenergaed to close the valve. After an 
engine lights-off, it may ~ necessary ro manually 
pull the engine starter switch to the RESET position. 
The switeh may be pulled out manually at any time 
to disconnect the starting system. When the engine 
b.rake switch is in the ON position, the engine starter 
circuit:s (ground and air) are inoperative. 

ENGINE STARTER DISENGAGE WARNING 
SYSTEM. 

Ao engine starter disengage warning system is . i.o.
stalled which provides a visttal wa.rniog when the 
starter is engaged. The warning system includes four 
starter disengage warniog lights. four i,.ressw:e
acruated switches, and a test switch. When the starter 
shutoff valve opens, during normal engine startiog, 
the pressure of the air being supplied to the starter 
will close the p.ressure--actuated switch, causing the 
.respective starter dise.ngage warning light to come o.n. 
When the-starter shutoff valve closes, stopping the flow 
of air to the starter, the pressure-actuated switch will 
open, and the light will go out. In the eve.nt the light 
remains on after the engine has reached a speed of 
either 55 or 63 percent rpm, depending on 1he type of 
starter jostalled, it will warn. that a roalfuoctioo. has 
occurred, cawing the shutoff valve to remain open, and 
that air pressure is still being supplied to the starter. 
1"his condition could came a starter over.speed ta 
occur, resulting io. damage to the starter and adjacent 

• equipment, 

Engine Starter Disengage Warning Light ... 

Four amber, 28-volt d-c. engine sratter disengage 
warning lights, one for each engine, are installed io. 
the knobs of the engine starter switches (figure 1-8). 
Each warning light is controlled by a normally open, 
pressure-actuated switch. When a starter shutoff valve 
is open and air is being supplied to that starter, the 
pressure of the air in the smrter air inlet du.ct will 
close the pressure-actuated switch. Wheo the p.ressure· 
actuated switch closes, a circuit is compfered between 
the Aight deck 28 volt d-c essential bus and the warn
ing light, causing the light to come on regardl~ 
of the position of its respective starter switch. When 
the starter shutoB: valve is cbed, the reductioo ia air 
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Figure 1-6 

pressure in the starter air inlet duct permits the pres
sure-actuated switch to open, deenergizing the. circuit, 
and the warning light will ,go out. The engine starter 
di~engage warning light circuits a.ce protected by a 
circuit breaker located on the 1light deck left hand 
auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 

Engine Starter Disengage Warning light Test Switch. 

A 2-posiiion, engine starter disengage warning light 
test switch (figure 1-8) is located on the pilots' over
head panel. The switch, placarded WARNING LIGHT 
TEs1· SW., has the placarded positions OFF and ON. 
Placing the switch in the ON position co1upletes a 
circuit from the flight deck 28-vcilt d-c essential bus 
causing the warning lights in all four starter switch 
knobs to come on. When the test switch is placed in 
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the OPF position, the wa.cning light test circuit is de
ene.cgized, and the lights will go out. 

ENGINE BRAKE SYSTEM. 

Each engine is equipped with a self-conta.ined, elec
trically actuated hydraulic brake, which may be used 
to prevent rocation of an inoperat ive engine while the 
aircraft is on rl;ie ground. When the brake is energized, 
the brake actuator drives a plunger in a cylinde.r to 
provide the hydraulic pressure that applies the brake. 
When the pressure reaches the required :value, an 
automatic pressure switch opens the electrical circuit 
to the actuator. Whea the brake. is disengaged, the 
circuit is energized to revet se the brake actuator action 
and the ci:rcuit is opened by a limit switch at the end 
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of the plunger travel. To reduce the time· required to 
shut down an engine on the ground, the b.take may be 
applied at any engine s_pe<;.«i below 45 percent rpm. 
However, it is recommended that the engine be al
lowed to coast to a stop to pro-vide better cooling. 

Engine Brake Switches, 

Four 2--position, guarded, engine brake switches (fig
ure 1·8), one for each engine, are located on the pilots' 
overhead panel. The switches. have the placarded posi
tions ON and OFF. When a brake switch is. placed in 
the ON position, a citcuit is co.tnpleted from the flight 
deck 28-volt d-c essential bus which energizes the re
spe<:tive engine brake control relay. The relay, when 
energized, completes a circuit from the center fuselage 
28-volt d-c essential bus which provides power to the 
respective engine brake actuator, causing it to engage 
the brake. In addition, the ON position opens the 
circuics to the respective starter switch and to the 
air start position of the respective condition lever, 
in order to prevent starting t he engine with the brake , 
ON. T he OFF position com.pletes a 28-volt d-c circuit 
to reverse the brake actuator action and to disengage 
rhe brake. The circuit is opened by means of a limit 
switch at the end of the actuator tr.avel. In addition, 
the OFF position closes the circuits to the starter 
switch and to the air start position of the condition 
Jever. The circuits between the engine brake switches 
and the engjoe brake control relays are proteeted by 
a circuit breaker placarded ENGINE DRAG BRAKE 
CONTROL, located on the flight engineer's oyerbea.d 
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circuit breaker panel. The circuits between each relay 
and its respective engine brake actuator are indi
vicluaJJy protected by circuit breakers, placarded EN
GINE BRAKE POWER, ·located on the center fuse· ( 
lage right hand circuit b~ker ~nel. 

WARNING 

'The engine brake switch should not normally 
be turned ON in flight. Under c~rtain emer
gency conditions, such as a propeller .rotating 
slowly either forward or backward, propeller 
rotation may be stopped by use of the engine 
brake. I f propeller rotat.ion continues after 
applying the brake, immediately return the 
engine brake switch to OFF to prevent dam
age from o,•erheating or secondary fire. Under 
.no circwnstances should rhe engine brake be 
used if propeller rotation exceeds 1 blade per 
second, as determined by visual check. 

ENGINE INSTRUMENTS. 

All engine instruments -are single indicating and are 
mo:unted in the center section of the pilots' instru
ment panel (fig1t·re 1-7)1 with the exception of the 
total fuel .flow indicator (34, figure 1-13, and 4, figu.Ye 
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1-19), which is located on the flight engineer's instru• 
ment panel. For ease of reading, all the instruments 
are mounted so that on takeoff' the pointers will point 
in the same direction when indicating normal readings. 

Tachometers. 

Four engine tachometers (19, figure 1-7), calibrated in 
percent rpm, are mounted on the pilotS' inscrwneut 
panel. Engine-driven tachometer generators supply 
power and signals for these instruments. 

Turbine Inlet Temperature (TIT) Indicators -
C-1338 Ai.re raft. 

Four 11; -volt a-c turbi ne inlet temp erature (TIT) indi
cators (20, figure 1-7 ), calibrated in degrees centigrade, 
·are mounted on the pilot's instrument panel. T he indi
cator system receives signals fron1 17 T IT probes 
located just forward of the turbine inlet nozzle in 
each engine. Power for operation of che TIT indicating 
systems is obtained from the flight de.ck 115-volt a-c 
essential bus. Circuit protection for eacl1 of the .four 
TIT indicating systems is individually provided by 
circuit breakers located on th.e flight deck left hand 
auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 
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Exhaust Gas Te-mperature (EGT) Indicators ~ 
c~ 133A Aircraft. 

Fotir exhaust gas temperature indicators (20, figur.e 
1-7), calibrated in degre~ c-entigrade, are mounted on 
the pilots' instrument panel. T he exhaust gas temper a- , 
ture indicators are energized from the flight deck 115· 
vole a-c essential bus. The exhaust gas temperature 
indicatot circuits for each engine are individually 
protected by a circuit breake.r located on the flight 
deck left hand auxiliary circuit breaker panel. I 

Torque Pressure Indicators. 

Four 28-volt a-c to.rque pressure indicators (8~ figu1·e 
1-7), calibrated in pounds per square inch (psi), are 
installed on the, pilots' instrument panel, lndicatjons 
of actual engine power output are provided by the 
torque pressure indicators. T he indicators receive sig
nals from a variable reluctance transmitter mounted on 
the nose case of each engine. Power for operation of 
the torque pressure indicating systems is oj)tained from 
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the !light deck 28-volt a< essential bus. Circuit p.ro
tectioo for each of the four torque pressure indicating 
systealS is individually provided by circuit breakers 
located on the flight deck right hand auxiliary circuit 
breaker panel. 

Oil Pressure lndicatOI'$, 

Four oil pressure indicators (48, figure 1-7 ), calibrated 
in pouo<bi per square inch (psi), 8te installed on the 
pilotS' insuument panel. Oil pressure is taken from the 
pre~ure side of each engine-driven pump, by a 28-volt 
a-c variable-reluctance transmitter which .rece.ives 
power from the Bight deck 28-volt a-c essential bus. 
Cu:cuit protection for each of the fou.r oil presswe 
indicating .systems is individually provided by circuit 
breakers loca«?d on the flight deck right hand auxiliary 
circuit breaker panel. · 

Oil Low-Prenure Warning Ught. 

A red, 28-volt a-c, oil low-p.ressu.re warning light (33, 
figure 1-7) is installed on the pilots' in~uument panel 
The light is controlled by presaure. switcltes located in 

' each engine oil sy.sc:em. The warning light, when on, 
indicates an oil pressure coo.Jitioa below 42 psi. The 
CUCUit to the warning light j5 opened when the COil• 

dition levers 'are placed in the FUEL OFF or FEAWER 
position. Power for operation of the oil low-pressure 
warning light is obtained from the flight deck 28-volt 
a-c essential bw. Circuit protection is provided by a 
circuit breaker located on the flight deck .right hund 
al:ptiliary circuit breaker panel. For minimum oil pres
swe operating Jimici, see Sr:ction V. 

Oil Temperature lndh:ators. 

Four 28-volt d-c oil temperature indicators (36, fig
ure 1-7 )~ calibrated io degrees centigrade, are installed 
on the pilots' instrument panel. The indicators are 
controlled by four oil temperature se.osing bulbs 
locater.I in the respective oil tank sumps. Power for 
opeta.tion of the oil temperature iodicating systems is 
obtained from the flight deck 28-volt d-c essential bus. 
Circuit protection is provided by a circuit breaker 
located on the ftight engineer's overhead circuit 
hreaker panel. 

Oil Volume lndicaton;. 

Four oil volume indicators (36, figure 1-13), calibrated 
in gallons, are installed 011 the :flight engineer's in• 
t1tnunent panel. Tbe indicators are actuated by float 
uoits mounted in their respective tanks. Power for 
operation of the oil volume indicating. systems is 
obtained from the flight deck 28-volt d-c essential bus. 
Circuit protection for each of the four oil volume in
dicating systems is individually provided by circuit 
breakers located on the Bight deck left hand auxiliary 
circuit breaker pan.el. 
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Oil Low-Level Warning Lights. 

Two amber, 28-volr a-c, oil low-level wa.rning lights 
(J3J figure 1•7; and 37, figure 1-13) are installed; one 
on the pilots' instnunent panel and one on the Sight 
engineer's instrumeot panel. Tbe lights are controlled 
by a float-actuated oil low-level warning light switch 
.inscalled in each oil tank. Botb lightS will come on, to 
waro 0£ low oil level, when the quantity of oiJ in any 
cank becomes less than 3.8 gallons. The oil low-level 
wnroiog light circuit for each engine is opened when 
the condition lever for that engine is in either the 
FUEL OFF or FEATHER position, to prevent the 
warning light £rom remaining on in the event an en
gine has been shutdown due to low oil quantjty. Power 
for operation of the oil low-level warning lights is 
obtained from the flight deck 28-volt D.•C essential bus. 
Circuit protection is provided by a circuit breaker 
located on the flight deck right hand auxiliary ci.rcu.it 
breaker panel. 

Fuel Flow Indicators. 

Fow: fuel ·fl.ow indicators (35; figure 1-7), calibrated in 
pounds per hour, are mounted on the pilotS' inSttu
ment panel Power for operation of the fuel flow in
dicators is obtained from both the filght deck 28-volt 
d-c essential hus and the flight deck 115-volt a-c es
sential bus. The 28-volt d-c power is converted to 15-
volt, 4-qcle, 3-phase a·c power hy the fuel flow in
dicatins system power supply unit. The 15--volt, 4-
cycle, 3-phase a-c and 115-volt, 400-cycle single-phase 
a-c power is then supplied co the transmitters end in
dicators of the system for their operation. The power 
supply unit is located on the right side of the forward 
equipmeot rack, at station 160. Circuit ptotection for 
. both the 28-volt d-c and 115-volt a-c circuits of the 
fuel tlow indicating system is provided by circuit 
breakers lOOlted on the flight deck Jeft hand auxiliary 
circuit bi:eaker panel. 

Total Fuel Flow Indicator. 

The total fuel Jlow indicator (4, figure 1-19), mounted 
on the flight engineer's instrument panel, indicates 
total fuel Bow in pounds per hour. Power for opera
tion of the total fuel flow indicator is obtained from 
the :flight deck 115-volt a-c auxiliary bus. Circuit pro
tection for the total fuel .II.ow indicator circuits is pro
vided by a circuit breaker located on the flight deck 
left-hand auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 

Fuel low-Pressure Warning Lights. 

Four red, press-to-test, 28-volt a-c fuel low-pressure 
warning lights (1, figttre 1-19), one for each enQine, 
are mouuted on the flight engineer's ioscru~nt ,Panel. 
The warning lighrs arc wired through the dight engi
neer's dimming relay to fuel pressure sv.·itches in each 
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engine fuel system. When the fuel pressure drops be
low 9 i,si, the switch completes the circuit and the 
.respective warning light will .come on to indjcace :in
adequate fuel boost pump discharge pressure. Power 
for operation of the fuel low-pressure warning lights 
is obtained from the B.ighr deck 28-volt a-c essential 
bns. Circuit protection for es.ch of the four fuel low
pressure waroiog lights ii individually provided by 
circuit breakers located on the i1ight deck right-hand 
auxiliary circuit breaker panel 

ENGINE VIBRATION MONITORING SYSTEM 
(AIRCRAFT WITH T.C.T.O. 612). 

The engine vibration monitoring system is installed to 
enable the £light engineer to monitor vibration levels 
at the inlet, accessory case, and -turbine case of each 
engine. The system consists of a vibration indicator, 
a-c and d-c po~ switches, a vibration pickup selector 
switch, a test switch, engine vib£ation amplifier, and 
three vibration pickups .tnounted on the engine. Power 
for oi,eratio.n of the system is supplied f.rQ.(11.th.e_ ;l~::volt 
d-c essential bus and the 115-volt, single-phase a-c 
essential bus on the flight deck left-hand aux.ili.nry cir
cuit breaker panel. 

Engine Vibration Indicator. 

The engine vibration indicator (55, figsw~ 1-13) is 
mounted on a panel at the upper lef< corner of the 
Bight engineer's insuument panel. The iodicato.r con
sists of four vercical reading scales and pointers, one 
for each engine. "The scales ue graduated in numbers 
which can be con.vetted co mils or read directly as 
velocity. The indicator pointer shows the .relative out
put of cbe vibration pickup selected for reading by the 
vibration _pickup selector swicch. 

Vibratfan Pickup Selector Switch. 

A 4-position vibration pickup selector switch pla.curded 
LOCATION SELECTOR is mounted on the panel 
directly below the vibration indicator. The switch has 
the positions INLET, ACCESSORY, TURBINE, and 
PR.OP. When placed io any of the four positions. the 
signals from the vibration pickups at the selected loca
tion on all four eogioes are selected !or display on the 
indicator scales. 

Engine Vibration Monitoring System Power Switches.

Two 2-position engine vibration system power switches, 
placarded A.C. PWR. D.C., are installed on the vibra
tion indicator panel (55, figure 1-13). Each switch has 
the positions ON and OFF, when placed in the ON 
position, power is supplied -to the -vibration am.pliners 
from the applicable bus. 
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Engine Vibration Indicator Test Switch. 

A press-to.test engine vibration test switch is installed 
on the vibration indicato.r panel to enable ithe opera
r:or co test the continuity of the circuit through the 
indicator, amplifier and pickups. The system cau be 
tested at auy time power .is available to the system 
whether engioes are operating or noc. When the switch 
is dep.re~ and power to the system. is ON, a 400 cycle 
signal of known voltage is insen:ed in series wirh the 
pickup cables. This signal is read as a deflection of the 
pointer of the indicaoor. To test all pickups and cabling 
the vibration pickup selector switch must be positioned 
to each of the four positions while performing the 
check. Refer to Section VD for Engine Vibration Moni
ro.r.ing System checks and operational procedure. 

PROPELLERS. 

Each engine is equipped with a Curtiss turboelectri.c, 
three.blade, full-feathering, .reversible-pitch propeller. 
Each propeller is controlled by its respective throttle 
and_condition lever, and_~ l?J:QVided with both syn
chronized and mechanical .reference governing, auto• 
matic negative torque control (NTC), coordinated 
blade angle control, synchrophasing, ovei:speed piteb 
lock and static pitch control. 

When a throttle is in the FIJGHT range, the propel
ler for tho.t engine controls the rpm of its respective 
engine either electrically, di.rough the .synchronizer, or 
.mechao.ically, through mechan.ical i:efereo.ce govem.ing. 
The negative torque control system provjdes a. vimal 
war.ning in the event a loss of power causes the engine 
to be driven by the propeller. 

Note 
The negative torque control 5)'8tem is effec- I 
tive during operation on either synchronized 
or mechaoical reference governing. 

When a throttle is in the GROUND range, it conttols 
the blade angle of its respective propeller through a 
coordinator-potentiometer which is mounted on. and 
acruated hy, the fuel control unit. P.ropeller coo-trol 
is proportional to throttle setting throughout the 
GROUND range until the .full reverse blade angle of 
minus 9.2 degrees is reached. 

'fhe propeller synchrophasing system, operating 
th.rough the synchronizer, causes the blades of each 
propeller to rotate in a preset position .relative to the 
position 0£ the blades of the other propellers. By con
trolling the position of the propeller blades so thac 
the tips of the blades of adjoining propelb:rs do not 
pass the same relative points at the same time, harmonic 
vibration, noise, and stru(tutal fatigue are .reduced. 

'The propeller overspeed pitch lock system mechani
cally prevents the blade angle of the p.ropellers from 
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a coordinato.r-potentiomerer which is .mounted on, and 
actuated by, the fuel control unit, P.ropelle.r control is 
proportional to throttle setting throughout the 
GROUND range until the full reverse blade angle of 
minus 9.2 degrees is reached. 

(Aircraft With T.C.T.0. 519): 

Each engine is equipped with a Curtiss turbo-electric. 
three-blade, full-feathering, reversible-pitch propeller. 
Each propeller is controlled by its respective throttle 
and condition lever, and is provided with both syn
chronized and .mechanical reference gover.ning, auto
matic negative torque control (NTC), coordinated 
blade angle control, synchrophasing, ove.rspeed pitch 
lock and static pitch control. 

When a throttle is in the FLIGHT range, the propel
ler for that engine controls the rpm of its .respective 
engine eirhet electrically, :through the synchronizer, or 
mechanically, through mechanical reference governing. 
The negative torque control system provides a visual 
warning in the event a loss of power cau~ the engjoe 
to·be driven by the propeller. 

Changed 15 June 1963 

Note 
The negative torque co.11trol (NTC) system -is 
effeL-rive during operation on either syo.chro
u.i:l.ed or mechanical refereoce govern.ing. 

When a throttle is in the GROUND range, it controls 
che blade angle of irs respective propeller t:htough a 
coordinator-potentiometer which is mounted on, and 
acruated by, the fuel control unit. Propeller control 
is proportional to throttle setting throughout the 
GROUND range until the full reverse blade angle of 
minus 9.2 degrees is reached. 

The propeller synchrophasing .system, operating 
through the synchronizer, causes the blades of each 
propeller ro rotate in a p.reset position relative t<_> the 
position of the blades of the othet propellers. By con
trolling the position of the propeller blades sn that 
the tips of the blades of adjoining propellers Jo not 
pass the same relative points at rhe same time., hllrmonic 
,dbration, noise, and structural fatigue are reduced. 

The propeller overspccd pitch lock system. .mechAni
cally prevents the blade angle of che propellers from 
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·-· 
decreasing, io tbt: event certain malfunctions occur 

during Hight. An engine overspeed condition, a pro
peller blade attaining a blade angle of less than 8-
degrees1 or a loss of d-c power will cause the overspeed 
pitch lock to become engaged. When the ove.rspeed 
pitch lock of a specific propeller is engaged, the blade 
angle of that propeller can be increased, but cannot 

: be decreased below 60 degrees. 

I The hunt-to-feather feature of ~he auxiliary feathering 
circ,1it utilizes propeller rotational forces to afi'ect a 
change of blade angle. 

The static pitch controls are provided to permit the 
propellers to be feathered, on the ground, when the 

• • engines are not operating. 

CONDITION LEVERS. 

four condition levers ( 4, figu·re 1-1 I), located on the 
control pedestal, are meclianically linked to respective 
engine fuel control unirs. 1'he levers have tbe plac-
11rded positions FEATHER, FUEL OFF, RUN-FUEL 
ON, and AIR START. Through mechanical link-

\,,.., age, the lever turllll rhe fuel on in che RUN-FUEL 
ON and AIR ST.ART positions and shuts the fuel 
off and deactivates the circuits to the oil low-level 
and low-pressure warning ligbrs in rhe FlJEL OFF 
and FEA'fHER positions. Movement of a lever from 
the FUEL OFF position toward the RLlN-J:,'lJEL 
ON position actuates a switch which energizes a 

J timer, allowing engine ignition to be on for 3 min-
I 11tes. The ignition cycle can be reset at any time by 

rerurning the lever to the FL""EL OFF position for a 
zninimum of I second, then moving it back toward the 
RUN-FUEL ON position. Return of che lever to the 
FUEL OFF position at any time will terminate the 
ignition cycle. When rhe lever is positioned to FEA
THER., a switch is actuated which opens the propeller 
control circuit and completes a 28-volt d-c circuit to 
the normal p.ropeller feathering syscem. moving the 
propeller blades to the feathered position. When the 
lever is placed in the AIR ST AR'f position, it actuates 
a switch which opens the normal propeller circuit, 
and completes a 28-volt d-c circuit to the decrease pitch 
change mechaniml. This mechanism moves the pro
peller blades from the feathered position to a preset 
{74-degree) air start blade angle. The levers are spring 
loaded to return to the RUN-FUEL ON position when 

' . .._, released from the AIR S'f ART position. The levers 
may be returned tu FUEL OFF whenever fuel for the 
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engine is not required. When a condition lever is 
placed in either the FUEL OFF or FEATHER position, 
the engine anti-icing system circuics for chat engine 
are de-energized, 

WARNING 

The normal NTC and the normal propeller 
operating circuirs are inoperative when the 
condition lever is io the AIR START posi-

• tlOO. 

STA TIC PITCH CONTROL SWITCHES. I 

Four 2-position, static pitch control switches (figu-re 
l-8) are located oo the pilots' overhead paoel: The 
sv.,·itches, which have the placarded positions lNCR 
and NORMAL, e.re spring loaded from rhe INCR 
position co the NORMAL position. In addition, each 
switch is placarded with a numeral, corresponding 
to the propeller which it controls. lo the NORMAL 
position, each switch compleres a 28-volt d-c circuit 
that supplies power from the propeller bus to the 
normal Beta control circuit of its repective propeller. 
When a switch is held i.n the INCR position, it com
pletes a 28-volt d-c circuit that supplies power from 
the propeller bus to aetuate the air start motor of ics 
respective propeller, providing the condition lever 
for that propeller is in either the RUN-FUEL ON 
or FUEL OFF position, and the throttle is in the 
GROUND range. As long as the switch is held in the 
INCR position, the air start motor will coucinue to 

increase the blade angle of the propeller until the 
bJades reach the feathered position. In addition ro 
rheir normal .function of providing a control for con• 
duc,ing a static check of the propellers, the switches 
also permit the p.ropeller of an inoperative engine ro 
he feathered on the ground. See Section VII for Pro- I 
peller Static Check. 

PROPELLER GOVERNORS. 

An acceleratioo-:stabiliiced propeller governor, located 
on rhe reai: of each propeller power unit, is provided 
t0 correct the blade angle of its respective propeller, 
as necessary, to maintain the desired engi11e speed 
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for any flight attitude. The propeller governor will 
control the rpm of jrs respective engioe either elec
trically, through the propeller synchronizer or me
chanicAIJy, through an ioJividual mechanical reference 
governor, whenever rhe rhrottle of that engine is in 
the FLIGHT range. 

PROPElLfR SYNCHRONIZER. 

A 28-volt d-c powered propeller synchroni,..er, located 
on the forward electronic rack (8, fig11re 4-10), provide~ 

I the 115-volc, 3-phase, variable frequency a-c reference 
signal which drives each propeller governor reference 
mocor at the same speed to a£"hieve synchronized speed 
operation of all engines. The propeller synchroni:i:ei: 
is energized, during engine oreration, whenever the 
throttles are in the FLIGHT range and the propeller 
synchronizer buttons are pushed in. w·.ith the syn
chronizer in operati(ln, the blade angle of the pro
pellers will be controlled !'iO that all four engines 
operare at a syochroniz.eJ rpm. The propeller syo
chronizer will provide synchronous engine operation 
ac any engine speed between the range of 94.5 to 100 
percent rpm. During synchronizer operation, the speed 
of all engines will be synchronized to the speed of the 
engine with the most forward throttle.: position. In the 
event a malfunccion causes the rpm of an engine to 
beco1ne either Jess thlln 92.5 percent rpm or greater 
than 103 percent rpm, (.."Onrrol of tha~ engine will 
automittically be changed from the propeller syo
chroni:i:er to its mechanical reference governor, and 
will be maintained at 97. 7 percent rpm, If the throttle 
of an engine whose speed is being controlled by its 
mechanical reference governor is advaaced fonvard of 
the 0th.er three rhrou:Jes, the speed of the synchronizer
contrnlled engines will increase. tinder thei;c condi
tions, the torque of the mechani(.'a] reference governor 
controlled engine will increase, as its throttle is ad. 
vunccd, but its rpm will remain at 97.7 percent. The 
propeller synchronizer incorporates a.n under.speed 
protective device which will automatically cause a 
changeover from synchroni:>:er to mechanical reference 
governor control on all four engines, in the evenr a 
propeller synchronizer failure causes engine sreed to 
be reduced n1ore than 2.3 percent below the selected 
rpm. 

Propeller Synchronizer Button$. 

Four 2-position propeller synchronizer buttons (fig. 
ure 1-8) are loc~ted on the pilots' overhead panel and 
are placarded PROP SYNCliRONIZER PUSH 'fO 
SYNCH PROP IN FLIGHT. The buttons are spring 
loaded from the IN to the OUT position. and incorpo
rate holding coils for the IN position. During engine 
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operation, when the synchronizer buttons are pushed 
IN, the propellers will he synchronized for operation 
herween 94.5 and 100 percent r.rm by means of a syn
chronous-speed reference motor. When the .rpm falls 
below 92.5 percent, or exceeds 103 percent, a rpm 
error switch will open rhe 28-volt d-c circuit to the 
synchronous-speed tefe.rence motor, the holding coil 
will release, the synchronizer button wiII pop OLTT, 
and the propeller will be mechanically governed to 
97.7 per<."Cnt rpm. 'fhe button 1nay be manually pulled 
OUT whenever desired. 

PROPELLER SYNCHRONIZER RPM TRIM SYSTEM. 

A propeller synchronizer rpm trim systen1 is installed 
which allows the pilot to operate the engines at the 
desired schedule. The propeller synchronizer rpm trim 
system is effecrive only while operating on synchro
oi7.er reference governing {propeller synchronizer but• 
tons IN). See Sectioo VII for propeller synchronizer 

• • rpm trim operation. 

Propeller Synchronizer RPM Trim Lever, 

A propeller synchronizer rpm trim lever ( 3 J, figure 
1-11), locared on the left sidt: of the control pedestal, 
is mechanically linked to the synchronizer control 
drum. The trim lever has the placarded positions IN
CREASE, NEUTRAL.. and D.ECREASE. When the rrirn 
lever is io NEUTRAL, the 11ormal throttle-synchro
nizer rpm relationship exists. When moved to the 
INCREASE position, the trim lever rotates the syn
chronizer drum biasing rhe throttle-synchronizer rpm 
relationship and will increase rpm approximately 0.5 
percent. At no time can rhe rpm be trimmed above 
100 percent. When in the full DECREASE position, 
the trim lever will bias the throttle-synchronizer rpm 
relationship; and, ~tan 85.5-degrce throttle angle, rpm 
will decrease approximately 4.5 !percent. At rhrotrle 
angles below 85.5 degrees, the amount of Jown trim 
is limited by the synchronizer minimum rpm speed of 
94.5 percent. Ac throttle angles above 8S.5 degrees, 
the amount uf down trin1 decreases with increasing 
rhroctle angle to a maximum down trim of 90-degrees 
throttle angle (l\{AX power) of approximately 2 per• 
cent rpm. 

PROPELLER SYNCHROPHASING SYSTEM. 

A propeller .synchrophasing system is installed which 
effective!}' reduces structural fatigi1e loads imposed on 
rhc aircraft by sonic vibration. The propeller on 
engine Ko. 2 is used as the master propeller for the 
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synchropbasing system, which .may be utilired when· 
ever the propeller synchrouizei: is in operation. Dur
ing operation, the synchropbasing system controls the 
rotational speed of the propellers on engines No. 1, 
3, and 4 by varying the blade angle of these propellers 
so that the blades of each propeller rotate !n a preset 
position, in relation to the position of the blades of 
the other three propellers. The syncbrophasing sys. 
tem consists of £our pulse generators, one of which 
forms an integral part of each propeller~ three slave 
channel amplifiers, located o.o. a shelf at the right side 
of the lavatory; and a control switch, located on 

1.22 

the pilot's overhead panel. The synchropbasing sys
rem is connected into the control circuits of the pro
peller synchronizer and the propeller governor refer· 
ence moto.ts, 

Propeller Synchraphasing Control Switch. 

A 2-position propeller syochrophasing conttol switeh 
(figure 1-8), placarded SYNOi PHASE, ill installed 
on the pilots' overhead panel. The switch has the 
placarded positions ON and OPP. Placing the switch 

• 

• 
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in the ON position completes a 28-voJt d-c circuit, 
from the propeller bus to the three sla'\·e cha.one! 
amplifiers, that supplies po'°"er fo.r energizing the 
syncbropbasing control circuits. Placing the .switch 
in the OFF positjo11. opens the circuit between the 
propeller bus and the slave channel amplifiers, causing 
the syncbrophasing control circuits to be dee.nergized. 

AUXILIARY FEATHERING SWITCHES. 

Four 2-position, lift-to-unlock, auxiliary feathering 
switches ( 3, figure l • 11), located on the control pedestal 
provide an additional means of propeller feathering 
control in the event of .m.alfu.octian of the normal pro
peller feathering circuits. The switches have positions 
placarded PEA THER and NORMAL. When an auxil
iary feathering .switch is pulled up and positioned ro 
FEATHER, the normal propeller circuit is opened and 
the 28-volt d-c auxiliary circuit is completed from the 

I bus to feather the respective propeller. Auxili11ry 
feather power is obtained from the e:sseurial flight deck 
left-hand auxiliary circuit breaker panel (propeller 
bus). The auxiljary feathering circuit, when energized, 
also provides a bunt-to-feather fearure to clfectively 
maintain the propeller in the feathered position, re
gardless of airspeed. The auxiliary feathering switches 
should not be actuated to energi:i:c the auxiliary feather
ing circuit wing hatte.ry power alone. Battery voltage 
alone is lower than bus voltage and should only be 
wed in an emergency for auxiliary feathering. When
ever possible, at least one tramformer-recci.fier or the 

I air-driven generaro.r should be supplying power to the 
bus before energizing this circuit. 

PROPELLER BETA WARNING LIGHTS. 

Four amber pro~ller Beta warning lights (16, figure 
1-7), are located on the pilots• instrument panel and 
a.re placarded PROP BETA WARNING. The pro· 
peller Beta warning lights are wired into the circuitry 

I of the respective propellers so thar they will come on 
when the propeller blade angle is below IO½ degrees, 
regardless of throttle o.r condirion lever position. 
Power for operation of tbe propeller Beta. warning 

I lights is obtained from the 28-volt d-c propeller bus, 
on the flight engineer's overhead p-,1.neL Circuit prn• 
tection, for both con1igur:ations, is provided by circuit 
breakeu located oa. the .flight engineer's overhead cir
cuit breaker panel. During ground .runup, the propeller 
Beta warning light should not go off when the throttle 
is moved from the GR.OUND range to FLIGHT IDLE, 
due to overlapping propeller and aircraft ~itch set
tings. However, movement of the throttle to or above 
governing rpm will cause the light to go off. Once the 
light has gone off, movement of tbe throttle through
out the FLIGHT range should not cau!le the propeller 
Beta warning light to co.me 011. under any cii:c:umstaoces. 
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NEGATIVE TORQUE CONTROL (NTC} SYSTEM. 

A dual (emergency and normal) negative torque con. 
ttol (N'l'C) system (17, figure 1-4) is installed on each 
engine to automatically provide ao increase pitch 
(decrea~e rpm) 5ignal whenever a condition of nega. 
tive torque (propeller driving the turbine) exists, If a 
condition of negative torque is sensed by eithei: NTC 
system, the propeller increase pitch circuit is actuated 
to start the propeller toward the feather position. The 
propeller will continue toward the feather pnsirion 
until a blade !lllgle is reached where negative torque 
is less than that required to actuate the circuit. The 
system will not drive the propeller completely to 
feather. Jf engine power is restored prior to feather
ing, normal propeller operation is restored automati· 
cally. The NTC system js automatic durjo.g operation 
in rhe FLIGHT range, while using synchronizer or 
mechanical .i:eference go..,-erning, whenever power is 
supplied to the 28-vott d-c system. Emergency NTC I 
power is obtained from the essential flight deck auxil
iary left-hand circuit breaker panel (propeller bus). 
The normal NTC and the normal propeller operating 
circuits a.re inopetative when the conditjon lever is .in 
the AJR START pooition. 

NTC Indicator Light!l. 

Four amber NTC indicaro.r lights (17, figure 1-7) and 
a reset switeh, installed on the pilors' instrument panel, 
are placarded NTC WARNING. Powe.r for operation 
of the lights is obtained from the 28-volt: d-c propeller I 
bus. Circuit protection is provided by circuit breakers 
located oo the :B.igbt deck left-hand auxiliary circuit 
breaker paneL The circuit breakers are wired into the I 
NTC circuit so that whenever the emergency .NTC 
circuit is energized, the respective NTC indicator light 
will come on. Actuating the reset switch will cause 
the light to go off. If the light comes on again follow- I 
iog an increase in power setting, it will indicate m 
the pilot that a higher power setting is required, o.r 
that v.arranted NTC actuation has occurred. 

PROPELLER PITCH LOCK SYSTEM. 

An auromatjc pitch lock system is installed which 
mechanically prevents the propeller blade angle from 
decreasing, in the event certain .malfunctions occur 
during flight. A pitch lock mechanism, which includes 
a 28-volt d-c solenoid-actuated racbcting clutch, a pitch 
lock assembly, and a pirch lock release cam, is located 
ia the forward spioo.er of each propeller. During nor
mal operation, the solenoid is energi:i:ed aod prevents 
the clutch from engaging the lock. In the event a mal
function occurs that resulu in an engine ove.rspeeding 
in excess of 103 pe.rceot rpm, a propeller attaining a 
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.,..... PROPELLER OVERSPEED PITCH LOCK TEST LIGHT 

PROPElllR OVERSPEED PITCH LOCK TEST PANEL 

figure 1-10 
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blade angle of 8 degrees or less. or a failure of the d-c 
power supply, the: solenoid will become deenergized 
and will release the clutch, permirtiog the clutch to 
engage the lock. With the pitch lock engaged, propel
let blade angle may be increased, but cannot be de
creased until the malfuru.i:ion that permitted the picch 
lock to become engaged has been corrected. 

PROPELLER OVERSPEED PITCH LOCK TEST 
I SYSTEM. 

A propeller overspeed picch lock teSt system is jostalled 
to permit testing the propeller pitch lock system for 
proper operation dui'ing the preil.ight check. A propel
ler overspeed pitch lock test paoel, on which che in
structions for conducting the propeller overspeed pitch 
lock test ate plAcarded, is mounted on the control 
pedestal, forward of the throttles. A propeller over
speed pitch lock test engine selector :switch and a pto
pe Iler over.speed pitch lock te5t light a.re installed on 
the test panel. 

Propeller Overspeed Pitch lock Test Engine Selector 
Switch. 

A 6-position, rotary, propeller overspeed pitch lock 
test engine selector switch (5, figure 1-10) is located on 
the propeller overspeed pitch lock test panel, The 
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switch bas the placarded positions OFF, ENG #1, 
ENG #2, ENG #3, ENG #4, and OFF. Placing the 
engine selector switch in the ENG #1, ENG #2, 
ENG #3, or ENG #4 position will select the indi
vidu.a.l engine propeller overspeed pitch lock system 
rest circuit to be test.ed. When the switch is placed ia 
eithec of the two OFF positions, the propellet over
speed pitch lock system test circuits are open. 

Propeller Ovar1peed Pitch lock Test Light. 

A green. 28•volt d-c propeller overspeed pitch lock 
test light (4, figure 1-10) is installed on the propeller 
overspeed pitch lock test panel. The test light will 
come on when the propeller overspeed pitch lock test 
engioe selector switch is placed in one of the engin.e 
posicions and the throttle for that engine is in the 
GROUND .range, or if the speed of the selected engioe 
is less than approximatel}'· 102 percent rp.m and the 
blade angle of the propeller on char engine is greater 
than approximately 8 degrees. The test light will go 
off when the throttle of the selected engine is jn the 
FLIGHT range and the blade angle of rhe propeller on 
that engine is less than approximately 8 degtees. or 
when the speed of the selected engirte is greater than 
approximately 103 percent rpm. A press-to-test feantre 
incorporated in the rest light permits the lamp filament 
to be tesced when the test Ughr is pressed. Power for 
the operation of the pitch lock test light is obtained 
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from the 28-volt d-c propeller bus. Circuit protection 
is p.rovided by a circuit breaker located on the Bight 
engineer's overhead circuit breaker panel • ., 

ENGINE OIL SUPPLY SYSTEM. 

Each engine is provided with an independent eogioe 
oil supply system. Lubricating oil is supplied to each 
engine from an individual oil tank. located aft of the 
firewall in each engine nacelle. Each oil tank has a 
capacity of 15 gallons of usable oil and is provided 
with adequate expansion space above the oil level 
(For oil specifications and fillet points, see Servicing 
Diagram, figure 1-44.) Each oil tank is protected from 
presswes in excess of approximately 4 psi by a pres
sure .relief valve installed in the vent line. A ii.oat· 
actuated oil quantity transmitter. containing an inreg· 
ral oil low-level warning switch, is installed in each 
tank. The oil quantity transmitter actuates au oil 
quantity indicator located on the -tlight engineer's in
strument panel. The oil low-level warning ·switch 
causes a light on the pilot's jnstturoent panel aod an
ocher light on the flight engineer's instrument panel 
to come on, to warn that a low oil level condition 
existS. An oil temperature bulb, insralled in the sump 
at the bottom of each oil tank, senses and transmits 
the temperature of the oil being supplied to the engine 
to an oil temperature indicator on the pilot's instru· 
ment panel. 

Oil is gravity and pressure fed from the oil tank. 
through an electrically actuated engine oil :firewall 
shutoff valve (see Fire Warning aod .Extinguishing 
Sy$tetns, this section) directly to the engine-driven oil 
pressure pump. '.The oil pressure pump is a single. 
section, gear-type pwnp designed to pro,.:ide an ade
quate .flow of oil under· all engine operating conditions. 
In addition to its normal function of supplying oil 
under pressure for the lubrication and cooling of bear
ings and gears within the engine, the oil pressure pump 
also provides pressurized oil for the operat.ion of the 
engine torque pressure indicating system. 

From various drain and collection points in the engine, 
four individual gear-type scavenging pumps return the 
oil 1:0 be cooled and rCL-ycled. Depending upon the 
temperature and pressure of the scavenged oil, it is 
either directed through or is bypassed around the core 
of the oil cooler before being returned to the oil tank. 
A bypass relief valve, .incorpo.rated in the oil cooler, 
perm.its high pressure oil to bypass che core of the oil 
cooler whenever the pressure differential between the 
inlet pon and the outlet port of the oil cooler core 
exceeds 40 psi. 

Note 

High differential pressures may be encoun
tered during cold weather engine starting or 
in tbe event the oil cooler core becomes 
clogged. 

Ram air~ entering a ram air scoop at tbe top of the 
engine, is ducted through the oil cooler ro dissipate 
tbe heat of the oil. The ii.ow of ram air through the 
oil cooler is controlled by the position of the electric
ally actuated oil cooler door. 

From the oil cooler, oil is returned to the top of rhe 
oil tank where it tlows do"'-u a conical bafll.e to remove 
entrained air., be.fore returning to che engine. The oil 
tank sump acts as a reservoir for wiy sludge or water 
that may accumulate in the tank. 

On those aircraft equipped with fuel heaters, scavenged 
oil is either directed through or is bypassed around the 
fuel hearer, depending upon oil pressw:e and fuel and 
oil temperature5, before .reaching the oil cooler. The 
fuel heater transfers heat from the oil to the fuel being 
supplied to the engine, to minimize the formatio11 of 
ice crystals ia the fuel. The fuel heater is equipped 
with a pressure bypass valve which will perm.it the oil 
to bypass the core of the heater if a differenria! pres• 
sure of 16 psi exists between the oil inlet and ilie oil 
outlet ports of the fuel heater. 

OIL COOLER DOOR SWITCHES. 

Four, 4-position oil cooler door switches located on 
the pilots' overhead panel (figure 1-6) permit the opera· 
tion of the oil cooler doors to be controlled either 
manually or automatically. Each switch bas the pla
carded positions OPEN, CLOSE, and AUTO, and is 
spring loaded from the OPEN and CLOSE positions to 
the OFF (center) position. The AUTO posjt:ion pro
vides automatic control of the oil cooler doors. When 
placed in the AUTO position, each switch establishes 
a 115-vo!t a-c circuit to its tespectlve oil cooler door 
tb.exmostat. The thermostat, 1aeosing variatioos in the 
remperarure of the oil, then completes the circuit to 
cause the oil cooler door actuacor to open or close the 
door. When an oil cooler door switch is held in eicher 
the OPEN or CLOSE position, it oompletes a 115-volt 
a-c circuit directly to iu respective oil cooler door 
actuator. Placing a switch in the OFF, or cenrer posi· 
tion, .removes all electrical power from the circuit. The 
oil cooler doors may be manually controlled by using 
the OPEN, CLOSE, and OFF positions of rhe switches 
to stop the oil cooler doors in any intermediate posi· 
tion. The actuating circuits for each oil cooler door 
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are powered from th~ 115-volr a-c flight deck essential 
bus, and a re protected by individual circuit breakers 
on the flight engineer's overhead circuit breaker panel. 
On those airc·raft equipped with fuel heaters, the re
vised operating 011 temperature range of the oil cooler 
bypass valves may not permit the oil cooler doors to 
close during automatic operation at certain high am
bient tempet,atutes. 

FUEL SUPPLY S·YSTEM. 

The fuel supply system (figure 1-16) is an eight tauk, 
single manifold, crossfeed system, capable of providing 
fuel to each engine and the GTU's directly from the 
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fuel tanks or from the manifold. By utilizing the cross. 
feed valve and manifold, fuel can be supplied ·ro any 
engine from any tank, or transferred between any nvo 
tanks. 

Servicing of the fuel. system can be accomplished 
either by means of single point refueling or by over
w,ing filler caps. A refueling riser vent lS installed 
which p.ermits residual fuel in the refueling riser to be 
drained into the single-point refueling unit, after com
pletion of refueling. Provisiohs are also made for emer
gency jettisoning of fuel during flight. 

All control valves in the fuel supply system are elec
trically acruated by switches on the fuel system control 
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Figure 1-14 

panel (fig1tre 1-19) and on the fire control section of 
che _pilots' overhead panel (figu·re 1-6). All control 
valves will relieve thermal expansion pressures i n 
excess of approximately 120 ,psi back co the tanks. The 
float-actuated ta1ik inlet control valves, wh.ich con· 
troi ~he level of fuel in t he tanks during refueling, are 
automatic. T he fuel dump valves, which control jet· 
tisoning of fuel, are manually operated. 

FUEL TANKS AND MANIFOLD. 

The fuel supply for the aircraft is contained in e ight 
tanks which form an integral part of the wing; scruc· 
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tute. and four bladder type fuel cells. The tanks are. 
numbered 1 rh rough 8 from left to righ t and the 
bladder type fuel cells are m.ounted in the wing 
constant section and interconnected with tanks No. 4 
and 5 to supplement t.he supply in these ta:nks. T be 
total tank capacity is 18,236 gallons. (See figure 1-44 I 
for fuel g rade and specification.) 

All tanks except No. 4 and 5 have dipsrick openings 
through w hich the dipstick may be inserted to visually 
check the fuel level. T ao.k$ No. 4 and 5 a.re equipped 
with fillet caps on the top of the wing, through whic h I 
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WARNING 
The fuel gcges are calibrated for level iriRight reading. When the aircraft is on the ground 
the fuel 9Q9&S will indicote up to 3075 pounds more fuel than is actually on board, depend
ing on the fuel load. See f uel Qucantity Corredion Table and C;,rrection Cho,t - Total In
dicated Fuel vs Usable Fuel, this section. Fuel ql.ldntity readings on the ground should 
be taken with the caircraft level within + 1 degree. 
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the aircraft may be fueled wheo single-point .,refuel
ing equipment is not available. The fill.er caps also 
serve as dip.stick openings for these t1u1ks. 

wing crossfeed valve is insc:alled in tpc manifold to 
concrol the flow of fuel from one side of the aircraft 
to the other co maintain symmetrical loading. 

Each tahk is equipf)ed with an overboard vent line 
,,vith a float actuated shutoff valve located at the caok 
enc.I of the line to prevent siph.oojng and leakage of 
fue.1 whenever fuel is cove.ring the vent opening, A 
pressure relief valve is incorporated in each veot shut
off .valve to prevent buildup of excessive pressure 
within rhe tank when the veot valve is closed. 

Fuel is routed between the ranks through the manifold 
which is mounted inte( nally in t he tanks aod contains 
plug-in type sh uroff valves for the conrro1 of fuel flow . 
.Each rank is equipped with an automatic, fuel inlet 
control valve for control of fuel level during refueling. 
An inlcr and an outlet valve on each tank controls fuel 
How from th.e ranks to the engines and between tanks 
d11 ri11g t(ansfer of fuel. 'J'ankc; No. 2 and 7 have an 
additional control valve for conrrol uf fuel to the out
board engines and fhe GTll's, Tanks No. 2 and 7 a lso 
contain the gravity feed line co the GTU's. A ccorcr 

Changed 14 June 1962 

FUEL SYSTEM CONTROL VALVE SWITCHES. 

The fue l s5,stem concroJ valve switches are all located 
on the fuel system control panel (fig111·e 1-19). T he 
switch es are 2-position switches and have the plac
arded positions OP.EN and CLOSE. Placing a switch 
io the OPEN' or CLOSE position completes a 28-volt 
d-c circuit to the respective valve acuLator motor co 
open or close the valve. Power for operation of the fuel 
systen1 control valves is obtained from the 28-volr d-c 
essential bus oo the flight engineer's overhead circuit 
l>reaker panel. 

Fuel Tonk Outlet Volve Switches, 

Ten fuel tank outlet val.ves sw,icches (7, figu re 1-19) 
conc1·o l the ouclet valves frosn the tanks. The outlet 
valves fo r ranks No . 3, 4, 5, and 6 control t be Row of 
fucl f ron1 rhe respecrive tanks to the manifold w here 
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ir can then be routed co the engines or to other tanks. 
The six remaining tank outlet valve switches control 
the outlet valves from tanks No. I, 2, 7. and 8 to the 
engines. 'l'anks No. 1 and 8 £<:1:d diri:ctly ro the out
board engines. Tank No. 2 has two outlet valves, one 
feeding directly to No. 2 engine and the other feeding 
to No. I engine anJ No. 1 GTU. Tank No. 7 also has 
two outlet valves, one supplying fuel directly to No. 3 
engine and the other supplying fuel to No • .4 engine 
and No. 2 GTU. The fuel tank outlet valves will also 
allow fuel to l,e directed to the manifold when the 
1nanifold-to-engine valves are opened. 

Fuel Manifold-to-Engine Valve Swilches. 

Four fuel manifold-to-engine valve switches (8, figure 
1-19) control rhe manifoJd valves which allow fuel to 
be fed directly to each engine from the manifold. These 
valves must be open to transfer fuel from ranks No. 1, 
2, 7, or 8. 

Fuel Tank Inlet Valve Switches. 

Eight fuel tank in let valve switches ( 11, figure 1-19) 
control the tank inlet valves and permit fuel to be di
rected to each tank from the manifold during fuel 
transfer or refueling operation. 

Fuel Crossfeed Valve Switch. 

One fuel crossfeed valve switch (13, fig,,re 1-19) con
trols the <:rossfeed valve to permit rhe fl.ow of fuel from 
one side of the aircraft to the other during transfer o.r 
refueling operations . 

GTU FUEL SUPPi. Y SYSTEM. 

F\lel is supplied to the GTU's either from the fuel 
canks or manifold under boost _ru.n,p pressure, or 
directly from rhc tanks by gravity feed fo.r starting 
when no external povve,: is available. No. 1 GTU is 
supplied either by gravity feed from tank No. 2, or 
under prcsi;u.re from No. 1 or No. 2 auxiliary boost 
pumr, Fuel can also be supplied f£oru che fuel mani
folJ providing No. 1 manifold-to-engine valve is open 
and the manifold is pressu.rized by any boost pump. 
No. 2 GTU receives fuel either by gravity feed ££om 
No. 7 tank, or under pressure from No. 7 or No. 8 
auxiliary boost p\lmp, o.r from che fuel 111anif0Id. pro
viding No. 4 manifold-to-engine valve i.c; open and the 
manifold is pressurized by any boost pump. 

Changed 14 June 1962 

GTU Pressure Relief Valve. 

A pressure relief valve (fig11re 1-16) is installed in each 
GTU fuel supply line ro relieve excess preMure from 
the boost pumps to the GTU's. No return line from 
the GTU fuel supply is installed since the rel.ief valves 
relieve directly into ranks No. 2 and 7. When fuel is 
being supplied to No. 1 and 4 engines from tanks No. 
1 and 8, approximately 400 pounds per hour may be I 
returned to tanks No. 2 and 7. Fuel will also be re
rurned co tanks No. 2 and 7 if fuel is being .supplied 
from the manifold. During ground operation, when 
tanks are full, fuel must be supplied to the GTU's from 
tanks No. 2 and 7 to prevent overflow of the tanks. To 
prevent ovei:Jlow of the tanks during £light follow pro
cedures outlined under Fuel Management Procedures 
in Section VII. 

GTU Fuel Shutoff Valves. 

Four 28-volt d·c electrically actuated, motor-driven 
fuel shutoff valves (figure 1-16). two for each GTU, 
are installed in the fuel supply .system for each GTIJ. 
One is located in each wing, aft of the rear spar, at the 
wing root. The other two are located ar the aft end of I 
the wheel well. They can be closed by pulling out the 
GTU :Ii.re control hanJle. Placing the GTU start-run
stop switch t:o S'l'OP will also deenergize the circuit to I 
the ignition and fuel switch. (See Gas 'furbine Units, 
and Fire Warning and Extinguisher Systems, in this 
Section.} Each valve is equipped with a manu.al over
ride for ground operation of the valve. 

GTU Manual Fuel Shutoff Valve. 

A manually operated fuel shutoff valve (fig,,re 1·16) is 
installed .in the fuel system of each GTU forward of I 
the fuel Strainer. The valves are located in the forward 
end of eacli GTU compartment, The~e valves are used 
to shut off the fuel to tI1e GTU's during ground main
tenance. 

FUEL BOOST PUMPS, 

.Eighc fuel boost pumps (figure 1-16), one for each 
tank, are mounteJ on the aft spar of the wing. Tanks 
No. 2 anrf 7 are equjpped with an auxiliary fnel 
boost pump mounted oo the forward spar. Dams 
around the boost pump inlets in tanks No. l, 2, 7, 
and 8 retain a limited supply of fuel for the respective 
pumps during unusual flight attitudes to aid w. pre
venting cavitation of the pumps. 
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The boost pumps supply fuel under pressure to the 
engines and are also used to transfer fuel and for 
defueling. No. I pump feeds to No. 1 engine or to 
the manifold, No. 2 pump feeds to No. 2 engjne or 
manifold, No. 7 pump feeds to No. 3 engine or the 
manifold, and No. 8 pump feeds to No. 4 engine 
or the manifold. The auxiliary pumps in tanks No. 2 
and 7 supply fuel to the outboard engines, to No. 1 
and No; 2 GTU respectively, or to the manifold. 

Fuel, either from the tanks or the manifold passes 
through engine and GTU firewall shutoff valves. The 
shutoff valves are controlled by the fire control handles 
and the fuewall shutoff valve switches (figur-e 1-41) 
located on the pilots· overhead panel. (See Fire 
Warning and Extinguishing Systems, this section.) 

H-Double Check Valve. 

An H-Double check valve (figttre 1-16) is incorporated 
in each fuel boost pump mount which permits free 
fl.ow £.rom the boost pump, when the boost pump is 
operating, or by engine fuel pump suction, or gravity 
ftow when the boost pump is not ope.ratiag. The H
double check valves also prevent fuel pressure escaping 
back into the fuel tank £.rom the manifold or the boost 
pump. 

Fuel Boost Pump Switches. 

'l"en 2-position fuel boo.st pump switches a.re located 
on the fuel system control panel (fig1l1"e 1·16). Each 
switch bas the positions ON and OFF. The boo!lt 

pwnps in Tanks No. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8, have one 
switch each. Tanks No. 2 and 7 have rwo hoosc pumps, 
controlled by individual switches, installed in each 
tank. Placing a boost pump switch in the ON position 
completes a circuit from the 115-volt a-c essential bus 
on the flight engineer's overhead circuit breaker panel 
which energizes the .respective boost pump relay. The 
relay, when energized. compleces a circuit from the 
200..volt a•c essential bus on the left hand fuselage 
circuit breaker panel which supplies power to operare 
the fuel boost pump motor. Fuel is then supplied 
under pressure to the engine or the fuel manifold. The 
OFF position opens the circuit to the relay, deenergi2• 
ing the fuel boost pump motor. A thermal switch is 
located in each boost pump to prevent overheating of 
the pump jn case a. malfunetion occurs. This switch 
opens the boost pump circuit breaker io case of over, 
beating. If this occurs, the thermal switch will not 
allo,;v the circuit breaker to be reset without replacing 
the pump. The boost pump switches for the tanks 
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supplying fuel to the eogioes should be ON whenever 
the engines ate operating, to iocrease engine-driven 
pump life. 

FUEL QUANTITY INDICATING SYSTEM. 

A 115-volt a-c. compensated-capacitor type fuel quan
tity indicating system is installed which provides a vis
ual indication 0£ the quantity of fuel contained in each 
tank as well as the t0tal quantity of £uel contained in 
all eight tanks. The system consisrs of fuel quantity 
sensing capacitors io each tank, a fuel quantity indi
cator for each tank, a total fuel quaotity indicator, a 
test switch for each individual fuel quantity jndicator, 
and a rest switch for the total fuel quantity indicator. 
Ao w:npli6er is mounted on the back of each indicator. 
Power for operation of the system is obtained from the 
115-volt, single-phase, a< essential bus on the flight 
deck. Circuit protection is provided by nine, 2-smp 
fuses. 

The fuel quantity indicating system operates by 
comparing the capacirance of a fured .reference capaci
tor with the capacitance of sensing capacitors iu. each 
fuel tank. Any variation in the quantity of fuel C04-

tained in a specific tank will cause a similar variation 
in the capacitance of the sensing capacitors in that 
tank. Any change in the capacitance of the sens
ing capacitors causes a voltage to be supplied to the 
amplifier of the .respective fuel qua.ntity indicator. The 
amplified voltage drives the motor, located inside the 
indicator, which repositions the pointers of the indi
cator to indicate tbe .aew quantity of fuel. The total 
fuel quantity indicator adds the fuel quantities indi
cated on each of the individual fuel quantity indicators 
and indicates the total. To facilitate loading computa, 
tions, fuel quantities are indicated in weight rather 
than in volume. 

Due to variations in wing deflection caused by dif
ferences in the amount of the fuel and cargo load, a 
difference will exist between the actual quantity of 
fuel in the tanks and the quantity of fuel indiou:ed by 
the fuel quantity indicators and the total fuel quanti~ 
indicator, Greater voriatioos between the iu.dicated 
fuel quantity and the actual fuel quantity occur on the 
ground because of the reversal of wing de8ection loads 
and the fact that the fuel quantity indicating ~ystem is 
calibrated for infiight attitudes. 

The difference between the indicated fuel quantity 
and the actual fuel quantity muse be considered when 
computing both the fuel loading for takeoff, a.nd the 
amount of fuel remaining during £light. Although the 
fuel quantit)' indicating system will indicate the total 
quantity of fuel within accepted limits during flight, 
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the cli:lference between indicated fuel quantity and 
actual fuel quantity resulting from various cargo and 

._, fuel loads should be considered, in order to obtain 
accurate fuel .management. 

• 
The fuel quantity correction table (figure 1-17) is for 
ground attitude only, A correction chart (figure. 1·18) 
is provided to assist .in computing the amount oJ usable 
fuel for both in.flight aod ground attitude$. The fol
lowing examples explain how the chart is used. 

Exampla 1. 

Gwen: 

Aircraft Attitude= On ground. 

Total Indicated Fuel Quantity = 70,000 pounds. 

Enter rhe charr at a total indicated fuel quantity of 
70,000 pounds (A). Read up to the ground attitude 
curve (B). Read acros,s to .find the correction factor of 
-2,525 pounds (C), Subtracting the correction faccor 
(-2,525 pounds) from the total indicated fuel quantity 
(70,000 pounds) will determine that the amount of 
usable fuel is 67,475 pounds. 

Example 2. 

Gwen: 

Aircraft Attitude = In Flight. 

Cargo Weight ::::: Zero. 

Total Indicated Fuel Quantity = 30,000 pounds. 

Enter the chlll"t at a total jndicated fuel quantity of 
30,000 pounds (A'). Read up to the zero cargo w<:ight 
curve (B'). Read across to .6.od the correction factor of 
-680 pounds (C'). Subtracting the correction factor 
(-680 pounds) from the total indicated fuel quantity 
(30.000 pounds) will determine thar the amount of 
usable fuel is 29,320 pounds. 

Fuel Quantity lndicatars. 

Eight 115-volt a•c fuel quantity indicators (2, figure 
1-19), oae for each ta.ok, are located on the flight engi
neer's insrrwnent panel. Each indicator is equipped 
with both a main dial and pointer, and a small.er dial 
and pointer. The main dial of each indicator is gradu
ated in 1000-pound increments, and the smaller dial in 
100,pound increments. The even-numbered increments 
on both the main dial and che smaller dial are plac-

FUEL QUANTITY CORRECTION TABLE 
-

I1uJicated Tot11l 
Fuel Quantit,i UsabkPuel 

(Pot1ntls) (Potmds)• 
- ---·· .. . __ .,._ -
5,000 5,0.50 

10,000 10,100 

15,000 l4,97S 
20,000 L9,325 
25,000 23,800 
30,000 28,175 
3S,OOO 33,075 

40,000 ~7.825 
45,000 42,27S 

50,000 46,925 
.55,000 51.,950 

60.000 57J)OO 

65,000 62,175 

70,000 67.475 
75,000 72,725 .. 
80,000 77,875 
85,000 83,575 
90,000 88,700 
95,000 93,700 

100,000 98,700 
105,000 10!,700 
110,000 108,700 
115,000 113,700 
120,000 118,700 

~'Aircraft on the g.round and level within ± l degre~. 

figure 1-17 

arded with a numeral indicating their ~Jue. The indi· 
cators for taoks No. 1 and 8 have a range of from zero 
to 10,000 pounds. 1'he indicators for "tanks No. 2, 3, 6, 
aa.d 7 have a range of from zero to 17,000 pounds, and 
the indicacors for tanks No, 4 and 5 have a range of 
from zero co 21.000 pounds. The pointers of each indi
cator are mo"ed by a 2-phase induction motor inside 
tl1e indicator case. An amplifier, mounted on the back 
of each indicator, ampli.fi.es the voltage it receives from . 
the sensing capacitors in itS respective tank and sup
plies this amplified voltage to the pointer positioning 
motor. The pointers of each indicator indicate the 
weight of the fuel in its respective tank. 'I'be circuit 
fo.r each indicator is individually pr0tecred by a 2-amp 
fuse. The £uses for the fuel quantity indicato.r circuits 
arc located on the a-c power disrribution panel on the 
floor behind tbe engineer's panel. Failure of any of the 
individual fuel quantity indicators will result in nn
reliable ia.dicatioos on the tow fuel quantity indi
cator. In the event of a power failul'e in the fuel quan· 
tity indicating system, the pointers of the fuel quantity 
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indicator.s will remain in the position they were in 
when the power failure occurred. 

Total Fuel Quantity Indicator. 

A 115-volt a•c total fuel quantity indicator (6, figt1re 
1-19) is located on the Bight engineer's instrument 
panel. The indicarot is equipped with both a main 
dial and pointer, and a smaller dial and pointer. The 
.me.in dial is graduated in 10,000-ponnd iocrernents, 
and the smaller dial in 1000-pound increments. The 
even-numbered increments on both the main dial and 
the smaller dial are placarded with a numetal indi
cating their value. The indicator has a range of from 
zero to 130,000 pounds. The pointers of the indicator 
are moved by a 2-phase induction motor inside the 
indicator c-.ise. An amplifier, mounted on the back of 
the i.ndi~tor, amplifies the voltage it receives from 
each of the individual fuel quantity indicators and 
supplies this amplified voltage to the pointer i,osition· 
iog motor of the total fuel quantity indica~(?r._ rhe 
pointers of the indicator indicate the total weight of 
the fuel in all eight tanks as indicated by the individ· 
ual fuel quantity indicators. The circuit for the total 
fuel quantity indicator is protected by a 2-amp fuse 
located on the a-c power distribution panel on the 
fioor behind the engineer's panel. F'ailurc of any of the 
individual fuel quantity jndicators will result jn un
reliable indications on the total fuel quantity indicator. 
In tbe event 0£ a power failure in the fuel qWlntity 
indicating system, the pointers of the total fuel quan
tity indicator will remain in the position they were in 
when the power failure occurred. 

Fuel Quantity Indicator Test Switches. 

Nine pushbutton-type fuel quantity indicator test 
swirche.s (3, figure 1·19) are located on the flight engi
neer's instrument panel. One of the test switches is 
mounted beneath each fuel quantity indicator, and one 
beneath the total fuel quantity indicator. 'I'he test 
switches permit each of the fuel quantity indicators 
and the total fuel quantity indicator to be individually 
checked for p1:oper operation. When a test switch is 
poshed in, a sensing circuit to the respective indicator 
is opened, causing the pointers of the indicator to 
rotate in a counterclockwise direction. When the test 
switch is released, the pointers of the indica.cor should 
teturn t0 their former position. 

FUEL DIPSTICK. 

A fuel dipstick (41!, figure 1-2) is provided for making 
a visual check of the fuel supply. The dipstick con-
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siso of a transparent plastic tube in a 4--Sided slotted 
shaft which is lowered into the tank and, when tbe 
top is ~led by the thumb, may be read upon with.
d.rawaL It is stowed in spring-type clips on the aft 
wall of the crew equipment storage compartment. The 
dipsticks are ro be utilized only for a visual check of 
the fuel level in each taok with the aircraft level hori
zontally and laterally. Dipstick readings can not be 
med for an accurate check of the aircraft fuel quantity 
system. 

REFUELING SYSTEM. 

The aircraft is normally refueled through a siogle
point refueling adapter (22t figure 1·2). Refueling is 
controlled by the refueling -valve switch, the fuel cross
feed valve switch, and the eight fuel tank inlet valve 
switches, located on the fuel control panel at the Bight 
engineer's station. . 

The single-point .refueling adapter, located on the 
forward section of the right main gear pod, provides 
a. positive connection for the ground servicing no:ale 
during rcfucljng operations. As the fuel ranks are 
611ed with fue~ the dual high-level Boat units will rise 
and close off the seDlliog pipes. The resulting fuel pres
sure buildup .in the sensing pipes will actuate the dia
phragms in the float-acmated fuel inlet valves, causing 
the valves to close. This same fuel pressure buildup 
acruares the pressure swjtches that cause the :8oat tesi: 

light to come on. 

A solenoid-actuated refueling riser vent valve (figure 
1-16), controlled by the refueling riser vent valve 
switch, is used to vent the refueling riser and allow 
.residual fuel in the riser to drain back to the refuel
ing unit. The refueling adapter is drained through a 
manually operated drain valve. The aircmf't may also 
be .refueled through filler openings in tanks No. -4 and 
5 and use of the normal fuel transfer system to 6ll all 
other tonks. 

Refueling Valve Switch. 

A 2-position refueling valve switch (12; figure 1-19), 
located on the fuel system control panel, has the 
placarded positions OPEN awl_ CLOSE. When tbe 
switch is placed in the OPEN po!iiirion, a circuit is 
completed from . the 2$-volt d-c essential bus on. the 
flight engineer's overhead panel to the valve actuator 
motor to. open the .refueling valve and permit fuel 1:0 

:flow to the manifold from the refueling riser. When 
the switch is placed in the CLOSE position, the cjrcuit 
is completed to the valve actuator motor to close the 
valve. 
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Float Test Switch. 

A 3·position, high-level .float test switch (5, figu,re 
1·19), with the placarded positions PRIMARY, OFF, 
and SECONDARY, is located on the B.ight engineer's 
instrument i,anel. The switch, which is spring loaded 
from the PRIMARY and SECONDARY positions to 
the OFF'. position, permits checking the Boat•actuated 
fuel tank .inlec control valves in each tank for proper 
operatioii during the preflight check of the fuel sys
tem. In order to perform th.is check, electrical power 
must be avaiJabJe, there inust be fuel pres$Ure io the 
manifold, and the fuel tank inlet val,"CS must be open. 
The switch may also be used to determine if fuel is 
tlowing into the tanks during refueling and fuel trans
fer operations. Wheo the switch .is held in either the 
PRIMARY or SECONDARY position, a circuit i1 
completed from the Bight deck 28-volt d< nonessential 
bus whidl supplies power to energize rhe correspond
ing solenoid of the fl.oat level control valve in each 
tank. Tbe energized solenoids will raise the high level 
floats, closing the fuel rank inlet control valves, and 
simulate a full tank condition. If the fuel tank inlet 
valves a.re open, and fuel pressure is available in the 
manifold, the resulting pressure buildup caused by the 
closed fuel tank inlet control valves will ttetuare a 
pressure-sensitive switch for each tank. As each pres· 
sure-sensitive switch is actuated, it complete a circuit 
from the flight deck 28-volt a-c non.essential bus which 
supplies power to iis respective .float test light, causing 
the light to come oo. Placing the float test switch jo 
the OFF position de-enetgizes the test circuit. The cir
cuits between the test switch and the control valve 
solenoids are protected by a ciJ'cuit breaker located oo 
the .11.ight engineer's overhead cirt.-uit breaker panel. 

float Indicator Lights . 

Eight green 28-voh: a-c. Boat indicator Jight1 (IO, figure 
1-19) are installed on the Bight engioeeJ''s instrument 
panel. The lights are CQntrolled by pressure-sensitive 
switches, two of which are installed for each. fuel 
tank. During the fuel system preflight check, wich the 
:float tesr switch held in either the PRIMARY or 
SECONDARY position, the lights will come oa, wdi
cat.iog that the fuel tank inlet control valves are func
tioning properly and will shut off the flow of fuel 
when the tanks are full. During refueling or fuel trans
fer operations, each light will come on when its respec· 
tive taok is full. Circuit c,rotection for the floai: indi· 
cator light circuits is p.rovjded by a circuit breaker 
located on the flight deck right hand auxiliary circuit 
breaker panel. 

Refueling Riser Vent Valve. 

A 28-volt d<, solenoid ore.rated vent valve (figure 
1-16) is installed in che refueling riser, to permit caain-

ing of residual fuel back ro the .refueling unit after 
completion of .refueling operations. The vw.ve receives 
power from the 28-volt d-c nonessential b\.1S located on 
the rjght band center fuselage circuit breaker panel 
When the valve is opened, the refueling riser is vented 
to tank No. 5 vent lioe to allow fuel to drain from the 

• riser. 

Refueling Riser Verit Valve .Switch. 

A two-position, pushbutton type swirch (figu1'11 1-16), 
placarded RESIDUAL FUEL DRAIN VALVE, is lo· 
cated on the .interphone panel in the right main gear 
pod. When the swirch is pushed in, a 28-volt d-c cir
cuit is completed to the refueling riser -veot valve 
solenoid, causing rhe vent valve ro open., aod vent the 
riser to tank No. 5 vent line and permit the fuel ln 
the riser to drain back inro the refueling onir. 'fhe 
refueling riser vent valve solenoid .receives power frum 
the 28-volt d-c o.onessential bus and is protected by 
the fuel drain valve circuit breaker locared on rhe 
center fuselage d-c circuit breaker panel. 

Manucdly Operated Fuel Drain Valve. 

I 
A manually operated fuel drain -valve (figure 1·16), 

1 

l<;>cated in the .right, forward wheel well, allmvs the 
refueling riser and adapter to be drained of fuel if 
the refueling equipment does not have provisions £or 
.reverse flow. 

FUEL JETTISON SYSTEM. 

A fuel jettison syStem is installed to permit jetl'imning 
fuel during Bight. Fuel may be jettisoned only from 
tanks No. I, 2, 7, and 8. If requirements are S\lch that 
additional fuel must be jettisoned from tanks No. 3, 
4, 5, and· 6, fuel from these tanks must first be trans
ferred to tanks No. 1, 2, 7, ur 8. The toral quantity of 
fuel that may be jettisoned from tanks No. 1, 2, 7, 
and 8, with the tanks full, is approximately 30,000 
pounds. (See figure 3·9 for fuel jenisoning ra'te). Ap· 
proximately 17,680 pounds of fuel will cemai.n in the 
tanks after jettisoning; tanks No. 1 and 8 will each 
retain approximately 1040 pounds of fuel, and tanks 
No. 2 and 7 will each retain approximately 7800 
pounds of fuel. 

The fuel jettison system consists of £our gate•type 
dump valves, one each mounted on che aft spar .in 
tanks No. 1, 2, 7, and 8. The dump valves are con
nected by piping t0 faired outlets located in the 
trailing edge of the wing h<.>tWeen the flaps ~nd the 
ailerons. The valves are cable operated from the fuel 
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dump lever located at the flight engineer's station. 
The fuel jettison system i!i designed .so that the jet• 
tison Jines drain completely during normal aircraft 

• operation. 

Fuel Dump lever. 

The fuel dump lever (fig,,,.e 1-12), located on a quad
rant at the aft end of the flighc engineer's table, has 
the placarded positions SECT.i'"RE and DUMP. When 
the lever is moved to the DUMP posicion. a· linkage 
attached to the lever actuates a cable drum, which 
ia turn operates cables to open the fuel dump valves. 
When the dump lever is moved to the SECURE posi
tion, the cable operated, spring-loaded dump valves are 
closed. Detents at each end of the :fuel dump lever 
quadranc hold the lever io the desired position. A p
proximately 90 pounds of force may be required to 
move the fuel dump lever from the SECURE to the 
DUMP position. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS. 

Alternating current (115/200-volt a-c) is used as a 
basic power source, ao.d is furnished by two engine• 
driven a•c generators (alternators) or by an auxiliary 
a-c generator (fig,,re 1-20) driven by tbe No. 1 gas 
turbine unit (GTU). Direct current (de) is provided 
by the a-c ~m through the use of two transformer
rectifiers (figure 1-21). A 24-volt battery is also in· 
stalled to provide an additional source of d-c power. 
On the ground, 200-volt a-c power may be supplied 
from lilSl external source when plugged into the ex
ternal supply receptacle. Circuit protection is pro
vided by circuit breakers, current limiters, or fuses 
(figures 1-23 through 1-27), The electrical load ia 
divided between the two eogine-drivea generato~s. If 
one generator fails, the other will automatically rake 
over the entire load. The auxiliary generator may be 
used as a sow:ce of electrical power for ground opera
tion when the engines are inoperative, or dwing flight 
if both of the engine-drive.a generatots should fail 

An air-driven 28-volt d-c generator (figure 1-28) is 
inst11.lled to provide emergency d-c power during flight. 

A-C SYSTEM, 

The a-c system (figttre 1-20) supplie$ 200-volt, 3-pbase, 
400-cycle cu.ttenr and 115-volt, siagle-phase, 400-cycle 
current to the essential and nonessential busses for 
operation of the various equipment. Transformers are 
used to supply the single,pbase, 28-volt, and 3-phase, 
115-volt, a-c power requirements. A-c power is nor
mally supplied by two engine.driven generators, o.ne 
mounted on the accessory drive of each inboard en
gine. The generator output is connected to the gen
erator control panel through a frequency-sensitive 
relay which completes the circuit to the control panel 
when the frequency is within limits. Each generator 
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system is prot:2eted againsr faults by a generator con
trol panel which controls the automatic circuit breaker 
for itS generator (with generator switch ON) by clos
ing the automaric circuit breaker whenever the gen
erator output require.meats are met, and by opening 
the automatic circuit breaker if any faults are sensed. 
(See Annunciator Panel-A-C Checklist, this section.) 
The voltage regulator .maintains the generator voltage 
output by sampling the line voltage. The output of 
ea.ch engine-driven generator is connected to an essen
tial and a nonessential load transfer .relay. If one 
engine-driven generator fails, the other generator will 
automatically energize the failed generator's nonessen
tial load transfer relay and power will be supplied to 
both the essential and the nonessential busses. When 
the auxiliary generator switeh is in the AUTO posi
tion, the auxiliary generator, driven by the No. 1 
GTU, will automatically supply all essential busses 
with po'l!Ver if both main generator!i fajf. It may aJso 
be used to supply power to the nonessential busses 
"'hen the auxiliary generator switch is positioned to 
NON-ESS BUS ON. The auxilaary generator is pro
tected against faulcs by a co.ntcol panel. I£ the auxiliary 
generator is taken off the line by the automatic feature, 
tbe auxiliary generacor switch .must be maoually .reset 
to get the generator back oo the line. Before the 
auxiliary generator ca..n supply power to the busses. 
both engine-driven generators must be inoperative, 
An e:irteroal power receptacle (44, figure 1-2) for sup
plying 200-volt, 3-phase, a-c power from an external 
ground source is provided oo the underside of the 
fuselage nose section. 

A-C Generator Switches, 

Two guarded, 3-position switches (figure 1-22) for. the 
engine-driven generate.rs are mounted on tbe a•C system 
control panel. The generator switch positions a.re ON, 
OFF, ai1d RESET. The ON position connects the gener
ator output to the bosses. The OFF position disconnects 
the generator from the busses, but leaves the generator I 
operating in a standby condition, The RESET position 
is used to reestablish the generator exciter field circuits 
from the battery, the nonessential d-c bus, or generator 
residual power after the circuits have been inrerrupted I 
by the automatic fault sensi.ng protective device. 

Generator Disconnect Switches (Aircraft 
With T.C.T.O. 596). 

Two 2-position generator disconnect switches ('J6, fig. 
W"e 1-13) are iruitalled on rhe flight engineer·s instru
ment panel to enable. the filght engiueer to disconnect 
rhe engine driven generators from the engine in the 
event of failure of the generator bearings, to prevent 
possible damage to rhe generator drive train, and m 
avoid the necessity for shut dov;•a of the engine 
due to generator bearing malfunction indication. 'fbe 
switches are guarded and are safetied in the OFF posi
tion to prevent inadvertent disconnection of the gener-
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ator drive during flight, Placing either of the switches 
io the ON position completes a circuit to a rotary 
solenoid iastalled on the generator shaft, which pulls 
the geaei:ntor shaft fro.m the engine accessory drive. 
Once disconnected. the generator drive cannot he re
engaged during flight. Power to the generator discon• 
nect soleno.id is supplied from the battery bus on the 
fli.ght engineer's overhead cin.-uit breaker paoel. 

Auxiliary A-C Generator Switch. 

i\ guarm:d, 3-positioo switch (figure 1 ·22) for the 
GTU·driven auxilill.l'y generator is mounted on the a-c 
system conttol panel. 'fhe switch positions are NON
F..SS BUS ON, AUTO, aod GEN RESET. The GEN 
RESET position is used to reeStablish the generator 
exciter field circuitS after they have bet:n interrup1ed. 
The AUTO position pluces the auxiliary generator in 
stanJby, ready to take over the essential loads if both 
engine-driven generators fail. The NON-ESS BUS 
ON position connects the nonessential busses to the 
auxiliary gene.l'ator if both main generators fail or are 
turned off. The load must be monitored not to exceed 
110 amperes, To insure proper circuit operatjon, the 
switch should be positioned to GEN RF.SF.T before 

I placing the swjtch in either AlJTO or NON-ESS 
SUS ON. 

A ~c Warning Sylitem (AFS4-135 Th ra ugh A F57 - l 61 S). 

The a-c warning system provides a vimal indication of 
system condition through the ust: of an annunciator 
panel (A-C CheckliSt) tind a master warning light, 
located at the Bight engineer's station. The master 
warning light and the annunciator panel light will 
come on simultaneously to indicate various conditions. 
A toggle-type selector switch is l)rovided to turn off 
the master warning Jjghr and reset it for further indi
cutiun, leaving ,he annunciato.r panel light on. Power 
fo,: operation of the a-c warning system is obtained 
from the ftight deck 28-volt d-c essential hus through 
the flight engineer's dimming relay. Circuit protection 
is provirled by a circuit breaker located on. the flight 
engineer's overhead circuit breaker panel. 

A-C Warning Sy:stem (AF59-522 And Subseq11entJ. 

The a•c wa.rning system provides a visual indication 
of system condition through the use of an annWlciator 
panel (A-C Checklist) and a caution light located 
on the .flight enginee.r's instrument panel. The caution 
light and the annunciator panel light will come on 
simultaneously to indicate variou11 conditions. 'I'hc 
caution light PUSH-TO-RESET feature ls provided to 
turn off the 01utioo light and reset it, however, the 
annunciator panel light will remain on until the inJj. 
oited condjtion or fault is corrected. Power for opera· 
tion of the a-c warning system is ob~ined frow, the 
flight deck 28-volt d-c essential bus. through the Bight 
engineer's dimming relay. Ciccuit protectioo js pro-

Chgnged 5 August 1963 

vided by a circuic breaker located on rhe Bight cngi• 
neer's overhead circuit breaker panel. 

A-C Checklist Annunciator Panel IAircra~ AF54-135 
Through AFS7-T615). 

The a-c cbeck]jsr annunciator panel (fagut>e 1-22) con• 
s.ists of eleven strips, located on the flight engineer's 
innrument panel. The aonunciaror panel strips pro· 
vide a visual indication of the condition of the a-c 
electrical system. When certain conditions affecting 
the a-c electrical system exist, or a malfunction of the 
a-c electrical system occurs, the light behind the ap
propriate annuociato.r panel strip will come on to 
indi~te the condition. The light behind the strip will 
.rematn on as Jong as the condition exists. The an
nunciator panel strip lights may be tested by holding 
-the a-c chedclist annunciator panel and master a-c 
warning light test selector switch in the 1'ES'r position. 

A-C Checklist Annunciator Panel (AircrQft AFS9-522 
And Subsequent). 

The a< checklist annunciaror panel (figure 1-22) con
sists of thirteen individual strips and a cautioo. strip, 
located on the flight engineer's insrrnment panel, The 
anllunciat0r panel strips p.l'o~ide a visual indication of 
the condition of the a-c electrical system. When cer
tain conditions affecting the a·C electrical sysrem e;i:ist, 
or a malfuncrion of the a•C eleettical system occurs, 
che fjght lx:hind the appropriate aunuociatoc panel 
i;trip will come on to i.tt.dicate the cond1rion. The light 
behind the caution strip will come on s.imulraneously 
with the individual annunciator panel strip light. Tbe 
light behind the individual annunciator pi!Oel strip 
light will remain oo as long as the condition exists. 
The light behind the caution strip will remain on until 
the caution strip is pressed. The caution strip will then 
remain off until an additional a·c checkliSt annunciaror 
panel strip comes on. With the exception of the cau
tion strip light, each of rhe annunciator panel strip 
lights may be tested by pressing the individual strips. 

Panel Reaas 

l. LEFT GEN OUT *Left generator is over or \In• 
di:r volt:ige, has an open 
phase, is under lrequency, 
or has a ground fault (left 
generator switch ON). 

2. RJGHT GEN OUT *Rjght generator same as 
condition 1 (right generator 
switch ON). 

3. AUX GEN OUT *Auxiliary generator same as 
condition I (auxiliary gen
erator switch in AlJTO or 
NON-ESS BUS ON). 

4. LEFl' BEARING OUT Main shaft bearing in left 
generator burned O'llt or ex
cessively worn. 
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) , RIGHT BE,\..RING 

OUT 

6, AUX B.E,I..R ING 
OUT 

7, l.EF'r GEN TO EWD 
NON-ESS nus 

8, RIGHT GEN TO AFT 
NON-ESS l:lUS 

9. AljX TO A,LL BUSS:ES 

l(l. Al.JX TO FWD ESS 
BUS 

ll. AUXTOAFT_ESS 
Bl.TS 

lndicat i-, .. g 

Main shaft beari1,1g iu right 
generator burned out or ex
cessively worn. 

Main shaft bearing i.o RUX · 

iliar'y generator burned out 
o~ excessively worn . 

lcfr generator is supplying 
po~ve.r ro che io.rward non
essential bus, or auxilfa.ry 
generator is supplying power 
ro the fo.r,va.rd :nonessencial 
bu~ an~I eugine-driven -gen
crn t-0rs are off the line. 
('This condit·ion may b~ 
noted wich exrcrnaa power 
connected.) 

Right geoeraror is snpp lying 
power co the aft nou-esSl'..'!l· 
rial bus, or ground power i5 
being supplied to the aft 
nonessential bu.sand no gen
c.r:ac.ors are on the line. 

1\11.'Xiliary geoer;itor is sup
plying power to all busses. 
(Au:>l' ilia r ;• a-c generator 
switch io NON-ESS BUS 
ON.J 

Auxiliaty genetato.r is sup
plying power ro che forward 
essendal hvs. (A,1 ,...iliary a-<: 
i-,;et1erator switch i n AUT O.) 

Auxiliary generator i.~ sup
plying p o,ve.r 10 tbe afr c.-s
sco tin I bus. (A nxiliar y n-c 
genetacor swicch io AU1' 0 .) 

'' Any of thes.e faults will result in the a-c generator being 
auton1atical ly taken off the line, 

Moster A-C Warning Light (Aircraft AF54- l35 
Through AF57-1615l. 

An amber, 28-volt d-c, press-to-rest, master a-c warning 
light (figure 1-22) is located on the flight engineer's 
instrument panel. The warning light will antornari
cally come 01;1 whenever one or n1ore of ·rhe a-c check
list, annunciator panel strips come on indicating a 
change jn c00.ditions of the a-c elecu·jcul systern. The 
masrer a-c warning light will remain 60 until the .a-c 
check:list annunc iator panel test selector switch is 
rno-ved to t he RESET position. T he mascer a-c \varning 
light wiJI then remain off until an additionlU a-c 
checklist annunciator paoel strip comes oo. Power £or 
operation 0£ the ma,ster a-c warning light is obrainecl 
from ~he flight deck 28-volt d-c essential bus, through 
rhe flight engineer's di1nming relay and the master 
warning light relay. When the ,~varning lighc is 
pressed to test the lamp fda1nenr, a circuit is con1-
pleted from the flight deck 28-volt d-c essen rial bus 
directly ro cbe v.·arning light. Circujr protection is 
provided by a circuit bre<1ker located on i:he flight 
engineer's o-verhead circuir breaker panel. 

1- 44 

A-C Checklist Annunciato.r Panel and Moster A-C 
't./arning Light T{!sf Selector Switch {Aircraft AF• 54-135 
Through AF57- 1615). 

A 3-position, toggle..type, a-c checklist aonunciator 
panel and master a-c warni ng lig ht rest selector switch 
(ft.Kure 1-22) is located below the maSter a-c warning 
light, On the fllght engineer's instrument panel The 
swjrcb has the placarded positions 1 'EST aod RESET, 
and is spring-load ed from -rhe TEST and RESET posi
ti-ons to the OFF (cencer) position. When the switch 
is held in the "l'EST position, a circuit is comp leted 
from the flight deck 28-volc d-c essential bus, through 
t he .flight engineer's dimming relay, co the lights jo 

each of the -a-c checklist .annunciator panel stti_ps and 
to the master a-c ,varning lights, causing the lights co I 
come on. When the switch is released, all of the a-c 
checklist annunciar0r panel strjp Jights and the master 
a-t warning light should go off.1n rhe event a malfunc
t ion of the a-c electrical ~-ystem causes one or tnore of 
t he a-c checklist annunciator panel strips and the- .mas
re r a-c warning light ro come on, moving the selector 
switch to the RESET position will cause the master 
a-c warning Jight to go o.ff while the energized a.-c 
checklist annunciator panel strjp light remai.ns oa. 

Ammeters. 

Three am.meters (figtt·r.e 1-22) ru-.e located on the flight 
eugineer's inscrnment panel tu provide continuous 
indication of the load on the rwo engine-driven gen
erators and the auxiliary generator. 

frequency Meter. 

A fre!Juency merer (figu1·e 1-22) is located on the flighr 
engineer's inst rument pane l. I t indicates the frequency 
of any a-c power source or feeder b.us selected on the 
voltage and frequency selecto.r switch, 

A-C Voltm eter. 

i ,.n a-c voltmeter (fig1tre .1-22) is mounted o.n the flight 
engiu eer's instrument 1.>auel. It indicates the voltage 
of any a-c power source or feeder bus selected oo 
the voltage and frequency scleetor switch . 

Voltmet{!r and frequency Meter Selector Switch. 

Au 8-posicion 'vOlt.lne)'.er and frequeu cy meter selector 
.switch (/ig1,t·e l-22) is mounted on the fl.igbr eoginee.r's 
instrument panel. Each positiou of t he selecco.r switch 
s1multanP.<>u sly seleccs ao a-c and a d -c power source 
or feeder bu,~. 'l"he voltages of both of the power 
so-urces or feeder busses selected and the frequenc.y o f 
tbe a-c _f)O'\'te.t soui:ce or feecler hos selected are indi
cated on the a-c volcmetcr d-c voltmct1;:r an<l f r:e-. , , 
qliency m etet. This enables th.e flight engineer to 
rnon·itbr and rroubleshoot rhe electrical system. T he 
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I 

positions of the voltrneter and frequency merer selector 
switch are placarded as follows: 

AC DC OFF, CENTER FUS NON ESS, FLIGHT 
DECK NON ESS, LEFT GEN AFT T.R., AUX 
GENERATOR BATTERY, RIGHT GEN FWD ·r.R., 
FLIGHT DECK ESS, .and CENTER FUS ESS. 

Do not leave the voltmeter and frequency 
meter selector switch in the AUX GENER
A TOR BA l'TERY position when no other 
power is applied. to the aircraft. This will 
prevent any unnecessary drain oo the battery. 

I D-C SYSTEM. 

Twenty-eight-volt d-c powe_r for n.ormal operation is 
furnished by two 200-ampere transformer-recrifie.rs, 
The forward transforroe(-recti6er, placarded FWD, is 
located behind the flight engineer's station. 'I'he aft 
transforn1er•rectifi.er, placarded AFI, is located at the 
d-c power distribut ion center on the eight side of 
the center fu ~elage a,:ea. The input power to the 
transformer-recrifiers is supplied from the a-c system. 
The 200-volt a-c input voltage is stepped down and 
rectified by the transformer-rectifiers co the required 
28.5 d-c voltage. 

To provide emergency d-c po,ver during flight, in 
the event the main or auxiliary a-c generators are in
operative, an air-driven 400-ampere, 28-volt d-c gen
erator (figure 128), 1s installed in the forward end 
of the left pod. The air-driven generator has su.fii.cient 
capacity to provide continuous power for all normal 
d-c power requirements at airspeeds above 150 knots. 

A 24-volt, 36-an1pere-hour battery (34, figu,re I-2), 
located in the left pod, aft of the wheelwell, is pro
vided to supply intermittent emerge1,.cy d·c power, aad 
power for starting the GTIJ's. 

D-c power is distribu.ted through a split bus systen1. 
Eacl1 h\ls is classified as either essential or nonessential, 

I depending on the function of the equipment the bus 
powers. The propeller busses are powered from t he 
essential bus..c:es. During normal operation, all d-c bosses 
are powered by the forward and aft transfo.tmer
rectifie.rs, which are in parallel and sbare the electrical 
load. With the battery switch in the ON position, rhe 
batter y b~s will be powered and the battery charged 
froi:;n the essential bus. The flight deck nonessencial 
busses are normally powered by the forward trans· 

I former-rectifier and control relay. The aft nonessential 
busses are powered_ by the aft cransformer-rectilier and 
control relay. 

Changed' 5 August 1963 

In the evenr of failure of the F~1D or AFT transformer
rectifi.er, the oper~tive transformer-rectifier will auto
mati01lly assume the e.ssentiaI load of the failed ttans
former-recti6ec, in addition to the normal load. Jf 
either rransformer-recrifier or the power supply to it 
fails, the nonessential busses from that craasformer
recti.fier will Jose all pov.re.r. If ooth main generators 
fail, w itl1 the auxiliary generator switch in the AUTO 
position, both rransformer-recrifiers will still be eaer, 
gized, but the flight deck nonessential <l-c busses will 
not be powered. This condition is due to the FWD 
uansformer-rectifier control relay b~iog deeoergized. 

Ii aJI i;t· C power is lost (or turned off) a(ld th~ air
driven ge.o.e.t~tot is not extended and operating, the 
battery bu.~ will receive power from the battery regard
less of the battery switch position. When the battery 
switch is turned ON, t be battery husses and the d-c 
esseotial pusses are both powered by the battery. Only 
the equipment necessary for continuing the fl ight 
should be operated fro.m the battery in order to p ro
long battery life. To provide d-c power after loss 
of a-c power, the air-driven generator should. be ex
tended. The air-driven generator is connected in par
allel w ith the battery bus and when operating will 
provide continuous d-c power for all normal operation. 

Battery Swit.ch and Isolation Relay. 

A guarded, 2-positioo battery svvitch (figu,·e 1-22), 
lllOUOted OD the flight engineer's iOSttOroent panel, COD" 

trols the battery circuit through an isolation relay. 
'fh.e switch has the placarded positiQns ON aod OFF, 
and is guarded in the ON position. When the battery 
switch is placed io the ON position, the .isolation relay 
closes to permit charging the harrery from the d-c 
essential bus. In addition, the ON position of the 
switch permits the battery to supply the d-c essential 
busscs i11 the event of failure of both r.ca.nsforrner
rectifiets, or loss of a-c input voltage. When the bat
tery switch is placed in the O,FF position, the isolation 
relay is opened to disconnect the barrery from the d-c 
essentiil bus. The battery bus is directly connected to 
(he battery, and supplies power to the equi1-1ment 
coanecte<l to the battery bus, regardless of battery 
switch position. 

Transformer-Rectifier Warning Lights. 

Two red, 28-volt a-c transforruer-recri.fier watniog 
lights (fig1,re 1-22) are located on the flight engineer's 
instrument panel. The;: warning ligbcs come .on lO 

warn of a d-c power failnre, either from interruption 
of the a-c power supply to t he tcaasforrner-rectifie.c or 
failure of the transformer-rectifier. The warning lightS I 
are placarded FORWARD TilANSFORMER-RECTI
FIER-LIGHT ON NO OUTPUT, and AFT TRANS-

(CQ1"ltj-,,ucd on Page 1-4B) 
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_ D-C-Power Supp'ly • Typical - 0 -- -

• 

BATif~Y 

AlR Dlt1YEN 
GENERATbR 

FORWARD TRANSFORIIIEll 
~EdlFleR FllGHT DECK 

LIGHT ON 
NO OUTPUl' 

IIATf'EIIY 
SWITCH 

ON 

OFf 

fOP.WAl!O 
TltANSFOaMER 

~i!CTIFfE/1 RB.A 'f 
FLIGHT DECK 

FORWARD 
BA TT"d!Y 

RE'i.AY 

0 ~;,:.:.~==--==B:A:;TTE=ll:Y:B:U:S=F~=,~=KT:.::DE::CK====:;:=====i=; 
AUG POWEi< (21 
l!AtLOUT At.ARM 
BATTERY 'IOLiMETER 
ENGINE STAi!f CH~ VALVE 
GENERATOR DISCONNC<:T [T.C.T.O. 596) 
GTU AIR INLET VAL VE 
GTU EXTINGUI SKF.R AGENT PO\VEK 
GTU FIRE OE:tECTOR TI:ST 
GTU FIRE EXi!NGU1SHtR CONTROt 
GTU RESIOU.Al HEAT DOORS (2J 
GTU StjUTOFF ¥ Al VES t2] 
.GTU STA~T CONIROl (2J 

- tu,CEtlE EXTINGUISHER AGENT CONTROL 
,- HACE~LE &JITINGUISHER VAL'v'ES!Jl 
"- NACELLE flRE oer.cro:R TEST 

.ot-- NACELU' flRI; ElCTINGUISHER CONTROL 
row WARNING rr.c.r.o. 57a1 

BATTERY RUS RIGHT fU5llAG£ 

AUXILIARY ALTERI-IATO~ SWITCH POWER 
AUXILIAR-Y AlTo'1NAT0!! TRIP 
ENGINE IGNITION PO'+\IER t~l 
ENGINE START POWER (JJ 
Gru IGNITl0('4 PO'.VE!l (21 
RN.I AIR VA.LY£ POWER 
SEAL AAMI' LOCK 

PRO~LL!R BUS 
RIGttT fUSELAGE 

AIR STA.RT POWER (41 

AUlOL\ARY IIAtTEltY SUS 
RIGHT DlCK 

GRCUNO FOWER LOC~OUT 
ALT. TJllN AND SUP PO'WER IZl 
ll,C.T.O. SJ4l 

AFT Tit>,NSl'O~MER 
~ECTIFIER IRH FUSElAGEI 

RECT!Flf P.S 

AFT 
!ATT9Y 

RELAY 

• LIGHT ON 
NO OUTPUT 

Afl 
TRANSFORMER 

RECTIFIER REI.A Y 
R!Gffi' FUSELAGE 

Figure 1-21 {Sheel J of 21 

NORMAL 

- A-C POwtft 

* BUSS ES DE-ENERGIZED WHEN 
AUXILIARY GENERATOR IS SUPPl y. 
ING A-C essa,,11AL SUSSES .Ol--ll Y, 
Q& ,IF- FORWARD TRA.NSFOAAIER 
RECTIFIER fAllS 
\SEE PARAGRAl'H ON D·C SYSTEM, 
THIS SECTIQl:-IJ. 

t suSSES i)f.e-;ERGl2~0 WHEN AFT 
TRANSFORMER RECTIFIER FAILS 
(SEE. PARA.GRAPH ON D-C S YST'EM, 
YHIS SECTION) 

NOTE, 
ALL BUSSES cNEIIGIZeO WHEN 
AIR DRIVEN GENERATOR IS ON. 

UABl-145 
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2BV 1>-C ESSENTI AL BU$, F,UG!-IT DECK 
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CABIN AIR TEMPERATURE INOf( .... T02 
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Gl U INDICATOR POWER 
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L"f'IDING GEAR WARNING SYSTEM 
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N-l COMPASS POWfR 
NACEUE flRt DETECTORS t8·1 
NAC~llE 0VERfl.EAl DETECT.ORS t• l 
NA.CELLE SHUTOFF V 1"-V~S (~ l 
Pll0T!S lUP.N ;>NO SltP lhOICATOR 

t-- PILOT'S VERTICAL GYRO 
REf.UEL AND (ROSSFEED ·VALVES 
TANI( fUEL V /.I.VE POWER 
1.EMPEI\ATUIIE f;ONTROL (CASIN "i'ID 

HIGHT 01:C~l 
. W!NG DEICE MANUAL 
VIING Fll\P fMERGEl,lCY C0N'(fl0L 
TAKl:OfF w11aN1HG INDEX ** 
~81/. D. C PAOP£L~R BU~, FLIGHT 0£(1<. 
SETA UGHT CONTROL 
PROPELLER CONTROL$ (4J 
PPOP~lLEk OE]CE TIM!!( 
PROPELLER NORMAL CONtllOI.S l"l 
PROPELLER PITCH INTERLOCK· !41 
P~OPELLER PITCH lOO: 141 
PI.TCH STOP. CliE.C1' LIGi,IT 
PROPEllER $~NCfiliOHll ER CONTROL 
PROPELLER S'1NCHR0N12ER POWf:R 
28V D-C £S'5£NTU1L RADIO ~S, 
fllGHl OECK 
COPILOT'S INTERl'HONE IAIC 10_.,l 
PILOT'S IN'J'.ERPl'\ONE IAIC• 1 OAI 
UHF COMIJ.ANO (A~R-341 
28V D·C £S.5£NTI.AL BUS', L/R AUXILIARY, . . ' 
fLIGHT Dill!{, 
A·C ((;Hl;Cl[UST 
ANJISKIO CONTROL 
ANTISKID "{ARNl!'<G LIGl'IT 
AUX HYDltAUUC CONTROL 
().C ESSENHAL VOLTl\lfl f.R 
ENGl~IE VUIRATION INDICATO'R <:O!'ITROL n.c 1,c>- 612) 
El~Gll~E OIL VQtU..,,E INDICATO~S 
FUEL flOW IND.IC-AcfO~ ROWER 
Cl;Ntl?ATOR OUT WAR~IINC IMDICATO~ 
CTU O VERHE.A:T OElf:CTO RS 
1AANIFOLD OVERl1EAl CONTll'01.S 
NTC CHECK 
Nl:C INDICATOR llGHTS 
NTC. RESET POWell 
OXYGEN LOW-LEVEL WAANING 
l'jTOT HEI' TER INOICA.fOR ~O\VER 
RUDDER STOP INDIC .. JOP. 
RUOOl;R STOP ~OW~R 
STARTER OISENGAG.f 'll"A~NINC LIGHT 
STAl!T WARNtNC qGHT TE&T 
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Section l T.0. 1 C· l 33A-1 

(Cm1t,nuerl f,.om P<'ge 1.15) 

I•OllMER·RECflFIER-LlGHT ON NO OUTPUT. 
Power £or operarion of the transformer-rectiner wa.rn
ing lights is obtained from the flight deck 28-volt a-c 
essential bus. Circuit prorectinn is provided by individ
ual circuit breakers located on the flight deck right
hand auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 

o.c Voltmeter. 

A d-c voltmeter (figu~·e 1-22) is mounted on the .8.ighr 
engineer's instrument panel to indicate the voltage of 
.iny d-c power source or feeder bus selected by the 
voltmeter and frequency 1nerer selector switch. 

I AIR-DRIVEN GENERATOR. 

A 400-ampere, 28-volt d-c air-driven generator (fig:,~ 
1-7.8) is insta11ed in the forward end of the left pod, co 
provide en1ergency d·c power during flight in the 
event of failure of the main an<l auxiliary a•c gene.r• 
acors or the transformer-£ectjfiers. The air-dr.iven gen
erator has sufficient capacity to supply continuous 
power for all noc1nal d-c power requiren1cnts at air• 
speeds above 150 knors. At airspeeds below 150 knots, 
selective monitoring of r1H'! d·c power wiJI allow limited 
uisc of essential d-c powered equipment. At 70 knots, 
1h!! d-c pov.•er output of the generator will be approxi• 
mately 64 ampe.tes, and at SO knots, 50 amperes are 
ava1Inble. 1'he air-driven generator is connected in 
parallel with the battery bus and 'l,.,ill supply powei: 
to the esse11cjal busses when in operation. 

The air-driven generator can be extended .in flight by 
means of an emergency release hauJle (figure 1-29) 
located on the left side of the cabin, forward of the 

wheel well. On the grouud, the governor may be 
extended by means of the emergency rr.lea.se handle 
inside rhe cabin or with the conttol handle located in 
the pod, adjacent to the generator. When exceutlcd, 
an inner door which supporrs the generator mount 
struts, seals the opening in the pod to prevent air 
turbulence in rhe pod. Once extended, tbe generator 
cannot be retracted in flight. The generator is rerracred 
on the ground hydraulieally, by means 0£ a hydraulic 
cylinder controlled by a hydraulic selector Yalve lo
cated in tbe pod aJjacent to the generator door. 

Air-Driven Generator Emergency Release Handle • 

An emergency release haodk: (figure 1-19), located on 
the left side of che cabin~ forward of die wl1eelwcll, 
above the catwalk, provides a means of extending t:he 
air-driven generator io flight or on rhe ground. The 
handle is placarded EMERGENCY HANDLE - AIR 
DRI\"EN GENERA1'0R-PULL 1'0 OPEN GEN
ERA TOR DOOR. The handle is co.naecred by cable co 
the generator door la.tch mechanism and when pulled 
our will release the door larches and allow the air. 
driven generator to drop out inro operating position. 
When pulled out tO release the generator, the handle 
will extend approximately 8 inches out of the socket. 
When the door is retracted, rhe handle will be pulled 
back into the socket. 

Air-Driven Generator Door Controls. 

Three control handles ( fig,we 1-29) for operation of 
the air-driven generator door on rhe ground, are lo
cated .in the left pod, foward of the air-driven gen
eraro.r door. An instruction placard covering the 
operation of the control handles is mounted on the 
out5ide of rhe pod immediately below the forward 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1 Se,tion I 

(Conlin~d /rfJm Page 1-JIJ 

Battery Switch and lsalatian Relay, 

A guarded, 2-position battery switch (figure 1.22), 
mouoted on the flight engineer's instrument panel, con· 
trols the battery circuit through aa isolation relay. 
The switch ha!I the placarded positions ON awl OFF, 
and is guarded in the ON position. When the battery 
switch is placed in the ON position, the isolation relay 
closes to permit charging the battery from the d-c 
essential bus. In addition, the ON posifion of the 
switch perm.its the battery to supply the d-c essential 
busses in the event of failure of both traasformes:
.reaffiers, or loss of a-c input voltage. When the bat
tery switch is i,laced in the OFF position, the isolation 
relay is opened ro disconnect the battery from the d-c 
essential bus. The batrery bus is directly connected to 
the battery, and supplies power to the equipment 
connected to the battery bus, regardless of battery 
switch positio.a. 

Transfarmer-Rectifier Warning Lights, 

1:wo red, 28-volt a-c transformer•rectifier Wllrning 
lights (figure 1-22) are located on rhe flight engineer's 
instrument panel. The warning lights come on to 
warn of a d-c power failure, either from inter.ruption 

. of the a.-c power snpply to the transformer-rectifier or 

I failure of the transformer-rectifier. On aircraft without 
T.C.T.O. 519, the warning lights are placarded ESSEN
TIAL TRANSFORMER-RECl'IPIER- LIGHT ON 
NO OUTPUT, a.nd NON-ESSENTIAL TRANS-

I FORMER -LIGHT ON NO OUTPUT. On aircraft 
with 1 .C .T .0. 519, the warning lights are placarded 
FORWARD TRANSFORMER-RECTIFIER - LIGHT 
ON NO OUTPUT, and AFT TRANSFORMER
REC11FIER-LIGHT ON NO OUTPUT. Power for 
operation of the transformer-rectifier warning lights is 
..:ibtained from the flight deck 28-volt a-c essential bus. 
Circuit protection is provjded by individual circuit 
breakers located on the flight deck right I1and auxiliary 
circuit breaker panel. 

0-C Voltmeter. 

A d-c voltmeter (figut·e 1·22) is mounted on rhe flight 
engineer's instrument panel to indicate the voltage of 
any d-c power source or feeder bus selected by the 
voltmeter and frequency meter selector switch. 

IAIR-DRIVEN GENERATOR (AIRCRAn 
WITH r.c.,.o. 519). 

'-' A 400-ampere, 28-volt d-c air driven generator (figure 
1-28) is installed in the forward end of the left pod, to 

Changed 14 June 1962 

provide emergency d-c power during flight in the 
event of failure of the main and auxiliary a-c gener
ators or the transformer-rectifiers. The air-driven gen
erator has sufficient capacity to supply continuous 
power for all nonual d-c power requirements at air
speeds above 150 knots. At airspeeds below 150 knots, 
selective monitoring of the d-c power will allow limited 
use of essential d·c powered equipment. At 70 knots, 
me d-c power output of the generator will be approxi
mately 64 amperes, and at 50 knots, 50 amperes are 
available. The air-driven generator is connected in 
pataUel with the battery bus and will supply power 
to the essential bosses when in operation. 

The air-driven generatot can be extended in t1.igbt by 
means of an emergency release handle (figure 1-29) 
located on the left side of the cabin, forward of the 
wheel well, On the ground, the governot may be 
extended by means of the emergeocy release handle 
inside the cabin or wjth the control handle located in 
the pod, adjacent to the generator. When extended, 
an inner door which supports the generator mount 
struts, seals the opening in the pod to prevent air 
turbulence in the pod. Once. extended, the generator 
cannot be retracted in flight. The generator is retracted 
011 the groWld hydraulically, by means of a hydraulic 
cylinder controlled by a hydraulic selector valve lo
cated in the pod adjacent to the generator door . 

Air-Driven Generator Emergency Relea:;e Handle. 

An emergency release handle (fig1tre 1-29), located on 
the left side of tbe cabin, forward of the wheel well , 
ahove rhe ca~alk, provides a means of extending the 
air-driven generator in flight or on the ground. The 
handle is placarded EMERGENCY HANDLE - AIR 
DRIVEN GENERATOR - PUll TO OPEN GEN
ERATOR DOOR. 1be handle is connected by cable to 
the generator door latch n1echanism and when pulled 
out will release the door latches and allow the air
driven generator to drop out into operating position. 
When pulled out to release the generator, the handle 
will extend approximately 8 inches our of the socket. 
When the door is retracted, the handle will be pulled 
back into the socket. 

Air-Driven Generator Door Controls. 

Three control handles (figure 1-29) for opel'ation of 
the air-driven generator door on the ground, are lo
cated in the left pod, forward nf the air-driven gen
eratO!' door. An instruction placard cove.ring the 
operation of the control handles is mounted on the 
outside 0£ the pod immediately below the forward 
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Figure 1-28 

edge .o f the a-ir-driven generator door. Tbe l.atch 
control hani;lle, HANDLE A, is mechanically linked 
to the latch mechanism of the generator door. \'{Then 
pulled from the L.OCKED (up) position to the l JN
LOCKED (do,vn) posi tion, the <loor larches will be 
released, allo,ving t he air-driven genera tor to dr.op 
out into. che extended position. When 1:he ge11e1-ator is 
being retracced, n1oving the handle to the ·LOCKED 
position will position the door latches to bold the gen
tlrator door in the closed position and also _pull the 
en1ergency handle, inside the cabin, into its socket. 

Chan __ ~cl 5 August 1963 

·rhe generator door unlatching handle, HA NOLE B, 
is n1echao.i.cally linked to a spring-loaded latc h assem
bly wbicb bolds the air-driven generator door in the 
extended position after having been released. Pulling 
the handle to the UNLOCKED (oucboard ) position, 

releases the latches on che inner door to allow- the air
driven gc.o.eracor to be retracted. The bundle is left .in 
the LOCKED (inboard) position. durio.g. nor.mal opera
tion to allow the latches to engage v;•hen , he air

driven generator is released.. 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1 Section I 

A spring-loaded retraction cont.rot handle, HANDLE 
C, controls the flow of hydraulic fluid to the retrac
tion cylinder to tecraq the air-driven generator. Plac
ing the control handle in the RETRACT position will 
direct hydraulic fluid to the retraction cylinder to 
retract the generator and close the door. When the 
handle is released, it will return to the NORMAL 
position and shut off the flow of hydraulic fluid to 
the retrac~ion cylinder. 

GAS TURBINE UNITS (GTU1S). 

Two 85-3 GTU's (32 and 33, figure 1-2) are located in 
the left pod, immediately aft of the wheel .well area. 
These units are mounted in tandem and at.e isolated 
from the wheel well area and from each other by 
firewalls . The function of tbe two GTU's is to supply 
compressor bleC$i air for the aircraft air conditioning 
system, supply nacelle preheat, jet blast rain removal, 
start the four engines, pressurize the hydraulic reser
voir, and drive the two hydraulic pumps. In addi
tion, the auxiliary generator is dtiveil by the No. 1 
GTU. The GTIJ's are designed to be self-suflicie:nt 
except fer electrical power for controls and starting, 
a fuel source, and a supply of main engine bleed air 
required for augmentation un:der certain modes of 
operation. The tWo GTIJ's have self-contained oil sup
ply systems, each having a capacity of 1.45 gallons. 
The No. 1 GTU receives its fuel under pressure from 
the No. 1 engine inlet fuel line, and the No. 2 GTU 
from the No. 4 engine inlet lines. lf no pressure sup· 
ply is available, fuel will gravity-feed from ranks No. 
2 and 7, respectively. The fuel suppl}' is gravity- and 
pressure-fed to each unit, and has solenoid-triggered 
fuel shutoff valves utilized in the control system of 
each unit. The GTU is designed to supply simultane
ous shaft power and compressor bleed air, or either of 
the tw0 independently. The GTU multi-purpose gas 
turbine is a two-stage centrifugal-type turbine, utiliz
ing two radial flow impellers. Ambient or ram air is 
compress~d in the compressor. Part of this air, at the 
temperature of the compression, is made available for 
pneumatic power and air conditioning through the 
bleed air port of the unit. The rest of the air flows 
into a single can•type combustor, where the fuel is 
added and combustion takes place. The hot compressed 
gases, leaving the combustor, flo,v through a single• 
stage, radial-inflow turbine to provide power to a 
shaft that drives the compressor and a set of gears, 
which in turn, drive the GTU accessories as well as 
the auxiliary generator and hydraulic pumps. The 
GTU operates at essentially constant speed, either as a 
self-powered, gas turbine compressor unit, or as a gas 
turbine compressor and power motor. When the unit 
is operating as a gas turbine compressor unit, all the 
required turbine airflow is supplied by the unit com
pressor. Any combination of bleed air and shaft power 

LJAB 1•181 

Figure 1-30 

is available up to the maximum output of the unit. 
Thus, shaft power is ,available for driving the auxiliary 
generator and hydraulic pump while simultaneously 
providing bleed air for the ·air conditioning system or 
for engine starting. 

When the total demand for bleed air and shatt power 
js beyond the. capabilities of the normal mode of op
eration, the unit may operate as a gas turbine com• 
p.ressor and power motor, differing in that main engine 
bleed air is utiliied to ai;igroeoc that- portion of the 
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compressor aidlow available to the turbine. While the 
unit is operating in this mannei, it iii capable of pro
ducing bleed air in ex~ of that which would be 
available in the normal mode of operation. ,See Sec
tion Vil for GTU augmentation characteristics and 
GTU operation. The GTU control panel (figure 1-30), 
is located on the .flight engineer's panel. 

The GTU com.panrnents are ventilated on the ground 
and in .Bight by air entering through the ram air duct 
and leaving through the .residual heat doors located. on 
oop of the pod over each GTU compartment. The 
residual heat doors and the nonram air doors are con
trolled by a swic:ch at the flight eoginee.r':s station. 

GTU AIR DOORS SWITCH. 

A 2-position air doors switch with the placarded posi
tions OP.EN and CLOSED, is located on rhe G'TIJ 
control paoei (figure 1-30). The switch shall be in the 
OPEN position for GTU operation. Wheil the switch 
is io the OPEN position, the air doors are operated 
automatically by the main landing gear uplock 
switches. During ground operation, these switches 
actuate the tesidual heat doors and the nonram doors 
to open. Doring fligh~ these same switches actuate 

I the nooram doors and the .residual beat doors to the 
CLOSED position. When the aircraft -is parked and the 
GTIJ's are not .required, placing the GTU air doors 
switch iD the CLOSED position will over.rlde the land
ing gear switches and complete a circuit from the flight 
deck 28-volt d-c battery bus. The battery will then 
supply power to close both the nonram doon and the 
.residual heat doors, even if the battery switch is io the 
OFF position and external power is not connected to 
the aircraft. The Gro 6.re concrol switch overrides the 
automatic operation of the doors. When a GTU fire 
control switch is actuated, it closes the .residual heat 
door and the oil cooler air valve that closes off all cool
ing air except the air ro the auxiliary generator. 

GTU PNEUMATIC SELECTOR SWITCHES. 

A 2·position pneumatic selector switch, with the 
plw:arded positions LOAD and NO LOAD, is ia:stalled 
on each GW control panel (figure 1-30). When placed 
in the LOAD position, each. switch COJnpletes a 28-
volt cl~c circuit to iu respective GTU load oonttol 
valve solenoid which permits the load control valve 
to be pneumatically actuated by GTU bleed a1r. Placing 
the switch in che LOAD position also establishes a 
28-volt d-c circuit to the augmentation valve clutch 
which permits the position of the augmentation valve 
to be conuolled by the GTU augmentation switch. 
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When the pneumatic selector swith is placed in the 
NO LOAD position, the circuits to both the load con
trol valve and [he augmencation valve clutch are de
energized. The pneumatic selector switches must be 
placed in the NO LOAD position before starting the 
GTU's. 

GTU START SELECTOR SWITCHES. 

A 2-position start selector switch is installed on each 
GTU control panel (figure 1·30). The switches have 
the positions NORMAL and AJR. The NORMAL 
position completes a circuit to· the start power relay. 
This .relax closes the electrical circuit between the 
battery and the starter m0t0r. When the 35 percent 
rpm switch closes, the circuit to the start power relay 
is inre.rrupted1 thus disengaging the starter motor. The 
AIR position of the switch bypasses the starter moror 
and provides power to the augmentation valve through 
the INCREASE position ol the augmentation switch. 
The valve may then be opened for air tO start the 
GTU. After the G'TIJ is started, the start selector switch 
is returned to the NORMAL position. This will allow 
the unit to be loaded. 

GTU START-RUN-STOP SWITCHES. 

Two 3-position START-RUN-STOP switches, one for 
each GTU, are located on the GTU control panel 
(figuf'e 1-30), Each switch is spring loaded from the 
START to the RUN position. 'l'o prevent electrical 
overload, an interlock is pro,·ided so that only one 
GTU can be started at a time. The START position 
completes a 28-volt d·c circuit from the flight deck 
battery bus and energizes the G'TIJ start relay. The 
switch must be held in the START position until the 
GTU accelerates to 95 pe.rccnt rpm. Acruation of the 
start .relay sets the starter in motiou, meshing auto
marically with the accessory gear train. Un<!er the 
combined drive of the starter and energy absorbed 
from the hot combustion products, the unit accelerates. 
At 35 percent rpm, the starter relay is deenergized due 
to actuation of a cen[rifugal switch. Denergiring the 
starter relay opens the Starter cir<.."Uit, allowing the 
starter to be disengaged. Uode.r its own power, the 
unit continues to accelerate until normal governed 
speed is attained. When the switch is released to the 
RUN position, the ignition unit is deenergi7,ed. The 
switch js left in the RL"N position during normal 
operation. When the switch is positioned to STOP, 
the holding coil of the ignition and fuel switch is 
dee11.ergized, opening the electrical circuit to the fuel 
shutoff valve. Cooling of the units is better with the air I 
doors open. 

Changed 14 June 1962 
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GTU IGNITION AND FUEL SWITCHES. 

A spring-loaded, press.type ignition aod fuel switch 
is located on each GTU co.otrol panel (figure 1-30), 
During starting of a GTU. the switch is pushed in 
when the rpm reaches 3 to 5 percenr. Thi!i completes 
the circuit to the fuel shutoff valve, ignition unit, and 
the ignition and fuel switch holding coil. The ignition 
and fuel switch no longer needs to he held in. Releas
ing the START-RUN-STOP switch to RUN de
energizes the ignition unit. When the unit is shut 
down, cbe START-RUN-STOP switch should be 
placed io the STOP position thw shutting olf the fuel 
mpply. The ignition and fuel switch will also be 
released as a result of the opened circuit. 

GTU AUGMENTATION SWITCHES. 

Each GTU has a 4-position augmentation (AUG) 
switch, located 011 the GTU control panel (figure l·JO), 
which allows the operator complete control of GTU 
augmentation. When the GTU is loaded, the IN
CREASE position of the augmentation switch com
pletes a 28-volt d-c circuit to slowly open the motor
driven augmentation valve; the DECREASE position 
slowly closes the valve. An intermediate posirjon of 
the valve .may be obtained by relee.sin.g the switch 
from either the INCREASE or DECREASE spring· 
loaded position m its centered position. If the switch 
is placed io the CLOSED position or if electricul 
power is withdrawn, the valve will quickly close, The 
augmentation valve will not open with the pneumatic 
selector switeh in NO WAD and the start selector 
switch in NORMAL. 

The valve also functions in the INCREASE position 
of the switch during an augmented air start of the 
GTU. When rhe switch is released~ the valve is de· 
eoergized and a spring load closes it (see GTIJ Opet· 
ation Section VII £or augmentation iostroetions). 

GTU LOAD CONTROL VALVES. 

A load control valve is located in the duct between the 
compressor outlet of each GTU and the aircraft pneu· 
maric ducting. Bleed air extracted from the GTU is 
controlled by the valve to .maintain ptope.r airflow i.o 
relation to GTIJ exhaust gas temperature. Each load 
control valve is electrically enexgh:ed by itS respective 
GTU pneumatic .selecmr switch and is pneumatically 
operated by GTU bleed air. The valves are conuolled 
by flow regulators in the pnenmatic system and ther
mostats located in the GTU turbine exhaust. The 

valves are closed automatically when the emergency 
depressurization control is operated. 

GTU SAFETY SHUTDOWN PROVISIONS. 

In addition to the normal stopping p.rovisions con· 
trolled by the STOP switch, the G-TU's will auto
matically shut down when the safety 0£ rhe nnits 
.requkes it. A speed-sewing centrifugal switch 100lted 
in ea.ch GTU will electrically shut off the fuel supply 
to the discharge nozzle if the speeds of the GTU's 
shmtld exceed 110 percent of normal rpm. 

GTU MANUAL FUEL SHUTOFF VALVES. 

Two manual fuel shumff valves (figw-B 1-16)., one for 
each GTU, a.re located on the fuewall, forward of each 
GTU unit. The valves must be in the OPEN position to 
~pply the required fuel from the roain fuel supply 
system to the GTU's for operatioa. The valves permit 
fuel to be shut o1£ during maintenance and servicing. 

GAS TURBINE UNII INDICATORS, 

GTU Tachometer Indicators. 

Two tachometer indicators. one for each GTU, cali
brated in percent rpm, are located on the GTU con· 
trol panel (figure 1-30). The indicators are powered 
by individual tachometer generators, and indicate GTU 
turbine shaft speed. The tachometer generators pro
duce variable-volmge, variable-frequency, 3·phase a..c 
power which drives the synchronous motor of the 
tachometer indicator. 

GTU Exhaust Gas Temperoture lndii:ators. 

Two exhaust gas temperarure indicators, one for each 
GTU. are located on the GTU control panel (figure 
1-10), The indicators are calibrated in degrees centi
grade from zero to 1000. Temperamres are sensed ar 
the turbine exhausts by means ol thermocouples. 

Low EGT Caution Llght1. 

Two amber, 28-volt d·c, low :EGT caution lights, one 
for each GTU, are located on the GTIJ control panel 
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(figure 1-30). The purpose of these lightS is to warn. of 
excessive GTU augmentation. The lights are set to 
come on when the EGT falls below 525°C. Power for 
operation of the low EGT caution lights is .obtained 
from the .flight deck 28-volt d-c battery bus. Circuit 
protection is i1ldividually provided by two circuit 
breakers, placarded GTU START CONT, located 
on the flight engin~r·s overhead panel 

GTU Alrflow Dlfferantial Pressure (aP} Indicator•. 

Two airilow differential p.resswe (~P) jndicators, one 
for each GTU, are located on the GTU control panel 
(figure 1-30). The indicators a.re actuated by remote 
sy.ncbro-trammitters adjacent to each GTU. The .indi
cators a.re calibtated in inches of me.rcwy from zero 
to 10, and show the .rate of air:O.ow from the GTU 
compressor discharge, in terms of differential pressure. 
Power for operation of the di:ff erential pressure indi· 
cawrs iii obtained from the Bight deck. 28-volt ~ essen
tial bus. Circuit protection is individually i,rovided by 
cwo circuit breakers placarded GTU IND PWR, lo
cated on the :fiight deck right hand auxiliary circuit 
breaker panel. 

GTU Oil Pressure lndi,;otors. 

Two oil pressu.re indicators, one for each GTU, a~ 
located on the GTU control panel (figure 1-30). The 
indicators are calibrated in pounds per square inch 
from zero to 200. Oil presswe .is sensed at the pressure 
~~de 0£ the oil pump by a 28-volt a-c: synchro-t.rans• 
mitter. Power for operation of the oil pressure indi
cators is obtained from the flight deck 28-volt a-c 
essential bus. Circuit protect.ion is individually pro
vided by two circuit breakers, placarded GTU IND 
PWR, located on the flight deck right hand auxiliary 
circuit breaker panel, 

GTU Oil Tamperatura Jndicatars. 

T\\00 oil temperature indicators, one for each GTU, 
are located on the GTU control panel ('figure 1·30), 
The indicators are calibrated in degrees centigrade 
from -70 to +150. Temperature sensing bulbs lo
ated in each GTU oil system transmit the tempera
ture to the indicator. Power for operation of th~ oil 
temperaru.re indicamrs is obtained from the .flight deck 
2S.volt d-c essential bus. Circuit protection is individ
ually provided by two circuit breakers~ placarded GTU 
IND PWR, located oo the flight engineer's overhead 
circuit breaker panel. 
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GTU low-Oil Pressure Worning light, 

Two red, 28-volt d-c low-oil pressure waming lightS, 
one for each GTU, are located on the GTU control 
panel (figure 1-30). Each light is controlled by a. low 
oil pr~ure switch on its respective GTU. The low oil 
pressure switeh causes its respective light to come on 
when the oil presswe is less than approximately 45 
psi and the START-RUN-STOP switch is in either the 
ST.ART or RUN position, Power for operation of the 
low oil !Jresswe ligbts is obtained from the 8igbt deck 
28-volt d-c battery bus. Circuit ptoteaioa. is individu
ally provided by two circuit breaker.s, placarded GTU 
START CONT, located 011 the Bight engineer's over
head circuit breaker panel. 

HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM. 

Two variable displacement pumps (figures 1-.31 ,mt/. 
1 ·32), one driven by each GTU, fura.isb the required 
3000-psi hydraulic system pressure io. varying volume 
as .required !or ope.ration of the landing gear, brakes, 
wing flaps, side cargo door, ramp and darnsbell doors, 
aft doo.r, nose gear steer.ing, and aileron surface lock, 
'A pressure reli:ef valve prevents excessive system. pres
sure from developing if the pumps fail to regulate . 
the pressure within liroitS. The valve is set m .relieve 
at approximately 3800 psi. The pumps can be solenoid
actuated to lock in the feathered position when. hy
draulic presswe is not required. during flight by 
placing the hydraulic pressure switch in the OFF 
position. However, when the landing gear or wing 
flap lever is placed in any position other than full 
UP, the electrical circuit will be opened, deenergizLog 
the solenoid on the pumps, ca.using the pumps ro 
unfeather, The pumps will also ,10feathet in the event 
of ao electrical power failure. Internal controls in each 
pump automatically adjust the output from zero to 
a maximum of approximately 9.75 gallons per mioute 
in respome to p.ressure demands of the sysrem, 

An electrically driven auxiliary hydraulic pump is 
provided for emergency operation and to supplement 
the utility system when the GTU·s are not operating. 
A hydraulic hand pump is provided for use on the 
ground when no other: hydraulic power is avail.able. 
Two accumulators (24iand 4J, fig11re 1-2), each.equipped 
v."ith a pressu.re gage, are installed, one fo.r the aileron 
surface lock and the orber for the parking btakes. The 
accwnlators provide a .reserve supply of iluid under 
pressure dwiog the rime the aircraft is parked. There 
i.5 .DO emergency hydraulic system provided; however, 
each landing gear can be mechanically .released and 
will free•fall and lock down over center without by· 
d.raulic pressure. 0 n aircraft AF59-135 through AFS7 • 
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1615, the wing flap systern incorporates ao electric 
.drive for emergency operation. There are separate air 
bottles for emergency operation of the brakes, the side 
cargo door, and the ramp aod clamshell doors. 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM RESERVOIR. 

'fhe hydraulic system reservoir (35, figure l-2) is lo
cated inside the cabin on che left sid<: of the aircraft 
ar fuselage station 911. The reservoir and the system 
have a total capacity oE approximately 22 gallons on 
aircraft AF54-135 through AF57-1612, and 23 gallons 
on aircraft AF57-1613, 57•1614, and 57-1615. Five 
gallons of the total amouot is the ftlling capacity of 
the reservoir. On aircrctft AFS9-522 and subsequent, 
approxin1ately 25½ gAllons are in the entire system, of 
which approximately 6 gallons are contained in the 
reservoir. 

The auxiliary hydraulic syStem shares the 1011in utilitv • 
system resenroi.r for fluid storage. On airc:raft AF59-522 
and subsequent, 3.1 quans of hydraulic .fluid ure re
served within the base of the reservoir and can only 
be used by the electrjc motor driYen auxiliary hy· 
drauJic pump. 

All reservoirs are refillable in Bight. A sjght gage is 
provided, and instructions are placarded on the reser
voir. A drip pon is provided helow the reservoir to 
take care of any overflow or spillage of fluid. The drip 
pan has an overboard drain line. fitted wjrh a shut-off 
valve:. to permit drainage t1S necessary. The raervoirs 
are pressurized by main engine bleed air or GTlJ 
bleed air, whichever is higher. Tbe bleed air on air
craft Af54-135 through AF57-1612 j5 regulated at 9 
to 12 psi by a regulator containing an integral relief 
valve set to crack at approximately 12 psi_ On aircraft 
Af57-1613 ond subsequent, the bleed air is regulated 
ac 10 ro 12.5 psi and the relief valve is set co crack at 
approximately 15 psi. 

AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC PUMP {AIRCRAn 
AF54-135 THROUGH AF57-1615). 

An eleccrically driven a1.JXiliary hydraulic pump, lo-, 
cared in the left pod aft of the No- 2 GTU, may be 
used co pressurize the entire aircraft hydraulic system 
during ground operations when ground electrical 
power is conna."ted to the -aircrtift and both GTIJ's 
are not ope.rating, or during flight in the event both 

GTU's fail. The maximum output of the auxiliary 
hydraulic pump is eight gallons per minDre, which is 
slightly less than the output of one G'lU hydraulic 
pomp; therefore, if the auxiliary hydraulic pump is 
used co operate any two uoits ac i:he same time, the 
operating time of each unit wilt be increased. 1'he 
eleccrical circuit of the auxiliary hydraulic pump motor 
is protected by two circuit breakers; one on the flight 
<leek left band auxiliary circuit breaker panel, and 
one on the cente.r fuselage a-c circuit breaker panel, 
left side. 'l'he pump may be operated by either one 
of three auxiliary hydraulic pump switches. One 
s~itch is located at the Right engineer's sta· 
non, and the other two are located in the main 
cabin. The pump should not be operated continuously 
for mo.re than a half hour w.irh a full bvdra.ulic reser
voir- If operated continuously, the auxiliary hydraulic 
pump will automatically shut off when overheated and 
cannot be restarted until it has cooled. No shutoff 
warning is provided. ·ro prevent overheating of the 
pump and to maintain proper hydrauli.c fluid tempera
tures, the auxiliary pump should be operated with a 
duty cycle of not more than 30 minutes ON and 30 
minutes OFF. 

AUXILIARY HYDRAUUC PUMP {AIRCRAFT 
AFS9~522 AND SUBSEQUENT), 

An electrically driven auxiliary hydraulic pump is 
installed in the left pod in the compartment aft of 
the GTU's. The pump is wed to provide hydrauli.c 
power for emergency flap operation and to pressurile 
rhe hydraulic system if the GTU hydraulic pumps 
are no1 operatiag and the reservoir fluid level is in 
the normal range. The pump may be operated by any 
one of three auxiliary hydraulic pump switches or hy 
the hydraulic pressure switch ac rhe flight engineer's 
station .. The. pump also operates when the emergency 
flap switch 1s acmau:.d. When the awciJiary hydraulic 
pu?1p has_ been eoer~ized by the emeri;ency ilap 
switch, a time delay sw1rch will shut off tbit: auxiliary 
hydraulic pump motor 30 seconds after the .lla_ps have 
reached rhe pre-selected position. to prevent possible 
overheati~g of the .remaining hydraulic fluid. If aper· 
ated coot1nuously, the auxiliary hydraulic pump will 
automatically shut olf when overheated aud cannot be 
r~tarted until it has cooled. No shutoff warning is pro
v1d~d. _To prevent overheating of che pump aod to 
~-a1nra1n p.rope.r hydraulic Ruid temperatu.reS, the aux-
1l1ary pump should be operated with a duty cycle uf 
not more i:han 30 minuces ON aud 30 minutes OFF. 

Auxiliary Hydraulic Pump Switches (Aircraft 
AF54-135 through AF57-1615). 

Two 2-position auxiliary hydraulic pwnp switches. 
one located at tbe side cargo door coni:rol panel and 
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one at rhe rear cargo door and ra.inp control panel, 
are provided for controlling the auxiliary hydraulic 
pump. The switches are placarded ON an<l OFF, unc.l 
are spring loaded from ON to OFF. The ON position 
energizes the 200-volt a-c auxiliary hydraulic pump 
motor. The auxiliary hydraulic pump motor may also 
be energized by placing the hydraulic pressure swjlch 
(12, figure 1-13) oo the flight engineer's instrument 
panel in the AUX position. Do not position any of the 
aux.iliary hydraulic pump switches ro the ON or AIJX 
position when the No. 2 G'l"U is operating. A lockout 
relay nor1nally prevents the auxiliary hydraulic pump 
from being operated when the No. 2 GTlJ is run
ning. If the No. 2 GTU hydraulic pump lockout relay 
failed, however, starvation of the auxili.ilry pump 
would result, causing auxiliary hydraulic pu1np failure. 

Auxiliary Hydraulic Pump Switches (Aircroft 
AF59-522 through AF59-536). 

Three 2-position auxiliary hydraulic pump control 
switches, one adjacent to each cargo door conuol panel, 
(side, interior rear, and exrerior rc-.ar) are provided as 
a means of controlling rbe auxiliary hydraulic pump. 
The switches arc placarded ON and OFF and a.re 
spring loaded f.rom ON to Ol<F. The ON position mcr
gi:r.es the 200-volt a-c auxiliary hydr'<1ulic putnp through 
a 28-volt d-c pump relay. The auxiliary hydraulic 
pump is also energized by placj11g the hydraulic pump 
control switch (14, figure 1-13) on the flight engineer's 
instrument panel in rhe AUX position. 

Emergency Wing Flop Hydraulic Pressure Indicating 
Light (Aircraft AFS9-522 and Subsequent). 

An amber, 28-volt J·c, push-to-test, emergency wing 
flap pressure indicating light (4, figure l-7), is installed 
oo the pil0ts' instrument panel adjacent to the emer
gency ilap switch. The light receives irs electrical 
power cbrough the wing fial> emergency circuit breaker 
located on the 28-volt d-c essential bus on the flight 
engineer's overhead circuit breaker panel. It is wire<f 
through the warning lighl dimming switch on the 
.flight engineer's panel, and is controlled by a presswe 
switch in the auxiliary hydraulic pump pressure line, 
accessible from inside the aircraft (.station 10'>0 left 
side). When che light i.s off, it is an indication that 
there is no hydraulic power available from the aux
iliary hydraulic pump. 1'he light will come on at ap
proximately 600 psi co indicate that pressure of 600 
psi or more is available and is the only indication of 
pressure from the auxiliary hydraulic pun1p. 
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HYDRAULIC HAND PUMP. 

On aircraft AF54-135 through AFS7-1615, a hydr.aulic 
l1and pump, (36, fig11re 1-2) is located by the hydr<iulic 
power panel on the left side of the cargo compartment. 
On aircraft AF59-522 and subsequent, the hydrauljc 
hand pump is located forward of the wheel well on. the 
left side of rhe cargo compartment. The hand pump is 
provided for use when other hydraulic power sources 
are not available. The hand pumi, handle is stowed in 
clips adjacent 10 the pump when not in use. 

HYDRAULIC PUMP CONTROL SWITCH. 

A 3-posirion hydrauJic pump control switch (14, figurtt 
1-13) placarded HYDRAULIC PRESSURE js located 
on the flight engineer's instrument panel. The switch 
has rhe positions OFF, lITILITY, and AlJX. The 
switch i11 connected in series with switches actuated 
hy the landing gear lever and the wing flap lever. The 
landing g'--ar lever and the wing flap lever must be in 
rhe UP position, and the hydraulic pressure switch 
1nust be in the .OFF position for the 28-volt d-c circnit 
to be romplered to the GTU-driven hydraulic pump 
control solenoids. Energizing the hydraulic ,Pump sol~ 
noi<ls will feather the GTU-driven hydraldic pumps. 
The UTILl'fY position opens the circuit to the control 
solenoids. The pumps then unfeathec and .maintain 
!l}"Stem pressure. 

Normally the switch is placed in the UTILITY or 
OFF position. If utility hydraulic pressure js nol avail· 
able, and lhe flujd in the hydraulic reservoir is at 
the proper level, the AUX position may he used to 

energize the auxiliary hydraulic purnp and pressurize 
the hydraulic system. If tbe landing gear lever or wi.ng 
flap lever is moved out of the IJP position, the circuit 
ro the pump control solenoid opens. The pumps then 
uofeather to maintaill. system pressure. 

FIREWALL SHUTOFF VALVES. 

Hydraulic fluid flows under pressure from the reservoir 
through electrically actuated, 28-volt d-<:, slid~type 
shutoff valves to the pumps. A shutoff valve is loc-ated 
in each suction line just before ir goes through the 
fuselage fire\\·all. The valves can be used to shut off 
che hydraulic fluiJ when a G"l'U malfunction occurs. 
See Fire Warning and Excinguishing Systems, this 
section for de<i<:riptiun of controls. 

-
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HYDRAULIC PRESSURE INDICATORS. 

Two 28·volt a-c hydraulic pressure indicators (321 fig· 
ure I-7; 4, figure 1-13) calibrated in pounds per square 
inch are provided: one on the pilots' instrument panel 
and one on the :6.ight engineer's instrument panel. The 
pressure indicators show utiliry sysrem pressute whe.o. 

I the GTU hydraulic pumps are operating. On aircraft 
59-522 and subsequent, the auxiliary hydra11lic pump 
pressure to the utility hydraulic system will not be in-
dicated. The 28-volt a-c circuit is proi:ecred by a 
5-ampere circuit breaker on the flight deck auxiliary 
circuit breaker panel. 

HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR QUANTITY GAGE. 

A graduated, direct-reading sight gag<: (35, figure 1-2), 
calibrated in various system conditions aad aircraft 
configurations, is mounted on the face of the hydraulic 
reservoir located in the center fuselage on the left side. 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM ACCUMULATORS. 

Two accumulators are installed to provide a reserve 
supply of fluid under pressure during the time the 
aircraft is parked. The parking brake accumulator 
(45, figure l-2) is located in the left side of the lower 
nose compartment and is equipped with. a fttting for 
servicing. The accumulator supplies fluid only to the 
brakes, and receives its fluid from the main landing 
gear downline. 

The aileron surface lock accumulator (24, figure 1-2) 
is Located in the top of the fuselagt, aft of the wing 
spar, above the hydraulic .system panel. The fitting for 
servicing the accumulator i:; located on the left side of 
the fuselage aft 0£ rhe hydraulic reservoir. Fluid from 
the accumulacor is supplied only to the aileron surface 
lock cylinder. 

Hydraulic System Accumulator Pressure Indicators. 

Each aC'-'Umulator is provided wich a pressure indicator 
calibrated in pounds per square inch, which iu.Jicates 
the pressure charge in the accumulator. The parking 
brake accumulator indicator is located adjacent to the 
accumulator servicing fitting on the left side of the 
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oosewheel well. The aileron surface lock accwnulator 
indi.L-ator is located on the left side of the fuselage, aft 
of the hydraulic reservoir. 

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM, 

The aircraft is controlled by means of ailerons, eleva
tors, and a rudder, aided by Hnked rabs to give aero· 
dynamic bo.ost in movement of the primary conuol 
surfaces (figure 1-33). 'fhe Hoked tab system derives 
energy for its operation by means of small coottol 
tabs located in the trailing edges of the main control 
sur.faces. Defiecti.on 0£ these linked tabs provides an 
aerodynamic boost force which deBectS the main con
trol surfaces in a direction opposite to the tab defiec
tio.11. The effort that the pilot applies to the controls 
appljes force to the bellcrank about the control surface 
hingeline, deflecting the control surface exactly as it 
is done with a simple direct control system. However, 
while applying this force, the bellcrank also transmits 
force to the linked tab, which is in a direction op
posite and prio.r to that of the roaio control surfaces, 
causing areodyoamic boost. Dual control columns 
(6, figure 1·5) provide aileron and elevator control. 
Two switches are installed on each control column 
wheel. One is the autopilot release swirch, and the 
other is a 3·position microphone switch. 

RUDDER•AILl!RON INTERCONNECT SYSTEM. 

The rudder-aileron. interconnect system connects the 
11ilerons to the rudder control trim tab for the purpose 
of .reducing pilot ruddr:r effort £or coordinated turns. 
It has no effect on forces to overcome asymmetric 
power, but does give a desirable increase lo rudder 
force for aoss control (sideslip) maneuvers. The net 
effecr on rudder force in combination with the rudder 
vortex generators js a sizeable reduction in rudder 
force to coordinate turns and a moderare increase in 
rudder farce for crossed controls. Because the input 
is from the primary aileron S}'1item rather than the 
aileron tab system, there is almost no increilse ia 
aileron forces fo.r any maneuvers other than ground 
checkout. 

Cables are used for transmitting force from the aileron 
bus to a cable drum. A double-acting bungee spring 
connects this drum to another drum which is con• 
nected to the rudder rab bellcrank. The b1.1ngee is 
capAble of transmitting force and motion, and is also 
a flexible link which provides an over.ride to allow 
independent motion of the rudder and ailerons. 
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Figure J-33 

RUD.DER CONTROL. 

The rudder is mechanically controlled by a duplicate 
set of hinged rudder pedals (14, figure 1-5) of the 
conventional suspended-type. The rudder pedals can 
be mechanically adjusted for leg length by individual 
handcranks, one Jocated at the pilot's station and one 
at the copilot's station, below the instrument panel. 
The rudder -control system incorpo_rates a standard 
linked tab mechanism for aerodynamic boost. The 
rudder control tab system is interconnected to the 
ailerons by means of a cable system and a buog~e 
spring, to assist in making coordinated turns. 

Rudder Pedal Adjustment Handcranks. 

Two rudder pedal adjustment handcranks ( figure 1-34), 
placarded RUDDER PEDAL ADJUSTMENT, are 
provided to permit adjusting the rudder pedals for leg 
length. One of the handcranks is installed on the rud
der pedal housing, below the instrument panel, in 
front of each control column. Each ha:ndcrank individ· 
ually controls the leg length adjustment of ics respec
tive set of rudder pedals. Turning either handcrank 
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clockwise will move the respective set of rudder pedals 
forward. Turning either handcrank countercloekwise 
will move the respective set of rudder pedals aft. A 
pJacard, located adjacent to each handcrank, indicates 
the direction of rotation necessary for the desired ad
justment with two arrov.·s, placarded FWD and AFT. 

RUDDER TRJM CONTROL SYSTEM. 

A mechanically-actuated ruddei:: trim control system is 
installed which permits the position of the control tab 
on the rudder to be changed in order to reduce pilot 
effort during steady flight conditions. Since the :rudder 
cont rol tab that is used for pi:imary control of t he rud
der is also used for rudder trim, a separate rudder trim 
tab is not installed. When rudder trim is desired, the 
position of the rudder control tab, which is normally 
controlled w ith the rudder pedals, ca·n be manually 
controlled by a rudder trim wheel located above the 
glare shield, at the center of the pilots' instrument 
panel. A rudder tritn indicator is located beneath the 
trim wheel. To compensate for increased effectiveness 
of the control tab and prevent excessi" e control tab 
movement at high ai.r speeds, the system incorporates 
a rudder spring trim mechanism. The spring also 
serves as ·a cente.ring spring for the rudder system. 

( 
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Rudder Trim Wheel. 

/i. rudder trin1 wheel (15, figure 1-.5) is installed above 
the glare shield, at the center of the piiors' instrument 
panel. Manually .rotating che trim wheel, either to the 
left o r co the rjght, turns a cable drum. Cables connect 
the drum to a rudder spring trim mechanism located 
in the empenoage. 'fhe spring trim Jnechaoism is me
chanically linked to the rudder control cab. On the 
ground, wich no aerodynamic forces being exerted 
\.ipoo. the con.,rol rah, t he tab will be f ree to move 
when the trim w heel is rotared, a o.d t he spring in the 
spring trim 111.echanism will neither be compressed nor 
expanded. Dl!ring fligh t, however, as airspeed is in
creased the spring must be compressed or expanded to 
a greacer degree by rotacion of the trim wheel before 
the concrol tab will move, d ue to cbe increased aero
dynamic fo rces exerred upon the t ab. Rotating tbe 
tr im wheel to the left (clockwise) causes the rudder 
control tab to 1nove to the left, Roraring the trim wheel 
ro the r ight (councerclockwise) caus1.,>s rhe control tab 
tu move to the righc. The trim wheel can be rotated 
approxin1ately six turns co either side of neutral. 

Rudder Trim lnditator. 

,4,. rudder rrim indicator, placarded RUDDER TRIM, 
i.s located ju~. below t he rudder trim wheel ( 15, fig11-re 

1-5). The trim io.dicato.r consisrs of a n1ovable pointer 
and a fixed .indicator dial. The movab.le pointer is n1e
cbanicallv actuated bv movement of the rudde.r triin . ' 
wheel. ·The indicator Jial is n1arked in increments of 
rudder trim , ..... heel rocation. Each incren1ent indicates 
one and one-half turns of the trim vvheel. 1-he lefr side 
of t he 111dicator dial is. placarded NOSE LEfT an<l the 
righ t side is placarded NOSE RIGHT. 

TWO-POSITION RUDDER STOPS. 

A 2-position rudder -stop is incorporated in the l'\.!dder 
snubber system ( fig!tt·e 1-35) to Ji1nic rudde,; crnvel at 
airspeeds above approximately 168 knocs 1AS. Below 
approximately 16'8 .knots IAS, full n1dder travel of 
18.5 degrees is allowed by th.c rudder snubber cylinder. 
Above rhis airspeed, che rudder stop Q switch will 
coinplece a circuit to close a 2-J.')()Sition valve between 
the snubber control valve and the snubber cylinder, 
trapping fluid in a portion of tbe cyl1nder. The crapped 
fluid provides a partial snubbing action which lin1its 
the t ravel of the snubber cylinder and allows only 7 
deg.tees of rudder t ravel. Structur'<ll 1:>rotection is pro
vided by the rudder stops throughout the sp·eed range 
of the aircraft. Under any condi~ion where t he rudder 
has been deflected beyond 7 degrees prior to th e 7· 
degree stop taking effect (such as attempting to check 
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the rudder stop system in high wind), the stop angle 
will correspond LO che rudder deflection angle unrit 
r udder defl ection bas been reduced co an ang le of 7 
degrees or less. Upon loss of elecrrical power or snub
ber hydraulic fluid , rhe 7-degree stop will be inoper
ative. Power for operation of the two-posi t ion rudder 
srop system is obtained from both the flig ht deck 28-
volt d-c nonessential bt1s and the ff igh-r deck 115-volt 
a-c essential bus. Circui t protection for t he syStem is 
provided by four circuit breakers located on the flight 
deck left hand auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 

Two-Position Rudder Stop Caution Indicator. 

A 2-position rudder stop caution indicator ( 4 5, fi.g1,,-e 
1·7), consisting o f two annunciator srrips, is located 
on the pilots· instrument panel, placarded 1.8½ DEG. 
RUDDER and the bottom Strip is placarded 7 DEG. 
RUDDER. If airspeed is above approximately 168 
knots IAS, aod the 18½ DEG. RU DDER strip comes 
on, it is an indication that the 7·degree rudder stop is 
inoperative, and caution should be exercised during 
manenvers to avoid exceeding structural limits. If air-
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spee<l is below approximately 168 knots IAS and the 7 
DEG. RUDDER strip comes on, ic is an indication 
that only 7 degrees of rudder control is available, and 
caution should be exercised. During che switching 
phase (from 165 to 170 knots lAS), che caution light 
of the operative stop may come oo due to switch 
ro lerances. Power for operation of the two-position 
rudder stop caution indicator is obtained from the 
flight deck 28-volt d-c nonessen tial bus and is con
crolled by power obcained from the flight deck 115-
volc a-c essential bus. Circuit protection for the caution 
indicator is provjded by a 28-volt d-c essential bus I 
circuit breaker located on the flight deck le ft hand 
auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 

Two-Position Rudde r Stop Test Switch. 

A push-bu rcon rype cesc switch (45 , fi.gtJre 1-7), plac· 
ardcd PUSH T O TEST, is located on the pilots' insrru· 
meot p-.inel. 'rhe switch p ermits testing of t he 2-posi.
tion n1.dder scop system. Pushing the switch IN will 
actuate t he 7-dcgree rudder scop, limiting rudder travel 
to 7 degrees in either direction, ao<l will cause t he 
7 DEG. RUDDER annunciator strip to come on. 

Cha nged 14 June l 962 
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ELEVATOR CONTROL. 

The elevators are mechanically controlled by the pilot's 
and copilot's concrol columns that arc connected to 
a torque tube mounted under the flight compartment 
floor. Connected to this tol'que tube is a syscem of 
links and springs which provide a gradually increas. 
ing elevator conu:ol (push) force tbei:eby assuring 
positive scick force gradienc in rhe nose down direc
tion. Dual sets of cables, attached to a pair of bell
e.ranks on the ro.rque tube under the flight compart· 
ment :tloor, are routed aft to the elevator control torque 
tube. The elevator control system incorporates 11 stand· 
ard linked tab mechanism in conjunction with a tab-up 
spring, a bob weight, trim tabs, and ao elevator feel 

• spring. 

ELEVATOR TRIM TAB CONTROL SYSTEM. 

A mechanically-actnated elevator trim tab conttol sys
tem is installed which permits the position of the trjm 
tab oo. each elevator to be changed in order to reduce 
pilot effort during sready !light conditions. The posi
tion of the elevator trin1 tabs is manually controlled by 
two elevator trim wheels installed on the control pedes
tal. An elevator trim inJicator located at each trim 
wheel indicates the position of the trim tahs. 

Elevator Trim Wheels. 

T91"0 elevator trim wheels (7 and 38, figure 1-11), one 
of which is located on each side of the control pedesml, 
are provjded. Both wheels are mounted on the same 
shaft. Manually rotating either wheel turns the shaft, 
which transmits motion by mea.ns of a chain and 
sprocker drive to a cable drum. Cables connect the drum 
to trim tab accuato.cs installed in the hori:z:ontal stabil• 
izer at each side of the aircraft. Rotating either trim 
wlieel aft causes the tritn tabs ro be moved down. The 
trim tabs are moved up when either trim wheel is ra• 
tated forward. The trim wheels can be rotated from 
the neutral position approximately three and one-quar
ter turns aft, or two and three-quarter turns forward. 

Elevator Trim Indicators. 

Two elevator trim indicators (8 and 37, fig1tre 1-11) 
are provided. One of the indi(."ators is installed on each 

side of the control pedestal, just inboard of each ele~ 
vator trim wheel. Each indicator consists of a mov
able pointec and a fixed indicator plate. The movable 
pointer is mechanically aauated by move.rnenc of the 
trim wheel. The indicaror plate is marked in 2-degree 
increments of elevator trim tab travel. Near the top, 
the indicator plate is placarded 10 degrees, indicating 
the 10-degree up trim tab position. The rrim tab neu
tral position is placarded with a diamond symbol. Near 
the bottom, the indicator plare is placarded 10 degrees, 
indicating the IO-degree down trim tab position, and 
15 degrees, indicating the 15-degree down position. 

AILERON CONTROL. 

'l"he aileron syscem is mechanica.lly controlled by the 
pilot's and copilot's control wheels and incorporates 
for each aileron, nvo control tabs and a control tab 
centering spring mechanism, a trim tab and trim 
mechanism, and a force limiting mechanism. The 
ailerons have an aerodynamic seal and are pressure 
balanced. The control tab is operated by .means of 
the linked tab mechanism. The control tab centering 
spring holds the control tab ar zero de:fl.eccion untH 
approximately 2 powtds of wheel force is applic:d. 

Above 2 pounds of wheel force, the centering spring 
deflects to allow normal operation of the control tab, 
The aileron force limiter is designed to prevenc struc• 
rural overloads by limiting the aileron deftection pro• 
portionate ro a maximum of 85 pounds control wheel 
force. To increase the control effectivity of the aileron 
surfaces, vortex generators, mounted at angle to each 
!)ther, are installed along the 50-percent chord line on 
the upper wing surface and along the 75-percent chocd 
line on the lower wing surface. The vortex generat0r 
installation serves to increase the rate of roll by pro
viding a more aerodynamically efficient airflow over 
the aileron surfaces. Aileron deflection is limited to 
23 degrees up and 15 degrees down. The ailerons are 
intcn.unncctcd to the rudder control trim cab by means 
of a cable syste111 11.nd a bungee spring, to a55ist in 
making coordinated turns. 

AILERON TRIM TAB CONTROL SYSTEM. 

A mechaoically-actuii.ted aileron trim tab control sys· 
tern is installed which permits the position of the trim 
tab on each aileron to be changed in order to reduce 
pilot effort during steady flight conditions. The posi• 
tio11 of the aileron trim tl:lb5 is manually controlled by 
an aileron trim wheel located on the control pedestal 
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An. aileron trim indicator, located forward of the trim 
wheels, indicates the position of the trim tabs. 

Aileron Trim Wheal. 

An aileron trim wheel (33J figr,re 1-11) is installed at 
the center of the control pedestal, below the condition 
levers. Manually rotating the t:rim wheel, either to the 
left or to the right, turns a cable drwn. Cables connect 
the drum to trim tab actuators located in each wing, 
just forward of the trim tabs. Rotating the trim wheel 
to the right causes the right aileron trim tab to move 
downward aod the left aileron trim tab to move up
ward. The trim wheel can be rotated approximately 
three tur.ns to either side of neutral. Ao AILERON 
TRIM placard, located just aft of the trim wheel, has 
directional arrows placarded LEFT WING DOWN 
and· RIGHT WING DOWN. 

Aileron Trim Indicator. 

An aileron trim indicator (34, figure 1-11) i.s in.stalled 
on the control pedestal, just forward of the aileron 
trim wheel. The trim indicat0r consiscs of a mov· 
able pointer and a nxed indicator plate. The m<nable 
t,ointer is mechaoico.lly actuated by movement of the 
trim wheel. The indicator plate, which is marked in 
2-degree increment!! of aileron rrim tab travel. is plac
arded 20°. 10a. 0, 10°. 20a. 

SURFACE SNUBBERS. 

The rudder and elevators are snubbed by a sclf
cootained, mechanically actuated, hydrauljc snubber 
S}"Stem (figure 1·35). The elevator is snubbed by an 
elevator snubbing cylinder and the rudder is snubbed 
by the 2·position rudder stop cylinder. A pressurized 
.reservoir is incorporated to provide adequate fluid to 
cylinders. The aileron lock system is connected to the 
main hydraulic system through a check ~alve. and 
operates o.t 11.pproximately 3000 psi. The ailerons are 
centered and locked by a cylinder -chat firtt centers the 
ailerons and then prevents any movement. An accumu
laror is installed in the aileron lock system (figures 1·31 
and 1-32) to provide sufficient ftuid pressure to hold 
the controls for approximately four days. Brake-type 
mubbers are provided for the rudder and aileron tabs, 
and the tab-up spring on the elevator tab is sufficient 
ro hold it against gust loAds. When the snubber sys-
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t.em i:5 engaged, it also restricts throttle action so that 
only one throttle £or an engine on each side of the 
aircraft 1nay be advanced to FLIGHT .range at· a time. 

Surface Snubber lever. 

The surface snubber lever (51 figure 1-11), located on 
the control pedestal, mechanically actuates the rudder 
and elevator snubber hydraulic system control valves 
and the aileroo. lock system control valve. The lever 
positions are placarded {}Nl0CK£D, AILERON UN
LOCKED, and LOCKED. In the WCKED position, 
all surfaces and tabs (excluding the elevam.r control 
tab) are snubbed o.r locked. iach elevator control tab 
is spring loaded to the UP position. In the AILERON 
LTNLOCKED position, the rudder and elevator Sur· 
faces are snubbed, and respective control tabs free, 
and the aileron and ailero.D. tab unlocked. The UN
LOCKED position frees all surfaces and tabs. The 
lever is spring loaded to fit into notches in the 
LOCKED and AILERON UNLOCKED positions, and 
must be pulled back and toward the copilot before the 
lever can be moved forward to the UNLOCKED posi
tion. Io. the LOCKED or AILERON UNLOCKED 
positions, only one throttle for an engine on. each side 
of the airctaft may be advanced to FLIGHT .range at 
a time. Rudder pedal nose gear steering is inopera· 
tive when the surface snubber lever is in either the 
All.ERON LOCKED or the LOCK.ED position. 

Snubber Manual Shutaff Valve. 

A 2-position manual shutoff' valve (figttt'e 1·3.5), lo· 
cared on the left side of the cargo compartment for
ward of the loading ramp, is illstalled in the rudder 
and elevator snubber hydraulic system to provide 
means of filling rhe snubber reservoir. When the shut
oif valve is in the CLOSED position, fluid from 1:he 
main hydraulic system is blocked. When the shutoff 
valve is held in the OPEN position, the fluid is routed 
to the reservoir for filling. When the pressure in the 
piping between the shutoff valve and the reservoir 
reaches approximately 110 psi, a relief valve in the 
return line opens and excess pressure is ported to re· 
curn, 1'he shutoff valve should be in the CLOSED posi• 
tion except when servicing the reservoir. 

WING FLAPS {AIRCRAFT 54 .. 135 
THROUGH AF57 .. 1615). 

The wing flaps are partial·s.pan and double-slotted, 
extending from the wing-root to the ailerons. They I 
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are mounted oo carriages which roll on 16 curved 
tracks extending aft from the trailing edge on the wing 
strnanre. Three jackscrews on each side of the wing 
are used in extending and retracting the wing flaps. A 
hydraulic mot0.r is mounted on a gearbox aruf drives 
the jtckscrews by means of torque tubes. Normally, the 
wing flaps are extended and retrlK.,ed hydraulically; 
however, an electrical emergency system may be used 
ia the eveat of hydraulic failure. The electric emer
gency motor is mounted on, and drives through, the 
same gearbox. 1£ the wing flaps are 2.5 degrees out 
of synchroni:i:ation, the flap system is automatically 
stopped (both hydraulically and electrically). The flaps 
will stay locked in the out-of-synchronization position 
until they are r<:rigged by the ground crew. A restrictor 
check valve in the wing flap downline permits full 
8.ow when the t:laps are being extended, but serves to 
restrict the ii.ow when the fla_p5 w:e being retracted. 
Normal extension time is 9 to 12 seconds and normal 
retraction time is 16 to 26 seconds. The time requjred 
to either extend or to retcact tbe flaps, using the emer· 
gency provisions, is 30 to 40 seconds. 

WING FLAPS (AIRCRAFT 59-522 AND 
SUBSEQUENT). 

The wing Raps are pa.rtie.l-span and double-slotted, 
extending from the wing root to rhe ailerons. The 
liapll are mounted on carriages which roll on 16 
curved tracks extending aft from the trailing edge 0£ 
the wing structure. Three jackscrews on each side of 
the wing are used ia extending and .retraetiog the 
wing :flaps. A hydraulic motor is mounted on a gearbox 
and drives the jackscrews by means of torque tubes. 
Normally, the wing :flaps are extended and retraeted by 
utility system hydraulic power. In the event of utilicy 
hydraulic system failure, emergency flap extension .may 
be accomplished by actuation nf the emergency wing 
flap switch and using auxiliary hydraulic power. If the 
wing flaps are 2.5 degrees out of synchroni:zarion, the 
flap system shnto.ff valve automatically shuts off utility 
and emergency hydraulic power to the system. The 
valve is connected to the ourboard flap jackscrews 
by means of drums and cables. The Haps will stay 
locked until they are rerigged by the ground crew. A 
flol\' regulator valve in th<.: wing flap r.lownlioe pern1its 
full ii.ow when the flaps are being extended, but serves 
to restrict flow when rhe :flaps are being retracted. 
Normal extension time is 9 .to 12 seconds and normal 
retraction time is 16 to 26 seconds. The time required 
ro either extend or to retract the flaps, using the e1ne.r
gency provisions, is 18 to 24 seconds. 

WING FLAP LEVER. 

The wing flap lever (10, figttre 1-11), !ocated on the 
control pedestal, has che placarded positions FLAPS 

UP, TAKE OFF, and FLAPS DOWN. The incremeom 
of flap extension are placarded O O , 15 °, 2 5 ° and 3 5 °. 
When the lever is placed in the desired position, the 
flap control valve is mechanically positioned to control 
che 8.uid Bow to chewing .flap gearbox hydraulic motor 
and the followup linkage from the gearbox returns the 
control valve to the off position as the wing .flaps reach 
the desired degree of extension or retraction. Jn this 
type of control the.re is no neutral setting; once a par• 
ticular degree of Rap extension or retraction has been 
selected, the hydraulic inoror will drive the flaps to 
this point and automatically scop. Changes can be made 
in either direction by repositioning the ffap lever to 
the desired setting. 

Wing Flap Pa1ition Indicator. 

A 28-volt d-c wing flap position indicator (10, figure 
1-7) is installed on the pilots' instrument panel. The 
dial of the indicator is calibrated in five degree incre· 
meots, and has the placarded positions UP, 10. 20, 30, 
40, and DOWN. The pointer of the indicator is con
t.rolled by a flap position transmitter, located on the 
flap main gear box in the cargo compartment. An edge· 
lighted placard at the side of the indicator indicates the 
ruax~mum air.speed, .in knots, for the various .flap posi• 
tions. The wing iiap pnsicion indicator circui~ receives 
power from the 28-volr d-c essential bus oo the right 
side of the center fuselage. Cireuit protection is pro· 
vided by a circuit breaker located on the center fuse
lage d·c circuit breaker panel. 

EMERGENCY FLAP SWITCH (AIRCRAFT AF54-135 
THROUGH AF57-1615). 

The emergency flap switch (.i, figure 1-7) is located 
on t.he pilots' jnstrun1ent pw1el. The 2-positioo toggle 
i;witch has the placarded positions OFF and ON, and 
is normally in the OFF positio11. When the switch is 
placed in the ON position, ir complete!. a 2B-volt d-c 
circuit to the flap hydraulic shutoff relay, and in turn 
to the shifting solenoid hydraulic shutoff valve, bypass 
valve, Jlap start lockout relay, and flap start time-delay 
relay. The .flaps hydraulic shutoff relay simultaneously 
compleces a 115,volt a-c cjrcuit through either the UP 
or DOWN flap followup swirch to a relay. The relay 
thert completes a 200-volt a•c circuit to the flap emer
gency drive electric motor. After the emergency ftap 
.switch is placed in the ON position, the wing flap 
lever on the control pedestal is used, in the normal 
manner, to position the flaps. Reversal of direction of 
travel \vhen the flaps are in motion imposes loads that 
exceed the design capabilities of the emergency wing 
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.flap electric motor. Therefore, during functional check 
or operational use of the emergency flap system, do not 
move the wing flap lever to reverse the direction of 
wjng flap travel while the :flaps are io motjon. To avoid 
damage to the flap driving mechanjsm, do nor operate 
rhe emergency flap switch while rhe flaps are moving 
under hydraulic pressure. To avoid overheat and pos• 
sible damage to the flap driving motor, a cooling pe· 
riod or 5 minutes minimum is required after each con
tinuous operation of 1½ minuies. 

EMERGENCY FLAP SWITCH (AIRCRAFT AF59-522 
AND SUBSEQUENT). 

The emergency flap switch (3, figure 1-7) is located 
on the pilots' instrument panel. The 2-position toggle 
switch has the placarded positions OFF aod ON, aad 
is normally in the OFF position. When the switeh is 
placed in the ON position, it starts the auxiliary hy
draulic pump. After 30 seconds, the pump will stop 
if the wing .flap leve.r is not repositioned. With the 
emergency .fl.ap switch ON, any repositioning of the 
wing flap control lever will again energize the pump. 
'I'he pwnp will remain energized for 30 seconds after 
the flap surfaces reach the angle selected by the wing 
flap control lever, 

LANDING GEAR SYSTEM. 

The landing g~ar js a fully retractable tricycle-type, 
The main gear consists of two dual wheel unitS in 
tandem located in pods on each side of the aircraft. 
Each duel wheel is an independent syscem with irs 
own shock strut and retracting linkage. The nose 
gear consists of a dual wheel unit ·and incorporates 
hydraulic steering. The nose gear may be turned 50 
degrees w each sidt.! 0£ center. The hydraulic steeriag 
pressure is taken from the landing gear downline and 
is therefore available only when the landing gear lever 
is in the DOWN position. The gear extends and re
traets hydraulically. The latching mechanism for the 
nose gear is hydraulically actuated and latches the nose 
gear in both the up and down pn.~itions. The main gear 
uplotches are hydraulically accuated, but cl1e n1ain gear 
dnwnlatches a.re actuated hy mechanical linkage. The 
maia gear doors and the nosewl1eel doors are mecl1an• 
ically actuated and are automatically opened and closed 
by gear retraction or extension. The landing gear door 
latching mechanisms are all actuated overcen.ter hy
draulically buc do noc require hydraulic pressure to 
keep them locked. The hydraulic and 1nechanically 
actuated main gear door uplatches also serve as the 
main gear uplatchcs. In the even't that hydraulic prcs-
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sure is not available, a cable release is provided to 
1nechanica.lJy unlatch the landing gear doors. The hy
draulically operated tail bumper is actuated when the 
main gear is extended or retracted and is installed to 
p.re,·eot dragging the tail section in case of a landing 
in excess of a 7½-degree tail-down attitude. The tail 
bumper is not equipped for emergency extension since 
it is not normally used during landings. When r~ 
tracted, the tail bumper protrudes slightly below t:he 
bottom of the fuselage, providing partial protectjon in 
the event ao exceS$ive tail dov,-n landing is made, 
When rhe main gear is exteJided, its travel is in. a 
straight downward direction; the nose gear extends 
down and aft; the tail bumper extends down and 
slightly for'l\"ard. Normal landing gear extension ti.me 
is 5 to 15 seconds ao.d retraction time is 5 to IO seconds. 
There are provisions for mechru1ically locking the nose 
aad. each main gear in the down position by ground 
safety pins. "Provisions for the stowage of the safety 
pi.a.s are made in a stowage .rack, (39, figure 1-2) lo
cated on the aft wall of the crew equipment stowage 
comparrmenr on the right side. 

LANDING GEAR LEVER. 

The landing gear hydranlic system is controlled by 
the landing gear lever (49, figure 1-7) on-the pilots' 
instrument panel. The lever is mechanically linked to 
a hydraulic pilot valve that hydraulically positioos 
the landing control valve mounted on the hydraulic 
power pa.ael in the center fuselage. The lever has the 
posil:ions of GEAR UP and GEAR DO'WN. The 
GEAR UP position supplies hydraulic pressure to ,:he 
up side of the nose gear, the main gear retract cylin
ders, and the nose gear latching mechanism. The GEAR 
DOWN position supplies pressure to unlock the nose 
gear door, main gear door, nose gear latching me
chanism, ao.d supplies pressure to the nose gear steer
ing system, main gear brake system, side cargo door 
system, aft inward opening door system, and the down 
side of the nose gear, maio gear, and the tail wheel 
bumper retract cylinders. A 28-volt d-c operated lu.tcb. 
1nechanism prevents movement of the landjng gear 
lever from the DOWN position until the main aft 
landing gear oleo struts are fully extended after take
off. 

Landing Gear Downlock Override Button, 

A solenoid actuated latch is installed in the landing 
gear lever mechanism to prevent the landing gear 
Je..,·er frnm being inadvertently positioned co the GEAR 
UP position before the weight of the aircraft is off the 
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gear. When the aircraft is airborne, micro .switches on 
the gear struts co.mplere a 28-volt d-c circuit to release 
the latch and allow the landing gear levei: to be posi
tioned to GEAR UP. 

The landing gear downlock over.ride button (38, figure 
1-7), is installed oo the pilots· panel adjacent to the 
landing gear lever to allow the latch co be released in 
the event of a malfunction in the solenoid actuated 
latch mechanism. The ovetride button is covered by a 
plastic guard. The cover is lifted and the button pusl1ed 
IN to mechanically .release the solenoid actuated latch. 

LANDING GEAR EMERGENCY SELECTOR HANDLE. 

A. landing gear ~mergency selector handle and an in
struction placard are installed io. the center fuselage, on 
the left side, adjacent to the left landing gear emer
gency release handles. The handle is ·connected to the 
hydraulic landing gear control valve by cables. Pulling 
the handle OUT will mechanically position the coaaol 
valve to the gear down position. In the event of hy
d.raulic failure, the .landing gear emergency release 
handles must then be pulled to release the latches and 
allow the gear to fall. 

LANDING GEAR EMERGENCY RELEASE HANDLES. 

Five landing gear emergency release handles (23, figure 
1-2) are installed in the aircraft to wecbaoically release 
the gear uplatches in the event rhe gears fail to extend 
when acmared normally. Two landing gear emergency 
release handles and an instruetiort placard are installed 
in the center fuselage on the left siJe adjacent to the 
landing gear emergency selector handle, to release their 
resp&tive left forward or aft gea.r uple.tches. Two 
emergency release handles are installed in the center 
fuselage oo the right side to release their respective 
righc forward or aft gear uplatches. The main ~r 
eme.rgency release handles are spring Joo.ded to rhe re. 
set position. One emergency .release handle is installed 
in the lavatory to release the nose gear. The tail 
bumper is not equipped for emergency extension. Afte.r 
the main gear release handles have been pulled, the 
main gears will free-fall and lock. The nose gear re
lease handle must be held out until the gear is locked 
down. 'fhe nose gear emergency release handle is n0t 
spring loaJed to the reset positio.ll. After acruation of 
the nose gear emergency release handle, .recycling of 
the gear will reset the cable. Viewing windows adja• 
cent to each gear facilimre checking rhe gear position 
while in flight. For visual indication of gear down and 
locked, see figure 1-36. Extension time for the nose 
gear 'l.'l.,·hen using emergency extension .is approximately 
15 .seconds; for the main gear, approximately S seconds. 

Changed 15 June 1963 

Emergency Nose Gear Unlock Link (T.C.T.O. 6141. 

On aircraft with T.C.'r.o. 614, a nose gear unlQCk link 
(figure 1·36) is installed to release tbe nose gear latch
ing mechanism in rhe event of malfunction of the 
mechanism. Access to the unlock link is gained by 
breaking the nose gear viewing window. The nose gear 
is unlocked by pulling the unJock link aft with the 
nose gear ground safety pin, after hydraulic system 
pressure has been reduced to :zero to relieve pressure on 
the }arching mechanism. 1'he nose gear emergency re
lease handle musr sciJl be pulled after releasing the 
unlock link to release the nosewheel doors and allow 
the g«..,ar to free.fall. 

landing Gear PDsition Indicators. 

Five 28-volt d-c landing gear posit.ion indicators (21, 
• 

figu,re 1-7) and one tail bumper posirion indicator, 
located on the pilots' insuuroent panel, indicare the 
position of each gear. Each indicator reads UP if irs 
respective gear is up and locked. Each indicawr shows 
a pictu.re of a wheel if its .respective gear is dowo and 
locked. At all other times, Ot' when no elecrrical power 
is on the aircraft, striped marke.rs appear on the jndi
cators. Sjnce no provision is made for emergency ex• 
tension of the tail bumper, its indicato.r will read UP 
afrer emergency gear exrension. 

Landing Gear Warning Light. 

' A red, 28-volt d-c landing gear warning lighr is 
located in the knob of the landing gear lever ( 49> 
figure 1-7). The wa.rniog light will come on whenever 
any of the landing gears are not up and locked. or 
down and locked. The light will also come 011 when
ever any of the landing gears (except the tail bumper) 
is not clown and locked and a throttle lever is retarded 
aft of the 65.5-degree position (figura 1-9). 1"he landing 
gear warning light is included in the warning lighrs 
dimming circuit and will be dilrulled whenever the 
instrument lights are on and the··waroing light dim. 
ming swjoch on the pilots' overliead i,anel is posi
tioned to DIM. Power for operation of the landing 
gear warning light is obtained from the flight der;k 
28-volt d-c essential bns. Circuit protection is pro
vided by a cir1.'Uir breaker on the flight engineer's 
overhead circuit breaker panel. 

landing Gear Warning Horn. 

A 28-volt d--c warning horn, mounted forward of the 
pilots' instrument panel, automatically sounds when 
any throcrle is retarded aft of the 65.5-dt.:gree posi
tion (figure 1-9), and any of the landing gears {except 
the tail bumper) are not down and locked. Power 
for operauon of the landing gear warning horn is 
obtained from che flighr deck 28-volt d-c essential bus. 
Circuit protection .is provided by a circuit breaker on 
the flight engineer's overhead cir<.."Uit breaker panel. 
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VIEW LOOKING DOWN AND OUTBOARD 
THROUGH MAIN GEAR VIEWING WINDOW 

NOTE THAT WHEN MAIN GEAR IS 
DOWN AND LOCKED, THE ldCK LINK 
lEGS SHOULD CONT ACT SQUARELY 
AT THIS POINT AND TH~ PISTON ROD 
SHOULD BE WITHIN APPROXIMATELY 
l / 4-INCH OF MAIN STRUT. 

VIEW lOOKING DOWN AND FORWARD 
THROUGH NOSE GEAR VIEWING WINDOW 

~ 

LJAS) ·IS!!!i 

Figure 1-36 

Changed 15 June 1963 
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Figure 1-38 

Landing Gear Warni'ng Light Test and Horn 
Cutoff Switch. 

UA8f•1S7 

A 3-position 28-volt d·c swi.tch (22, figttre 1-7 ), plac
arded SIGNAL, is mounted on the pilots' instro.ment 
panel to provide a means of checking the operation of 
the landing gear warning light and to silence the land
ing gear 'Vi'aining hotn. When the switch is actuated 
to the LIGHT TEST position, the light in the landing 
gear lever knob will come on; when the switch is 
released to the spring~loaded center position, the light 
will go out. When the swirch is actuated to the OFF 
position, the landing ge-.1r warning born circuit is 
opened to silence the warning horn. The warning horn 
circuit is rearmed when the switch is released to the 
cencer position. The warning horn cannot be tested, 
by means of the test switch, when the gear is re• 
tracted. 

NOSE GEAR STEERING SYSTEM. 

The nose gear is hydraulically controlled by movement 
of the nose gear steer ing wheel. or the rudder pedals. 
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The landing gear hydraulic system supplies pressure 
for operation of the nose gear steeri.ng syscem (figures 
1-31 and 1-32) when the landing gear is extended. Flex
ible control cables are connected to the nose gear steer
ing wheel drum, the rudder pedal steering sector, and 
to the nose gear steering assembly. The cables are 
routed over a pulley assembly that positions the steer
ing control valve when steering tension i s applied to 
the cables. A shifting linkage io the connection be
tween the rudder pedals and the .rudder pedal steering 
sector is automatically positioned so that the .rudder 
pedals will not operate the steering system when the 
nose gear shock sti;ut is extended. When the nose gear 
is fully extended, the nose gear is held i.n the centered 
position by means of integral cams in the shock strut 
piston and cylinder. For towing operations, a steering 
bypass valve :release is provided to allow the nose gear 
to caster freely. 

NOSE GEAR STEERING WHEEL. 

The nose gear steering wheel (figure 1-38) is located on 
the steering colwnn to the left of the pilot's station. 
Rotation of the steering wheel transmits steering ten
sion to the control cables connected to the steering 
wheel drum, which in turn operate the steering co.n
trol valve to pro-vide hydra1,1Iic pressure to the steering 
cylinders. A stop on the steering wheel drum limits 
nose gear Steering wheel travel. Angular movement of 
the nose gear is limited to 50 degrees either side of 
center with steering wheel operation. 

RUDDER PEDAL STEERING, 

The. rudder pedals (14., figure 1-5) control nose gear 
ste.eriog by means of linkage that con11ects the rudder 
pedals to the rudder pedal steering sector. Movement 
of the rudder pedals transmits tension to the cables 
connected to the steering·sector, which in turn operate 
the steering control valve to provide hydraulic pres
sure to the steering cylinders. Angular movement of 
the nose gear is lin1ited to 16 degrees either side of 
center with full rudder pedal travel. Operation of the 
nose gear steering wheel overrides rudder pedal steer• . . 
1ng. 

. 
t ·~ 

STEERING BYPASS VALVE RELEASE HANDLE. 

A steering bypass valve. release handle (figure 1-38) is 
located o.n the steering column immediately below the 
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.nose gear steering wheel to the left of the pilot's 
station, When the .release handle is pulled UP, the 
bypass valve is positioned to shut off hydraulic pres
sure to the steering control valve and bypass the pres
sure between the steering cylinders. This allows the 
nose gear to caster freely for towing operations. The 
steering bypass valve release handle shall be pulled 
UP prior to rowing operations to prevent damage to 
the nme gear. The release handle must be pushed IN 
to obtain rudder pedal or steering wheel 11ose gear 
steering. Ia the event a failure of the nose gear steering 
system oc~s, the steeri11g bypass valve release handle 
should be pulled UP to allow the nose gear to caster 
freely. 

BRAKE SYSTEM. 

Hydraulic pre~sure for the brake system is supplied 
from the landing gear downline to a set of brake con
trol valves which are actuated by linkage coanected 
to the roe pedals on the pil0t's and copilot's rudder 
controls. These valves reduce and meter the main sys
tem pressure, as required, to the eight multiple-disc 
brakes on the main landing gear wheels. An accumu
lator, installed in the lower nose compartment, supplies 
pressure for the brakes when the aircraft is parked. 
When the landing gear lever is positioned ro UP, i:he 
hydraulic pressure in the brake accumularo.r is ported 
to return. Porting of the brake accumulat0r pressure 
to return prevents application of the brakes during 
and after retraction of the gear. Applicatio11 of the 
brakes during retraction of the gear is undesirable 
because of the excessive loads imposed on the struc
ture. An anti-skid brake control system is .installed to 
prevent locking of the braked wheels during the land
ing roll due to excessive pressure being metered to the 
brakes by the pilot. An emergency a.irbra.ke system is 
provided in the evenc of hydraulic system failure. An 
air bottle, located in the lower oose compartment, sup
plies the air pressure. The anriskid system is inopera· 
tive during emergency airbrake operation. Lockout 
cylinders are jnstalled in rhe brake system to insure 
that at least 50 percent of braking power is available 
on ch.e affected side of the aircraft, in the event a mal
function occur!I at the wheel or between the lockout 
cyJindeJ: and the brake. 

NORMAL BRAKE CONTROLS. 

The hydraulic brakes are actuated by toe pressure ap-
. ..._,, plied to the binged rudder pedals (14, figure 1-5); the 

pressure applied to the brakes being in proportion to 
the pressure applied co the brake pedals. 

PARKING BRAKE KNOB. 

The hydraulic brakes can be mecbaaically locked for 
parking purposes by using the parking brake knob 
(figure 1-38) on the nosewheel steering wheel column. 
The parki11g brakes are set by fully depressing the 
brake pedals, then pulling UP the parking brake knob, 
and then releasing the brake pedals. Release of the 
parking brakes is sccomplished by fully depressiag 
ei tber sec of brake pedals. 

ANTISKID SYSTEM. 

.¢. 28-volt d-c antiskid brake control system is installed 
to prevent locking of the braked wheels in the event 
excess brake pressure is metered by the pilo[ during 
any phase of the landing roll. The system is put into 
operation by a swi.tch located on the pilots' instrument 
panel. 'fhe antiskid action is accomplished through a 
bnike-releasing and pressure-modulating system, which 
is cont.rolled by a skid-sensing detector mounted in 
each wheel. The skid deteetor can detect both rop.id 
change of wheel speed and nonrotation. The detecror 
is used with an electrical skid control system to exer
cise remore control over a 3-way solenoid val,,·e, .in
stalled in the brake system. that releases and reapplies 
metered brake pressure as the braked wheel depcuts 
from. or returns to (or near to), nonslip speed. Correc• 
tive action to lessen excessive metered brake pressure 
is accomplished by a pressure modulator. There is a 
reduction of the skid-inducing excess brake pressure 
with each skid control cycle until cycling stops, fol· 
lowed by a gradual increase of pressure to match the 
increasillg wheel load as the aircraf, decreases speed 
and wing lifr. A +second time delay is incorpo.rated 
in the system to prevent landing wii:h rhe hrnkes 
locked. This is accomplished through two safety 
swi,ches, one on each aft main gear oleo, which com
pletes the antiskid control circuit after the weight of 
the aircraft is on the main gear. 1'he electrical con• 
trol system illco.rporates fail-safe operation that auto
matically reverrs the brake system to normal brakes 
in the e"·ent of system failure. 

Antiskid Control Switch. 

A 2·positioo antiskid control switch (46, figure 1·7), 
with the placarded positions ON and OFF, is installed 
on the pilots' instrument panel. The switch is used 
to select either 11orm~l braking {OFF position) or anti
skid braking (ON position). When the switch is placed 
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io the ON position, the 28-volt d-c antiskid circuits are 
armed, and when the weight of the aircraft is on the 
main gear, the circuirs are completed to provjde anti• 
skid braking. 

Antiskid Warning light. 

An amber, 28-volt d-c, antiskid warning light (46, 
figu, e 1-7), is installed on the pilots' instrument panel. 
The light is "'·ired through two landing gear down
lock switches, one on each £orwo.rd main gear, and 
will co.me on if any one of the four antiskid control 
systems are inoperative when the main gear ls ex
tended and the antiskid COll.trol switch is in the ON 
pO!litlon. The light will also come on when the gear 
is down and the ant1...kid control switch is ju. the OFF 
position. The light may be checked by pressing the 
light assembly. Power for operation of the antiskid 
warning light is obtained from the .flight deck 28-volc 
d·c e~ntial bus. Circnit p.rotecrion is provided by 
a circui1: breaker located on the flight deck left haod 
auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 

Antiskld Wheels Unlocked lndiCC1tor light, 

A green, 28-volt d-c, antiskid wheels unlocked indi
cator light (46, fig#!'e 1-7) is installed o.o the pilots, 
instrument panel. The indicaror light, together with 
the aotiskid test switch, provide a means of checking 
actuation of the four antiskid control valves prior to 
landing. When the ant.iskid control switch is in the 
ON position and the skid detccro.rs are sensing a no
rotation condition of the main gear wheels, the wheel 
unlocked .relays are closed and the antiskid con.trot 
valves are actuated. If the wheel unlocked .relays are 
closed, the antiskid wheels unlocked indicator light 
will come ON when the antiskid test switch is pushed 
IN, to indicate that the foW' aotiskid control valves 
have been energized. If the indicator ligb't does not 
come ON when the test switch is pushed IN, it indi· 
cates that the brakes could be applied by brake pedal 
actuation during or immediately after landing, in 
which case the ant.iskid system should be turned off 
by placing rhe antiskid control switch in the OFF 
position. The wheels unlocked indicator light may 
be checked by pressing the light assembly. Powe.i: 
for operation of the antiskid wheels unlocked jndi
cator light is obtained from the flight deck 28-volt 
d-c essential bus. Circuit protection is provided by 
a circuit breaker located on the flight deck left hand 
auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 

Antiskid Test Switch. 

A 2-position, 1,ush-button type antiskid test switeh 
(46, figure 1-7), placarded PUSH TO TEST, is located 
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on the pilots• instrument panel. When the aotiskid 
control switch is in the ON position and the antiskid 
test switch is pushed IN, it will complete a 28-volt 
d-c circuit and cause the wheels unlocked indicator 
light to come ON, providing the wheel unlocked 
relays are closed and the antiskid conrrol valves are 
energized. 

EMERGENCY AIRBRAKE SYSTEM. 

An emergency airbrake system is installed to provide 
braking in case hydraulic pressure is n.ot available. A 
3000-psi airbrake bottle, located beneath the -floor of 
the flight deck. supplies air to a shutoff valve which is 
opened by a handle located on the pilots' control pede
stal. From che shutoff val~.1e, air is supplied to c:he air
brake control valves, mounted adjacent to the hydrau
lic brake control valves, and then to the brakes. The 
airbrakes operate by use of the regular b.rake pedals 
afcer the emergency airbralre control bas been actuated, 
Air pressure moves the shuttle valve at each of the 
eight brake uniar to isolate the hydraulic system when 
the airbrake system is utilized for emergency brake 
operation. 'fhe emergency airbtake syste.Dl bypasses 
the antiskid system, A ttller valve for recharging the 
airhrake bottle is located on the left sjde of the nose 
wheel "-·ell. 

Emergency Airbrake Handle. 

An emergency airb.rake handle (36, 'figtlre 1-11) is lo
cated oa the control pedestal. When the handle is 
pulled out, it mechanically opens the shutoff valve, 
and releases the pressu.r.ized ai.r into the 11ubrake con
trol valves. The handle cannot be pushed in until the 
shutoff 'Valve has been manually reset. 

Emergency Airbrake Pressure Indicator {Aircraft 

AF54-135 through AF57-161 S). 

A direct·reading, bourdon tube-type emergency ai.r
brak.e pressu.re indicator (34, fig11re 1-7) is located on 
the pilots' iostruu.1ent panel. The indicator is cali
hrated in 100 psi increments from 2ero to 4000 psi, 
and indicates the amount of air pressure contained in 
the emergency airbrake bottle. 

l 
L 
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Emergency Air'brake Pressure Indicator (Aircraft 
AFS9-S22 and Subsequent). 

A 2R-volt a-c emergency airbr.ake pressure indicator 
( 34, figure 1-7) is located on the pilots' insuument 
panel. The indic..'ato.r is calibrated in 100 psi incre
ments fron1 zero to 4000 psi, and indicates rhe amount 
of air pressure contained in the emergency airbrake 
bottle. The indicator pointer is moved by a synch.ro
moto.r which .receives signals from an emergency air
brake pressure transmitter. The pressure transmitter, 
located in the lo~ nose compartment forward of 
the nose wheelwell. consists of bou.rdon rube-actuated 
synchro. Wbeo pressure is applied to the pressure port 
of rhe transmitter. the bourdon tube tends to straighten 
out. As the bourdon tube moves, it repositions the 
rotor of the syo.chro by means of a mechanical linkage. 
Any change in the position of the transmitter rotor 
causes a similar change in the rotor of the indicatot 
synchto-motor. Power for operation of the emergency 
aitbrake pressure indicating system is obtained from 
the .flight deck 28-volr a-c essential bus. Circuit pro
tection is provided by a circuit breaker, placarded 
PNEU PRESS IND, located on the flight deck .right 
hand auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 

INSTRUMENTS. 

This paragraph covers only instruments which are not 
part of a complete system, such as the fuel system, 
engine, etc. 

DIRECTIONAL INDICATORS. 

A 115-volt, 3-phase a-c and 28-,.,.olt d-c type N~l com• 
pass system is installed. This system uses one master 
indicator (8, figure 4-13) and two repeater indicators 
(settable dial indicators) (14 and 51, figm-e 1-7). The 
navigator's is a type N-1 compass master indicator, 
the pilot's is a type V-7A, and the copilot's is a 
type V-8. The N-1 compass system also uses a compass 
amplifier. This provides reference heading informa
tion for the compass cards of five radio magoctic in
dicators. In addition ro the N~I compass system, a 
115-volt, 3-phase, a-c directional indicator (23, figure 
1-7) is located on the pilots' ioscrwnent panel. A 
stau<lby magnetic compass is mounred in the center 
windshield area. 

N~ 1 Compass Power-Off Light. 

Two amber 28-volt a-c, press•tO•tesc, N-1 compass 
power-off lights (12, figure 1-7), one oear the pilot's 
V-7A directional repeater indicaoor and one near the 
navigator's .master c.lireo:ional indicator (81 figure 4-13 ), 
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come on when power is aot suppJied to the N-1 com
pass system. 

A TIITUDE INDICATORS. 

Two type B-lA .remote attitude indicators (15, figure 
1-7) are located on the pilots' insm1ment panel. ooe 
for the pilot, the other for the copilot. Two com
pletely independent systems o.re installed; 115-volt, 
3~pha.se a-c and 28·volt d·c power are .required for 
operation of the type K-4B attitude indicating system. 
The system conmin3 a self-erecting gyro and senses the 
aircraft attitude in pitch and roll and uansmirs it elec
trically to the B-IA indicator. A power OFF warning 
flag i.s inL"O.rporated .in the type B-lA indicator, which 
is expo,ed whenever either a-c or d-c power. or both, 
are removed from the system. The Bag disappears 
approximately 2 minutes after d·C power is applied 
and disappears jmmediately upon reapplication of a.c 
power. Refer to Sectioo VII £or further in.formation 
cooccrnjng the effects of el.ect.rical power failure on 
the K·4B attitude indicating system. 

K-4B vertical gyro malfuo.ctio.DS have occurred with 
oo warning .tlag Jndicaring the malfunctioo. The red 
war.oiog .flag on the B-IA indicator warns primarily 
of power inte.r.ruptlou to the instrument. Internal 
malfunctions within the system can occur with no 
visual warning indicated. If the hori2:nn adjustment 
knob is rotated for adjusanenc and oo action takes 
place, a malfunction of the pitch circuitry js indi
cated. If, however, the horizon bar is displaced nor· 
malty, the pitch circuitry can be assumed to be func· 
tioning properly. Power for operation of che K·4B 
attjtude indicating system is obtained from the flighr 
deck 28-volt d·c essential bus aod the ftight deck 115· 
volt a-c essential bus. Circuit protectio.11 is provided I 
by six circuit breakers, placarded PILOT VERT 
GYRO, and CO PLT VERT GYRO, located on the 
flight engineer's overhead circuit breaker panel. 

WARNING 

The OFF flag oo the attitude indicator will 
appear in case of a complete a•c or d-c power 
failure. However, a slight reduction in a-c 
o.r d-c power, or failure of certain electrical 
o.r mechanical components within the system, 
may not cause the OFF flag to appear even 
though the system is not functioning prop
erly. Therefore, it is possible rhat a mal• 
function of the attitude indicator may be 
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determined only by checking .it with the 
sla,'ed gyro magnetic compass and the turn
and-slip indicator. If, for any .reason, a-c 
power to the K-4:B indicating system i!I in• 
terrupted without au ioterruption in d-c 
power, the B-lA attitude indicator should be 
cross-checked with the other Bight iu.stru· 
menrs for proper indication upon reapplica
tion of a.,c power. If a-c power is inre.rrupted 
for a period longer than S minutes, open the 
PILOT VERT GYRO and CO PLT VERT 
GYRO a,c and d< circuit breakers for 20 sec
onds prior to reengaging a•c or d-c power. 
If d-c power is interrupred, avoid changes in 
aircraft attimde until the power is .reapplied. 
Cross-check the B-lA attitude indicator with 
the orher ilight inStruments upon reapplica
tion of d-c power. A slight amount of pirch 
error in the indication of the type B-lA atti
tude .indicator will .result !rom acceleratiou.s 
or decelerations. Jr will appear as a slight 
climb indication after a forward acceleration 
and as a slight dive indication after decelera· 
tion, when the aircraft is tlying straight and 
level. This error will be most noticeable at 
the time rhe aircraft breaks ground during 
the takeoff run, At this time a climb indica
tion error o£ about 1 ½ bat widths will nor
mally be noticed, The exact wnOWlt of error 
will depend on. acceleration of each takeoff. 
.The erection system will automatically re
move the error after acceleration ceases. 

AIRSPEED INDICATORS. 

Two type K-3 airspeed indicators (13~ figure l-7), cal· 
ib,ated in knots, are iost:alled on the pilots' instru
ment panel, one for eitch pilot. In addition to the nor
mal airspeed indicating pointer, each instrument is 
equipped with an additional striped pointer that is 
mechanically aetuated by changes io barometric pres· 
sure. (Refer co Secrion V for operating limitations.) 

TRUE AIRSPEED INDICATOR. 

One type M-lA rrne air.speed indicator (9J figure. 1-7), 
calibrated in knots, is installed an the pilots' inscru
ment panel. This indicator continuously present:S the 
aircraft's true airspeed (TAS). This is accomplished 
mechanically within the instrument by integrating the 
normal pitot pressure with tbe outside air temperature 
(OAT) and pressure altitude information. The result· 
ing corrected jnd.ication is then presented by the ind:i
cacing pointer and corresponds to the TAS of the air
craft. A duplicate indicator is also installed at the 

• • • navigator s srarron. 
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ALTIMETER. 

Two type MA-I pr~ssure altimeters (16, figure 1·7) are 
installed 011 the pilot's insuwneot panel and one is 
installed on the navigator's lnstrumeot panel. The al
timeters provide a warning, by means of a Hag-type 
indicator on the face of the instrument, when the air· 
craft enten altitudes below 16,000 feet. Since altim
eter system error is negligible, no corrections are re
quired. 

TURN AND SLIP INDICATORS. 

Two 28-volt d-c powered rurn and slip indicators (27, 
figu1·e 1-7) are locaced on the pilots' instrument panel1 

one each for the pilot and copilot. The instruments are 
of the conventional gyro-stabilized needle aod ball 
type. 

Turn and Slip Emergency Battery Power Switches 
IT.C.T.O. S34). 

Two, guarded, turn and slip emergency battery power 
switches are installed to insure a source of power ro the 
rurn and slip indicators io the event of loss of electrical 
power to the 28-volt d-c essential busses. The switches 
are installed adjacent to each of the turn and slip indi
cators and have the placarded positions Al.'l'ERNATE 
and NORMAL (guarded). When the switches are in 
the NORMAL position, electrical power to the respec
tive turn and slip indicator is supplied from the 28-volt 
d-c essential bus on the 11.ight engineer's overhead 
panel 'When the switches are placed jo the ALT.ER
NA TE position, the indicators are powered from the 
battery bus on the auxiliary flight deck panel, 

PITOT-STATIC SYSTEM. 

The picot-static system incorporates a primary and sec
ondary static source (figure 1-39). The primary static 
source is to be used normally and the secondary source 
is to be used during abnormal or icing conditions. The 
pilot's and copilot's static source selectors (figures 1-39) 
should be indicating the same source; either PRI· 
MARY or SECONDARY. Refer to the Airspeed Posi~ 
rion Error Correction Charts in T.O. 1C-133A-l-l for 
position erro.r of the primary or secondary sources 
being used. The two pitot tubes (figure 1-39) are lo
cated beneath the i.liding windows 011 either side of the 
aircraft. The tubes are accessihle from the ground. The 
two pitot systems are isolated from each other, ~-lrh the 
left tube supplying dynamic i:,ressure to the pilot's air
speed indicator, true airspeed indicawr, rudder stop Q 
switch, aod navigator's n-ue airspeed indicator, The 
right rube supplies dynamic pressure to the copilot's 
airspeed indicator, autopilot air data sensor, and the 
rudder srnp Q switch. The pitot rubes aod tube masts 
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ligure 1-40 

are anti-iced elearically by separate switches (figure 
4-8) on the pilors' overhead panel (See Anti-Icing and 
Deicing, Section 1V fer operation.) The static sources 
(figure 1-39) consist of eight flush mounted ports, Four 
primary static ports (figm-e 1-39) are located approx
imately 80 inches forward of the pitot tubes on each 
side of the aircraft. The two left secondiry static ports 
(figure 1-3.9) are located in the side cargo door and the 
two r.ight secondary ports are opposite them. 

STATIC SOURCE SELECTORS. 

The pilot's and copilot's static source selectors (figure 
1-39 ), located outboard of the pilots' seats below the 
dearview windows, have the placarded positions PRI
MARY and SECONDARY. 

STALL WARNING SYSTEM. 

WARNING 

The stall warning system, if installed, has 
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been· rendered inoperarive and should not be 
used. This .resttiai.on will be lifted on the 
completion of the flight test program to de
.6.ne the operating envelope of the system. 

A stall warning system is iosuilled ro provide the pilot 
and copilot with an indicati.on that the aircraft is ap
proaching stall. The system consists of a control 
column shaker, an ampline.r, a flap position trllllS· 

miner, and an angle-of-attack transmitter vane (fig· 
ure 1-39) projecting out of the left side of the fuselage 
jw11: forward of the cargo loading door. Angle-of
auack signals automatically control the action of the 
shaker after being integrated in the amplifier so that 
the warning is initiated between approximately 1.15 
and 1.05 Vi for all power and gross weight conditioos. 
Conriouous electric· anti-icing is providtd for che 
angle-of-anack transmitter vane while the aircraft is 
in flight. 

TAKEOFF WARNING SYSTEM. 

The 28-volt d-c takeoff warning system includes a .red 
press•ro•tesc warning light ( 11, figure 1-7) on the co-

I 
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pilot's side of the instrument panel, a take-off warn
ing horn installed on the fljghr deck floor, and a 
takeoff warning index panel (figz,re 1-40) on the Right 
engineer's instrument panel. The warning light will 
come on and rhe horn will sound if the ai.rcraf t is 
unsafe for rakeo8' when the throttle for engine No. 1 
or No. 3 is advanced above the 70-degree position 
(fig'llrc 1-9.), and rhe weight of the aircraft is oo the 
gear. In addition, the respective lights in the takeoff 
Wllrning index panel will come on to indicate the 
item or items that have nor been properly positioned 
for takeoff. Io flight the warning system wilJ function 
except for the wing :6ap unsafe indication and the 
takeoff warning horn. The L-Opilot's takeoff warning 
light will also come on if a door or hatch (except rhe 
crevl escape hatch) opens. 

FIRE WARNING AND EXTINGUISHING 
SYSTEMS. 

FIRE AND OVERHEAT DETICTOR SYSTEMS. 

Each nacelle is divided into tbe following three zones: 
zone I (inside the exhaust cooling shroud), zone 11 (ac
cessory section), and 2one III (outside the exhaust cool• 
ing shroud). Fire detectors are inscal]ed io zones I and 
I1, which are protected against fire by provisiom for 
the discha.rge of fire extinguishing agent. Overheat 
detectors only are installed in zone 111, which has no 
provisions for the discharge of agent, The GTU's in 
che aft section of the left landing gear pod are 
equipped with both fire detectors and overheat detcc
rors and are protected against fire by provisions for the 
discharge of a :fire extioguishing agent, The fire and 
overheat detectors actuate v.-a.rning lights in the heads 
of the fire control handles to indicate· the location of 
a .6re or overheat condition. The area 11.i:ound the main 
pneun1atic manifold, extending along the wing lead
ing edge, is equipped with an overheat detection sys
tem; however, there are no provisions made for the 
discharge of tire excinguishing agent io the 1nanifold 
awa. An overheat condition in this area is indicated by 
an overheat warning light at the engineer's station. 
On aircraft AF59-.536 and aircraft with T.C.T.O. 549, 
failure of a fire detector unit will give a steady fire 
warning signal. Four pneumatic manifod switches are 
installed on the flight engineer's instrument panel for 
shutting off the bleed air f.rom the engine!I to the pneu· 
matic manifold in the event an overheat condition is 
indicated. For detailed information on operation of rhe 
pneumatic manifold switches and overheat warning 
light, see Pneumatic System, Section IV, 

Engine Overhaul and Fire Warning Lights. 

Two red, 28-volr d-c engine overheat and fire waroiag 
lighrs are located in each of tl1e four engine fire con-
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trol h1111dles (figure 1.-41) on the pilot's overhead panel 
to indicate a nre or overheat condition. A flashing 
light indicates an overheat conditinn and a steady light 
indicates a fire. The dual lamps in each handle come 
on at the same rime. A red master fire warning light 
(2, figure 1-7) is also installed on rhe pilots' iosrrument 
panel. The master light is wired into the overheat 
warning system and the ttte warning sysrem for the 
engines. On aircraft AF59~536, and airc:raf1 with I 
T.C.T.O. S92, the GTU fire and overheat warning 
system is also wired co the master fire warning light 
so that the light will jndicate fire or overheat for both I 
engines or GTU's. A flashing master warning light in• 
d icates an overheat condition and a sr:eady light indicates 
a fire. Power for operation of the engine overheat and 
.fire warning lights is obtained from the flight deck 
28-volr d,c essential bus. Circuir protection is provided 
by circuit breakers located on the flight engineer's 
overhead circnit breaker panel. 

GTU fire Warning Lights. 

Two red, 28-volt d·c GTU fire warning lights are lo· 
cated in each of the two GTU ii.re control handles (f,~ 
ure 1-41) ro indicate a fire or overheat condition. A 
flashing light indicates an m,erheat condition and a 
steady light indicate$ a fire. 'fhe dual lamps in each 
handle come on at the same time. A .red master fire 
warning light (figure 1-41) for the two GTIJ's is lo
cated on the flight engineer's instrument panel. The 
warning light is wired into the GTU overheat aod 
fire wacnjog sysrem. On aircraft AF59-536 and aircraft 
with T.C.T.O, 592, the engine fire and overheat waroiog 
system is also wired to the GTU master fire warning 
light so that the light will indicate fire or overheat for 
both engines or G'TIJ's. A flashing master w-aroiog 
light indicates an overheat condition and a steady light 
indicates a fire. Powex fo.r operation of the ·G TU fire 
warning light!! is obtained from both the flight deck 
28-volt d-c essential bus and the flight deck 115-volt 
a-c essential hllll. Circuit protection is provided by 
circuit breakers located oo both the flight engineer's 
overhead circuit breaker panel and the flight deck left 
hand auxiliary circuit hrL'akcr panel. 

Overheat and Fire Warning light Test Swiiches. 

Two test switches (figure 1-41) are located on the 
pilots' overhead panel. The overheat warning test 
switch is a 2-position switch, spring loaded to OFF. 
Actuation of the OVERHEAT switch will cause the 
lights in the engine nre control handles and tbe G11J 
fue control handles to flash. The master fire 'C.\•arning 
light oo the pilots' instrument panel and on the flight 
engineer's instrument panel ,viii also flash. The fire 
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warning test switch has three positions and is spring 
loaded to the center (OFF) positio.o. The other posi· 
tions are placarded AFT FIRE and FWD Fm.E. The 
AFT .FIRE position checks the 28-volt d-c :6..re detec• 
tor cjrcuits io. the exhaust shroud area of the four eo
gines, the 115-volt a•c aft ~re derector circuits for 
both GTU's and the 28-volc d·c lights. The FWD 
FIRE position checks rhe 28,voh: d-c lire derector cir· 
cuits in the four engine accessory sections. the 11;. 
volt a•c forward fire detector circuits for both GTU's, 
and the 28.volt d-c lights. Acruation of the swjrcb to 
the AFT FIRE or the FWD FIRE position will cause 
six steady lights ro come on in the engine and GTU 
:fire control handles, and will cause the master ftre 
warning lights on the pilots' instrument paoel and on 
the flight engineer's instrument panel tO come on. 

Pneumatic Manifold Overheat Warning light. 

A red, 28-volt d-c, press-to-test, pneumatic maojfold 
overheat warning Jight is located on the pneumatic 
manifold and overheat vvarning panel (2, figure 1-13) 
on the flight engineer's insttument panel. The light 
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will come ON when an overheat condition in the area 
of the pneumatic manifold is detectedt o.r when the 
pneumatic .manifold overheat war.o.ing circuit test 
switch is held in either the LEFI' WING or RIGHT 
WING positions. The overheat waroing light may be 
checked by pressing the light assembly. Power fo.r 
ope.cation of the pneumatic manifold overheat warning 
light is obtained from the flight deck 28·volt d-c essen• 
tial bus. Circuit protection is provided by circuit 
breakers located on the :flight deck left hand auxiliary 
circuit breaker panel. 

Pneumatic Manifold Overheat Warning Circuit Test 
Switch. 

A 3-position switch. placarded OVERHEAT CIRCl.Il'I' 
TEST, is located oo the pneumatic maoifold and over
heat warning panel (2, figure 1·13). The test switch 
has the placarded positions LEFT WING and RIGHT 
WING, and is spring loaded from these positions to 
the center, or OFF position. Holding the switch in 
either the LEFT WING or RIGHT WING position 
complete:!! a circuit from the flight deck 28-volt d,c I 
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essential bus which supplies power for testing the con
tinuity of the pneumatic manifold overheat detector 
test circuits in the respective wing, and causes the 
pneumatic manifold overheat warning light to come 
ON. 

FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM. 

Engine zone I (inside the exhaust cooling :shroud) and 
:zone II (accessory section) is protected by a 28-volt 
d-c, electrically operated 2-shot fire extinguishing sys
tem using dib.tomodifluorometbane as the fue extin
guishiag agent. Each GTU unit is protected by a 28-
volt d·c, electrically operated 2-:shoc fire extinguishing 
sys;rem using the same agent. 1"he supply of :lire ex
tinguishing agent for the engines is contained in two 
spherical containers located io No. 2 nacelle. One COD.

tainer holds the supply of fire extinguishing agent for 
the first shot. The other container holds the supply for 
the second shot. The supply of fire extinguishing 
agent for the GTU's is contained in two spherical 
containers located in the aft section of tbe left pod. 
The containers for the GTIJ's are divided into two sys
tems to provide two shots, one from each conta.ine.r to 
either GTU. The .fire extinguishing system is wired co 
the battery bus and will operate regardless of the posi· 
tion of the battety switch. 

Engine Overheat and Fire Control Handles. 

Four overheat and .fire control handles (figure 141), 
one for each engine, a.re located 011 the pilots' overhead 
panel. The handles are push-pull type T-shaped han
dles, .incorpozating dual warning lights. The handles 
are placarded FIRE PULL. Turning a handle after it is 
pulled will lock it. When a handle is pulled OUT, 
it completes the necessary 28-volt d-c circuits to close 
the respective engine firewall fuel and oil shutoff 
valves, and 11:he engine pneumatic manifold shutoff 
valve. Jc will also establish the circuits for positioo.ing 
the direction valves to .route the lire extinguishing 
agent to the selected engine, for the activation of the 
agent containers, and to permit discharge of the :6re 
extioguishiog agent wheo the engine .6.re extinguisher 
discharge switch is acruared. If more than one fire con
trol handle has been pulled OUT, the previous ii.re ex
tinguishing agent routing circuit is cancelled by actua
tion of the nexc handle, mus eliminating split shots. 

Engine Fire Extinguisher Discharge Switch. 

A 3-posirion engine fire extinguishing agent discharge 
switch (figure 1-41), placarded ENGINE F.m.E, is lo
cated on the pilots' overhead panel. The switch has the 
placarded positions 1ST FIRE EXT and 2ND FIRE 
EXT, 11nd is spring loaded to the off position. When 

the s,vitch is held in the 1ST FIRE EXT position, 
the circuit previously established by the pulled engine 
overheat and tire control handle will be completed, 
the proper direction valve will be positioned to direct 
the flow of fire extinguishing agent to the preselected 
engine, and the fire extinguishing agent contained in 
the main container will be discharged. Holdjog the 
swirch in the 2ND FJRE EXT position will also posi
tion the proper direction valve, but will discharge the 
fire extingujshing agent contained in the reserve con
tainer. The switch must be held in either che 1ST 
FIRE EXT or the 2ND FIRE EXT position for a 
minimum uf 3 seconds to ensure proper acruation of 
the circuits, routiog, and discharge of the fire extin
guishing agent. The engine fire extinguisher djscharge 
switcli will not function unless an engine overheat and 
fire control handle has been pulled out and turned to 
lock. Once the 6.re extinguishing ageni: is released, it 
cannot be stopped. 

GTU Overheat and Fire Contral Handles, 

Two overheat and fire control handles (figure 1-41), 
one for each GTU, are located on the pilots' overhead 
panel. The handles are push-pull type, T-shaped han
dles incorporating dua1 warniog lights, The handles 
are ple.carded FIRE PUI.L Turning a handle after it 
is pulled will lock j1. When a ho.ndle is pulled OUT, 
the 28-volt d-c circuits are co.m.pleted to close the te· 
spective GTU residual heat door, the GTU oil cooler 
valve. and the GTU fuel and hydraulic shutoff valves. 
lt will also establish the circuit for activation 0£ tbe 
agent container, position the selector valve t0 route the 
.6.re extinguishing agent to the desired G'l'U compart
m~nt, aad the circuit to permit discharge of the lire 
extinguishing agent when the GTU fire extinguisher 
discharge switch is actuated. 

GTU Fire El<tlngulsher Discharge Switch. 

A 3-posicion GTU fire extinguishing agent discharge 
switch (figure 1-41), placarded. GTU FIRE, is located 
on the pilots' overhead panel between the rwo GTU 
overheat and .fire control handles. The switch has the 
placarded positions 1ST FIRE EXT and 2ND FIRE 
.EXT, aod is spring loaded to the off position. When 
the switch is held in the 1ST FIRE .EXT position, the 
circuit previously established by the pulled GTU over
heat and fire control handle will be completed, and 
the fue extinguishing agent in one of the GTU fire 
exrioguishing agent containers will be discharged 
into the preselected GTU compartment. Holding the 
switch in the 2ND FIRE EXT position will discharge 
the fire extinguishing agent in the other container. The 
swjrch must be held in either the 1ST FIRE EXT or 
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the 2ND FIRE EXT po5ition for a minimum of 3 sec· 
onds to ensure proper actuation of the circuits. routing, 
and discharge nf the fue extinguishing agent. The 
GTU fue extinguisher agent discharge switch will not 
function unless one of the G1U overheat and fire con· 
trol handles bas been putled out and mrned to lock. 
Once the fue extinguishing agent is released, it can
not be stopped. 

Engine Pneumatic Manifold Shutoff Switches. 

Four 2-position engine pneumatic manifold shutoff 
switehes (2, figure 1-13), plru:arded OPEN and 
CLOSED, are jnstalled on the flight engineer's instru· 
.ment panel. The individual switches may be used to 
isolate ao engine from the pneumatic manifold wheo. 
the engine is causing contamination of the bleed air 
system, when engine maximum power is required, or 
when manifold overheat is iodicated. The engine pneu• 
matic manifold shuroff "·alve is closed when the re· 
specrive engine fire control handle is actuated. 

Firewall Shutoff Valve Switches. 

Four three-position, guarded, firewall shutoff valve 
switches (figure 141), are mounted on the pilor.s' over
head panel. The switches are placarded FUEL & 
OIL OFF, OIL ON, and NORMAL Before the guard 
is closed the switch should be placed in the NORMAL 
position. la order for the switches to function when 
in the FUEL & OIL OFF o.r NORMAL position, the 
.fire control handle fo.r the respective switch must be 
IN since the fue control handle overrides the firewall 
shutoff switch in these positions. 

When a switch is positioned to NORMAL, a circuit is 
completed between the 28-volt d-c essential bus on the 
Right engineer's overhead panel and fuel and oil fire. 
wall shutoff val\'eS, to open the valves. Placing the 
switches in the FUEL & OIL OFF position completes 
the circuit to clo.se the fuel and oil firewall shutoff 
valves. When the engine fire control handles a.re pulled 
OUT) placing the switches in the OIL ON p01Sitio11 
completes the circuit, overriding the fue control han
dles, to open the oil shutoff valve and allow oil to cir· 
culate for engine lubrication. The OIL ON position 
does not affect the fuel shutoff valve. 

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT. 

Nate 

The following equipment does not form part 
0£ another complete system. 

CREW BA1l0UT ALARM SYSTEM. 

A 28-volt d-c crew bailout alarm syste1n jostalled in 
the aircraft permits the pilot to ale.rt the crew in 
case bailout or ditching of the aircrait becomes neces· 
sary. The bailout alarm system is wired directly ro the 
battery bus, and will provide the crew with both 
audible and visual alarm signals regardless of the 
position of the battery switch. The bailout alarm 
system is controlled by a switch on the pilots' over
head panel. 

Bailout Alarm Balls. 

Four bailout alarm bells (4, figtt1'e 3-1) provide audible 
signals to alert the crew io case bailout or ditching 
of the aircraft becomes necessary. One of the bells 
is located in the relief crew compartment. The other 
three bells are located io. the cabin area. 

Bollout Alarm Lights. 

Five, .red, bailout alarm Jjghts (1.3, figu1'e 3-1) provide 
visual signals to alert the crew in case bailout or ditch
ing of the aircraft becomes necessary. All ft.Ve of the 
bailout alarm lights are located io the cabin area. 

lailout Alarm Switch. 

A guarded, 3-position bailout ala.rm swjtch (figure 
1-42) is .installed on the pi.lots' overhead panel. The 
~itch has the plllCI\J:ded positions BAILOUT, OFF. 
and STANDBY. When the switch is placed in the 
STA.t~DBY position, the bailout alarm lights Sash on 
and off. When the switch is placed in the BAnOUT 
p05ition,, the bailout alarm lights glow steadily and 
the bailout alarm bells l'iog. 

LIFERAnS, 

Five 20.man liferaft5 are provided for use in the event 
ditching becomes necessary. The crew liferaft (12, 
figure 3·1 ), together with its accessory kits, survival 
kits, and a ponable emergency radio transmitter for 
use in the raft) is stowed in a container located just aft 

of the relief crew compartment, at the top, .right band 
side of the fuselage. The four cabin Jjferafts (14, figure 
3-1) together with theit jndividual accessory and sur
vival kjts, are each stowed in a separate container lo· 
cated in the top of the wing, forward of the cabin 
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Figure 1-42 

escape hatches. Each o.f the five liferaft stowage con
·tainers is equipped with an extt,rior, jettisonable door. 
A plastic window installed in each liferaft stowage 
container permits visual inspettion of the individual 
lifer.aft while stowed. De.rachable mooFia.g tapes, at· 
tached to both the liferafts and tbe fuselage, prevent· 
the rafts from drifrihg away from the aircraft before 
the persoooel are safely on board. Other tapes secure 
the emergency radio rransmitter, survival .!cits, and 
accessory .!cits, which are enclosed in water-proof con
rainers, to the r.espective Jiferafts. 

Crew llferaft Controls. 

The crew liferaft release handle (6, figure 3-1) is lo
cated above. the buffet, on the aft bulkhead of the relief 
crew compartment, and is placarded LIFE RAFT
PULL TO RELEASE. A plastic guard, installed over 
the release ha_ndle, prevents inadvertent r.elease of the 
liferaft. Pulling the rele.ase handle fust jettisons the 
exrerior door of th.e li£eraft stowage container, then 
ielease.s the CO2 gas which inflates and ejects the life. 
raft, together with the emergency radio transmjtte.r, 
accessory kits, and s:urvival k-its, from the stowage con
tainer. To assure complete ejection of the liferaft, the 
liferaft release handle must be pulled tb.i:ough ics full 
travel, which is approximately 9½ inches. 

In the event the liferaft fails [0 be ejected when the 
release handle is pulled, the liferaft can be manually 
removed frotn itS stowage container froin outside the 
fuselage. Raising an access door on the exterior Sur· 
face of the liferaft container door exposes a handle, 
which when tu.roed will release the latches of the stow
age container door. The door may then be lifted off, 
using rhe latch release hand.le as a handgrip. After the 
door is removed, the liferaft may he manually removed 
fro.m the stowage container and will be automatically 
inflated by means of a cable attached to the gas re
lease valve of the CO2 bottle on the raft. 

Cabin Liferaft C0-ntrols. 

A l1feraft .release handle (15, figure 3-1) is provided for 
each of the four cabin liferafts. Two of the release 
handles are located at the forward outboard corner of 
each of the two cabin escape ha·tches, at the top of the 
fuselage. Each of the release handles, when pulled, first 
jettisons the door of :it.s res_p«1:ive Jiferaft stow-age con• 
tainer, then releases the CO2 gas which inflates and 
ejects the liferaft together with ics accessory and sur• 
vival kits, from the stowage container. To assure com
plete ejection of rhe. liferaft., the liferaft release handle 
must be pulled through its full travel, which is ap
proximately 9½ inches. 
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In the event any of the cabin liferafts fail to be ejected 
when its .r:especri.ve release handle is pulled, the life. 
raft can. be manually removed ftoin itS stowage con
tainer from the top of the wing. Raising an access door 
on the exterior surface of the liferaft container door 
exposes a handle, which when turned will release the 
latches of the $«>wage container door. The door may 
then be lifted oft", using the latch release baodle as a 
handgrip. After· the door is removed, the lifuaft may 
be· manually removed from its .stowage container and 
will be automatically inflated by means of a cable at· 
tached to the gas rel~ valve of the CO2 botde on 
the raft. 

PORTABLE IMEaGINCY RADIO 
TRANSM1na (AN/CRT-3). 

An AN/CRT-3 portable emergency radio uansmitter 
(11, figure 3-1) is stowed in the aew liferaft stowage 
container and is ejected with the crew life.rafc. A tape 
secures the radio ttaasmitter to the liferaft. The 
AN/CRT-3 unit, known as the Gibson Girl, is a com
plete radio emergency transmitting system, designed 
for operation from a lifemlt. Enclosed in a water-tight 
bag with the transmitter are two antennas, a box kite 
(to raise the antenna when the wind is above 7 miles 
per honr)t two balloons (to raise the antenna when 
the wind is below 7 miles per hour), two hydrogen 
gas generators for inflating the balloons, and a signal 
lamp. The radio transmitter .is ix,wered by a hand· 
cranked generator, and transmits on a frequency of 
500 kilocycles or 500 and 836' kilocycles alternately, 
depending- on the position 0£ the em.issio.o switch. 
When ttaasmining on a frequency of 500 kilocycles, 
the transmitter has a range of from 5 to 300 miles. 
When rraosmitting on a fteqneru:y of 8364 .kilocycles, 
the transmitter bas a range of 750 to 1500 miles during 
the daytime, and possibly several thousand miles at 
night. Provisions are made for removjng the AN/ 
CRT-3 transmitter from the crew life.raft stowage 
container from inside the aircraft. 

ESCAPE HATCHES. 

Crew Emergency Escape Hatch. 

A crew emergency escape hatch (11~ figu,re 3-1) is pro
vided to permit crew members to exit from the flight 
deck in the eveat the airaaft is ditched, or a ground 
emergency 11hould OCCW'. The crew emergency escape 
hatch is located at the top centerline of the .relief crew 
compartment, and i!I hinged to open inward; laterally. 
The escape batch is equipped with both an interior 
and an exterior latch control handle which permits 
the hatch to be uolocked and opened from either the 
inside or the outside of the fuselage. The exte.rior latch 
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control boodle is loated in a recess in the center ex
terior surface 0£ the hatch, beneath a hinged access 
cover. The crew escape hatch is reached by means of 
the crew escape ladder. 

Cabin Emergency Escape Hatches. 

Two cabin emergency escape hatches (20, figure 3-1) 
are provided to permit personnel in the cabin area to 
exit from the aircraft in the event the aircraft is 
ditched, or a ground emergency should occur. The two 
batehes a.re located approximately 3 feet either side of 
the top centerline of the cabin, just aft nf the wing, 
and are hinged to o~n outward. 

Each of the escape hatches is equipped with both an 
interior and an exterior latch control handle which 
permits the hatch to be unlQCked and opened from. 
either tbe inside or the oucside of the aircraft. The 
exterior latch control baodles are located in recesses lo. 
the center exterior surface of each hatch, beneath 
hinged access covers. The c:ahia emergency escape 
hatches are reached by means of the cabin escape 
ladden. 

ISCAPE LADDERS • 

Crew Escape Ladder. 

A crew escape ladder (8, figure 1-1) is provided co 
permit crew members to r~ch the crew emergency 
escape hatch. The ladder is stowed, by meaas of sup• 
port brackets1 on the aft side of the relief crew com
partment aft bulkhead, at the right side of the fiight 
deck entrance door. In use, :fittings on the upper and 
lower ends of the ladder rails engage :in :fi.ning.s pro
vided in the .floor of the relief crew compartment and 
on the jamb of the crew escape batch. 

Cabin Esccspe Ladders. 

'I'wo cabin escape ladders (16, fig11.1'e 1·1) are provided 
to permit crew members o.r other pecsonoel in the 
cabin area to reach the cabin esape hatehes. One of 
the cabin escape ladders is StOWed on each sidewall of 
the cabin by means of straps and support b~ketS. In 
use, the cabin escape ladders, which are hinged ia -ihe 
center, are uofolded, the hinge locked by means of 
Jockpins, and the upper ends of each ladder a.re at
tached to hooks on the outboard jamb of each cabin 
escape hatch. The Jowec e~ds of the ladders are then 
secwed by straps which are passed through cargo tie• 
down rings in the cabin. .fl.oo.r. 
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CREW ESCAPE ROPE, 

A crew escape rope (5, figure 3-1) is provided to i,er
mit crew niembers, leaving the aircraft through the 
crew emergency escape hatch, to lower themselves to 
the crew Jiferaft or ro the ground, in the event the 
aircraft i.s ditched o.r a ground emergency occurs. The 
escape rope. which is woven of ¾-inch cotton, is 
approximately 25 feet long aod is equipped with a 
series of phenolic fittings, spaced 18 inches apatt, 
which hold the rope away from the fuselage. The 
escape rope is stowed above a .removable panel at the 
top of the relief crew compartment, just aft of the 
crew escape batch. The removable panel is held in 
plac~ by a series of snap fasteners, and is equipped 
with a fabric strap a1: each aft corner. Pulling down
ward on the two straps disengages the snap fasteners 
and .removes tb.e panel. The escape .rope may then be 
Joweud from the escape hatch. Figure 3..S illustrates 
the use of the escape rope during ditching. Brackets 
aze mounted adjacent to each of the cabin escape 
hatches. to whic:h an escape rope may be attached. 

PARACHUTE STATIC LINE. 

A parachute static line (IO, figure 3-1) is provided for 
me in evacuating wounded crew members fro.tn the 
aircraft during bailout. The parachute Static line is 
srowed in a fabric container just ah of the crew en
ttance door. 

JffllSON SAFETY HARNESSES. 

Two jettison safer:y harnesses (18, figure 3-1) are pro
vided for use by personnel duriog cargo jettisoning 
operations, The harnesses are stowed in containers at· 
tached to the left and right sidewalls of the cabin, 
above the rear cargo .ramp. Each harness is fastened to 
a ring attached to the .fmelage torque box, but may 
also be snapped onto any of the ramp cargo tiedown 
fittings. Each harness is long enough to permit the 
crew member wearing it to move inboard to the center 
of the ramp, and aft to the end of the ramp. 

.ANTIEXPOSURE SUIT STOWAGI PROVISIONS. 

Stowage facilities for ten antiexposure su,cs (.3, fig
ure 3-1) are provided under rhe lounge seat at the right 
side of the relief crew compartment. 

PYROTECHNIC INSTALLATION. 

A pyrotechnic installation (9, figure 3·1) consisting of 
a signal flare pistol, a signal flare container, and a 

flare pjsrol port (figure 1-14), is provided in the air
craft to permit pyrotechnic signalling to other air· 
craft, or between the aircraft aod the ground. The 
.!lore i,istol is stowed in a canvas holder at~ched to the 
signal flare contai.nei: by snap fasteners. The sigWLI 
flare container consists of a canvas bag equipped with 
pocket!l for holding 20 signal flares, which is si:owed 
by means of straps and soap fasteners to the dight deck 
fl.oar, just outboard of the navigator's seat. The dare 
pistol port is located in the fuselage wall above the 
outboard end of the navigator's table. and is provided 
with a cap and plug assembly which seals die port, 
when not in use, to prevent loss of cabin pressuriza· 
tlon. When the handle attached to the cap is Nrned, 
the cap and plug may be removed to permit the flare 
pi$tol to be installed in the port. 

PORTABLE RRI IXTINGUISHERS. 

Three portable, band-operated .fi.re extinguishers (1, 
figure 3-1), c:ontaining bromochlorom.ecbane (CB), are 
iwtalled in the aircraft for use io extinguishing in· 
cerio.r fires. One Type A-20 extinguisher is located on 
the flight deck:, beneath the forward end of the d.ight 
engineer's table. A second Type A-20 extinguisher is 
located on the aft bulkhead of the crew equipment 
stowage wmpanment, in the forward end of the cabin, 
The third, and largest of the portable fue extiaguisbers 
~ a Type D-2 extinguisher, located on the :tight side 
wall of the fuselage at the forwatd end of the cargo 
ramp. The Type A-20 fire extinguishers are inoperative 
when inverted. 

FIRST AID KITS. 

Three .fi.rst aid kits (2, figu1'e S-1) are provided in the 
aircraft. One kit is attached to the aft side of the pilot's 
map case. A second kit is installed on the flight deck 
ftoor at the right side of the fuselage., just forward of 
the .flight compartment aft bulkhead. The third kit is 
installed 011 the floor of the relief aew compartment, 
just forward of the relief crew compartment aft bullt
head, and outboard of the tlight deck entrance door. 

IMPACT EMERGENCY LIGHTS. 

Seven impact emergency lighrs (7, figu_re 3-1) are in
stalled in the aircraft to provide emergency lighting, 
independent of the aircraft electrical systems. i.n the 
event of a crash landing or ditching. Ooe of the lights 
is installed on the ,ight deck, above and behind the 
filght engineer's seat aod one in the relief a-ew com
partment, aft of the crew escape hatch, The other five 
lights are installed in the cabin, one above -che crew 
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eo.t.rance door, one aft of the side cargo door, one aft 
of each cabin escape hatch, and one above the ramp 
and clamshell door control pan~l. Each impact emer
gency light is powered by a self-contained 4.5-volt dry. 
cell battery, and is equipped with an inertia switch, a 
reset switch, and a test switch. The iuertia switch will 
be actuated and will turn on the light whenever it is 
subjected to the sudden application of a fqrce exceed
ing 1.Sg's, resulting from an abrupt stop or impact. 
The reset switch is used to reset the inertia switch if it 
should accidentally be actuated. The test switch per· 
mits the operation of the battery and light to be 
tested. 

WINDOW PRESSURE BARRIERS (T.C.T.0. 579). 

Two w.indow presmre barriers (22, figure 3-1), ate 
stowed in the crew closet £or use jn the event of failW"e 
of the pilor's or copilot's sliding window. The barriers 
wheo installed do nor provide a perfect air seal, al
though the burier is designed £or pressures in excess 
0£ 6.8 psi differential. The primary purpose of the bar
rier is to prevent explosive de<:ompressio.n following 
partial failure of the window panel. 

CREW ENTRANCE DOOR. 

Normal entrance ioto the aircraft is gained through 
the crew entraoce doo.r, located at the forward right 
side of the fuselage (19, figure 1-2). The door incor
porates built-in steps which provide a smirway for 
entry into the aircraft Ii:om the g.round when the door 
is open. The door is mechanically opera.red from eirher 
inside or outside the aircraft by means of a handcrank 
located immediately forward of the door. Doo.r ope.rat· 
ing instructions are outlined on a placard located 
adjacent to the handcrank, Latching in the closed 
position is accomplished by six bayonet latches, two 
011 each side of the door, and two at the top of the 
door. The latches may be visually inspected for en• 
gagemeot from inside the aircraft. A jettison handle 
is provided for emergency operation of rhe doo.r, 
which, when actuated. allows the door to be dropped 
completely from the aircraft. 

SEATS. 

PILOTS' SEATS. 

The pilots' seats (figure 1-43) are installed on tracks to 
provide forward and aft, transverse, vertical and reclin
ing position adjustments. Each seat is equipped with a 
removable headrest (figure 1-43), which can be adjusted 
and Jocked in position by a lockpin on each end of 
the headrest, a safety belt, and a shoulder harness. 
The armrests of each seat can be pivoted to a vertical 
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position. An ashtray (figure l-43) is located in the 
forward end of the outboard armrest of each seat. 

Fore and Aft Adjustment lever. 

A fore aod aft adjustment leve.r (figure 1-43), is io· 
sralled on the inboard side of each seat. When the 
lever is pulled UP the seat is free to move in either 
direction. Whe.o the lever is .released, tbe seat wilt 
Jock in that position, 

Lateral Adjustment lever. 

Lateral movement 0£ the seat is controlled by a foot 
lever (figure I-4J) lOCllted at the front of the seat. 
When the lever is depressed, the seat is ftl!e to move 
laterally. When the lever is released, rhe seat locks i£ it 
is at either the inboard or the outboard position. 

Vertical Adjustment Lever. 

The seat is adjus~ for height by using the vertical 
adjwtment lever (ftgu,ye 1·43), located 011 the in'1oard 
side to release the lock. When the lever is pulled UP, 
increasing or decreasing the downward fon:e oo the 
sear will adjust the seat height. The vertical adjust~ 
menc leve.r should not be released when the seau are 
unoccupied, since the vertical movement of the seats 
is spring loaded to the highest position in o.tde.r to 
facilitate adjustments. 

Reclining Adju~tment L&ver, 

The seat is adjusted to a .rec-lining position when the 
reclining lever (figure 1 ·43), located on the outboatd 
side of the seat, is pulled UP and the force on the back 
of the seat is increased. 

Shoulder Harne5s Lock Lever. 

A 2-position shoulder harness inertia reel lock leve.r 
(figure 1-43) is located on the outboard side of the 
pilot's and copiloi's seats, A la.tch is provided for posi
tively retaining the lock lever at eithe.r position of 
the quadrant. By pressing down on the top of the 
lock lever, the lacch is released and the lock lever may 
then be moved freely from one position to another. 
Whert the lock leve.r is in the UNLOCKED (aft) posi
tion, the .reel harness cable will extend to allow the 
pilot to lean forward; ho"'·ever, the reel cable will 
auromarically lock when an impact Io.rce of 2 to 3 
g's is encountered. When the reel is locked in this 
manner, it will remain locked until rhe lock lever is 
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mo"'ed forward to the LOCKED position and then 
returned to the UNLOCKED ,POllitio.a. When the lock 
lever is in rhe LOCKED (forward) position, the .reel 
harness cable is manually locked so that the pilot is 
prevented from bending forward. The LOCKED posi
tion. is used only when a crash landing or ditching is 
anticipated. This position provides an added safety 

• 
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precaution ove.r and above that of the automatic 
safety lock. 

ENGINEER'S AND NAVIGATOR'S SEATS. 

The engineer's and navigator's stations are equipped 
with full-swivel, verrically and horizontally adjustable 
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seats (figure 1-43), 'fhe .navigator's seat cao be moved 
fore and aft, and the engineer•s seat can be moved 
laterally to provide adjustment at the tables. The sears 
are equipped with a lap safety belt, head rests, and 
movable armrests which can be pivoted to a vertical 
position. The seats should be turned to face aft for 
crash landings. 

Vertical AdJustment Lever. 

The seat is adjusced vertically when the vertical adjust
ment lever (figu,re 1-45) on the right side is pulled UP, 
releasing the lock. locressing or decreasing the down· 
ward force on the seat gives the desired adjustment. 
The vertical adjustment lever should not be relensed 
when the seats are unoccupied, since the vertical move
ment of the seats is spring loaded to the highest posi
tion in order to facilitate ,idjustment. 

· Swivel Adjustment lever. 

The swivel adjustment lever (figure 1-43), located on 
the right of the seat, is 11sed to lock or unlock the seat 
so it cau be swiveled to the desired ·position. When the 
lever is pulled UP, the seat unlocks. 

Fore and Aft Adiu1tment Lever. 

The fore and aft adjus(ment levers (fi.gu,re 1-43), lo
cated o.n each side of rhe aeat base, unlock the seat to 
allow adjustment toward or away f.rom the table. 
When the leve.r is pulled UP, the seat is unlocked :so 
that it is free to move fore aod aft, When the leve.r 
is released, the seat locks ia position. 

REUlF CREW SEATS. 

Two adjustable, airtio~type seats (14, ftpw8 1·2) aod 
a convertible lounge (11, fipr8 1-2), located in the 
relief crew compartment, provide seating accommoda· 
tions for six relief crew members, 

The two airline-type seatS are installed on the left side 
of the relief crew compartment. The back of e.ach of 
the airline-type seats can be individually adjusted to 
a reclining position to suit the comfo.rt of the occu
pant. The ceoter armrest beiween the two seats is also 
adjustable. The forward and aft armrests ace each 
equipped with ao. ash tray. Each seat is equipped with 
a retractable leg rest and a safety belt. The backs of th~ 
aulia.~type sea.cs may be folded forward (inboard) to 
gain aCCt'$S to the luggage tiedown straps installed 
on the floor, outboard of the seats, 
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. 
The convertible lounge is installed on the right side 
of the relief crew compartment. The back of the lounge 
can be adjusted to three different positions. With the 
bac:k of the lounge in either af the two upper positions, 
the lounge may be Wied either as 11. seat for four OCCU· 

pants, or as a lounge for one occupant Lowering the 
back of the lounge into the thitd, or horizontal posi
tion, converts the lounge into a buok. 'l'he lounge is 
equipped with four safety belts. An armrest contain. 
ing an ash tray is provided at each end of the lounge. 
The seat portion of the lounge may be raised to gain 
access to the anti-exposure suit stowage compartment. 

Seat Back Adiustment Buttons. 

A seat back adjustment button is located in the for
ward and aft armrest of the airiio~type seats. Whe.n 
the button is pressed in, the back of the respective seat 
is unlocked and may be adjusted to suit: the comfon 
of the occupaot by increasing or decreasing the force 
against the seat back. The seat ha~ which is spring 
loaded to the upright position, will lock in whatever 
position it is in when the button is released. 

Armrest Adiu1tmant Levar. 

An armrest adjustment lever is installed in the center 
armrest between the two airline-type seats. Raising the 
lever unlocks the armrest and petmim it to be moved 
upward and outboard, or downward and inboard. The 
armrest has two positions, and the arnuesr adjllSfrnent 
lever locks at the end of travel in either position, 

leg Rest Control Button,. 

Two leg rest c011uol buttons are .installed 011 the m• 
board side of the seat frame of the airline-type teatS. 
One of the buttons is located near the Io.rward end of 
the forward seat, and the othet near the aft end of the 
aft seat. When one of the buttons is pressed in. the 
leg rest of the respective seat is unlocked and .may be 
withdrawn from beneath the seat. The leg .rest will 
lock in either the extended or the scowed position. 
When the leg rest is in the extended position, pressing 
the buttoo. ju will unlock the leg rest and permit lt 
to be returned to the stowed position, 

Saal Back Release Latch. 

J 

Two seat back release latches are inmlled on rbe air
line-type seats. One of the latches is installed at the 
forward si.de of the forward seat back. and the other 
a1: the aft side of the aft seat back. When one of the 
latches .is released. the back of the respective seat is 

.1 
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Figure 1-44 

Section I 

WATER-ALCOHOL 
INJECTION SUPPLY 
TANK (INSIDE POOi 

PROPELLER 
POWER SECTION 

See 

'--- HYDRAULIC TEST· 
CONNECTIONS 
!AFT OF POOi 

....__ GTU Oil SUPPLY 
TANKS IIN51DE POD) 

Mll-F-5624 
JP-4 

MIL-l-7808 

* IMIL-L-253361 

MIL-0·5606 

MIL-L-7808 

BB-0-925 

MIL-L-6086 
GRADE M 

MIL-L-7870 

for alternate fuels 

r~--~~----1 L,,.:.~~~~---J 
* Do not mix o il 9tade$. Drain and 

flush the system when changing 
oil grade. 

**The mixture of water-alcohol is 
critical. See T .O.'s 2-1-14 and 
l C-133A-2-4. 
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unlocked and may be folded forward to gain access to 
the luggage tiedown stra,1>3 behind the seat. 

Lou!'a• Back lock Lever. 

A lever, placarded SEAT BACK LOCK CONTROL, 
is locared on the inboard side of the lounge seat frame, 
.near the center of the lounge. The lock lever is spring 
loaded to the Jocked position., which is indicated by 
a directionul arrow pointing forward. Moving the lock 
Je"·ei: aft awl io.to 11. notch unlocks the back of the 
lounge, which is spring loaded to the upright position. 
The lounge back may then be lowered to either of the 
other two positiOll.S by applying force on the back of 
the lounge. Lifting the lock lever out of the notch and 
.releasing it to the locked position will lode the lounge 
back in the desired position. 

lounge Seat Lock Lever. 

A lever, placarded SEA'I' BO'fTOM LOCK CON· 
TROL, js located on the inboard side of the lounge seat 
frame, near the centeJ' of the lowige. The lock lever 
is spring loaded to the locked position, which is indi
cated by a directional. arrow pointing aft. Moving the 
lock lever forward and into a notch unlocks the seat 
of the louoge. The lounge seat is hinged at the out
board side and is spring loaded to open 5everal inches 
when unlocked. The lounge seat may then be raised 
manually, to gain access to the anti-exposure suit stow-

age compartment. The lounge seat may be locked down 
by lifting the lock lever out of the notch and releasing 
it to the locked position while applying a downward 
force on the lowige seat. 

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT. 

The following auxiliary equipment is described in 
Section IV. 

Pneumatic System. 

Cabin Pressurization System. 

Air Conditioning System. 

Anti-icing and Deicing System. 

Communi.cntion and Electronic Equipment. 

Lighting .Equipment. 

Oxygen Systent. 

Autopilot. 

Navigation Equip.menr. 

Cargo Loading Equipment. 

Miscellaneous Equipment. 

I 

,J 
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NORMAL PROCEDURES SECTION II 
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Touch-and-Go Landing ................................................................................................... 2-56 
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G o .. Around .. ______ --·-··· ........................................................................................................................ 2-51 

After landing .............................................. -................................................................................... .2·59 

Postf light ..... _______ ........................................................................................................................... 2-&D 

Engine Shutdowr1 ................................................................................................................................ 2-&D 

Before Leavins Aircraft .... .......................................................................................................... -.......... ~-60 

Strange Field Proced urts .................................................................................................. 2-B2 

PREPARATION FOR FLIGHT. 

PROCEDURES REQUIRING COORDINATED ACTIONS. 

Certain items and procedures pre!lented in this section 
are of such nnture that they require coordinated actions, 
Coordinated actions between the pilot, eug.ineer, and 
scanner/ground controller are indicated by having the 
item begin on the same line, and by placing the 
.sequence numbers within a circle in the following 

manner: (V. When an item is followed by a crew 
position designator (i.e. S/GC for Scanner/Ground 
Comroller), the crew member so designated makes his 
report to the c.rew member executing the checklist. 

In the case of the Scanner/Ground Controller position, 
this manual implies throughout that the same person 
will be performing Ground Controller duties while 
outside of rbe aircrAft, and he will he performing 
Scanner duties while inside the aircraft. 

It should be noted that no attempt is made to have like 
numbers opp05ite eacl1 other in the columns . 

Whene•;er a checklist item is affected by climatic con
ditions or hours of darkness, CJ.IMA TIC, or AS RE
QUIRED will be substituted for the us~1al action entry. 
During accomplishment of the checklist, CllMA TIC 
or AS REQUIRED ~-ill not be used io the response; 
instead, the actual position of the unit will be stated. 

FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS. 

For aircraft flight restrictions, refer to Section V. For 
pei:forma.nce restrictions and limitations, refer to T.O. 
1 C,133A-l-1. 

FLIGHT PLANNING. 

Flight planaing data, such as required fuel, aii:spee<l, 
pol'1er settings, ecc., needed to complete a mission 
should be determined (see T.O, lC-lJJA-1-1 for .o.eces• 
sary performance data). 

2-2 

TAKEOFF AND LANDING DATA CARDS. 

Takeoff and landing data cards are contained io the 
Pilocs' Abbreviated Flight Crew Checklist, T.O. 1C-
133A-(CL)1-1. Compute the Takeoff and Landing Data 
Cards as illustrated in the Mission Pla11.nirlg section of 
T.O. 1C-133A·l-1. 

WEIGHT AND BALANCE. 

Check the aircraft weight and balance (.refer to T.O . 
.1-1B-40). Make certain that Form 365F, Weight and 
Bahince Clearance, is satisfactory. Make cenain tha.t 
the grade and quantity of fuel and oil, and aoy special 
equipment carried are ·suited m the miilsion ro be per· 
formed. Refer to Section V for aircraft limitations, and 
check the takeoff aod anticipated landing gross weights. 

CHECKLISTS. 

Each flight crew member is .cequited to use and to make 
direct reference to the appropriate checklist during 
aircraft ground and flight operations except during 
taxi, takeoff, landing, or critical emergencies. In the 
latter in.stances, he will review the applicable checkli!lt 
items either before performing th~m or afterward, as 
a cleanup reference. 

ENTRANCE. 

The crew ent.ra.nce door is located on the lower forward 
right side of the fuselage. Entrance is gained through 
the door by unlatching the door and operating the 
crank (see figure 2-1). 

PREFLIGHT CHECK. 

AIRCREW VISUAL INSPECTION. 

Check the Form 781 for the starus of the aircraft It will 
be the responsibility of the pilot to insure that the In
terior, E:xre.rior, Top•of-Aircraft, and Electrical Power
On inspecrions are accomplished by the flight cogincer 
before each flight. lo w.idition, it will be the responsi
bility of the pil0t to determine that a Preflight or a 
Basic Post Flight inspection, as required by T.O. 
1C·133A-6, I1~ been performed. Only those item.s iden-

( 
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ENTRANCE TO AIRCRAFT 
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tilied by an asterisk are .required fur rhe Aircrew Thru· 
Flight Visual lnspecrioo. 

Nate 

The Aircrew Visual Inspeccion procedures 
outlined in this section are based on the 11.5· 

sumption that mairtenaoce personnel have 
completed all .requirements contained in T.O. 
1C-13JA-6 for Preflight or Basic Post Flight 
inspecrjon. 'Therefore, duplicate inspections 
and operational checks of systems by aircrew 
members have been eliminated, except foz 
certain items required io the interest of flying 
safety. 

* * 

BEFORE EXTERIOR INSPECTION (FLIGHT ENGINEER). 

1. Chocks and Landing Gear Safetypins~IN
ST ALLED. 

* 2. Fo.rm 781-CHECKED. 

3. Battery Switch-OFF. 

* 4. Propeller Deicing Cootrol Switches----OFF. 

* 5. Landing Gear Lever-GEAR DQWN. 

6. Trim Tabs-CHECKED. 

Check for freedom and set to ZERO. 

7. Bailout Alarm Bell and Ligha-CHECKED. 

* * 
ELECTRICAL POWER-ON CHECK (FLIGHT ENGINEER AND SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER). 

The 'Electrical Power-On Check is performed from the flight deck, and is coordinated by interphone between 
the flight engineer (on the flight cleck) and the scanner/ground controller. The flight engineer actuates the nec
essary switch.es and controls, and the scanner/ground controller reports results by interphooe (s11e figure 2·1). 

FLIGHT fNGINfEI 

,;, t. External Elctrical Power--CONNECT.ED. 

Check that external electrical power unit is operating 
properly. 

2. Voltmeter and Frequency Selector Switch-
AUX GENERATOR BA'rTERY. 

* 3. Batte,y Switeh-ON. 

* 4. Flight Deck Circuit Breakers-CLOSED (Igni
tion Circuit Breakers-OPEN). 

Close pitch lock circuit breakers nrst, then 
close all other circuit breakers to p.i:event 
damage to the propellec mechanism. 

* 5. Fuel Quantity-CHECKED. 

Push indicato.r test switches and check for a simulta
neous decrease indic."ation on individual and total fuel 
quauticy indicators. 

WARNING 

The fuel gages are calibrated for level inflight 
.reading. When the aircraft i.5 oo the ground, 
and all eight tanks are fully serviced, the fuel 
gages will indicare approximately 2000 pounds 
more than is accually aboard due to che dif
ference between ground and infiight wing 
deflection. 

(CONTINUED O'S PAGE2-6). 

SCANNER/GROUND CON1ROllE.R 

I 

Chonged 5 August 1963 
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Figure 2-2 

Changed S A"u9u$I 1963 

Section II 

1. NO. 1 GTU - CLEAR TO START 

2. LEFT NAVIGATION LIGHT 

3 . FUSaAGE NAVIGATION LIGHTS 

NO. I PROPELLER STATIC CHECK 

5. NO. I OIL COOLER DOOR 

NO. 1 PROPELLER STATIC CHECK 

7. NO. 2 OIL COOLER DOOR 

8 

9 

8. LH PITOT; HEATER AND MAST 

RH PITOT, HEATER AND MAST 

NO, 3 PROPELLER SlATIC CHECK 

NO, 3 OIL COOLER DOOR 

NO. 4 PROPELLER STATIC CHECK 

NO. 4 OIL COOi.ER DOOR 

RIGHT NAVIGATION LIGHT 

ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT 

EMPENNAGE NAVIGATION LIGHT 

K-4 GYROS 

UAB 1 •316 
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ELECTRICAL POWER-ON CHECK (FLIGHT ENGINEER AND SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER}. (Conflnu~J 

FLIGHT ENGINEER SCANNER/ GROUND CONfROLI.E.R 

I 6. Alrernate Windshield Heat Sensing Swirches
NOR~iAL 

7. Fuel system - PRESSUR~ZED. 

a. Fuel Boost Pump S,vitches for Tanks 2 and 7 
-<)N, 

b. All Fuel System Valve Switches OPEN. 

c. Refueling Valve Switch-CLOSED. 

d. Tank Inlet Valve Switches-CLOSED. 

8. Engine Brake Switches-OFF. 

9, Engine Starter Switches-PUSH TO START. 
Switches should stay IN. 

10. Engine Brake Switches-ON. 

.Engine starter switches should pop Ou"'I'. 

11. Engine Starter Diseogage Warning Test Switch 
-ON. 

12. Engine Bleed Valve Governor Override Switches 
-OFF. 

13 . Water,Alcohol Injection Switeh-OFF. 

1-i. Windshield Anti-Ice Switches-OFF. 

15. Jet Blast Rain Removal Switch-OFF. 

~ ., 16. Firewall Shutoff Valve Switches-NORMAL. 

-·· 17. Engine Overheat and Fire Control Haodles--IN. ... 

* 18. GTU Overheat and Fire Control Handlcs-L'l' . 

,;, 19. Engine and GTU Fire and Overheat Deteaor 
Syste1ns-CHECKED. 

a. Overheat Warning '.fest Swiech-OVER· 
HEAT. 

Check that all fire warning lighrs are ilashing. 

b. Fire Warning Test Switch-AFT FIRE, then 
FWD FIRE. 

Check that all fire warning lightS are on and glowing 
steadily. 

Note 

A·c power is required when performing a 
checkout of the GTU fire dcte<."tor systems. 

20. Cockpit Lights-ON, chen AS REQUIRED. 
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PA.GE) 

2-6 Changed 14 June 1962 
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ELECTRICAL POWER-ON CHECK (FLIGHT ENGINEER AND SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER). (Contlnve&f) 

-· FLIGHT ENGINEEll 

Check for proper operation of all Iighrs and controls. 

21. Emergency Flap Swirch-OF.F. 

*22. Landing Gear Warning Hom and Light
CHECKED. 

23. Antiskid System-CHECKED. 

a. Antiskid Swjcch-OFF. 

Check that amber antiskid warning light comes on. 

b. Antiskid Switch-ON. 

Check thitt amber antiskid warning light goes out. 

*24. Warning and Indicator Lighrs-PRESS-TO· 
TEST. 

Note 

At this point, the engineer will move to the 
engineer's station. and perform the following 
steps. 

*25. Warning and. Indicator Light-PRESS.TO

"'""' TEST. 
26. Nacelle Preheat Switches-OFF. 

27. Pneumatic Manifold Switches-CLOSED, 

* 28. Pneumatic Manifold Overheat Warning
CHECKED. 

a. Pneumatic Manifold Ove.rheat Circuit Test 
Switch-LEFT WING, then RIGHT WING. 

Check that pueumatic maoifold overheat warning light 
comes on, goes our as switch passes th.rough center-off 
position, and then comes on again, 

29. Wing and Empennage Deiciog Switches OFF. 

* 30. Hydraulic Pump Control Swiech-UTILITY. 

WARNING 

Before operating the hydraulic syste~ make 
certain chat all hydraulic controls are in a safe 
position, and that pe.rsoooel awl equipment 
are clear of hydraulically ope.rated units, Dam-
age to the aircraft or injury to personnel may 
result if this care is not exercised. 

SCANNER/GROUND CONTROllER 

(CO:-i71NUl!D ON NEXT PA.GE) 

Changed 14 June 1962 
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ELECTRICAL POWER-ON CHECK (FLIGHT ENGINEER AND SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER). (Continued) 

FLIGHT ENGINflR 

31. PtessW'ization Manual Control Switch-AUTO. 

32. Pressurization Test Switch-NORMAL 

33. Emergency Depressurizatioo Test Switch
TEST, then NORMAL. 

Check that emergency depressurization indicator shows 
I SAFE, then goes blank. 

34. Emergency Depmsurizarion Control Handle
PRESSURIZE. 

35. Cabin Pressure Coo.troller-S.ET. 

Set cabin pressure controller to 1000 feet above field 
elevation. 

36, Engine and GTU Anti-Ice Switch-OFF. 

P.ress-to-iest ice accretion lights. 

37. Flight Deck and Cabjo Temperature Seleaor 
Controls-NORMAL. 

38. Flighr Deck and Cabin 'I'emperature Switches
AUTO. 

39. Air Conditioning-Ram Ventilation Switch
OFF. 

. 
40. left and Right A-c Generator Switches OFF. 

41. A-c Checklist Annunciator Panel and Caution 
Light-CHECKED • 

On Aircraft AFS9-522 and subsequent, set one a-c 
generator control switch ON to check caution light. 

"'42. Takeoff Warning Index Panel-CHECKED. 

* 43. Oil Volume Indicators-CHECKED. 

44. GTU Air Doors Switch-OPEN. 

• 45.. Fuel Sysrem Preitighr Check-COMPLE'fED. 

See Section VII for fuel system management procedures. 

SCANNII/GROUND CONJIIOLUR 

Note 

The following coordinated items are accomplished with the scanner/ground controller on headset for 
coordinatjon. 

2-8 

WARNING 

Stand clear of danger a.teas. Failu.re to do so 
may cause injury or death (see figu1'e 2-3). 

(CONTl.llfl•ED ON NBXT PA.GE) 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1 Section II 

ELECTRICAL POWER-ON CHECK (FLIGHT ENGINEER AND SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER). (CantinuedJ 

FLIGHT EHOINEEll 

@ No. 1 GTU-CLEAR TO START. 

Scanner/ground conuoller report!! "Clear to Start." 
(S/GC) 

WARNING 

Before operating the hydraulic system, make 
certain that all hydraulic conrrols are in a. 
safe position, and that personnel and equip· 
menr are clear of hydraulically operated units. 
Darpage co the ajrcraft o.r injury to personnel 
may result if this care is not exercised. 

SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER 

@ No. 1 GTU-CI.EAR. TO START. 

Report "Clear to start" ac eogineet's request. 

(CONTINUED ON P..AGE 2-9) 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1 Section II 

ELECTRICAL POWER-ON CHECK (FllGHT ENGINEER AND SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLED), (Continued) 

FLIGHT ENGJNEIR 

;"1 • No. I Ci'ru-:rrART. 

:,,ee Section Vll £or c;·ru operating proredurcs, and 
no(c hydraulic pres~ure after GTU has star1e1I. 

@ F.xccrnal Eh."ctrical Po ... vcr ()nit S\vitch-OFf. 

Scanner/ground co1nrollcr reports "Ex1crnal power 
.~wicch OFF." (S/GC.:> 

ln~ure that all electronic equipment S\1Ch as 
radar is turned off prior to rurning electrical 
po.,ver ON or OFF, ro prevent <laJnage to 

. eqiupment. 

49. Auxiliary A-c Generator Switch-Reset, then 
AUTO. 

.!\-[onilor loaJ to a maximum nf 110-amps, and check 
the a-c l'hecklist annunciator panel for AUX 'l'O FWD 
ESS BUS and AUX TO Ai:'1' RSS BUS indications. 

,o. Auxiliary A-c Generaror Switch-NON-ESS 
BUS ON. 

51. D-c Sysrem-CHEC:KED. 

See Section Vil for d-c systl!m checkout proced,1ces. 

@ Externul Electrical Power tJnit Swiu:h-ON. 

Scanner/ground conrrollcr rc:ports "External Power 
Unit i;witch ON." (S/GC) 

@ Xo. 2 GTU-CLliAR ·ro START. 

Scanner/ground con,roller reports "Oear to start." 
tS/GC) 

54. No. 2 GTlJ-START. 

See Section VII for GTU operating procedures. 

55. Parking Brake-SET. 

56. Preoil Engines-IF REQUIRED. 

See Section Vil for engine pr4;:oiling procedures. 

Note 

To insure ample luhrication of the propeller 
sh;aft reducrion gear assemblies and pinion 
bearings, engines which have been idle for 
24 hour5 or more shall be preoiled prior tu 

. 
scarring. 

SCANNER/GROUND CONTR011E'R 

@ Exrernal Electrical Power Unit Switch-OFF. 

Reporr "External power i;wic~h OFF'' at engineer's 
requcsc. 

@ External Electrical Power Unit Switch-ON. 

Report "Exrernal power s,vitch ON'' at engineer's 
request. 

@ No. 2 GTU-CLEAR TO S'fAR'f. 

Report "Clear to start" at engineer's request. 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 1-i Ii 
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Section II T.O. 1C-133A- 1 

0 CJ " " 0 
0 0 O 0 

GTU AT EXHAUST VELOOTY ()(NOTS} 
MAXIMUM POWEii EXHAUST TEMPEIATURE 

WARNING 
·' 

AVOID ENTEIING ~ AREAS. 

· llll!J .. ,IW!il f!ROPELLER Bt:A"ST 

llllllllllllll T~N~ 0151;.(TEGRATION 
AND l!IOPELLE' ~ ZONE 

EXtJ,WST.- btAXJMOM POWER 

EXHJJ:.IST,-l:OW GROUND IDLE . 

0 

ENGINE EXHAUST 
RIGliT SIDE SHOWN 
lEFT SfOE OPPOSITE 

20 FT 
0 0 0 0 

--i'1 l:;:t 
EXHAUS1'.fPl(C>P.ELUw.·VB.OCffY;0 (KNOTSI · 27Xfi. := ~ 

, I 

ENGINE AT 

MAXIMUM POWB 

ENGINE AT 

E>Of)\UST,·TEMPERAl\JIE 75G~F, ·. . . ··-•f .. . ....,.,,.,. 
EXHAUST ·VELOCnY ·QCNQTS}·.- • •• 

LOW GROUND IW EXHAUST "fEMPERATURE 
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. - .... ....... 

figure 2-3 

20 FT 
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I' 
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0 

00 

40 Fr 

60 

' 

60 .Ff 10 Fr 

42 70 

GTU EXHAUST 
LEFT SIDE ONLY 
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T.0. 1C-133A-1 Sec:tian II 

ELECTRICAL POWER-ON CHECK (FLIGHT ENGINEER AND SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER}. {Continued} 

flfGHJ ENGINEER 

S7. Wing and Empennage Deicing Systems
CHECKED AS REQUJRED. 

Note 
Ground opetational check of the wiog and 
empennage deicing systems is required only 
p.rior co flights ioto known or anticipated 
icing conditions (sec Section IV, anti-icing 
and deicing systems). 

58. No. 1 GTU-STOP. 

See section VII for normal shutdown procedu.res, and 
note hychaulic pressure after GTU stops, 

59. No. 2 GTU-S1'0P, 

See section VII for normal shutdown procedures. 

@) Left Navigation Light-CHECKED. 

Set switch to FLASH, STEADY, and OFF. Scanner/ 
grou:n.d controller reports "Checked," (S/GC) 

@ Fuselage Navigation Lightr-CHECKED. 

Set switch to FLASH, STEADY, and OFF. Scanner/ 
ground controller repo.rrs "Checked." (S/GC) 

@) No. 1 Propeller Static Check-COMPLE'fED 

(5/GC). (Aircraft without ·r.o. 3E3-2-558.) 

Note 
Propeller Static Check, steps 62, 64, 68, and 
70 (scanner/ground controllers steps 7, 9, 13, 
and 15) is not req\1u:ed on aircraft mudi:fied by 
T.O. 3E3-2·558. 

@ No. 1 Oil Cooler Door-CHECKED. 

Position No. 1 oil cooler door switch to OPEN, CLOSE, 
and AUTO. Scanner/ ground controller reports 
"Checked." (S/GC) 

Do not bold the oil cooler door switch jn the 
OPEN or O.OSE position longer than 1 min
ute in any 10 minute period; otherwise, inter
nal damage to the eleccrical actuator ma)' 

occur. 

@ No. 2 Propeller Static Check-CO~IPLETED 

I (S/GC). (Aircraft without T.O. 3E3-2-558}. 

See section VII for propeller static check procedures. 

SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER 

(I} Left Navigation Light-CHECKED. 

As eiiginee.r sets switch to FLASH, STEADY, and OFF, 
check operation and condition of navigation light, and 
report "Checked," 

@ Fuselage Navigatiou. Lights-CHECKED. 

As engineer sets switch to FLASH. STEADY. and OFT, 
check operation and condition of navigation lights, and 
report "Checked." 

(J) No. 1 Propeller Static Check-COMPLETED .. 

(Aire.raft without 'f.O, 3E3-2·558.) I 

@ No, l Oil Coolel Door-CHECKED. 

As engineer positions switch to OPEN, CLOSE, and 
AUTO, check for proper operation of the No. 1 oil 
~oole.r door, and report "Checked." 

@ No. 2 Propeller Static Check-COMPLETED. 

(Aircraft without T.O. 3E.3-2-558). I 

(CONTJNlJED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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Section II 

ELECTRICAL POWER-ON CHECK (FLIGHT ENGINEER AND SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER). (Continued) 

fUGHT INGINEER 

@) No. 2 Oil Cooler Door-CHECKED. 

P~ition No. 2 ojl cooler door 5wicch to OPEN, 
CLOSE, and AUTO. Scanner/gronnd controller re
ports "Checked." (S/GC) 

Do not bold the oil cooler door switch i.n the 
OPEN or CLOSE position looger than I 
minute in any 10-minute period; otherwise. 
it1ternal damage to the electrical actuator may 
occur. 

@ Left Pitot Heater and Mast and Warning Lights 
--OIECKED. 

Set pitOt hearer switch to ON and OFF, aod check 
warning lights. Scanner/ground controller reports 
"Checked." (S/GC) 

@ Right Pitot Heater and Mast and Warning 
Lights-CHECXED. 

Set pitot he1ter switch ro ON and OFF, and check 
warning lights, Scanner/ground controller reports 
"Checked." 

@ No. 3 Propeller Static Check-COMPLETED 
I (S/GC). (Aircraft without T.O. 3E3-2-558.) 

See section VII £or propeller static ch&k procedures. 

@) No. 3 Oil Cooler Door-CHECKED. 

Positioo No. 3 oil cooler door switch to OPEN, 
CLOSE, and AUTO. Scanner/ground controller reports 
"Checked." (S/GC) 

Do not hold the oil cooler door switch io the 
OPEN or CLOSE position longer than 1 min
ute in any IO-minute: period; otherwise, inter• 
nal damage to the electrical actuator may 
occur. 

@ No. 4 Propeller Static Check-COJ.\1PLETED 
I (S/GC). (Aircraft without T.O. 3E3·2-558) 

See sectioo VII for propeller stucic check procedures. 

SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER 

@ No. 2 Oil Cooler Door-CHECKED, 

As engineer positions swirch to OPEN, UOSE, and 
AUTO, check for proper operation of the No. 2 oil
cooler door, and report "Checked." 

11. Left Pitor Heater and Mast-CHECKED. 

When engineer sets switch to ON, check that pitot 
heater and mllSt become hot, and report "Checked." 

@ Right Pito< Heater and Mast-CHECKED. 

When engineer sets switch to ON, check that pitot 
heatet aod mast become hot, and report "Checked." 

@ No. 3 Propeller Static Check-COMPLETED. 
(Aircraft withaut T.O. 3E3-2·558) 

@ No. 3 Oil Cooler Door-CHECKED. 

As engineer positions switch to OPEN, CLOSE, and 
A{JTO, check for proper operation of the No. 3 oil
cooler door, and report uchecked." 

@ No. 4 Propeller Static Check-COl\1PLETED. 
(Aircraft without T.O. 3E3-2-558). 

(CO.'•JTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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T.O. 1 C-133A-1 s.ctionll 

ELECTRICAL POWER-ON CHECK (FLIGHT ENGINEER AND SCANNER/GROUND CONlROlLER). (ContinuedJ 

FUGHT ENGINEER 

@ No. 4 Oil Cooler Door-CHECKED. 

Position No. 4 oil cooler door switch to OPEN, 
CLOSE, and .AUTO. Scanner/ground controller repons 
"Checked." (S/GC) 

Do not hold the oil cooler door switch in the 
OPEN or CLOSE position longer than 1 min· 
ute in auy 10 minute period; otherwise, inter
nal damage to rbe e1ecrrical acmator may 
occur. 

@ Right Navigation Light-CHECK.ED. 

Set switch to FLASH, STEADY, and OFF. Scanner/ 
ground controller repons "Checked." (5/GC) 

@ .Aoticollision Light-CHECKED. 

Set anticolllsion light switch to ON and OFF. Scanner/ 
ground controller reports "Checked." (S/GC) 

@ Empenoage Navigation Lights-CHECKED. 

Set switch to FLASH, ST.EADY, and OFF. Scanner/ 
ground controller reports "Checked." (S/GC) 

75. Condition Levers-FUEL OFF. 

76. Auxiliary Feathering Switches NORMAL. 

@ K4 Gyros-CHECKED (S/GC). 

Observe pilot's and copjlot'.s attitude indicators while 
the seamier/ ground conttoller rotates the contcol 
boxes. Both jndicators must indicate both pitch and 
roll movement. 

* * 
EXTERIOR INSPECTION (FLIGHT ENGINEER). 

The following inspection procedures are keyed to fig. 
ure 2-4. Impecc the aircraft in accordance wirh che 
following items and in the order shown o.n figure 2-4. 

I Crew Entrance Door 1o Right Pod. 

1. Crew Entrance Door-CONDITION. 

Changed 14 June 1962 

* 

SCANNER/GROUND CONfltOLlER 

@ No. 4 Oil Cooler Door-CHECKED. 

& engineer positions switch to OPEN, CLOSE, and 
AUTO, check for proper operation 0£ the No. 4 oil 
cooler door, and report "Oiecked." 

@ Right Navigation Light-CHECKED. 

As engineer sea switch to FLASH, STEADY, and OFF, 
check operation and condition of the navigation light; 
Wld reports "Checked." 

@ .Aoticollision Light-CHECKED. 

As engineer sets switch to ON and OFF, check opera
tion and condition of the anticollision ligh~ and .repon 
"Checked." 

@ Empennage Navigation Lighcs-CHECK.ED. 

As engineer sets switeh to FLASH, ST.EADY, and OFF, 
check operation and condition of the navigation light, 
and report "Checked." 

Qg. K4 Gy.ros--CHECKED, 

Rotate the K4 gyco control boxes fore and aft, and left 
and right. 

* * 
* 2. Exterior Skin-CONDITION. 

3. Right Afr Stacie Pora; and Pressure Di:ains
CLEAR. 

II Right Pod Area, 

* I. Single Poinr Refueling Adapter and Cap-

SECURED. 

2-13 
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Section II T.O. 1C~133A·1 

* 2. Main Gear Struts, Tires, Wheels.. Doors, and 
Linkage-CONDITION. 

* 3. Water-Alcohol lnjeccioo Tank-FLU'ID 
QUANTITY. 

I Fluid must be visible above filler neck screen. 

* 4. Pod Access and Inspection Doors-CLOSED & 
SECURED. 

Ill Lower Wing Surface-Right Side Fuselage
Outboard Engine. 

* 1. Exterior Skin-CONDl'l'ION & LEAKS. 

* 2. Access and Jnspectioo Doors-CLOSED & 

SECIJRED. 

IV Engines-Right Side. 

* 1. Cleanliness-FUEL & OIL LEAKS. 

"' 2. Cowling-SECURED. 

* 3. Propellers-BLADE ANGLE, LEAKS, & CON
DJ1'I0N. 

V Lower Wing Surface-Right Side Outboard 
Engine Wing Tip-fuselage. 

* I. Exterior Skin-CONDITION & LEAKS. 

* 2. landing Light-C01''DITION. 

* 3. Vortex Generators-CONDITION. 

* 4. Static Eliminators-CONDITION. 

* 5. Aileron and Tabs - CONDITION & POSI

TION. 

* 6. Wing Flaps-CONDITION. 

* 7. Access and Inspection Doors-CLOSED & 

SECURED. 

* 8. Tail Pipes-CONDITION. 

VI fu5elage Right Side-Pod-Empennage. 

* 1. Exterior Skin-CONDITION, 

* 2. Tail Bumper-CONDITION. 

* 3. Rear Cargo Door and Ramp-CONDITION. 

* 4. E1uergeocy Depressur:i:tation Door-CLOSED. 

2-14 

Vil Empennage. 

• 1. Deicer Boots--CONDITION. 

* Z. Access and Inspection Doors - CLOSED & 

SECUR..ED. 

* 3. Cont.rot Surfaces and Tabs-CONDITION & 

POSITION. 

* 4. Static Elimi.nators--CONDITION. 

• 5. Vortex Generators-CONDITION. 

VIII Fuselage left Side-Empennaga Pod. 

* 1. Exterior Skin-CONDITION. 

* 2. Access and Inspection Doors - CLOSED & 
SECTJRED. 

IX Lower Wing Surface left Side Fuselage , 
Wing Tip-Outboard Engine. 

* 1. Tail Pipes-CONDITION, 

* 2. Access and Iuspectioo Doors- CLOSED 8c 
SECURED. 

* 3. Wing Flaps--CONDITION. 

,1c 4. Aileron and Tabs- CONDITION & POSI
TION. 

"' ;. Staric Eliminators CONDITION. 

* 6. Vortex Generators CONDITION. 

* 7. landing Light-CONDITION. 

* 8. Exterior Skin-CONDITION & LEAKS. 

X Engines-Left Side. 

* 1. Cleaoliness FUEL & OIL LEAKS. 

"' 2. Cowling-SECURED. 

* 3. Propellers-BLADE ANGll, LEAKS, & CON
DITION. 

XI Lawer Wing Surface Left Slde-Outbocird 
Engine-Fuselage. 

* l. Exterior Skin-CONDITION & LEAKS. 

"' 2. Access aod Inspection Doors - CLOSED & 
SECURED. 

Changed 14 June 1962 
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T.O. 1C- 133A-1 

figure 2-4 

Section II 

CREW ENTRANCE DOOR 
TO RJGHT POD 

II ,RIGHT POD AllEA 

Ill 

IV 

LOWER WING SURFACE
Rl~ITT SIDE - RJSELAGE 
- OllTBOARD ENGINE 

ENGINES-RIGHT SIDE 

V LOWEil WING SURFACE
IUG!fl SIDE-OUTBOARD 
ENGINE - WING TIP -
FUSELAGE 

XIII 

VI RJSE1AGE - RIGHT SIDE -
POD - EMPENNAGE 

VII EMPENNAGE 

VIII FUSELAGE - LEFT SIDE -
EMPENNAGE - POD 

IX LOWER WING SURFACE -
LEFT SIDE - FUSELAGE -
WING TIP - OUTBOARD 
ENGINE 

X ENGINES - LEFT SIDE 

XI L,OWER WING SURFACE -
Ll:fl SIDE-OUTBOARD 
ENGINE - FUSELAGE 

XII LEFT POD AREA 

XIII LEFT POD TO CREW 
ENTRANC£ DOOR 

UAJ!I t •315 
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Section II 

XII· Left Pod Ar.ea. 

"' 1. Fite .Extinguishing Agent Containers CON
DITION & PRESSURE, 

* 2. Auxiliru:y Hydraulic Pump-CONDITION. 

* 3. Gas ~bine UnitS: 

a. Oil Quantity-CHECKED & FILLER CAPS 
SECURED. 

b. Electrical Wires-CONDI'fION. 

c. Tubing-CONDITION. 

* 4. Battery- CONDITION, CONNECTION, & 

SAFETIED. 

5. Air Doors--CONDITION. 

* 6. Main Gear Sttuts, Tires, 'Wheels, Doors, and 
Linkage-CONDITION. 

• 7. Access and Inspection Doors-CLOSED & 
SECL1RED. 

* 8. Air D.riven Generator Door-CLOSED. 

XIII Left Pod to Crew Entrance Door. 

* 1. Exterior Skin-CONDITION. 

• 2. Side Cargo Door-CONDITION & CLOSED. 

3. Left Aft Static Po.ru---CLEAR. 

* 4. Oxygen Filler Vent Valve-Cr.OSED & DOOR 
SECURED. 

;, Angle of Attack Transmitter-CONDITION. 

6. Left Forward Static Ports-CLEAR. 

* 1. Nosewheel Compartment-CONDITION, 

"' 8. Nose Tue and Stn:at-lNFLATION & CON
DITION. 

* 9. Static Ground Wire CONDITION. 

* 10. Taxi Lights and Nose Landing Light-CON· 
DITJON. 

* 11. Nose Gear Doors-CONDITION. 

* 12. Radome CONDITION & SECURITY. 

* 13. Nose Acces!l Doo~OSED & SECURED. 

14. Right Forward Static Ports-CLEAR. 

INTERIOR INSPECTION (FLIGHT ENGINEER}. 

The following inspection procedures are keyed to fig
ure 2.;. Inspect the aircraft ia accordance with the 
following items aod io rhe orde.r showo on ngure 2·5, 

I flight Deck and Relief Crew Compartment. 

1. Light9-C01'1DITION. 

* 2. Oxygen System - CONDITION & QUAN
TITY. 

* 3. Portable Oxygen Equipment- CONDITION, 
PRESSURE & STOW.ED. 

4. Cockpit Windows-CLEANLINESS & CON• 
DITION. 

.S. Portable Fire Extinguisher CONDITION & 
CHARGE. 

6. Night Curtains-AS REQUIRED. 

7. Fuel Dump Lever-SECURED. 

8. Impact Emergency Ligbts---CHECK.BD. 

9. Aldis Lamp-CHECKED, then STOWED. 

10. Escape_Rope-SECURED & STOWED. 

11. Liferaft Release Handle---5.AFETIED, 

12. Fi.rst Aid Kits-STOWED. 

13, Pnblications--CHECKI!D. 

14. fire Axe STOWED. 

fl B and C Compartmant1. 

1, Equipment-CONDITION. 

2. Plumbing-CONDITION. 

~- Conduits and Cables-CONDITION. 

Ill .Cargo Compartment. 

* 1. Interior Lighting-CONDITION'. 

2. Lavatocy Facilities CHECK.ED. 

3. Nose Gear Emergency Release Handl~IN & 
SAFETIED. 

* 4. Portable Oxygen Equipment-CONDITION" 
PRESSURE, & STOWED. 

5. Portable Fire Enjngu.isher-CONDITION & 
CHARGE. 

* 6. Fuel Dipstick-CONDITION & STOWED. 

7. Side Cargo Door Emergency Air Pressure 
CHECKED. 

8. Forward Ladder STOWED, 

9, Air Driven Generator Release Handle SAFE· 
TIED. 

( 

T 
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T.O. 1 C-133A-1 Section II 

.. 
Begin interior inspection 
by inspecting Flight Dec:k 
and Relief Crew Com• 
partment, using route in
dicated above. 

Ill II 

Figure 2-5 

I FLIGHT DECK AND RELIEF 
CREW COMPARTMENT 

II & AND C COMPARTMENTS 

Ill CARGO COMPARTMENT 

UA81-1 !IS 
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Section 11 T.O. 1 C-133A• 1 

IO. Left Main Geai Emergency Release and Selector 

Handles-IN & SAFETIED. 

* 11. Left Center Fuselage Power Pao.els
CHECKED. 

* 12. Hyd.raulic Panel-CHECKED (fluid level, 
leaks, drip pan drain closed). 

13. Rear Cargo Door Emergency Air Pres5ure -
CHECKED. 

14. Emergency Depressw:ization Door--0.0SED. 

15. Jettisoning Safety Harnessc~STOWED. 

16. Portable Fue Extinguisher-COND11'ION & 

CHARGE. 

l7. Fire Axe STOWED. 

* 18. Rear Wing Spar Area - LEAKS & CONDI, 
1'ION. 

* 19. Right Center .Fuselage Power Panels
CHECKED. 

20. Right Maio Gear Emergency Release Handles-
IN & SAFETIED. 

* 21, Cargo and Loose Equipment-SECURED. 

* 22. Cargo Compartmeot-GENERAL CONDI· 
TION (Windows clean). 

* 23, Side Cargo Door-CLOSED, LOCKED, & PINS 
INST ALI.ED. 

* 24. Rear Cargo Ramp and Door-CHECKED (Con
dition, closed and locked, control ,-alves neutral), 

*- 25. Load Jack and Remp Toes-STOWED. 

* * 
BEFORE STARTING ENGINES. 

* 

TOP-OF-AIRCRAFT INSPECTION [FLIGHT 
ENGINEER). 

WARNING 

All necessary safety precautions should be ob-
served. Access to the top of aircraft will aot 
be through the aew escape hateb. Conducting 
this inspection during high winds or other 
severe weather coaditioas can be daogezous. 
Under these circumstances, the pilot may 
waive items 1 through 8 of this inspection. 

Conduct a top-of-aircraft inspection as outlined in 
figure 2-6. 

I 

* I. Life.raft Compartments and Inspection Doors-
CLOSED & SECURED. 

* 2. Fuel Filler Caps and Dipstick Caps-SECURED. 

* 3. Wings, Ailerons, Flaps, and Vortex ~nerators 
-CONDITION. 

• 4. Wing Leading Edge Crawlway.s--CONDITlON 
(Ch.eek through each nacelle ac«ss door). 

* 5. Nacelles-CONDITION. 

• 6. Oil Tanks-CAPS SECURJ:. 

* 7. Engine Fire Extinguisher Containers (No. 2 
Nace11e)-CONDITION & PRESSUll. 

"' 8. Cowling, Access and Inspection Doors
SECURED. 

* 9, Cabin Escape Hatches-CLOSED & LOCKED. 

10. Cabin Liferaft Release Handles-IN & SAFE
TIED, 

* 11. Cabin Escape Ladders-IN PLACE (If feasible). 

12. Lifera£t Viewing Windows - CHECK LIFE
R.MT INSTALI.A'nON. 

13. Cabin Escape Ropes------CHECKED & STOWED. 

* * 

WARNING 

Stand cleat of danger areas. Failure to do so may cause injury or death (see figure 2-3), 

(CONTINUED Ol'i PA.G.E 2-20) 

Changed 14 June 1962 
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·1.0; 1C-133A-1 

*1. Liferaft Comportments and Inspection 
Doors - CLOSED AND SECURED. 

*2:. Fuel Fill'er Caps and Dipstick Caps 
- SECURED. 

*3. Wings, Ailer.ons, Flaps and Vortex 
Generators - CONDITION. 

*4. Wing Leading Edge Crawlways -
CONDiTION (Check throug.h each nacelle 
access door), 

*5. Nacelle, - CONDITION. 

*6. Oil Tanks - CAPS SECURED. 

*.7. Engine Fire Extinguishe r Containet, 
(No. 2 Nacelle) - CONDITION AND PRESSURE. 

~s. Cowling, Access and Inspection Doort -
SECURED. 

*9. Cabin E$cape Hatches - CLOSED AND LOCKED. 

10. Ca bin Life raft Rele;ase Handles - IN AND 
SAFETIED, 

* 11 . Cabin Escape Ladders - IN PLACE (if feasible). 

12. Liferaft Viewing Windows - CHECK LIFERAFT 
INSTALLATION. 

13. Cabin Escape Ropes - CHECKED AND STOWED. 

Figure 2-6 

Section II 

U AB1•36 
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Section II T.O. 1C-133A-1 

BEFORE STARTING ENGINES. (Continued} 

PII.OTS 

1. Aircrew Visual Inspections 
-COMPLETED (P), 

Iodicaws all crew .members have 
completed their visual inspections. 

2. Fo.rms 781 and 36SP
CHECKED & SIGNED (P). 

P.red.ight or Basic Post Flight in
spection performed (see T.O. 1C-
133A-6), and weight and balaoce 
within limits. 

3. Performance Data - COM· 
PUTED (P). 

Data checked, and verified as com
puted. . 

© Oxygen Equipment -
CHECKED (CP, P, E, N). 

I See Seetion IV fo.r oxygen 
ment check procedures. 

• equ1p-

5. Seats aod Rudder Pedals
ADJUSTED (CP, P). 

6. Surface Snubber lever -
UNLOCKED (P). 

'fo prevent damage to the 
Hight control mechanism 
during windy conditions. 
the pilot should apply a 
firm pressure to the COD· 

trols prior to unlocking 
the snubbers. 

7. Nose Gear Steering Bypass 
Valve Release Handle - PULLED 
(P). 

@ Flight Co.11trols-
l CHECKED & FREE (P.S/GC). 

Sc11nner/grounJ controller reports 
individual control surface and rah 
movement wheo directed by pilot. 
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FLIGHJ fNGINflR 

I. Circuit B.reakei:s-CLOSED. 

2. Autopilot Power Switch -
NORMAL. 

3. Exteroal Electrical Power 
Unit-CONNECIED & OPERAT
ING. 

Note 

If no external powe.r is 
available. start No. 1 GTU 
6rst. 

4. Battery Switch-OFF. 

Check voltage, then set switch ON. 

@ Oxygen Equipment -
CHECKED. 

@ No. 2 GTU-START. 

Start GTU after receiving "Clear to 
start" from scanner/ground control
ler. (5/GC) 

7. Hydraulic P.ressute -
NORMAL. 

@ No. 1 GTU--START. 

Start GTU after receiving "Cleat: to 
start" from scanner/ground control• 
ler. (S/GC) 

9. No. 2 G1U Statt-Run·Stop 
Swjtch-START, the.o RUN. 

Set S"-'itcb to START momentarily, 
note hydraulic pressure, then set to 
RUN. 

10. Auxiliary A-c Generator 
Switch- RESET, then NON-ESS 
BUS ON. 

@ External Electrical Power
DISCONNECTED (S/GC). 

12. Electrical Power CHECK. 

Using voltmeter and frec;iuency SC· 

lector switch, check a-c and d-c 
buses. 

(CONTJNU'E.D ON NEXT PAGE) 

SCANNER/GROUND 
CONJIOWR 

@ No. 2 GTU -CLEAR TO 
START. 

After insuring GTU exhaust area is 
clear, report "Cleu to start." 

@ No. l GTU -CLEAR TO 
START. 

Aftet insuring GTU exhaust area is 
clear, .report "Clear to start!' 

@ External Electrical Powc.r
DlSCONNECl'ED. 

© Flight Controls-
CHECKED & FREE. I 
Report individual control surface 
and tab movement when directed 
by pilot. 

Changad 14 June 1962 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1 

BEFORE STARTING ENGINES. {Continued) 

Pl101S 

Note 

At times, the flight con
trols cannot be checked 
adequately prior to Start

in& the engines due to a 
crosswind or tailwind. 
When tbis occw:s, the co.n
ttol check may be post
poned until the airc.taft is 
headed into the wind. Un• 
de.r these conditions, after 
the engines are running, 
the controls may be 
checked by the scanner/ 
ground controller in the 
crew escape hatch. 

9. Nose Gear Steering Bypass 
Valve Release Handle-IN (P). 

10. HydrJLulic and Emergency 
Aitbrake Pressure-WITHIN LIM

I ITS (CP). 

I Copilot answers «within. limits," in
dicating that pressures are within 
tole.ranees. 

11. Parking B.rake--SET (P). 

To set parking brake, the pedals 
must be fully depressed. 

@ Chocks and Landing Gear 
Safety Pins-REMOVE (P. S/GC). 

Pilot directs scanner/ground con
troller to remove chocks and landing 
gear safety pins. Sc11.nne.r/ground 
controller reporrs "Removing 
chocks and pins." (S/GC) 

13. Navigation a.o.d Cockpit 
Light Controls -AS REQUIRED 
(CP. P), 

Note 

Use of the anticollision 
light on the ground should 
be kept to a minimum for 
best bulb life, and to avoid 
confusion with ground 
emergency vehicles. 

14. Radios-CHECKED & SET 
AS REQUIRED (CP). 

Changed 14 June 1962 

FltGHf ENGINEER 

13, G TU Pneumatic Selector 
Switches-LOAD. 

14. Pneumatic Manifold 
Switches-OPEN. 

15. Nacelle Preheat -0.IMAT
IC. 

See Section IX for operation of 
nacelle preheat system. 

16. Fuel BooSt Pu.mp Switches 
-SET. 

Tank No. 2, both ON; tank No. 7, 
b0th ON; tanks Nos, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
and 8 OFF. 

Those fuel boost pumps 
supplying fuel to the en
gines should be ON dur• 
iog all engine operation. 
Even though engine oper• 
ation may appear normal 
with the fuel boost pumps 
off, this pr.actice may re· 
duce the useful life of the 
engine pumping elements. 

17. fuel Pressure Warning 
Lights-OFF. 

18. Air Cooditionio.g-Ram 
Veotilaclon Switch-OFF. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PI.CGB) 

Sedion II 

SCANNER/GROUND 
CONT.R.OllE.R 

© Chocks and Landing Gear 
Safety Pins-REMOVE. 

Remove chocks and landing gear 
safety pi.as when directed by pilot. 
aod report "Removing chocks aod 
pins." 
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Section It T.O. 1 C· 133A· 1 

BEFORE STARTING ENGINES. (Continued) 

PILOTS 

Note 

A minimum of one radio 
will be mned to the tower. 
Turn ON and set such 
additional navigational 
equipment as required for 
the mission. 

15. Static Source Selectors-
PRIMARY (CP, P). 

16. Oil Cooler Door Swircbe!f
AUTO (CP). 

17. Windshield Anti-Ice 
Switches-NORMAL (P). 

@. Scanner/Ground Control-
1 er' s Reporr-''SCANNER/ 
GROUND CONTR.OJJ ER'S BE
FORE STARTING ENGINES 
CHECK COMPLETED." (S/GC) 

19. Engine Brake Switches -
OFF (P). 

@ Ensineer's Reporr-"ENGI
NEER'S BEFORE STARTING EN
GINES CHECK COMPLETED." 
(E). 

21. "Be.fore Starting Engines 
Check-COMPLETED" (CP). 

STARTING ENGINES. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

42') Engineer's Report-"ENGI
NEER'S BEFORE STARTING EN
GINES CHECK COMPLETED." 

SCANNEii/GROUND 
CONTROlllR 

@ Scanner/G.rouod Coot.rol
ler's Report.:......"s CANN ER/ 
GROUND CONTROIJ ER'S BE
FORE STARTING ENGINES 
CHECK. COMPLETED.'' 

Pitot covets, tail supports, gear pins 
and chocks have been removed, fire 
guard is in place. Clear to st11rt 

• eng1nes. 

For all engine starts the pneumatic manifold switches must be OPEN, and the jet blast raio removal and nacelle 
preheat switches must be OFF. It is recommended that the engines be started in the following order: 1-2-3-4. 

Prior ro starting each engine, the pilor will identify the engine to be started by stating, ''No •.... ckar." The 
scanner/ground controller will acknowledge, "No ..... clear." After the scanner/ground co.otroller has reported the 
engine cl~c, the pilot will depress the respective engine starter switch, and state, "Turning No ..... .'' The scanner/ 
ground controller will report, "No ..... turning," Th.is complete procedure will be followed for each iodividual 
engwe. 

.PJLOTS 

1. Engines-STARTING (P). 

Start engines as follows: 

2-22 
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STARTING ENGINES. (Continued) 

PIL01S 

T.0. 1C-133A-1 

a. Engine Starter Switch-PUSH TO START 
(Engine being started). 

b. Condition Lever-RUN-FUEL ON. 

Set lever to RUN-FUEL ON after engine oil pressure 
rises. and engine tachometer indicates 10 percent .rpm. 

c. Fuel Flow Indicator-CHECK FOR INDI
CATION OF FUEL FLOW. 

See Section V for sc.artiog fuel fiow schedule. 

d. EGT or TIT Indicator-CHECK FOR RISE. 

To avoid ove.rtemperatures in the engine tur• 
bine section seals, and to bold the metal tem· 
perarures of the turbine to reasonable values, 
it is desirable not to exceed 1 minute from 
engaging the srarrer to attaining GROUND 
IDLE rpm. To avoid damage to the starter. in 
no case should starting time exceed 2 .minutes. 
Whenever the engine fails to sran within 2 
minutes, discontinue the start aod allow a 
cooling period of at lease 30 seconds before 
attempting another start. 

e. G.rouod Idle Speed Control Switch-LO 
JDLE. 

Set switch to LO IDLE when engine tachometer indi· 
cateS 20 percent rpm, or above. 

f. Engine Starter Switch (next engine)-PUSH 
TO START. 

Note 

To prevent an unnecessary surge o.o the pneu• 
matic system, when the engine being started 
reaches approximately 40 pera:nt rpm, en
gage starter for next engine. 

'The !!tatter should disengage aucoaiatically e.t 
approximately 48 or 56 percent engine rpm, 
depending on the type of starter installed. If 
the starter does not disengage prior to .reach
ing 55 percent engine rpm, pilot will 
~nually pull the engine starte.r switch . 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 

Changed 14 June 1962 

Section II 

FUGHT ENGINEER. 
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Section II 

STARTING ENGINES. (Continued) 

PIL01S 

g. Starter Disengage Warning Light-OFF. 

If the Starter disengage warning light remains 
on after the engine starter switch is pulled. a 
failure of the starter 11hutoff valve is indicated. 
The affected engine shoald be shut down, the 
pneumatic manifold switch set to CLOSE. and 
the starter shutoff valve checked for proper 

• operation. 

h. Engine Jnstruments--CHECKED. 

SATISFACTORY START. 

If all of the following conditions have been met, the 
engine has started satisfactorily. 

a. Engine acceleration fuel flow normal (see Sec
tion V for desired schedule). 

b. Light-up cakes place within approximately 15 
to 20 seconds after the condition lever has been placed 
in the RUN-FL1EL ON position. 

c. Engine accelerates to GROUND IDLE rpm 

within 2 minutes. 

d. EG'r or TIT does not exceed limits during the 
rransirion to GROtJND IDLE rpm. 

e. EGT or TIT stabilizes within limits after 
GROUND IDLE rpm is .reached. 

£. Oil Pressure is within limits at GROUND IDLE 
rpm. 

g. Repeat the starting protedures for engines 2, 3, 
and 4. 

Do not exceed HIGH GROUND IDLE rpm 
when eogjoe oil tempera.rure is below 25 °C 

UNSATISFACTORY START, 

An uosacjsfactocy ~mrt has occurred if one o.r more of 
the following conditions take place. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGI!) 
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T.0. 1C-133A-1 Sectlanll 

STARTING ENGINES .. (Continued) 

PllOTS 

a. Excessive fuel .ti.ow versus rpm (see Sectjon V 
fo.r desired schedule), 

b. Hot start (EGT or 'l'I'I' exceeds temperature 
limits). 

lnspeetion of tail_pjpe and turbine for evi· 
deoce of overheat and trapped fuel is .required 
prior to attempting another smn:. 

c. Abort start - The engine does not light up 
within 20 to 30 seconds afrer the condition l~ve.r has 
been placed in the RUN-FUEL ON position. If the 
EGT or TIT indicaror does aot indicate a temperature 
rise, a light-up has not been obrnioed. 

d. False start- After a light-up has occu.rzedt the 
.rpm does not increase to GROUND IDLE, but remains 
nt some intermediate point, with EGT or TIT at o.r 
below temperature limits. 

Procedure in Event of an Unsatisfactory Start, 

a. Condition Lever-FUEL OFF. 

b. Engine Swte.r Switch-PULL TO RESET. 

Note 

It may be desirable to leave the starter en• 
gaged until EGT or TIT decreases. When 
EGT or TIT :is within limits, disengage 
srarte.r and allow the engioe to coast to a stop. 

ILIGHT !NGINEER 

11, Fuel Tank Outlet Valve Switch--cLOSB. 

b. Fuel Boost Pump Switch-OFF. 

Au unsatisfactory start shall be followed by a clear engine procedure prio.r to attempting another engine 
Start. 

CLEAR ENGINE PROCEDURE. 

PILOTS 

a. Condition Lever-FL'TEL OFF. 

ILIGHr ENGINEER 

a. Fuel Tank Outlet Valve Switch-CLOSE. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGI!) 
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Sedion II T.0. 1C-133A~1 

STARTING ENGINES. fContinuedJ 

.PILOTS 

b. Engine Rpm-ZERO PERCENT. 

flfGHT fNGfNEIR 

b. Fuel Boost Pump Switch-OFF. 

c. Ensine Brake Switch-OFF. 
Note 

If start is aborted and fuel is draining from 
the engine and shroud drains, wait until How 
through the drains has stopped before pto· 
ceeding with step d. 

This procedure is recommended since fuel 
leakage might have been the reason fo.r the 
execution of the Clear Engine Pr0cedure. 

I d. Engine Starter Switch - PUSH TO ST ART. 
Maintain starter operation for ~ J to 30 seconds. 

e. Engine Starter Switch-PULL ro RESE1'. 

Nate 

Allow engine to coast ro a stop after starter 
is disengaged. 

Inspection of the tailpipe and turbine for 
evidence of overheat and trepped fuel is ,re. 
quired prior to attempting another srart. 

ENGINE GROUND OPERATION. 

Close observation and rigid adherence to the maximum allowable temperature limits are jmperative for 
dependable engine operation. Maximum EGT and TIT limits are contained in Section V. Starting, ground 
operation, and acceleration limits contained in Section V apply regardless of me oucside air temperature 
or compressor inlet temperature. Temperatures for all other power conditions vary with inlet temperarure, 
and must be computed from dam contained in Section V. 

Do not exceed HJGH GROUND IDLE rpm when engine oil remperature is below 25cc. 

BEFORE TAXIING. 

PflOTS 

CJ? Scanner/Ground Control
lers Report-"ALL CLEAR" 
(S/GC)-"CLEARED TO BOARD 
AIRCRAFT" (P). 

2-26 
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1. Air Coni.litioni.11,g-Raro 
Ventilation Switch-AIR CONDI
TIONING. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 

SCANNER/GROUND 
CONTROLLER 

G) Scanner/Ground Control
ler's Report-''ALL CLEAR." then 
"COMING ABOARD." 

Chong~d 14 June 1962 
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BEFORE TAXIING. (Confin11edJ 

Pl£01S 

Upon receipt of "All clear" from 
scanner/ground controller, pilot 
states "Cleared to board aircraft." 
Scanner/ground controller acknowl• 
edg~ pilot's clearance with "Co.m
ing aboard," 

2. Radio Call-COMPLETED 
(CP). 

Taxi and takeoH instrucrions re
ceived. 

3, Altimeter and Flight Insttu· 
ments - (State Altimeter Setting) 
S:t'l' & CHECKED (CP, P, N). 

Note 

When in uneven terrain 
areas, altitude indications 
other than the field's listed 
elevation may occur • 

. 
WARNING 

When setting altimeter, 
check the 10,000 foot 
pointer. It is possible fo.r 
the correct .reading to be 
set in the Kollsman win
dow while the altimeter is 
10,000 feet in error. 

a. Directional Indicators -
CHECK.ED & SET. 

b • .Attitude Indicators -
CHECK.ED & SET. 

Horizon ba.r and bank indices 
checked, and warning flags out of 
sighr. Rotate horizon bar adjust
ment knob ½ mrn .right and ½ 
turn left, and observe horizon bar 
for normal operation. Set miniature 
aircraft £or takeoff (recommend y~ 
bat below the horizon). 

T.0. 1 C-133A-1 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

2. Hydraulic Pressure
WI'l1IIN LIMITS. 

3, Electrical Systems
CHECKED. 

4. Takeoff Warning Index 
Panel-CHECKED. 

Check panel after wing flaps a.re set 
to 15 degrees. 

(CONTlNUBD ON NBXT PA.GB) 

Section II 

St:ANNlR/GllOUND 
CONT.R011E'R 

A£ ter c:becking that exrero.al powe.r 
is removed; chocks are clear of air• 
craft; gear pins ue aboard; and 
ail'C!'aft clear of all obstructions, 
stare .. All clear" and awair pilot's 
clearance, After receiving pilot's 
clearance, srate "Coming aboardt,. 
and pnxeed to the crew escape 
hatch unless otherwise direcred. 

i 



Section II 

BEFORE TAXIING. (ConfinvedJ 

. 
PILOrS 

. . 

WARNING 

K-4B vertical gyro mal
functions ha,-e occurred 
with no warning flag in
dicating the malfunction. 
The red warning flag on 
the Bl-A indicator warns 
primarily of power inter· 
ruption to rhe in11trument. 
loternal .malfunctions can 
occur with oo visual warn
ing indicated. If the hori· 
:.1:on bar adjustment knob 
is rotated for adjustment, 
and no action takes place, 
a malfunction of the pitch 
circuits is indicated. How
ever, if the horizon bar 
is displaced .normally, the 
pitch circuits can be as
sumed to be ope.rating 
properly, 

c. Vertical Velocity Indica
to.r-CHEO{ED. 

I£ not ig. zero position, reset. 

d. Airspeed Indicators -
CHECKED. 

e, Turn and Slip Indicators 
-CHECKED, 

Pointer should be centered, and sljp 
indicator free of bubbles. 

f. Standby Magnetic Com· 
pass-CHECKED. 

Free of bubbles; full of fluid; and 
£ree in .race. 

© IFF-ST ANDBY CP, or N). 

5. Wiog Flaps-15 DEGREES 
(CP). 

Copilot extends fiaps ro 15 degrees. 
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(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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T.O. 1 C-133A-1 Section Ii 

BEFORE TAXIING. CContlnuedJ 

Pl10TS FLIGHT ENGINEIR 
SCANNER/GROUND 

CONTROLLER 

@ Engineer's Report-"ENGI
NEER' S BEFORE TAXIING 
CHECX COMPLETED" (E). 

@ Engineer's Report - "ENGI
NI ER'S BEFORE TAXIING 
CHE<X COMPLETED." 

@ Sc11oner/Ground Control
ler's Report-"READY to TAXJ" 
(S/GC). 

8. Taxi Cles.tance- CLEAR 
RIGHT (CP); CLEAR LEFT (P). 

Receive visual clearance from the 
ground crew that the aircraft is 
clear to ta:xi. Copilot stares "Clear 
right''; pilot states "Clear left." 

9. "Before Taxiing Check -
COMPLETED" (CP). 

TAXIING. 

® Scaooer/Grouod Co.ntro1-
ler's Report-"READY TO TAXI." 

A steady pressure on the nose steerjog wheel aod/or rudder pedals is adequate for normal taxiing. The nose gear 
steering wheel may be used to overpower rudder pedal steering in case of reverse loads in high winds~ or if it 
becomes necessary ro make large changes io direction. Caution should be e:ireccised in the use of a05e gear steering 
to avoid sidewise skidding of the nose gea.r tires, which is frequently mistaken for n~ gear shimmy. Fo.r .mini.mum 
turning radius and groun.d clearances, see .figute 2· 7. 

PILOTS 

1. Brakes CHECKED (P). 

Nate 
The pilot will check the br<1kes and hydraulic 
pressure as soon Wi practicable after leaving 
the blocks, and not necessarily wait for the 
accomplishment of the taxiing checklist. 

2. Hydraulic: and .Emergency Airbrake P.ressure
WITHIN llMITS (CP). 

Check hydraulic and emergency brake pressure iodi· 
cators. {Copilot periodically checks these indicacors 
during all ground operations,) 

3. .Plight Instruments-CHECKED (CP, P). 

a. Turn and Slip Indicators-CHECKED. 
Check indicators in right and left turn. 

b. RMI Compass Cards-SWINGING FREE. 

c. Directional lodicarors-SWINGING FREE. 

FLIGHT ENGfNffR 

1. Propeller Deicing System-CHECKED & OFF. 

See Section VII for oo.1'ma1 operation of the propeller 
deicing systems. 

2. Engine and GTU Anti-Icing Sy.stem
CHECKED, then AUTO. 

See Section IV, Ann-Icing and Deicing Systems and 
Engine aod GTU Anti-Icing Systems Operation and 
Test. 

(COi...,TINUE.D D.~ PAGE!. 2-~1J 
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Section 11 T.0. 1C-133A-1 
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*140' **160' _____ .,. 
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* Turning area required is. a cirde ?8GJ~et in diametern 
. Turning s,utfoc.e required fc?r- a 18.Q degree t1,1rn is l40 
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T.O. 1 C-133A-1 Section II 

TAXIING. CConfinuedJ 

PILOTS 

@ Engineer's Report-"ENGINEER'S TAXITh'G 
CHECK COMPLETED" (E}. 

5. "Tarling Check-COMPLE1'ED" (CP), 

AIRCRAFT BACKING USING REVERSE 
THRUST.' 
The use of .r:evetse thrust for backiog the aircraft 
should be restricted to those infrequent occasions re
quired by operational necessity. 

WARNING 

Insure that the n,aneuver area is free of debris 
which could ca.use damage to the propellers 
or injure ground personnel, Briel the taxi 
signalmen .io the congested area to insure 
understanding of parh and distance to be t.ra~ 
versed and the aircraft's m11neuvering and 
stopping capability. 

a. Scanner/ground controller should be positioned 
in top hatch on interphone. Wi.ogwall,ers should be 
positioned forward of each wingtip, with mw at left 
wio,g position providing appropriate handsignals to 
pilot. 

b. Taxi slowly and anticipate stoppi.og so that for
ward thrust can be used for braking action. 

c. It is reconuuended that 1111 propcllc.i:s be reversed 
simulmncuusly. 

d. Use forward thrust as primary means of stopping. 

ENGINE RUNUP. 

ff.fCHT ENGINEER 

(3J Engineer's Repo.rt-"EN'GINEER'S TAXIING 
CfilCK COMPLETED," 

The copilot will maintain an alert watch outside che aircraft and, during n1ght o.peration, the mxilight will remain 
oo. It is recommended that the aircraft be headed into the wind to ptovide 11dequate nacelle cooling, and to lessen 
p.ropc:ller vibration. 

I Daily runup is .required prior en the first fl.ight of the day. Aircraft not modified by T.O. 3E3-2-558 also .require a 
p.ropeller static check prior to first flight. However, if performed prior to departure on a mission from 'the home 
station, they need not be icaccomplished at enroute stations, providing ground time does not exceed :24'. hours. 
If propeller malfunction has been experienced or suspected, or if .cna.intenance has been performed on the propeller 
or engine accessories, the complete engine and propeller check outlined in Seccion Vil will be accomplished on 
the affected propeller and engine . 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE') 
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Section H T.0. lC-133A-1 

ENGINE RUNUP. ( Continued J 

PILOTS 

1. Parking Brake-SET (P). 

2. Engine Instruments-CHECKED (P), 

Do not operate engines above HIGH 
GROUND IDLE rt>.w. until engine oil rem· 
peratu.tes and pressures are within limits. 

3. Engine Runup--AS REQUIRED (P), 

Perform daily runup as follows: 

b. All throttles-FLIGHT IDLE. 

Position throttles to approximately 1 inch above flight 
IDLE, then .return to FLIGHT IDLE. 

c. All Propeller Beta Wai:niog Lights-ON. 

Note 
If a Beta warning light goes oJf, return re
s~tive throttle to GROUND IDLE. Position 
condition Jev~r to AIR START, and hold. 
Advance throttle to approximately I inch 
above FLIGH1' IDLE, then remrn ro HIGHT 
IDLE. Release condition lever, and Beta warn• 
iog light should remain on, 

d. No, l Condition Lever-FUEL OFF, 
RUN.FUEL ON. 

theo 

Accomplish this action rapidly. Repeat this step for 
Nos. 2, 3, aod 4 condition le'\-ers. 

Note 
A condition lever in the FEATHER position 
will give a false NTC indication. 

e. All Propeller Beta Warning Lights-OFF. 

f. All NTC Indicator Lights-ON. 

WARNING 

If any propeller Beta warning light does not 
go off, or if any NTC indicator light does not 
come on, a .malfunction may be indicated. 

(C0l'•l1'1NUED ON NEX1' PAGE) 
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T.O. 1 C-133A-1 

ENGINE RUNUP. CContinuedJ 

PILOTS 

g. All Throtdes------GROUND IDLE. 

h. NTC Indicator Lights-RESE'l'. 

i. All Propeller Beta Waroing Lights--ON. 

j. Genera to.rs and T .r11nsfer Relays -
CHECKED. 

While Nos. 2 and 3 engines are operating at HIGH 
GROUND IDLE rpm, the pilot will clear the engineer 
to conduct the generators and transfer relays check by 
stating "Check generators." 

3A. Water-Alcohol Iojectioo Switch-AS RE
QUIRED 

Jf water-alcohol 1s m he used during takeoff, place No. 
3 engine in HIGH GROUND IDLE and turn right a-c 
generator ON. The pilot will tutn the water-alcohol 
switch ON, check indicator ON, then turn switch 
OFF. 

Note 
If the APN-59 radar is required during or im
mediately afrer takeoff, leave No. 3 engine in. 
HIGH GROUND IDLE and turn APN-59 
function switch to STANDBY for warmup 
purposes. 

@ .Engineer's Report- "ENGINEER'S ENGil\TE 
RL .. Nl.JP CHECK COMPLETED" (E). 

5. "Eugine Runup Check-COMPLETED" (CP). 

Changed S August 1963 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

(D Engineer's Report- "ENGINEER'S ENGINE 
RUNUP CHECX C01\1PLETED." 

While Nos. 2 and 3 engines are opera.ting at H[GH 
GROUND IDf.H rpm, and after the pilot has stated 
"Check generators," perform the generator and trans
fer relay check (see Section VII for gcn~rator and 
transfer relay check procedures. 
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BEFORE TAKEOFF. 

PfLOTS 

1. Flight losti:uments-SET 
(CP, P). 

a. Directional lodicator -
SET. 

Runway heading set Wlder iode:ic. 

b. Attitude Indicator-SET. 

Recommend setting miniature air
craft ½ bar below the hoi:.izoo. 

(y Altimeter-STATE SET
TING (CP, P, N). 

3. Trim Tabs-SET (P). 

Trim tab controls set for takeoff 
(elevator 4 degrees nose up). 

4. Propeller Rpm Trim Lever 
-NEUTRAL (P). 

5. Wing Flaps-STATE SET
TING (P). 

Check wing flap position mdicator 
aad lever. 

6. Autopilot Eagage Switch
OFF (P). 

@ Radios, Radar, Radio Altim
eter-SET (CP, P, N). 

WARNING 

Due to i,enetratioo of ra
dio and radar waves jn 
deep snow or jce, terrapi 
clearance errors of as much 
as 1600 feet greater than 
actual clearance have been 
recorded when ope.ratjug 
over deep snow or ice nelds. 
Therefore, do not rely oo 
the SCR.-718 radio altim
eter, or the AN/APN-22 
radar altimeter to provide 
accurate terrain clearance 
information when .fiyiag 
over areas cove.red by large 
depths of snow and ice. 

T.O. 1C-133A-1 

fLfOffT ENGINEER 

I. Circuit Breakers-CLOSED. 

2, Fuel System-SET FOR 
TAKEOFF. 

a. Tank Outlet Valve 
Switches-All OPEN. 

b. Manifold-to• Engine Fuel 
Valve SwitcheS-0.0SED. 

c. Fuel Boost Pump Switches 
-SET. 

Tank No. 2, both ON; mnk 7, both 
ON; all other fuel boost pump 
switches, OFF. 

d. Tanks2aod71oletVa1ve 
Switch-OPEN. 

e. Tanks 11 ~. 4, S, 6. aod 8 

Inlet, Crossfeed, and Refueling 
Valve Switches-CLOSED. 

(CONTINUED ON NBXI PAGl!) 

Section II 

SCANNER/GROUND 
CONTROILER 

1. Rear Cargo Door Seal Pres
sure CHECKED. 

2. Oxygen Equip.m.ent
CHECKED. 
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Section 11 

BEFORE TAKEOFF. (Continued) 

PIL01$ 

WARNING 

On aircraft without 
T.C.T.O. 517,tur.n TACAN 
.set OFF during a VOR or 
ILS departure. This will 
prevent automatic switch
over to T ACA~ in the 
event of VOR or ILS 
power failme. 

@ Flight Compartment Win
dows a.nd Hatches-CLOSED & 
LOCKED {CP, Pi E). 

Copilot's and pilot's windows closed 
and locked; eoginee.r checks crew 
escape hatch. 

@ Seat Belt and Shoulder Har
nesses-FASTENED&UNLOCK.ED 
{CP, P, E, N), 

The copilot, pilot, engineer, and 
navigator, as applicable, will iden
tify their positions and state in 
order "Fastened and unlocked." 'rbe 
engineer or scanner/ground con
troller will ascertain that all crew 
members and/or passengers in their 

• respea1ve compartments are .se-
cured j this check will not be made 
by incerpbone. 

10. Crew Briefing-AS RE
QUIRED (P). 

Pilot will brief the crew as required, 
and insure each crew .member's 
understanding. 

11, Anticollision Light-ON 
(P). 

12. Navigation Lights-CLI
MATIC (P). 

If lights are required, set the navi
gation light switch to S1'EADY, 

2-34 

T.O. 1C-133A-1 

fUGHT ENGINEER. 

@ Crew Escape Hatch -
CLOSED & LOCKED. 

@ Seat Belt-"FASTENE'o:• 

5. Takeoff Warning Index 
Panel-CHECKED (After wing 
flaps set for tekeof), 

6. Pneumatic Manifold 
Switches--CLIMA.TIC. 

Note 

The pneumatic manifold 
switches must be OPEN if 
maximum wjndshield jet 
blast rain removal is de
sired. To avoid loss of 
engine power, limited rain 
removal may be obtained 
from the GTU's; but only 
if the pneumatic manifold 
switches are in the CLOSED 
position, and the air a>n
ditioniD.g system is turned 
off'. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PA.GB) 

SCANNIR/G.ROUNO 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1 

BEFORE TAKEOFF. C Continued> 

PII.OTS 
@ Anti-Icing and Deicing Sys

tems-s ~CLThlATIC (P, E). 

14. Surface Snubber Lever
UNLOCKED (P), 

Pilot checks posiLion of lever. 

15. Flight Controls-CHECKED 
& FREE (P). 

Pilot will hold nose geat steering 
wheel to avoid .scrubbi.11g nose wheel 
• tires. 

16. Pitot Heater Switches-CL!. 
MATIC (P). 

If moisture penetration is antici
pated, pitot beat should be used. 

17. !FF-NORMAL (P or N). 

Mode aDd code a.5 briefed. 

@ C.tew .Me~ber's Report-: 
"BEFORE TAKEOFF CH.ECK 
COMPLETED" (E, N, S/GC). 

19. "Before Takeoff Check
COMPI.ETED" (CP). 

TAKEOFF. 

C-133A Aircraft. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

(J) Anti-icing and Deicing Sys
tems-CLIMATIC. 

If icing is anticipated, engine and 
GTU inlet anti-iciJlg switch should 
be set to AlJTO; wing and empen
nage deicing switches--AS RE
QIJIRED; and propeller deicing 
switches-AS REQlJIRED. 

@ Engineer's Report-"ENGI. 
NEER'S BEFORE TAKEOFF 
CHECK {.'OMPLET.ED," 

Section II 

SCANNER/GROUND 
CONTROLLER 

@ Scanner/Ground Controller's 
Report - "SCANNER/GROUND 
CONTROLLER!S BEFORE TAKE
OFF CHECK COMPLETED." 

To obtain takeoff performAnce (wet or dry) as given in Parts 2 and 3 of T.O. 1C-133A-1-1 1 rhe following i,.rocedures 
• are recommended (see fi,gure 2-8), 

'fhe pilot will position the aircraft in such a manner a!I ro urili2e the entire length of the available runway. With 
the brakes set, the pilot will advance the throttles to approximately 20 to2?psi1torque pressure. As the rpm reaches a I 
minimum of 92.5 percent, the copilot will pu.,;h IN the propeller synchronizer buttons. After all four synchronizer 
buttons remain in, the copilot will state, "Syncs in." As the throttles are advanced, and while the copilot is pushing 
IN the synchronizer buttons, the flight engineer will place the generators on the line, check his iostrumentS, and 
scan the AC checklist. After the Jlight eogineer has determined that all indications are normal, he will report ro 
the pilot. "Generators on rhe Line." The copilot will set the syocbropbase switch ON. The pilot wiJJ release the I 
brakes and advance the thrott]es to predicted dry power. At this point, rhe copilot will scan all engine and flight 
instruments, check predieted dry power and make aoy required power adjustment. Predicted torque pressU£e mious 
charted tolerance rep.resents the minimum power for takeoff. 

For wet takeoffs, predicted dry power will be checked with brakes set. After predicted dry power has been 
checked; if dry torque pressure is 36 psi or less, leave the throttles set; if dry rorque pressure is more than 36 psi, 
retard the throttle to 36 psi. Turn ON the water-alcohol injection switch, note water-injection pr<.-ssurc, acd check 
predicted w~t power. Reset the t.hrottles if RGT is above limits or if shaft horsepower exceeds limit J~ss 1.S psi 
rorquc pressure (S<:e Water-Alcohol Power Relationship Chatt), then release brake!. 

(CONTlNUl!.D O.~ PAGE 2-38) 
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Section II T.0, 1 C-133A-1 

. 
TAKEOFF. C Cont.inuedJ 

WATER-ALCOHOL INJECTION POWER RELATIONSHIP 

Torque p.,.,,uure (Psi.) 

95 to 96 
96 to 97 
97 to 98 
98 to 99 
99 t0 100 

47.0 
46.S 
46.0 
45.5 
45.0 

'"The torque prcssw:e va.loes shown here are approximately 1.~ psi below the 6500 shaft horsepower limit in order to 
preclude the necessity for adjusti.og the throttles to compensate for .ram rise during the takl!j)ff J:11.D, Do not exceed the 
operating limits given in Section V. 

Note 
No further throttle adjustment should be necessary for the duration of wet-th.rust ope.ration to compensate 
for the torque pressure increase due to ram rise, provided the operating limitations given in Section V 
are not exceeded. 

The copilot will check indicated power against the minimum predicted power {see Power Check Curves, T.O. 
I 1C-13JA·l-1). Abort the takeoff if indicated power is less tha.o minimum predicted. 

During the acceleration to takeoff speed, rudde.r pedal stce.ring will provide adequate directional control, 1'he 
ailerons become effective above 50 knots I.AS and sho,1ld be used as fu.rthei: means of directional control The copilot 
monitors engine operation and verities the acceleration at the predetermined distance marker or elapsed ti.ine. If 
the nccele.ration speed is lower than computed, h~ will state, "Reject." I£ acceleration is satisfactory, he \vill state, 
«Go," at the maxinJum refusal speed, 

If at any time prior to reaching refusal spee~ any flight crew member notices an indication of .malfunction 
affecting ~ight safety, the rakeoff will be aborted (see Takeoff and Landing Emergencies, Section Ill). 

Note 
If a takeoff is aborted because of an engine fue warning light coming on, another takeoff will not be 
attempted UD.til that engine has been inspected. 

C-13 38 Aircraft 

To obtain takeo.lf performance (wet or dry) as giveo io Pacts 2 and 3 of T.O. 1C-133A·1-1, the following procedures 
a.re recommended (see figure 2-8). 

The pilot will position the aircraft in such a manner as to utilize the entire le.ugth of the available runway. With 
the brakes ser, the pilot wilt advance the throt_!:lcs to approximately 20 tO 25 psi torque pressure. As the rpm reaches 
a minimwn of 92.5 percent, the copilot will push IN the propeller synchronizer button,i;. After all four synchronizer 
buttons remain in, the pilot will srate. "Syncs in." As the throttles are advanced and while the copilot iR pushing 
IN the synchronizer buttons, the flight engineer will place the generators on the line, check his instruments, and 
scan the A-C checklist. After the flight engineer has determined that all w.dicatio:os are normal, he will report tt."> 

I the pilot, "Generators on the line." The copilot will set the synchrophase switch ON. 1'he pilot wjll .release the 
brakes and advance the throttles to 935°C TIT or 6950 SHP, whichever occurs first. 1\.t this point, rhe copilot will 
scan the engine and flight instruments, check predicted dry power and make any .required power adjustment. 
Predicted torque pressure minus charted tolerance represents the minimum power for takeoff. 

For wet takeoffs, ()redicted dry power will be checked with brakes set. After predicted dry power ha.s been checked, 
set 915°C 'fl'f or 40 psi torque pressure, whichever is limiting. Turn ON the water-alcohol injection switch, note 
warer-alcohol injection pressure, and check predicted wet power. Reset the throttles if TIT is above 950° or if shaft 
horsepower exceeds limit less 1.5 psi torque pressure (see Water-Alcohol Power Relationship Chart), chen release 
brakes. 

(CONTl."o/VlID ON NEXT PAGE) 
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T.0. 1 C-133A-1 Section II 

TAKEOFF. f ConfinuedJ 

WATER-ALCOHOL INJECTION POWER RELATIONSHIP 

Tu,.bitie lnle$ 
Temperature 

(OC) 

9SO 
950 
950 
950 
95(1 

PerctmRtm 

95to% 
96to97 
971098 
9Bto99 
99 to 100 

*Torqufi/ Pressure 
(iJri) 

50.5 
50.0 
49.5 
49.0 
48.5 

·Torque 'Pf'<:5sure 
(psi) 

(70 knots IA.S) 

51.5 
51.0 
50.) 
50.0 
49.5 

- - . -·---- --····· -·- . ---·- -- -------·-·---------------------------
*The torque pressure values sbov.'tl here are appro:ximately 1:5 psi below the 6950 shaft horsepowet limit in o.rder 10 

preclude the necessity Io.r adjusting the thr-ottlcs to com~nsate for tam riu during the takeoff run. Do not exceed the 
operating limits gi"en in Section V. 

Note 
No further throtile adjwtmeo.t should be necessary for the duration of wet-powei: ope.ration to Compensate 
for the rorque pressure due ro ram rise, providing the operating limiratioos given in Section V are not 
exceeded. 

• 

The copilot ,vill check indicated power agamst the mioimum predicted power (see Max Wet Pov.-er Check Curves, 
Patt 2 of T.O, lC~133A·1-1). Abort the takeoff if indicated power ill les!i than minimum predicted. 

During the acceleration ro takeoff speed, rudder pedal steering will provide adequate directional control The 
ailerons become effective above 50 knots IAS, and should be used as a further means of directional control. 

The copilot monitors engine operation and 11erifies the acceleration ar the predicted distance marker or elapsed 
time. If the acceleration speed is lower than computed, the copilot wjll state ''Reject." If acceleration is satisfactory, I 
the copilot will state "Go" at the maximum refusal speed. If at any time prior to reaching refusal speed, any flight 
crew member notices an indication of malfunction affecting flight safety, the takeoff will be aborted (see Takeoff 
and Landing Emergencies, Sectioo Ill). 

Note 
If a takeoff is aborted because of an engine fire warning light coming oo, another takeoff will not be 
attempted until that engine has been inspected. 

NORMAL TAKEOFF. 

PILOTS 

a. Propeller Synchronizer JJ\lttons-1N (CP). 

b. Generators-ON THE LINE (CP, E). 

I c. Syncbropbase Switch-ON (CP). 

The fol/Qwing steps constitute II nor,nal dry takeoff: 

l. Bra~s-SET (P). 

2. Throttles-ADVANCE (P). 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

a. Generators-ON THE LINE. 

(CON'l'lliUED 0.7'il NEXT PAGE) 
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Section II T.O. 1C-133A-1 

TAKEOFF. l Continued) 

PJI.OfS 

3, Propeller Synchroni:ter Buttons-IN (CP). 

As engines accelerate above 92.5 percent rpm, copilot 
will push IN synchronizer buttons and report "Synchs 
IN." Engineer will report "Generators on the lioe." 

I 4. Synchrophase Switch-ON (CP). 

5. Brakes RELEASED (P). 

6. Th.rottles--SE'I' & CHECK PREDICT.ED DRY 
POWER (P, CP). 

For -7W A engines, predicted TP not to exceed 6500 
SHP or EGT limits. For ·9W engines, 935'C TIT, 
predicted TP not to exceed 6950 SHP. 

WARNING 

If the minimum torque pressure is not ob
tained, do not attempt takeo:fl'. 

Note 
Normally furmer power adjustment will not 
be nece5sary during takeoff. However, TIT/ 
EGT and torque pressure must be closely 
monitored, and the throttles retatded as neces
sary to prevent exceeding the prescribed max
imum engine limits due to ram .rise. 

The following st8,Ps constitute a noNnal 111et takeoff,• 

Note 
'.fhe use of water.alcohol is restricted to am
bient temperatures greater than o·c, and to 
altitudes below 8000 feet. 

1. .Brakes-SE1' (P). 

2. Throttles-ADVANCE (P). 

3. Propeller Synchronizer Buttons-IN (CP). 

As engines accelerate above 92,5 percent rpm, copilot 
will push L""l synchronizer buttons and report "Syncbs 
IN." Engineer will report "Generators on the line." 

I 4. Synchrophase Switch-ON (CP). 

(CO"!\'TIN(JED O,"l ,"iEXT PAGE) 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1. 

TAKEOFF. {Continued J 

PILOTS 

(5) Throttles-SET (P}. 

For , 7W A en.ginest if dry TP is 36 psi or less, leave 
throttles set; if dry TP is more than 36 psi, retard 
the throttles to approximately 36 psi. For -9W en
gines, set throttles at 915°C TIT or 40 psi TP, which
eve.r is lirniring. 

(6J Water-Alcohol Injection Switch-ON (CP). 

:An increase in TIT of approximately 35"C, 
and an increase in torque pressure of approx• 
imately 9 psi will occur when water-alcohol 
injection cuts in. If water-alcohol injection 
does n.ot cut in, turn warer-alcohnl injection 
swicch OFF, and do not attempt wer power 
takeoff. Proceed with takeoff at predicted 
dry power, conditions permitting. 

(7~ 'l'hrottles CHECK AND SET (P). 

Retard if TIT/EGT is above limit'S, or if SHP exceeds 
limit less 1.5 psi 1'P, (See \Valter-Alcohol Powe.r Re
lationship Chart, this section.) 

WARNING 

If the mioimum torque pres.o;ure is not ob, 
tained, do not attempt takeoff. 

( 8) Brakes-RELEASED (P). 

Note 

Setting predicted power prior to releasing the 
brakes normally precludes further adju.o;rment 
during takeoff. However, TIT/EGT and 
rorque pressure must be closely monitored, 
and the throi:tles retarded as necessary to pre, 
vent exceeding the prescribed maximum en• 
gine limits Jue to ram rise. 

Dl.lring a wet takeoff, if a throttle is retarded 
below the throttle position which deactivates 
the water-alcohol sysrem, water-alcohol will 
be cut off fi:om that engine. 

Changed 14 June 1 962 
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Section II T.O. 1C-133A-l 

CROSSWIND TAKEOFF. 

WARNING 

During pushover maneuvers ,vith the wing flaps exrended, there is a tendency for tbe elevator control 
fnrces ro lighten or reverse. Be alert ro correcr any nosed.own pitch which may result from this change 
in elevator control forces. 

During takeoff, aileron displacement is required to keep the wings level (sec figure 2-9). The amount of aileron 
displacen1ent depends upon the crossv,iind component (see 'l'akeoff Crosswind chart in Pan 3 of T.O. ZC-l.33A,1-1). 
In severe crosswind, che takeoff run !lhould be started with full aileron deflection to depre!>S rhe upwind wing. 
As the a.ire.raft accelerates, deflection is reduced as necessary to maintain directional control. A slight amount of 
bank into the wind (on the ground and after liftoff) can be used effectively to assist in maintaining directional 
control. After takeoff, the aircraft should be crabbed into the wind to maintain a straight path au.d to reduce 
control force requirements. 

WARNING 

Under conditions where sidcslip angles are grearer than 5 degrees, approaching stall speed in the power 
approach or rd.keoff con1i.gurations, nr with right angle crosswind compone.ntS of 25 knots or more, errors 
existiog in the airspeed indicating system may be greater than those shown on the Airspeed Position .Error 
Correction charts in Part 1 0£ T.O. 1C-133A-1-1. Under the conditions cited, the proper indicared airspeed 
reading shall be determined only from that indicator which does not fluctuate, and which gives the highet 
of rhe two airspeed readjngti. 

NO FLAP TAKEOFF. 
For gross weights above 160,000 pounds, use 15 degrees .O.ap. Below 160,000 pound!!, zero flap is required (see 
Performance Data in 1·.o. 1C-133A-1-1). 

Note 
Takeoffs using 10 degrees flap may be accomplished when three-engine climb performance is marginal 
with 15 degrees t1ap, and the use of zero degrees Bap £or takeoff would increase the maximum. ground 
speed above rbe recomn1ended limits for tire strength (see figute 5.10 aod takeoff performance charts in 
part 3 of T.O. 1C-133A·l·l). 

Note 
If takeoff is made ~·itb :cero flaps, the takeoff warning system will be actuated. The takeoff warning horn 
may be silenced by pulling che circuit breaker for the horn only. This ""·ill not deenergj;c.e the takeoff 
warniug index panel, nor the redlighcs. The pilot and the engineer will coordinate to ensure that the 
takeoff warning index panel is closely monitored, and that only the wing flaps are indicated on the panel. 

OBSTACLE CLEARANCI TAKEOFF. 
For obstacle clearance takeoff information, see Clim.bout Flight Path Data in Part 3 of T.O. 1C·133A-1-l. 

MINIMUM RUN TAKEOFF, 
There. arc no special procedures for minimum run takeoffs. See Takeoff Ground Run charts in Part 3 of T.O. 
1C·133A-1-1. 

AFTER TAKEOFF-CLIMB. 
When the aircraft is safely off rhe ground, the pilot will direct the copilot to retract the landing gear by means of 
the standard oral and visual signals. The copilot will acknowledge, "Gear up," and place the landing gear lever 
in the GEAR UP posjcjon. After the landing gear indic11tocs .read UP, and the landing gear warning light is out, 
rhc copilot will report, "Gear up," 

(CONTlNUED O.N PAG2 2·44) 
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LESS LIFT 

NORMAL CROSSWIND ROLLIN.G TENDENq' 

INCREASED LIFT. DUE TO 
FORCE OF CROSSWIND 

NORl,_\Al CROSSWIND 
TURNING TENDENCY 

T-AKEOFF 
DIRECTION 

T,O. 1C-133A-1 

MORE LIFT 

WIND 
DIRECTION 

WIND 
DIRECTION 

Figure 2-9 
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Section II T.0. 1 C-133A-1 

AFTER TAKEOFF.CLIMB. (Continued) 

During landing gear retraction, maintain as near zero sideslip as pmsible to p.revent excessive side loads 
on the landing gear doors. Do not exceed 5 degEees sideslip. 

loitial climb speed will be takeoff speed plus S knotS, either wet or dry. When obstacle clearance i9 a factor, leave 
the wing flaps extended and maintain takeoff airspeed. During normal departure. the optimum rechniqoe is to 
conrinue climb and acceleracjon to minimum wing .flap retraction speed (takeoff speed plus approximately 20 knots). 
When minimum wing flap retract.ion speed is reached (see Takeoff, MinimWD. Rotation Speed, and Flap Retraction 
Speed! charts in Part 3 of T,O. 1C-I33A·1·1), the pilot will State, .. Flaps up." The copilot acknowledges, "Flaps up," 
and places the wing :flap levet in the UP position. 

WARNING 

If a loss of power is experienced immediately after takeoff, the wing flaps .must not be retracted at speeds 
below the recommended wing Sap retraction speed £01: the gross weight of the aircraft .. These speeds are 
minimum safe speeds consistent with optimum performance and safety, and they apply regardless of the 
number of engines in ope.ration. 

WARNING 

When water-alcohol injection is used for takeoff, the throttles may be aft of the MAX power pos1cion. 
Jmwediately upon exhaustion. of the water-alcohol supply, the throttles must be advanced to .insure the 
use of predicted di:y power. 

After the aircraft has accelerated to recowwended climb speed (see Climb charts in Part 4 of T.O. 1C-133A.-1-Z)., 
the pilot will call for climb power. The copilot will acknowledge and set the power. 

Note 

Following takeoff, and during the first turn from takeoJf heading. cross-check the pilot's and co-piloc's 
:attitude indicators with each other and with the turn and slip indicator to assure that the roll axis ciroJia 
of the system are funaioning properly. 

Note 

NORMAL RA 'I'ED power should be used for climb when terrain clearance, traffic control, ere., do not 
require the llSt? of MILITARY RATED power • .MILITARY RATED power may be used as an alternate 
when conditions dictate, MILITARY RA'I'ED and NORMAL RATED Power Climb charts are contained 
in Part 4 0£ T.O. lC-1.33A.-1-1. 

Note 

The after takeoff-climb check will be accomplished at a minimum altitude of 1000 feet above terrain. 

(CONTINUED OH NEXT PAGE} 
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T.0. 1C-133A•1 

AFTER TAKEOFF-CLIMB. (Continued) 

PILOTS 

1. Engine Instruments
CHECKED (CP). 

All engine instru.rnents within 
limits. 

Nate 

To relieve vib.nitionalsrress 
and to improve specific fuel 
consumption, the use of 
maximum down-trim is 
recommended at normal 
rated power anJ below, 
when OAT is below 10°C. 

2. Landing Gear and Wing 
Flap Levers-UP (CP). 

3. Landing aod Taxi Lights-
RETRACTED & OFF (CP). 

4. Water-Alcohol Injection 
Switch-DRAIN, then OFF (CP). 

The water-alcohol mixture 
.musr be drained from the 
system immediately afier 
takeoff to prevent possible 
damage to the \\o'atet"-alco
hol supply rank and pip
ing due to freezing of the 
water-alcohol mixture, 
which occurs at approxi
mately-150C. If thewater· 
alcohol mixture remains io 
the system when the OAT 
is -15 "C or below, note 
in. Form 781. 

Nate 

Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 may be 
performed by the copilot 
without verbal challenge 
or reply. 

FllGHT fNGrNfER 

L. Pneumatic Manifold 
Switches-OPEN. 

Open individually, and cross-check 
• • engine 105truments. 

2. Hydraulic Pump Control 

Switch-OFF (.After gear and flaps 
are up). 

WARNING 

The hydraulic pump con• 
trol switch mu5t be .in the 
UTILITY position for 
normal gear and .ftap re· 

• uacr1on. 

3. Air Conditioning System
CHECKED. 

4. Pressurization Switches-AS 

REQUIRED. 

5. Deicing Switches-CLI
MATIC. 

6. Engine and GTU Anti-Icing 

Switch-AUTO. 

7. Electrical System
CHF.CKED . 

Check a-c and d-c meters £or volrage 
and load. 

8. Auxiliary A-c Generator 

Switch-AUTO. 

® Scaoner/GroundController's 
Report-"SCAN OKAY (or cite ex
ception)" (S/GC). 

Engineer receives scanner/ground 
controller's .repon. 

(CONTlNUBD ON NEXT PAGE') 

Section 11 

$CANNER/GROUND 
CONTROLLE'R 

@ Scanner/Ground Controller's 

Report-"SCAN OKAY ( or cite ex
ceptioo).'' 

Check cargo and personnel secured; 
aod any malfunction affecring air
craft operation. 
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Section II T.O. 1 C-133A-1 

AHER TAKEOFF-CLIMB. (ContlnuedJ 

PILOTS 

@ IFF-CHECKED (P or N). 

Note 
As soon aftet takeoff as 
flight conditions permit, 
positive ope.ration of the 
IFF should be established 
with an air traffic control 
facility if the .route of 
flight will require an oper· 
ative IFF. Consult app.ro• 
p.riate FUP documents for 
IFF /SIF traffic control 
requireme.ots and proce
dures. 

@ Engineer•s Repoi:t-"ENGJ. 
NEER'S AFTER TAKEOFF-CLIMB 
CHECK COMPLETED" (E). 

7. "Mter Takeo.tf-Climb Check 
-COMPLETED" (CP). 

CLIMB. 

flrGHT ENGINEER 

@ Engineer's Report-"ENGI
NEER'S AFTER TAKEOFF-CLIMB 
CHECK COMPLETED." 

SCANNfR/GROUND 
CONTROLtfR 

Refer to the Takeo1I and Initial Oimb typical diagram (figure 2·8) for initial climb and climb techniques that will 
result in performance as presented in the Oimb cbans in Pa.rt 4 of T.O, 1C·133A-1·1, 

CRUISE .. 
level off upon .reaching cruising altirude, and maintain climb power until desired cruising airspeed is attained.. 
At this time, notify the copilot to establish ci:uise power at maximum downtrim (see Range Data in Pan 5 of 
T.O. 1C·133A·1·1 for cruise control 

PILOTS 

1. Cruise Power-SET (CP). 

Pilot directs the copilot to e!'ltablish cruise: power. The 
copilot makes the oecessary adjustments (see Range 
Data in Patt 5 of T.o. 1C·133A·1·1). 

2. Engine Instruments-WITHIN LIMITS (CP). 

ffi Engineer's Report - «ENGINEER'S CRUISE 
CmCK COMPLETED" (E). 

4. "Cruise Check-COMPLE1'lill" (CP). 

FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

I. Fuel System-AS REQUIRED, 

See Section VII for .fuel system management proce
dures. 

2. Pressuri2ation System-AS REQUIRED. 

3. Air Conditioning System-AUGMENT AS RE. 
QUIRED. 

@ .Engineer's RepOl't - "ENGINEER'S CRUISE 
CHECK COMPLETED." 

Refer to Section VI for detailed information wi the aircraft's flight characteristiCll. 

DESCENT. 
When possible, descents should be ma.de in accordance with :recommended descent schedules contained in Part 7 of 
T.O. 1C·133A·1·1. The descent will be determined by altitude, distance from field, terrain, and weight of the 
aircraft. Power reductions should he made in accordance with the charts contained jn T.O. lC·lJ.3A·1·1 to main
tain efficient and economical engine operation. A glide and app.roach is made by varying the throttles between 
FLIGHT IDLE and MAX powe.r positions as required by the gross weight, glide angle, or approach conditioos. 
Engine acceleration and response will be rapid. 
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T.O. 1 C-.133A-1 

DESCENT. (Continued} 

WARNING 

The throttles must not be .moved below FLIGHT IDLE into GROUND range during Sight. This would 
result iu severe drag and possible aircraft control difficulties. 

Note 

When remaining in the traffic pattern, only those items marked with an asterisk need be accomplished on 
the descent check list. 

PILOTS 

(D Altimeter Setting-STATE SETTING (CP, P, 

N). 

2. Crew and Pas!lengers-PREPARE FOR LAND
ING (P). 

Pilot gives order over interphone or public address 
system. Receipt and compliance with these instructions 
will be positively deteJ:miaed, 

* (D Hydraulic Pump Control Switch-UTILITY 

(E). 

4. Parking Brake----OFF (P). 

5. Nose Gear Steering Bypass Valve Release Han

dle-IN (P). 

@ Seat Belt and Shoulder Harnesses-FASTENED 
& UNLOCKED (CP, P, E, N). 

The copilot, pilot, engineer, and navigator, as applica• 
ble, will identify their positions and state in order 
"Fastened and unlocked." The engineer or scanner/ 
ground controller will ascertain ihat all crew members 
and/or passengers in their respective compartments 
are secured; chis check will not be made by interphone. 

* @ lauding Data-COMPUTED (P}. 

The engineer will give the copilot the landing weight 
and CG. The copilot will advise the pilot of the land· 
ing weight, approach speeds, landing roll, and flare 
distane'E!. 

* @ Approach Minimu~HECKED (CP, P, N). 

9. Radar Altimeter-SET (P}. 

ILIGHT ENGINEER 

I. Pressurization System-SET. 

Set cabin pressure controller to 1000 feet above field 
elevation. 

Iii @ Hydraulic Pump Conuol Switch-UTnITY. 

Check that pressure .is within limits. 

3. A-c and D-c Electrical Sysrem-CHECKED. 

Check a-c and d-c meters for voltage and load. 

4. Fuel System-SET AS REQUIRED. 

* 5. Circuit Breakers-ALL CLOSED. 

@ Seat Belt-"FASTENED," 

(i) Laoding Data-COMPUTED & GIVEN TO 
COPILOT. 

8. GTU Augmentation Switches AS REQUIRED, 

(CONTINUED ON NBXI' PA.GT!) 
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Section 1J r.o. 1c-133A-1 

DESCENT. CConflnuedJ 

PILOTS 

WARNING 

Due to penetration of radar waves in deep 
snow or ice, terrain clearance e.rrors of as 
much m 1600 feet greater than acrual clear
ance have been recorded when operating over 
deep snow or ice fields. Therefore, do not rely 
on the AN/ APN-22 .radar altimeter to provide 
accurate ter.rain clearance illfo.r.mation when 
ilyiog over areas covered by large depth! of 
snow and ice. 

* 10. Crew Briefing-AS REQUIRED (P), 

Pilot will b.rjef the crew as requ.ired, and will insure 
each crew member's understanding. 

·It. Propeller Beta Warning Lights - CHECKED 
(P). 

12. Propeller Rpm Trim Lever-:r-.i"'EUTRAL (P). 

* cfi) Engioee£'s Repo.rt-.. ENGINEER'S DESCENT 
CH:fCK COMPLETED" (B). 

( 13A.IFF-CHECKED (P or N). 

@ Navigator's Report-"NAVlGA'I'OR'S DE. 
SCENT CHECK COMPLETED" (N). , .. 

* 15. "Descent Check-COMPLETED" (CP). 

BEFORE LANDING. 
See .6gwe 2-10 for .typical landing pattern. 

Pl101S 

1. Landing Gear-DOWN & LOCKED (CP). 

The pilot directs the copilot to lower the landing gear. 
The copilot checks that the laodiog gear indicators 
show GEAR DOWN and the light in the landing gear 
lever is oJI. The pilot will visually check the position 
of the landing gear le~-er and the gear indicators. After 
all gears iodicate dow.o and locked, and the ,varning 
light is off, the copitot will test the warning light to 
• • 1osure proper opera.t100. 

Note 
During landing gear extension, maintain as 
near zero sideslip as possible. Do .oot exceed 
5-degrees .sideslip. 

11IGH1 ENGINEER 
• 

*C9J Engineer's Report-"ENGINEER'S DESCENT 
c.8ECK. COMPLETED." 

lllGHT EHOINfER 

I. Anti-Icing and Deicing Systems--CLIMA TIC. 

If icing is anticipated, the anti-icing and deicing sys-
rems should be tw:oed on. 

WARNING 

The em.peonage deicing system must be tumed 
off before landing. Operation of the empen
nage deicer boors disturbs the airflow over the 
elevator, and reduces elevator effectiveness. 

2. Pneumatic l\ilanifold Switches-CLIMATIC. 

3. Auxiliary A·C Ge.nemtor-RESET, then NON
ESS BUS ON. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE> 
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T.O. IC-133A-1 

BEFORE LANDING. (Continued} 

Pl107S 

2. Hydraulic and Emergency Airbrake Press\ll'e
.... W"'l....,1'HIN LIMITS (CP). 

3, .Antiskid Switch-ON & CHECKED (P). 

Wheo switch is set to O.N, amber wai:nj.og light should 
be off. Check for wheel unlock indicationt green light 
on, whjle dep.ressing the test switch. 

WARNING 

If the safe (wheel unlocked) green indicator 
light does not come on, a wheel lock:ed condi
tion may exist when brakes are applied after 
landing. Time permitting, turn the antiskid 
switch OFF, and momentarily apply brakes to 
stop wheel rotation. If tbe green light still 
does not come on (when tested with rhe anti
skid switch ON), or if the ambe.r warning 
light comes on (with the anriskid switch ON), 
the antiskid switch should be set to OFF. 

Section II 

Ff.lGH1 ENGIHEIR 

4. Landing and Taxi Lighl:$-AS REQUIRED (P). 

{]) Engineer's Report-"ENGil'IJEBR'S BEFORE 
LANDING CHECK COMPLETED" (P, E). 

@ Engineer's Report - "ENGINEER'S BEFORE 
LANDING CHECK COMPLETED." 

6. "Before Landing Check--COMPLETEIY' (CP). 

LANDING. 

To obtain landing performance as shown iu the Approach and Landing charts contained in Patt 8 of T.O. lC
l.33A-1-1, the teeh.aiques described in the following paragraphs are recommend~. 

On all approaches for landing, including instrument approaches, the pi.tot Sying the aircraft du.ring c.he traffic 
patter.a. or nnal approach will be advised by the other pilot or crew member assisting in the app.roach, whenever 
rhe airctaft varies 5 knotS below the computed traffic pattern or final approach speed (refer to the Approach and 
Landing Speed chart in Pare 8 of T.O. 1C·133A-I-1. lo addition, the pilot will be .kept advised of any visual or 
inst.rwnent cross-checks which may indicate that the aircraft is dangerously low ro the ground or othe.r obstructioos. 
The other c.rew member assisting in the approach will conrinuously mooitor the airspeed. altimeter, and other 
instrumen.rs. as well as visually referencing the ground o.r obstructions ( when possible) to insui:e immediate 
recognition of a dangerous condition for relay to the pilot flying the aircraft. The minimum altirnde over the eod 
of rhe usable .t'Wlwe.y ( threshold) should normally be 50 feet, llO that touchdown will occur at a minimum o£ 500 
feet from that point. A power-on approach with a moderate .ra~ of descent as the aircraft approaches the th.i:eshold 
and flare poi.at .is recommended. 

WARNING 

Under conditions where sid.eslip a.ogles are greatet than 5 degrees, approaching stall speed io the power 
app.roach or takeoff c011Dgurations, or with rjgbt angle crosswind components of 25 knots or more, errors 

(CONTINUED ON PAGB2-S2) 
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Section II T.O. 1 C-133.A-1 

LANDING. (ContinuedJ 

existing in the aitspeed indicating syStem may be greater thaa those shown on the Airspeed Position Error 
Cotzeai011 cham in Part 2 of T,O. lC-133.A-1-1. Under the condicion1 cited, the proper indicated airspeed 
.reading shall be determined only from that indicator which does not ftuctuate, and which gives the 
higher of the two airspeed readings. 

GUST CORRECTION. 

When gusty winds exist, a correction factor should he added to the best Sare speed to compemiare for maneuver 
loads which the pilot .may impose on the aircraft while correcting for gusts. The gust correction £actor is determined 
by the amount the wind is gusting over the constant wiod. For example, if the wind is .repotted as 30 knots with 
gusts to 35 knots, the gust velocity and correction would be 5 knots, The maximum gust correction that should be 
added is 10 knors. The procedure for using gust correction is as follows: Fly the tmffic pattern at the .recomm.eoded 
airs~ds. The gust correction is added only to the final approach aad dare speeds. 

WARNING 

During pushover maneuvers with the wing Baps extended, theze 1s a tendency for the elevator control 
forces to lighten or .reverse. Be alert to correct any nose down pitch which may re$Ult ftom. this change in 
elevator control force. 

The procedures outlined herein are minimum requirements, and do not i,reclude the use ol additional procedures 
left t0 the discretion of the pilot io cororoand of the aircraft (refer to the Landins Ground Roll chan:s contained 
in Pan 8 of T.O. 1C-133A·Z·1 for ground roll distances). It is considered good practice to make a]I landings as 
though reverse chrust were not available; howeverl reverse thrust should normally be used to prolong the service 
life of the brakes (see Section VII for b.rake system operation}, 

Note 

Effective bra.king may not be possible with the aotiskid switch ON du.ring very light gross weight landings 
when reverse thrust is not used. This difficulty is created by a main gear wheel loading under the above 
conditiOJJS. If this is encountered, apply reverse thrust, if ava.ilable, o.r turo the antiskid switch OFF. 

WARNING 

Caution should be used when Janding with CG loL-ations forward of 23 percent because of a lack of 
elevator effecciveness with power off. Power should be left on Wltil landing is assured, or the .fl.are speed 
should be increased by approximately 10 knots. 

After landing, if reverse th.rust is to be used, the .nose gear shnuld he lowered to the runway as soon as pracricable. 
Lower the oose gear as lightly as possible, as impact shimmy may result from hard co.ntnct. The following is the 
recommended procedaue for landing using reverse thrust. 

PIL01S 

a. Throttles-MAINTAIN REQUIRED AP
PROACH !AS (P). 

b. Throttles-GROUND IDLE, after nose gear 
touches down. (P}. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGB) 
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T.O. 1 C-133A-1 

LANDING. f Continued J 

PIL015 

Note 

After nose gear is i11 :firm contact with [he 
runway, and directional and lateral control is 
assured, the pilot, before a.pplyiog .reverse 
thrust, will position the throttle to GROL'ND 
IDLE and pame momentarily to check that 
propelle.r Beta waroing lights come on. 

The following steps coruititute a normal landing pro
cedure. 

a, Propeller Beta Warning Lights-CHECK ON 
(CP, P). 

Copilot will report "Beta lights oo," or cite exception; 
for example. "No. 1 Beta off." 

... 

lf one or more propeller Beta warniog lights 
do not come on. individual throttle movement 
may be necessary to obtain maximum con
trollable ceverse thrust. 

b. Throttles - REVERSE, 
GROUND IDLE (P). 

Note 

as necessary, then 

I Throttles will not be moved to GROUND 
RANGE until the nose gear is in firm contact 
with the runway aod the pilot bas directional 
and lateral control of the aircraft, The pilot 
will maintain control with aileron and rudder 
pedal steering. Throttle action may be used 
to assist in maintaining di.reaional conn:ol. 

If difficulty is encountered in maintaining 
directional control during .reversing because 
of improper technique or failure of the .re
versing system, immediately move all throttles 
ro GROUND IDLE. 

-c: Ground Idle Speed Control Switches-DEPRESS 
"- TO LO IDLE, THEN RELEASE (P). 

(CONTlNC,BD OJ.:J NEXT PAGE) 
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Section II T,0. 1C-133A-1 

LANDING. (Continued} 

PILOTS 

Note 

To reduce rpm and forward thrust after com
ing out of reverse. the pilot will actuate the 
ground speed control switches ro LO IDLE 
when auxiliary generator power is available. 

Note 

The procedures for landing without reverse 
thrust are similar to those utilizing reverse 
thrust. After the throttles are positioned ro 
GROUND IDLE, actuate the gr0W1d speed 
control switches to LO IDLE. Use brakes only 
as required. On a long runway, allow the air
craft to roll Wltil it loses speed. Prior to 
reaching the end of the runway, check the 
brakes to insure that b.raking action is avail
able. 

* * 
HEAVY GROSS WEIGHT LANDINGS. 

For landings at high gross weights, see the Landing 
Ground Roll charts in Part 8 of T.O. l-C-133.A.-1-1, Con
ditions p~rmitting, it is recorowended that excess fuel 
be jettisoned ro reduce the landing gross weight to 
nOEmal limitS. See Section Ill for fuel jettisoning 
procedures. 

CROSSWIND LANDING. 

The approach for landing during ci:osswjnd conditions 
should be made at the recommended approach and 
flare speeds (see Approach and Landing Speed chart, 

I and Lo.oding Crosswind chart in T.O. IC-133A-1-I). 

On fioa.l approach, a c.rab into the wind, a. wingdown 
s.ideslip, or a combination of both may be used; how
ever, prior to touchdown, the crab angle must be 
removed, and the upwind wing lowered, using aileron 
and rudder concrol as necessary to maintain a straight 
path down the runway. 

At touchdown the aircraft may tend to heel over down
wind; therefore, the upwind wing should be de_pressed 
as necessary to majncain directional control ( see Jig,,,·e, 
2-11). As in a crosswind takeoff, the normal tendency 

* 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

* * 
of the aircraft is to heel over and mrn downwind. 
Aileron control can be used to bank the aircraft into 
the wind for an effective assist in maioreioiog direc
tional control. This technique will be e$pecially useful 
on 'Wet or icy runways when nose gea.r steering effec
tiveness is reduced. The copilot should be alert in 
placing the wing Haps in the takeoff position on com
mand of the pilot, in the event of a missed approach 
or go-around. After the nose gear is io Ii.rm contact 
with the runway, and directional control is a8SUred, the 
throttles may be lifted over the FLIGHT lDLE dcten.t 
inm the GROUND .range • .At all ti.mes, and especially 
in aosswjnds, reversing of the propellers should be 
accomplished without haste. Before applying full cc. 
verse thrust, the pilot should pause in the GROUND 
range (approximately l inm aft of the FLIGHT IDLE 
detent) and check the propeller Beta warning lights 
ON to make certain that all propellers are functioning 
properly. When the engine thrust is reversed. the nat
Ul'al downwind tendency will increase markedly due to 
the crosswind effeet) which produces an aerodynam• 
ically cleaner upwind wing. This produces more lift 
oo the upwind wing than on the downwind wing~ 
remJ.rjng in a rolling tendency about the longitudinal 
axi:s. The effects should be corrected quickly by the use 
of aileron control to bank the aircraft slightly into the 
,vind, along with coordinated application of rudder 
control. If the crosswind is severe, the pilot can mini
mi:re the downwind banking and tur.niog tendency by 
reversing only the inboard propellers. 

(See Note on 'P,1,1,,;:e 2-56) 
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ROlllNG TeNDENCY (WITH OR WITHOUT REVERSE THRUST) 

LESS LIFT 

TURNING TI:NDENCY 
IWITH OR WITHOUT 

REVERSE THRUST! 

......_....... 
LANDING 

DIRECTION 

MORE LIFT 

WIND 
DIRECTIO,N 

WIND 
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Sectian II T.0. 1C-133A-1 

Note 

The use of brakes as a means of directional 
control is less effective on this aircmft than on 
aircraft with wide uead landing gear. For this 
reason, the brakes should not be relied upon 
fo.r directional control, especially on. wet 01 
• ,cy twlways. 

NO FLAP LANDING. 

The .no flap landing is aa:omplished similar to a no.r
mal landing, except that the final approach is extended. 
The slightly longer fuial approach is necessary to allow 
additional time .required to establish and maintain the 
desired rate of descent and approach airspeed. During 
the apptoach continue to simulate clearing a 50 foot 
obstaele at the threshold. If the threshold cannot be 
cleared by the required 50 feet, consideration should 
be given to going to an alteinate field dording greater 
margins of safety. 

WARNING 

Flare distance and the eff ecr of unusual run~ 
way conditions require considerably more 
runway than during normal landings. Refer 
to the Approach and Landing charts io Part 8 
of T.O. 1C-13JA-1-1 for landing and flare 
disrauces. 

LANDING ON SLIPPERY RUNWAYS. 

When landing on slippery runways, apply the brakes 
lightly llnd intermittently for the initial phase of the 
landing run. After most of the weight is on the landing 
gear, more brake pressure may be med. When maxi
mum braking is essential, wing .flaps should be raised 
as soon as the wheels are dehnitely on the ground. It 
should be .re.membered that braking efficiency iocieases 
as greater weight is put on the wheels, and also that as 
weight increases, the tires tend to flatten out, greatly 
increasing their traction, 

MINIMUM RUN LANDING. 

The procedure for minimum run landings is the same 
as fot normal landings, e.xcept that full reverse thrust 
and maximum antiskid braking are used. See Approach 
and Landing charts in Parr 8 0£ T.O. 1C-133A,1-l for 
ground roll <listances. 
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WARNING 

During every landing, the pilot must be alert 
to p.revent landing the &1:rcraft short of the 
intended touchdown point. Attempting to 
touchdown near the threshold is particularly 
hazardous in thi$ aircraft as the pilot sits 
approximately 70 feet fo.rward of aft main 
gear. 

TOUCH-AND-GO LANDINGS. 

Touch-and-go landings introduce a significant element 
of danger because of the many rapid actions which 
must be execured while rolling on the runway at high 
speed, or while .Hying in close proximity to the ground. 
The following procedures outline the necessary 5teps 
required to perform the maneuver. Howeve.r, touch
and,go landings should be made only when authorized 
or directed by the major Air Command concerned. 

WARNING 

Touch-and-go landings or other low-altitude 
operations after prolonged cruise at altitudet 
and where surface ambient temperature is less 
than 0°C a.re prohibited except for emergency 
situations because of fuel system icing poren· 
tials. These ope.rations may be conduaed re
gardless of temperatures providing the aircraft 
has not descended from high,altitude auise 
conditions. 

BEFORE LANDING. 

The pilot will brief the crew on the necessary steps to 
be performed during the approach, immediately after 
laa.diog, while on the runway, and during the climb
out, The Approach and Landing charts io. Part 8 of 
T.O. JC.19311-1-1 provide the ne«'Ssary information 
for computing stopping distance with 15 degrees flap. 
Reference should be made to this data to determine a 
refusal speed :in the event that an emergency occucs 
while on the runway. An estimate can be made of the 
runway used between the time of touchdown and sub
sequent takeoil. Wing flap retraction from 3; degrees 
ro 15 degrees will require from 10 to 15 seconds. Nor
mally, the sire.raft is p,ogressing at an average rate of 
approximately 170 feet per second during the decelera
tion after touchdown aod acceleration priot to takeoff. 
The amount of runway required "ll'.•ill depend upon the 
time elapsing from touchdown to takeoff. Normally a 
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rouch-and-go landing can be accomplished within a 
maximum. period of approximarely 2S seconds without 
hurrying on the part of any crew member. The recl,. 
nique to be followed on the final approach and during 
touchdown are identical to those prescribed uoder the 
normal landing techniques. 

ON THE RUNWAY .. 

After touchdown, the pilot will rerard the throttles to 
FLIGHT IDLE, and lower the nose gear in the normal 
manner, 

WARNING 

If the throttles are inadvertently retarded be· 
low FLIGHT IDLE, the takeoff must be 
aborted, Drag effects, and subsequent decel
eration under these conditions are quite high, 
and runway required for continued takeo.tf is 
prohibitive. 

If the takeoff is coni:inued, the pilot will direct the 
copilot to retract the wing flaps to 1.5 degrees by 
sra.ting, "Flaps 15.'' The copilot will acknowledge, and 
retract the wing flaps to 15 degrees. While the wing 
flaps are being i:etracted, the copilot wjll reset the trim 
to approximately 4 degrees nose up, or as briefed by 
the aircraft commander. After the trim is reset, and the 
wing ilaps are at 15 degrees, the copilot will state, 
"Flaps set." After the copilot has .stated, "Flaps set;' 
the pilot will advance the throttles to the predicted dry 
power setting. As the pilot advances the throttles, the 
copilot will reset the propeller .synchronirer buttons, 
and continue as in a normal takeoff. 

WARNING 

Minimum rotation speed .rnust be obtained 
p.rior to takeoff. 

Jf any malfunction is noted prior to takeoff, the staod· 
a.rd procedure for abort will be followed. An aborted 
takeoff will be handled as prescribed io Section III. If 
persistent popping of one or more propeller syochro
ni2er buttons occurs, this w.ill not necessarily be mn
sidered as reason to abort the takeoff. Satisfactory 
takeoff may be accomplished w.ith one or more syn· 
chro.oizer buttons popped, since the propeller will go 
to mechanical reference governing, and the rpm will 
remain at 97.7 percent. Any research of the cause for 
popping synchronizer buttons will he accomplished 
after the aircraft hes leveled off or, if the aircraft has 
aborted, when clear of the .rnnway. 

AFTER TAKEOFF. 

Mrer takeoff and climb, procedures will be the sawe 
as p,eviously described i.n this section. If a propeller 
synchronizer button pops after takeoff, the copilot or 
pilot may .reset the button, conditions and circum
stances permitrin.g. The pilot may desire to leave the 
landing gear extended if the aircraft is to remaia. in the 
traffic pattern, aod a series of touch"illld-go landings a.re 
planned. Climbout performance at low gross weights 
with the landing gear exrended is better than clitnbout 
performance at high gross weights with the landing 
gear .retracted. 

GO-AROUND. 

If the pilot considers it .necessary to make a go-around, 
he will accomplish the following: 

a. 'Throttles-MAX power. 

b. Crew-ALERT. 

Give the command> "Go-Around," to the copilot and 
the engineer. 

c. Wing Flaps-Direct the copilot to retract the 

wing .tlaps to 15 degrees (befo.re leaving ground, if 
contact has been made). 

Note 

Raising the wing flaps from the full down 
position to 15 degrees immediately, rather 
than waiting for the airspeed tO build up, is 
of paramount importance. la case o£ an engine 
.failure, the airspeed may not increase as long 
as the .flaps are full down, due to the high :llap 
drag • .As long as normal apprOil.ch speeds a.fl: 

used, the airspeed will be high enough .so that 
the flaps may be raised to 15 degrees imme
diately, without stalling the aircraft. 

d. Landing gear-As soon as it is determined that 

the aircrafr will not touch down, the pilot will direct 
the copilot to retract the landing gear, and proceed 
as in a normal takeoff. 

WARNING 

Due to the large volume of fluid .required to 
retract the gear and d.aps simultaneously, the 

(C,:mlinuea on Pag" 2·S9) 
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flaps must be rerracred to 1; degrees before 
raising the gear, in order co obtain nominal 
flap retraction time. 

The copilot will accomplish the following: 

a. Wing Flaps-RETRACT TO 1; DEGREES. 

b. Landing Gear-GEAR UPt at pilot's command. 

* * 
AFTER LANDING. 

* 

The fiigbt engineer will accomplish the following: 

a. Anti-Icing and Deicing Switches-AS RE
QUIRED. 

b. Pressuriu.tion Swjtcb-AS REQUIRED. 

c. Air Conditioning Switches--AS REQUIRED. 

After the previous procedures have been completed, 
proceed with a normal takeoff. 

* * 

Note 

This checklist will be accomplished after the landing ground roll is completed. 

PILOTS 

I 1. Pitot Hearer Switches-OFF (CP). 

2. Hydraulic and Emergency Airbrake Pressur·1>--e -
WITHIN LIMITS (CP), 

The copilot periodically checks rhe pressure indicarors 
during all ground operations. 

3, Wing Flaps-UP (CP). 

4. Trim T'abs-RESE1' (CP). 

Note 

Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 may be performed by the 
copilot without verbal challenge, or reply. 

5. Aoticollision Lights--OFF (P). 

6. Navigation Lights-CLlMATIC (P). 

7. Windshield Anti-Icing Switches,-OFF (CP). 

@ IFF---OFF (P or N). 

@ Navigator's Report-"AFTER LANDING 
CHECK COMPLETED" (N). 

@ Engineer's Report - "ENGINEER'S AFTER 
LANDING CHECK COMPLETED" (E). 

11. "After Landing Check-COMPLETED" (CP). 

fllGfff fNGJNf!R 

1. Cabin Pressurization-DEPRESSURIZED, 

2. Anti-Icing and Deicing Switches OFF. 

3. Propeller Deicing Switches OFF. 

4. Air Conditioning Switches-CHECKED. 

® Engineer's Report- "ENGINEER'S AFTER 
LANDING CHECK COMPLETED!' 

Note 

In congested areas, the scanner/ground controller will be in the crew escape hatch on interpbone. Dw:ing 
night operations, he will be equipped with an Aldis lamp. 

Changed 14 June 1962 2-59 
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POSTFLIGHT .. 

An aircrew postftight engi.ne runup is not normally required for this aircraft. 

ENGINE SHUTDOWN. 

WARNING 

Check that the aircraft is fully dep:ressurized before any doors, windows, or hatches are opened. 

1. Parking Brake-SET (P), 

2. Rpm-HIGH GROUND IDLE (P). 

3. Surface Soubbtt Lever-LOCKED ( CP). 

Note 

T-34 engines operate at cooler internal temperatures at IDGH GROUND IDLE than at LOW GROUND 
IDLE. To prevent mrhine bu.de rubbing, the engine should always be shut down from HIGH GROUND 
IDLE. Following engine operation at LOW GROUND IDLE, the engine should be allowed to cool for a 
.minimum of 2 minutes at HIGH GROUND IDLE prio,: to shutdown. Taxi time io HIGH GROUND 
IDLE may be counted as part of the 2 minute cooling period, Should only 2 eogioes be required for 
taxiiog, it is permissible ro shut down the other 2 engines after landing prior to going to LOW 
GROUND IDLE. 

4. Condition Levers-FUEL OFF (P). 

BEFORE LEAVING AIRCRAFT. 

In addition to ~tablished requi.remenrs for reporting any system defects, unusual and exce~ive operation~ 
the Bight crew will also make en.tries in Form 781 to indico.te when any limits in the :fljght manual have 
been exceeded. 

PILOTS 

(b) Scanner/Ground Controller 
-"CLEARED TO DEPART AIR
CRAFT'' (P, S/GC). 

After receiving pilot's clearance, 
scanner/ground controller replies 
"Departing Aircraft." 

2, Oil Cooler Door Switches-
OFF (CP), 

3. Radioa. Radar-OFF (CP). 

2-60 

FUGHT ENGINEER 

1. Air Conditioning and Pres
surization Systems-OFF. 

2. Fuel System-OFF. 

After engine shutdown, perform 
the following: 

a. All Fuel Boost Pump 
Swjrches OFF. 

b. All Fuel Valve Switches 
-0.0SED. 

(CONTINVED ON NEXT PAGBJ 

SCANNER/GROUND 
CONTR011ER 

@ Scanner/Ground Controller 
-"DEPARTING AlRCRAFT ... 

After receiving pilot's clearance 
state, .. Departing Aircraft." 
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BEFORE LEAVING AIRCRAFT. r Continued J 

l'ILOrs 

G) S,a.nner/Ground Co.ntroJ
ler's Repoct-"PINS & CHOCKS 
IN PLACE & GROUND POWER 
CONNECTED" (S/GC). 

5. Parking Brake-AS RE. 
QUIRED (P). 

Release the parking b.takes if chocks 
are in place. 

6. Nose Gear Steuiog Bypass 
Valve Release Handle - PULLED 
(P). 

7. Engine Brake Switches ON 
(P). 

It is advisable for the en
gine brake switch to be 
left in the ON position at 
all times wheo the engine 
is not running. Ho-wever, 
to enable the turbine 
blades to cool as much as 
possible before engine ro
tat ion stops, the brake 
sbaulJ not be applied un, 
til the engine coasts to zero 
rpm, except in cases of 
emet"gency. In any case, the 
brake should not be ap
plied until the engine rpin 
is below 45 percent, 

8. LightS and Switches - OFF 
(CP, P). 

Changed 14 June 1962 

f1IGH1 ENGINEER 

j, Circuit Breakers -AS RE
QillRED. 

a. Ignition Breakers-OPEN. 

b. Pilot's Vertical Gyro A-c 
and D·c Circ.uit Breakers-OPEN, 

c. Copilot's Vertical Gyro 
A-c llµld D-c Circuit Breake.rs -
OPEN. 

d. .Engine Propeller Control 
Circuit Breaker-OPEN. 

e. Propeller Synchronizer 
Power Circuit Breaker-OPEN. 

f. Propelle.a: Deicing Timer 
Circuit Breaker-OPEN. 

g. Beta Circuit B.reakers -
OPEN. 

h. Fuel Flow Indicator Power 
Circuit Breake!'---OPEN. 

j. EGT/TIT Circuit BN&.k
ers--OPEN. 

4. Autopilot Power Switch -
GROUND. 

5. Main A-c Genera tor 
Swi.tches--OFF. 

U the volt.meter selector is 
left in AUX GENERA
TOR BA'l"IERY positioo, 
the barrery wi)l lose its 
charge in a short period. 

7. Battery Switch-OFF. 

8. No. 2 GTU Start-Run-Stop 
Switch-STOP. 

9. No. l GTU Start·Run-Stop 
Switcb--STOP. 

Check hydraulic pressure. 

(CONTI.-r.JUE.D ON NEXT PAGE) 

Sedion II 

SCANNER/GROUND 
CONTR011fR 

@ Scanner/Ground Control
le.r's Report-"PINS & CHOCKS 
IN PLACE & GROUND POWER 
CONNECTED." 
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BEFORE LEAVING AIRCRAFT, (ConfinuedJ 

PflOTS 

@ Engineer's Report-"ENGI
NEER'S BEFORE LEAVING AIR
CRAFT CHECK COMPU:'l'ED"' 
(E). 

10. "Before Leaving Aircraft 
Check-COMPLETED" (CP). 

fLIGHT ENGINEER 

@ Engineer's Report-"ENGI
NEER'S BEFORE LEA YING AIR
CRAFT CHECK COMPLETED." 

STRANGE FIELD PROCEDURES. 

SCANNER/GROUND 
CONTROllfR 

When compelled to operate through bases not no.r.mally visited by the aircraft, and the ground crew is not familiar 
with the aircraft. the Bight crew will perform the required inspections contained in T.O. 1C-1J;JA-6. 

2-62 Changed 14 June 1962 
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PII.OTS1 TAKEOFF AND LANDING DATA CARDS 
..._, 

C-133 TAKEOFF DATA CARD 
GROSS WEIGHT POUNDS 

Torque Min Predir:ted Max EGTITIT PRESSURE ALTITUDE- FEET I 
RUNWAY TEMPERATURE oc 

Wet 
RUNWAY LENGTH FEET ---·-·--· 
RUNWAY SLOPE_ -·· Dry 
WIND COMPONENT _. KNOTS 
FLAP SETTING. 
TAKEOFF FACTOR 

DEGREES SHAFT H.P. (MIN,) 

GROUND RUN FEET ACCELERATION TIME/MARKER 
CRITICAL FIELD LENGTH FEET 
GROSS WEIGHT LIMITED BY - ACCELERATION AIRSPEED 

CRITICAL FIELD REFUSAL AIRSPEED 
LENGTH POUNDS 

TAKEOFF AIRSPEED 3-ENGINE CLIMB 
PERFORMANCE POUNDS FLAP RETRACTION 
CLIMBOUT OVER 
OBSTACLE POUNDS NORMAL CLIMB DATA 

EMERGENCY Flaps 0° Flaes 15° BEST CLIMB AIRSPEED IAS 
- -

3-ENGINE FIRST CLIMB TORQUE PSI 
CLIMB SPEED EGT /TIT LIMIT oc 

. ·-

. ..__ 
C-133 LANDING DATA CARD 

DESTINATION INFORMATION 
-· --. - -

PRESSURE ALTITUDE FEET RUNWAY LENGTH FEET 

RUNWAY TEMPERATURE oc WIND COMPONENT KNOTS 

FOUR & THREE ENGINE GO-AROUND FLAP RETRACTION AIRSPEED 
AFTER T.O. DESTINATION 

1.2 Vs {35 DEGREE FLAPS) PLUS 10 KNOTS KNOTS 

After Takeoff At Destination 
GROSS WEIGHT - ·-

SPEEDS VELOCITY STALL FLAPS -
INITIAL 1..4 Vs oo 

... 

DOWNWIND 1.4 Vs 151:1 
-· ... .. 

25° BASE 1.4 Vs ---
FINAL 1.2 Vs + 10 KNOTS 35" 

------·-·- ---··- ... --· 
FLARE 1.2 Vs 35° 

LANDING GROUND ROLL + FLARE GROUNO ROLL 
PLUS UNUSUAl DISTANCE (BRAKES PLUS 2-ENGINE RE- -

PLUS flARE 
VERSE THRUST-OVER 50-FT. OBSTACLE) 

- ---· .... 
TOTAL 

Figure 2-13 
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ILIGHT ENGINEER'S TAKEOFF AND I.ANDING DATA CARD AND rNFLIGH1 DATA CARD 

INFLIGHT DATA CARD 3 ENG. DATA 
CL. TO FT. AT HRSr ALTITUDE 
CLIMB POWER NR. 

ALT. FT. CR. POWER FT. ALT. FT. 

TOP PSI TOP PSI FUEL DATA 
EGT/TIT 

FUEL REMAINING AT 
MAX. EGT /TIT oc MAX. SCHED. 

FUEL FUEL 
HRS~ 

FLOW FLOW 

PILOTS IAS PILOTS IAS 1 FUEL LBS' (HOURS 

TAKEOFF DAT A LANDING DATA 

2-64 

GR.WT. ____ ·----·- LBS. GR.WT. ___ LBS. --

C.G. _____ o/oMAC C.G. _____ o/oMAC 

Static Top _____ PSI 

Max.EGT /TIT ____ °C 
(Not required if TOLD Card is completed 
by pilot) 

Figure .2w 14 
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INTRODUCTION. 

This section provides the best possible emergency 
operating instructions under most circumstances, but is 
a poor substitute for sound judgment. Multiple emer
gencies may req1.1ire modification of procedures con
tained herein. 

Most procedures in this section require that a substan
tial list of· items be accomplished to handle the emer
gency. Certain critical items, however, usually pro• 
vide immediate control of the situation and are printed 
in bold face type. The accomplishments of these items 
should be as nearly instinctive as possible, and should 
be handled by the flight crew without reference to 
the checklist. 

ENGINE FAILURE. 

I 

Jf an engine failure occurs, the NTC system wil1 re
duce the drag caused by the windmilling propeller by 
moving the propeller blades toward the feathered posi-

• 
tlOn. 

The NTC system will not move the propeller 
to a full feathered position. The propeller 
must be feathered by using the respective 
condition lever and/or auxiliary feathering 
switch as soon as it is determined that an 
engine failure has occurred. 

' 
Engine failure may be determined by checking that 
EGT /TIT indicator and the torque pressure indicator. 

ENGINE BLEED VALVE SYSTEM FAILURE. 

Bleed valve governor failure will be indicated by a 
large drop in torque pressure, a .fluetuation or reduc• 
tioo in engine rpm, and a drop in EGT /TIT tempera
ture and fuel flow. Placing the engine bleed valve gov
ernor override switch in the OVERRIDE position 
will restore the engine to normal operation. 

3-2 

To prevent the engine compressor from stall
ing, the engine bleed valve governor override 
switch must be placed in the OFF position 
before the engine is operating at LOW 
GROUND IDLE rpm. 

Note 

When moving the throttle from the FLIGH'f 
range to GROUND IDLE, a mechanical stop 
in the fuel control unit prevents the engine 
from going to LOW GROUND IDLE until 
the ground idle speed control switch is set 

to LO IDLE. 

FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS UNDER PARTIAL 
POWER CONDITIONS. 

The most critical condition requiring directional con
trol is that resulting from engine failure during take
off. 

Minimum Rotation Speed. 

Minimum rotation speed is defined as the minimum 
s~ ~t~ ~hich directional control of the aircraft may 
be maintained in the event an outboard engine fails 
as the oosewheel lifts off of the runway during take
off. To maintain directional control by rudder pedal 
steering, the nosewheel must be kept in firm contact 
with the runway until the minimum rotation speed is 
reached. 

l\,linimnm rotation speeds are presented on the Take
off, Minimum Rotation, and Flap Retraction Speeds 
chart in Part 3 of T.O, 1C-133A-1-1. 

WARNING 

Whenever the minimum rotation speed is less 
than the normal liftoff speed (1.02V 5 ), nor
mal liftoff speed shall be used for takeoff. 

lnflight Min~mul'!' Control Speed. 

lnfligbt minimum control speed is defined as the mini· 
mum speed at which directional control of the aircraft 
may be maintained, during flight, with one or two 
engines inoperative on one side of the aircraft and the 
remaining engines operating at maximum power. In
flight minimum control speed is less than ground mini
mum rotation speed as bank angles greater than 5 de
grees are obtainable during flight. The infligbt mini
mum control speeds shown in the following table are 
for takeo1I configuration only. More detailed inflight 
minimum control speeds are presented on the Emer
gency Climb charts in Part 4 of T .O. 1C-133A-1-1. 
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WARNING 

Whenever the inflight minimum control 
speed is Jess than the stall speed, the stall 
speed must be used for minimum aircraft 
speeds. 

INFLIGHT MINIMUM CONTROL SPEEDS 
(TAKEOFF CONFIGURATION) 

6500 SHP 69'50, SHP 

*Condition 
JAS (Knots) IAS (Knots) 

Ooe Outboard Propeller 
Feathered 102 L04 

One Outboard Engine 
Failed, Propeller 
Windmilling On NTC 108 110 

Two Propeller~ Feathered 
On Same Side 131 133 

Two Engines On Same Side 
. Failed, Propellers 

Windmilling On NTC 137 139 

*For all gross weights; MAX power on operating enginesj 
wing flaps at 15 degrees; landing gear down; and a bank 
angle of 5 degrees. 

* * 
ENGINE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF. 

Engine Failure Before Reaching Refusal Speed. 

* 

Note 

Directional trim is sufficient to trim the air
crafc for cruising with two propellers feath· 
ered on one side. 

Driftdown. 

Drifcdown is defined as a descent, resulting from the 
loss of power of one or more engines, co an alcitude 
that represents the absolute ceiling of the aircraft with 
the available engine power. Terrain clearance in rela
tion to time and distances during driftdown may be. 
come critical under conditions of one-engine-out or 
two-engine-out operation. Therefore, it is important 
that the piloc know the expected altitude loss, the rec· 
om.mended driftdown airspeed, and the time and dis
tance required tO drift down to the three-engine or 
two-engine absolute ceiling. This data may be ob
tained from th~ D,riftdown charts in Part 5 of T.O. 
1C·133A-l-1. 

T he Driftdown charts are based on speeds for mini
mum rates of descent and maximum range. The time 
and distance curves are based on a descent to the alti
tude where the aircraft has a 25-feet per minute rate 
of descent, and takes into account the fuel consumed 
during descent. The 25:feet per minute rate was se· 
Jeered as a conservative figure, and is intended to pre· 
vent optimism that could result from including the 
high values of time and distance that are associated 
with drifting down to absolute ceiling. 

* * 

If an engine should fail before reaching refusal speed, the takeoff must be aborted. At the instant of engine failure, 
the aircraft will tend to curn in the direction of the failed engine. The pilot should use rudder pedal steering in 
conjunction with the ailerons to maintain directional control, and should immediately reduce power on all engines 
to FLIGHT IDLE, and then place the throttle in the GROUND IDLE position. Using individual throttle move
ment, the pilot should obtain maximum concrollable reverse thrust. Asymmetrical braking will not materially 
increase directional control due to the narrow tread width of the landing gear. 

The abort procedures for all engine conditions are contained in the Takeoff and Landing Emergencies in this 
• secuon. 

(CONTINUED ON P.A.GBJ- 6) 
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FLIGHT DECK 

~ 
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2 7 11 2 12 4 13 

I 

7 

Figure 3-1 (Sheet I of 2J 
U A8 1·196 
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ENGINE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF, (CONTINUED) 

Engine Failure or Fire After Reaching Refusal Speed. 

If an engine sliould fail, or if an engine lire should occur after passing refusal speed, continue the takeoff. Rudder 
pedal steering, in conjnnetion with ailerons., will be effective in maintaining directional control. The nose gear 
should be kept in cootaa with the runway until takeoff speed is reached. The aircraft should be banked approxi
mately 5 degrees away from the inoperative engine during takeoff rotation to assure adequate directional control. 
Perform the following operations. 

PILOTS 

1. DIRECTIONAL CONTROL AND AIRSPEED -
MAINTAIN. 

WARNING 

Under conditions where sideslip angles are 
greater than 5 degrees, approaching stall 
speed in the power approach 'or takeoff con
nguratioos1 or with right angle crosswind 
components of 25 knots or more, errors exist
ing in the airspeed indicating system may be 
greater than those shown on the Airspeed 
Position Error Correction charts in Part 2 of 
T.O. 1C-133A-l-1. Under the conditions cited, 
the proper indicated airspeed reading shall be 
determined only from that indicator which 
does not flucruate, and which gives the higher 
of tbe two airspeed readings. 

WARNING 

Whenever the minimum rotation speed is less 
tbao the normal liftoff speed (1.02 V), nor
mal liftoff speed must be used for takeoff. 

WARNING 

Whenever inflight minimum control speed is 
less than the stall speed, the stall speed must 
be used for minimum aircraft speed. 

2. CONDITION LEVER (AFFECTED ENGINE) -
FEATHER. 

FUGH1 ENGINIER 

1. FUEL BOOST PUMP SWITCH (AFFECTED EN
GINE) - OFF. 

2. Fuel Management - AS REQUIRED. 

3. Automatic Generator Changeover - CHECK. 
(If inboard propeller is feathered) 

.. 

Note 

If an inboard engine is feathered, perform 
the necessary Electrical Power System Failure 
procedures, outlined in this section. 

' ' 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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ENGINE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

3. ENGINE FIRE CONTROL HANDLE (AFFECTED 
ENGINE) - PULL OUT & TURN TO LOCK. 

WARNING 

To insure proper actuation of the fire extin
guisher directional valves and routing of fire 
extjnguisher agent to the proper location, 
engine and GTU fue controJ handles must be 
pulled out slowly. 

4. THROTTLE !AFFECTED ENGINE, IF WATER-AL
COHOL IS BEING USED) - FLIGHT IDLE. 

WARNING 

To insure maximum available water 
operating engines, the inoperative 
truottle must be retarded. 

on t he 
• eng1oe 

5. LANDING GEAR LEVER - GEAR UP AFTER 
SAFETY AIRBORNE. 

6. Auxiliary Feathering Switch (Affected engine)
FEATHER. 

If the propeller conti11ues to rotate, set auxiliary feath· 
ering switch to NORMAL (off) to actuate the normal 
feathering circuit. If the propeller continues to rotate 
very slowly, set engine brake switch to ON. If the 
engine brake does not stop propeller rotation, imme• 
diately set switch to OFF. 

To prevent overheating, under no circum
stances should the engine Jlrake be -used if 
propeller rotation exceeds I blade per second 
as deter.mined by a visual check. 

(GONTlNUBD ON NEXT PAGE) 
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ENGINE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

7. Wing Flaps - FLAPS UP. 

Retract wing flaps after reaching minimum wing flap 
· retraction speed (see Takeoff, Minimum Rotation, and 
Flap Retraction Speeds chart in Part 3 of T.O. 1C-
133A-1-1). 

8 . .Affected Engine- VISUALLY CHECK. 

Pilot directs a crew member to visually check the af
fected engine. 

If propeller continues to £otate, and no engine 
fue exists, set the firewall shutoff valve switch 
to OIL ON. 

9. Engine Fire Extioguishe1' Discharge Switch (If 
fue exists) - 1ST FIRE EXT (Hold fol' minimum of 
3 seconds). 

10. Oil Cooler Door Switch (Affected engine) -
CLOSE, then release to OFF. 

11. Operating Engines - AD JUST. 

Mainrain power as necessary. 

12. Aircraft - TRI.~!. 

ENGINE FAILURE DURING FLIGHT. 

• 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

If an engine fails, or if an engine fire occurs during flight, it is imperative that the affected engine's propeller be 
feathered. Perform the following steps for that engine. 

PILOTS 

1. DIRECTIONAL CONTROL AND AIRSPEED -
MAINTAIN. 

2. CONDITION LEVER - FEATHER. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

1. Fuel Boost Pump Switch- OFF. 

Place switch in OFF position after propeller is feath
ered. 

2. Fuel Management-AS REQUIRED. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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ENGINE FAILURE DURING FLIGHT. (C.ONTINUEDJ 

PILOTS 

3. Auxiliary Feathering Switch - FEATHER. 

If the propeller continues to rotate, set auxiliary feath
ering switch ro NORMAL (off) to actuate the normal 
feathering circuit. If the propeller continues to rotate 
very slowly, set engine brake switch to ON. If the 
engine brake does not stop propeller rotation, imme
diately set switch to OFF. 

To prevent overheating, under no rucum
stances should the engine brake be used if 
propeller ,rotation exceeds 1 blade per second 
as determined by a visual check . 

. 
4. Engine Fire Control Handle - PULL OUT & 

TURN TO LOCK. 

WARNING 

To insure proper actuation of the fire extin
guisher directional valves and routing of fire 
extinguishing agent to the proper location, 
engine and GTIJ fire control handles must 
be pulled out slowly. 

If the propeller cop.tinues to rotate, and no 
engine fire exists, set the firewall shutoff valve 
switch to OIL ON to prevent engine damage. 

5. Affected Engine - VISUALLY CHECK. 

Pilot directs a crew member to visually check the af
fected engine. 

6. Fire Extinguisher Discharge Switch (If fire exists) 
-1ST FIRE EXT (Hold for a minimum of 3 seconds) . 

7. Oil Cooler Door - CLOSE. 

n10Hr ENGINEER 

3. Automatic Generator Changeover - CHECK 
inboard propeller is feathered). 

Note 

If an inboard engine is feathered, perform 
the necessary Electrical Power System Failure 
procedures outlined in this section. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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FAILURE DURING FLIGHT. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

8. Operating Engines - AD JUST. 

!Maintain power as necessary. 

9. Aircraft - TR1M. 

Note 

If a safe al titude cannot be maintained with 
aircraft in a clean configuration, jettison non
essential equipment, cargo, and fuel. 

Note 

The drag resulting from a windmilling pro· 
peller is greater at high airspeeds and alti
tudes; therefore, if unable to feather the pro
peller, reduce airspeed and descend, condi
tions permitting, to a lower altitude. 

Failure of Two ar Three Engines. 

• 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

Io the event of failure of two or three engines, when a safe altitude cannot be maintained and/or a chosen airfield 
cannot be reached, jettison fuel and cargo as required (see Jettisoning, this section) . In addition, it may be necessary 
to drift down to a lower alcirude (see Driftdown charcs in Part 5 of T.O. 1 C-133A-1-1 ). The ability of the aircraft to 
maintain altitude at 5000 feet on one inboard engine operating at MAXIJ'.\,IUM power was demonstrated at a gross 
weight of 150,000 pounds. With inoperative propellers feathered, flaps and gear up, the MAX power, single
engine operation is not possible at gross weights exceeding 170,000 pounds at· sea level, standard atmospheric 
conditions. Two-engine operation depends upon the aircraft gross weight, conhguration, altitude, temperature, 
power available, and airspeed (see Part 4 of T.O. 1C-133A·l·l £qr emergency climb performance data). 

During inilight emergency, when two engines on the same side are inoperative, directional control for maneuver
ing ·with the rudder stop in the 7-degree position may be marginal. Therefore, if additional control under these 
conditions is required, open the 28-volt d·c rudder stop circuit breaker on the flight deck auxiliary d-c circuit 
breaker panel. This will allow 18.S degrees of rudder travel to either side of center at all airspeeds. 

No automatic structural protection is provided when the rudder stop power circuit breaker is open, It is 
imperative that large slip angles and abrupt rudder motions be avoided at airspeeds greater than 165 
knots IAS. 

ENGINE RESTART DURING FLIGHT, 

[~] 
The recommended unfeathering airspeed is l .4Vs, conditions permitting. Engines should not be restarted 
unless i t is determined that it is reasonably safe to do so. Insure scanner is in position to observe initial 
engine r otation prior co all inilight rescans. 

(COJ\7'INUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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ENGINE RESTART DURING FLIGHT. (CONTINUED) 

Affected Engine: 

PILOTS 

1. Engine Fire Control Handle - IN. 

This opens the fuel and oil :firewall shutoff valves. 

2. Firewall Sh1.1to:fI Valve Switch -NORMAL. 

3. Oil Cooler Door Switch -AUTO. 

4. 'throttle - FLIGHT IDLE. 

5. N'TC Indicator Light - RESET. 

6. Engine Brake Switch- OFF. 

7. Auxiliary Feathering Switch- NO~IAL. 

@ Engineer's Report - "ENGINEER'S ENGINE 
RESTART CHECK COMPLETED." 

Note 

The following inflight restart procedures are 
applicable to aircraft modified by T.O. 3E3·2· 
558. For aircraft on which T.O. 3E3-2-558 is 
not complied with, omit steps 9 through 11 
and accomplish steps 12 through 20. 

9. Condition Lever - RUN-Fl.JEL ON. 

10. Engine Starter Switch- PUSH TO START. 

ILIGHT ENGINEER 

1. Fuel Management-AS REQUIRED. 

2. Fuel Boost Pump Swircb - ON. 

Check that fuel pressure warning light is off. 

3. Main Generator Switch - ON. 

If restarting inboard engine, check for electrical load 
transfer. 

@Engineer's Report- "ENGINEER'S ENGINE 
RESTART CHECI( COMPLETED." 

(CONTINUED ON NEX1' PAGE) 
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ENGINE RESTART DURING FLIGHT. (CONTfNUfDJ 

PILOTS 

11. Engine Starter Switch-PULL TO RESET. 

When scaooer reports engine rotation, pull 
engine scarcer switch to reset, check for starter 
disengage warning light OFF. If light does not 
go off, return condition lever to FEATHER 
and set pneumatic manifold switch to CLOSE. 

12. Condition Lever - AIR START. 

N ote 

Place condition lever to AIR START to hold 
rpm at approximately 15 percent. 

13. Oil Pressure - CHECK FOR RISE. 

14. EGT/TIT-CHECK FOR RISE. 

15. Condition Lever - RUN-FUEL ON. 

16. Propeller Synchronizer Button - PUSH IN. 

Push and hold synchronizer buttons IN prior to reach, 
ing synchronizer range. 

Note 

Hold propeller synchronizer buttons IN until 
propeller operation has stabilized in syn
chronizer range. 

17. NTC Indicator Light Reset Switch-RESET. 

Note 

If t he NTC indicator light comes on after 
power has stabilized at FLIGHT IDLE, ad
vance the throttle while continuing to reset 

I until the N 'fC indicator light stays off. 

I 18. Oil Temperamre - 40°C (Minimum) 

19. Oil Pressure - WITHIN LIMITS. 

20. Throttle - AS REQUIRED. 

Changed 5 August 1963 
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LANDING WITH ONE OR MORE ENGINES 
INOPERA!IVE, 

During landings wich one or more engines inoperative, 
the propeller of the failing engine should be feathered 

1onJy if the engine is entirely useless. 
I 
landing With One Engine Inoperative. 

a. Make a_ normal approach and landing. 

b. After landing, obtain positive direetion and 
lateral control of the aircraft before using reverse 
thrust. Then apply symmetrical reverse thrust by 
simultaneously reversing opposite inboard or out
board engines. If deemed necessary, the remaining 
engine reverse thrust may be used to the limits of di
rectional and lateral control. 

Landing with Two Engines Inoperative. 

Since 2-engine performance is limited, any additional 
power that is available from the failing engines will 
increase the safety factor. When operating on two en
gines, remain in the clean configuration, maintairuog 
1.4Vs until the aircraft is on final approach. W hen be
ginning the descent on final approach, lower the land
ing gear and extend the wing flaps 25 degrees. Main
cain a minimum of 140 knots IAS and do not extend 
the flaps more than 25 degrees uncil landing is posi
tively assured. As power .is reduced, remove excessive 
trim. When landing is positively assured, extend wing 
flaps to ·35 degrees and red~ce airspeed to commence 
flare at a minimum of 1.2V 5 • Afrer landing, maintain 
positive direcrional and lateral control of the aircraft. 
When necessary, apply symmetrical reverse thrust if 
available; if symmetrical reverse thrust is not avail
able, reverse the inboard engine. Then, after directional 
control is definitely established, slowly reverse the re
maining engine to rhe limit of directional and lateral 
control. To attain landing ground roll performance as 
outlined in Part 8 of T.O. 1 C-133A-1-1, the speeds ouc
line<l from the threshold to touchdown must be ob
served. 

GO-AROUND WITH ONE OR MORE ENGINES 
INOPERATIVE. 

The sooner the decision to go-around is made, the bet
ter the chances are for success. '\Vheu considering rhe 
possibilities for go-around, altitude, airspeed, gross 
weight, aircraft con6gucation, wind conditions, run
way facilities, and visibility should always be consid
ered (see Einergeocy Climb charts in Part 4 of T.O. 
1 C-l 33A· l · l) . The pilot should always consider the 
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advantages of a controlled crash landing over ao un
successful go-around, especially if aircraft performance 
is critical or altitude is marginal. 

Go-Around With One Engine Inoperative. 

'fhe procedure for 3-engine go-around is the same as 
that outlined for 4-engioe go-around in Section II, 
except when an outboard engine is out and the air· 
craft is at or near minimum control speed. Under these 
conditions, apply lvIAX power to engines No. 2 and 
3, and bring in the remaining outboard engine to 
maximum power consistent with ability to maintain 
directional control. Be alert to meet control require· 
ments resulting from application of J\.1AX power at 
low airspeed. 

Go-Around With Two Engines Inoperative. 

WARNING 

When attempting to go-around with two en
gines inoperative on one side of the aircraft, 
do not allow the airspeed to drop below che 
infiight .minimum control speed. (See Flight 
Characteristics Under Partial Power Condi
tions, this section.) A go-around should not be 
attempted below inflight minimum control 
speed. 

Within the normal range of operating gross weights, 
if 2-engine go-around is required at airspeeds below 
the besr climb speed (see Part 4 of T.O. 1C-133A-1-1), 
and the aircraft is in the landing configuration (land· 
ing gear down and wing flaps extended), transition to 
the best climb (clean) configuration and speed must be 
made before a positive rate of climb can be established. 
The amounc of altitude lost during this transition will 
vary with gross weight, degree of wing flap extension, 
and airspeed existing at the time the go-around is initi· 
ated. Apply MAX power and retract the wing flaps; 
when wing flaps are full UP, retract the landing gear, 
and then accelerate to best climb speed. A missed ap· 
preach should not be attempted after the wing flaps 
have been extended· more than 2;-degrees, or the air· 
speed reduced below 140 knots IAS. 

WARNING 

Due to the large volume of fluid required 
to retract the gear and flaps simultaneously, 

I 
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the flaps musr be retracted before ra ising the 
gear in order to obtain nornin· ' flap retrac-
. . 

uon nrne. 

If obstacle clearance is necessary, start the climb and 
maintain existing airspeed. After obstacles are cleared, 
increase speed to the best climb speed as rapidly as 
possible. 

Maintain MAX power until sufficient altitude is 
reached to maneuver, t hen reduce power to the amount 
required to maintain level flight at the best climb 

I speed. At the design landing weight clean configur
ation, the resulting rare of climb will be appt:o:iciroately 
150 feet per minute when using 1v1AX power on a 
s'randard day at sea level. 

If obstacle clearance is not required, the climb should 
be made at the best climb configuration and speed. A 
speed of 140 knots IAS is a nominal flaps up best climb 
speed for a gross weight range of 150,000 to 200,000 
pounds with the propellers of inoperative engines 
windmilling or feathered (see Emergency Climb -
Two-Engine - Zero Degrees Flap in Part 4 of T.O. 
1 C-133A-1-1). MAX po,ver should be used during the 
initial go-around transition, and then the power should 
be reduced ro MILITARY RATED power. Ar infiight 
miuimun1 control speed (propellers of inoperative en-

I gines feathered), with two engines on one side operat
ing as power is applied for the go-around, full rudder, 
nearly full aileron, and a 5°degree bank angle toward 
the rwo operarjng engines will be required ro main
tain a conscant heading. 

The aircraft must be flow n straight directionally, but 
with a bank angle of approximately 5 degrees, in order 
to acrain the altirude required for both acceleration 
and climb performance. 

I f 2-engioe go-around is required from a speed at or 
above the best climb airspeed, and the aircraft is in the 
clean configuration, apply MAX power, establish best 
climb speed, maintain MAX power unt il sufficient alti
tude is reached co maneuver, then reduce power .to the 
an1ount required to .maintain level flight at the best 
climb speed. 

THREE-ENGINE TAKEOFFS. 

Three-engine takeoffs are practical for emergency type 
operation such as evacuating the aircraft from a 
hazardous weather area, inaccessible landing strip or 
combat area. The value of an expeditious recovery 
must be carefully weighed against the dangers of a 
3-engine takeoff. If it is deemed necessary to make a 
3-engine takeoff, the main hazard is loss of the second 
engine on the same side below che 2-engine inopera· 
rive, inflight minimum control speed. The aircraft 
should be as light as possible but with sufficient fuel 
to allow for 2-engine cruise in case another engine 
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fails enroute. See Part S of T.0. IC-133A-1-1 for per
formance data. 

The following procedure is recommended. 

a. Wing flaps - FLAPS UP. 

b. Engines - RUNUP. 

Make a normal engine runup, then check that the con
dition lever and the auxiliary feathering switch of the 
inoperative engine are in the FEATHER position to 
prevent propeller rotation during takeoff. 

' 
c. Aircraft-LINE UP. 

Line up on centerline and set power on syn1merrical 
engines. Place throttle for unsymmetrical engine to 
FLIGHT IDLE. 

d. Brakes - RELEASE. 

After releasing the brakes, the pilot should hold 'IlOSe· 
down. elevator and bank away fron1 the inoperative . 
engine. 

WARNING 

Under conditions where sideslip angles are 
greater than 5 degrees, approaching stall 
speed in the power approach or takeoff con
figurations, or w ith _right angle crosswind 
components of 25 knots or n1ore, errors exist
ing in the airspeed indicating system may be 
greater chao those shown on the Airspeed 
Position Error correction charts in Part 2 of 
T.O. lC-133-1-1. Under the conditions cired, 
the proper indicated airspeed reading shall 
be determined only from that indicator which 
does not fluctuate, and which gives the higher 
of the two airspeed readings. 

e. Nosewheel-}..1AINTA1N RUNWAY CON
TACT. 

Keep the nosewheel on the runway to 1naintain rudder 
pedal steering effectiveness. 

f. Unsymmetrical Engine - APPLY POWER. 

Bring unsymmetrical engine up to takeoff power as 
rapidly as directional control permits. 

g. Aircraft-ROTATE TO TAKEOFF 
TUDE. 

Scare a slow smooth rotation at the 1-engine 
cive minimum rot'ation speed and apply a 
bank away from the inoperative engine. 

h. Landing gear- CLEAR UP. 

ATfl-

. tnopera-
5-degree 

Retract the landing gear when airborne and accelerate 
to 140 knors IAS as soon as possible. 
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Engine-Out Crosswind Takeoff - Upwind Outboard 
Engine Fails ond Propeller NTC's. 

When engine failure ioiria11y occurs, the aircraft will 
tend to roll and turn upwind, the degree of turn 
depending somewhat on airspeed and wind velocity. 

Jf the decision is made to abort and the remaining 
throttles are placed in FLIGHT IDLE, this tendency 
will still be apparent but will be less severe. When the 
remaining throttles are placed in GROUND IDLE or 
REVERSE, the aircraft will reverse tendency and roll 
downwind, and if allowed to bank. will rurn dov.rn
wind. Therefore aileron control must be carefully 
monitored, and reverse thrust applied gradually ( see 
figure 3-2). 

Engine-Out Crosswind Takeoff - Downwind 
Outboard Engine Fails and Prop-eller NTC'11. 

When engine failure initially occurs, the aircraft will 
rend to roll and turn downwind. If the decision is 
made to abort and the remaining throttles are placed 
in FLIGHT IDLE, this tendency will still be apparent, 
but will be less severe. When the remaining throttles 
are placed in GROUND IDLE or REVERSE, the air
craft will reverse tendency and roll upwind and if 
allowed to bank, will rend to turn upwind. Therefore, 
aileron control must be carefully monitored and reverse 
th.rust applied gradually (see figu,re 3-3), 

PRACTICE MANEUVERS WITH ONE OR 
MORE ENGINES INOPERATIVE. 

Simulated engines inoperative may be accomplished by 
retarding the throttle to FLIGHT IDLE .. 

3-1 4 

Do not allow unwanted NTC to occur. Ad
vance throttle until NTC indicator light 
remains off. 

PROPELLER FAILURE. 

I 

ALL PROPELLERS HUNTING OR SURGING. I 
If all propellers are bunting or surging, all propeller 
synchronizer buttons should be pulled OUT, thus 
placing the propellers on mechanical reference govern
ing (97.7 percent rpm). If the malfunetioo is in the 
syochropbase system, synchronous governing may be 
restored by placing the synchrophase switch OFF, then 
installing the bypass plug in the propeller synchron
izer control unit, thus isolating the synchropbase 
system. 

Note 
Install the propeller synchronizer bypass plug 
when synchrophase switch is left in the OFF 
position for any extended period 0£ flight. 

INDIVIDUAL PROPELLER HUNTING OR SURGING. 

WARNING 

If propeller rpm exceeds the limitations out· 
lined in Section V, feathering is recommended 
when conditions permit. 

Changed 5 August 1963 
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UPWIND OUTBOARD ENGlNE FAILS AND 

ROLLING TENDENCY AT TIME OF ENGINE FAILURE BEFORE 
PLACING THROTTLES IN GROUND IDLE OR REVERSE 

MORE LIFT 

nm, , 
LESS LIFT 

WIND 
DIRECTION 

ROLLING TENDENCY AFTER PLACING THROffiES IN 
GROUND IDLE OR REVER.SE 

LESS LIFT 

TURNING TENDl:NCY 
AFTER PLACING 

THROTTLES IN GROUND 
IDLE OR REVERSE 

~ 

MORE LIFT 

WIND 
DIRECTION 

TURNING TENDENCY 
AT TIME OF ENGINE 
FAILURE BEFORE 
PLACING THROTTLES 
IN GROUND IDLE OR 
REVERSE 

TAKEOFF DIRECTION 

Figure 3-2 
U"'B1•198 
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DOWNWIND OUTBOARD ENGINE FAILS AN 

ROLLING TENDENCY AT TIME OF ENGINE FAILURE BEFORE 
PLACING THROTTLES IN GROUND IDLE OR REVERSE 

• 

MORE LIFT 

WIND 
DIRECTION 

ROLLING TENDENC". AFTER PLACING THROmES IN 
GROUND IDLE OR REVERSE 

MORE LIFT 

TURNING TENDENCY AT 
TIME OF ENGINE FAIL

URE BEFORE PLACING 
THROTILES IN GROUND Q'" 

IDLE OR REVERSE ............-

, 
LESS LIFT 

WIND 
DIRECTION 

TURNING TENDENCY 
AFTER PLACING 
THROTTLES IN GROUND 
IDLE OR REVERSE 

TAKEOFF DIRECTION 

Figure 3-3 
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I If an individual propeller is hunting or surging (as 
indicated by rpm fluctuation), pull the respective syn· 
chronizer button OUT. If the malfunction is in the 
synchrophase system, synchronous governing may be 
restored by placing the synchropbasc switch OFF, then 
installing the bypass plug in the synchronizer control 
unit, thus isolating the ~-ynchrophase system. I f the 
hunting or surging continues, move the respective 
condition lever co AIR START position. T his will 
place the propeller in a fixed pitch position. If the 
hunting or surging still exists after the condition lever 
has been placed in AIR START, it is an indication 
that the fuel control unit is not functioning correctly. 

Note 
This condition may occur during cold weather 
operat ion (see Cold Weat her Operation in 
Section IX fo r nacelle preheat procedures). 
Place t he condition lever to RUN-FUEL-ON 
or FEATHER at the discretion of the pilot. 
If FEATHER is selected, the auxiliary feath 
ering sw itch should be actuated to the 
FEATHER position after the normal feather, 
ing operation is completed. 

Note 
If surging stops when the condition lever is 
set to AIR START, the PROPELLER NOR· 
MAL CONTROL circuit breaker can be 
OPENED to avoid holding t be condition 
lever in the AIR START position if engine 
operation i s essential. Changes in power 
should be made slowl y. Opening the 
PROPELLER NOR.i.'\-[AL CONTROL circuit 
breaker deactivates normal NTC and normal 
governing circuits. 

WARNING 

If the propeller rpm starts to increase when 
the condition lever is placed in AIR START, 
immediately rerum the condition lever to the 
RLTN-FUEL-ON position. The increase in 
rpm may be an indication of propeller brake 
malfunction. 

PROPELLER OVERSPEEDING. 

Perform the following steps immediately. 

a. Propeller - PEA THER. 

Feather the overspeeding propeller. 

Changed S August 1963 

b. Engine Failure During Flight Check - COM
PLETE. 

Complete t he steps under Engine Failure During 
Flight, this section. 

Note 

The rpm and drag of a wind.milling propeller 
may be partially restored to normal by de
creasing indicated airspeed or descending to a 
lowet altitude if conditions permit. 

PROPELLER OIL PRESSURE MONITORING 
(T.C.T.O. 571 ). 

Four amber, press-to-tesr, low oil pressure lights are 
located on the flight engineer's instrument panel (fig· 
ure 1-12). The lights are powered from the 28-volt d-c 
propeller bus on the flight deck left hand auxiliary 
circuit breaker panel, and are protected by individual 
circuit breakers. Each propeller is equipped with a 
bellows type pressure switch which actuates at 5 to 6 I 
psi oil pressure. W hen the propeller oil pressu re drops 
to fess than 5 to 6 psi, the low oil pressure light for I 
that propeller w ill come on. The lighcs are rendered in
operative through disarm switch action when the con
di tion lever is in the FUEL-OFF or FEATHER position. 

Note 

Flickering of the propeller low oil pressure 
light at low groun d idle can be expected at 

low ground idle rpm due to lower oil pres• 
sure at that rpm. If the light comes on at b_igh 
ground idle rpm, or above, p ropeller oil pres
sure is low. 

Propeller Low Oil Pressure Light Come! on In Flight. 

In the evenr that the propeller low oil pressure light 
comes on perform the following steps: 

a. Propeller - FEATHER. 

Feather the affected engine. 

b. Engine Failure During Flight Check - COM· 
PLETED. 

Complete the steps under Engine Failure During 
Flight, this section. 
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WARNING 

If fire becomes uncontrollable, it will be necessary to land, ditch, or bail out as conditions dictate. 

\Fire is always considered an emergency. When fue is discovered by any crew member, he must notify the pilot 
immediately, and the crew will p.roc~d with the recommended fire control measures. 

ENGINE FIRE, 

Engine Fire On The Ground. 

PILOTS 

1. ALL CONDITION LEVERS - FUEL OFF. 

Note 

If the fue occurs during starter engagement, 
maintain engine cranking until evidence of 
fire no longer exists or for a maximum of 20 
seconds. If starter bas disengaged, wait until 
engine has decelerated below 40 percent be
fore reengaging the starter. 

Affected Engine: 

2. ENGINE FIRE CONTROL HANDlE - PULL OUT 
& TURN TO LOCK. 

WARNING 

To insure proper actuation of the fire extin
guisher directional valves and routing of fire 
extinguishing ageru: to the proper location, 
engine and G TU fire control handles must be 
pulled out slowly. 

3. FIRE EXTINGUISHER DISCHARGE SWITCH - 1 ST 
FIRE EXT (HOLD FOR A MINIMUM OF 3 SECONDS). 

Note 

If second shot is necessary, set discharge 
switch to 2ND FIRE EXT (hold for a mini
mum of 3 seconds). 

4. CREW - ALERT. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

1. Pneumatic Manifold Switch - OPEN. 

2. Air Conditioning Ram Ventilation Switch-OFF. 

3. Fuel Boost Pump Switches - OFF. 

4. Fuel Tao.k Outlet Valve Switches - CLOSE. 

Note 
The following items will be accomplished 
after the pilot has directed "Electrical Power 
Off." . 

5. GTU'S - STOP. 

6. Battery Switch - OFF. 

7. Abandon the Aircraft. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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ENGINE FIRE. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

5. Radio Notification - NOTIFY. 

Advise appropriate station of condition, if time per-
• mats. 

6. Electrical Power - OFF. 

7. Ground Crew - DIRECT. 

Direct the ground crew to use ground fire extinguish, 
ers if fue is indicated in an unprotected nacelle area. 

8. Abandon the Aircraft . 

Engin e Fire in Flight. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

If an engine fire occurs in flight, perform the following steps immediately. 

1. DIRECTIONAL CONTROL AND AIRSPEED -
MAINTAIN. 

Affected Engine: 

2. CONDITION LEVER - FEATHER. 

3. ENGINE FIRE CONTROL HANDLE - PULL OUT 

AND TURN TO LOCK. 

WARNING 

1. Pneumatic Manifold Switch - CLOSED. 

2. Fuel Boost Pump Switch - OFF. 

3. Fuel Management-AS REQUIRED. 

Close the fuel tank outlet valve to the engine 
and discontinue use of the fuel manifold in 
t he affected wing until fire has definitely been 
extinguished. Do not use the affeeted m ani
fold if a safe landing can be accomplished 
wichout transfer of fuel. 

To insure proper actuation of the fire extin
guisher direcrionaJ valves and routing of fue 
extinguishing agent to the proper location, 
engine and GTTJ fire control handles mrut be 
pulled out slowly. 

4. Genera tor Automatic Changeover - CHECK (If 
an inboard propeller is feathered). 

4. FIRE EXTINGUISHER AGENT DISCHARGE 
SWITCH - 1 ST FIRE EXT {HOLD FOR MINIMUM 
OF J SECONDS!. 

Note 
If second shoe is necessary, position discharge 
switch to 2ND FIRE EXT (hold for minimum 
of 3 seconds). 

5. CREW- ALERT !HAVE CREW MEMBER VISUALLY 
CHECK AFFECTED ENGINE). 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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FIRE. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

6. Auxiliary Feathering Switch - FEATHER. 

T.O. 1 C-133A-1 

If the propeller continues to rotate, set auxiliary feath
ering switch to NORMAL (off) to actuate the normal 
feathering circuit. If the propeller continues to rotate 
very slowly, set engine brake switch to ON. If the 
engine brake does not stop propeller rotation, im
mediately set switch to OFF. 

To prevent overheating, under no circum
stances should the engine brake be used if 
propeller .rotation exceeds 1 blade per second 
as determined by a visual check. 

7. Radio Notification - NO'I'IFY. 

Advise appropriate station of condition and location. 

8. Oil Cooler Door - CLOSE. 

9, Operating Engines-ADJUST. 

Maintain power as necessary. 

10. Aircraft - TRlM. 

Note 
If safe altitude cannot be maintained with the 
aitcraft in a clean configuration, jettison fuel. 
Refer to Part 5 of T.O. 1C·l33A-1-1 for drift• 
down data. 

Note 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

Oil to the engine is required for lubrication. However, pilot's discretion should be utilized in determining 
whether the oil flow will constitute a fire hazard. If the propeller windmills, and engine fi.re is extin
guished (determined by visual check), perform the following (to supply oil to the engine) : 

11. Firewall shutoff valve switch - OIL ON. 

Note 
The drag resulting from a windmilling propeller is greater at high airspeeds and altitudes; therefore, 
if unable to feather the propeller, reduce airspeed and descend, conditions permitting, to a lower altitude. 

ENGINE OVERHEAT. 

In the event an e.o.gioe overheat condition occurs, as indicated by a flashing engine overheat and fire warning 
light, and master fire warning lighr, proceed as follows: 

Engine Overheat on the Ground. 

PILOTS 11.IGHT ENGINEER 

1. ALL CONDITION LEVERS - FUEL OFF. 1. Pneumatic Manifold Switch- OPEN. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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ENGINE OVERHEAT. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

Note 
If the overheat occurs during starter engage
ment, maintain engine cranking until evi
dence of overheat no longer exists or for a 
maxim11tn of 20 seconds. If starter has dis
engaged, wait until engine has decelerated be
low 40 percent before reengaging the Starter. 

Affected Engine: 

2. ENGINE FIRE CONTROl HANDLE - PULL 
OUT & TURN TO LOCK. 

WARNING 

To insuxe proper actuation of the fire extin
guisher direct ional valves and routing of fue 
extinguishing agent to the proper location, 
engine and GTU fire control handles must be 
pulled out slowly. 

3. CREW - ALERT. 

4. Radio Notification - NOTIFY. 

Advise appropriate station of condition, if time per
mit5. 

5. Electrical Power- OFF. 

6. Ground Crew - DIRECT. 

Djrecr the ground crew to use ground fue extinguishers 
if fue is indicated in an unprotected nacelle area. 

7. Abandon the aircraft. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

2. Air Conditionin.g Ram Ventilation Swiech-OFF, 

3. Fuel Boose Pump Switches - OFF. 

4. Fuel Tank Outlet Valve Switches - CLOSE. 

Note 
The following items ,vill be accomplished 
after the pilot has directed "Electrical P ower 
Off." 

5. GTU'S - STOP. 

6. Battery Switch- OFF. 

'· 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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ENGINE OVERHEAT. (CONTINUED) 

Engine Overheat in Flight. 

If an engine overheat condition occurs during flight, perform the following steps immediately. 

PILOTS 

1. DIRECTIONAL CONTROL AND AIRSPEED -
MAINTAIN. 

Affected Engine. 

2. CONDITION LEVER - FEATHER. 

3. ENGINE FIRE CONTROL HANDLE - PULL 
OUT & TURN TO LOCK. 

WARNING 

To insure proper actuation of the fire e~tin
guisher directional valves and routing of fire 
e:xtinguishing agent to the proper location, 
engine and GTU fire control handles must be 
pulled out slowly. 

4. CREW - ALERT (HAVE CREW MEMBER 
VISUALLY CHECK AFFECTED ENGINE}. 

5. Auxiliary Feathering Switch - FEATHER. 

If the propeller continues to rotate, set auxiliary 
feathering switch to .NORJ\,IAL (off) to actuate t he 
normal feathering circuit. H the propeller continues 
to rotate very sloV\•ly, set engine brake switch to ON. 
If the engine brake does not stop propeller rotation, 
immediately set switch to OFF. - . 

To prevent overheating, under no circum
stances should the engine brake be used if 
propeller rotation exceeds 1 blade per sec
ond, as determined by a visual check. 

6. Radio Notification - NOTIFY. 

Advise appropriate station of condition and location. 

7. Oil Cooler Door Switch - CLOSE, then OFF. 

8. Operating Engines-ADJUST. 

Maintain power as necessary. 

9. Aircraft - TRIM. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

1. Pneumatic Manifold Switch - CLOSE. 

2. Fuel Boost Pump Switch- OFF. 

3. Fuel Management - AS REQUIRED. 

Close the fuel tank outlet valve to the en
gine aod discontinue use of the fuel mani
fold in the affected w ing until the engine 
overheat condition no longer exists. Do not 
use- the affected manifold if a safe- landing can 
be accomplished without transfer of fueL 

4. Generator Automatic Changeover - CHECK (If 
an inboard propeller is feathered). 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PA.GE) 
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ENGINE OVERHEAT. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

Note 
. 

I f safe a ltitude cannot be maintained with 

the a ircraft in a clean configuration, jettison 

fuel. Refer ro Part 5 of T.O. 1C-133A· 1·1 for 

driftdown data. 

Note 

Oil to the engine is required for lubrication. 

Ho,vever, pilot's discretion should be utilized 
in determining whether the oiJ flow will 
constitute a fire hazard. If tbe propeller wind-

1nills, and no engine fire exists (determine by 
visu.al check), perform the following (to sup

p ly oil co the engine): 

10. Fjrewall Shutoff Valve Swiech - OIL ON. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

I f engine overheat and fire warning light continues to fl.ash, perform the following step: 

FUSELAGE FIRE. 

In the event of a f uselage fire, proceed as follows: 

PJLOTS 

1. CREW - ALERT. 

Crew members will use 100 percent oxygen. 

2. OXYGEN MASK - ON (USE 100 PERCENT 

OXYGEN). 

3. FIRE - ATTACK. 

Use all available emergency fire equipment. 

WARNING 

Prolonged exposure (; minutes or n1ore) to 

high concentrations (pronounced irrjtatjon 

5. All Pneumatic Manifold Switches - CLOSE. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

1. OXYGEN MASK - ON (USE 100 PERCENT 

OXYGEN). 

2. Air Conditioning-Ram Ventilation Switch-OFF. 

3. Pressurization Syscem Manual Control Switch

DEPRESSURIZE. 

Note 

le is advisable to d epressurize the aircraft in 
t he event of a fuselage tire to prevent possible 

overload 011 the outflow and safety valves due 

to tl1ern1al expansion within the fuselage. If 
a malfunction occurs in che normal pressuri

zation contr ol system, t he aircraft can be de

pressurized by utilizing the emergency cfe-

(CONTlNlJED ON NEX'l' PAGE) 
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FUSELAGE FIRE. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

T.O. 1C-133A-1· 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

pressurization provisions. It should be noted, 
however, that acruarion of the emergency de
pressurization valve handle closes the GTU 
load control valves and opens the ram venti
lation valves, creating a1r.6.ow through the 
cabin which may be undesirable. Citcutn· 
srances will dictate the procedure co be fol
lowed. 

of eye and nose) of bromochloromethane (CB) 
or its decomposition products should be 
avoided. CB is an anesrheric agent of moderate 
intensity. It is safer to use than previous fire 
extinguishing agents (carbon tetrachloride, 
methylbromide). However, especially in con
fined spaces, adequate respiratory and eye 
protection from excessive exposure, including 
the use of oxygen when available, should be 
sought as soon as the primary fire emergency 
will permit. Type A-20 extinguishers are in
operative when inverted. 

4. Emergency Depressu.tization Control Handle -
DEPRESSUlUZE (if necessary). 

4. Radio N otifi.cation - NOTIFY. 

Advise appropriare srarions of condition and intentions 
as soon as practicable. 

After Fire Is Out. 

WARNING 

Note 

When the emergency depressurizacion control 
handle is placed in the DEPRESSURIZE po· 
sition, the emergency depressuri.zation door is 
unlatched by an explosive cartridge. The door 
can be manually closed to restore pressuriza
tion but the protection afforded by the emer· 
gency door will no longer be available. The 
pilot will make the decision to repressurize, 
or not to repressurize, based upon such fac
tors as altitude required to complete the mis
sion, fuel consumption, oxygen supply avail
able, and the risk of encountering further 
circumstances which would necessitate emer· 
gency depressurization. 

WARNING 

On C-133A aircraft, if combustible fumes are 
known to be present, use the manual depres
surization system, as che emergency door ac• 
tuation charge could set off an explosion in 
the a£ t fuselage area. 

Keep flight deck windows closed during a fire aft of the flight deck. Flight test data reveals that opening 
any of the flight deck windows causes air6ow from the main cabin into the flight comparcmenc. This 
could result in possible smoke or fume concentration in the flight compartment which v,,ould hinder the 
crew in performing their duties. 

(CONTINUED ON NEx:r PAGE) 
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FUSELAGE FIRE. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

Pneumatic Manifold Overheat. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

5. Emergeucy Depressurization Control Handle (if 
acruated) - PRESSURIZE (door must be closed man
ually). 

6. Au: Conditioning- Ram Ventilation Switch -
AIR CONDITIONING (to eliminate smoke and 
fumes). 

7. Pressurization System Manual Control Switch -
AUTO. 

If the pneumatic ,manifold overheat warning indicator light comes on, perform the following: 

PILOTS FLIGHT ENGINEER 

1. JET-BLAST RAIN REMOVAL SWITCH - OFF. 1. PNEUMATIC MANIFOLD SWITCHES- CLOSE. 

2. NACELLE PREHEAT SWITCHES - OFF. 

3. Wi~g and Empennage Deice Switches - OFF. 

4. GTU Augmentation Switches - CLOSED. 

WING FIRE. 

If a fire occurs in the wing during flight, attempt to control it as follows: 

PILOTS 

1. JET-BLAST RAIN REMOVAL SWITCH - OFF. 

2. CREW-ALERT. 

(1) ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT (IN AFFECTED 
WING)- OFF. 

Turn off all electrical equipment in the affected wing. 

4. Navigation Lights - OFF. 

5. Formation Lights - OFF. 

6. Wing Leading Edge Scanning Lights - OFF. 

7. Radio Notification - NOTIFY. 

Advise appropriate stations of condition and iutentioos 
as soon as practicable. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

1. PNEUMATIC MANIFOLD SWITCHES - CLOSE. 

2. NACELLE PREHEAT SWITCHES - OFF. 

@ ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT - OFF. 

Unless necessary to maint1:1in flight, turn off all elec· 
trical equipment in the affected wing. 

4. FUEL VALVE CIRCUIT BREAKERS-OPEN. 

5. FUEL BOOST PUMP SWITCHES - OFF. 

6. Fuel Tanlc Float Test Indicator Circuit Breakers 
- OPEN. 

7. Landing Light Circuit Breaker - OPEN. 

8. Wing and Empeonage Deice Switches - OFF. 

9. GTU Augmentation Switches - CLOSED. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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ELECTRICAL FIRE. 
I 

WARNING 

Circu.msrances should dictate rhe crew procedure be£ore cutting off electrical power. The essential d-c 
bus must be powered for rapid depressruizarion of the aircraft, to have radio and interphone commu• 
nicarion, to operate propeller pitch change, to power the turn and. slip indicators, and to provide antiskid 
braking. Turning the battery switch OFF leaves only the battery busses powered. 

If fire or smoke is definitely identified as being of electrical origin, attempt to isolate the cir(:Uit involved. If the 
circuit cannot be readily idenrified, perform the following steps. 

Pt&.OTS 

1. CREW - ALERT. 

Crew members will use 100 percent oxygen. 

2. OXYGEN MASK - ON (USE 100 PERCENT 
OXYGEN). 

3. FIRE - ATTACK. 

Use all available fire equipment. 

WARNING 

Prolonged exposure (5 minutes or more) to 
high concentrations (pronounced irritation of 
eye and nose) of bromochloromerhane (CB) 
or ics decomposition products should be 
avoided. CB is an anesthetic agent of moder
ate intensity. It is safer to use rhao previous 
fire extinguishing agents (carbon tetrachlor
ide, methylbromide). However, especialJy in 
confined spaces, adequate respiratory and eye 
protection from excessive exposure. includ
ing the use of oxygen when available, should 
be sought as soon as the primary fire emer
gency will permit. Type A-20 extinguishers 
are inoperative when inverted. 

4. Radio Norin.cation - NOTIFY. 

Advise appropriate stations of condition and inten
tions as soon as practicable, 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

1. OXYGEN MASK - ON (USE 100 PERCENT 
OXYGEN). 

2. BATTERY SWITCH - OFF, 

3. MAIN GENERATOR SWITCHES - OFF. 

4, GTU PNEUMATIC SELECTOR SWITCHES -
NO LOAD. 

5. NO. 1 GTU START-RUN-STOP SWITCH -
MOMENTARILY START !TO REMOVE THE AUXILIARY 
GENERATOR FROM THE LINEJ. 

Every effort should be made to continue fligh r at the existing altitude and airspeed while further attempts are 
made to identify and isolate the faulty e lectrical circuits. If the attempt is successful, isolate the faulty circuit and 
restore power to rhe remaining circuits. If the source of the .malfunction caunot be found, restore electrical power 
as follows: 

a. All Essential A-C and D-C Circuit Breakers - OPEN. 

(Co.,TlNUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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ELECTRICAL FIRE. (CONTINUED) 

b. Auxiliary Generator Switch - RESET, then AlJTO. 
• 

c. Transforn1er-Rectifier Circuit Breaker - CLOSE. 

d. Essenital Circuit Breakers - CLOSE. 

Close one at a time as needed, while maintaining a close watch to insure that smoke or fire does not recur. 

If the situation is such that electrical power cannot be restored, proceed as outlined under Electrical Power System 
Faih.1re, this section. 

GTU FIRE OR OVERHEAT. 

Characteristics of the GTU fire deteetion system. are such that a fire ro.ay exist when an overheat warn
ing is indicated. An overhear warning should be treated in the same manner as a fire warning. 

If a GTU fire warning light or overheat light comes on, perform the following steps. 

PILOTS 

Affected GTU: 

1. GTU FIRE CONTROL HANDLE - PULL OUT 
AND TURN TO LOCK. 

WARNING 

To insure proper actuation of the fue extin
guisher directional valves and routing of fire 
extinguishing agent to the proper location, 
eng.ine and GTU fue control handles must be 
pulled out slowly. 

2. FIRE EXTIN GUISHER AGENT DISCHARGE 
SWITCH - 1ST FIRE EXT '(HOLD FOR MINIMUM 
OF 3 SECONDS). 

3. CREW - ALERT. 

Have a crew member visually check affected GTU. 

WARNING 

The GTU fue control haodle roust remain 
OUT after the fire or overheat condition has 
been eliminated to prevent the possibility of 
restarting the fue. 

4. Radio Norin.cation - NOTIFY. 

Advise appropriate station of condition and location. 

3-26 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

1. GTU START-RUN-STOP SWITCH - STOP. 

2. HYDRAULIC PUMP CONTROL SWITCH - OFF. 

3. Cabin Altitude - CHECK. 

• 
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SMOKE AND FUME ELIMINATION. 

In the event of heavy smoke or toxic fume concentration in the flight compartment, perform the following: 

WARNING 

Keep flight deck windows closed during a fire aft of the fl ight deck. Flight test data reveals that opening 
any of the flight deck windows causes airflow from the main cabin into the flight compartment. This 
could result in possible smoke or fume concentration in the ilight compartment which would hinder the 
crew in performing their duties. 

PILOTS 

1. CREW - ALERT. 

All crew members will use 100 percent oxygen. 

2. OXYGEN MASK - ON (USI: 100 PERCENT 
OXYGEN). 

Changed 14 June 1962 

FLIGHT ENGINEiR 

1. OXYGEN MASK - ON (USE 100 PERCENT 
OXYGEN). 

2. Pressurization System Manual Control Switch -
DEPRESSURIZE. 

WARNING 

Oo C-133A aircraft, if combustible fumes 
are known to be present, use the manual de
pressurization system, as the emergency door 
actuation charge could set off an explosion 
in the aft fuselage area, 

3. Air Conditioning - Ram Ventilation Switch -
AIR CONDITIONING. 

Note 

After elimination of smoke and fumes, re· 
• • store pressur1zat1on. 

If smoke is emanating from the air conditioning ducts, 
perform the following: 

4. Air Conditioning -
RAM VINTILA TION. 

Ram Ventilation Switch -
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The following arc the standard alarm signals for bail· 

THREE SHORT RINGS .... PREPARE FOR BAILOUT 

ONE LONG, SUSTAINED RING .... . ... BAILOUT 

BAILOUT PROCEDURE, 

Upon the first indication of an emergency, the pilot 
will give a warning signal to prepare for bailout. This 
signal will be three short rings on the alarm system. 
The pilot will also position the bailout alarm switch 
to STANDBY. When all crew members are ready for 
bailout, he will be notified by the engineer. When the 
pilot desires to have all on board abandon the aircraft, 
h-e will give the warning signal to bail out, which will 
be one long, sustained ring on the alarm system and 
position the bailout alarm switch to BAIL-OUT. In 
addition to the alarm signals, the pilot will give verbal 
warnings over the interphone and public address sys
tem. The crew will leave the flight deck by means of 
the flight deck ladder. The static line may be used to 
evacuate personnel who have been injured or are in· 
capacitated. 

BAILOUT EXITS. 
I 

The bailout exits (figure 3-4) are the crew entrance 
door on the right side of the aircraft a.nd the ramp 
and rear cargo doors. 

WARNING 

Under no circumstances should bailout be 
attempted from the flight deck escape hatch, 
the side cargo door, or the two main escape 
batches due co the possibility of personnel 
striking the propellers or stabilize.rs during 
exit. Bailout from the rear cargo doors is not 
recomn1ended at airspeeds in excess of 150 
knots JAS as this speed is the maximum 
allowable airspeed for operation of the rear 
ca.rgo doors. 

BAILOUT PROCEDURE - CREW DUTIES. 

Pilot: 

a. Crew - NOTIFY. 

3-28 

Notify crew and receive acknowledgement. Ring 
alarm bell three short rings and place the bailout 
alarm switch in ST AND BY position. (This will be an 
automatic signal for crew members to perform all pre
paratory duties for bailout.) Order engineer to de
pressurize the aircraft .. 

b. Aircraft -SLOW TO ISO KNOTS IAS (If time 
permits). 

c. Wing Flaps - .EXTEND TO 15 DEGREES. 

d. Autopilot - ON. 

Trim as required. 

e . .A.ntiexposure Suit (And lifevest if over water)
DON. 

f. Parachute - DON, 

g. Bailout Alarm Switch-BAIL-OUT. 

Alarm bell and lights on continuous signal. 

h. After Engineer Evacuates Aircraft-BAlL-OUT. 

After receipt of "All Clear" signal from engineer, pilot 
orders engineer to bail out, and follows him out. 

Copilot: 

a. Pilot's Bailout Instructions-ACKNOWLEDGE. 

b. Radio Transceiver - DON. 

c. Antiexposure Suit (And lifevest if over water)
DON. 

d. Parachute - DON. 

e. Emergency Voice Signals -TRANSMIT. 

Note 

Radio transmissions (emission patterns) are 
considerably stronger at plus or minus 90 
degrees to the aircraft's heading. 

I 

f. Landing Lights - EXTEND, and TURN ON. 

g. Until Bailout Signal Is Given - ASSIST PIL01' 
AS DIRECTED. 

h. IFF - EMERGENCY. 

i . Bailout Signal - BAILOUT. 

( 
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;;;',';, ~·..;:J EXIT IN R.IGHT AND ON GROUND 

- EXIT ON GROUND ONtY 

l:MERGENCY ENTRANCE: 
e REAR CARGO DOORS 

PNEUMATIC ACTUATION 
CONTROLS 

CREW l:NTRANCE DOOR 
MECHANl CAL ACTUA· 
TION CONTROL 

• 

~ -.. • 

Figure 3-4 
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C.133A 
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NOTE: 
For emerge"cy exit or e"trance on the ground, the 
rear cargo doors rnay be ope"ed pneumatically, 
from either inside or outside the aircraft . 

On the ground, the crew entrance door may be 
opened mechanically -from either inside or outside 
the aircraft. In flight, the crew entrance door must 
be mechanically jettisoned . 

• 
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Navigator: 

a. Pilor's Bailouc Instructions-ACKNOWLEDGE. 

b. Radio Transceiver - DON. 

c. Antiexposure Suit (And lifevesc if over water)
DON. 

cl. Parachute - DON. 

e. Aircraft Position - REPORT T O PILOT, CO
PrLOT 1\ND ENGINEER. 

f. IFF - EMERGENCY. 

g . Bailout Signal - BAILOUT. 

Flight Engineer: 

a . Pi lot's Bailout -Iostructioos-A('.KNOWLEDGE. 

b, Aircraf t - DEPRESSURIZE. 

c. Air Conditiooing - -Ran1 Ventilation Swiech -
OFF. 

d. Pilors - ASSIST (Cope with rhe emergency). 

e. Anciexposure Suit (And lifevest if over water)
DON. 

f. Parachute - DON. 

g. Bailout Signal - ASSIST CREW MEMBERS 
THROUGH BAILOUT EXJTS. 

b. Pilot - NOTIFY AND RF.CEIVE ACKNOWL
EDGEMENT AFTER ALL OTHER CREW MEM
BERS HAVE BAlLED OUT. 

If a definite acknowledgement is nor received, engi
neer goes to che fl ight deck and not ifies the pilot . 

i. On Pilot's Order - BA1LOUT. 

Scanner/ Ground Controller: 

a. Pilot's Bailout jnstruccions-ACKNOWLEOGE. 

b. Loadn1aster - ASSIST IN PREP A RING PAS
SENGERS FOR BAILOUT. 

c. 1\nci;;xpo~urc Suit (And lifevcsr if over ,varer)
DON. 

d , Parachutt: - D()N. 

e. Bailout Signal - BAILOUT. 

loadmas1er: 

a. Pilot's Bailout Jnsrrucrions-ACKNOWLEDGE. 

b. Passengers - ASSIST 1N PREPARING FOR 
BAILOUT. 

c. Antiexposure Suit (And lifevest if over water) -
DON. 

d. Parachute - DON. 

e. Bailout Ex.its - OPEN AFTER AIRCRAFT IS 
DEPRESSURIZED. 

f. Bailout Signal - ASSIST PASSENGERS TO 
EVACUATE AlRCRAFf. 

g. Afcer All Other Personnel Are Evacuaced, With 
the Exception of Engineer and Pilot - BAILOUT. 

OVERWATER RECOMMENDATIONS. 

Bailou.t is not recommended unless visual contact is 
made with _ adequate surface help. If no rescue vessels 
are jn the vicinity, bailout should be used only as a 
last resort because of the extreme difficulty of gett ing 
cbe crew together in the water. The large liferafts 
offer more elaborate survival and signaling equipment 
than do one-man rafcs. In any bur the warmest seas, a 
ma n will survive only a few hours if kept afloat by 
means of a lifevest alone. Wearing an antiexposure suit 
w i ll iocrease t.his time, but this still canoot compare 
wich the length of t ime survival is possible jn a life
rafr. If bailouc is required or dec.ided upon, t he follow
ing procedure is recommended. 

a . I f surface help is available, it is much easier for 
rescue crews to find and rescue two or three men at 
a time in a small area than to rescue 10 or more men 
strung out in a Jong line in che wacer. Always head 
the aircraft in a direction co allow the crew co drift 
onto the course and just ahead of the rescue vessel. 

b. If surface help is not avaj lable, it is still i mpor
tant to keep the crew as close together as possibl.e. 
Individual members can aid each other, especially if 
any are in jured. Mose important of all, a group of 
men on liferafts is mucb easier co find than a singlt 
individua l. 1' his is true whether the search is fron1 a 
su rface vessel or fro1n an aircraft. In viev.· of the 
above, rbe aircraf t should he Aov.·n in as right a circl~ 
:is conditions will pcrlllit, bailing out two 01' three 
ffi(;n at a tiine, then coming 11ro11nJ in reiarion co the 
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other men or the surface vessel before bailing out the 
other members. This should be accomplished to place 
the members as close as possible to the other men or 
the surfa.ce vessel. 

c. As in ditching, try to plan bailout before the 
last minute. The pilot must warn che crew as soon 
as bailout is decid.ed upon. Give three short riogs on 
the alarm bell, and, if time permits, warn the crew 
on the ioterphone and receive acknowledgements. 

d. When the bailout warning is given, crew mem
bers should check each other's equipment to insure 
that all straps and packs are properly secured and 
adjusted. Upon receiving the bailout signal, crew and 
passengers will exlt, with the least possible delay 
through the normal bailout exits, in accordance with 
the preceeding procedure or as prescribed by the pilot. 

EMERGENCY DESCENT. 

For emergency descent, use zero degrees wing flap and 
FLIGHT IDLE power with maximum allowable Mach 
number or maximum allowable indicated airspeed, 
whichever is limiting. 

WARNING 

This procedure will give the maximum rate 
of descent but may not be the safest letdown 
procedure, depending on the type of emer
gency. 

WARNING 

To avoid excessive negative pressure in the 
fuselage during rapid emergency descents, 
air must be supplied to the cabin by either 
the normal air conditioning system or by ram 
ventilation. 

TAKEOFF AND LANDING EMERGENCIES -
(EXCEPT DITCHING). 

Note 

When an emergency landing is required, the 
crew will assume the same locations that are 
required for ditching (figure 3-7 ). The alarm 
bell procedure is the same as for ditching. See 
Landing With One or More Engines Inopera
t ive, this section, for approach technique. 

ABORT. 

During an aborted takeoff, obtain positive directional 
and lateral control of the aircraft before using reverse 
tbiaSt. Apply symmetrical reverse thrust by reversing 
the thrust of the inboard or outboard engines simul
taneously. As soon as control bas been positively estab
lished, the tbrotde for the remaining engine may be 
placed in reverse to the limits of directional and lateral 
control. Apply aileron control as necessary, keeping in 
mind chat the aircraft is exceptionally sensitive to lat• 
eral control during ground maneuvers at any speed. 
The steering effects of lateral control in many cases 
can exceed the combined effect of rudder and rudder 
pedal steering. This is especially true on slippery run
way surfaces. 

To obtain maximum deceleration, place the throttles 
in full REVERSE ( within the limits of lateral and 
directional control), then apply maximum brake pedal 
pressure. Reversing the thrust of the propellers before 
applying the wheel brakes i-ncreases the load on the 
tires, which will result in more efficient braking 
action, If the antiskid system is turned on, antiskid 
protection will automatically be provided as the brakes 
are applied. If t.he antiskid system is not in operation, 
apply the brakes by partially depressing the brake 
pedals, then gradually increasing the braking pressure 
to the maximum r.hat is possible without skidding. 
There is little or no indication to the pilot of a skid
ding tire; therefore, if the condition of the runway 
warrants or if a skidding tire is suspected, momentarily 
release the brakes, reapply, release, reapply, etc. 

Note 

The After Landing check must be acco.m
plished after aa aborted takeoH. The Before 
Takeoff check must be reaccomplished prior 
to the next takeoff. 

ENGINE OUT CROSSWIND LANDING. 

The crosswind landing procedures are based on the 
n1ost critical situation; that of an outboard engine 
failure. Those situations involving inboard engine 
failure will demonstrate similar characteristics but will 
he less severe. In general, the aircraft has adequate 
control to land satisfactorily in any reasonable combi
nation of wind or engine out conditions. The relatively 
narrow t read width of the main landing gear combines 
~vith the powerful aileron control system to make the 
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aircraft more sensitive on the ground to aileron deflec
tions than aircraft with wide tread landing gear. This 
factor and the downv.•ind turning tendency of the air
craft requires a certain amount of technique on the 
part of the pilot. The following general rules may be 
applied to crosswind landings of this aircraft. 

WARNING 

Under conditions where sideslip angles are 
greater than 5 degrees, approaching stall 
speed in the power approach or takeoff con· 
figurations, or with right angle crosswind 
components of 25 knots or more, errors exist• 
ing in the airspeed indicating system may be 
greater than those shown on the Airspeed 
Position Error Correction charts in Part 2 of 
T.O. JC-133A·1-1. Under the co.nditions cited, 
the proper indicated airspeed reading shall be 
determined only from that indicator which 
does not fluctuate, and which gives the higher 
of the two airspeed readings. 

a. Do not be hasty in applying reverse thrust. Raise 
the throttles into the GROUND range slowly, check 
for propeller Beta lights ON and apply aileron and 
rudder quickly in conjunction with rudder pedal stee_r
ing to assist in maintaining the directional control 

b. Pilot should not hesitate to use the aileron con· 
trol to bank the aircraft slightly to assist in directional 
control. Improper use of aileron control can cancel 
out the effectiveness of rudder and rudder pedal steer
ing. This situation is especially CJ'itical under adverse 
weather conditions at night. 

c. The brakes can be used. to assiSt in direcrional 
control, but the effectiveness is comparatively low due 
to the narrow tread width of the main landing gear. 

• 

WARNING 

Landings are not, recom1uended in crosswinds 
in excess of those indicated by the Takeoff 
and Landing Crosswind chart, Part 5 of T .O. 
1C-133A-I-1 , 
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Engine-Out Cross..,,ind Landing - Upwind Outboard 
Propeller Feathered. 

The characteristics of the aircraft during approach and 
landing in crosswind conditions with an upwind out· 
board propeller feathered are similar to those outlined 
under the paragraph for Crosswind Landing, except 
during the ground roll after touchdown. After touch
down with three ebgines operating at FLIGHT IDLE 
power (upwind outboard propeUer feathered), the 
normal downwind turning tendency is somewhat 
balanced, depending upon the airspeed and wind 
velocity, by greater thrust lift on the downwind wing. 
For this reason if no reverse thrust is planned, or if 
only the symmetrical propellers are reversed, landing 
with the feathered propeller upwind will assist in 
directional control ( see figure 3·5 ), 

Engine-Out Crosswind Landing-Downwind Outboard 
Propeller Feathered. 

The characteristics of the aircraft during approach and 
landing in crosswind conditions with a downwind out· 
board propeller feathered are similar to those outlined 
under the paragraph for Crosswind Landing, except 
after touchdown. After touchdown with three engines 
operating at FLIGHT IDLE power (downwind out· 
board propeller feathered), the normal downwind roll
ing and turning tendency will be increased consider
ably due to the Joss of thrust lift on the downwind 
wing. For this reason, if the landing is planned with 
reverse thrust, the landing should be accomplished 
with the feathered propeller downwind, if practical, 
so that the reversing will assist in lateral and direc
tional control (see figure 3-6), 

MAIN GEAR TIRE FAILURE. 

If both tires on any gear are fl.at, stop the aircraft on 
the runway; do not attempt to taxi. If one tire is Hat, 
clear the runway, after which towing is recommended. 
If both tires are flat on one main gear, or one tire 
on each tandem gear, as a result of striking some 
object on the runway, there may be more damage than 
just a flat tire condition. For example, a hydraulic 
hose may be torn loose, a wheel may be broken, or 
the landing gear may be damaged. The aircraft has 
a tendency to turn towards the side of a flat tire; 
however, this tendency may be counteracted by differ
ential braking, nose gear steering (use forward pres
sure on the control column to give good steering char
acreristics), and by use of aileron control. Asymmetric 
reverse thrust may also be used, if required. If one 
or both tires are flat on one main gear when landing, 
put the nose gear on the runway as quickly as possible 
after touchdown. Landing with a flat tire on one 
main gear presents no unusual problem; however, the 
rate of sink at touchdown should be reduced as much 
as possible to avoid undue stress on the remaining 

• tires. 
(See CAUTION on Page 3-3 SJ. 
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ROLLING TENDENCY UNCREASED CONSIDERABLY BY 
APPUCATJON OF REVERSE THRUST) 

LESS UFT 

TURNING TENDl:NCY 
UNCREASED 

CONSIDERABLY 
BY APPLICATION OF 

REVERSE THRUST> 

LANDING 
DIRECTION 
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' MORE LIFT 
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Figure 3-5 
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ROI.UNG TENDENCY UNCREASED CONSIDERABLY 
IN FLIGHT IDLE; DECREASED IN REVERSEI 

LESS LIFT 

TURNING TENDENCY 
UNCREASED 

CONSIDERABLY 
IN FLIGHT IDLE; 

DECREASED IN REVEaSE) 
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Figure 3- 6 
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If tire failure is detected prior to gear retrac-
tion, leave the gear extended. 

NOSE GEAR TIRE FAllURE. 

If a nose gear tire is ilat at the rime of landing, keep 
the nose gear off the ground as long as possible. 
If cargo can be shifted safely, move the cargo aft to 
obtain an aft cg of 32 percent MAC. Use minimum 
braking; utilize reverse thrust if necessary. The air• 
craft can be safely taxied with one nose geai: tire flat. 
No special precautions are necessary. 

NOSE GEAR SHIMMY. 

Nose gea.r ·shimmy is an indication of an unbalanced 
condition of the nose gear wheel and ·tire assembly or 
failure of the steering system. If this occurs during 
the takeoJf run and the remaining runway is sufficient 
to stop the aircraft with a minimum of braking, abort 
the takeoff. If this is not possible, continue the rake-

* * 
NOSE GEAR RETRACTED - MAIN GEAR DOWN. 

* 

off, pulling the nose gear clear of the ground as soon 
as possible. 1£ shimmy occurs during the landing roll, 
decelerate gradually and apply up-elevator, maintain
ing as little load on the nose gear as possible. lo land
ing with a known shimmy condition, keep the nose 
gear off the ground as long as possible, lo,'l'ering the 
nose gea:r just before loss of elevator effeetiveness. 

Emergency Nose Gear Unlock IT.C.T.0. 614). 

On aircraft wirh T .C.T.O. 614, if the nose gear fa ils 
to extend, release the nose gea,r latching .1uechaoism 
by means of the emergency nose gear unlock link as 
out lined in Emergency Landing Gear Extension Pro
cedures, rhis sect.ion. 

NOSE GEAR LOCKING MECHANISM 
MALFUNCTION, 

If the nose gear position indicator shows a gear unsafe 
condition prior to landing and an investigation -shows 
that the red and white warning flag is not in the 
proper position (see fig1,re 1-36)) the nose gear viewing 
window should be broken and the ground lockpin 
inserted before landing. 

* * 

If a landing muse be made with the nose gear retracted and the main gear down, and if the cargo can be safely 
moved, shift it to an aft cg location of oot more than 32 percent MAC. Have the crew escape hatch unlatched. 
Use the following procedure to land with the nose gear up. 

PILOTS 

a. Shoulder 1-Iaroess - LOCKED; Seat Belt -
FASTENED. 

WARNING 

The pilot is prevented from bending forward 
when tbe harness is locked; therefore, all 
switches not readily accessible should be 
properly positi oned before locking the 
harness. 

b. Landing- NORi\-IAL (with a slight nose-high 
attitude). 

c. In11nediately Upon Ground Contact -Apply 
sufficient up-elevator to keep the aircraft in a level 
attitude. 

d. Reverse Thrust-APPLY AS NECESSARY. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

a. Pressurization System Manual Control Switch -
DEPRESSURIZE. 

b. Crew Escape Ladder - IN PLACE. 
, 

c. Crew Escape Hatch- UNLATCHED. 

d. Seat Belt - FASTENED (,seat facing afc). 

After t he Aircraft Has Come To a Srop: 

e. Fuel Boose Pump Switches - OFF. 

f. Fuel System Control Switches - OFF. 

g . GTIJ Start-Run-Stop Switches- STOP. 

h. Battery Switch - OFF. 

(COl~TlNUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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NOSE GEAR RETRACTED - MAIN GEAR DOWN. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

e. Aircraft - Maintain a level attitude and ease 
the nose down prior to loss of elevator effectiveness. I f 

1 the tail is too low just before elevator effectiven ess is 
lost, nose contact with th e ground will be severe. 

£. Brakes - USE ~1INIMUM BRAKING. 

g. Portable Fire Extinguishers - BE PREPARED 
TO USE. 

h . Condition Levers - FUEL OFF. 

After the aircraft has come to a stop. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

ANY ONE MAIN GEAR RETRACTED - NOSE GEAR DOWN; OR ONE MAIN GEAR ON EACH SIDE 
OF THE AIRCRAFT RETRACTED - NOSE GEAR DOWN. 

If any one main gear fails to extend or latch down, or if any one main gear on each side of the aircraft fails ro 
extend or larch down, proceed as in a normal landing, except as follows: 

PILOTS 

a. Fuel Supply - REDUCE. 

If feasible, circle the landing area until remaining fuel 
supply is approximately 1200 pounds for each engine. 
(Make use of fuel jettisoning provisions as applicable.) 

b. Crew Members - WARN TO ASSUME 
DITCHING STATIONS. 

c. Shoulder Harness - LOCKED; Seat Belt -
FASTENED. 

WARNING 

The pilot is prevented from bending forward 
when the harness is locked; therefore, all 
switches not readily accessible should be 
properly positioned before Jocking the 
harness. 

d. Landing - LAND THE AIRCRAFT AT AS 
LOW A SINK RA TE AS POSSIBLE. 

fl.fGHT ENGINEER 

a. Fuel Supply - REDUCE. 

Use fuel je ttisoning provisions as applicable. 

b. Pressurization System Manual Control Switch 
- DEPRESSURIZE. 

c. Crew Escape Ladder - IN PLACE. 

d. Crew Escape Hatch - UNLATCHED. 

e. Seat Belt - FASTENED (Seat facing aft). 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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ANY ONE MAIN GEAR RETRACTED - NOSE GEAR DOWN; OR ONE MAIN GEAR ON EACH SIDE OF 
THE AIRCRAFT RETRACTED - NOSE GEAR DOWN. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

e. Brakes - USE MINIMUM BRAKING. 

On landing at aft cg locations, with only 
the forward main gears and the nose gear 
down and latched, the aircraft will settle on 
the tail bumper when elevator control 
becomes ineffective. Use of reverse thrust 
under these conditions may cause damage to 
the tail bumper and/or damage to the sup
port structure. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

At gross weights below 235,000 pounds the aircraft can be safely landed with one of the main gears up, p rovided 
there is minimum crosswind eHect. Turning should be performed at very low taxi speeds and brakes applied 
cautiously. Transfer of fuel to the opposite side of the aircraft to create an intentional cg eccenrricity is beneficial. 

TWO MAIN GEARS ON SAME SIDE OF AIRCRAFT RETRACTED. 

If two main gears on the same side of the aircraft fail to extend or latch down, retract all gears and make a belly 
landing. 

BILLY LANDING. 

T here may be a slight tendency to overshoot during a belly landing because of the reduction in drag resultjng 
from the fully retracted gear. Perform the following steps prior to making a belly landing. 

PILOTS 

a. Fuel Supply - REDUCE. 

If feasible, circle the landing area until remaining fuel 
supply is approximately 1200 pounds for each engine. 
(Make use of fuel jettisoning provisions as applicable.) 

b. All Loose Cargo and Equipment - JETTISON. 

Order crew to jettison all loose cargo and equipment, 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

a. F,1el Supply - REDUCE. 

Use fuel jettisoning provisions as applicable. 

b. Pressurization System I\,fanual Control Switch 
- DEPRESSURlZE. 

c. Crew Escape Ladder - fN PLACE. 

d. Crew Escape Hatch - ill',11.ATCHED. 

After Cargo Has Been Jettisoned: 

e. ·Ramp - CLOSED. 

f. R,ear Cargo Door - OPENED (C-133A only). 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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BELLY LANDING, (CONTIN"UED) 

PILOTS 

{2) GTC Fire Control Handles - PULL OUT AND 
~N ·ro LOCK. 

WARNING 

To insure proper actuation of the fire extin
guisher directional valves and routing of fire 
extinguishing agent to the proper location, 
engine and GTU nre control handles n1ust be 
pulled out slowly. 

d. GTU Fire Control Handles- UNLOCK AND 
PUSH IN. 

e. Crew Members - DITCHING ST A TIONS. 

Direct crew members to take ditching stations. 

f. Approach - NOR1,1AL. 

g. Shoulder Harness - LOCKED; Seatbelt-FAS
TENED. 

The pilot is prevented from bending forward 
when the harness is Jocked; therefore, all 
switches not readily accessible should be 
properly positioned before locking the 
shoulder harness. 

h. Wing Flaps - FULL DOWN (As soon as land
ing is assured). 

Use en1ergency flap switch. 

i. Brace for Impact - GIVE SIGNAL. 

j. Condicion Levers - FUEL OFF. 

Set condition levers to FUEL OFF after touchdown, 
and when engine power is no longer needed to main
tain directional control. 

k. Firewall Shutoff Valve Switches - FUEL AND 
OIL OFF. 

• 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

g. GTU Start-Run-Stop Switches - STOP. 

@ No. l and No. 2 GTU Firewall Shucoff Valve 
Circuit Breaker (Engineer's Overhead Panel) - OPEN. 

i. Seatbelt-FASTENED (Seat facing aft). 

j. All Fuel Boost Pum.p S,vitches - OFF (When 
brace for impact signal is given). 

k . All Fuel System Controls - OFF (After engines 
have been shutdown). 

1. Battery 
crafc). 

Swiech - OFF (Prior to leaving 

(CONTINUED ON NEX:I' PAGE) 
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BELLY LANDING. (CONTfNUED) 

PfLOTS 

If Engine Fire Occurs: 

L Engine Fire Control Handle (Affected Engine) 
- PULL OUT AND TURN TO LOCK. 

WARNING 

To insure proper actuation of the fire extin
guisher directional valves and routing of fire 
extinguishing agent ro the proper locat ion, 
engine and GTU 6.re control handles must be 
pulled out slowly. 

m. Engine Fire Extinguisher Discharge Switch
lST FIRE EXT (1..-Iold for minimum of 3 seconds). 
If second shot is necessary, position discharge switch 
to 2ND FIRE EXT, and hold for a mini.mum of 
3 seconds. 

If GTU Fire Occurs: 

n. GTU Fire Control Handle (Affected GTU) -
PULL OUT AND TURN TO LOCK. 

WARNING 

To insure proper actuation of the fire extin
guisher directional valves and routing of fire 
extinguishing agent to the proper location, 
engine and GTU fue control bandies must be 
pulled ouc slowly. 

Changed 5 August 1963 

. ' 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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BELLY LANDING. (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

o. Fire Exringuisher Agent Discharge Swirch -
1ST FIRE EXT (Hold for minimum of 3 seconds). 

Note 
If second shot is necessary, position discharge 
switch co 2ND FIRE EXT, and hoJd for a 
minimum of 3 seconds. 

WARNING 

The GTU Fire warning lights will not ~ome 
on without a·C power on the aircraft. Fire 
procedures should be hased upon visual ob-

• servat1on. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

A forced Janding at any place other than an air.field should be made according to the procedures outlined for a 
belly landing, except that the landing gear should be extended prior to touchdown. 

* * 
EMERGENCY ENTRANCES AND EXITS. 

Emergency entrances and exirs (figure 3-4) are pro
vided as follows: rear cargo doors and crew entrance 
door. These doors may be opened by external or inter 
nal controls located adjacent to each door. Exit may 
also be made from the cabin and crew escape hatches 
and from the pilor's and copilot's side w indows. Escape 
ropes should be used when n1aking an exic from escape 
hatches, whenever possible. 

REAR CARGO DOORS AND RAMP GROUND 
EMERGENCY OPERATION. 

For emergency operation of the rear cargo doors and 
ramp from joside the aircraft, proceed as follo\vs: 

Changed 5 August 1963 

* * * 
a. Open hinged cover over emergency cont:rol hao.· 

die. 

b. Turn emergency control handle to OPEN posi
t.ton. 

~or emergency operation from outside aircraft, proceed 
as follows: 

a. Push button directly below emergency control 
handle co release handle. 

b. Tt1.rn emergency control handle to OPEN posi-
• 

tIOO. 

Note 
The ramp and doors should be operated 
through several cycles after emergency opera
tion to bleed the system of air. 
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DITCHING. 

Tbe ditching chart (figu1·e 3-7) and ditching sequence 
diagram (figure 3-8) give ducies of personnel prior to, 
and during ditching. 

The following are the standard alarm signals for ditch
·ing. 

SIX SHORT RINGS .. ... PREPARE FOR DITCHING 
ONE LONG RING ......... BRACE FOR IMPACT 

Note 

The essential bus must be powered to provide 
electrical power for the operation of the UHF 
radio and interphone. 

~~ 
The battery switeh muse be positioned to OFF 
immediately prior to impact. 

EMERGENCY DITCHING EQUIPMENT. 

Ditching equipment should be in l'ead.iness at all times 
when flying over water . Prior to each overwater flight, 
the pilot will ensure that the necessary equipment is 
aboard, in serviceable condition, and stowed in the 
proper places. 

EMERGENCY DITCHING EXITS (FLIGHT CREW). 

Refer to figure 3-4 for emergency exits. Normally, all 
flight crew members will use the erew emergency 
escape batch (11, figure 3-1) for exit after ditching. In 
the eveflt the two escape hatches in the cabin are to 
be used for emergency exit hy crev..· members, two 
foldi ng escape ladders (16, figure 3-1) are provided 
for access to the hatches. 

Note 

At least one cabin escape ladder should be 
installed before takeoff. Evacuation operations 
through che escape hatches may be seriously 
hampered by the ti1ne and effort required to 
install the ladders during adverse flight con
ditions. 

EMERGENCY DITCHING EXITS (PASSENGERS). 

Wbcn overwacer flight with passengers is anticipated, 
the loadmaster and che scanner/ground controller will 

3-40 

assist in evacuating passengers and carrying out the 
duties ouclined in the Ditching Chart (figitre 3-7). '[he 
pilot should ensute that at lease one escape ladder is 
installed at a cabin emergency escape hatch and chat 
the normal passenger briefing is augmented with the 
following information. 

a. Ditch alarm signals. 

b. Instructions to remain seated with safety belts 
fastened until it is ascertained that the aircraft has 
stopped forward movement during ditching. On water 
landings, there are normally two or more water im
pacts. T he initial impact is (normally) lighter than 
the second water impact and the subsequent impacts 
(if any) will diminish in force. 

c. Operation of the escape hatch latch control 
handles. 

Note 

Normally a crew member will release the 
latch control handles prior to ditching and 
after dcprcssurizatioo. With the cabin depres
surized, the hatches will not open in flight 
at maneuvering airspeeds. If structural deflec
tions occur during actual ditching the hatches 
may spring open. 

d. Prop er exit route. 

Note 

Each passenger should have a preplanned 
route to an emergency escape hatch ladder. If 
l ifel'afts are stowed in the cabin liferaft com
partments (figure 3-8), the first man up the 
ladder should pull che liferaft release handles 
(15, figure 3-1) to release the rafts for pas
senger use. If there are no cabin liferafts 
aboard , the passengers must walk forward on 
top of che fuselage to the crew liferaft after 
exiting through the hatch . 

PREPARATION FOR DITCHING. 

Wind Speeds and Directions. 

Surface winds are fairl~· predictable by the way they_ 
affect the water. Use the fo llowing reference for esti
mating the surface wincl velocity. 

a. Glassy Sea ...... --·------·--·------··---Less than 1 knot 

b. Ripples With the Appearance Of 
Scales Are Formed, But Without 
Foam Crest----··--··-·-------···----·----------··---... 1 to 3 knot& 

• 

( 

i 

1 
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c. Small Wavelets, Still Short But More 
Pronounced; Crests Have a Glassy 
Appearance and Do Not Break ................ 4 to 6 Knots 

d. Large Wavelets; Crests Begin to 
Break. Foam of Glassy Appearance. 
Perhaps Scattered Whitecaps .................... 7 to 10 knots 

e. Small Waves, Becoming Longer; 
Fairly Frequent Wbitecaps .................... 11 to 16 knots 

f. Moderate Waves, Taking a More 
Pronounced Form; Many 
Whitecaps ............... ............................. 17 to 21 knots 

g. Large Waves Begin to Form; 
the White Foam Crests Are More 
Extensive. (Probably Some 
Spray) ............................ ....... ............... 22 co 27.knors 

h. Sea Heaps Up and Whire Foam 
From Breaking Waves Begins To Be 
Blown In WeJI-Marked Streaks Along 
the Direction Of the Wind .................... 28 to 3 3 knots 

i. Moderately High \Vaves of Great 
Length; Edges of Crests Break Into Spindrift. 
The Foam ls Blown In Well-Marked 
Streaks Along the Direction Of the 
Wind ..... .... - ......................... .............. 34 to 40 knots 

j . High Waves. Dense Streaks Of Foam 
Along the Direction Of the Wind. 
Sea Begins To Roll. ....... ....................... . 41 to 47 knots 

k. Very High Waves With Long 
Overhanging Crests. Foam ls Blown 
In Dense White Streaks Along 
the Direction Of the Wind. On 
the Whole, the Surface Of the 
Sea Takes a White Appearance ............ .. 48 to 55 knots 

Plans for ditching cannot be n1ade without taking the 
wind direction into consideration. Waves move down
wind, and the spray from wave cre~ts is also blown 
downwind. Swells, however, do not always indicate 
wind direetions and can be very large even wl1en the 
wind is calm. Swells are (he result of underwater dis• 
turbances. Over a sea, a pilot muse be more exacting 
and alert when judging height. 

Flight Deck. 

At the time the Prepare for Ditching order is given 
by the pilot, the crew assignments will be: Pilot and 
copilot will don aotie:xposuce suits and lifevesrs in 
turn, after the copilot transn1its the necessary emer
gency signals. The engineer w ill install the escape 

ladder, unlatch the crew emergency escape hatch, don 
antiexposure suit and Jifevest, return co his station, 
and stand by to assist the p ilots. The navigator will 
switch the IFF co emergency and relay the speed, 
course, altitude, position, and estimated ditch1ng posi
tion to the copilot. He '11.rill also stow essential equip
ment in t.he emergency equipment bag and scow the 
bag in the relief crew compartment. Upon completion 
of these duties, he wi ll don antiexposure suit and l ife. 
vest and return to his station. If a relief crew is aboard, 
the personnel will assist the copilot and navigator as 
assigned, don antiexposure suits and lifevests, and 
return to tbe relief crew compartment to a\\•ait further 
orders. Upon hearing one long ring of the alarm bell, 
all crew members will assume the Brace for Impact 
position (fig11re 3-8). 

Note 

The navigator should 1nake certain that the 
size of the emergency equipment bag will 
allow it to go through the crew escape hatch 
without difficulty. 

ABANDONING AIRCRAFT. 

Evacuation of the aircraft after ditching should be 
accomplished in an orderiiy manner in the shortest 
time possible. This cannot be done well without prac
tice and in the event that the fuselage is dark and fill
ing with water, further difficulty can be expected. 

The crew and/or passengers 1nust not leave 
ditching positions until it is ascertained that 
the aircraft has stopped forv.•ard move1nent. 
Serious injuries have occurred as the result 
of personnel unfastening safety belts prior 
to the aircraft coming to a full scop. Upon 
~·acer ditching the initial impact is normally 
lighter than the second impact. Subsequent 
impacts v1rill be lighter depending on water 
conditions (waves or ripples) and the forward 
velocity of the aircraft. 

Imn1ediarely after the aircraft comes to rest, additional 
nece~sary emergency equipment may be collected and 
distributed to each crew member. T he crew members 
must carry out their After Dicching duties ( fig11.re 3-7) 
and then evacuate the aircraft through the hatch pre
viously assigned co them in the correct order carrying 
the equipment v.•hich each has been allotted. They 
must also see co it chat each piece of equipment for 
use in the liferaft is secured by lines to prevent its 
being lost overboard in passing from the aircraft to 
the liferaft. The escape rope provided should be used 
until all personnel are safely in the assigned liferaft. 
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RR.ST A.CTIONS 
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1. Alerts cabin perM>nnel with signal No. 
I : Six short rings on alarm bell, 2 
seconds each. 

2. Orders c;opilot to send final dimeP 
signal. 

3. Orders to all crew memben and 
passengers to turn an emergency 
flashlights connected to lifevests. flli, 
procedure will provide light after 
ditching and will aid in locating 
penons injured during ditching. 

4. Orders all on board to secure 
themselves in ditching position . 

5, If crt night, tums ON formation lights ! 
' 

a'!d orders engineer and $Cann«/ ' ! 

I ground controller to tum on impact 
lights. 

6. Immediately prior to ditching, gives 
s·ignal No. 2: "Brace for Impact" on 
interphone and one long ring on alann 
bell (approximately 6 seconds). 

.:., -· ' . ' 'I' ... " """· 

1. Sends final MAYDAY position, altitude, I 
courM, speed, and intention of pllot as _ 
to ditching. 

2. Assists pilot. 

( 

Pilors 1. Leaves aircraft through c.rew 
seat escape hatch and assists with liferafts. 

Note: Aircraft commander and 

I 
loadmaster, in c;onfe~ence prior to 
departure, will detennine distribution 
of personnel in rafts. 
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Copilors ti 1. Exits through cr,ew escape hatch. 
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I FLIGHT ENGINEER 
1. Stands by, at panel to assist pilot and 

l 

c.opilot i• required. • 
.2. Procures flashlight. J,. 
3. ·oons anti-exposure s uit a nd lifeveat. 

· NAVIGATOR 
1. Turns IFF to EMERGENCY. 
2.. Passes informcilion on speed, <:ourcse, 

altitude, position, and estimated 
~itching p6s!tion to c-opil,z>t for i",~tu,io~ •: '11 
1n distress signal. ., i,;;;., .:¼_ I 

3. Stows essential navi,gatioric;il -~~uipmerij, , ,;1 
Very pistol, signal flares,;;,) T!>ke ·,., ,: · 
signals, first aid kit a nd . c:&w yw.ater ~ . 
tank in em~r9~n~y eq'!Jp,ment·".'~9 ~nd .· . . 
·s.tows bog 1h relief crew COIJ'!pqrtmel),t~ ,':i"1 
Places perisi:opic stand· ih'' 11:,:e.,.UP position, ·4 

4. Informs crew and p assenge_rs · of. :· 
d istance a nd direction "of ' neatest land .. , , 
or rescue. vessel. 

s. Cl nti-expc,sure 

I 6. 

Dons radio transceiver, 
suit .and lifevest. 
Procures flashlight. 

.,,; 

' LOAOMASTER 

• 

1. , Advises scanner/ground coiJtroller ·a.n·d. 
passengers of the impending · 
emergency. . 

' 2·. Jettisons cargo, closes all hcllches ·that 

i 

3. 
4. 
5. 

might take in water. 
Secures cargo that cannot be jettisoned:-;. 
Puts escape ladders in position. -' 
Notifies pilot, when cab.in is s~cured. J 

SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLE~ 
• ·1. ·Assists loodmaster to 'jettison ,sa rgo 

position equip~ent. '' ' ., - oil _ 
! 2, CloSli.s all hatches 1lu:it ;might take in 

water. · 

= 

--

3. .:Assists passengers and crJM' 1,nembers 

~ ~ .;tntc;i~Jltti-e_xposure suit~~~,j"d;, lifi£~$1J; 
': ID -• 

111 
0 
-J 

1. Pressuri;z:ation system manual control -
DEPRESSURIZE. 

2. Installs crew escape ladder . 
3. Unlatches crew escape ~atch. 
4. Turns on all flig ht deck imp·a ct lights. 
5. Fastens seat belt and faces aft. 
6. Immediately prior to impact turns off 

generators and battery (daylight only) . 
:..._:., ~. .. ~~-- -~~Wi.lf':t,~~ ~ 

1. Assists pilot as directed . 
2. Fastens seal belt and faces aft. 

.. ~ 
£'..•,· ..;i..-; 

1. Dons anti-exposu re suit a nd lifevest. 
2. Procures flashlight. 
3. Insures that passengers are properly 

seated and secured. 
4. Unlatches cabin escape hatches. 
S. Fastens safety belts. 

.fil:~M-•~-- .. 

1. Turns on cabin impact lights. 
2. Dons anti-exposure suit and lifevest. 
3. Procures flashlig ht. 
4. Assumes d itching position . . 

11 
~ Engineer's 
'I; seat, facing 

AFT. 

Navigator's 
5eat, facing 
AFT. 

bunk, in 
relief crew 

'1 In cabin, when 
r carrying 

passengers. 

bunk, in 
relief crew 

• 
compartment. 
~ ,•;a,,,, 

In cabin, when 
• carrying 

passengers. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

3. 
4. 

1. 
2 . 

3. 
4 . 

( 

Pulls liferaft release ha1;1dle in relief 
crew compartment. 
Exits through crew escape hatch and 
checks crew liferaft for proper e jection. 
Obtains emergency radio. 

.t..,-:r,~M l --:-S· i 5:i#'FM'!ft""?i:., &!I 

Passes out emergency equipment bag 
and exits through crew escape hatch. 

·"~J::'~ ~.:-:-~,ck~ 
~ fxits through the CTeW ·~~p-:h at ~h. 

Assists other crew members to 
evacuate the aircraft. 

..... ™ &:kT118 
Opens left cabin escape 
Releases liferafts from the left wing 
compartment. 
Exits through the cabin escape hatch. 
Assists other crew members and 
passenger to evacuate a ircraft. 

bfU .. ~~ C-: -----·~--,-~ ~~ ..l. }di~· • :,,: - _'!'"~· 
Exits through the crew escape hatch . 
Assists other crew me mbers to 
evacuate a ircraft. 

passenger to evacuate aircraft. 

... 
• 
0 
_. 
n 
' _. 
w 
w 
> 
' _. 
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UFERAFT 
RELEASE HANDLE 

--- CREW ESCAPE HATCH 

\ 

CREW POSITION PRIOR TO DITCHING 
(BRACED FOR IMPACT) 

' 

,figure J -8 (Sl,eel 1 of 21 

. 
I 
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Sequence Diagram 

CABIN ESCAPE ROPE 
<IF INST ALLEDI 

CABIN ESCAPE 
HATCHES--, 

r-- CABIN LIFERAfTS 
(41 

• 

-- PASSENGER ROUTE WHEN CABIN 
LIFERArn AIU: NOT AV All.ABLE 

,-- CREW MEMBER CHEO<S 
THAT EMERGENCY RADIO 
HAS BEEN RELEASED 
WITH UFERAFT 

... ' CREW LIFERAFT AND MOORING TAPE 
(BREAKING STRENGTH 75 TO 100 POUNDS) 

BOARDING THE LIFERAFTS 

UAB1•21 0 

Figure 3-8 !Sheet 2 of 2J 
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Crew Duties. 

When it is certain that the aircraft has come to a 
complete stop, each crew member will proceed with 
the following duties: The engineer checks the pilot 
and copilot to see that they are uninjured, then p,tlls 
the crew liferaft release handle and casts the escape 
rope through the escape hatch over the side of the 
aircraft. He then exitS through t he crew escape hatch 
and, supporting himself by use of the escape rope, 
ensures that the liferaft and emergency radio have 
been properly ejected. If they:have not been released, 
he should open the crew lifcraft compar tment door 
by means of the external handle, manually remove 
the liferafc, survival k-its, and en1ergency radio. 'l~he 
liferaft \vill inflate during removal. When he has 
ascertained that all equipment is properly l~urtched, 
he descends the escape rope over the side of the 
aircraft and boards the Jiferaft. 

WARNING 

When the liferaft release handle is pulled, it 
fuse jettisons the liferaft container door, then 
releases the CO2 gas to inflate and eject the 
life:raft. To assure complete ejection of the 
liferaft, the liferaft release handle must be 
pulled through its full travel (approximately 
9½ inches). 

The navigator retr ieves the emergency equii:,ment bag 
from the relief crew compartment and lifts it up 
thro ugh the crew escape hatch, lowering it carefully 
over the side of the aircraft to the engineer waiting 
in th e liferaft. He then exits through the crew escape 
hatch and joins t he engineer. 

The pilot and copilot will check each ocher to see 
if either one bas been injured. It is quite possible for 
either or both pilots to receive severe blows ·on the 
head or other pares of the body, making it impossible 
for them to leave the aircraft unassisted. The cop ilot, 
if uninjured, after checking to see that all switches 
and controls are off, exits through the crew escape 
hatch and descends over the side of the aircraft, 
joining the navigator and engineer. If the si'tuation 
demands it, the pilot's and th e copilot's dearview 
windows may be used as emergency exits. 

T he pilot ensures that all emergency equipment has 
been removed and all crew members have been safely 
evacuated, and chen exits through the crew escape 
hatch. He descends the escape rope and joins the other 
crew members in the Uferaft. 
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DITCHING TECHNIQUES. 

Normal Power-On Ditching. 

Experience gained in ditching aircraft has shown. that 
best results are obtained by following the procedure 
outlined. 

a. If possible, use up most of the fuel supply to 
lighten the aircraft and reduce stalling speed. Empty 
tanks are also a contribution to flotation. Use the fuel 
dumping provisions, as applicable. 

b . Ditch while power is available. Power will 
allow you to choose the spot for ditching tO obtain 
best possible sea conditions and most favorable landing 
position and attitude. 

c. Use 25-degrees flap and keep landing gear up. 

d. Ditch at 10 !coots above stalling speed. This 
will give an. approximate angle of ditching slightly 
above level flight. Under no cjrcumstances should the 
aircraft be stalled in, since this will result in severe 
impact and cause the aircraft to nose into the sea. 

e. In daylight, it is recommended that the aircraft 
be ditched along the top of the swell, parallel to the 
rows of the swells, if the V1rind does not exceed 30 
knots, In high winds, it is recommended that ditching 
be conducted upwind to take advantage of lowered 
forward speed. However, it must be remembered that 
the possibility of ramming nose-on into a wave is 
increased, as is the p ossibility of str iking the tail on 
a wave crest and nosing in. 

•, 

f. Immediately prior to impact, turn OFF genera
tors and battery. 

Partial Power Ditching. 

When ditching with one or more engines inoperative, 
the following should be borne in mind. 

a. With two engines inoperative on the same side 
of the aircraft, use power on the inboard engine only. 

b. If power is available from the No. 2 and 4 
engines, or the No. 1 and 3 engines, considerable 
power may be used to control the aircraft. 

c. With symmetrical power conditions, use power 
as required to give flattest approach. 

d. On final approach, it is advisable to hold speed 
20 knots above stall speed until flareour, at which time 
speed V1•ill be reduced co 10 knots above stall speed. 

f 

' 
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e. Immediately prior co impact turn OFF genera
tors and battery. 

Crosswind Ditching, 

The basic rules for ditching listed in Normal Power-On 
Ditching will still apply, in addition to the following: 

WARNING 

Under conditions where sideslip angles are 
greater than 5 degrees, approaching stall speed 
in the power approach or takeoff configura
tions, or with right angle crosswind com
ponents of 25 knors or more, errors existing 
io the airspeed indicating sy5o-cem may be 
greater than chose shown on the Airspeed 
Position Error Correction charts in Part 2 
of T .O. 1C-133A·l-1. Under the conditions 
cited, the proper indicated airspeed reading 
shall be determined only from that indicator 
which does not flucruate, and which gives the 
higher of the two airspeed readings. 

a. Crab the aircraft to kill drift. 

b. Land on downward side of the swell or wave. 

Upwind Ditching. 

The basic rules for ditching listed in Normal Power-On 
Ditching will still apply, in addition to the following: 

a. Maintain nose-up condition, avoid nose striking 
wave face. 

b. Touch down immediately behind the crest of a 
rising wave, avoid the face of the wave. 

c. Hold nose up after first impact. 

Night Ditching. 

a. Night ditching will be conducted wich the aid 
of inscruments to establish proper attitude of aircraft. 

b. Make an inscrument letdown, holding airspeed 
20 knots above stall speed. At 500 to 700 feet above 
the water (use che APN-22 if available) set up approx
imately 200 feet per minute rate of descent at 10 knots 
above stall speed using 25 degree flap. 

c. Use landing lights as necessary. 

d. Hold wings level to avoid digging a wing into 
the water and carcwheeling the aircraft. 

e. Land at 10 knots above stall speed, using 25-
degree .flaps and keeping landing gear up. Touchdown 
immediately behind the crest of a rising wave, avoid 
the face of the wave. 

EMERGENCY JETTISONING. 

In the event one or more engines fail during flight, 
and it is determined (from the Driftdowo. charts, 
Part 5 of T.O. 1C-133A-1-1) that the resulting drift
down will not permit safe completion of the Hight, it 
will become necessary to jettison e.icher fuel, cargo, 
or both, in otder to maintain a safe altitude and reach 
a chosen destinacion. Under these conditions, jet
tisoning of fuel to reduce the gross weight of the air
craft is preferable to jettisoning of cargo, providing 
adequate fuel is retained t0 accomplish a safe ]anding. 
If necessary, fuel and cargo may be jettisoned simul
taneously. The possibility that it may become neces
sary to jettison either fuel or cargo, or both, should 
be considered during preflight planning. Immediately 
after an engine failure occurs, the specific amounrs of 
fuel or cargo that may become necessary to jettison 
should be computed from the Jettisoning Require
menrs charrs, Part 5 of T.O. 1C-133A-1-1. 

FUEL JETIISONING. 

Fuel jettisooing is accomplished by positioning the 
fuel dump lever (figure 1-12) at tbe ·ftight engineer's 
station to DUMP. The aircraft should be maintained in 
as near wings level attitude as practical to perm.it sym
metrical jettisoning. Fuel jettisoning .rate will vary 
with fuel load. For flow rate and time required, see 
figure 3-9. A nose up attitude will increase the jettison
ing rate slightly at low fuel quantities and conversely, 
a nose down attitude will decrease the jettisoning rate. 
Approximately 1040 pou.nds will remaio io each of 
tanks No. 1 and 8, and 7800 pounds in each of tanks 
No. 2 and 7 after complete fuel jettisoning. See Load 
Facror Restrictioos Du.ring Emergency Fuel Jettison
ing, Section V. 

Effect of Asymmetric Fuel on Aerodynamic Control 
During Approach, Flare, and Landing Run, 

Asy.cnmetric fuel does not present a major problem in 
the aerodynamic control of the aircraft, either in the 
air or during the lauding taxi run on the ground. The 
most severe control requirement with asymmetric fuel 
exists during .flare-out while landing at 100 knots 
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(ftare speed) using ½ of the total design aileron de
flection. The lateral control is adequate to permit any 
of the wing tanks to be full and the opposite sym
metric tank to be empty. The landing taxi run is not 
critical for the most severe condition of fuel asym
metry. Compared to turning and crosswinds, fuel asym
metry for ground taxi represents a relatively minor 
tip-over stability problem. 

CARGO JETIISONING (C-133A AIRCRAFT), 

The possibility of cargo jettisoning should be consid
ered during loading of tbe aircraft. Whenever possible, 
nonjettisonable and/or high priority cargo should be 
positioned forward and jerrisonable items should be 
located aft, near the rear cargo door. The maximum 
height of .pallets rhat may be jettisoned should be 
l~ss than 90 inches to provide sufficient clearance 
between rhe pallets and the cargo door. If it is neces
sary to jettison cargo, the rear cargo door is the only 
suitable ex.it. Do not attempt to open or jettison cargo 
through the side cargo door. Instructions for opening 
the rear cargo doors in flight are given in Section IV. 
(See Section V for Rea,; Cargo Door and Ramp Limi-
tations.) 1 

~ 
Before the rear cargo doors can be opened 
in flight, the aircraft must be depressurized, 
the ·air conditioning system mrned off, and 
the hydraulic system turned on. 

Aircraft Control Prior to Door Operation. 

Directional control can be maintained down to the 
stall by reducing asymmetric thrust. However, the 
minimum speed at which a steady beading can be 
maintained for the most critical condition of two 
engines inoperative on the same side, propellers feath
ered, is approximately 139 knots IAS at sea level with 
NORMAL RA TED power and at any gross weight. 

At higher altitudes this minimum speed will be re
duced. Flight should be maintained between the above 
limit (139 knors) and the airspeed limit for rear door 
operation (150 knots), while the aircraft is main
tained in the clean coniiguration, if possible, ro give a 
minimum rate of descent. However, wing flap deflec
tion may be used to maintain a reasonable speed 
margin above the stall and to control the attitude of 
the aircraft at a given speed. During jettisoning and 
periods when the rear cargo doors are open, th e aircraft 
is restricted to a maximum of 25 degrees flap deflection, 

\._.., 150 knots IAS, and ± 8.4 degrees sideslip due to struc-
1 rural limitations. Abrupt rolling or directional man-
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envers which result in high tail loads should also be 
avoided. 

Aircraft Control During Door Operation. 

Opening and closing of the rear cargo doors should 
not be attempted while the aircraft is in a condition 
that requires high loads o.n the vertical stabilizer, since 
there is a possibility that the doors will bind due to 
the resulting fuselage distortion. This condition may 
be alleviated by reducing power on the asymmetric 
operating- engines so that high rudder forces are not 
required to maintain zero sideslip. Power may be 
reapplied as soon as the doors have cleared the jambs, 
but do not increase power to such a degree that it is 
necessary to sideslip the aircraft to maintain directional 
control. As the rear doors open, a slight nose-up pitch
ing moment may be expected 'at the crnise configura
tion at zero sideslip. This is followed by a nose-down 
mon1ent of higher magnitude as the doors fully 
open. Sideslipping the aircraft increases the mag
nitude of this pitching tendency to an appreciable, 
though not dangerous, level. .. ·: 1 

With the maximum allowable flap deflection for rear 
cargo door opening (25 degrees), the initial nose-up 
pitching moment is eliminated; however, a nose-down 
moment exiSts. This nose-down pitching moment (with 
25 degrees flap) is slightly greater in magnitude than 
the zero sideslip (zero flaps) case, and is nearly in
dependent of sideslip. Because of the lack of nose-up 
pitching with flaps down, the use of 25 degrees flap 
for rear cargo door opening is recommended, while 
maintaining as near zero sideslip as possible and care
fully monitoring the controls to counteraet any nose
down tendency. As the doors open, there is an initial, 
slight reduction in directional stability, which is re
covered and increased as the doors are fully opened. 

Operation of Rear Cargo Door and Romp In Flight. 

Do not operate the rear cargo door and ramp 
with the cabin pressurized. The air condi
tioning system must be turned off and the 
cabin pressure completely dumped before 
operating the door and ramp. The pres
surizarion system manual control switch 
should be kept in the DEPRESS position for 
a minimum of 45 seconds to ensure dumping 
of all cabin pressure. Do not move the door 
control handle until the light above the 
handle is on. 
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figure 3-10 

To Open Door and Ramp: 

a. Air Conditioning-Ram. Ventilation Switch -
OFF. 

b. Hydraulic Pump Control Switch - UTILITY. 

c. Aircraft - DEPRESSURIZE. 

d. Asymmetric Engine Power - REDUCE TO 
MINIMIZE RUDDER TRThl. 

e. No. 1 Door Indicator Light - ON; Door Latch 
Valve No. 1 - -OPEN. 

f. No. 2 Door Indicator Light - ON; Door Con· 
trol Valve No. 2 - OPEN. 

If the rear cargo door does not open, proceed wir.b 
steps g and h. The door should open after the ramp 
starts to open. 

g. No. 3 Door Indicator Light - ON; Ramp Latch 
Valve No. 3 - OPEN. 

h. No. 4 Door Indicator Light - ON; Ramp Con
trol Valve No. -4 - DOWN. 

If the ramp does nor open, turn handle No. 4 to 
FLIGHT DOWN position to start the ramp down 
only. After ramp has started down (cleared the door 
seals), return handle No. 4 to DOWN. 

3-50 

The ramp should not be allowed to extend 
beyond the TRAIL position, which is ap
proximately 7 degrees below the floor plane. 
Ramp extension below the TRAIL position 
will result in adverse flight characteristics. 

i. Ramp - TRAIL. 

When the ramp reaches the TRAIL position lock by 
placing the ramp control handle No. 4 in NEUTRAL. 

To Close Door and Ran,p: 

a. Asymmetric Engine Pov-;er - REDUCE TO 
Iv1INIMIZE RUDDER TRIM. 

b. No. 4 Door Indicator Light - ON; :Ramp Con
Trol 'Valve No. 4 - CLOSED. 

c. No. 3 Door Indicator ·Light - ON; Ramp Latch 
Valve No. 3 - CLOSED. 

d. No. 2 Door Indicator Light - ON; Door Con· 
trol Valve No. 2 - CLOSED. 

e. No. 1 Door Indicator Light - ON; Door Latch 
Valve No. 1 - CLOSED. 

£. Control Valve Handles - NEUTRAL. 

( 
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Return control valve handles No. 1, 2, 3, and 4 to 
rhe NEUTRAL posicioo in sequence. CJose cover. 

g. Aircraft - PRESSURIZE. 

h. Air Conditioning-Ram Ventihi.tion Switch -
AIR CONDITIONING. 

g. Hydraulic Pump Control Switch - OFF. 

Aircraft Control During Jettisoning. 

As the pallets move down the ramp during jettisoning, 
the momentary change in cg position will cause the 
aircraft to pitch up. D uring t his pitch-up, the stalling. 
angle of attack could be exceeded unless corrective 
action is taken by the pilot. Conversely, overcorrecting 
could slow down or even stop the pallet, leaving the 
aircraft with a dangerous cg position. However, rea
sonable care in monitoring the controls during jet
tisoning should eliminate excessive changes in aircraft 
attitude. Any necessary adjustment to aircraft attitude 
should be accomplished gradually, avoiding abrupt 
control deflections. Large changes in cg position should 
be corrected, if necessary, by repositioning cargo after 
jettisoning operation is completed so that the most 
forward landing cg (17% MAC) is not exceeded. 

CARGO JETTISONING (C-133B AIRCRAFT). 

WARNING 

' 
Except in cases of emergency, do not unlatch 
or open the ramp and clamshell doors in 
flight. 

During loading of the aircraft, the possibility that it 
may become necessary to jettison all, or a portion of 
the cargo should be considered. Whenever possible, 
cargo of a high priority or nonjettisonable nature 
should be placed forward of jettisonable items. If it 
becomes necessary co jettison cargo, the ramp and 
clamshell doors provide the only suitable exit. During 
jettisoning operations, the loadmaster must station 
himself at the ramp, clamshell doors and aft door con
trol panel, and remain in interphone contact with the 
pilot. Due to the high noise level that exists in the 
cargo compartment when the clamshell doors are open, 
verbal communication between the loading crew mem
bers is impossible unless each man is equipped with a 
well-fitted headset. Instructions for operation of the 
ramp and clamshell doors are given in Section IV. 
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WARNING 

.Do not attempt to use the side cargo door as 
a jettisoning exit. The side cargo door must 
never be opened during flight. 

WARNING 

The aft door must not be opened during 
flight as this door supports part of the struc
tural load of the aircraft. 

Aircraft Control Prior to Door Operation. 

Prior co opening the ramp and clamshell doors, any 
asymmetric power condition that exisrs .must be cor· 
rected, as t.he structural loads thac will be imposed 
upon the aft fuselage by this condition may cause the 
doors to bind. In the event one engine is inoperative, 
the power of the opposite engine should be reduced 
until minimum rudder force is required to maintain 
directional control. By reducing asym,netrical thrust in 
this manner, directional control can be maintained 
until the stall speed is reached. In the event both 
engines on the same side of the aircraft are inopera
t ive, the minimum speed at which directional control 
can be maintained, at sea level with normal rated 
power and ac gross weight of 190,000 pounds, is ap-
proximately 127 knots IAS. I 

The aircraft should be flown, in a zero sideslip atti
tude, at an airspeed between the minimum speed at 
which directional control can be maintained (127 knots 
IAS), and the maximum speed permissible for opera• 
t ion of the ramp and clamshell doors (150 knots CAS). 
To achieve a minimum rate of descent, a clean con
figuration should be maintained, if possible; however, 
a wing flap de6eetion angle not to exceed 15 degrees 
may be used to retain a reasonable margin of safety 
above the stall speed and to aid in controlling the atti
tude of the aircraft (see Attitude Adjustment by Flap 
Deflection chart, Pare 5 of T.0.1C-133A-1-1). I 

Ai r,craft Control During Door Operation. 

Operation of the ramp and clamshell doors should 
not be attempted while rhe aircraft is in an asym
metric power condition as the structural load imposed 
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upon the aft fuselage may cause the doors to bind. 
In the event one engine is inoperative, power of the 
opposite engine should be reduced until minimum 
rudder force is required to maintain directional con
trol. If both engines on one side of the aircraft are 
inoperative, the throttles for the two remaining 
engines should be placed in the FLIGHT lDtE 
position during the door opening procedure. To main
tain desired elevator control response, the aircraft 
should be flown at a speed of 145 to 150 knors IAS 
during operation of rhe doors (approximately 30 sec
onds). After the ramp and clamshell doors have been 
opened, the power of the operating engines can be 
restored to NORMAL RATED power. In the event 
both engines on one side of the aircraft are inoperative, 
a slight bank angle will aid in reducing the rudder 
force required to maintain directional control, Al
though elevator control forces are normal with the 
ramp and clamshell doors open, rudder control forces 
are somewhat reduced, due to the increased directional 
stability of the aircraft in the doors open configuration. 

During opening or closing of the doors, wing Haps 
should be up unless it is necessary to provide a margin 
above srall speeds under high gross weight conditions. 
If necessary, flaps may be ·extended but not to more 
than 15 degrees. After the doors are open, flap deflec
tion angle of 15 degrees is recommended, since this 
will result in the floor of the cargo compartment 
being nearly level, at gross weights of 200,000 to 
240,000 pounds and airspeeds of 145 to 150 knots IAS. 

WARNING 

During jettisoning, and periods when the 
ramp and clao1shell doors are open, do not 
exceed a wing flap deflection angle of 15 
degrees or an airspeed of ISO knots IAS. 
Abrupt rolling maneuvers or directional 
changes which impose large scruccural loads 
upon the tail of the aircraft should be 
avoided. 

Operation of Ramp and Clamshell Doors In Flight, 

To Open Ramp and Doors: 
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Do not operate the ramp and clamshell doors 
with the cabin pressurized. The air condi
tioning system 1nust be turned off and cabin 
pressure completely dumped before operating 

the doors. The manual control switch of the 
pressurization system should be kept in the 
DEPRESS position for a minimum of 45 sec· 
onds to ensure dumping of all cabin pressure. 

a. Air Conditioning-Ram Ventilation Swiech -
OFF. 

b. Hydraulic Pump Control Switch - UTILITY. 

c. Aircraft - DEPRESSURIZE. 

d. Asyo1metric Engine Power - REDUCE TO 
MINIMIZE RUDDER TRIM. 

The following sequences for opening and 
closing doors must be followed exactly ta 
avoid damaging the aircraft. 

e. Control Panel Cover - OPEN. 

Seal control and ramp and clamshell door latch lights 
should come on. 

Do not move any control handle unless the 
light above it is on, except as noted. 

f . Seals - DEPRESSURIZE. 

With the seal control light on, turn the seal control 
handle to DEPRESSURIZE. 

In order to protect the clamshell door and 
ramp seals, do not actuate the latch control 
handle to the UNLATCH position until the 
seal pressure gage indicates zero. 

g. Ramp and clamshell doors - UNLATCH. 

With the ramp and clamshell door latch light on, 
turn the ramp and clamshell door handle to UN
LATCH. 

h . Ramp and clamshell doors - OPEN. 

With the ramp and clamshell doors light on, turn the 
ramp and clamshell door control handle to DOWN. 

( 
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The ramp may be stopped and held in any position 
above the cargo floor by placing the control handle 
in the HOLD position. 

Note 

The ramp will stop automatically when it is 
level with the cargo floor. 

WARNING 

Do not operate the ramp and clamshell doors 
by means of the emergency control handle 
during flight as the ramp will extend beyond 
the floor level position resulting in adverse 
flight characteristics. 

WARNING 

The aft door must not be opened during 
flight, as this door supports part of the 
structural load of the aircraft. 

To Close R4mp 4,u/, Doors: 

a. Asymmetric Engine Power - REDUCE TO 
MINIMIZE RUDDER TRIM. 

b. Ramp and clamshell doors - CLOSE. 

With cbe ramp and clamshell door control light on, 
turn the ramp and clamshell door control handle to 
UP. 

c. Ramp and clamshell doors - LATCH. 

With the ramp and clamshell door latch control light 
on, turn the tamp and clamshell door latch handle 
to LATCHED. 

d. Seals - TEST. 

* * 
CARGO HANDLING - JETTISONING PROCEDURES. 

* 

With the seal control light on, turn the seal control 
handle to PRESSURIZE. Check that the seal pressure 
gage stabilizes at 22 ( + 1) psi. Turn the seal control 
handle to TEST and hold for 1 minute. The pressure 
gage must remain above 19 psi. 

Do not apply pressure to the seals until the 
doors are fully closed and latched to prevent 
damage to the seals. 

e. Seals - PRESSURIZE. 

With the seal control light and the ramp and clamshell 
doo.r latch light on, rerorn the seal control handle 
to PRESSURIZE. Place the ramp and clamshell door 
latch ha ndle, ramp and clamshell door control bandle, 
and the aft door control handle to NEUTRAL. 

f. Aircraft - PRESSURIZE. 

g. Air Conditioning-Ram Ventilation Switch -
AIR CONDITIONING. 

h. Hydraulic Pump Control Switch - OFF. 

Aircraft Control During Jettisoning. 

As the pallets move down the ramp during jettisoning, 
the momenrary change in cg position will cause the 
aircraft to pitch up. During this pitch-up, the stalling 
angle of attack could be exceeded unless corrective 
action is taken by the pilot. Conversely, overcorrecting 
could slow down or even stop the pallet, leaving the 
aircraft with a dangerous cg position. However, reason
able care in monitoring the control during jettisoning 
should eliminate excessive changes in aircraft attitude. 
Any necessary adjustment co aircraft attitude should 
be accomplished gradually, avoiding abrupt control 
deflections. Large changes in cg position should be 
corrected, i£ necessary, by repositioning cargo after 
jettisoning operation is complete so that the most for
ward loading cg (17% MAC) is not exceeded. 

* * 
The following procedures have been developed for jettisoning pallets IV and V (fig1tre 3-10). la general, how
ever, they apply to any situation which requires jenisoniag of cargo. The cargo handling procedures are based on 
analysis, since flight test have only been accomplished on door opening and closing characteristics. Actual C?n· 
ditions may dictate that all or part of these procedures could not be followed. In any event, close cooperanon 
and sound judgment are required of the entire crew. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PA.GE) 
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CARGO HANDLING - JETIISONING PROCEDURES, (CONTINUED) 

Before Jettisoning. 

PILOTS 

1. Loadmaste.r - INFORM. 

Inform loadmaster of cargo weight 
that must be jettisoned. 

@ Oxygen - AS REQUIRED. 

Direct crew rouse oxygen if neces
sary. 

@Air Conditioning-Ram Venti
lation Switch - OFF; Hydraulic 
Pump Control Switch - UTILITY. 

@ Aircraft - DEPRESSURIZE. 

Direct engineer to depressur1ze air
craft when rear cargo doors and 
ramp are clear to be opened. 

5. Asymmetric Engine Power -
REDUCE TO MINIMJZE RUD
DER TRIM. 

6. Airspeed - 150 KNOTS IAS 
(Do not exceed) . 

7. Wings - LEVEL. 

8. Wing Flaps - FLAPS UP. 

If necessary, 1laps may be used to 
provide a margin above stall speed. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

(!)Air Conditioning-Ram Venti· 
lation Switch - OFF; Hydraulic 
Pump Control Switch - UTILITY. 

Set switches at pilot's command. 

@ Aircraft - DEPRESSURIZE. 

Depressurize at pilot's command; 
inform pilot when aircraft is com
pletely depressurized. 

Do not exceed 15 degrees. 
(CONTINUED ON NBXT PAGB) 
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I.OAOMASTER 

1. Pallet V - BLOCK. 

Direct cargo handling crew to 
block pallet V to prevent forward 
roll. 

2. Pallet V - REMOVE RE
STRAINT NET. 

Direct cargo handling crew to re
move restraint nee from pallet V. 

3. Barrier Net - RELOCATE 
TO PALLET III. 

Direct cargo handling crew to re
locate barrier net diagonal straps 
from forward restraint on pallet IV 
to rearward restraint of pallet -III. 

@Oxygen - AS REQUIRED. 

Direct cargo handling crew to use 
oxygen if necessary. 

; . Pilot - INFORM. 

Inform pilot when rear cargo doorS 
and ramp are clear to open. 

6. Cargo Handling Crew -
MOVE FORWARD TO PAIJ,ET 
IV. 

Upon reduction of asymmetric en· 
gine power. direct cargo handling 
crew to move forward to pallet IV. 

7. Safety Harness - DON. 

\ 
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CARGO HANDLING - JETTISONING PROCEDURES, (CONTINUED) 

PILOTS 

@ Rear Cargo Doors and Ramp 
- FULL OPEN (after aircraft is de
pressurized). 

10. Asymmetric Engine Power -
INCREASE. 

Increase power on operating en
gines after doors are fully open. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PA.GB) 

LOADMAS1ER 

@Rear Cargo Doors and Ramp 
- FULL OPEN. 

Open rear cargo doors and ramp 
when directed by pilot; inlorro 
pil.ot when doors are fully open. 

WARNING 

On C-133B aircraft, the aft 
door must not be opened 
during flight, as this door 
supports part of the struc· 
tural load of the aircraft. 

On C-133B aircraft, do not 
unlatch the rear cargo 
doors and ramp until the 
door seal pressure gage in· 
dica.tes 7.ero ( + 1, - O) psi 
to prevent damage to the 
seals. 

WARNING 

On C-133A aircraft, the 
ramp should not be al
lowed to extend beyond 
the TRAIL position, which 
is approximately 7 degrees 
below the floor plane. On 
C-133B aircraft, do not 
operate the ramp by means 
of the emergency system 
during 6ight, as the ramp 
will extend below the 
TRAIL position. Ramp ex
tension below the TRAIL 
positiOQ will .result in ad
verse flight cbaractei-istics. 
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CARGO HANDLING - JETIISONING PROCEDURES. (CONTINUED) 

Jettisoning Pollet V. 

PII.OTS 

Note 

Expect nose-up pitch as Pallet V moves 
down the ramp, and nose-down pitch as it 
falls free. 

(b) Aircraft Attitude - ADJUST. 

Operate wing flaps to obtain floor actirnde requested 
by loadmaster (see Attitude Adjustment by Flap De
.B.ection chart in Part 5 of T.O, 1C-133A·1-1), 

After Jettisoning Pallet V. 

PIL01$ 

CD Aircraft Attitude - ADJUST, 

Operate wing flaps to obtain :floor attitude requeste.d 
by loadmaster (see Attitude Adjusrment by Flap De
flection clian in Part 5 of T.O. 1C-133A-1-1). 

2. Airspeed - MAINTAIN 145 to 150 KNOTS 
IAS. 

Jettisoning Pallet IV. 

PILOTS 

CD Aircraft Attitude - ADJUST. 

Operate wing flaps to obtain iloor attitude requested 
by load.master (see Attirode Adjustment by Flap De
flection chart in Part 5 of T.O. 1C-133A·1-1). 

Note 

Expect nose-up pitch as pallet moves down 
ramp, and nose"down pitch as it falls free. 
Do not overcontrol for the pitchup. Over
coorrolling may cause the rearward motion of 
tbe pallet to be slowed or stopped, leaving 
the aircraft with a dangerous cg position. 

2. Aircraft - GRADUALLY RETURN TO 
TRIM POSITION. 

3. Airspeed - MAINTAIN 145 to 150 KNOTS 
IAS -

LOAD MASTER 

(b) Aircraft Attitude Adjustment - REQUEST. 

Request pilot to adjust aircraft attitude to obtain nose
up attimde until pallet begins to roll. 

LOAD MASTER 

@ Aircraft Attitude Adjustment - REQUEST, 

Request pilot tO adjust aircraft attitude to obtain level 
floor attitude. 

2. Barrier Net - REMOVE FROM REAR OF 
PALLET IV. 

3. Cargo Handling Crew - MOVE FORWARD 
OF PAI.I.ET III. 

LOAD MASTER 

(D Aircraft Attitude Adjustment - REQUEST. 

Request pilot to adjust aircraft attitude to obtain nose
up attimde when barrier net is removed and cargo 
handling crew is in a safe position. , 

Note 

If additional cargo is to be jettisoned, it will 
probably be necessary to reposition the re• 
maining pallets to the rear of the cargo com
partment. It is suggested that during reposi
tioning, the pallets be moved only a short 
distance at a time, and that pallets be re
strained at both ends to prevent unco.ntrolled 
movement. 

(CONTINUBD ON N'EXT PA.GE) 
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CARGO HANDLING - JETTISONING PROCEDURES. (CONTINUED) 

After Jettisoning Is Completed. 

• 

PILOTS 

1. Wing Flaps - FLAPS UP. 

2. Asymmetric Engine Power -
REDUCE TO MINIMIZE RUD
DER TRIM. 

Reduce asymmetric engine power 
to minimize rudder trim prior to 
closing rear cargo doors and ramp. 

{[) Rear Cargo Doors and Ramp 
- CLOSE . 

·, 

@Cargo - REPOSITION TO 
OBTAIN PROPER CG. 

Direct load.master reposition re
maining cargo so that cg limits are 
not exceeded. 

@Aircraft - PRESSURIZE . 

@Air Conditioning-Ram Venti
lation Switch - AIR CONDITION
ING; Hydraulic Pump Control 
Switch - OFF. 

7. Driftdown - CONTINUE . 

Continue to selected altitude with 
NORMAL RA TED power on all 

• • operattng engines. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

(b) Aircraft - PRESSURIZE. 

Pressurize the aircraft at pilot's 
command. 

@ Air Conditioning-Ram Venti
lation Switch-AIR CONDITION
ING; Hydraulic Pump Control 
Swjtch - OFF, 

Set switches at pilot's command. 

-

LOADMASTER 

@ Rear Cargo Doors and Ramp 
- CWSE. 

Check latch position and seal pres
su-re on command of pilot . 

On C-133B aircraft, to pre
vent damage to th.e door 
seals, do not pressurize the 
door seal until the door 
latches are closed, and 
ramp and clamshell latch 
control light is on. 

@Cargo - REPOSITION TO 
OBTAIN PROPER CG. 

At pilot's com.mand, reposition the 
remaining cargo so that the most 
forward landing cg is not exceeded. 
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AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS. 

ENGINE OIL SYSTEM FAILURE. 

The indications of engine oil system failure that may lead to engine failure are: loss of oil pressure, o.iJ tempera· 
ture increase or decrease, and low oil quantity. High or low oil temperatures may result from failure of the oil 
cooler door to function in AUTO. Position the oil cooler door switch co OPEN or CLOSE, hold it in the desired 
position, and make certain that the door will open or close and that the temperature returns to normal. In the 
event that low oil quantity is indicated, monitor the respective oil temperature and oil pressure indicators for 
readings beyond safe limits. Visually check for evidence of oil leakage. If oil leakage is excessive or if safe operating 
limits are exceeded, feather the propeller on the affected engine . . 

EEJ 
Due to the high rate of oil flow in the engine installation, impending engine failures are not necessarily 
preceded by gradual increase of oil temperature aod/or loss of oil pressure. 

FUEL SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS. 

Erratic fuel system operation will result from fuel system valve malfunction. The following paragraphs describe 
fuel system valve malfunctions and corrective actions that may be taken. 

Boost Pump Failure. 

In the event of a boost pump failure, fuel from the tank containing the failed boost pump may be utilized by per
mitting an engine-driven fuel pump to withdraw fuel from that tank by suction. Under this condition, it 'is 
recommended that the aircraft be flown at an altirude of 20,000 feet or less, to prevent cavitation of the engine
driven pump. Cavitacion of an engine-driven pump will decrease the normal life of the pump, but erratic engine 
performance may not be experienced with inoperative boost pumps unless the aircraft is above 20,000 feet 
altitude. 

H-Double Check Valve Malfunction. 

In the event of an H-double check valve failure, the quantity of fuel in the tank containing the failed check valve 
may increase. If this condition occurs, close the tank outlet valve of the tank containing the sus~ted malfunc· 
tioning check valve. Open the tank outlet valve only when it is desired to use fuel from that tank. 

GTU Fuel Pressure Relief Valve Malfunction. 

When supplying engines No. 1 and 4 with fuel from tanks No. I and 8, approximately 400 pounds of fuel per 
hour may be returned to tanks No. 2 and 7 from each GTU. This return of fuel is a result of the GTU fuel pres
sure relief valves relieving excessive pressure, and may cau~e a slightly unbalanced fuel quantity condition. To 
correct this unbalanced condition, turn the auxiliary fuel boost pump switch for tank No. 2 and/or No. 7 ON 
until the fuel quantities in tanks No. 1, 2, 7, and 8 balance. 

FUEL STOPPAGE DURING TAKEOFF. 

If any engine fails during takeoff from sea level to 5000 feet because of fuel starvation, immediately perform r:be 
following steps with engine windmilling on NTC or above. 

PILOTS FLIGHT ENGINEER 

a. Throttle - RETARD TO FLIGHT IDLE. a. Investigate cause of fuel stoppage and eliminate 
if possible. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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FUEL STOPPAGE DURING TAKEOFF. (CONTINUED) 

PII.OTS 

b. Condition Lever - ACTUATE FRO~I RUN
FUEL ON to FUEL OFF then to RUN-FUEL ON. 

This will recycle ignition. 

c. Engine Relight - OBSERVE. 

d. Throttle - ADVANCE TO DESIRED POWER. 

If engine does not relight, follow steps under Fuel 
Stoppage in Flight. 

FUR STOPPAGE IN FLIGHT. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

If any engine fails in flight because of fael starvation, immediately perform the following steps. 

PILOTS 

a. Condition Lever - FEATHER. 
Refer to Engine Failure During Flight, this section. 

FLIGHT ENGINEER 

a. After Feathering Propeller - Shut off fuel to af
fected engine. 

b. Tank Supplying Affected Engine - Check for 
adequate fuel. 

lf malfunccion was due to insufficient fuel quantity, change tanks and restart engine. 

* * 
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM FAILURE, 

WARNING 

If either a-c or d-c power, or both, are turned 
off, do not operate propeller reversing. lf the 
throttles are placed in REVERSE without a-c 
and d-c electrical power, the forward thrust 
of the aircraft may be increased. 

The following electrically operated instr,l· 
ments will fail, and may give no indication of 
electrical failure whenever there is an electri-

* * * 
cal failure m the respective circuits; fuel 
quantity indicators, fuel fl.ow indicators, tur
bine inlet temperature indicators, hydraulic 
pressure indicator, and radar altimeter. 

A generator malfunction chart (figure 3-11) is in
cluded to assist in identifying the various failures 
which may occur in t he electrical systems, with a break
down of power distribution under the various condi
tions outlined. 

Circuit Breakers. 

If a circuit breaker opens, disconnecting power to any 
circuit, it indicates an overload or short in that circuit . • 
If the circuit breaker reopens after being reset{ the 
circuit cannot be energized by holding the circuit 
breaker in as long as the fault exists. ExceptiOt?S to 
this are the propeller circuit breakers, which may be 
held m, jo an emergency. 
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Figure 3-11 (Sheet l of 2) deleted. 

Changed 5 August 1963 . 
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CAUTION PRESS TO 
RESET 

. LEFT GEN OUT 

--"""' ·· 

• . 

Aft 
Transformer
Rectifier Warn
ing l ight - ON 

.. 
AIR DRIVEN GENERATOR 

' 

Changed 5 August 1963 
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NON-ESS 
BUS ON 

or 
AUTO 

NON-ESS 
BUS ON 

or 
AUTO 

AUTO 

• 

Batt•ry Bus. 
All A-C Buses. 
All 0-C Buses. 
Propeller Buses. 

Battery Bu•. 
All A-C Buses. 
All D-C 8u5eS. 
Propeller Buses . 

Battery Bus. 
All A-C Bu,es. 
All 0-C Buses. 
Propeller B1,1ses • 

• 
Battery Bus. 
All Essential A-C Buses. 
All Essential D-C Buses 
Propeller Buses. 
All Nonessential Buses 
Except Flight Deck 

Battery Bus. 
Essential D-C Bus With 
Battery Switch ON. 
Nole: 

I Only Battery Bus With 
~ Battery Switch OFF. 

All Nonessential 
A-C Buses. 
All Flight Deck Non
essential D.C Buses 

All A-C Buses. 
All Nonessential 
D-C Buses, 

·=="""""· cc ,a: -~-- _,....,_...,....,=5'<....,, ..... csr.a:!all".all..,. __ _ 
Battery Bus. All Flight Deel< J Propeller Buses. Nonessential D-C 

l 
All A-C Buses. Buses. 
All Essential D-C Bu,es. 
All Nonessential 0-C Buses 
Not l isted in Next Column. ~-~~~=r.--"'""' -=·,:.,..:,.-:-:;,:: : a umw·~ ....,,!,1;-"'!J"',..,_"""""'-'"'•~~-.~ ~ 

Right Fuselage Non-4 essential D-C Buses 
~ Aft D-C Radio Bus. 

~ 

Figure 3-11 !Sheet 2 of 2} 

l·W:: .,Q MU""'-o em O'Wl:t"MNfifi ¥ 

A-C Buses, Refer To 
Generator Condi· 

UAB1 · 220 
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Genera tor Bearing Out Warning. 

A generator bearing out vvarning light comidg on 
indicates chat the generator mainshaft bear ing has 
burned out or is excessively wor n. T his condition will 
not usually indicate a loss of electrical power. T o 
p revent fail ure of the bearing or shaft which could 
cause p ossible damage to the accessory drive train, dis
.connect the affected engine driven generator and/or 
shut down the GTU on aircraft with T.C.T.O. 596. On 
aircraft without T .C.T.O. 596 it is recommended that 
the engine or GTU for the affected generator be shut 
down. In the event that one of the warning lightS 
conies on perform the following: 

a. Engine or GTU (for affected geoerator)- SHUT 
D0\\7N. 

Shut down engine or GTU for affected generator and 
perform steps under Engine (or GTU) Failure in 
Flig~t, this seet-ion. 

b. Electrical Load- :i\,fONITOR. 

Perform steps under generator fai lure as applicable to 
tl1e affected generator and monitor electrical load same 
as for generator failure. 

• 

(Aircraft w ith T.C.T.O. 596): 

If failure is indicated on auxiliary generator, shut 
down GTU and perform steps under GTU Failure In 
Flight, this section. I f failure is indicated on main 
generator, proceed as follows : 

a. Generator Disconnect Switch (affected generator) 
-ON. 

.. 

3 - 62 

Place generator disconnect switch for affected generator 
in ON position and hold for 10 seconds to assure that 
drive mechanism disconnects. 

T o avoid possible damage to the generator 
drive disconnect solenoid do not hold switch 
in ON position for more than 25 seconds. 

b. Electrical l oad-Monitor 

Perform steps undec Failure of One 1'-1ain qenerator, 
t his section, and monitor electrical load same as for 
generator failure. 

Failure of One Main Generator- Auxiliary 
Generator Operating. 

a. 1~urn and Slip Emergency Battery Power Switch 
-ALT. (Aircraft with T .C.T .O. 534.) 

b. D-C Power - /CHECK. 
I 

c. Tum and Slip Emergency Battery P ower Swirch 
- NORMAL. (Aircraft with T.C.T.O. 534.) 

Failure of Both Main Generators-Au xiliary 
Generator Operating. 

a. Turn and Slip Emergency Battery Power Switch 
-ALT. 

(Aircraft with T.C.T.O . 534): 

b. Air Driven Generator - EXTEND. 

Changed S August 1963 
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cl Electrical Load - AS REQUIRED. 

"'--"' Restore only the nonessential circuits considered to be 
necessary to continue flight. Moni·tor electrical load so 
as not to exceed che fol lowing values based on altitude. 

• 

(1) 35,000 feet altitude - 80 amperes. 

(2) 25,000 feet altitude - 85 amperes. 

(3) 20,000 feet altitude -95 amperes. 

( 4) I S,000 to O feet altitude -110 amperes. . 

On descent or landing approach, prior-to extending t he 
w ing .fiaps, perform the following: 

e. Auxiliary Generator Swirch - AU1' 0 . 

' -

Changed 15 June 1963 

f. Wing Flaps - EXJ'EI\1DED AS REQUIRED. 

g. Auxiliary Generator Sw itch - RESET, 
NON-ESS BUS ON. 

Note 

Do oot extend the wing flaps witb the aux
i liary generator switch in che NON-ESS BUS 
ON position. 

(Aircraft with T .C.T .0 . 519): 

a. Turn and Slip Emergency Battery Power Switch 
-ALT. 

(Aircraft with T .C. T .O . 534): 

b. Air Driven Generator- EXrfEND. 
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c. Transforrner-Rectifier Circuit Breakers - OPEN. 
I f voltages are nor normal perform seeps f and g. 

d. D-C Power - CHECK. 

e. Turn and Slip Emergency Battery Power Swiech 

- NORJ\.1AL (T.C.T.O. 534) . 

f. Eleccrical Loads - REDUCE. 

Reduce rbe nonessential a-c electrical load and monitor 

so as not co exceed t he following values based on 

al ti rude. 

35,000 feet altitude - 80 amperes 

25,000 feet altitude - 85 amperes 

20,000 feer alrirudc - 95 amperes 

15,000 to O feet altitude- 110 amperes 

On descent or landing approach, prior to reducing air

speed below 130 knots IAS, perform the follow ing: 

g. Auxiliary G enerato r Switcb-RESE'f then 

NON-ESS BUS ON. 

h. Forward Tran1tfor1ner-Re<:tifier - CLOSE. 

Failure of Auxiliary Gener0tor - Both Main 
Generators Op erating. 

lf fa ilure of the auxiliary generator should occur, the 
wain generarors must be kept on the line. ' Che inboard 

engines should not be allowed to drop beJow H IGH 

GROUND IDLE 1·pn1 un til there is no further need 

for electrical power on rhe aircraft. 

Main end Auxi liary Gen erato r Failure in Flight. 

a. T urn and Slip Emergency Battery Power Swiech 

- ,\LT (Aircraft with T.C.T .O. 534). 

b. Battery Switch - OFF. 

c. D-C P ower - CHECK. 

d. Air-Driven Generator - £X1"EKD. 

Changed 5 August 1963 

e. Turn and Slip Emergency Battery Po,ver Switch 

- NOR~{AL (Aircraft with T.C.T.O. 534). 

f. Bartery Switch - ON, if voltages are nor111al. 

g. \ TFR - Maintain if possible. 

R en1aia VI•'R if possible; if IFR, keep battery switch 

ON. 

Note 

Below 130 lcnots IAS, sufficient p ower is a·vail

able from the air-driven generator for opera

tion of the p ropeller circuics only. 

On descent or landing approach, before reducing air

speed below 130 knots 11\S, perform the fol lowing: 

h. Circuit Breakers -AS REQUIRED. 

Open all circuit breakers except propeller circuit break
ers and those absolutely essential for flight. Monitor 

electrical load. 

Note 

In t he event that both main and auxiliary 

generators fail in flight, no power will be 

available for operation of the landing lights. 

Fa ilure of One Transformer- Rectifier. 

a. Tu rn and Slip Emergency Battery Power Switch 

-ALT !Aircraft with T.C.T.O. 534). 

b. Failed T ransforn1er-Rectifier Circuit Breaker - I 
OPEN. 

c. D-C Power - CHECK. 

d. Turn and Slip Emergency B'.ittery Power Swiech 
- NORMAL (Aircraft with T.C.T.O. 5341. 

Failure of Both Transformer-Rectifiers. 

a. Turn and slip Emergency Battery Po,ver Switch 

- .tUT !Aircraft with T.C.T.O. 534). 
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b. Air-Driven Generator - EXTEND. 

c. D-C Power - CHECK. 

d. 'furn and Slip Emergency Battery Power Swiech 
-NORMAL !Aircraft with T.C.T.0 . 5341. 

Note 

On descenr or landing approach, before re
ducing airspeed belO\V 130 knots IAS, perform 
rhe following: 

e. Circuit Breakers - AS REQUIRED. 

Open all circuit breakers except propeller breakers and 
chose absolutely essential for flight Monitor electric.al 
load. 

COMMUNICATIONS AND/ OR NAVIGATION 
EQUIPMENT FAILURE. 

In rhe event of failure of any communications or navi
gation equipment, the nearest ATC facility will be 
notified iroa1ediately with information on capabilities 
or limitations of compliance with ATC instructions. 

WING FLAP EMERGENCY OPERATION. 

(Aircraft AF54-135 Through AF57-1 6 l 5l: 

If the aircraft hydraulic system fails (loss of system 
pressure) position the emergency flaps switch to ON 
and operate the wing flaps by use of the normal wing 
.Ila p lever. 

Note 

The time required to completely extend or 
retracr the wing flaps during emergency oper

ation is 30 to 40 seconds. 

To avoid damage to the flap driving mech• 
anism, do not move the wing flap control lever 
co reverse direction of wing Rap travel while 
flaps are in morion. 

3-64 

To avoid overheat and possible damage to the flap 

driving motor, a cooling period of 5 minutes minimum 
is _required after each concinuous operation of 1 ½ 
minutes. 

(Aircraft AF59-522 and Subsequent): 

If t he main hydraulic system faj ls, position che emer
gency flap switch to ON and operate the wing flaps 
by use of the normal wing flap lever. The hydraulic 
pressure switch on the engineer's panel must be in the 
OFF or UTILITY position, to prevent loss of hydraulic 
fluid through possible utility systems failure. 

Note 

The time required to completely extend or 
retract the wing flaps during emergency 
operation is 18 to 24 seconds. 

LANDING GEAR EMERGENCY EXTENSION. 

If me aircraft hydraulic system fails, and the gear will 
not extend, reduce airspeed to 178 knots IAS, and 
proceed as follows: 

' 
a. Landing Gear Lever - GEAR D0'\\7N. 

Leave the landing gear lever in the GEAR DOWN 
pos1c1on. 

b. Landing Gear Control Valve Emergency Handle 
-PULL. 

c. ~fain Landing Gear Emergency Release Handles 
- PULL (To extend main gear) . 

Note 

'The approximate ti1ne required for main land· 
ing gear emergency extension is 5 seconds. 

d. Nose Landing Gear Emergency Release l-:landle 
- PULL (To extend nose gear). 

Changed 5 August 1963 
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The nose landing gear emergency release han
dle must be beld out after release to allow the 
locking 1nechanism to engage in the down 
position. Hold nose landing .gear emergency 
relea·se handle OUT until nose gear is do,vn 
and locked. 

Note 

The approximate time required for nose land
ing gear emergency extension is 1; seconds. 

. e. Landing Gear - CHECK. 

Have a crew member. perform a visual inspection 
through the respective viewing windows to make cer
tain that all gears are down and locked. If the red and 
.vhite nose gear warning flag is not in rhe proper posi
tion, break the nose gear viewing window and insert 
the ground lockpin. 

Nose Gear Emergency Extension (T.C.T.O. 614). 

On aircraft with T.C.T.O. 614, in the event the .nose 
gear does not extend, release the nose gear and extend 
as follows: 

a. Pressurization Manual Control Switch -
DEPRESSURIZE. 

l\,fake certain that cabin pressure is relieved. 

b. Nose Gear Viewing Window- BREAK. 

Break the nose gear viewing windov..• with the hand ax. 

c. Nose Gear Emergency Unlock Link - RELEASE. 
Engage hook end of nose gear safetypio with the end 
of unlock link and pull aft to pull nose gear latching 
mechanism overcenter. 

Do not permit the ground safetypin to inter
fere with movement of the latching n1echa
nism or dragliok. 

Changed 5 August 1963 

d. Nose Gear Emergency Release Handle - PLTLL 
and HOLD. 

The nose gear emergency release handle must 
be held out after release ro allow the latching 
mechanism to engage in the do~rn position. 
Hold nose gear emergency release handle out 
during nose gear extension. 

e. Nose Gear Ground Safetypin - INSTALLED . 

Install nose gear ground safetypin to insure that gear 
is locked down. · 

Note 

No provision is made for emergency extension 
of the tail bumper since ir is not normally 
used during landings. 

LOSS OF BOTH GTU'S IN FLIGHT~ 

a. GTU Pneumatic Selector Switches-NO LOAD. 

b. Cabin Altitude CHECK. 

Use oxygen if necessary. 

Note 

Landing gear retraction rime with the aux
iliary hydraulic pump is approximately 14 to 
30 seconds. Extension time with rhe auxiliary 
hydraulic pump only is 15 to 25 seconds. 

1' o ensure eleccrical power upon landing, rhe 
rp111 of an inboard engine should noc be 
allowed ro drop below high GROUND IDLE, 
1.1n,il there is no further requiren1e.ot for 
electrical power on the aircraft. 
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Caution should be exercised at all times 

when using the auxiliary pu1np for hydraulic 
pov.·er io the event of failure of both GTU's 

in flight. Operation should not exceed 30 
minutes ON w ith 30 minutes OFF. I f this 
duty cycle is not observed, the auxiliary 
pump will automatically shut off when over
heated and cannot be .restarted unci l it cools. 
No warning of shutoff is p rovided. I f ao.y 
rwo hydraulic units are operated at the same 
rime, the operating rime for the pump will 

be decreased. 

BRAKE SYSTEM FAILURE. 

If no hydraulic power is available to operate the 
brakes, the emergency ai.rb.rake system can be used tO 

brake the aircraft as follows: 

a. Emergency A irbrake I:Iandle- PULL. 

b. Brakes-Use brake pedals for braking. 

Note 

T he supply of air is sufficient for at least 
three f u ll applications, altho\1gh the braking 
force will be less with each application. 

Note 

On a ircraft AF59-522 and subsequent, auxil· 
iary hydraulic pressure is not indicat~d on the 

hydraulic pressure indicator. 

The antiskid system is inoperative with air
brakes. Ca.re should be exercised to prevent 
skidding the t ires. Taxiing shouJd not be 
attempted w hen . a brake 1nalfunction has 

occur_red. 

c. Record use of airbrake system in Form 781. 
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WINDSHIELD OR WINDOW FAILURE. 

In the event of windshield or window overheating, 
arcing, dela1uination, cracking or shattering occurs in 
flight, perform the following: 

Front Center and Front Side Wind!hields and 

Clearview Windows (Aircraft without T.C.T.O. 589). 

a. Windshield Anti-Ice Swiech (affected wind

shield/window) - OFF. 

b. 115 Volt Power Circuit Breaker (affected wind

shield/window) - OPEN. 

c. Windshield Anti-lee Switch - NORMAL. 

Restore power as soon as possible to prevent failure of 
previously undamaged ,vindshield/windows. If re
<1ui.red for ice .removal or birdproofing, switch may be 
turned to HIGH after windshield/window has first 
been warmedwith switch in N ORMAL. 

d. Failed W indshield /Window- HEAT ONLY IF 
REQUIRED FOR VISIBILITY. 

Keep heat off failed w indshield/windows 
unless .required for visibility. Restore heat 
by closin,g applicable power circuit breaker 
for a period of 10 minutes or less, then open 
for 5 rninu tes to prevent damage to previously 

undamaged windshield/windows. 

e. W indow Pressure Barrier - INSTALL. 

Install p ressure barrier if p ilot's or copilot's clearview 

window has failed. 

f. Cabin Pressurization - AS REQUIRED. 

1\11aintain cabin pressure as required depending on loca

tion of cr acl,-:. 

• 
Note 

Electrically h~ated windshield and clearview 
windows have thick inner glass panes and 
thin outer glass panes. A ll other cockpit and 
cabin windows have thick outer panes and 

thin inner plastic panes. 

Chan ged 5 August 1963 
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BRAKE SYSTEM FAILURE. 

If no hydraulic power is available to operate the 
brakes, the emergency airbrake system c~n be used to 
brake the aircraft as follows: 

a. Emergency Airbrake Handle-PULL. 

b. Brakes-Use brake pedals for braking. 

Note 

The supply of air is sufficient for at Jeasc 
three full applications, although the braking 
force will be less with each application. 

Note 

On aircraft AF59-522 and subsequent, auxil
iary hydraulic pressure is not indicated on the 
hydraulic pressure indicator. 

Char1ged 15 June 1963 

' 

The antiskid system is inoperative with air
brakes. Care should be exercised to prevent 
skidding the tires. Taxiing should not be 
attempted when a brake malfunction has 
occurred. 

c. Record use of airbrake system in Fo.rn1 781. 

COCKPIT WINDOW FAILURE. 

In the event the cockpit w i.ndow over heat, arcing, 
delamlnation, cracking or shattering occurs in flight, 
perform the following: 

• 

\ 
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Front Center and Front Side Windshields and 
Clearview Windows {Aircraft with T.C.T.O. 589). 

a. Windshield An ti-Ice Switch (afieeted windshield/ 
window) - OFF. · 

b. 115 Volt Power Circuit Breaker (affected wind
shield/window) - OPEN. 

c. Windshield Heat Sense Source Switch -AS 
REQlJIRED. 

Position to operative windshield/window. 

d. W indshield Anti-Ice Switch-NORMAL. 

e. Failed Windshield/Window- HEAT ON LY IF 
REQUIRED FOR VISIBILITY. 

If right-hand front windshield fails, do not 
reset windshield power circuit breaker while 
using jetblasc rain removal with windshield 
beat sense source switch in the ALTERNATE 
position as further damage to the windshield 
may result. 

£. Window Pressure Barrier - INST ALL. 

Install pressure barrier if pilot's or copilot's clearviev1, 
window bas fa iled. 

g . Cabin P res.5urization -AS REQUIRED. 

Maintain cabin pressure as required depending on loca
tion of crack. 

Naviga tor's Sextant Windows. 

a. Sextant Window Defog Switch - OFF. 

Turn sextant defog switch OFF if not reqitlred for 
visibility. 

b. Cabin Pressurization - AS REQUIRID. 

Maintain cabin pressure as required depending on loca
tion of crack. 

All Oth er Windows. 

Cahin Pressurization-AS REQUIRED. 

Maintain cabin pressure as required depending on loca
tion of crack. 

Changed 5 August 1963 

Pressurization with Cracked or Shattered 
Windshields/Windows. 

ElectricallJ• Heated l 'v'indshields/Windows (01,ter 
Pane Fail1tre): 

• With a crack in the outer pane, maintain full cabi.Q. 
pressurization with a maximum d ifferential p ressure, 
not to exceed 6.55 psi. 

Electrically He,;ted Win.dshiekls/Win-dows (Inner 
Pane Failure): 

With a crack in t he inner pane, immediately depres
surize to a maximum differential pressure of ½ psi at 
a rate consistent with passenger safety. lVIa intain cabin 
pressure at a maximum differential pressure of ½ p si 
to offset external airloads. 

Electrically H eated Windshields/rf7indo,ws (Inner an.d 
Outer Pane Failttre): 

Failure of both inner and outer panes may result in 
large deflection of the window. D epressurize im medi
ately ar a rare consistent w ith passenger safety, to ½ 
psi iifferenria1 pressure. Mainra.in ½ psi differential 
pressLre to offset exteroal airloads unless deflection of 
the ,;vindow occurs. I f dellectioo is noted, reduce dif
fereotial pressure until no defleccion is noted. 

All Other Windows (Ottter Pane Failure): 

W ith a crack in the outer pane, immediately depres
surizc to a differential pressure of ½ psi at a r ate con• 
sistent with passenger safety. ~1ainmio cabin pressure 
at maximu.m d ifferential pressure of ½ psi t:o o ffset 
external airloads. 

All Othe'I' il7indows (Inn.er Pane Failu·re): 

With a crack in the inner pane, maintain normal cabin 
pressurization w ith maximum differential pressure not 
to exceed 6.55 psi. 

All Other W indo1vs ( 1'nner and 01ttei' P,ine Failure): 

Fa ilure of both inner and outer p anes n1ay result in 
large de:Aectioa of t he wit1c.lo\vs. Depressurize 1mmedi. 
ately at a rate consisreoc with passenger safecy, to ½ 
psi differential pressure. Maintain ½ psi differential 
pressure to offset external airloads unless deflection of 
t he ,vindow occurs. If deflection is noted , reduce differ· 
cntial pressure until no deflection is noted . 
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Window Crack Location. 

To determine location of window cracks proceed as 
follows: 

a. Hold finger to crack and move line of sight to 
a new angle. If crack appears to move relative to finger, 
crack is in the outer pane. 

b. Cracks appearing to stop at t he heat bus bar are 
in the outer pane. 

c. Look for evidence of arcing across crack. This 
will locate outer pane cracks on front wind.shields and 
clearview windows. 

Clearview Window Pressure Barriers. 

Two window pressure barriers are stowed in the crew 
closet (Sta. 200) for use io the event of pilot's or 
copilot's clearview window failure. The barriers when 
inStalled, do not provide a perfect air seal, although 
the barrier is designed for pressures in excess of 6.8 psi 
differential. The primary purpose is to prevent explo· 
sive decompression following partial failure of the 
window panel. 

Installation of Pilot's or Copilot's Clearview Window 
Pressure Barrier. 

Oute,r Pa,ne Failu,-e. 

Secure appropriate barrier f rom the crew closet and 
install in window frame. Pressurization need not be 
reduced. 
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Inner Pane Failure (Shatter). 

Immediately depressurize to a differential pressure of 
½ psi, at a rate consistent with passenger safety. Secure 
appropriate pressure barrier from the crew closet and 
insta ll. If necessary, repressurize as required. 

Note 

Depending upon the condition of the air con• 
ditioning system, 6.55 psi differential cabin 
pressure may or not be obtained. The pressure 
barrier is not intended to serve as a perfect 
air seal. 

Total Fracture of Jn1zer ana Outer Pa1ie,r and/of' 
Loss From Aircraft. 

Immediately depressurlze to a differential pressure of 
½ psi, at a rate constant with passenger safety. Install 
pressure barrier. Do not .repressurize above 1 psi. 

EMERGENCY CABIN DEPRESSURIZATION. 

If emergency cabin depressuri:zation is required, don 
oxygen mask, if required and place the emergency 
depressuri:zation control handle to DEPRESSURIZE. 

MISCELLANEOUS EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT, 

For locations of emergency equipment, see figure 3·1. 

Changed 5 August 1963 
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PNEUMATIC SYSTEM. 

The purpose of the pneun1atic system is. to provide 
bleed air for wing and empenoage deicing,· engine 
anti-icing, jet blast windshield rain cemoval, GTU 
augmentation, nacelle preheating, and engine starting. 
'fhc main pneumatic manifold is located in the leading 
edge of the center wing sectlo.n. An outer wing deicing, 
pressure .regulating and shutoff valve at each end of the 
maio pneumatic mattifold coooects the lateral ter
minals of this manifold ro the oute.r wing deicing 
manifold in each outer wing. Ao extension of the main 
pneumatic .manifold is routed down into the fuselage 
and alo~g the left side of the main cabin. The jet blast 
windshield rai.o removal system is cow:lected to the 
forward end of this duccing. 

'fbe air supply for GTU augmentation and the em
pennage deicing systen,. is provided through the duet
ing whjch extends aft along the left side of the main 
cahjn. Bleed air is supplied from :rwo ports in the 
thirteenth compressor 9tage of each engine to the 
mai_n pneumatic manifold. Two check valves at the 
firewall of each engine, prevenc bleed air from the 
main pneumatic manifold from escaping into an 
engine that is not operating. Aft of the firewall in 
each nacelle, the ducts from the two check valves con• 
verge into a single duct which extends afc through a 
pneumatic manifold shutoff valve to the main pneu• 
matic manifold. The engine starter valves are located 
forward of the firewalls between the engine su.rte.r 
and the pneumatic manifold shutoff valve. A branch 
of the duct aft of the firewall in each nacelle is con
nected to the nacelle preheat valve. 

1'he GTU's are the normal pneumatic source used ro 
start the engines. The engines starting, check and 
shutoff valve interconnects the GTU bleed air ducting 
and main pneumatic system. This valve is normally 
closed and opens only when an engine starter switch 
is energized, wheo a nacelle preheat switch is on, or 
when the jet blast windmield rain removal system 
is on. The check feature of the valve prevents air in 
the main pneumatic manifold from entering the air 
conditioning system ducting when rhe valve is open 
and the pressure in the main pneumatic manifold is 
greater than that .in the air conditioning system. ln 
the event boch GTlJ's are inoperative and air coo.· 
d.i.tjo.D.iog is desired while the engines are operating, 
engine bleed air is utilized to provide ventilation, air 
conditioning, aod cabin pressurization. During this 
condition, che emergency air conditioning valve opens 
automatically to interconnect the pneumatic system 
and the air conditioning ducting, 

High temperature air £or the main pneumatic: manifold 
is controlled by four pneumatic man.ifolJ shutoff 
valves, one for each. engine. When the valves are open~ 
the pneumatic pressure jn the pneumatic manifold will 
be indicated by a pneumatic pressure indicator at the 
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flight engineer's station, Fout pneumatic ,:nanifol~ 
swjrches are located at- the flight engineer's station to 
individually control each pneumatic manifold shutoff 
valve. A conrinµous overheat deteaion system is in
stalled to provide a w:u-niog at the flight engineer's 
station in the event of a manifold duct failure and 
subsequent overheating. The poeumatlc manifold shut· 
off valve11 are connected with the engine fire control 
handles at the pilot's station so that act11atioo of an 
engine fire concrnl handle will close the corresponding 
pneumatic manifold shutoff valve. 

PNEUMATIC MANIFOLD SWITCHES. 

Four, two-position, pneumatic manifold swjrches (2, 
figure 4-2) are installed on tbe flight engineer's instru• 
ment panel. The switches are placarded OPEN and 
CLOSE and control the flow of engine bleed air to the 
majo pneumatic manifold. When a switch is placed in 
the OPEN position, a 28-volt d-c circuit, protected 
by four MANIFOLD OVERHEAT circuit: breakers 
located or.a tbe flight deck left hand auxiliary bus, is 
energil:ed to open the respective pneumatic manifold 
shuroff valve and admit high temperature bleed air to 
the pneumatic manifold. In the CLOSE position, 1:he 
shutoff valve is closed to stop rhe flow of bleed air to 
rhe pneumatjc manjfold. During normal flight oper
ations, the four pneumatic manifold switches should 
be in the OPEN position to allow the pneumatic mani
fold to be pressuri,:ed. 

PNEUMATIC SYSTEM INDICATOR$. 

Pneumotic Manifold Overheat Warning light, 

A red, 28-volt d·c, manifold overheat warning light, 
aod a test S\vitch, powered from the flighr deck left 
hand auxiliary bu5, is located on the flight engineer's 
instrument panel, immediately helow the pneumatic 
manifold switches (2, #gut·e 4-2), A continuous over• 
heat detection element is installed in the leadjng edge 
of the wing adjacent ro the po.eumacic lilll.D.ifoI<l. A 
temperature of 121 °C in the area surrounding the 
manifold ducr, will cause the detection element to ener
gize the 28-volt d-c circuit and cause the overheat 
warning light to oome on. 

If the overheat warning light comes on dur
ing pneumatic system operation, the pneu• 
matic manifold valves should be closed by 
placing the four pneumatic manifold switches 
in the CLOSE position co prevent Jaroage to 
the wing leading edge area. 
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Pneumatic Manifold Overheat Warning Test Switch. 

A 3-positioo, pneumatic manifold Ol'erheac walning 
u~sr $Wirch, ( 12_, fig1<rc '1-2) placarded LEF1' WIN(i -
RIGHT \V1NG, is located on the flight engineer's in
strument panel1 directly below the pneumatic mani
fold switches. The switch is spring loaded to the OFF, 
or, center position. Placing the switch in either the 
LEFT WING or RIGfrI' WING p<>sitioo, will com
plete a 28-voh d-c circuit hctwccn tbe manifold 
overheat detectors and the rnanifold overheat warning 
light, and cause the light to come on indi<-"8ting tbnt 
the circuit is. functioning properly. 

Pneumatic Pressure Indicator. 

A 28-volt a-c pneumaric pressure indicator (22, Jig· 
ttt·e 4,2), ifl installed on the flight engineer's insrru· 
mcnt panel. The pressure iadicaror is calibrated from 
zero to 200 psi and indicates the pressure io the 
pneumatic system. Power for the indicator and its 
rransmirter is: rt:ccive<l from the 28-volt a-c flight rleck 

I tight hand auxiliary bus. 

JET BLAST WINDSHIELD RAIN REMOVAL SYSTEM-

A jet blast windi;hicld rain re1noval system is in,italled 
in lieu of the windshield wiper for the pilot's frunt 
side wind.shield. The system allows either engine or 
("i,'l"LI bleed air to be ducted from the pneumatic mahi· 
fold throu~h the jet blast windshield rain removal 
supply duct lo a plenum at the base of the pilot's wind
shield. When all fo11r engines arc operating ac high 
ground rpm or above, the rain removal system utilizes 
engine bleed air. During lo,v ground idle operatiou, 
GTl~ bleed air is auromarically selc:cted to supply che 
system. When operating in this mode, air flow is re• 
<luced and may be incffectjve in removing rain fron, 
che windshield. Huwcvcr. additional airflow for jet 
blast windshield rain removal may be obtained by 
shutting off the air conditioning system. 

Jet Blast Windshield Rain Removal Switch. 

A 2-position jet blast rain retnoval switch ( figure 4-8), 
powered from the flight deck overhead. 28-volt d-t·, 
noncsscnrinl h,1s, is located nn che pilots' overhead 
panel. The swicch has the pliu:1:1rdeJ positions ON and 
OFF. Placing rhe S\viu:h in the ON rosirion completes 
a 28-volt d-c circnit t1) open the n1otor-actuatcd jet 
hl:1sr rain removal valve, lotatt:LI beneath the flight 
deck. flui>r, unu the cugine starting aod shutoff check 
valve. \'i'ben the switch is io the ON po~ition, electrical 
.tnti-icing of the pilot's front side windshickf is aut:O• 

,nnric~llv <let.'nergi:r.ed. 

Changed 14 June 1962 

Rain Removol Operation Check. 

With the aircraft engines operating at high grouocl 
idle rpm and che GTU's running anti loaded, perform 
rhe following: 

I. All Pneumaril' Manifold Switches - OPEN. 

2. Air Conditioning Ram Ventilation Switch-OFF-

3. Rain Remo"·al Switch - ON. 

Listen for indication of airflow th.rough the exit 
non:les. 

4. Engines - LOW GROUND JDI.E RPM_ 

Check for continuation of airflow. 

When engine bleed air is supplied to chc rain 
removal system during ground static condi
cions, che windshield is heated to a higher 
temperature than recommended for i.:untinu· 
ous duty. Repeated use of the rain removal 
system under these conditions will cause 
clouding or bubbling of the windshield vinyl 
layer. 'l'hcrtfore, it is recommended that sys
rem operation on the ground be limited to 6 
minutes when 1nain engines ate operating 
above low ground idle. 

CABIN PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM. 

The source of pressure aod airflow for pressurization 
is the air chat has been conditinned by the air condi· 
tinning sysrem (figure 4-1 ). C.i.bitt pressuri:.cation is 
at."OOmplished by regulating the outflow of air rrom 
the ,najn cabin to the atmosphere, through the cabin 
pressure outflow valve. The pressurization system 
~dlows flight up to upproximarely 16,000 feet with 
cabi11 alticude ,naintained at se.-i level pres.~ure. Above 
this altitude the cahin altitude may be: maintained at 
a pressure differential <>f 6.5S psi so chat a cabin alci
tude of 10,000 feet will not be reached until the 
aircraft :.iltitudc is near the ~5,000-foot leveL The 
r,ressuri:r~'ltion systen1 consists of the followiup; com
ponents: the c.-abin pressure c011lroll('r, ,;\'hicb provides 
for selection or cabin r>s:essure .tltitud<: and rate of 
cbangt of cubin pr.essure; the cabin prc~ure outflo\\' 
valve, which opens and closes to reguliite c.ibin pres
.sure as selected by the cabin pressure con.trollcr: the 
cabin prcsurc safety vulvc, ..,vhich <>pens if cahin 1,re~
sure rcil<:he, ,l pre!'>sure differentiHl nf 6.88 p:;i: the 
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cabjn vacuum relief valve, incorporated into the out· 
flow valve and the safety valve io the event that oega· 
rive pressure differentials occur duriog descent; and the 
emergency depressurization door, which incorparates 
an electrically actuated explosive cartridge fur un1atch
ing the door and depressuriziog the ai,craf t within 
15 seconds. A safety switch, iosmlled on each aft main 
gear, funaions to dep.ressurize the aircraft at touch
down by opeoing the cabin pressure outflow and 
safety valves. 

CABIN PRESSURE CONTROLLER AND INDICATOR. 

An automatic cabin preii;ure ronrroller (20, /igur~ 4-2) 
with a dial indicator, marked in increments of 1000 
feet, is mounted on the flight engineer's instrument 
panel. The contro11er provides for the selection of any 
cabin pres5Ul'c alcirudc. from 1000 feet below to 10,000 
feet above sea level. and also for the selection of the 
·ate of change of cabin pressure. A CABIN ALT con• 
crol knob, located to the right of the dial indicator, 
is provided to seleet the desired altimde. The RATE 
control knob, located to che left of the indicator, pro· 
vides for the selection of desired rate of cabin pressw:e 
change. 1'he rontroller pnewnaricaJly controls rhe 
acruaring pressure of the outflow valve. Selection of 
the corresponding expected flight altitude of the air· 
craft js based on the ma.xi,nwn allowable differeotial 
pressure of 6.55 psi. 

PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM MANUAL 
CONTROL SWITCH. 

A guarded, 4--posirion, pressuri.7.arion system manual 
control switch (7, figure 4-2) is installed on the pres
surization systern control panel and has the placarded 
positions AUTO, OFF, DEPRESS, and PRESS. This 
switch completes a 28-volt d-c circuit to control the 

• • pressur1zat1on i}'Stc:nt. 

·1·he switeh is held in the AUTO position by a guard 
which must he lifted before manual control can be 
used. During automatic operation. the electrical actu
ator on the nctflow valve aod safety valve is driven 
to a neu,ral position, which a)lows the valves to open 
and clo.se pneumalically to control cabjn pressure. 
When the switch is held in the sp.riog-loaded DEPRESS 
position, the manual control takes over the functio.n 
of the c:abin pressure controller by providing electrical 
sigoals to the actuators for opening of borh the cabin 
pressure outflow valve end the safety valve. When 
the switch is held in che spring-loaded PRESS. p05i· 
tioo. the electrical actuator 011 the outflow and safety 
valves is driven to a nenual posi~ion which allows the 
valves to close pneumatically to control cabin pres
sure. The OFF posirion deenergizes the system leaving 
che electrical actuators in their Jast position. 

4-6 

PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM TEST SWITCH, 

A guarded, 2':'position pressuri:w:ion test switch (9, 
figure 4-1) is located on the flight engineer's instru· 
ment panel. Io we is for ground testing the cabin 
pr~urization system, The two positions of the switcli 
are NORMAL and GROUND TEST. When ground 
testiog is desired, the switch is placed in the GROlJND 
TES1' position. This opens the 28-volt d-c circuit to 
tbe landing gear safety switch and allows the cabin 
pressure outflow valve and rhe cabin pressW'e safety 
valve to funaion in their normal flight manner. The 
switch is positioned in NORMAL except when grouad 
testing. 

Note 

When rhe pres.'iu.riza.tion system test switch 
js iu the GROUND TEST position, the ~ide 
cargo door safety valve is enetgil!ed to prevent 
inadvertent operation of the &ide cargo door 
while the cabin is pressurized. 

EMERGENCY DIPRESSURIZA noN DOOR. 

An emergency dep.ressurization door (19, figure ~-1) 
is installed to permit rapid dcprcssu.rization of the 
aircraft in the event of an emergency. On the C-I33A 
aircrafr the door is locaced in the rear cargo door 
forward of the hinge point. On the Cl33B it is located 
in the aft door, aft of the clam.shell doors. The door 
is controlled by che emergency depressurjzation con• 
trol handle ( J(), figure 4-2) on the flight engineers 
instrument panel. A lateh mechanjsm, which indudes 
an elearicaUy discharged explosive cartridge, holds 
the door c-losed. When rapid depressurization of che 
aircraft js desjred, the emergency depressurizarion 
control handle is turned to the DEPRESSURIZE po
sjtioo. This wjll complete a 28-volt d-c circuit causing 
the cartridge to explride and nnlatc:h the door, which 
is theo forced open by cabin pressure. 

EMERGENCY DO-RESSURl%ATON 
CONTROL HANDLE. 

An emergency depressuri2acion control hand~ ( 10, fig
nre 4·2), iosralled on the flight engineer's instrument 
panel, has the positio.os PRESSURIZE and DEPRBS
SURIZE. .A cover i.s installed over the oontrol with a 
handle clip to insure that the handle is in the PRBS
SURIZE (full dosed) posi-rion before the cover will 
close. Wbe.n rapid deprer..i.uri:zation is requirt!d, the 
cover is opened and the control handle is rotated 
90 degrees counterclockwise to the DEPRESSURIZE 
(open) position. lo this position, a 28-volt d·c circuit 
is completed to open the cabin pressure ourflow valve 
and safery valve. close rhc two GTU load control valves 
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and the mass flow valves, open the two ram ventilation 
valves, and energize the explosive cartridge to unlatch 
the emergency depressurization door. After the door :is 
unlatched, cabin pres.ire forces the door open to de
pressuri~e the aircraft within 15 seconds. For norrnal 
operation, the emergency depressurization control ban
clle should be in the ~RESSURIZE position with the 
cover plate closed and latched. lo the PRESSURIZE 
positi.o.o, the outflow valve is opened and closed i:,neu, 
matically ro .maintain cabin pressure as selected by the 
mbin pressure controller. 

EMERGENCY DEPRESSURIZATION CIRCUIT 
TEST SWIICH. 

A 2-positio.o, emergency depresswization circuit test 
switch (8, figure 4-2), with the placarded positions 
NOR.MAL 3Dd TEST, is installed 0t1 the flight engi· 
oeer's instrument panel. The switch, which :is spring 
loaded from the TEST to the NORMAL position, is 
u.'ied to test the circuitry that detonates the cartridge 
which Wllatches the emergency depressuri~tion doo.t. 
When the switch is held in the TEST position a 28-volt 
d-c cucu.it will be completed aud a SAFE iudjcation 
will appear on the emergency depresmrization circnit 
test indicator, providi.og the detonating circuit £or the 
emergency depresmrization door unlatching canridge 
is co.r.rect and a good cartridge i:i installed. When the 

' .switch is in the NORMAL po.sitio~ the test circuit 
is deenergi~ed. 

WARNING 

Make sure that all personnel are rum of 
the emergency depressurization door before 
placing the emergency depressuri.zation cir
cuit test switch i.o the TEST position to pre· 
vent injury in the event a ma.lf'unction causes 
tbe cartridge to detonate. 

EMERGENCY DEPRESSURIZATION CIRCUIT 
11ST INDICATOR. 

A 28-volt d-c emergency depressurization circuit test 
indicator (8j fl.gm-s 4-2) .is inStalled on the flight en
gineer's instrument panel. The indicator is used to in· 
dicate the condition of both the deronating circuit 
for the emergency depressurization door unlatching 
cartridge and the cartridge itSelf. If no malfunctions 
exist in either the detonating circuit o.t the cartridge, 
a SAFE indication will appear on the indicator when 
the emergency depressur.ization circuit test switch i!l 
held in the TEST position. H the indicator remains 
blank while the test switch is held in the TEST posi-

4·~8 

tion, a malfunccion is indicated in either the deto11a~ 
ting circuit or the cartridge. The indi.c;u:or remains 
blank whenever the test switch is in the NORMAL 

• • position, 

CABIN PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL INDICATOR. 

A cabin pressure differential indicator jnstailed with 
the cabin pressure conttoller (20, figure 1-13), on the 
.flight engineer's instrumenc panel, indicateS on one 
dial the cabin altitude and the cabin p.ressme differ
ential in psi. This indicator makes possible a direct 
.reading of cabin pressure differential without resorting 
m calculation of cabin altitude vetS'dS aircraft altitude. 

CABIN PRUSURIZATION - NORMAL OPERATION. 

Before Takeoff. 

Before tukeofI. the following steps are taken to assure 
presSW'i2ation system operation after takeoff. The 
flight deck and cabin can be pressurized by the engi
neer performing the following steps. 

1. GTU's - OPERA TING and LOADED. 

2. All Doors and Hatches - CLOSED and 
LATCHED. 

3. Pressurization System Manual Control Switch
.AUTO. 

4. Pressurization System Test Switch-NORMAi.. 

5. Emergency Dei,.ressurization Control Handle -
PRESSURIZE (cover on and latched). . 

6. Cabin pressure controller and indicator-SET. 

a.. RATE knob - CENTERED. 

b. CABIN ALT knob - ADJUST. 

Set so .that the hand indicates approximately 1000 
feet above the field elevation. 

7. Air Conditiooing·Ram-Ventilatioo Switch
AIR CONDITION.ING. 

Takeoff, Climb, and Cruise - With T.C.T.O . .584. 

After the first power reduction followjog takeoff, turn 
the CABIN ALT knob until the number appearing in 
the AIRPUNE ALT AT MAX DIFF window cocre
sponds with the cruise altitude chat has been planned. 
After the altitude setting has been set on the con
troller, adjust the RA TE knob as necessary so chat the 
cabin altitude will reach the altitude indicated \,y 
the controller poin~er before the ai.tcraft reaches the 
actual flight altitude. 

T 
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Takeoff, Climb, and Cruise - WithoutT.C.T.O. 5B4. . -

On aircraft without T.C.T.O. 584, the maximum allow~ 
abJe cabin differential a1titude presJure is limited to 
4.9 psi. Deter.mine cnbin altitude and set cabin pres
sure cont.roller as follows: 

1. Detetm.ine expected c.ro.ise altitude from mis
sion planning data. llnter the ICAO Standard Armos
pheze tab~ located in Part 1 of T.O. 1C-13JA-1-1, to 
find pressure in inches Hg at tba't altimde, 

2. Add 10 inches Hg to cruise pres6ure altitude ro 
find cabin altitude. 

3. Set cabin pressure controller to me cabin alti
tude determined. 

Note 

Disregard the figures that indicate airplane 
aJrirude at maximum differential pressure, 

4. Using this procedure, a cabin altitude of 10,000 
feet .is reached when cruising a 26,.000 feet mean sea 
level 

Descent. 

When .starting descent, romre rhe CABIN ALT knob 
to set the pointer oo the cabin pressure controller to 
indicate a cabin altitude setting approorimately 1000 
feet higher than the field elevation, and set the RA TE 
knob to center. Dw.ing descent, check that the cabin 
rate of descent is within comfortable limitS which caa 
be approximately maintained by adjusting the RATE 
knob. If abin pressure is not depleted before landing, 
rapid deprl!SSUI'ization will occur because the cabin 
outflow valve and the safety valves are automatically 
opened when the weight of the aircraft .is on the lap.d
.ing gear. H necessary, release any excess p.resswe by 
use of the p.re.ssuri%atioo syst.ero manual control switch. 

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM. 
(See figm-e 4-1.) 

The normal source of air used to air condition the air
craft is high-temperature bleed air from the GTU's, 
The design of the system provides ability to maintain 
flight deck temperamres at 21 °C and cabin tempera
tures at 4°C when the ambient temperatwe is -5,{°C. 
With an ambient temperature of 38"C, it is possible 
to cool the flight deck to 27°C bnr the cabin will .re
main at ambient tempentnre. The air co.a.ditiooiag 
system includes the followiog: two refrigeration units, 

one in the forward ec.d of each pod; two water sep· 
araton; two remperature COJltrol systems, o.oe £or the 
cabin area and o.oe for the flight dec:k; and rhe aeces
sary valves and dncts rbat make up the operating system. 
.Air is ducted from the GTIJ's through a mass airflow 
regulator to the two heat exchao.gen and to the hot 
side of the hot and cold mixing valves and turbine 
bypa~ valve. Air which is duaed to the heat ex
changers, is cooled by heat tnwsfec and then, depend
ing upon the temperature required, is directed through 
the expansion turbin~ for .further cooling, or is roured 
directly to the warer separator by the tutbi.o.e bypass 
valve. The air is then ducted m the cold side of 
the hot and cold mixing valves where it is mixed with 
the right quantity of hot sir in accordance with the 
signal from the temperature conuol system. Airflow 
from the right mixing valve is du<.-red to the flight 
deck where floor level ourlers and adjwtable over· 
head outlets permit individual control of airflow. The 
110.rrnal flow requiremeat of the flight dcek is approxi
mately 35 percent of the ai.r duaed m the right re
frigeration unir. The remaining 65 percent is ducted 
hack across the aircraft to the cabin system. Amlow 
from the left mixing valves is divided into two ducts, 
one for each side of the airaaft, and released into the 
cabin 'through four outlets. 

Variable Nozzle Control. 

Each refrigerant unit is equipped with a pneumati
cally actuated variable area nozzle ro provide adeqwte 
air cooling and air flows at all altitudes encountered. 
As the aircraft gains altitude the ambient pressure 
.!easing actuato.r increases the nonlc area and as the 
aircraft descends the nozzle area is decreased. 

The nozzle area and the aauatio.n system are calibrated 
to maintain the most effective cooling pressure ratios 
across the turbine section for the required air flows 
ar rhe different aJtitudes. Majn engine bleed air from 
the pneumatic manifold is used for actuation of the 
nozzle control. Consequently operation of the variable 
area nozzle system .is dependeat on the pneumatic 
manifold being p~.mrized by engine bleed air. 

FLIGHT DECK PRIORITY SYSTEM, 

A priority system .insures adequate temperacme w.n
uol on the flight deck during either automatic or 
manual temperature control when conditions require 
cool air to be sup.i,lied to the flight deck while warm 
air is being mpplied to the cabin. The flight deck 
cooling i,riority system is in effect when the turbine 
bypass valve in the right pod is closed (in response 
to a demand for cold air to the flight deck) and the 
flight deck supply air temperature is above 4.4°C. 
The flight deck supply air temper.ttwe .is sensed by a 
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thermal switch which compler.es an decuical circuit 
to cause the left pod temperature control valves m 
provide mid air if duct te.tnperarnres are above 4.4°C. 
This change in circuitry occurs regatd1ess of the 
prev.ious demands from the cabin temperature control 
to position the left pod t!!mperatw:e control valves. 
Thus the distribution of airflow will be maintained 
to provide comfonable temperanm::s on the flight deck. 
Wheo the right pod turbine bypass valve i.s closed, and 
the flight declc: $11pply air temperature is below 4.4°C, 
the flight deck cooling priority system is not io effect. 
Thus the temperature control valves in the left pod can 
be positioned either automatically or manually with 
the cabin temperature co.nuol switch to provide any 
air temperature desired in the cabin. 

Flight Dack and Cabin Temperature 
Control Switches. 

Two 4-positioo. te.tnperattue mntrol switches (figtws 
4-3), one for the flight deck placarded FLIGHT DECK 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL, and one for the cabin, 
placarded.MAIN DECK TEMPERATURE CONTROL, 
are located on the flight deck and cabin temperature 
wntrol panel. Each switch has the positions AUTO, 
COOLING, HEATING, and OFF (center) m permit 
selection of eirher automatic or manual temperature 
control, and are spring loaded f.rom the COOLING 
and HEATING positions to OFF .. 

4.10 

When the switches are held in the spring loaded 
COOLING position, a 28-volr d-c circuit is completed 
to the air mixing valve motor to open the cold sides 
and close the hot sides of the mixing valves, until the 
valves are in the lull cold position. If full cooling is 
necessary, the turbine bypass valves will then clo5e to 
route air through the cooling turbine to the flight 
deck and cabin for maximum cooling. Wben the 
switches are held in the spring loaded HEATING 
position, a 28-volt d-c circuit is completed to the 
mrbine bypass valves until the valves are open. If 
full bearing i1 necessary, the cold sides wi.ll close a.nd 
rhe hot sid~ of the air mixing valves will open to 
.route heated a.ir to the flight deck and cabin fo.r 
maxi.mum heati.ag, When the -switches are placed in 
the AUTO position, a 28•volt d-c circuit is completed 
co energize the l lj-volt a-c flight deck and cabin 
temperature controllers to provide au1:omatic tempera
ture as selected by the temperature seleao.r. The OFF 
(center) position deeaergizes the circuio leaving the 
mixing and turbine bypass valves in the last selected 

• • pos1t1on. 

Note 

Wheu. the manual HEATING o.r COOLING 
positiom are med, the switches must be held 
for approximately 100 ~conds to move the 
air mixing valve and the nubioe by-pass 
valve. through a complete cycle, from the 
full cold m the full hot position. 

Note 

The £light deck and main deck temperature 
control .switches are jnopezative when the air 
conditioning•.ram ventilation swirch is in any 
position other tbao AIR CONDITIONING. 

Flight Deck and Cabin Temperature Selectors. 

Two temperature selectors (figure 4-3)., one for the 
flight deck and one for the cabia., are located oa. the 
flight deck and cabin temperature co11trol panel. The 
seleaors are mounted on coo.ceo.tric shafcs 1111d opera1:e 
potentiometers which send signals to the tempera.tare 
controllers (provided the temperature control switches 
are io AUTO). With the temperature selectors in 
NORMAL, the controllers provide auromatlc coau:ol 

of the air conditioning system and regulate the tem
perature to approximately 25°C. When the rempe.ra

ture selectors are moved -coward WARMER o.c COO~ 
ER, the cont.rollers will react acco.nwigly. The cabin 
seleaor and the flight deck ,selector an be rotated 
through their full travel independently. in eithec 

directinn. 
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Air Conditioning-Ram Ventilation Switch. 

A three-position air conditioning-off-ram ventilation 
switch (#gttre 4-3) is located un the flight d«k aad 
cabin temperature control paoel. When rhe switch is 
in che AIR CONDITIONING position the mass flow 
valve is open. and the air conditioning system is 
operating. When the ·switch is in the OFF position 
chc mass flow valve and the ram vent valves are 
closed. When the swirch is in the RAM VENTILA
TION position, the masfi flow valve and the GTU load 
control valves are desed and the ram vent valves, the 
cabin pressure outflow valve, and the safety valve 
(Aircraft AF59·522 aod subsequent) ate open. The air
craft is then ventilated by ram air a.t ambieot tempera
ture and wilt slowly depres.suri:«:. 

Cabin Air Temperature lndicCJtor. 

A 28-volt d-c cabin air temperature indicator (figure 
4-3), located on the flight deck and cabin temperature 
control panel and .marked in degrees cenrigrade, indi
cates the cabin cemperarurc. 

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM -
NORMAi. OPERATION. 

'fhe flight deck at1d cabio can be air conditioned by 
rhe engineer perfocming the following steps. 

1. GTU's - OPERATING aad LOADED. 

2. Emergency Depressuriz:ation Control Handle -
PRESSLTRIZf {cover on and latched). 

3. Flight Deck and Cabin Temperarure Seleccors-
NORMAL. I 

-i. Flight Deck and Cabin Temperature Switches
,<\'CTO. 

5. Air Conditioning Ram Ventilation Switch -
AIR CONDITIONING. 

6. GTU's - AUGML'lT AS NECESSARY. 

See G1'U Operation. Section VII, for augmentation 
procedure. 

If either temperat\lre conrroller fails ro function prop· 
erly in the AUTO position. the temperature can be 
controlled manually with the fJight deck and cabin 
temperature switche5 by holding them in the COOL
ING or HEATJNG posicjon, as desired. 

If the air conditioning system fails to funaion prop
erly, the aircraft can be ventilated (but will dep.res
suril!e) by placing the air '-"Unditiooing-off-ram ventila
tion switch tr, RAM VEN'fJJ.ATION. 

Changed 5 August 1963 

ANTI-ICING AND DEICING SYSTEMS. 

The anti-icing Sf!items ( figure 4-4) arc designed co pre
vent ice formation by majntaining the surface tem
peratures of the protected areas at a temperature 
which will prevent ice formation. The deicing system 
(figure 4·4) will remove accumulared ice by cyclic 
action of either thermal or pneumatic equipment. The 
anti-iced areas are heated by electric elements and/or 
by hot ajr from the pneumatic system. '!'hey are con
trolled either automatically by ice-sensing probes or 
by manual switch actuation. Deicing is accompli-sbed 
by cyclic application of heat from the pneumatic sys
tem and the cvclic inflation of rubber boots on the 

• 
leading edges of the horizontal and vertical stabilizers. 
Pneumatic power for borh syscems is ~upplied by 
engine bleed air. A relief valve, in each outer wing 
pneumatic manifold, is provided to relieve excessive 
pressure in the event the pressure rt.,gulators fail to 
maintain system pressure within limits. 

ENGINE ANTI-ICING SYSTEM, 

Electrically heated units and hot air from each in-1 
dividual engine are used to provide anri-ice promaion 
for critical areas of the engines and nacelles. 'The 
pneumatic and electric units are electrjcally controlled 
and may he operated manually or automatically 
through an ice detector system. An ice detector probe 
is located in eacb engine air inlet. The power source 
for the ice detecrors is from the llS-volr a-c center 
fuselage, nooesst:ntial bus. 

The eleetrically heated uuits are the top and botro.m 
struts becween the cowl ooseri.ng and che spinner 
afterbody. The pncumati<:ally heated units are the 
eng;ne cowl nosering. the top four engine air inlet 
struts, and the compresso.r iolet guide vanes. Hot 
engine oil. passing through the lower two engine air 
inle! struts, heats the struts. providing anti,ice pro
tection. 

The nature of the automatic system is sudi cha[ ice 
deteetion by any p.robe will actuate the engine :ind 
GTU anti-icing system if the engine and GTU anti• 
icing swirch is in the AUTO position. The ~ystem is 
automatically d1::energized by a riming device if the 
ice detectors do not sense ice for a period of 75 to 
105 seconds. A disarm swit<."h will joterrupt an ice 
detector signal on any engine when its condition lever 
is in FEATHER or FUEL-OFF posiciou. 

Note 

Operation of che engine anti-icing system 
will result jD approximately 2.5 psi torque 
pressure Io~ per engine. (See Torque Pre~ 
sure Loss Dt1e to Engjne Ajrbleed charrs in 
Part 5 of T.O. 1C-133A-J.J). 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1 Section IV 

Ice Accretion Lights. 

Two amber, 28-volt d-c press-to-test ic:e accretion lights 
(21, figure 4·2) are located on the anti-ice control 

panel on rhe flight engineer's instrument panel. The 
lights are powered from the flight deck o"Yerhead, 
28-volt, nonessential bus, and are connected to the 
engine inlet ice detection probes (fig111'e 4-4) to waro 
of accumulation of ice in the engine inlets, The right· 

hand light is connected to the detector probes in en· 
gin.es No. 2 and 3, and the left-hand light is connected 
to the probes in engines No. 1 and 4. A light will 
come on whenever an icing condition is detected by I any probe. When the anti-icing system is aucomati.

cally energized both lights will come on. 

Engine Inlet and GTU Inlet Anti-Ice Switch. 

A 3-posicion engine inlet and G'TIJ inlet anti-ice switch 
(11, figure 4-2), placa.rJecI AUTO, OFF aod MANUAL, 
is located on the anti-ice control panel. The function 
of th.is switch is to provide for. manual or automatic 
control of the engine .inlet and GTU inlet anti-ice sys
tem. During flight when the switch is placed in the 
AlTTO position, a 28-volt d-c circuit is completed to 
the jce detect0r system and the automatic anti-icing 
feature of the system is ready to function. The OFF 
position breaks the holding circuit in the ice detector 

and deenc:rgizes the system. The MANUAL position 
of the switch has a dual function of controlling the 
system for mo.nual operation in the event of automatic 
system fajlure and of checking the system for mal

functioning. When the switch is placed in the M.AN
L'AL position, a 28-volt d-c circuit is energized which 

bypasses the ice detector and allows manual aoti
icing. Both the AU'fO position :and the MANUAL 
position complete a 28-volt d-c circuit ro the annun
ciator panels and any malfunction of the system will be 
indicated jf the anti-ice test switch is acruared at the 

same time. 

Aircraft wilh T.C.T.O, 506 are equipped with heating 
elements in the inlet strur.i which operate with reduced 

power with the anti-ice switch in the MANUAL POSI· 
TION to provide anti-ice protection oo the ground. 

After takeoff, the airborne transfer relay will allow 
full elecrrical pnwer to he applied to the struts to pro
vide full ice protection. 

Changed S Augu11t 1963 

Anti-Icing System Annunciator Panel. 

An anti-ice system annunciator panel (24, figure 4-2), 
consisting of 13 back-lighted press-to-test ti1:le strips, 

one (or each engine and GTU anti-ic.in.g system com

ponent, is located on the flight engineer's instrwuenc 
panel. The funaion of this panel is to present an 
iodicatiun of any malfunction of the electrical nnci· 
iciL1g elements and anti-icing valves of the system.. 
The panel can be co.noeeted into the circuits by oper
ation of the anti-ice test switch. When an individual 
circuit is functioning normally, the title scrip light 

identifying that circuit will come on when the rest 
switch is closed. Should a malfunction such as an open 
circuit exist, the title scrip will not come on, indi
cating which pottioo of the syStem is unprotected fo,: 

anti-icing. The anollil.ciator panel lights receive powei: 

from the .B.ight deck overhead D.Onessentia.l d-c bus. 

Anti-Ice Test Switch. 

A 2·position, momencary-conract, aot1-1ce test switch 

(25, figure 4·2) is Jocared oo the .B.ight engineer's 
instrument panel a.nd has the placarded positions ON 

and OFF. With condition levers forward of FUEL I 
OFF, placing the anti-ice switch in MANUAL will 
cause the annunciator strips for the top and bottom 
struts of each engine to come on. With the anti-ice 
switch still jo MANUAL, placing the anti,ice test 
switeh to ON will cause the GTU inlet valve strip and 
the anti-ice valve strips for each engine to come on. 
During fljghr, the operation of the engine and GTU 
anti-ice system is tested by placing the anti-ice switch 
to MANUAL and the anti-ice tesr switch to ON. All 
annunciator strips should c.ume on. If the system has 

been automatically energized, the system may be a:sted 
by placing the test switch ON, providing the condi
tion lever is forward of che FUEL-OFF positjo.11. 

GTU ANTI-ICING SYSTEM. 

'fhe G'f{J air inlet soonp is anti-iced by heated air 

provided by rhe GTU bleed system. The air fur this 
purpose is controlled by an electrically triggered, 
pneumatically opera1ed valve anJ is automatically 
actuated by indication of ice at any of the four main 

engine ice detectOr5, The power SOlUCe for this system 
is the 28-volt d-c center fuselage nonessential bus. The 
system is controlled by the engine anti-ii:iag sysce,n. 

4-13 
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ENGINE AND GTU ANTI-ICING 
SYSTEMS OPERATION AND TEST. 

Test Procedures Ground - Engines and GTU 
Not Oi,erating. 

1. Jee Accretion J,ights -PH.ESS-TO-TIST. 

LightS should come on. 

2. Anti-Ice Test Switch - ON. 

3. Anti-Ice System Annunciator Strips - PRESS
TO-TEST each strip. 

Both lights in each strip should come on. 

4. Anti-Ice Test Switch - OFF. 

5. .Engine aod Gl"U Anti.Jee Switch-MANUAL. 

6. All Condition Levers - FUEL ON. 

Top aad bottom inlet strut annunciator strips for each 
engine should come on. 

7. AIJ Condition Levers - FUEL OFF. 

8. Engine and G1'IJ Anci-lce Switch - AI.1TO. 

9, No. 1 Condition I.ever - ADVANCE FOR-
WARD OF FllEL OFF POSI;TION. 

Engine No. 1 and 4 ice accretion lighr should come on. 

10. No. 1 Condition. Lever - FUEL OFF. 

, Engine No. I and 4 ice accretion light should go off. 

Note 

Repeat steps 9 and 10 Iot each engine. Move
ment of No. I or No. 4 condicion lever for• 
ward of the FUEL OFF position will cause 
ENG 1 &. 4 ice accretion light to come on. 
.J.\.fovement of No. 2 o.r No. 3 condition levers 
foJ"Wa.rd of the FUEL OFF _position will cause 
ENG 2 & 3 ice accretion light ro come on. 

I 1. All Conditioo. Leve.rs - FU.EL OFF, 

12. Engine and GTU Anti-Ice Switch - OFF. 

Test Procedures lflighO. 

I. .Engine and GTU Anti-lee Switch-MANUAL. 

2. Anti-Ice Tesr Switch - ON. 

All annW1ciator strips should come on. 

3. Anti-Ice Test Switch - OFF. 

.I. l. 

4-14 

Engine and G'l'(~ Anti-Ice Switch -AUTO . 

Operation. 

l. Ground-Engine and GTU Anti-Ice Switeh
MANUAL (if icing conditions exist.) 

2. Takecff-Anti-Ice System- RESET. 

Reser ~frer takeoff by placing engine and GTU anti
ice switch to OFF and then AUTO. 

3. FJight-.Engine and GTU Anti-Ice Switch
AUTO. 

See Operation Under Icing Conditions, Section lX. 

Note 

When the manual system is energized prior 
to takeoff, the top and bottom strut annun
ciator Strip light for each engines will come 
on. When the aircraft becomes airborne, the 
strut annunciator strip light will go off. 

WING DEICING SYSTEM. 

1'he wings are protected from ice by a hot air, double 
' skin, cyclic deicing system which allows ice to accumu

late and then loosens it by melting it at the .airfoil 
sudace. 

Each wing is divided into six deicer equipped sections 
that are approximately 12 feet long, Each of the two 
inboard sections is supplied with hot air through a 
pressure regulating and shutoff :valve (anchor valve) 
from the main pneumatic manifold. An outer wing 
pressure regulatiog and shutoff valve at each end of 
the pneumatic manifold supplies air to the outer wing 
deicing manifold. Each outer wing deicing manifold 
has a pressure relief valve 11.D.d four air shutoff valves 
~·hich allow hot au to flow through the four outer 
wing deicing sectjons. 

Each of the deicer equipped sections has a heared part
jog strip loca.ted at the stagnation point of the leading 
edge of the wing to maintain ir in an ice free condi
tion. This strip ajds in ice removal by unbalancng the 
icecap. The hot air for the four outboard parting strip 
duets is supplied by the outboarJ manifold through 
nvo pneumatically acNated shutoff valves. The two 
inboard parting strip ducts are supplied by the main 
pneumatic manifold through twO pneumatic pressure 
regulating and shutoff valves. 

The syStem functions for either no.rma.l or manual 
deicing operation. When the wing deicing swicch is 
in the ON position, the two pressure regulating and 
shuto£E ,·alves (anchor valve) in the rnaio pneumatic 

Changed 5 August 1963 
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manifolds are energi2ed, the circuits to the 12 cyclic 
deicing v.ilves are energized, and the wing deicing 
programmer is energiU!d. The prog.rammer actuateS 
each of the deicing valves consecutively in a sequence 
out hoard to inboard and alternately from the right to 
the left wing. The programmer cycle is Started every 
5 mjnutes. The length of time each wing deicing valve 
remains open is controlled by a temperatu.te sensing 
element located io the outer skin aft of the .right pod. 
At temperatures of 0°C and above, each valve will 
remain open from 10 to 12 :!leconds. The valves will 
stay open progressively longer ro a maximum 0£ 25 

I seconds at -18°CIOAT and below. See Wing Deicing 
-Time vs Temperature (figure 4-J). The parting srrip 
valves are controlled by a .thermal switch and are 
energized when the temperature is below -4°C and 
the wing deicing switch is in.the ON position. 

Since the wing may be cold soaked when ice is en
countered, some heat is dissipated in heating the duet· 
ing, insulation, etc. Therefore, the ice removal during 
the first cycle of operation may he somewhat Ulleven. 
Ice removal during subsequent cycles should be reason· 
ably even for all sections. For thi-s remon, the system 
should be allowed to operate for approximately 10 
minutes before taking further action. 

Note 

Operation of the wing deicing system will 
result in approximately 1 psi torque pxessure 
loss per engine. (See Torque Pressure Loss 
Due to Engine Airbleed, in Part 5 of T.O. 
1C-l 33A-1-1 ). 

Each of the 12 deicer equipped sections of the wing 
is protected from overheat by an overheat detector 
thermoswitch located on the lower surface ioner skin 
approximately 6 inches from the wing deicing valves 
in the center of each section. The valve solenoids are 
connected in series with these switches, so that when 
the temperature of the structure tO which the switch 
is attached rises abo,-e 60°C, the shutoff valve will 
close. 

Do noc operate the wing deicing sysrem on 
the ground with the deicing valves open 
with the pneumatic manifold pressurized for 
longer than five seconds, otherwise damage to 
the wing area could result. 

High temperarure air to the main pneumatic .manifold 
i11 controlled by four engine bleed air shutoff valves. 

4~16 

one for each engine. When the valves are open, the 
pneumatic pressure gage at the flight engineer's sta
tion will indicate rhe pressure in the pneumatic dutt 
system. The £our pneumatic .manifold switche.. at the 
flight engineer's starion provide indi'Yidual control of 
each bleed air shutoff valve. In the event of a manifold 
duct failure and subsequent overheating, the pneu
matic manifold overheat warning light on the flighc 
engineer's panel will come on to provide a warning to 
close the bleed air shutoff valves on all engines. 

Manual control of the wing deicing valve is provided 
in the event the programmer becomes inoperative o.r 
fails to achieve the desired results. Each of the wing 
deicing valves may be individually opened by using I 
che ma£1ual control. 

Manual control of the parting strip valves is also 
provided. This alloWli all eight valves to be opened 
whether or not the programmer is in operation. The 
manual control abo allows the valves to be opened 
at temperatures above -4°C when the wing deicing 
system is in operation, .if .anti•icing is desired at those 
temperatures. 

The use of manual deicing is limited to 2 
minutes ON for each section with a minimum 
of 2 minutes OFF before reapplication dming 
flight. 

Wing Deicing Switch. 

A wing deicing switch (16, figure 4·2) with the pla
carded positions ON, On', and MANUAL (placarded 
MAN.), is located on the wing and empennage deicing 
control panel. The switch is spring loaded from the 
MAN. to the OFF position. When the switch is posi
tioned to ON. a 28-volt d·c circuit is completed which 
opens two pressure regulating shutoff valv~s and en
ergizes an electrical programmer. The programmer, in 
tu.rn, actuates each of 12 cyclic deicing ?.!lves in an out
board-to-inboard, right wing-to-left wing e.ltematiog 
sequence. The switch also actuates the parting strip 
valves when the ambient temperature is below -4QC. 
For manual operation of the deicing valves, the switch 
must be held in the MAN. position. When the switch 
is in this position, the programmer is deenergized ao.d 
a selected deicing valve may be kept open. 

Manual Valve Selector Switch. 

A rotary, manual valve selector switch (6, figuf'e 4-2) 
is located on the wing and empennage deicing control 
panel. The selector has 12 positions £or corresponding 
wing deicing valves. The selector switch permits upet'• 

Changed 14 June 1962 
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ation of a particular ·deicing valve for as long as de
sired when the wing deicing switch is held in the 
MAN. position. 

Wing Deictng and Parting Strip Valve Indicators. 

Twelve indicators (5, figrwe 4-2), located near the top 
of the wing and empennage deicing control panel, pro· 
vide visual indication of the cycling of the wing de
icing system. Each indicator consists of a press-to-test 
28-volt d..c light assembly powered from the flight 
engineer's insuument light circuit. Eight of the indi
cators are divided in half, the upper half indicating the 
cycling of wing deicing valves No. 1 through 81 and 
the lower half indicating the cycling of the respective 
patting strip valves. Two of the indicators indicate 
the cycling of wing deicing valves No. 9 and 10 only. 
The uppe.r center indicator is divjded in half, the right 
side indicating the cycling of wing deicing wlve No. 
11, and the left side indicating the cycling of wing de
icing valve No. 12. The lower center iodcaror indicates 
dead time, or the time interval between cycles. The 
light behind each indicator will come 011, in a pro· 
grammed sequence, to indicate that its respeai..,-e valve 
is open and funcrioning normBlly. The dead time indi
cator light will come on at the end 0£ each complete 
cycle, and will .remain on until the nae cycle begins. 
Io the event one or mo.re of the jndicaror lightS fail to 
come on at the proper time, or in the proper sequence, 
a malfunction of that particular valve or the system 
is indicated. 

Indicator Light Switch. 

A 2-posicjoo, iJldicator light ·switch, installed on the 
wing and em.pennage deicing control panel (3, figure 
4-2), p.rovides control of the wing deicing and parting 
strip indica.t0r lights a.nd the dead time indicator light. 
1:he switch, placarded IND, has the placarded posi· 
t1ons ON and OFF. During wing deicing system check
out, placing the switch io the ON position permits tbe 
lamp filaments of each of the indicator lights to be 
tested wheo the individual indicator is pressed in. 
During normal operation of the system, placing the 
switch in the ON position will permit each iodividual 
indicator light to come on as it is selected by the wing 
deicing programmer. Placing the switch ju the OFF 
posjtion permit$ the indicaro..r lights to. be turned off 
during continuous cyclic operation of the wing deicing 
system. when visual indication of system functioning 
is not desired. 

Nate 

The flight engineer's imtroment panel Jight11 
must be on to permit the indicator light 
switch m rurn the indicator lights on. 
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Wing Deice and Parting Stnp Test Switch. 

A 3-position (wing deice and parting Strjp teSt switch 
(4, figure 4-2), placarded TEST, OFJ'! and PS MAN
UAL, is located on the wing and empennage deicing 
control panel. The switch is used co dete.rmioe the satis
£act0l'y operation of the wing deicing valves and for 
manual operation of the parting strip valves. 

WING DEICING SYSTEM - TEST PROCEDURES. 

The wing deicing system should be ground checked 
-with the pneumatic system pressurized by cwo engines 
operating at NORMAL RATED powe.r. When the sys
tem ls being checked using GTU air only, a recheck, 
using two engines, should be accomplished if any of 
the valves fail to ope.rate o.r indicate normal opera-rion 
before the ·system should be considered to have mal
fwlctioo.ed. 

Deicing Valve Cycling Test. 

1. Pneumatic S~tem - PRESSURIZED. 

Pressuri2:e with two engines operating at NORMAL 
RA TED power or with the G'I'U's. 

2. Wing Deicing Valve Indicator Light Switch
ON. 

3. Wing Deice and Parting Strjp Test Switch-
TEST. 

Hold in TEST position for approximately 36 seconds. 
All parting strip indicator ligh~ should come on si
multaneously aod the wing deicing valve indicator 
lights should come on in sequence. All 12 wing deicing 
valve :indicators should come on within 36 seconds. 
Ar the completion 0£ the valve test, the dead time indi
cator light will come on and remain on until the end 
of the 5-minute program time. The time span for the 
complete cycle (from the time No. I deicing valve 
indicator light comes on uot:il the dead time light goes 
out) should be approximately 300 seconds. 

Note 

Upon pl.acing the rest switch in TEST, a dead 
time indicatjon may appear. This is caused by 
an interruption of powec to the prograroroer 
on the pre«.diog tnn. Allow the programmer 
to run out and then p.ro_ceed with the cycling 
test. 

4. Wing Deice and Parting Strip Test Switch
PS MANUAL. 
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.All eight parting strip valve indicators should come 
oo. simultaneously. 

5. Wing Deice and Parring Strip Test Switch -
OFF. 

6. Wing Deicing Valve Indicator Light Switch
OFF. 

7. Pneumatic System - D.EPRESSURIZED. 

Depressurue the pneumatic sysrem and shut down en• 
gines or GTU's as requj.red. 

Note 

During ground test on very hot days, when 
the wing deicing checkout system is energized 
more than one time, the overheat detector 
thermo-switclies for the deicer equipped sec
tions ~ay prevent the wing deicing valves 
from opening. 

WING DEICING SYSTEM OPERATION, 

When nea:ssary to use wing deicing, the pneumatic 
system must be pressurized, normally with engine 
bleed air. When icing conditions are anticipated, it is 
.reoommended that power be adjusted to compensate 
for the loss of power incur.red, If engine power is criti• 
cal it may be necessary ro shut off any GTU augmenta
tion (see Torque P.cessn.re Loss Due to Engine .Aii:
bJeed chart, Part 5 T.O. 1C-133A-1-1). 

To achieve best results, turn on the deicing system 
prior to entering the icing area to allow the wing 
deiced seetions to warm up. If icing conditions can not 
be anticipated and removal of ice js erratic during the 
first cycle of operation, allow the system to operate for 
at least 10 minures before going to manual operation. 

During normal operation, the deicing valve .indicators 
will come on as each valve is actuated. At ambient 
temperatures below -4°C, the parting strip valve 
indicators will oome on simultaneously to indicate 
ope.ration of the parting strip valves. For detaileJ in
structions on the operation of the deicing sysrem under 
icing conditions, see Ice and Raio., Section IX. 

Normal Operation. 

Pkuing S1stem Its OperaJwn: 

1. Pneumatic Manifold Switches - OPEN. 

2. GTU Augmentatio.ns - .AS REQUIRED. 

3. Wing Deice Switch - ON. 

Observe deice indicators for proper cycling, Have a 
crew member check the wjngs to see that ice .removal 
is proceeding normally. 

To Turn Systetn Off: 

l. Wing Deice Switch - OFF. 

2. GTU Augmentation - AS REQUIRED. 

3. Pneumatic Manifold Switches - AS RE
QUIRED. 

Manual Operation. 

Manual operation of the wing deicing system is pro. 
vided for use under conditions when des.ired .results 
cannot be obtained by normal operation of the system. 
If the system malfunctions in flight, the malfunc
tion may be due to failwe of the wing deicing pro
grammer. 

Malfunctioning of the programmer is indicated by 
failure of the wing deicing valve indicators to come 
on or failure of any one of the indicators to .remain on 
during the normal dnty cycle of 12 ro 25 seconds. U it 
is indicated that the jl.rogramme.r is not operating cor
rectly, each wing deicing '\'alve may be actuated roan
ually and kept open as long as necessary to clear the 
ice by turning the manual valve selector switch to the 
desired valve and holding the wing deicing- switch in 
the MAN. position. 

The use of maaual deicing is limited to 2 
1ninutes ON for each section, with a mini
mum of 2 minutes OFF, before reapplication 
du.ring flight. 

If it is indicated that a particular valve is not operating 
or is not operating properly, the val-ve in question may 
be .held open by manual control. 

Manual control of the wing deicing system also may 
be used in case large concentrations of ice are encoun· 
tered and it is desired to keep the deicing valves open 
beyond the normal limits. 

Manual w.ntrol of the parting suip valves may be 
used (1) if the valves fail to ope.o aut9ma.tically at 
rernpe.ratures below -4°C when the deicing system is 
in operation, or (2) if it is desired to keel,> the valves 
open at temperatures above -4°C for anti-iciug 
purpC>Sell, whether or not the deicing system is in 

• operation. 
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Operating Th~ System Mttmltllly: 

1. Pc.ewnatic Manifold Switches - OPEN. 

2. GTU Augmentation - AS REQUlRED. 

3. Manual Valve Selector Swirch-AS DESIRED. 

Position the manual valve selector lor the valve to 
be operated. 

Nate 

To operate the valves in the proper outboard
to-inboard, right wing-to•left wing sequence, 
the selector switch should be rorned clock.
wise starting with the No. 1 valve position 
and completing the cycle on the No. 12 valve 

• • pos1t1on. 

4. Wing Deicing Switch - MAN. 

Hold the switch in ilie manual (MAN.) position. Do 
not ~ceed 2 minutes in any one position. 

5. Wing Deice Switch - OFF. 

6. Manual Valve Selector S.witch - REPOSI
TION. 

Select next section to be deiced. 

Do nor rotate the manual valve selector 
switch while holding the wing deice swjich 
in the .MAN. position, to prevent burning 0£ 
the switch contacts. 

7. Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6 as required ro effect· 
ively remove ice. 

8. Parting Strip Valve Swiech (if required) - PS 
MANUAL, 

Place switch in PS MANUAL position if parnng strip 
valves fail to operate o.r ir :is desired to keep them 
open when the deicing system is not .in operation o.a: 
operating at temperatures above - 4'°C. 

To Turn System Off: 

1, Parting Snip Valve Switch - OfF. 

2. Wiog Deice Switch - OFF. 
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3. Manual Valve Selector Swjtd.i - REPOSITION 
TONo. l VALVE. 

4. GTU Augmentation - AS REQUIRED. 

5. Pneumaric Manifold Switches - AS RE
QUIRED. 

EMPENNAGE DEICING SYSTEM. 

The empenoage is deiced by pneumatically inflated 
boot5 on the leading edges of the horizontal and -ver
tical stabili:t:ers. Ice is allowed to accrere and thea is 
mechanically loosened by cyclic inflation of the rubber 
boors. Aerodynamic forces effecr the removal of the 
ice cap. The temperature of the engine bleed air used 
to operate the boats is lowered by cooling fins on the 
duccs leading to the boots. This system :is energized 
when the em.peonage deicing switch is positioned to 
ON. It ~uires 60 seconds for a complete cycle of the 
system. Of the 60 secondsi only 48 seconds are .required 
to complete the deiciog cycle. Then:fore, ther:e are 12 
seconds during the cycle when the boots aie not 
actuated. 

The empennage deicing boots may be dam· 
aged if they are ()pented at a tempe.rature of 
-43!>C or below. 

Empennage Deicing Switch, 

A 2-position empennage deicing switch (1,, fig,we 
4-2), plac.arded ON and OFF, is located on the wing 
and empeonage deicing control panel on the flight 
~ngineer's instr~eat panel. When the switch ls placed 
1n !he ON pos1t1on. a 28-volt d-c circuit is completed 
which opens a pressure regtilat.ing shutoff valve and 
energizes an electrical. distribution control The dis
tribution control, in turn, actuates six distribntlon 
valves jn sequence to admit manifold bleed air uoder 
pressure for operation of the empennage deicing bootS, 

Note 

Approximately 60 seconds may elapse after· 
the empennage deicing switch is rurned ON 
before empeonage deicing begins its first full 
cycle. 

Empennage Deicing Indicators. 

Two empennage deicing iodiators (14, #gure4-Z), pla
carded PRESS and SUCl10N, are located on the wiog 

y 
I 
' 
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aJld. empeo.oage deicing control panel a11d indicate 
when there is sufficient pressure and suction in the 
empennage deicing manifolds for operation of the 
empeonage deicing boots. The suction indicator indi· 
cates ON when there is sufficient negative pressure in 
the iuctioo manifold. 

Note 

'fhe empenoage deicing indicators will not 
present normal iodicatious witil the em.pen• 
nage deicing sysrem begins its first full cycle. 

Note 

The maion indicator wjll indicate ON when
ever the pneumatic manifold. is pressurized, 
regardless of the position of the empennage 
deicing switch. 

The pressure indicator indicates ON when the pressure 
in the empeonage deice manifold is above 17 psi. 
This condition exists when there is pressure in the 
pneumatic manifold and the empenoage deicing switch 
is ON. The pressure indicator will fluctuate momen
tarily toward the: OFF position when a distribution 
valve opens aad permits pressure to inflate the boots; 
however, proper operarion of cbe empennage deicing 
system cao be determined only by observation of the 
boots themselves. 

EMPENNAGE DEICING SYSTEM - NORMAL 
OPERATION. 

Normal uperation of rhe empennage deicing system is 
ao:omplished when the pneumatic manifold switches 
are in the OP.EN positiott and the empe.nnage deicing 
switch is in the ON position. The empe:nnage suction 
and pressure iodicacors will indicate ON when the 
system begins to cycle. 

Note 

1ne empenoage deicing system should be 
turned ON at rhe same rime rhe wing deiciog 
sysrem is turned ON to prevent the b~ildup 
of ice £.rom becoming great enough co preve11t 
its removal by the boots. 

WINDOW AND WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICING 
AND DEFOG SYSTfMS. 

'l'he front center windshields and the front side wind· 
shielJs are anti-iced and defogged elecrrically. 'fhe 
pilot's and copilot's sliding clearview windows and 

the navigator's sextant windows are defogged but not 
anti-iced electrically. The laminated glass panels a,e 
heated electrically by current which passes through 
a transparent electrical conductive coating applied to 
the glass. Energy ia dissipated in the form of heat 
when current is passed th.rough the conduetive coating. 
This is due to the resistance of the coating. Power to 
the electrically heated panels is 115-volt, single-phase 
a<, from the 115-volt a-c. nonessential, flight deck 
overhead bus, stepped up to the appropriate voltage fur 
each panel by an autotransformer. The side cockpit 
windows are laminated, contoured plastic panels, lo· 
cated above, aft of, and below the sliding clearview 
windows. The side cock[>it wjndows a.re not aDti-iced, 
but are defogged. by air ducted across the interior sur
faces of the windows. The air is ducted to each win
dow from a blower, which is powered by an integral 
200-volt 3-phase a-c blower motor, powered from the 
115-volt nonesse.otial flight deck overhead bus, and 
located below the mckpir floor. 

Windshi~ld Anti-l-ce Switches. 

Two 3·position windshield anti-ice switches (figure 
4·8) placarded WINDSHIELD .ANTI-ICE arc located 
on the pilot's overhead panel. 'fhe left switch is for 
the f,ont side windshields and is placarJed PILOT & 
COPILOT with the positions IllGH, OFF, an.d NOR. 
MAL. The NORMAL position completes a 28-volt d-c 
cirrui.t to the relays and places the anti-icing and 
defogging system in operation. The HIGH p09ition 
1s For maximum heating. The OFF position deener• 
gizcs the system. The right switch is for the front 
center windshields and the pilot's and copilot's sliding 
clearview windows. The switch is placarded CLEAR
VIEW & FWD wjth the positions HIGH, OFF, and 
NOR...'\iA.L. This switch selecrs the sliding clearview 
windows for defogging and the front center wind· 
shields for anti-icing and defoggjng. When the swirch 
is positioned to HIGH, maximum heat is provided for 
the front center windshields. The sliding clearview 
windows remain at normal heat since no maximum 
heat circuit js provided for these wjndows. 

Note 

The windshield anti-ice switehes should be 
place~ in NORMAL just before starting en
gines to provide sufficenc preheating of the 
windshield to prevent the furmacion of frost 
or fog and to maintain the glass panels at 
maximum srreng,h. The switches should re· 
maio in NORMAL for the durarion of rhe 
flight. If severe icing conditions are encoun· 
tered, the switches should be positioned to 
HIGH. 

(See CAUTION 011, Page 4-2'JJ 
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PITOT HEAT MASTER 
CAUTION INDICATOR 

·The NOR.MAL position provides sufficient 
heat to melt most ice. The HIGH posirion 
should be used only when the NORMAL 
position fails to melt the ice. To pre'Vent 
cracking of the windshield, the switch must 
be pJaced in the NORMAL posit.ion before 
being placed in the HIGH position, Keep 
the switch in NORMAL for a reasooab]e 
length of time (approximately 5 minutes) tO 

see if che ice or snow will melt, before plac• 
ing it in HIGH. If it heoomes necessary to 
use HIGli, return che 5Witch tu NORMAL 
when che ice or snow begins to 1nelr. 

Alternate Wind!lhield Heat Sense Selection Switches 
IT.C. T.O. 589). 

'fhree, 2,position, alternate windshield heat sense se
lection ::.-witches are installed on a panel placarded 
WINDSH HEAT SENSE SOURCE, located outboard 
of the pilot's station, at the lower aft corner of the 
side window. The switches are placarded FWD, SIDE 
and Cl.EAR WINDOW. with the placarded positions 
ALT and NORM. The switches provide a means of 
selecting an alternate heat sensing element in the event 
of failure of any of the sensing elements, With the 

Changed 14 June 1962 

switches in rhe NORM position, windshield heat will 
be sensed from the elements in the following win
dows: froot ceute.r windshield - left side; front side 
windshield-right side; clearview window-left 
side. With the switches in the ALT position, wind
shield heat will be sensed from the respective wind
shield el.emenrs as follows: front center windshields
right side; front side windshields - left side; cJear
view window - right side. 

Side Window Defog Switch. 

A side window defog switch (figure 4-8) with the posi
tions OFF and ON, is located on the pilors' overhead 
panel. When the switeh js placed in the ON position, 
a circuit is completed to the 200-volt 3-phase a-c 
blowe.r motor located below the cockpit floor, to pro
vide air which is ducted to each set of side windows. 
The OFF position deene.rgizeg rhe rnoro.r circuit. 

Sextant Window Defog Switch. 

A 2-posirion sextanr window defog switch (I, figure. 
4-14) is located on the navigator's control panel to 

conrrol the defogging of the sextant windows. ibe 
switt:h has the pla<.-arded positions ON and OFF. Plac
ing the switch in the ON position completes a 115-volt 
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single-phase a-c circuit, stepped up to the appropriate 
voltage by an 11.utotraosformert to the beating ele-
meots of the windows for defogging. "I'he OFF posi
tion deenergizes the circuit. Power for the deEoggio,g 
system is received fro.m the 115-volt a-c nonessential, 
ffjght deck overhead bus. 

WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICING SYSTEM OPERATION. 

Normal Operation. 

The windshield heater eleme.ots are placed ill opera
tjou. as follows: 

1. Windshield Anti-Jee Switch - NORMAL. 

2. Clearview aod Forward Windshield Switch.
NORMAL. 

I 3. Alternate Windshield Heat Sense Selection 
Switches-NORM. (Aircraft with T.C.T.O. 5891. 

Emergency Operation. 

If ma~imum heating is required, the following steps 
are taken. 

t. Windshield Anti-Ice Switch - HIGH. 

2. Clearview and Forward Windshield Switch
HIGH. 

The. switches must be placed in the NOR
MAL position before being placed in IDGH 
to prevent windshield cracking . .Allow a rea
sonable time (approximately 5 minutes) in 
NORJ.'11AL to see if the ice or snow will melt 
be.fore placing the switches io the HIGH 
position. Return the switches ro NORMAI. 
when the ice or snow begins to melt. 

3. Alternate Windshield Heat Sense Selection 
Switches-AS REQUIRED !Aircraft with T.C.T.O. 589). 

1£ a crack or defect (delamioatioo, oil .i:iog, apparent 
separation of panes, ere.) occurs in the pane of the left 
front center, the right front side windshield, or the 
left clearview window, place the switch for the .respec
tive set of windows in the ALT position. If malfunc• 
rion of a heat sensing element is indicated by overheat• 
iog or inadequo.ce anti-iciog of any pair of windows, 
place the selection switch for that pair of windows in 
the ALT position. 
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To Turn System Off. 

1. Windshield Anti-Ice Switch - OFF. 

2. Clearview and Forward Windshield Switch
OFF. 

SIDE WINDOW DEFOG SYSTEM OPERATION. 

To defog the side windows, lJOSltioo the side wjndow 
defog switeh to ON. 

NAVIGATOR'S SEXTANT WINDOW DEFOG 
SYSnM OPERATION. 

The navigator's sextant window defogging system is 
placed in opers.tjon by positionjng the sextant window 
defogging switch to ON. 

PITOT HEATER SYSTEM. 

The pitot bead and mast of both the left and the right 
pitot installations are equipped with heaters. The pitm 
heads are heated by an integral heating element. The 
mastS are heac:ed by an element inside the leading edge 
of the mast. The power source for the pitot heads is 
the 115-volt a•C essential bu~ and the power source for 
the pirot mast is the 115-volt a•c nonessential bus. 

Pitot Heoter Switches. 

Two 2-position pitot hearer switches (figure 4-8), pla
carded ON and OFF, are located on the pilot's over
head panel. Each switch controls the beating elements 
(pitot masc and pitot head) for its respective pirot 
assembly, one on each side of the aircraft. The switch.es 
are _connected to the 115-volt a•C essential bus for oi,er
atioo of the pitot hearers, and are coruiecred to the 
11;.volt a-c nonessential bus for operation of the pitot 
mast heaters. 

Do not operate the heaters for extended 
periods nn the ground as the lack of cooling 
airstream will result in damage to the pitot 
beads and masts. 

Pitot Heater Annunciator Panel. 

'fhe pitot beater annunciator panel (figure 4-8), con· 
sists of four 28-volt d-c back-lighted annunciator strips, 
and a PRESS-TO-TEST swjrch, powered from che 
28-volt d-c essential Right Jeck right hand auxiliary 
bus. The annunciator strips a.nd master caution indi-
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cator are wired through the light dimming control 
switch locaced on rhe flight engineer's panel. \Vhen 
the PITOT-HEATERS- PRESS-TO-TEST switch is 
pressed, all annunciator strips and the master caution 
indicator will come on to indicate that the circuits and 
lightS are functjoning. When the J?itot heater switches 
have been placed in the ON position and any of the 
heaters are off, the lights bchind_the annunciator strips 
will come on and remain on to indicate any of the 
following conditions. 

1. Left pitot heaters. 
LTUBE OFF 
LMAST OFF 

2. Right pitor heaters. 
R 'fllBE OFF 
R_M • .\.ST OFF 

Each of the annunciator strips have a presi;-tu-reset 
switch to enable rhe master caucion indicator light to 
be turned off afcer a malfunction occurs to warn of a 
subsequent malfunccjon. 

Pitat Heal&r System Master Caution lndic:ator. 

The 28-vol[ d-c pitor hearer system master caution in
dicator (figure 4-8) js located on the left side of the 
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pilots' instrument panel. The master caution indicator 
will come on if any heater in the system is off when 
the heater :'iWitches are in the ON position. The spe· 
cine hearer which is inoperative will be indicated on 
the annunciator panel. The annunciator panel PITOT 
HEATERS - PRESS-TO-TEST switch, when pressed, 
wjll caUS<: all the ann:unciacor Strips aud the master 
caution indicator ro come on. Dimming of these lights 
is controlled by rhe .ft.ight engineers light dimming 
control switch. 

To reset the master caution indicator a£rer a malfW1c
tion so that subsequent malfunetions will be noted, 
press the annunciator strip for the affected hearer. The 
master caution indicator light will go off and remain 
off until another malfunction occun. However. the 
annunciator strip light for the affected heater will re
main on until cbe defective heater circuit is repaired. 

PROPELLER DEICING SYSTEM. 

'I'he propeJlers and propeller spinners are deiced by 
means of external heating c:lements cemented to the 
leading edges of the blades and blade cuff assemblies 
and by a combinac.ion of cemented blankets and heat
ing units on the .inner surface of the propeller spinner 
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components. The system is electrically powered from 
the 200-volt a-c essential center fuselage bus, and 
oootrolled by switches at the flight engineer's station. 

The cycling sequence of the four propellers is con

trolled by an electrical time.r powered from the 28-volt 
d-c nonessential flight deck overhead bus, and mounted 

behind the flight engineer's station which applies 
power to each p.ropellez for a period of 30 seconds in 
each 120-second period. This permits accretion of ice 
on the propeller, afte.r which the ice is loosened by 
heat and then .removed by centrifugal fo.rces without 
permitting nmback ice ro fo.rm on the blades or 

• .sp1oner. 

Propeller Deicing Control Switches. 

Fou.r 2-_positioo, propeller deicing control swirches 
(figw-e 4-6). placarded ON and OFF, are located on the 
flight engineer's iost.ruroent panel. Placing the switches 
io the ON position completes the 28-volt d-c circuits 
to a timer which closes relays to supply 200-volt a-c 
power to the heating elements i.n each propeller for a 
period of 30 !leCOnds in each 120-seco.nd period to deice 
the propellers. When the switches are in the OFF 
position, the circuits are deenergizecl. 

Propeller Deicing Ammeters. 

Three propeller deicing ammeters (18, figut'8 4·2) are 
located oo. the flight engineer's insrrume.nt panel and 
indicate the ampere load of the heating elements for 
the aft spinner, forward spjoner, and the blades and 
cuffs of the propeller being deiced, as indicated by the 
propeller deicing indicators. 

Propeller Deicing Indicators. 

Two 28-volt d-c propeller deicing indicators (17, fig
u,r,: 4-2), one for each two propellers, are located on the 
flight engineer's instrument panel. When the propeller 
deicing system is turned on, numbers will appear in 
the: indicators, indicating which propellers are being 
deiced. Deicing of the propellers may begin with any 
propeller, depending upon which propeller was being 
deiced wh.en the system was last turned off. Halfway 
through each deicing cycle, an OFF indication may 
momentarily appear 011 the indicator. If one or more 
of the numbers fail to appear on the in.dicawr during 
operation. a malfunction of the propeller deicing sys-

. tem is .indicated. 

PROPELLER DEICING SYSTEM OPERATION. 

1.'he propeller deicing system should not be 
energized when the engine3 are not operating. 
During ground operation of the system, wi.ch 
eogjnes .running, each mmplete propeller d& 
icing cycle should be followed by a 5•minute 
cooling period. 

1, Propeller Deicing Control Switches - ON . 

2, Propeller Deicing Ammeters--Cbcck for prop· 
et amperage. 

3. Propeller Deicing Indicators - Check for prop· 
er operation and indication, 

Propeller Deicing Test- Ground. 

1. All Propeller Deicing Control Switches - ON. 

2. Propeller Deicing Indicators - Check for prop
er operation and indication. 

3. Propeller Deicing Ammeters - Check for 
proper ami,erage. 

After a current value is read for each succes
sive propeller, the deicing control switch for 
the Iespective propeller indicated by the de
icing indicator, must be placed in the OFF 
position, to avoid possible damage to either 
the blade heating element, spinner .heating 
element, or both. 

4. Respective Propeller Deice Switch - OFF, 

5. When ammet~rs again indicate a load, repeat 
steps 2, 3, and 4. 

I£ tbe amperage indicated on any one of the 
three propeller deicing ammeters is not with
in the narma.l operating range at any time 
during operatioo of the propeller deicing sys
tem, a malfunction 0£ that particular pro
peller deicing circuit is indicated. 
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COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT. 
(See figures 4-9 lhrough 4-15.) 

INTERPHONE SYSTEM (AN/AIC-10A). 

A 28-volt d-c, tracsistorized interphone system (AN/ 
AIC-lOA} is installed, which io. addition to providing 
soeech communication facilities between crew mem
bers within the ajrcraf t, permits the transmission and 
receotion of communications; beyond the aircra.£t bv 
inr~cation with various radio equipment. Interphone 
control panels located on the pilors' control pedestal 
permit the pilot and the copilot to use the VHF and 
UHF command communicatioa systems, rhe LIA 1 and 
LIA 2 liaison radios, VHF navigation equipment, the 
automatic radio compasses (ADF 1 and ADF 2), marker 
beacon equipment, and the public ad.dress system. An 
interphone control panel located at the navigator's sta• 
tion, permits the navigator to use all of these facilities, 
with the exception of the public address sysrem, Inter, 
phone control panels located at the flight engineer's 
starion and in the relief crew compartmeot, enable per· 
sonnel at these locations to use the VHF and UHF com· 
mand communication systems, and the LIA 1 and LIA 
2 liaison radios. To facilitate maintenance and cargo 
handling, interphone control panels which limit the 
user to communications within the aiccrafr are also 
provided in the cabin near the side and rear cargo 
doors, in the nosewbeel well. and w. each of the pods. 
The ioterphooe system is powered from the flight deck 
28-volt d-c essential radio bus. 

lnterphone Control Panels. 

Ten interphone concrol panels are installed in the air
craft to permit selection and control of communication 
facilities. The pilot's and copilot's control panels (5 
tttui 20, figure 4-12) are located on the control pedestal. 
The flight engineer's control panel (4'4, figu1'e 1-13) is 
located on the flight engineer's instrument panel. The 
navigator's interphone control pan.el (7, figure 4·14) is 
located oo the navigator's control panel. The relief 
crew control panel (7, figure 4-10) is located on the for· 
ward bulkhead of the relief crew compartment, left of 
the flight deck doorway. The interphone control panels 
installed at each of these crew stacions, permic trans• 
mission and reception of interphone communications 
within the aircraft as well as transmission and recep· 
tion of communjcarions beyond the aircraft. Five addi
tional ioterphone cootrol panels which permit com
munication only within the aircraft, are located in the 
nosewheel well (45. figure 4-lOj, in the left and right 
pods (32, figure 4-10), at the side cargo door (38, #gt4rf;! 
4-10), and at the rear cargo doors (29 1 fig~re 4-10). 

lnterphone Control Panel Switches, 

Each of the crew station interphone control panels is 
equipped with a 6-position, rotary, !un<.'tion selector 
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swjtch, a volume control. a 2-position NORM.AI. -
.AUX US"IEN switch. and five 2-positioa radio selec· 
ror swjtches. Both the function selector switch and rhe 
radio selector switches have positions placarded INPH. 
UHF COM. UA 1, UA 2 and VHF COM. The func
tion selec:or swjteh has one additional position. plac
a.r<led CALL. The function selector switch permits 
selection of the facility upon which traru:mission is t0 

be made. Placing the function selector switch in the 
CALL position will override reception of all other 
communications at each of tbe other interphone con
trol panels, permitting the transmission of wgent 
communications to each station, rega.rdless of the 
switch positions at those stations. 

The five radio selector switches permjt selection of the 
facility upon which reception .is desired. Wjtb the 
NORMAL-AUX LISTEN switch in the NORMAL 
position, all communicarioos from the facilities selected 
by the .radio seleaor switches will be heard simultane
ously, regardless of the position of the £unction selec
tor switch. 

The AUX LISTEN position of the NORMAL- AUX 
LISTEN switch is used only in the event the inter
phone amplifier fails at a particular inrerphone station. 
In the AUX IJSTEN posicio~ only communications 
from the £aci1ity selected by the radio selector switch 
farthest to the left on the panel will be heard. For 
example, if both INPH and VHF COM bave been 
seleeted by the raJio .selector switches, placjng the 
NORMAL - .AUX IJS1.1 EN switch in the AUX 
LISTEN position will permit ooJ.y the interpbone 
communication to be heard. If none of the facilities 
have been seleaed by che radio ~elector switches, 
priority then passes to the interphone control mixer 
switches, and only communications from the facility 
selected by the mixer switch farthest to the left on the 
panel will be heai:d. 

Each of the five interphone control panels located in 
the nuscwheel well, left and right pods, and at the side 
cargo door and rear cargo doors is equipped with 
a volume control, a rotary CALL switch, and a 
2-position NOBlt:IAL -AUX LISi'EN switch, A recep
tacle fo.r a microphone ao.d a headset is installed adja
cent to each control panel. Actuating the CALL switch 
will interrupt any communication being received at 
any of the other interphone statiom, co permit the 
transmission of urgent messages. Wich che NORMAL
AUX LISTEN switch in the NORMAL position, all 
communications being transmitted through the inter
phone system may be received. When the switch is 
placed in the AUX llSTEN position, only communi
cations from the faciljty selected by the radio selector 
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switch farthest to the left on any of the interphone 
coottol panel5 may be heard. 

lnterphona Control Mixer Switch Panels. 

Three ioterphone control mixer switch paoels, co.n
taioiog switches which permit integration of the inter
phone with the .navigation and communication sys
cems, are installed in the aircraft. The pilot's aod 
copi1ot's mixer switch paoels (1 atkl 4, figure 4-12) 
are located on the control pedestal. The navigator's 
mixer switch panel (8, figure 4·14) is located on the 
navigator's control panel. · 

. 
lntarphone Control Mixer Switches. 

Each mixer switch panel -is equipped with five 2-posi· 
tion switches. Only four of the switches are used, and 
these are placarded. ADF 1, ADF 2, MARKER, and 
T AC/VOR. Placing any of these switches in rhe ON 
position (up) will allow audio signals from the selected 
facility to he received at the respective jnterphone sta
tion, providing the facility selected is tuned and oper· 
ating and the NORMAL -AUX llSTEN switch js 
in the NORMAL positjou. If the NORMAL-AUX 
LISTEN switdl is in the AUX LJSTEN position, ooly 
the andio signal from the facility selected by the 
mixer switch farthest to the left on the panel will be 
heard, and then only if all of the radio seleaor 
switches on the interphone control panel are in the 
OFF position (down). 

lnterphone Operation. 

To Pla,e Equipment. In Operll#on: 

1. Aircraft Power Supply- ON, 

2. Interphone Circuit Breakers - CLOSED. 

The i.oterphone syste.m equipment is ready for use 
when the aircraft power supply is on and the inte.r· 
phone circuit breakers are closed. 

1. Funaioo Seleetor Switch - AS DESIRED. 

2. Microphone Bunon - DEPRESS. 

To transmit, under normal co.o.diticws, position the 
function ~lector swjtch to the mode of transmission 
desirerl, and depress the microphone button while 
transmitting. 
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Normal Re~ep#o1J: 

1. Radio Selector Switches- AS DESIRED. 

2. NORMAL-AUXLISTENSwitch-NORMAL. 

3. Volume Conuol -AS DESIRED. . 

4. Interphone Control Mixer Switches - AS DE
SIRED. 

To receive, under normal conditions, position the radio 
selector switches to the facility desired, place the 
NORMAL-AtJX US'I'EN switch in the NORMAL 
position. and adjust the volume control -as desired • 
Signals &om all facilities selected by the radio selector 
switches will be received simultaneously. Jf facilities 
have been seleeted by the mixer switehes, sigoal, will 
be received from these sources simultaneously with 
those selected by the radio selector switch.es. 

1. Fuoction Selector Switch- CALL. 

2. Microphone Button - DEPRESS. 

To transmit urgent messages, place the function selec
tor switch in the CALL position and depress the micro
phone button, This will override reception of all other 
commumcations at each of the other interphoue sta
tions, regard)e95 of the position of the interphone con
trol pan.el switches at those stations. 

E1nergen&J Retep#()tJ: 

1. NORMAL - AUX LIS'I'EN Switch - AUX 
USTEN. 

2. Radio Selector Switches - AS DESIR.ED. 

3. Interphone Control Mixer Switches - AS 
DESIRED. 

In the event of failure of the interphone amplifier at a 
particular interphooe station, reception at that station 
may be obtained by placing the NORMAL -AUX 
LI.STEN switch io the AUX LISTEN position. During 
this mode of operation, only communications from the 
facility selected by the radio selector switch farrbesc to 
the Jeft on the jnterphone cnntrol panel will be re
ceived. If reception is des.ired from facilities selecced by 
the interphone control m.ixe.r switches, place all radio 
selector switches in the off position (down). Commnni· 
cations will now be .received only from the facility 
selected by the mixer switch farthest left on the inter· 
phone control mixer switch panel. 

-
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Note 

The AUX LISTEN position of the NORMAL 
- AUX LISTEN switeh is used only in the 
event of failure of the inte.rphone amplifier at 
a particular interphone station. 

To Turn Equipment Dff- Normal.: 

I. lnterphone Control Mixer Switches-OFF. 

2. Radio Seiecror Switches- Off. 

3. Aircraft Power Supply- OFF. 

To Turn Equiptrsenl Off-Bmt1rget1cy: 

1. lnterphone Circuit Breakers-OPEN. 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM (AIC-13). 

A 28-volr d-c pnbli<: address system (AIC• 13) consist· 
ing of a speaker located in the nosewheel well and 
another speaker located in the aft fuselage near the 
rear cargo doors, is operated from the public address 
system coouoJ panel (13, figure 4-12) on the pilots' 
control pedestal. 'I'hc public address system makes 
possible one.way communication from within the 
aircraft to servicing personnel inside or outsjde of the 
aircraft when the aircraft is on the ground and the 

• • • engines are 1noperat1ve. 

To Pla~e Equipn1.ent In Operaiion: 

1. Aircraft Power Supply- ON. 

2. PA Switch - STBY (allow the equipment to 
watm up), 

3. PA Spenker Selector Switeh- LS. 

4. Function Selector Switch - .INPH. 

Ta Tum Equipment Off: 

1, PA Switch-OFF. 

Note 

All inrerphone motrol panels with 1he excep· 
tion of the navigator's, are connected to the 
PA system when the PA switch is in the LS 

• • pos1t1on. 

LIAISON RADIOS (6185-1). 

The Collins 618S-1 liaison equipment consists of two 
traosceive.rs, associated power supplies, and aotenna 
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couplers. Only one system can transmit at a time; how
ever, LIA 11 LIA 2, and LORAN can recei-ve simul
taneously. Each liai~n transceiver has its own antenna 
and antenna couplet, the LIA 2 antenna being a wire 
antenna running from the center section of the wing 
to the vertical stabilizer. The coupler for this antenna 
is located lo the upper section of the fuselage at the 
forward end of the antenna. The LIA 1 and LIA 2 
control panels are located on the control pedestal 
(9 4:ntl 10, figu1'e 4-12), Either of the sy,srems can be 
monitored from any of the flight deck interphone 
stations by operating the .respeai,;e mixe.r swirch and/ 
or by rotating the microphone selector switch. To 
maiatajn radio security, the tra11smitter and a11teDJ1a 
coupler :sections of the liaison system do not tune or 
load uotil the miaophone switch or key has beeo de-
pressed momentarily. A 4<l0-cycle tone will be heard 
in the headset and a .red light on the wntrol panel 
will come on until the respeetive system has com. 
pleted tuning and is ready to transmit. The presence 
of sidetone also indicates transmission readiness. 

Opermit,g Bither R.adio: 

1. Aircraft Power Supply-ON. 

Allow transmitter to warm-up for a minimum 
of IO minutes prior to use, to prevent damage 
t0 tbe traDSntitter, 

2. Function Selector (desired .radio control panel) 
-PHONE. 

3. Jnterphone Selector Switch - ON (np). 

Adjust the receiver volume. 

4, To Transmit, lnterpbone Function Seleaor 
Switch - LIA 1 or llA 2. 

Do not attempt to transmit with the red light 
on as damage to the equipment mo.y result. 

5. Microphone Button - Depress. 

Wait until the headset tone and the red light are off 
before ~peaking. 

..._;· 
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To Turn Either RIUUO Off: 

l. Interphone Function Selector Switch (UA 1 or 
LIA 2)-0FF. . 

PORTABLE IWERGENCY RADIO TRANSMITIER 
{AN/CRT-3). 

Provisions are made for stowage of a portable radio 
rransmi.trer in the crew Iiferaft. The radio :is auto· 
matically ejected with the raft (see Emergency Equip
ment, Section III). 

VHF COMMAND TRAN5MITIER-RECEIVER 

VHF-101 - (AIRCRAFT WITH T.C.T.O. 7561. 

The Collim VHF-101 command communications sys· 
tem is used for short range, line-of-sight, 2·way radio 
voice communications in the lrequency range of 116.00 
to 149.95 megacycles. The transmitter operates in 
incremenrs of 50 k1locycles. There are 680 crystal
controlled channels available for selection by the con
trol unii:, located on the pilots' control pedestal. Fre· 
quency selection may be either single or double chan· 
nel simplex. This funetion is controlled by a 2-positioo 
switch on the VHF command control panel (6, figure 
4·12), placarded SCS and DCS/DCD. When thlssw.itch 
is phiced in the SCS (single chapnel simpJex) position, 
all transmitting a.od .receiving will be accomplished on 
the selected frequency. When doable channel simplex 
(DCS) operation is desired (transmitting channel six 
megacycles higher than selected receiving channel), 
place the switch in the DCS/DCD ,PO!lition. Provision 
for this mode of operation is available between. 124.00 
and 126.95 megacycles. Output power ol the VHF-101 
system transmitter is approximately 30 watts. 

1. Aircraft Power Supply- ON. 

2. Mixer (t0ggle) Switch (ioterphone control 
panel) - INTER. 

3. VHF Power Switch - ON. 

4. Int<:.rphone Function Selector Swjtch - COM 
VHF. 

5. Ftequeocy Selector Koobs- D.ESIRED FRE
QUENCY. 

Rota.re the megacycle and .50 kilocycle selector knobs 
until the desired frequency appears in the frequency 
jndicator window. 

6. SCS-DCS/DCD Switch-AS DESIRED. 

7, VolruoeControl-AS DESIBED. 

8. Squelch Control - AS DESIRED. 

Note 

No transmissions should he made on emer
gency chantiels except for emergency pur
poses. 

To T 1iY# 1!.qaipmenJ Off: 

1. VHF Power Switch- OFF. 

AN/ARC-49. 

On aircraft without T.C.T.O. 756, the .AN/ AR.C-4.9 
command communication system (6, figure 4-12) is 
installed to provide short-range, 2-way cowrouoica
tion 'With other aircraft or ground stations. 

1. Aircraft Power Supply-ON. 

2. Mixer (toggle) Switch (interph.one coot.col 
panel) -INTER. 

3. VHF Powez Switch - ON. 

4. lnterphone Function Seleaor Switch - COM 
,'HF. 

5. Channel Selec:ror Switches - DESIRED CHAN
NEL. 

Rotate the two channel selector 1iWitcbes on the VHF 
co.nttol J?aoel to the desired chaooel (Al through D12), 
and allow approxjmarely 30 seconds for the radio to 
warm up. When the audio tone beard in the headset 
stops, the radio js ready for operation. 

6. Volume CWltrol -AS DESIRED. 

Ta Turn Equipment Off: 

1. VHF Power Switch -OFF. 

UHF COMMAND TRANSMITIER-RECEIVER 
(AN/ARC-34). 

The .AN/ ARC34 equipment is opetated f[om the UHF 
command control panel (2, figure 4-12) located oo the 
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cootrol pedestal. and is powered from the 28-volt d-c 
essential navigato.r's bus. 'I'his equipment provides 
short-range, line-of-sight, 2-way voice, and modulated 
code ~rorounications with other aircraft or ground 
stations. Signals received by the UHF command .set 
are al.so used ro provide bearing information for the 
AN/ .ARA-25 homing adapters and radio magnetic in
dicarors. 

The UHF cororoand radio operates on a frequency 
range of 22,5.0 ro 299.') megacycles, with frequencies 
available in steps 0£ one,teoth of a megacycle. Any 
20 of these f.requencies may be preset, in any order, 
ar the mntrol panel. The .radio may be set manually to 
any frequency other than those which have been pre· 
set, without dishll'bing any of the preset channels. Tun· 
iag of the receiver and transmitter is automatic after 
a channel or frequency change. 

To .manually select a channel not already available 
oa one of the preset chaou.els, the .MANU.AL·PRES.ET
GUARD switc) _m~~ ~ positioned to m~oual and the 
manual frequency selector knobs rotated until the 
frequency appears in the indicator window. Selection 
of the preset channels is accomplished by placing the 
MANU.ALPRESET-GU.ABD switch in the PRESET 
position and rotating the preset channel selector switch 
until the desired channel appear:s in the :indicator 
window. Placing the MANUAL-PRESET-GUARD 
switch in the GUARD position will select a guard 
frequency whcih is set prior to installing the equip
ment and can be changed only by .removal of the 
conttol pan.cl. When opez,ating io the GUARD posi· 
ciao, only the main .receiver and transmitter are 
operating, even though the OFF·.MAIN-BOTil-ADF 
switch is in the BOTH position. 

Presetting of chaW1el is accomplished by first pla.c· 
ing the ?.fANUAL-PRESE1'-GUARD switch in the 
PRESET position aod rotating rhe channel selector 
switch ro obtain the desired preset drum position. The 
preset buttons on -rhe drum are then positioned to the 
desired frequency by means of the presetting tool 
located under the drum cover. Preset channel can be 
changed or checked without dismrbing the manually 
selected f,egueo.cy. 

Mode of operatioo. is ~lected by the OFF-MAIN· 
BOTH-ADF switch. When the switch is in the MAIN 
posirion, the transmitter '!Ind main receiver are op· 
eratiog on the same frequency and the guard receiver 
is inoperati•;e. When io the BOTH position, it is pos
sible to transmit oo a selected frequency and sin1ul· 
taneously receive both the maio receiver frequency 
and the fixed, guard Irequcnl.)'. When the switch is 
positioned to ADF, bearjng information from the sra• 
tion selected will be relayed by the homing adapter 
(AN/ ARA-25) to the No. l pointers on both the 
pilot·s and copilot's radio magnetic indicators (40, 
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figure 1-7). On aircraft with T.C.T.O. 517, the naviga
tor may select bearjng information from the UHF com• 
mand radio for presentation in No. 1 pointer of the 
radio magnetic iodicaoo.r (7, figure 4-13) oo. the nav
igator's console, by means af the radio compass selector 
swjtches (9, figure 4-13). 

Placing Equipment In Operation: 

1. Aircraft Power Supply - ON. 

2. Mixer (toggle) Swi.tch (ioterphone control pan
el)- INTER. 

3. OFF-MAIN-BOTH-ADF switch-.MAIN. 

4. Channel Frequency-AS DESIRlID. 

Select cbunel frequency either manually or by pre
set channel selection, and allow 30 seconds for radio 
to warm up u follows: 

M4tZU4l Selection: 

a. MANU.ALPRESET·GU.AlID Switch-MAN· 
UAL. 

b. Mauu.al Frequency Selector Knobs - RO· 
TATE TO DESIRED FREQUENCY. 

Preset Selection: 

a. MANUAL-PRESET-GUARD Switch - PRE
SET. 

b. Channel Selecto.r Switch - ROT ATE TO 
DESIRED CHANNEL. 

5. Interphone Function Selecto.r Switch - COM 
UHF. 

6. Volume Control·- AS DESIRED. 

To Obtain Beanng Information - PilotJ' Station: 

1. UHF Command Radio - ON AND TUNED 
TO DESIRED STATION. 

2. OFF-MAIN-BOTH-ADF Switch - ADF. 

Read bearing ioformatioo on No. 1 pointer of pilot's 
and copilot's .radio magnetic indicators. 

To Obtain Bearing Information - Navigtrtor'J Station 
On Aircraft with T.C.T.O. 517: 

1. UHF Command RaJio - ON AND TUNED 
TO DESIRED STATION. 

2. OFF-MAIN-BOTH-ADF Switch - ADF. 

_.;' 
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3. Radio O>mpass Selector Switch - TAC OR. 
UHF/DF. 

Read bearing information on No. l pointer of na.vigat• 
or's .radio magnetic indicator. 

Nate 

No transmission wilJ be .made on emergency 
(distress) frequency channels except £or emer
gency purposes in order to prevent transmis
sion of messages that could be construed as 
acrual eJne.rgeocy messages. 

1. OFF-MAIN-BOTH·ADF Switch - OFF. 

HOMING ADAPTER AND INDICATORS 
(AN/ARA-25). 

The AN/ARA-25 homing adapter equipment is em· 
ployed to indicate the .relative bearing of radio sig
oal sou.ras extracted from signals received by the 
AN/.ARC-34 radio receiver. The relative bearing of 
the signal source is indicated by the No. 1 pointers 
on nvo radio magnetic indicators ( 40.. figz1re .1-7) lo
cated on the pilots' instrument panel. The homing 
adapter equipment ili operated from the UHF com
mand control panel ( 2, figure 4·12) on the control 
pedestal. Power is supplied to the equipmeot from the 
28-volt d·c nonessential, navigator's bus and from the 
115-,'0lt a-c non~sentiaJ navigator,s bus. It should be 
noted that this equipment will give bearing indication 
oaly while the gtou.11d station is transmitting. 

Placing Equipment ln Operatwn: 

I. Aircraft Power Supply - ON. 

2. Mixer (toggle} Switch (interphone control pan· 
el) - COM UHF. 

3. UHF Command Radio - ON AND TIJNED 
TO DESIRED STATION. 

4. OFF-MAIN-BOTH-ADF Switch - .ADF. 

Read bearing information on the No. I pointers of the 
pilot's and copilot's radio magnetic indicators or on 
the No. 1 pointer of the navigator's radio magnetic 
indicator, 

To Ttlffl Equipmt1nt Off: 

1. 0FF-MA1N-B0TH-ADF Switch. - OFF. 

MARKER BE'ACON RECEIVER [AN/ARN-32). 

The AN/ARN-32 marker beacon receiver has no wn
trols, but comes on automarically when power is sup
plied tO the d-c bus. A marker beacon press-to-test 
indicator light is located oo the pilot's and copilot's 
course indicators (28 ana 39, figure 1-7). Power for the 
m.arke.r beacon receiver and indicaror lights, is sup-
plied from the 28-volt d-c nonessential navigator's bus. 
When the aircraft is within the radiation pattern of a 
75-megacycle marker beacon trammitcer, the marker 
beacon indicator will indicate the identification code 
of the statio.a., aod if the .MARKER switch on the inter
phone mixer panel .is ON, ao audio signal will be 
heard. Sensitivity of the unit may be selected to HIGH 
ar LOW, as desired, by the marker beacon sensitivity 
switch (15, figttre 4-12) on rhe contr0L pedestal. 

Note 

In a congested area, where marker beamns 
a.re in close proximity, multiple marker bea• 
con sigoals may be .received simultaoeously 
a.t high altitudes. This conditio.o may be min
imized by positioning the marker beacon 
sensitivity switch to LOW. 

RADIO AND RADAR Al nMETER SYSTEMS. 

WARNING 

Due to penetration of radio and radar waves 
in deep snow ot ice, terrain clearance e.r.rors 
of as much as 1600 feet greater than aaual 
clearance have heen recorded when operating 
over deep snow or ice fields. Do not rely on 
the SCR.-718 .radio altimeter or the AN/ 
APN-22 radar altimete.r to provide accurate 
rerraio clearance information when flying 
over o.reas covered by large depths of snow 
and ice. 

Radio Altimeter System - High Range ISCR-7181. 

The SCR.-718 high-altitude radjo ah:imerer opera.res 
io the UHP band on a frequency 0£ 440 megacycles. 
The SCR.-718 radio altimeter indicat0r and wnttols 
(5, figure 4-13) are located at the oav.igator's station, 
and the .receiver-transmitcer (27,pgure 4-10)., is located 
in the tail cone. Power for the altimeter is supplied 
from the 115-volt a-c, nonessential navigator's bus. The 
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altimeter is of a pulse type, and is capable of indicating 
accurate terrain clearances up to an altitude of 50,000 
feet. The altitude reading displayed on the indicator 
is accurate to within 50 feet on the 5000-foot scale, 
and m within 500 feet on the 50,000-foot scale. Basic
ally, the equipment trausmits pulses of radio energy 
earthward from the aircraft, and then receives the 
same signal as it is reflected fr0tn the ea.rtb. The 
length of time required for the signal to follow its 
path is .measured and presented as a lobe on the 
circular sweep on the face of the indicator tube. The 
circle on the face of the tube is calibrated in feet. 
When the toggle switch on the indicator is in the 
TIMES ONE position. the altimeter reads up to 5000 
feetj when the toggle switch is in the TIMES TEN 
position, the altimeter reads up to 50,000 feet. 

Radio Altimeter Preflight Check. 

I. Radio Altimeter Circuir Breaker - CLOSED. 

2. Radio Altimeter Power Switch - ON. 

Torn the equipment on and allow it to warm up for 
at least three minutes. 

3. Circle Size Control- ADJUST. 

Adjust the circle si7.e control .so that the green ci.i:• 
cular trace js barely visible arOWld the black circle 
of the calibrated scale. 

4. Brilliance and Focus Controls (underside of 
l-152-D indicator) -ADJUST. 

1£ circular trace faiJs to appear on the indiato.r screen 
wjthin one minute after equipment is turned on, ad
just the BRIL and FOCUS controls located o.n the 
underside 0£ the 1-152-D indicator. Recheck circle 
size control. If the circu.lar trace st.ill fails to appear, 
notify maintenance persoruiel. 

S. CircuJar Trace - CENTER. 

li the circular trace is not centered on the indicator 
screen, adjust the HORJZ and VERT CENTERING 
controls located 011 the uode.rside of the 1-152-D indi
cator. If circular trace cannot be centered, notify 
maintenance personnel. 

6. REC GAIN Control - ADJUST. 

II the circular trace appears to be blurred or fu:tz.y, 
reduce the R£C GAIN to minimum before adjusting 
the BRII. and FOCUS controls. This removes the effect 
of noise or '"grass"' on sensitive equipment. 
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7. Receiver Gain - INCREASE. 

Advance the REC GAIN control unttl the lobe is ¼ 
inch io height. If this height cannot be attained with 
control ser near the maximum clockwise positioo, the 
sensitivity ·of the equipment is roo -low. Width of the 
lobe should be 250 feet. Notify maintenance personnel 
if sensitivity is low or the lobe width at base is greater 
than 300 feet. 

8. TIMES ONE ZERO ADJ Control - CHECK. 

Rotate the TIMES ONE ZERO ADJ control to check 
whethei: lobe can be moved to the left and right of 
:iero by at lease 150 £eet without appreciible change 
in circle size. 

9. CIRCLE SIZE RATIO Control - ADJUST. 

Place the SCALE switch in rhe TIMES TEN position. 
The lobe should become narrower and shorter. The 
circle decreases in size until it is Jocared approximately 
¼ ioch. inside the scale circle. The size of the circle 
may be adjusted by the CIRCLE SIZE control. However~ 
this changes the size of both circles making it neces
sary to return the SCALE switch to the TIMES ONE 
position and adjust rhe ORCLE SIZE RATIO coo· 
tro~ located on top of the 1·152-D indicator, until the 
trace is just visible atQund the edge of the scale 
circle, Recheck the TIMES 'I'EN circle. Repeat the 
process until the exact circle sizes desired are obtained. 

Radar Altimeter System - low Range {AN/ APN-22). 

The AN/ .APN-22 .radar altimeter system is a micro
wa'\-·e altimeter which measures the terrain clearance 
of the aircxaft through a transmitted and received 
frequency-modulatea microwave carrier. The indicator 
(7, figure 1·7) is located on the pilot's instrument 
panel. The receiver-transmitter (16, fjgur-e 4·10), and 
the elecrrooic control amplifier (34, figure 4-10), are 
located in the aft right pod. Power for the system is 
supplied from the 28·volt d·c. aad 115-volr a-c, non
essential navigacor's bus. The system is reliable from 
zero to 10,000 feet O"\'er land, and from zero to 
201000 feet over water. 'I'he indication accuracy is ±2 
feet for an altitude of zero to 40 feet, and ±5 percent 
of the indicated altirude from 40 to 20,000 feet. The 

' 
sysceai ON-LL"\1:IT control switch i-s located oo the 
radar altimeter indicator. The ON position of this 
switch applies power to the syStem; it is also used to 
set the bug poincer at the desired altitude. Indication 
that the aircraft is above the set altirude is obtained 
by comparing rhe indicator pointe.r with the bug 
pointer, or by checku1g that the .red light on the face 
of the indicator is not on (when the .red light comes 
on it indicates that the aircraft is below the set alti· 
tude). 'l'he .indicator 'pointer will Jisappea.r behind a 
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mask on the indicator if the system is inoperati'\.·e or 
if a dropout altitude is reached. The dropout altirude 
is the altitude at which the return signal is too weak 
above 10,000 feer over land and above 20,000 feet over 
water, in banks of 60 degrees or more; and in climbs 
and dives of 70 degrees or mure. 

IFF RADAR {AN/ APX-25). 

The AN/ APX-25 IFF .radar (16 4'!ld 18, figure. 4-12 or 4, 
figure 4-14) provides auromaric radar identification of 

Changed 14 June 1962 

the aircraft in which it is installed, when challenged by 
surface or airborne radar sets using coded pulse trans
missions. 1'hree modes of interrogation are used in the 
[FF sysrem and the IFF set will reply to any or all of 
these depending on how the mode switches arc set. 
Modes 1, 2, and 3 are known as SI (Security Identifi
cation), PI (Personal Identincarion), and Tl (Traffic 
Idencincation) respectively. The lFF set can also be 
used to send a distress signal or a prearranged intelli
geoce message. The set incorporares an auxiliary coder 
group control panel which provides a more reliable 
identification through selectable pulse trajos, the inte.r-
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val and number of which permit more coding com
binations in the reply. The control panels are located on 
rbe control pedestal (16 a,ttl. 18, f,gu-re 4-12) in C-133B 
aircraft, and on the navigato.r's control panel (4, figure 
4-14) io C133A aircraft. The equipment is poweted 
from the 28-volt d-c nonesseotial navigator's bus. 

RADIO COMPASS (ADF) {AN/ARN-6). 

Two .radio compass sets a.re iostalled to provide dual 
low-frequency direction-finding capabilities. The radio 
compass sets are designated as AOF-1 and ADF-2 and 
have two controJ panels (7 and 19, 'figure 4-12) located 
on rbe control pedestal. An additional control panel 
(5, figure 4-14) for the ADF-1 set is installed on the 
.navigator's conr.roJ panel. Power is supplied to the 
equipment from the 28-volt d-c and 115-volt ll·C non
essential navigator's buses. 

The bearing to the selected station from either ADF~l 
or ADF-2 is indicated by the respective pointer on each 
of the pilots' 1D-250A/ ARN radjo .magnetic indicators 
(31, figure 1-7), and on the navigator's radio .magnetic 
indicator (7, figNre 4-13). A remote control system 
enables the navigator to assume command of the ADF-1 
set, by momentll,tily positioning the fwlction control 
switch on his radio compass control panel to CONT. 
Control of the ADF·l may be returned to the pilois' 
station by positioning the function switch on the pilotS' 
radio compass control panel momentarily to CONT. 

Radi;:, Magneth: Indicators UD-250A/ ARNI. 

Five 1D-250A/ ARN radio magnetic i.odicators a.re in
stalled to provide visual bearing i0formatioo from the 
radio compru;ses, UHF/DF (AN/ARC-34), VHF omni. 
range and T ACAN receivers. Two of the indicators 
(31, figt,re 1-7), located on the pilots' instrument pane4 
provide bearing jnformation from the radio compasses 
only; No. 1 pointer jndiating the bear.iog tQ the sta• 
cioo selected by ADF-1 and the No. 2 pointer indicating 
the bearing for ADF-2. 

Two of rhe indicators (40, figu1·e 1·7)1 located on the 
pilots' instrument panel, provide bearing information 
from the UHF/DF, VHF omnirange and 'fACAN 
receivers only. The indicator (7, ,~gure 4-13)1 located on 
the navigator's console, provides bearing information 
from all five suurccs previously mentioned, depending 
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on the equipment in use and the positioning of the 
radio compass selector switches. 

IAircraft AF54-135 through A F59-5 251: 

The No. l pointers on the TAC VOR-UHF/DF indi
cators at the pilots' sra.tio.n will provide l.JHF/DF 
bearing information providing the UHF command 
.i:adio O.FF-MAJN-BOTH-ADF switch is in the ADF 
position. The No. 2 pointer will provide bearing infor
mation from the TACAN or VOR receivers, depending 
on the position of the INST SELECT switch on the 
VOR-ILS/TACAN selector switch panel. Selection of 
the bearing information for p.resentation on the .navi
gator's .indicator is made by the radio compass seleaor 
switeb (9, figure 4-13), The No. 1 pointer will indicate 
bearjng information &om ADF-1 regardless of switch 
position. The No. 2 pointer will indicate TACAN or 
VOR bearing jnformation when. the switch is posi
tioned to the left, Which of the two signals is received 
will depend on the position of the INST SELECT 
swil'Ch on the VOR.ILS/TACAN selector swii:ch panel. 
The No. 2 pointer will indicate ADF-2 bearing infor
mation when the radio compass seleccor switch is 
positioned to the right. 

(Aircraft AF59-526 and Subsequent and Aircraft with 
T.C.T.O. ~17): 

Note 

Aire.raft modified by T.C.T.O. 517 have been 
rev.•ired to provide fail-safe display of T ACAN 
and VOR information on the crOs.$ pointers of 
the course indicators and the pilot's and co
pilot's VOR-ILS/TACAN instrument .selector 
switch is in the VOR position and power loS6 
occurs through che TACAN/VOR relay power 
circuit breaker. 

The No. 1 pointe.rs on tbe TAC VOR,lJHF/DF indi
cators at the pilots' station will indicare UHF/DF 
bearing information when the UHF command radio 
OFF-M.AJN-BOTH-ADF switch is in. the ADF position, 
or TACAN bearing information when the UHF com
m.and radio switch is in any position other than ADF 
the VOR-115/TACAN selector is in the TACAN I 
position, and the TACAN equipment is i11 operation. 
The No. 2 pointer will show bearing informa'tion from 
the VHF omnirange receiver when the receiver is oper
ating, regardless of rhe position of the VOR-ILS/ I 
TACAN INST SELF.CT switch. 
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1 APN-70 LORAN RECEIVER 

2 PANEL LIGHTS (2) 

3 APN-70 LORAN INDICATOR 

4 APN-59 AZIMUTH AN.D 
RANGE INDICA lOR 

5 SCR-718 RADIO ALTIMETER 
INDICATOR 

6 APN-59 WAVEFORM 
CONVERTER 

7 RADIO MAGNl:TiC INDICATOR 
IPMll 10-250 

8 N-1 COMPASS MASTER INDICATOR 

9 RADIO COMPASS COURSE 
SELECTOR SWITCHES 

10 APN-59 SEARCH RADAR 
SYNCHRONIZER CONTROL 

2 
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The navigator's tadio magnetic indicator will ptesent 
bearing information from the same sources iw.d io 
the same modes as the pilots' TAC VOR-UHF/DF in
dicators, when the .radio compass selector switches 
are placed i.o the down position. When the switehes 
are placed in the up position the poinrerill will show 
bearing info.rmarion f.rom the ADP-1 and .ADF-2 
radio compass rec:eiven on their .respective pointers. 

Radio Compass Selector Switches, 

(Aircraft AF54-13S through AF59-525}: 

A 2-position, radio COOl(?QS selector switch (9, figurll 
4-13) is installed oo the navigator's ma.sole to en· 
able tbe .o.avigatot: co select the bearing inform11tioo. 
ro be presented on the oavigator·s tadio magnetic 
indicator. The swirch has the placarded. positions, 
ADF-1 and TAK OR VOR (left) and ADF-1, ADF-2 
(right). When the swirch is positioned to TAK OR 
VOR, bearing information from the radio compass 
.ADF-1 will be selected for No. 1 pointer aod TACAN 
or VOR. information for pointer No. 2, depending on 
the position of the INST SELECT switch. When the 
switch is positioaed to ADF-2, bearing information 
from both radio mmpas!I receivers will be seleaed 
and read on the respect.ive pointers. 

(Aircraft AF59-526 and Sub1equent and Aircraft with 
T.C.T.O. 5171: 

Two. 2-position radio compass seleet0t switches (9, 
figur, 4·13) are installed on the navigator's console 
m enable the navigator to select the bearing infor
mation ro be presented on the navjgator's radio mag· 
net.ic indiaitor. The left switch has the placarded po· 
sirions ADF-1 and TAC OR UHF/DF and controls 
the input to the No. 1 pointer on the indicator. With 
the switch in the .ADF-1 position, the indicator will 
.receive bearing information from the radio compass 
(ADF-1) .receiver. When the switch is in the TAC OR 
UHF/OF position, the indicator will receive-UHF/OF 
bearing information when the UHF command radio 
OFF-M.AJN-BOTH-ADF switch is in the ADF posi
tion, and T ACAN beumg infurmation when the wm
ma.nd rad-io swircb iii in any other position than. ADF, 
and the INST SELECT switch on the VOR-ILC../ 
TACAN selector switch paitel is in the T.ACAN po
sition. The right mtch bas the placarded positions, 
ADF-2 and VOR, aod controls the input to the No. 2 
pointer, 'When positioned to ADF-2, the indicator will 
.receive bearing iafo.rmation from the radi.o compass 
receiver. When the switch is io the VOR position, the 
indicator will receive bearing information from the 
VHF omnirange receiver. 

Placing Equipment In OperR#on: 

1, Aircraft A-c and D-c Powe.r Supply - ON, 

2. Mixer Switch-ADF-1 or .ADF-2. 

3. Radio Compass Function. Switch - CONT 
(momentarily). 

Position switch momentarily to CONT to obtain 
control of the radio compass .receiver. 

4. Radio C'.ompass Function Switch - AS DE
SIRED, 

Position function switch to COMP, .ANI', or LOOP 
for desired mode of operation. 

To Turn Equipment Off: 

1. Radio Compass Func:tion Switch - OFF. 

VHF OMNIRANGE (VOR) (AN/ARN-14) • 

The VHF omnkange receiver is operated from the 
VHF NAV watrol panel (11, pgun 4-12) and is 
powered from the 28-volt d-c nonessential navigator's 
bus. Visual bearing information from rhe receiver is 
p.resented on the No. 2 pointer of ea.ch o£ the TAC, 
VOR-UHF/DF radio magnetic indicators on the pilots' 
instrument panel, and on the No. 2 1>0inte.c of the 
radio magnetic indicaror at the navigator's station, 
'Visual bearing inforimtioo. is also presented oo the 
pilot's course indicator (ID-351/ ARN or ID-~87 / ARN) 
(29, figure I-7), and on the wpilot's ID-525/ARN 
course indicator (39, figure 1-7), When an n.s fre. 
quency bas been selected, ILS course information will 
be present on the two course indicators. The syscem 
will also provide signals to the B.utomatic flight con
trol system during an automatic approach when the 
INST SELECT switch is positioned to VOR ILS. 

Glide Slope Receiver (AN/ARN-311. 

The glide slope receiver is used ro provide visual 
indication of the aircraft position relative to the 
glide slope during an llS a.pp.roach. The .receiver is 
operated from tbe VHF NAV o:>ntrOI panel (11, 
fi.gare 4-12), and is tuned automatically when an ILS 
frequency is seJected 011 tbe AN/.ABN-14 frequency 
selector. The .receiver .is powered from the 115-volt 
a-c nonessential navigator's bus, Visual indication is 
presented on the pilot's and copilot's course indicators 
(29 .• and 39, figure 1-7). The system also provides 
signals to the auoomacjc flight conuol system dw:ing 
automatic approach when the INST sm:.ECT switch 
.is in the VOR ILS position. 
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Placing Equipment ln Opera#()fs: 

1. A-c Power - ON. 

2. VHF NAV Power Switch - ON. 

3. Frequency Selectot (on VHF NAV co.o.trol) -
ROTATE TO DESIRED FREQUENCY. 

4. Desired Course - SELECT. 

Rotate the course set knob on the ID-351 indicator to 
set desired course in course window. 

Note 

Ducing an ILS approach, the course sec: knob 
has no dfect on the operation of the CDI. 
However, course information set io the win
dow may be desirable as a reference to course 
heading. 

To Tuns Equipment Off: 

1. VHF NAV Power Switch-OFF. 

TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION (TACAN) 
EQUIPMENT (AN/ ARN-21 ). 

The AN/ ARN-21 (TACAN) equipment js mounted in 
the forward electrooic .rack (8, 'figu,re 4-10), and is 
conuolled fxom the TACAN control panel (8, figure 
4-12) on the pilots' concrol pedestal. This equipment 
provides continuous indications of the aircraft bearing, 
and the distance from any T ACAN su.rface beacon in 
a line-of-sight range up to 195 nautical miles. Power 
is supplied to the equipment from. the 28-volt d-c 
and 115-volt a•c nonessential navigator's busses. The 
receiver operates in the frequency range of 962 to 1024 
megacycles and 1151 to 1213 .megacycles. The trans
mitter operates in the frequency range of 1025 to 1144 
megacycles. Any one of 126 preset channels can be 
selected by the channel selectors ot1. the control panel 
when the T ACAN/VOR·ILS selector switch is .in the 
TACAN position. Course information furnished by 
the system is .read as vertiO!l bar deviation on the 
course indicators (29, ttnd. 39, 'figure 1-7) on the pilots' 
instrument pan.el, and as a beariug to the selecced .sta
tion on the radio magnetic indicators (4-0, figure 1-7), 
on the pilots' irurrument panel, and (7, figu1'e 1-13), 
on the navigator's console. On Aircrafl AFS4~ 135 
through AFS9-525 bearing info.rmacjOll. is .read on rhe 
No. 2 pointer of the pilots' radio magnetic indicators 
and on the No. 1 pointer of the navigator's indicator. 
On aircraft AF59-526 and subsequent and aircraft 
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with T.C.T.O, 517, TACAN bearing information is 
read on. the No. 1 pointe.r of the pilot's and copilot's I 
and 11avigator's indicators. 

The distance to the TACAN beacon is read from the 
ID-307/.ARN .range indicator (18, figure 1·7) on the 
pilot's insuument panel. When the T ACAN .sec is 
operacjng, the red bar oo the TACAN range indicator 
will remain hidden, and the range .indicator will con
tinue to operate from the TACAN receiver, regardless 
of the position of the lNST SELECT switch. The 
TACAN equipment measures straight-line between the 
aircraft and the T ACAN transmitter. Minimum indi
cation at any fixed alrimde will appear when the air
aaft is directly over the transmitter, and will be equal 
ro the aircraft altitude io nautical miles over the sta
tion. The equipment also provides signals to the mro
matic Bight control system. 

TACAN Equipment Control Switches. 

Switches fo.r control of the TACAN equipment are 
located on the TACAN control panel (8~ figure 4-12) 
and on the VOR-11.S/TACAN selector switch panel 
(17, figure 4-12). The TACAN receiver switch is a 
2-position, .rotary-type selector switch with the pla
carded positions T /R and REC. OFF, and is l'Xated on 
the TACAN control panel. Positioning the switch to 
T /R tu.rm the .receiver on and placing the switch to 
REC. OFF, mrns off the power to the receiver. Re
ceiver volume is controlled by a rheostat knob on the 
TACAN control panel. The channel selector is a 
rotary-type switch and is also located oo the TACAN 
control panel. Rotating the switch will select llllY one 
of 126 preset channels when the VOR-JLS/TACAN 
selector switch is in. the TACAN position. There :are 
no placarded positions on the channel selector switch, 
the channel selected being indicated in a window o.a 
the t0p of the selecto.r. 

The VOR-ILS/TACAN selector SW.itch (17, figure 
4-12), is a 2-position, toggle switch and is placarded 
INST. SELECT., with the positions TACAN and 
VOR-ILS. lights adjacent to the switch placards 
indicate which .mode of operation has been .selected. 
With the switch in the TACAN position and the set 
operating, TACAN information is displayed on the 
pilot's and copilot's course indicator cross pointers as 
vertical bar deviation, and bearing information if dis
played on the No. 1 pointers of the pilot's and copilot's 
radio magnetics indicators. 

With the switch in the VOR-ILS position, either VOR 
o.r ILS information (as selected by the OMNI receiver) 
is dispJayed on the cross pointers. TACAN signals 1:0 

the pilot's and copilot's No. I pointers is cu, off when 
the swirch is in the VOR-IIS position. 

Changed 14 June 1962 
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Note 

UHF/DF signals to the No. 1 pointers are 
not affected by the VOR•ILS/TACAN selector 
switch. With the T ACAN set operating, DME 
.information is also available regardless of posi
tion of the VOR-IIS/T ACAN selector switch. 

Pla~ing Equipn1enl In Operation: 

1. Aire.raft A-C and D-C Power Supply-ON. 

2. VOR-ILS/TACAN Selector Swi.tch - TACAN. 

3, TACAN Receiver Swircli-T/R. 

WARNING 

Occasionally TACAN equipment will "Lock
On" to a false bearing which will be 40 de
grees or a multiple of 40 degrees in error. 
These errors can be on either side of the cor
rect bearing. When the T ACAN locks on a 
false bearing, switehing to another channel 
and then back to the desired channel, or turn
ing the set off and then back on. will recycle 
the .search mode. This will most probably re
sult in a correct lock-on. 

Changed 5 August 1963 

Note 

A false lock-on does not effect the DME ws
play provided by the T ACAN equipment. 

When using 'TACAN crosscheck for fal!ie lock-on with 
ground radar, auborne radar, VOR, dead reckoning, 
or other available means. These checks are especially 
important when switching channels or when turning 
rhe set on. When false lock-on is suspected check as 
follows: 

1. Switch to another channel. check for correcr bear
ing, then switch back to desired channel. 

2. Check for correct lock-on to desiced channel. 

3. If false lock-on is still suspected, turn set off and 
then ON. 

4. Recheck for correct lock-on. 

5. If false lock-on still persists, utilize other equip
ment or navigational aids available. 

Note 

If, during an emergency the magnitude and 
direction of error can be determined, TACA..'l 
can be utilued if compensation is made for 
the error .in the TACAN bearing. 
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4. Channel Selector Switch - SET AS REQUffl.
ED. 

5. Volume Control - AS DESIRED. 

To Ttsrn Equip,nem Off: 

1. TACAN Receivu Switch - OFF. 

LONG-RANGE NAVIGATION [lORAN) EQUIPMENT 
(AN/APN-70). 

The AN/ APN-70 equipment (1 and. 3, Jigm-e 4-13), i3 
operated &om the navigator's station aod is used for 
long-range na'Pigatioo. Power is supplied to the equip· 
m.ent from. the aircraft 28-volt d-c: and 115-volt a-c 
nonesseo.tiel 11avigaror's busses and the 28-volt d·c 
aft .radio bus. 

Plllcing Eqtlifmiem In Opera#on: 

1. Aircraft A-c and D-c Power Supply- ON. 

2 .MAST.ER-XZ GAIN Colitrol - ON, 

Set gain control at midpoint. Allow one minute for 
warmup. 

Note 

Make swe the d·c LORAN APN· 70 circuit 
breaker on the aft clrcuic breaker panel (#g· 
tw41·27) is CLOSED to energize the LORAN 
antenna. coupler, 

3. LOCAL-DIST.ANT Switch - DISTANT (un· 
less flying very close to a LORAN transmitter). 

4. CHANNEL Selector Switch - AS DESJRED. 

Set switch to desired R-F channel. 

5. R-RATE Switch - SET, 

Set to correct PRR., 

6. FUNCl10N Switch - 1. 

Set FUNCilON switch on No. 1 position. Two traces 
should appear on the swpe with a. pedestal oo each 
trace. 

7. Signal Height-ADJUST. 

Set H-F OBLAY switch on W; adjusc: MASTER-XZ 
and SLA VE-W gaja controls until the signals are of 
the desired height, 
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Note 

The MASTER-XZ gain mntrols the upper 
trace, aad the SLAV.B•W gain the lower 
trace. With the H-F DELAY switch on W, 
the SLA VE-Y gaio has no effea: on the 
scope. 

8. Pulses - ADJUST FOR POSITION AND 
DRIIT. 

With the L-R switch, position the pulses so that there 
is one on each trace. Then set the upper (.mastez) 
puke on the leading edge of the master pedestal. 
Kill the drift with the drift control and turn the ADC 
(Automatic D.rift Control) switch to ON. The ADC 
should lock the pulse in this posicion. t£ excessive 
noise or erratic sky wave reception prevents this, 
turn the ADC switch to OFF. 

9. Slave Pedesral - SET. 

W.itb the W-DELAY crank pushed in (1,000 ms per 
turn), set the slave pedestal under the slave pulse. 

10. FUNCTION Switch - 2, 

Set FUNCTION switch oo. No. 2 position. Both sig
oals should appear on the left third of the scope. If 
only one signal appears, adjust the individual gain 
controls (MASTER-:XZ mnttols the upper trace and 
SLAVE·W coottols the lower trace}. If adjustment of 
the gain does not cause the other pulse to appear,, 
recheck FUNCTION I. The ADC will keep the signals 
to the &r left side of the scope. With the W·DELA Y 
craok pulled out (100 ms per tu,ro.), set the slave 
pulse directly under the master pulse. With the two 
appropriate gain mntrols, adjust the two pulses to the 
same height, 

Note 

In FUNCTION I with ADC ON, it is pos· 
sible to lock in on a large split of a one
hop-E pulse. To prevent this possible lock. 
use the following procedures: 

a. FUNCTION Switch - 1. 

Set FUNCTION switch to No. 1 and position both 
desired pulses on the leading edges of the pedestals. 

b. FlmC'.l""ION Switch - 2, 

Set FUNCTION switch to No. 2. Use the lrR switch 
to move the pulses to the right. in order to assure 

r 
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T 2 3-30/1 RANGE INDICATOR LIGHT 
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Figure 4-15 

that the desired p ulse is portrayed on the scope, and 
is not off the trace to the left. When the pulses are 
moved to the right, ADC is lost aod the pulses may 
drift to the right. Keep the m anual drift control in 
the extreme left position. If ADC loses the pulses 
when they are moved to the right, the manual drift 
will move them to the left and ADC will lock them 
automatically. 

11. FUNCTION Switch - 3. 

Sec the FUNCTION switch to No. 3 position; the rwo 
signals will appear on a single trace slightly to the 
left of Center on th-e scope, and be locked in this 
position by the ADC. Width of the signals will remain 
the same regardless of their location ·oo the scope. 
With the W-D:ELAY crank pulled out, superimpose 
t,he pulses, adjusting the MASTER-XZ gain if needed, 
co make them the same height. The time 0£ the LOP is 
the time of matching, and the time difference may 
now be read from the W-DELA Y counter. No cor
r ecr-ion to this reading is necessary. 

12. Second Reading - OBTAIN. 

To obtain the second reading, turn t he H-F DELAY 
switdi to Y and follow steps 3 through 11, substjtu· 
tingSLAVE-Y gain for SLAVE-W gain and Y-DELAY 
fo.r W-DELAY crank. This p rocedure will allow the 

first reading to be retained ~·bile the second is being 
taken. 

13. Position Fix - PLOT. 

With the readings obtained, inte.rpolate between hy
perbolas oo the chart and plot the LOP's. Resolve to 
common time for fix. 

To Turn Equipment Off: 

1. MASTER-XZ GAIN Control - OFF. 

SEARCH RADAR (AN/ APN-59). 

The search radar equipment is mounted in t he nose 
and is controlled from the APN-59 i::adar conttol 
panel (10, figure 4-14), located on the navigator's 
control panel. Two indicato.l:'5 are provided, one for 
the pilot and copilot (figttre 4-15), located at the 
forward end of the pilots' overhead panel and one 
for the navigator (4, figure 4-13), located on the 
navigator's console. The equipment is powered from 
the 28~volt d-c and 115-volt a-c nonessential navi
gatot's busses. The equipment is designed for use as 
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a navigational and search radar, weather .radar, or a 
RACON (.radsr beacon) inte.r.rogator•receiver. 

~] 
The ANTENNA STAB switch should be 
moved to the OPF (dowo) position wheo it 
is anticipated that a bank angle of 30 degrees 
is to be exceeded. 

Search Rodar Preparation. 

Before placing the equipment in operation, rhe coo
t.col paneJt10, figu,re 4~13) and the APN-59 uimuth 
and raoge indicators (PPI scopes) (4, figure 4·13; and 
8, figure 1-J) should be set as follows: 

Control Panel (Na1figlllor's S1tdion): 

1. FUNCTION Switch- OFF. 

2. RANGE (NM) Switch - 50/10. 

3. TEST METER Switch - LINE. 

4, SCAN Switch - OFF, 

;. HDG SEL Control - 0. 

6. GAlN Control - Full counterclockwise. 

7. TILT Control - 0. 

8. ANTENNA STAB Switdt - Off (down posi
tion). 

9. STC Control (both knobs)-Full munterclock-
• wise. 

10. BEARING Switch. - REL. 

11. PATTSwitch-FAN. 

12. IAGG Switch - Off (down position). 

13. FI'C Switch - Off (down position), 

PPI S,ope (JP268, Nm,;gator's Stlllion): 

1. D1Al. DIM Control - Pull counte.rclockwise. 

2. RANGE DELAY Control - Full counteJ:clock-
• wise. 

3. RANGE DELAY Switch - Off (down posi-
tion). 

4. FOCUS Control - Pull co1.1Dte.rclockwise. 

5. RANGE 3·30 Control- Full counte.rdockw.ise. 

6. 11ST Control - Pull cowtterclockwise. 

7. RANGE MKS Control - Pull counterdock-
• wise. 

PPI S~<Jf,e (I'E'168, Pilot's S111tion): 

1. INT Control - Full cow:i.te.rdockwise. 

2. FOCUS Control - Full counterclockwise. 

3. STAB (S) - RELATIVE (ll) Control - Rela
tive (R). 

Search Radar Operation, 

I. Aircraft Power Supply - ON. 

2. If mltages are wirbio tolerance: 

a. FUNCTION Switch - STDBY. 

b. TEST MET.ER Switch - LINE. Meter 
should re.ad 0.6(±0.0.5), 

3. After 3 minute wa.r.mup period: 

a. SCAN Switch - PPI. 

b. FUNCTION Switch - SEARCH. 

c. TEST METER Switch - Position as fol
lows and note readings: 

(1) IJNE - 0.6(±0,05). 

(2) MAG-0.6(±0.2) aad steady. 

(3) MIXER 1-0,7(±0.2). 

(4) MIXER 2-0.7(±0.2). 

(5) AFC 1-0.7(±0.2). 

(6) AFC 2 - 0.7( +0.2). 

Sbort Range Sea,·ehi 

1. TEST .Mete.r Switch-MAG. 

._;· 

I 
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2. FUNCTION Switch- SEARCH. 

3. RANGE (NM) Sw.itch - 50/10, 3·30/5, or 
3-30/1. 

4. INT Control (srope) - Clockwise w:atil faint 
sweep appears • 

.5. FOCUS Contcol (scope) - Adjust for well
defined sweep. 

6, SCAN Switch - PPL 

7. GAIN Control - Adjust clockwise for opti-
• mum p.resenrat10n. 

8. ANTENNA STAB Swirch - ON (np po· 
sition). 

9. PATTSwitch-FAN. 

10. BEARING Switch - As desired. 

11. HOG SEL Control - 0. 

12. TILT Control - .Adjust for optimum p.resen-
• ration. 

13. RANGE MKS Control - Clod-wise as desired. 

14. DIAL DIM Control - As desired. 

15. To receive presenratjon on pilot's indicator 
IP268: 

a. ]NT Control -Adjwt clockwise until faint 
sweep appears. 

b. FOCUS Control - Adjust for well-defined 
sweep. 

c. STAB (S) - RELATIVE (R) Control - As 
desired. 

Note 

When rhe hearing switch oo the .radar con• 
t.rol .is io the REL positio.o, the pilot's SIR 
switch on the indicator should be i.o the R 

• • pos1t1on, 

For optimum performance, the AN/ APN-59 
radar set should ~ in operation for at lea St 

20 minutes prior to switt:bing to lo.og range 
search. 

Ui1J.g Rnd M.etlium Rt1nge Seaf'ch: 

I. TEST METER Switch - MAG. 

2. FUNCTION Switch- SEAR.CJL 

3. RANGE (NM) Switch - 100/20 or 240/30. 

4. INT Control (scope) - Clockwise until faint 
sweep appears • 

5. FOCUS Control (scope) - Adjust £or well· 
defined sweep. 

6. SCAN Switch - PPI. 

7. GAIN C'catrol - AdjllSt clockwue for opti-
• mum presentation, 

S. ANTENNA STAB Swirch - ON (up posi· 
tion) . 

9. PATT Switch-FAN. 

10. BEARING Switch -As desired. 

11. HDL SEL Control - O. 

12. TILT Control - Adjust clockwise. 

13. RANGE MKS Control - Oockwise as desired. 

14. DIAL DIM Control - As desired. 

W etttber Reton'ltllissam:e: 

l. TEST MET:eR Switch - MAG. 

2. FUNCTION Switch - WARN. 

3. RANGE (NM} Switch - As desired. 

4. JNT Control - Adjust &:lockwisc: until faint 
sweep appearir,;. 

5. FOCUS Control - Adjust for well-defined 
sweep. 

6. SCAN Switch - PPI. 

7. ANTENNA STAB Switch-ON (up position). 
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8. PA IT Switch - PENCIL 

9, BEARING Switch - REL or STAB. 

10. HDG Sll C.Oattol - 0. 

11. GAIN' Cootr0l - Adjust as necessai:y, 

12. TILT Control - 0. 

13, RANGE MKS Control - Clockwise m desired. 

14. DIAL DIM Control - .As desired. 

15. ISO-ECHO ot CV-40.2/.AP Switch (2, figure 
4-12) on Navigator's Control Panel - lN. 

Note 

The lSO-ECJiO switch connects the CV-402/ 
AP waveform cooverter into rhe indicator 
circujr. altering the indicator display to pro
vide easily interpreted images of sto.rm areas. 
The -areas of heaviest rainfall and greatest tur· 

bulence will be readily identifiable as small 
holes within each target return from heavy 

• swrm concentrat100s. 

Note 

With bearing switth set to STAB and HDG 
SEL control set to O, the flashing marker on 
PP( .scope will indicate aircraft magnetic 
heading. With bearing switch set to ST AB 
and HDG SEL switch set to aircraft heading, 
the flashing marker will appear at 2:ero de
grees .relative tO the aircraft. Subsequent de
viation of the aircrafr from the compass bear
ing at the time HOG SEL control ill set will 
deflect the flashiog marker f.rom %ero by the 
amount of the aircraft he:\ding change. After 
storm concentrations have bee.a observed, set 
the bearing switch to REL, und concentra
tions ahead will appear ahead and flashing 
marker on PPI scope will be at zero degrees. 

RACON (Rmla,r Bea&on) Ot,erat;o,z,: 

1. TEST METER Switch - MAG. 

2. FUNCTION Switch- BEACON. 

3. RANGE (NM) Switch - As .necessary, 
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4. INT Control (scope) - Oockwise until faint 
sweep appears. 

5. FOCUS Control (!iCOpe) - Adjust for well-
defined sweep. 

6. SCAN Switch - PPI, 

7. GAIN ContJ'Ol - As necessary. 

8. ANTENNA STAB Switch- On (up position). 

9. PATT Switch - PENCIL or FAN. 

10. BEARING Switch - STAB or REL 

11. HOG SEL Control - 0. 

12, TILT Control -Adjust clockwise. 

13. RANGE MKS Control (smpe) - Clockwise as 
desired. 

14. DIAL DIM Control- .As des.ired. 

Note 

Range of beacon i5 from center of scope to 
first return of beacon. Magnetic bearing of 
RACON is read wider the cursor on the 
azimuth ring. 

To Tur,i Equipm£nl Off: 

I. ST AB Switch - Off (down position). 

2. SCAN Switch - OFF. 

3. Return all controls and switches to positio.os as 
follows: 

a, PPI Scope (IP268, Navigator's Position): 

(1) DIAL DIM Control-As desired. 

(2) RANGE DELAY Conaol - Full couo· 
terclocltwise. 

(3) RANGE DELAY Switch - Off (dowo 
position). 

(4) FOCUS Control - Full counterclock· 
• 

WJse. 

r 
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(5) RANGE 3-30 Control - Full counter
clockwise. 

(6) INT Control - Full counterclockwise. 

(7) RANGE MKS Control - Full counter• 
clockwise. 

• W.IBe, 

b. PPI Scope (IP268. Pilot's Position): 

(I) INT Control - Full counterclockwise. 

(2) FOCUS Control-Full counrerclock-

(3) S'fAB (S)-RELATIVE (R) Conuol
Relative (R). 

c. Control Panel: 

(I) ANTENNA STAB Switch-OH (down 
position). 

(2) SCAN Switch-OFF. 

(3) RANGE (NM) Swjtch- 50/10. 

(4) TEST !\>mTER Switch - LINE. 

(5) HDG SEL Control - O. 

(6) GAJN Control - Full counterclockwise . 

(7) TILT Control - 0. 

(8) STC Control (both knobs) - Full coun-
terclockwise. 

(9) lAGC Switch - OJI (down position). 

(10) FTC Swiu:h- Off (down position). 

(11) BEARING Switch -RELATIVE. 

(12) PA"f1' Switch-FAN. 

(13) FUNCTION Switch - OFF. 

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT. 

EXT£RIOR LIGHTING, 

Navigation and antioollis.ion lights are wired to the 
28-volt d-c power supply through their respective 
circuit breakers aod switches. The landing lights are 
operated through a stepdown transformer by 30 volts 
a-c, and the formation lights, scanning lights, and 
taxi lights are operated by 28 volts a-c. The exterior 
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lights are operated from the pilots' overhead panel 
and the control pedestal. 

Taxi Lights and Switch. 

Two 28-volt sealed beam, taxi lights (figure 4·16) are 
installed on the steerable portion of rhe nose gear 
shock st.rut. The lights receive 28-volt power from a 
115-volc/28 - 30-volc srepdown transformer located 
ar statioo 135. Power for the transformer is received 
from the 115 • ..,·olt a-c nonessential bus on the itighr 
engineer's overhead circuit breaker panel. The lights 
are controlled by the taxi light switch (35, figure 1-11) . 
Placing the .switch ia the ON position cumpletes a 
28•volt a-c cirt.-uir ro a control relay, which in turn 
completes the 28-volt a•c circuit to the lights. 

Landing Lightli and Switches, 

A 30-volt sealed-beam, electrically actuated wing land· 
ing light (figure 4-16) is installed on the undersjde of 
each wing. outboard of the outboard nacelle. Power 
for the lights is obtained from a 115-volt/28 - 30-volr 
stepdoV1rn transforn1er located in the left hand center I 
fuselage area which is powered from the 115-volt a.-c 
nonessential bus an che flight engineer's overhead cir
cuit breaker panel. The extend/retrace acruacing motor 
is powered frnm the 28-volt a•C nonessential bus on the 
left hand center fuselage circuit breaker panel. Each 
light is controlled by 11. 3-position switch placarded 
EXTEND and RETRACT, and an ON-OFF switch 
(32, figure 1-11) located on the left forward side of the 
control pedestal. The EXT~"D-RETRACT switch 
energizes a 28-volt d-c circuit to che motor to actuate 
the landing tight extend/retract mechanism. The cen
ter position. of this 5Witch provides for intermediate 
positioning of the ]anding lights, and for stopping rhe 
motor. A 28-volt d-c ON-OFF switch, when placed in 
th.l! ON position, energi2.es a relay to supply 30•'\"0lt a-c 
power for illumination of rhe landing lights, .regardless 
of position of the wing landing lights. 

A nosewheel landing light js rigidly attached to rhe 
fixed port.ion of the nose gear shock strut. The light 
is controlled by an ON·OFF nose landing light switch 
(35, figure 1-11) located adjacent to the wing landing 
light switches. When the nose gear is retracted, the 
nose landing light is rendered inoperative. 

Operation of the nosewheel landing light at 
speeds below 30 kn0ts for periods exceeding 
2 minutes, \vi11 result in overheating and de
creased life of the landing light bulb. 

(Sde CAlJTlON on Pag~ 4-49) 
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location of Exterior lights - Typi(al 
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Do not extend the wing landing lights at 
airspeeds in excess of 178 knors IAS. 

Wing leading Edge Sconning lights and Switch, 

Four 28-volt a-c wing leading edge scanning lights 
(figNt'e 4-16) are installed, one on each side of the 
fuselage and one on the outboard side of each out
board nacelle. The wing leading edge scanning lights 
illuminate the leading edge of the wing for the de
tection of ice formarion. The lights are powered from 
the 28-volt a-c nonessential bus on the left hand 
center fu:llelage cii:cuit breaker panel. They are con
trolled by two 2-posirion switche11 located on the 
pil0ts' overhead panel (figure 1-6), tlu:ough a control 
relay which is powered from the 28-volt d-c essential 
bus on the flight deck left hand auxiliary circuit 
breaker panel. 

Navigation Lights and Switches, 

The navigation lights (figu,re 4-16) consist of a green 
light on the right wing tip, a red ljght on the left 
wing tip, a yellow light and a. whjte light on the 
tajl cone tip, and two white lights, one on the top 
fuselage centerline forward section and one on the 
bottom fuselage centerline forward section. The lights 
and the .flasher are powered from the 28-volt d-c 
nones!entlal bus on the flight cngjoeer's overhead cjr. 
cuit breaker panel and are wired through the pilots' 
dim control switch. The navigarion lights arc controlled 
by a 3-positioo switch (figure 1-6), placazded FLASH, 
OFF, and STEADY, and located on the pilots' 
overhead pruiel. When the swirch is in the FI.ASH 
position, the wing tip lights and the white taillight 
flash on and off together; the yellow taillight and tbe 
top and bottom fuselage lightS flash on and off alter• 
narely with the wing lights and white taillight. When 
the switch is in the STEADY position, all the lights 
will remain on without flashing. A DIM-BRIGHT 
swirch (/igflt'e I-6), located adjacent to the STEADY· 
FLASH switch, is iacorpora~ in the circuit to control 
light intensity. 

Formation Lights and Switch. 

Nine 28-volt a•c formation lights (figw-e 4-16), three 
oo the top of each wing and three along the top of 
the fuselage. The lights are powered from the 28-volt 
a-c nonessential Bight deck right hand auxiliary bus, 
and are controlled by a 3-position formo.cion light 
switch located on the pilots' overhead panel (figur~ 
1-6), The switch has the rlacarded positions, DlM, 
OFF, and BRIGHT. 
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Anticollision Lights and Switches. • 

A red, 28-volt d-c rotating anticollision light (figure 
4-16) is installed on top of the vectical stabilizer. Tbe 
light is powered from the 28-volt d-c non.essential bus 
on the flight engineer's overhead pan.el sod is COil· 

trolled by so ON-OFF switch located on the pilQts' 
overhead paoel (figure 1-6). 

On aircraft with T.C.T.O. 583, an additional anticol
lision light is installed on the bottom of the fuselage, 
midway between the forward end of the pods. The 
light is powe.i:ed from the 28-volt d< nonessential bus 
located on the flight deck left ha.ad auxiliary circuit 
breaker panel. The light is controlled by a 2-position 
switch located o.o. the pilots' overhead panel ( figure 
1-6), The switch is placarded LOWER and has the 
placarded positions ON and OFF. 

Note 

The rotating W1ticollision ligbt should be 
n1rned OFF during ilight rhrough conditions 
of reduced visibility where the pilot could 
experience vertigo as a result of the rotating 
reffecrions of the light against the clouds. 
lo addition, the light would be ineffective as 
an anticoJJision Jigbt duriu.g these conditions 
sio.ce .is could not be observed by pilots of 
other aircraft. 

Work Lights and Switches. 

Fourteen 28-volt d-c work lights (figure 4-16) are 
i.ostalled tb.rougbout the aircraft to provide lighting 
for work areas. The lights are powered from the 28-
volt d-c nonessential bus located on the right baud cen
tez: fuselage circuit breaker i,anel. ON-OFF switches 
a.re located adjacent to the lights. The lights are located 
as follows: one in the nosewheel area, two in the 
.right forward pod area, two in the .right wheel well 
area, one in the right aft pod area, two in tbe left 
forward pod area, two in the left wheel well area, 
tv.'<> in the No. I GTU oompartmenr, and rwo in the 
No. 2 GTU compartment. All three wheel well areas 
aod both GTU's also have auxiliary ON-OFF switches 
and viewing windows located inside the aircraf½ adja
cent to the area their respective lights come on. 

Do not leave the work lights in the main 
wheel well$ on during Bight. When the land· 
ing gear is retracted, the tires tue close enough 
to the lights to cause blistering i( the lights 
are Jefi: on for extended periods of time. 
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INTERIOR LIGHTING. 

The interi0r lights receive their power £rom 28-volt 
d-c, 28-volt a-c, and 115-volt a-c bosses. The power is 
supp~ed through their respeaive circuit breakers, 
switches, and variable autotransformers. The variable 
autotransfor.m.er is used for sevetal purposes: it re• 
duces the voltage from 115 volrs a-c to 28 volra a-c, 
turns the lights oo or off, and by varying the voltage, 
incorporaces the dimming feature. All lights are pow· 
ered by 28 volts except the side cargo door flood
lights nod the cargo ramp floodlights, which are 
powered by 115 volua-c. 

Instrument Rim Lighting and Switches. 

All instruments in the cockpit, at the flight engineer's 
sratio.o, and at the navigator"s scatioa, are equipped 
with individual red .rim lighting fixtures aod receive 
power from the 115-"Volt a-c bns. All of the red rim 
lights are controlled by variable autotrao.sio.rmers pla
carded OFF and BRIGHT. The pilot'11 rim light con
tt0Is are located on the _pilot's overhead side panel 
(1, figure 1-5), The copilot's .rim lights are controlled 
at the copilot's overhead side panel. The flight en
gineer's rim lights are conuolled at rhe flight deck 
light control panel (.53, figure 1-13), the navigator's 
rim Iighrs are controlled at the .navigator's light con
trol pa.a.el (9, figure 4-14), and the engine instrument 
rim lights are controlled at the copilot's overhead 
.side panel. 

Pilot's Instrument Panel Edge Lighting and Switches, 

The pilots' instrument panels are provided with edge 
lighting which illuminates only the markings of the 
various panel masks. The pilot's panel lights are pow
ered from· the 115-volr a-c essential bus on the flight 
engineer's overhead panel through a variable auto· 
tran!lformer placarded OFF and BRIGHT, which is 
located on a:he pilot's overhead side panel (1, figure 
1-5). 'I'he copilot's insttum.ent illumination .is con• 
c.rolled in a similar manner at che copilot':s overhead 
side panel. 

Pilot's Overhead Side Panel and Overhead Panel 

Edge lighting and Switch. 

The pilot.s' overhead side panels and overhead panel 
are provided with edge lighting which illuminates 
only the markings of rhe switch contr0ls. The lights 
are powered from the 115-volt a-c nonessential bus 
on the flight engineer's overhead panel through a 
variable a.utorransformer placarded OFF and BRIGHT 
which is located on the pilot's overhead panel (1, fig
ttre 1-5). 
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Control Pedestal Edge Lighting and Switch. 

The control pedestal is provided with edge lighting 
which illuminates only the markings of the various 
control panels. The conuol pedestal panel edge lights 
are powered from the 115-volt a•c nonessential bus 
on the flight engineer's overhead panel, through a 
varjable autotransformer placarded OFF and BRIGHT. 
which is located on the pilots' overhead panel (figure 
1-6). 

Flight Engineer's Instrument Panel Edge Lighting 
and Switch. 

The flight engineer's instrument panel .is provided 
with edge lighting which illurniaateS the markings 
of the switch controls and various rumcs-. The in
strument panel edge lights are powered from the 115-
volt a-c essential bus on the flight engineer's overhead 
panel, through a variable autotransformer placarded 
OFF and BRIGHT, which is located on the flight 
deck light mntrol panel (53, figure 1-13). 

Navigator's Panel Edge Lighting and Switch. 

The navigator's panel is provided with edge lighting 
which jflumjnates che markings of the switch controls 
and variow masks. The panel edge lights are powered 
£.rom the 115-volt a-c essential bm on the £light 
engineer's overhead panel, through a variable auto
transformer placarded OFF and BRIGHT (9, figu1·e 
4-14) located on the navigator's electrical conuol 
panel 

Pilots' Instrument Panel Flaodllghts and Switches. 

Red and white flood lights are inStalled just below 
the pilot's and copilot's glare shield to provide illu
m:inlltion for the instrument panel. The lights are 
powered from the 115--volt a-c nonessential bus on. 
the flight engineer's overhead panel, th.rough a var
iable aut0transformer _placarded OFF and BRIGHT. 
located on the pilots' overhead side panel (1, fig· 
urel-5). 

Cockpit Overhead Floodlights and Switch. 

Two red floodlightS (figure 4·17) are inStalled in rhe 
cockpit, one above the pilot's station and one above 
the copilot's Station. The lights are powered from the 
11.5-volt a-c oonesseatial bus on che flight engineer's 
overhead panel, through a variable autotransform.e.r 
placarded OFF and BRIGHT, located on the pilots' 
overhead panel (fig11re 1-6). 

Control Pedestal Floodlight and Switch. 

A red floodlight (figure 4-17) is provided for the 
control pedeStal, and is located above the pilots' over· 
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head panel. The light is powered from the 115-volt 
11.-c nonessential bus on the flight engineer's overhead 
panel, through a variable aurotrmuformer placarded 
Off and BR.lGHT, wnich is located on the pilots' 
overhead panel. 

Standby Compass light and Switches. 

A light i$ provided for the pilots' standby compass 
(12, figure 1-7). The light receives itS power f.rom the 
115-volt a-c essential bm on the flight engineer's over· 
bead panel, through the J?ilot's instrwnent panel edge 
lighting variabl~ autotramformer. Circuit protecrion 
is chrough the pilot's instrument light circuit breaker. 
The light is controlled hy a 2-position ON.OFF switch 
located on cbe pilots' overhead panel (figure 1-6). 

Thunderstorm Lights and Switch. 

Two thuode.rstor.m lights (figure 4-17) are provided 
for the pilot and copilot. One light is located above 
the pilot's station and one light is located above 
the ropilot'.s st~tion. The thunderstorm lights are both 
powered from the 115-volt a-c nonessential bus on 
rhe flight engineer's overhead panel, through a vari• 
able autotransformer placarded OFF and BRlGHT, 
located on the pilots' overhead panel (figure 1-6). 

lntercoll Lights and Switches. 

Three amber 28-volt a-c press-to-rest intercall lighrs, 
wirh respective momentary-contact pushbutton rnitch
es that ene..rgize all thtee lights simultaneously, are 
installed in the aircraft. 'I'he cockpit intercall light 
and switch (24, figure 1-7) is located on the pilot's 
.main instrument panel. A second intercall light and 
switch is located on the side ca.rgo door :interphoae 
control panel ( 38, figm-e 4-10). A third intercall light 
aod switch is located on the rear cargo door inter
phone control panel (29, figure 4-10), The inrercall 
lights are powered from the 2S-volt a-c essential bus 
on the flight deck right hand auxiliaty circuit breaker 
panel. The lights are wired through the warniog 
lights dimming circuit so that they will be dimmed 
whenever the warning light dimming switches are 
positioned to DIM. 

Warning Light1 Dimming Switches. 

Two 3-position warning lights dimming switches with 
the two placarded positions of DIM and BRIGHT, 
are installed. The switches are located, one oo the 
pilots' overhead panel (figure 1-6), and one on the 
flight engineer's light control panel (.53, figtt1·e 1-13). 
The switch is: spring loaded to the center position 
and need only be held o:wmentarily in the DThl or 
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BRIGHT positions. The dimming of tbe indicator 
lights is accomplished by a dimming relay. Wben the 
dimming relay is eaei-gited, the circuits for all the 
indicator lighrs are switched through resismrs to dim 
the lights. The dimming relays are energized by plac
ing the two indicator lighu dimming 'SWitches in the 
DIM position, w.bich energiz.e the holding coil in the 
relays. The diwroing circuit is so designed that, if 
the lights are dimmed (relay energized). they can be 
rerorned to bright (relay deenergized) by three sepa
rate methods: positioning the dimming switches ~o 
BRIGHT, turning che pilots' or .flight engineer's en
gine instrument lights variable autotra.osfo.rmer to 
OFF, then approximately one-quarter tum toward 
BRIGHT, or removing the powe.r from the 28~volt d·c 
nones.5ential bus. 

Crew Utility lights and Switches. 

Five 28-volt a-c crew utility lights, each coouolled 
by a built-in ON-OFF switch contained in the unit, 
are installed. in the· flight compartment. The lights are 
located, one e:1ch, at the following stati.ons: pilot'~ 
copilot's, engineer's, navigator's, aod o.aviago.c's sex. 
tant. The lights are powered from the 28-volt a-c 
essential bus on the flight deck right hand auxiliary 
circuit breaker panel. 

Oxygen Panel lights end Switche$, 

Oxygen panel lights ace _provjded for each of the ten. 
O"-,'gen regulators installed in the aircraft. The oxygen 
pauel lights at each of the four flight crew stations 
are powered from the 115-volt a-c essential bus OD 
the flight engineer's overhead panel, through the in~ 
suument panel edge lighring variable autotraosformer 
at the respective crew station. The panel lights on the 
six .regularors in the relief crew compartment are 
powered from the 28-volt d-c nonessential bus on the 
flight engineer's o,•erhead panel, and are controlled 
by a. 2-position ON-OFF !Witch located adjacent to the 
relief crew radio coat.rol panel. 

Table Lights and Switches. 

Two table ljghts (figure 4-17), o.ne for the flight 
engineer and one for the navigator, are located io the 
flight compartment. The lights are powered from. 
the 115-volt a-c nonessential bus on rhe flight en
gineer's overhead panel, through the variable auto· 
transformers at the respecri,•e crew station. One table 
light is installed above the £light engineer's table and 
is controlled by the variable autotransformer, placarded 
OFF and BRIGHT. located OJJ. the flight deck conn-o1 
panel (.53, figu.-e 1·13). Rotating the autotransformer 
knob dockwjse jncreases the brjghtness of the ligh-c. 
The remaining table light is installed above the oavi-
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gator's table and is controlled in a similu ma.one~ at 
the navigator's light control panel (9, figure 4-14), 

Flight Engineer'$ Panel Flaodlights and Switch. 

Two red floodlights (figure 4·17) are iastalled at the 
flight engineer's station. The lights are powered from 
the 115-volt a-c .110.nessentia.l bus on i:he flight en
gineer's overhead panel through a variable autotrans· 
former, placarded OFF and BRIGHT, located on the 
flight deck light control panel (53, fig11re l-JJ). 

Navigator's Panel Floodlight and Switch, 

A red floodlight (figure 4-17) is installed at the navj. 
gacor'5 smtion and is powered from the 115-volt a-c 
nonessential bus o.n the flight engineer's overhead 
panel through a variable autotninsfotmer, placarded 
OFF and BRIGHT, located on the navigator's light 
control panel (9, figttre 4-13). 

Side Cargo Door Floodlights and Switch. 

'fwo floodlights (figure 4-17) a.re jostalled at the side 
cargo door. One light is mounted an i:he fuselage 
wall. over the ceater of the dou.r opening, and the 
orher is mounted on the door in such a manner that 
it will focus down on the area .icnmediately outSide 
me door opening when the door has been raised. The 
lights are controlled by a11 ON-OFF switch located on 
the fuselage forward inrerphone oontrol panel just aft 
of the side cargo door. The lightS are powered from 
the 115-volt a-c nonessential hm on the center fuselage 
left hand circuit breaker panel. 

Rear Cargo Daor Hydraulic Control Paniel Floadlight 
and Switch. 

A floodlight (figure 4·17) is installed on rhe bulkhead 
just forward of the rear cargo door hydraulic control 
panel foJ" illuminatioll of the panel. The floodlight is 
controlled by an ON-OFF switch, located on the rear 
cargo door ioterphone control panel. The light is 
powered frum the 28-volt a-c nonessential bus on 
the center fuselage left haod circuit breaker panel. 

Cargo Ramp Floodlights and Switch. 

Four floodlights (figure 4-17), imtallerl above the 
cargo loading ramp area at the .rear of the aircraft, 
are controlled by an ON-OFF switch located on the 
rear cargo door interphone control panel. The lights 

are powered from the 115·volt a•C nonessetttial bus 
on the cente.r fuselage left hand circuit breaker panel. 

Cabin Dome Lights and Switches . 

The cabin is equipped with 32 dome lights (figure 
4-17). Twelve of the lights are imtalled along the 
upper sides of each of the cabin walls in a .staggered 
arrangement &om the crew entrance door to the rear 
cargo ramp. Seven of the lighu are installed in tbe 
tail area, and one is installed over the area between 
the crew lavatory and the left side of the cabin. Ei.ther 
of the nvo ON·OFF swirches, one adjacent ro the right 
side of the crew eotraoce door aJJ.d the other located 
oo the rear cargo door interphone control panel, may 
be used to control the lights. The .right center, left 
forward, right aft, and left uft do.me ligb.ts are pow. 
ered from the 28-volt a-c nonessential bus on che center 
fuselage left ha11d clr<:uit breaker panel. The right 
forward lights are powered from the 28-volt a.-c noa
esseotial bus OD. tbe flight deck right haod auxiliary 
circuit breaker panel. 'I'he lights are controlled th.rough 
two 28·volt d-<: COJlt.rol relays which are powered fro.m. 
the 28-volt d-c nonessential bus on the flight en· 
gineer's overhead panel. 

Stairway Lights and Switches. 

'fwo 28-volt a-c stairway lights ate installecl, one 
over the crew entrance door and the other over the 
flight deck ladder. The lights arc powered from the 
28-volt a-c nonessential bns on the flight deck rigo.t 
hand auxiliary circuit breaker paoel, through the 
right forward dome light circuit breaker, The lights 
are controlled through the dome light control relay 
hy ON-OFF switches located adjacent to the crew 
entrance door and the relief crew oompartm.ent doot. 

Forward Cabin Dome Lights and Switch. 

Six 28-volt a-c dome lights (figure 1·17) are installed 
in compartment B, three on each side of the nosewhecl 
well. The lights are powered from che 28-volt a-c 
nonessential bus, through the lower forward dome 
light circuit breaker on the flight deck right hand 
auxiliary circuit breaker panel. The lighcs are con
trolled thruugh the dome light control relays by a 2-
position ON-OFF switeh located at the entrance to 
the B com parcment. 

Lavatory Lights and Switch. 

Two tubular-type lighm are mounted on the v.:all of 
the crew's lavatory and are controlled by an ON-OFF 
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switch located on the same wall. The lights are 
powered from the 28-vob: a-c nonessential bus oo the 
flight deck right hand auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 

Flight Deck Dame Lights and Swilches. 

Three dome lights (figure 4-17) are installed in the 
aft section of the flight deck; one in the relief crew 
compartment, one at the navigator's station and the 
other at the flight engineer's station. The light in the 
relief crew compartment is powered from the 28-volt 
a-c nonessential bus on the flight deck .right hand 
auxiliary circuit breaker panel. The light is controlled 
by a huilr-in 3-position switch placarded WHITE, 
OFF and RED. The dome light at the navigator's 
station is powered from the 115-volt a-c nonessential 
bus oo the flight engineer's overhead panel, through 
a variable autotramformer. It is controlled by the 
variable aurottansformer and a 2-position switch (9, 
figure 4-13), both of which are tocaced on the nav• 
igat0r'-s control panel. The light at the flight en
gineer's station is powered from the 115-volt a-c non· 
essential bus, through a. variable autotransformer. It 
is controlled by the autotransformer and a 2-positi.on 
!l'Witch lucated on the flight deck light control panel 
(53, jigut·e 1-13). The switches at both sta.ciom are 
placarded RED and WHITE and the autotramformcrs 
a.re placarded OFF and BRIGHT, Normally the switch· 
es are operated individually, however, the lights 
may be turned ON or OFF as a group by the do.cne 
light master control switch located on the pilots' over
head panel (figure 1-6), providing the autotransfor
mers are not OFF .. 'l'he flight deck right hand auxil
iary circuit is illuminated by 11 light controlled by 
the pilot's master dome light switch aod a 2-posicion 
switch placarded RED and WHITE located adjacent 
to the light. 

Cockpit Dome Lights and Switches. 

The two dome lightli (figure 4-17) installed in the 
cockpit are controlled by a 2-position swirch mounted 
on the pilots' overhead panel (figure 1-6). The switch 
positions a.re RED "And WlllTE. The brightness of each 
of the lights is controlled by its respective variable 
autotransformer, placarded OFF and BRIGHT, one 
located on the pilot's overhead side panel (1, figure 
1-5) and one located on the copilot's overhead side 
panel. The lights are powered from the 115-volt 
a-c bus on the flight engineer's overhead panel, 
through the Yariable autotransformers. 

Relief Crew Reading lights. 

Five 28-volt a-c lights (figure 4-17) are installed in 
rhe relief crew compartment, three oo tht: right side 
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above the crew bunk, and r:wo on the left side above 
the reclining seats. The lights are powered from the 
28-volt a•c nonessential bus on the flight deck right 
hand auxiliary circuit breaker panel, and controlled 
by ON-OFF switches mounted in the light fixnues. 
Each light can be adjmted by loosening the Jock 
screws on the face of the light assembly and rotating 
the ball to position the light beam u desired. 

OXYGEN SYSTEM .. 

A liquid oxygen system (jigurs 4·18) is iostatled which 
supplies oxygen at a presswe of approximately 300 psi 
to the ten diluter-demand type oxygen .regulators. It 
is a constant-pressure type system whjcb ~upplies gas
eow; oxyge~ on demand, by converting the liquid 
oxygen inro gaseous oxygen through a regulated evap-

• oration process. 

WARNING 

Liquid oxygen should be handled only by 
authwized per$onnel familiar with its prop
erties and skilled in its use. Skin contact with 
liquid oxygen will .result in severe burns. 
Liquid oxygen, in contact with combustible 
material such as clothing, grease, or oi4 may 
explode. 

OXYGEN DURATION TABLE. 

The O:>..'Ygen duratioo table (figure 4-19) shows a 
greater oxygen duration at· higher altitude. This is 
due ro the oxygen expansion to a greater volume at 
idtitude than at sea level. This expanflon is seven 
times greater at 40,000 feet than at sea level, there· 
fore. more oxygen is available for breathiL1g. With the 
oxygen diluter lever in NORMAL, the black figures 
1.how a progressive decrease in duration up to 25,000 
feet beceuse the D-2A regulator is feeding .an increas
ing amount of oxygen to compensate for increase of 
alticuue. Above 25,000 feet, the duration begins to 
increase because the increase in expansion of oxygen 
is greater than the increase in demand. At 28,000 ro 
32,000 feet, the D-2A regulator auromatically starts to 
feed 100 percent oxygen, therefore, the.. red (100%) 
and black (NORMAL) figures are the same above this 
altit11de. 

The D-2A regulator automatically 5tarts pressure-feed
ing of oxygen at 38,000 feet to offset the decrease of 

.r" 
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oxygen presswe. Additional oxygen used during pres
sure-feeding accounts for the duration at 40)000 feet 
being the same as at 35,000 feec:. 

CREW OXYGEN SUPPLY. 

The crew o:ii:ygeo supply is contained in a 25-liter 
storage tank-conven:er (figure 4-18) located on the 
left side of the cabin below the relief crew compart· 
ment. The oxygen supply filler valve (fig,we l •44) is 
located oo the outside of the fuselage. fo.rward of the 
.side cargo door . .A buildup and vent -valve is located 
adjacent t0 the filler valve and is designed so that the 
filler valve access door caD110t be closed unless the 
buildup and vent valve is in the BUILDUP position. 
When the aircraft is to be left Standing for an ex
tended period of time, especially during hot weather, 
the buildup and vent valve should be placed io the 
VENT position to prevent buildup of excessive pres· 
sures in the system. 

Liquid Oxygen Quantity Indicator, 

A liquid oxygen quantity indicator (28, figure 1-7) is 
located on the pilot's instrument panel. The indicator 
receives the indication of rhe oxygen level in the tank 
converter from a capacitance-type sensing element in· 
stalled in the cank-convercer. The indicating system 
is powered f.rom the 115-volt a-c essential bus OD the 
flight engineer's overhead panel. 

Note 

Under normal operation, the oxygen pressure 
in the liquid oxygen system will Dot dec.rease 
with usage until rhe liquid oxygen mpply is 
almost completely exhausted. Therefore, the 
liquid quantity indicaror is the primary indi~ 
cation of oxygen depletion. 

Liquid Oxygen low-level Warning light. 

A 28-volt d-c oxygen low-level warning light (41, fig· 
ure 1•7) is locared on the pilot's instrument panel. 'The 
light will come on to warn when the oxygen supply 
is less than 2½ lite.rs. The light is pov.·ered from 
rhe 28-volt d·c essential bus on the flight d&k left 
hand auxiliary circuit breaker panel. 

Liquid Oxygen System Test Switch. 

.A push-button type liquid oxygen test switch (41, f~g
ur.e 1-7) is located on the pilot's instrument panel, 
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below the liquid oxygen quaotity indicator, to pro
vide a means of checking the operation of the indi
cator. When the switch is pushed in, the pointer on the 
indicator will rotate counterclockwise, toward empty 
(allow about 15 to 20 degress of rotation). When the 
switch is released, the pointer should return to its 
original position. 

FLIGHT CREW OXYGEN REGULATORS. 

Four tyi,e D-2A diluter-demand oxygen regulators 
(figure 4-18) are installed, one of which is located at 
each flight crew Stl'ltion. Each .regulator is equipped 
with a combination oxygen flow and oxygen pressure 
indicator, an oxygen supply lever, an oxygen diluter 
lever, and a combination emergency oxyget;L and mask 
test lever, 

Oxygen Flow and Oxygen Pressure Indicator. 

Each flight crew station oxygen regulator is equipped 
with a combination oxygen flow and oxygen p.resmre 
iodicator. The pressure jndicator occupies the upper 
half of the indicator dial, and consists of a movable 
pointer and a dial graduated in incrementS of 100 psi. 
The range of the pressure indic:ator is from zero psi to 
;oo psi. At the 4;0 psl graduation, the dial is pla· 
carded FUll. The blinker-type oxygen flow indicator 
occupies the lower half of the indicaror dial. Black 
and luminescent segments alternately appear in slots 
in the indicator dial with each breath taken by the 
crew member, giving 11 visual indication that be is 
receiving oxygen from the regulator. 

Oxygen Supply Lever. 

Each flight crew station oxygen regulator is equipped 
with an oxygen s11pply lever. The supply lever has 
cwo positions. one of which is placarded OFF, and 
the orher placarded ON. Turning rhe supply lever to 
rhe right turns the -supply of oxygen on. Turoing the 
suppl}• lever to the left shuts off the supply of oxygen. 
The supply lever should be lefc in 1:he OFF position 
whenever the oxygeu regulator is oot in use. 

Oxygl!ln Diluter Lever. 

Each flight crew station oxygen regulator is equipped 
with an oxygen diluter lever. The diluter lever has 
two positiom, one of which is placarded NORMAL 
OXYGEN, and the other placarded 100% OXYGEN. 
Moving the diluter lever to the left selects NOR.MAI. 
OXYGEN for all normal nsage. Moving the diluter 
levet to the tight .selects 100% OXYG:Ei."'1 for emer
gency use. 

' ' 
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Emergency Oxygen and Ma1k Teat Levar. 

Each flight crew station oxygen regulator is equipped 
with a 3-position, combination emergency oxygen and 
mask test Jever, placarded EMERGENCY and PRESS 
TO TEST MASK. Moving the lever either to the 
left or r.ight 0£ the center position permits oxygen 
to flow from the regulator under positive i,ressure 
for emergency use. Placing the lever in the center 
position shuts off the flow of uxygen under positive 
pressure and returns the oxygea regulator co normal 
diluter-demand operation. Pressing the Jever in when 
it is in the cente.r position permits oxygen to flow 
from the regulator under a positive pressure, which 
is greater than that obtained with the lever w either 
of the two emergency positions. The PRES.Ii TO TEST 
MASK position is used to test the crew members 
oxygen mask and oxygen mask hose for leakage. When 
the lever .is .released from the PRESS TO TEST 
MASK posirion, it returns to the off position. 

Nota 

When positive pressures are required, it is 
mandatory that the oxygen mask be well 
fitted to the face. Unless special precautions 
are taken to insure against leakage, continued 
use of positive pressures -will result io the 
rapid depletion of the oxygen supply, and can 
al~ result in extremely cold oxygen flowing 
to the mask. 

RELIEF CREW OXYGEN REGULATORS. 

S.ix type MD-1 diluter-denu1nd oxygen regulators 
(figure 4-18) are installed, rwo of which are located 
at each reli~f crew station. Each regulator is equipped 
with an oxygen flow indicator. an oxygen pressure 
indicarot, an oxygen supply lever, an oxygen dilute.r 
lever, and a combination emergency oxygen and mask 
re.st lever. 

Oxygen Flow lndicatof. 

Each relief c:rew srarion oxygen regulacor is equipped 
with a bliokec-type oxygen flow indicaror, placarded 
FLOW. Black and luminescent segments alternately 
appear in tbe flow indicator window with each breath 
taken by the crew member, gjving a visual indication 
that he is receiving oxygen from the regulator. 

Oxygen Presi;ure Indicator. 

Each relief crew station oxygen rl!gulator is equipped 
with an oxygen pressure indicator, placarded OXY· 
GEN P.S.I. The pressure indicator consists of a mov
able pointer and a dial graduated in increments of 

10 psi from zero psi to 100 psi, and in increments of 
100 ps.i from 100 psi to 500 psi, 

Oxygen Supply Lever. 

Each relief crew station oxygen regulator is equipped 
with a 2-posirion oxygen supply lever, placarded 
SUPPLY. which hai1 the placarded positions ON, and 
OFF. Moving the suppJy lever up turns the supply 
of oxygen on. Moving the supply lever down shutS 
off the supply of oxygen. The supply lever should 
be left in the OFF position whenever the oxygen 
regulator is nor in use. 

Oxygen DIiuter Lever. 

F.ach relief crew station oxygen regularor is equipped 
with a 2-po.,;ition OX)'gen diluter lever which. has the 
placarded positions 100% OXYGEN and NORMAL 
OXYGEN. Moving the lever down selects NORMAL 
OXYGEN for all normal usage. .Moving the diluter 
lever up selects 100% OXYGEN for emergency use. 

Emergency Oxygen and Mask Test Lever. 

Each reli.ef crew station oxygen regulator is equipped 
w.ith a 3-position, combination emergency oxygen and 
mm test lever, which has the placarded positions 
EMERGENCY, NORMAi., and TEST MASK. During 
normal operation, the lever i.!'l placed in che center, or 
NORMAL (IOSition. l\loving the lever up, to the 
EMERGENCY position permit!! oxygen to flow from 
the regularor under positive pressure for emergency 
use. Moving the lever back to the NOR.MA I. posicion 
~hues off the flow of oxygen under positive pressure 
and returns the oxygen regularor to aormal dilurer• 
demand operation. Moving the lever down. to the 
TEST MASK position, permits oxygen co .flow from 
the regulator under a positive pressure, which js 
greater than that obtajoed with the lever in the 
EMERGENCY position. The 1'EST MASK position js 
used to tesr the crew member•s oxygen .mask and 
oxygen mask hose for leakage. After this rest is made, 
the lever 11hn11ld be returned to the NORMAL posi
tion. 

Note 

When rositive pressures are required, it is 
mandatory that the oxygen mask be well 
fitted t0 the face. U.nless special precautions 
are taken to insure again1t"t leakage, continued 
use of positive pressures will result in the 
rapid depletion of the oxygen supply, and 
can also result in extremely cold oxygen 
flo-.:ving to the mask. 
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Oxygen Duration Table MAN HOURS 

BLACK FIGURES - NORMAL 

RED :S:IGUllES - 1:gp% 

• 
LITERS OF UQUID OXYGEN 

25 20 15 10 5 4 3 2 1 

150.0 120.0 90.0 60.0 30.0 24.0 18.0 . 12.0 6 .0 

.. 2.9 ~4.2 1.5 . 6 1 7.' 8.5 6.8 5 . 1 3 .4 I 7 
' 

I t 4 
150.0 120.0 90.0 , 60.0 30.0 24,0 18.0 12.0 6.0 

53 4 42.4 31 .8 21 2 10.6 8.4 6 .3 4 .2 2. 1 

123.3 98.6 73.9 4?.3 24,6 19.7 14.7 9.8 4.9 

66.5 53"' 399 26 "- 1 l. 10.6 79 5.3 2.6 

109.l 8 7.2 65.4 43.6 2 1 .8 17.4 13 .0 8.7 4.3 

87.9 70.:2 52,6 35. 1 , 7 -.J 14.0 10.5 1 .0 3.S 
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OXYGEN SYSTEM PREFLIGHT CHECK. 

The following should be accomplished prior ro flight. 

L Oxygen Supply Lever - ON. 

The pressure gage sbouJd read approximately 300 psi 

2. Oxygen Regulator - Check. 

W ith the diluter lever first at NORMAL OXYGEN 
p osi rio11 and then at the 100% OXYGEN position as 
follows: Blow gently into the oxygen regulator hose 
as during normal exhalation. If there is slight resist
ance to blowing , the system is satisfaccory. Little or no 
resistance indicates a faulty demand diaphragm or 
diluter valve. 

3. Oxygen D iluter Lever - 1()()0,6 OXYGEN. 

4. Emergency Oxygen and Mask Test Lever -
PRESS TO TEST MASK. 
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The oxygen flow indicator should indicare a continu
ous f low. 

5. Flow Indicator - Check. 

With the emergency oxygen and mask tesc lever de
pressed, block the end of the regulator hose wit h the 
hand . The flow indicator should indicate no flow. 

6. Oxygen Mask - Conoe,cr co hose. 

Check for 10- to 20-pound pull for disconnection. 
Recheck hose and check for breathing on both NOR
MAL OXYGEN and 100% OXYGEN. 

7. Emergency Oxygen and Mask Test Lever -
PRESS TO TEST MASK. 

With mask in place, press the emergency oxygen and 
n1ask cesc lever and hold breath; che oxygen f[o\1;· 
<.ndicator should indicate no flow. 

--
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8. Emergency Toggle I.ever - Release. 

9. Oxygen Diluter Lever - NORMAL OXY
GEN, The system is now .ready for use. 

PORTABLE OXYGEN B0i'(LE5. 

Five type MA-1 pressure-demand portable oxygen bot
tles are provided. One portable oxygen botcle is located 
at the pilot's station, one at the copilot's srarioo, o.ne 
at rhe side of the buffet in the .relief crew compart· 
m.eot, one in the lavat0ry, and one on the .right wall 
of the cargo compa.nme11t, just forward of the power 
distribution panel. Each portable oxygen bottle is 
equipped with a clip for attaching the bottle to the 
clotbiog of the crew member using it, a type A-21 
regulator containing a pressure indicator aod pressure 
regulating knob, and ao adapter for recharging the 

I bottle. 

Portable Oxygen Battle Rechargars. 

Five portable oxygen bottle .recharge,s (figure 4-18) are 
provided, one adjacent to each portable oxygen bottle 
location. One recharger is located ac the pilot's station, 
one at the copilot'!! station, one at rhe side of the buffet 
in the reHef crew compartment, one in the lavatory, 
and one on the right wall of the cargo compartmen~ 
just forward of the power distribution panel. 

OXYGEN SYSTEM - NORMAL OPERATION. 

The oxygen supply lever should be ON and the oxy
ge.o diluter lever should be at the NORMAL OXY
GEN position. 

OXYGEN SYSTEM EMERGENCY OPERATION. 

If 100 percent oxygen is desired. set the oxygen diluter 
lever to the 100% OXYGEN position. If an oxygen 
regulator a.ta flight crew station becomes inoperative, 
move the emergency oxygen and mask test lever either 
to the left or .right of the center position., or press the 
lever IN, in the center position and hold it, for 
maximum presSW'e. If ao oxygen .i:egulator at a relief 
crew station becomes inoperative, move the emergency 
oxygen and mask teSt lever up, t.o the EMERGENCY 
position, or down, to the TEST MASK p05itiou for 

• maximum prcsi;ure. 

Changed 14 June 1962 

Note 

When. use of 100% OXYGEN or the use of 
the emergency toggle lever becomes neces• 
sary, the pilot should be informed of this 
action. Use of 100% OXYGEN or use of the 
emergency toggle lever will reduce oxygen 
duration of the aircraft. After the emergency 
is over, ser the oxygen diluter lever to NOR· 
MAL OXYGEN and, jf the emergency toggle 
lever -was usw, close the emergency valve by 
moving the emergency toggle lever to the 

• • center position. 

AUTOPILOT CAIRCRAff AF59-528 AND 
SUBSEQUENT AND AIRCRAFT WITH 
T.C.T.O. 518). 

The MB-7 autopilot i-s a gyrosoopically controlled, 
electrically aetuated system which automatically oper
ates the flight conti:ols to mainn1in a stabilized attitude 
and a .selected flight path. The modes of autopilot 
operation are as follows: Standby. Auropilot Engage, 
Altitude Control, Loatlizer-VOR, Glide Slope and 
Leveling. In addition, the system provides stjck steer
ing, automatic pitch trim, and TACAN beam tracking. 
The autopilot may be engaged when the aircraft is in 
~ay normal flight attitude, and may be used, during 
climbs, descents, in the power approach configuration 
(25 degrees flap), and in the cruise configuration at 
speeds up tO 274 knots and a Mach of 0.56 (see Air
speed Limitatio.os, Section V). However, it is recom· 
mended that the autopilot not be used when making 
jet penetrations since the autopilot is limited in ics 
ability to maintain trim requirements during this 
maneuver. The electrical controls for selecting the de
sired mode of operation are located on the autopilot 
£nncrion selector panel (figure 4-20) on the control 
pedestal. Stick steering functions on only the pitch and 
roll axes, however, the autopilot will control the 
rudde.r tO provide coordinated flight. lf .miscoordioa• 
tion is desired, the rudder ·servo must be overpowered 
manually. The autopilot limits are 20-degcees pirch 
and 30-degrees bank. Should stick steering control 
exceed these limits or if rhe autopilot is engaged in 
e"XCess of these limits, the aircraft will return to ap· 
proximately the specified limits when the conrrol 
wheel is .released. When the control wheel is .released 
at any pitch angle within 20 degrees and a hank angle 
berween 8 and 30 degrees. this attitude wjll be main
tained. When roll is introduced by gusts, with the 
leveling switch engaged. the aircraft will automati
cally level so that heading control is maintained. When 
a roll of less thao 8 degrees is induced through bank 
stick steering, the aircraft will automatically return 
to level flight and any new heading reference existing 
at the instant the control wheel is released. Power is 
supplied to the autopilot equipment from the non
essential 200-volt, 3-phase a-c bus through a 3-phase 
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circuit breaker on the flight engineer's overhead panel 
and by the autopi.lot power switch on the auropilot 
J-box. 

WARNING 

When climbing at speed for best rate of climb 
or when cruising at at constant true airspeed, 
the stall margin decreases with increasing 
altitude. In the event of an autopilot nose-up 
hardover during climbs, or while cruising at 
altitudes above 26,000 feet, recovery should 
be iniriared immediately since the aircraft 
may reach stall in less than the normal 3-sec
cond .response time. For cruise at altitudes of 
26,000 feet or less, 3 seconds or more are 
available prior to reaching stall. 

AUTOPILOT POWER SWITCH. 

A 2-positi~ guarded autopilot power switch (figure 
4-20) is located on top of the autopilot junction box, 
to the left of the navigator's table. 'I'he switeh posi· 
tions w:e placarded NORMAL (guard down) and 
GROIIl'ro POSITION. 'this switch must be in the 
NORMAL position any time tbe engines are operating 
to prevent damage ro vertical gyro.s. However, the 
switch should be in the GROUND POSITION when· 
ever the engines are not operating, to prevent excess 
wear o.o the equipment. 

AUTOPILOT ENGAGE SWITCH. 

.A 2-position, solenoid-held autopilot engage swirch 
(placarded AUT. PILOT) is located on the autopilot 
function selector panel (figure 4-20). When the switch 
is positioned ro ON, automatic control of the aircraft 
about its three axes, automatic pitch trim, and heading 
control are provided. Through an interlock -system all 
modes of operation except STANDBY are inoperable 
when this switch is in the OFF position. 

Note 

If power to the autopilot is interrupted dur· 
ing flight, the aircraft should be flown in a. 
level attitude, power applied to the autopilot, 
and level flight maintained for at lea.st 3 min• 
utes to allow proper erection of the vertical 
gyro, 1'he auropilor may then be reengaged. 

AUTOPILOT RELEASE SWITCHES. 

Two autopilot release sw.itches (figure 4-20), one lo
cated on each control column wheel, pe.rmit either 
pilot to disengage the autopilot sys.rem from the flight 
.controls. 

ALTITUDE SWITCH. 

A 2-positioo, solenoid-held altittufe switch (placarded 
ALT-CONTROL) is located on the autopilot function 
selector panel (figure 4-20). When the switch is posi• 
tioned to ON, it selects the existing barometric altitude 
and controls the aircraft to ma.intaiu. this altitude dur
ing turns or straight and level flight. An interlock 
.system prevents operation of the altitude conrol when 
the autopilot engage switch is OFF. Another interlock 
disengages the altitude control when the glide slope 
switch is positioned ro ON. However, if a change of 
alirude is made through coocrol stick steering, the 
altitude control switch will remain in the ON position 
and a new reference altitude will result upon release of 
the control wheel. Altitude control may be engaged 
during normal rates of climbs or descents, however~ an 
inicial overshoot will result bef~e the aircraft remrns 
to the altitude at whjch the switch was engaged. 

Note 

During flap excens.ion (with the ALT CON
TROL switch ON), a ballooning effect will 
be noted, followed by aircraft return to .refer
ence altitude. The reverse is tr\lC on flap re-

• traction. 

Note 

After sustained period of flight with the 
altitude control ON, a ballooning effect may 
be experie.oced. The altitude will gradually 
increase to approximately 20 lo 30 feet above 
the reference altitude and then return to the 
reference altitude. This condition is recur
rent and may be corrected in flight by drain
ing the static system. The auropilot air data 
control is an the copilot's secondary static 
system and the drain valve fo.r the air data 
control is located at station 135 on the right 
hand side. Drain the smtic Hne onlv. • 

Place the altitude control switch in the OFF 
position before draining the static lines to 
prevent erratic operation of the autopilot 
while the drain valve is open. 

lOC•VOR CONTROL SWITCHES. 

LOCALIZER-VOR/TACAN Control Switch. 

A 2-position, solenoid-held LOCAUZER-VOR/T A· 
CAN control switch {placarded LOC-VOR) is located 
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on the a.utopjlot fuoaion selector panel (fi.gure 4-20), 
Positioning of the switch selects TACAN or VOR
ILS modes of operation depending on the position 
of the VOR-ILS/TACAN selector switch. 

VOR-ILS/TACAN Selector Sw1tch. 

A 2-position VOR-IIS/T ACAN selector switch (fig
ure 4-2'0) (placarded INST. SEJ.ECT.) is located ou 
the pilots' control pedestal. The switch has the pla
carded positiom T ACAN and VOR.-JLS. Lights ad
jacent ro the switch placards .indicate the mode of 
operation selected. Placing the swju:h in the VOR-ILS 
position selects course information from the VOR 
recejves: for presenrarion on the course indicators and 
for beam tracking. Placing the switch in T .A.CAN 
position selects course information fi:om the TACAN 

• receiver. 

VOR/TACAN Operation. 

Placing the LOC-VOR switch in the ON posi.tion will 
disengage the LEVELING switch and engage the VOR 
or TACAN coupler. The aUtOpil.ot will intercept the 
desired course of the VOR or T ACAN station selected, 
providing the desired course is set in the course 
window of the ID-351 indicator. The tracking infor
mation for the ID-351 indicator for autopilot com
mand is selected with the VOR-ILS/T ACAN radio 
seJeetor switeh (17, figure 4-12) located 011 the pilots' 
control pedestal. 

Note 

The appearance of a red flag on the CDI 
(ID-351) will .indicate to the pilot that auto
matic flight control to the selected station is 
no longer .reliable. 

Engagement can be made at any bank angle up to the 
limits of rhe autopilot. An interlock system will dis· 
engage VOR or TACAN switch if LEVELING switch 
is positioned to ON. (Engagement of LOC-VOR switch 
will disengage LEVELING switch; engagement of 
LEVEI.ING switch will disengage LOC-VOR switch.) 
Course interception will result from: 

1. A 60-degree intercept angle to the selected 
course, 30 miles from the station. 

2. A 90-degree intercept angle to the selected 
course, 50 miles from the station. 

3. A 135-degree intercept angle to the selected 
course, 125 miles from the station. 

When engaging VOR and T ACAN jo all the preced
ing intercepcs, the pointer should normally be approx-
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imately one and one-half dots from the center of the 
indicator (ID-351). On engagement, the autopilot 
will turn toward the station which may be away from 
the CDI, until heading and course displacement sig· 
nals caocel. The autopilot then will turn the aircraft 
to intercept the beam. 

When station passage is imminent, disengage the LOC
VOR switch. When a stable indication on the CDI 
is obser-..·ed, reengage the LOC-VOR switch to ia.ter• 
cept desired outbound course. If the preceding dis
engagement is not accomplished, bank angles up to 
25 degrees and undesirable heading changes may be 
experienced during ovei:-the•statioo operation. 

LOC-ILS Operation. 

Placing the LOC·VOR switch to ON will disengage 
the leveling switch, and automatic interception of 
the localizer oour.se of the selecced 11..S station will 
then be acromplished. Engagement can be made at 
any baok angle up to the limits of the a~topilot. 
Aummatic ILS back course approaches are JlOt po ... 
sible. The interlock. system will disengage the LOC
VOR switch if the leveling switch is positioned to 
ON. Localizer course interceprs will :result from: 

1. A 45-deg.ree intercept angle ro the 1.ocalizel'., 
8 miles from the station. 

2. A SO-degree intercept angle to the localizer, 
12 miles from the station. 

3. .A 90-degree intercept angle to the localizer, 
20 miles £.rom the station, 

4. A 135-degree intercept aagle to the localizer,. 
25 miles from the station. 

ID-351 Turn Procedure. 

The course set knob on the ID-351 indicator may be 
used for small increments of turn as follows: 

1. VOR and TACAN - OFF. 

2. Autopilot - E.i.~GAGED. 

3. 1D-351 Course Set Knob -SET AT DESIRED 
HEADING IN ID-351 WlNDOW. 

4. LOC-VOR Switch - ON. 

a, If the heading set in the ID-3!11 window i.s 
the same as the aircraft heading the aircraft will 
continue on approximately the same course. 
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b. If JD-351 and aircraft headings Bl'e differ
ent, the aircraft will fly approximately the same course 
as set in the ID·351 window. 

c. 1'be course set knob may be adjusted to 
make desired changes in headings. 

d. Errors of up to ±5 degrees between the 
ID-351 window heading and the N-1 compass repeater 
indicator heading ore possible, therefore, the N-1 com
pass headings should be used for navigation of the 
aircraft. 

Polar Grid Navigation, 

Polar grid navigation techniques, using the ID-351 
heading cont.rol, are the same as .o.ormol heading con
trol ope.rations. 

GLIDE SLOPE $WITCH. 

A 2-positioo, solenoid-held glide slope switch (plo.
carded GLIDE PA TH) is located on the autopilot 
selector panel (figu,;e 4-20). When the switch js posi
tioned to ON, the autopilot controls pitch anirude of 
the aircraft to hold the airer.aft on the glide slope, 
co.tttrol stick steering is locked out, and altitude hold 
switch is disengaged. An interlock prevenrs engage
men of rhe glide slope switch unless the LOC-VOR 
switch is ON and the ARN-14 radio i!I tuned to a 
localizer frequency. It is recoroweoded that engage· 
me.ots to the glide slope be made a.r the puhlished fix 
and altimde. 'fhis will gene.rally result in engagements 
1100 and 3000 feet above fieJd elevation. If che 
glide .slope is engaged above 3000 feet, the glide 
slope ·switch may be mmcd OFF, and then ON ar 
intervals of approximately ever.y 1;00 feet of descent, 
ro obtain .tnore positive control by starting the altirude 
compensation on a new cycle. Oversensitive ope.ration 
on the glide slope will be obtained when engaging 
below 1100 feet because of high gain settings of the 
autopilot in the final phases of the approach. Dis
engagement of the autopilot at minimum approach 
altitude is accomplished by eirher of the autopilot re
lease switches (figure 4-20) on both control columti 
wheels or by the autopilot engage -switch, 

LEVELING SWITCH. 

A 2-position, solenoid-held leveling switch is locared 
on tb.e autopilot function selector panel (figur~ 4-20), 
This switch should be U!led durjng flight in turbulent 
air when it is desired to maintain. a coastont heading. 
In the ON position, this switch maintains heading 
during gust displacements in excess of an 8·degree 
bank angle. An interlock system disengages the level
ing s~·itch when pilot effort js applied jn the .roll axis 
and the bank angle exceeds 8 degrees, o.r if the LQC. 
VOR swin:h is positioned to ON. The interlock sys· 
rem will a.lso disengage the LOC--VOR switch when 
the leveling switch is positioned to ON. 'fhe leveling 

switch may be used to roll out of a twn. However, 
several oscillations in heading may occur before stab
ilization. If the leveling switch is disengaged prior to 
heading and wi.ogs level stabili.zation, the aitplane 
may assume a new bank angle and continue to tum 
depending upon mnditions at the moment of dis
engagement. 

AUTOPILOT THREE•AXIS TRIM INDICATOR. 

The three-axis trim indicator (figr,re 4.2()) is located 
on the lower right-hand comet of the pilot's instru.· 
ment panel. Prior to engagement of the autopilot, the 
three·axis trim indicator indicares the syncb.ronlzed 
condition of the autopilot. 1£ the indices are not 
aligned, a malfunctioo exists and the autopilot shonld 
not be engaged. After engagemeo.l of the autopilot, 
the indicator shows the trim condition between the 
autopilot and the aitcraft. If. the rudder or aileron 
indices are not aligned, they may be centered by 
manual trhnming, using the rudder or aileron trim 
wheels (the elevator is automatically trimmed). It is 
recommended that manual trimming should only be 
accomplished with autopilot disengaged. With the 
autopilot engaged, a cross check of the turn and slip 
indicator should be made as a £nrther indication of an 
out of trim condition of the airoaft. Disengagement 
of the autopilot in an out of trim condition will result 
io a disengage transient, 

CONTROL STICK STEERING OPERATION. 

After the autopilot is engaged, changes in pi.tch. or 
bank can only be made by the use of stick steering. 
During pitch or bank angle changes, the autopilot 
pitch axis or roll axis "'ill be disengaged until the 
control wheel is released. During VOR, ILS and glide 
slope operation, bank stick: steering is inoperative. 
During glide slope operation, pitch stick steering is 
also inoperative. 

Hardover Recovering Technlque1. 

Aileron and elevator hardovers should be recovered 
by use of control stick steering. The autopilot should 
be disengaged whenever a hardover is experienced; 
disengagement may be acoompJished either before, 
after, or during the recovery. 

Rudder hardove.rs should be manually overpowered 
and the rudder returned to neutral position before 
disengaging the autopilot. 

To preclude the possibilty of the- autopilot 
subsequenrly malfunci:ioning and introducit1g 
a hardover signal which .may exceed struc
tur.ill limits, do not re-engage the autopilot 
after a hardover has been experienced. 
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AUTOPILOT - NORMAL OPERATION. 

1. Aircraft - Trim. 

2. Autopilot' Three-axis Trim lndic:at0r - Poin
ters centered. 

3. AUT-PILOT Switch - ON. 

4. .Altitude Coouol Switch- ON (if desired). 

• 5. Leveling Switch - ON (if desired, 
tain heading during mrbalent air operation). 

ro main-

On those aircraft equipped with rudder vor
tex: generators, structural p.roteetioo through
out the speed range is provided by the rudder 
smps. If ainpeed is above 168 knots IAS 
aad the 18½ degrees rudder warning strip 
romes on, the autopilot should not be opet· 
ated. This is to preclude the possibility of the 
autopilot subsequently malfunctiOD1ng and 
introducing a hardover signal into the rudder 
and exceeding sttuctural limits. 

Disengaging Autopilot. 

l. AUT-PILOf Switch- OFF. 

This will release all modes of operation except standby 
(conuol wheel autopilot release switches may also be 
used). 

NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT. 

N-1 COMPASS SYSTEM. 

The N-1 compass system is a remote indicating, direc• 
tional reference system c011Sisting of the following 

• 
UDIC!. 

1. A maste.r indicator located on the navigator's 
console (8, figure 4-13). 

2. Two repeater indimtors located OD the main in
srrument panel (14 and 51, figure 1•7). 

3. A compass transmitter located in the tail cone 
(26, pgure 4-10). 

4. A compass signal amplifier (ME-lA) and a N-1 
compass amplifier, both located in the forward elec
tronic rack (8, figure 4-10). 
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5. A slaving control, also located io the fo.rwatd 
electronjc rack. 

6. N-1 compass directional gyro located below the 
navigator's table. 

It may be operated. ln either of two modes: as a gyro
stabilized magnetic compass, responding to the influ• 
ence of the earth's magnetic field; or as a gyro-con
trolled directional indicator desbved from the earth's 
magnetic field and incori,omting a servo mechanism 
which automatically correm for gym precession aod 
apparent gyro drift due to the earth's rotation. This 
automatic correct.ion of the apparent gy.ro drift enables 
the airc.raft ro fly a TRUE beadi.og .relative to the 
earth's surface (desaibe a great circle route). Selec:
tion of either mode of operation a made by means of 
the latitude correction knob on tbe face of the mas
ter iodicator (figure 4-21) insmlled at the navigator's 
Station. When the latitude correction pointer is in 
the OFF position, the system. functions as a gyro stabiJ.. 
.i%ed magnetic compass. When the latitude correction 
pointer is in any position other than OFF (latitude 
correction set in), the :system functioos as a gyro-con
ttolled directional indicator, which is extremely val
uable in high altitudes and areas of weak or djstocted 
magnetic signals. 

The N-1 compass system alS10 provides directional 
reference fo.r the auoopilot aod, through the master 
indicator, supplies directional signals to operate the 
pilot's and copilot's directional repeatei: indicators, 
which reflect the mode of operation selected by the 
.navigator on rbe master indicator. The N·l compass 
system is powered from 28-volt d-c and 11.5-voltt 3~ 
phase a-c essential busses located o.n the flight en
gineer's overhead panel. (See N-1 Compass Sysrem, 
Section Vll for principles of operation.) 

N-1 Compass Master lndicatar. 

The N-1 comp3$S master indjcntor (Jigttre 4-21) is in
stalled at the navigator's station. The master indicator 
has a compass card, heading pointer, annunciator
pointer and dial, synchroni%er knob, latitude co.rrec· 
tioo pointer and dial, latitude correction knob, and 
a servo dot. The annunciator dial is marked L-R, and 
the aonuncjaror pointer will indicate whether the 
heading pointer is left or right 0£ the correct mag
neric heading when the N-1 is operating in the mag· 
nt:tic function. The synchronizer knob has two pur
poses: (1) when operating in the magnetic function, 
it is used to reset the heading pointer when the an
nunciator pointer indicates that the beading pointer 
has drifted off the correcr .magnetic h~ing, and (2) 
when operating io the gyro controlled function, it is 
used to .rotate the heading pointer to the desired true 
head-ing. The latitude correction dial in the center of 
the justru.ment face is graduated from. 90 degrees N 
.on the ldr up to .zero degrees and then down to 90 

r 
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Figure 4-21 UA.81-265 

degrees S on the right. The latitude. correction 
pointer is controlled by the latitude correction ·knob 
a-r the upper right corner of the instrument. W hen the 
proper latitude correction (corresponding to the area 
of airer.aft operations) is set in, the heading p.olnter 
reflects this correction of apparent gyro drift due to 
the ear.ch's rotation, and indicai:es the true beading. 
T he servo dot is located next to the E marker on the 
:iosttument face, and oscillates oc rotates when the 
io.strumenr is correcting itself for erro.t. 

Note 

The autopilot relies on signals from the N-1 
compass master indicator; therefore the pilot 
should be notified before any changes are 
made to the indicated headings of the master 
heading pointer. 

Repeater Indicators. 

Two repe.ater indicators (14 and 51, figure 1-7) are lo• 
cated on the pilots' instrume11t panel, one for the pilot 
and one for t he copilot. Both indicators have knobs 
installed wh ich roay be used to totate rhe compass card 
and heading pointer arou.nd to place the desired head· 
ing under the inStrument index. Both i·ndicators re
peat the beading and mode of operation selected by 
the master indicator. 

N-1 Compass Power-Off W arn·ing Lights. 

Two 28-volt a-c compass power-off warning lights 

will come on j f power is not being supplied to the 
N-1 compass system. One is located adjacent ro the 
master jndicaror (8, tigure 4·13) on the n·avigaror's 
console and the other (12, figure 1-7) is located on the 
pjlot.'s instrument panel. The lights are powered from 
the 28-volt a-c essential bus on th e flight deck right 
hand auxiliary circuit breaker panel. Conc;rol is 
through the d-c power relay w hich is p.owered from 
the 28-volt d-c essential bus on the flight engineer's 
overhead pane.I. 

ME- lA Compass Sig nal Amplifier. 

'The ME-IA compass signal amplifier is installed as a 
part of the N · l compass system, to enable the repeater 
indi:cator output of the N-1 system to be capable of 
driving more thao the normal four repeater i ndica
tors. The signal amplifier provides 26- an d 36-volt 
synchro excitation in addition to the power to drive a 
maximum of 20 synchro repeaters from the single 
source in the N -1 compass master indicator. All of 'the 
RMI cards plus the localizer deviation indicato r are 
d riven through the ME-1 amplifier to provide azi
·muth reference. 

N-1 COMPASS SYSTEM PREFLIGHT. 

1. Power Supply-ON (power-off warning light 
-OFF). 
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2. latitude Correction Pointer - OFF. 

3. Master Indicator Heading - SYNOIR.O 
"NIZED. 

Synchronize the master indicator ~eadi.og with the 
DT-17:?> AJN remote compass transmitter. 

Note 

Synchronization is accomplished by eogag· 
ing and .rota.ting the synchronizer control 
knob, thns rotating the heading poi~ter o!1 
the master indicator UDtil the annunciator 1S 

zeroed. The master indicaU>r heading pointer 
should then indicate the correct magnetic 
heading; any serious divergence from the 
.magnetic heading should be investigated for 
possible local magnetic disturbances affect· 
ing the DT-173 AJN rem.ore compass trans· 

• 1D.1tter. 

4. Synchronizer Control Knob-ROTATE. 

Engage control knob and rotate the master indicator 
in a clockwise direction. 

Note 

The master indicator heading pointer should 
follow clockwise. 

5. Master Indicator Heading Pointer - SET. 

Set pointer 3 to 5 degrees to the right. of the ~ag· 
netic heading. 

Note 
The annunciaror pointer should move to the 
right of center (approximately 30 degrees) 
int0 the area marked L. The position of rhe 
anounciator pointer in the L area indicates 
rhat the synchroni:r,er control knob and the 
master indicator heading pointer are to be 
r0tated to the left (counterclockwise) to 
synchronize the inStrument. 

6. Servo Correction Indicator (white dot seen 
through the opening .near the E mark nn the n1aste.r 
indicator dial)-ROTATING COU1'1.1TERCLOCK
WISE. 

Note 

The servo correction indicator should rotate 
counterclockwise (during rotation of the 
sy11cbrooi2er coatrol knob to the left) to in• 

• • dicate that the correction servo motor is ro-
tating in that direction, and is .returning the 
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master indicator heading pointer to the cor
rect magnetic heading. The heading poi.o.tu 
should return slowly to its orlginal heading 
and the annunciator should approach the 

• • center pos1tton, 

7. Syncbroniuir Control Knob-ROTATE. 

Engage and rotate in a mmlte.rclockwise direction.. 
The maste.r indicator heading pointer should follow 
in the same direction. Set the hesdiog pointer 3 to 5 
degrees to the left of the magnetic headjng. The an
nunciator pointer should move to the left of ceoter 
(approximately 30 degrees) .into the area marked R. 
The position of the pointer lo , the R area indicates 
that the synchronizer conc,ol · knob and the master 
indicaror are to be .rotated to the right (clockwise) to 
synchronize the insuument. 

8. Servo Correction Indicuor-ROTATING 
CLOCKWISE. 

Note 

This indicates th.at the syStem is correcting 
in the proper djrection to return the master 
indicator pointer to the correcc .magnetic 
heading. The heading pointer should return 
slowly to in original heading and the an
nunciator should approach the center posi-

• t1on. 

9. Latitude Correction Control Knob-RO
T ATE TO 90 DEGREES N. 

Rotate the ]atitude correcti~n pointer to 90 degrees N. 
and observe that the latitude correction pointe.r ro
tates clockwise. 

10. Latitude Correction Control Knob - R.0-
T ATE SLOWLY TO ZERO DEGREES. 

Slowly rotate the latitUde correction pointer to zero 
degrees. Observe that the speed of the cor.reaion servo 
indiaicor gradually dimini!ihe& and stops completely 
when rhe a. degree position of the latitude correction 
pojnter is reached. 

11. Latitude Cor.reetion Control Knob- RO
TATE TO 90 DEGREES S. 

Continue to rotate the latitude correction pointer to 
90 degrees S. Observe that the servo cor.rection jndica· 
tor rotaies counterclockwise with speed 'Of rotation 
reaching a maximum at 90 degrees S. 

12. Latitude Correction Control Knob - SET. 

Set latitude correction pointer on local latitude. 
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13, Directional Gyro-ROTATE MANU.ATJ.Y. 

Manually rotate the directional gyro in a horizontal 
plane about .its vertical axis, first clockwise, then 
counte.rclockwise, as far as its shock .mounts will pet· 
mit (about 2 degrees), The master indioator heading 
pointer should follow accordingly. This is an iodica· 
tion that the szirnuth signal cirroit is functioning. 

14. Repeater Indicator (pilot's stat.ion) - CHECK. 

Check indicator by rotating the synchronizer control 
knob on the master indicator 360 degrees, first clock· 
wise, then counterclockwise. The pointer should fol· 
low the master .indicator heading smoothly, without 
sticking or lagging. 

15, Magnetic Slaved Operation-CHECK SYN• 
OiRONIZATION. 

For magnetic slaved operation, proceed as follows: 
Place the latitude coo.trol knob in the OFF position 
and check that the system is synchronized by observ
ing that the master indicator pointer is indicating the 
correct magnetic heading. and that the annunciator 
is at the center position. 

16. Latitude Correction and Master Indicator 
Heading Pointers-SET FOR DIRECTIONAL IN· 
DICATION (G'YR.O) OPERATION. 

a. Latimde Correction Control Knob - Set 
the latitude correction pointer to the local latitude. 

b. Sync..hro.aizer Control Knob - Engage and 
adjmt the masre.r indicator heading pointer to the 
desired heading. 

NORMAL OPERATION -MAGNETIC SLAVED. 

1. N-1 Compass Power-Off Warning Light
OFF. 

Note 

Allow 10 minutes for warmup. 

2. Master Indicator - SYNCHRONJZE (see N-
1 Compai;s System Preflight this Sect::ion). 

3. Ma$ter Indicator Heading- CHECK. 

Check against some known heading reference (such as 
ruoway heading, etc.) fo.r approximate agreement of 
magnetic heading. 

Note 

During magnetic slaved operatio.o the fol. 
lowing procedures should be observed. 

a. Check that the correction servo indicator is 
• rotating. 

b. The annunciaror pointer may oscillate R 
(right) and L (left) as a result of yaw of aircraft. This 
indicates proper operation of the co.neetion servo, 

c. Do not attempt to synchroni2:e the systEm 
during o.r immediately afte.r a turn, 

NORMAL OPERATION - DIRECTIONAL 
INDICATOR [GYRO). 

1. latitude Cor.rectioa. Pointer - SET. 

Set on latitude of aircraft position. 

2. Correction Servo Indjcaror - CHECK FOR 
CORRECT ROTATION. 

The indicator rotates clockwise in north latitudes and 
counterclockwise in south latimdes. 

3. Master India.tor· Heading Pointer - SET TO 
DESIRED GYRO HEADING. 

Note 

During directional iodicatOJ:" (gyro} opera· 
tion, the following procedures should be ob· 
served. 

Note 

The autopilot relies on signals from the 
N-1 compass master indicator, therefore the 
pilot should be notified before any changes 
a.re made ro the indicated heading of the 
heading pointer. 

a. The latitude correction pointer should in
dicate + l degree of the aircraft p0$itioo at all times. 

b. The latitude correctioo pointer should be 
changed to mid-1.atirude for each 2 degrees change in 
latitude. 

c, Observe that the correction setvo indicator 
is rotating to indicate proper operation of the cor· 
rection servo: clockwise for oorth latitudes and coun
terclockwise for south latitudes. 
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STANDBY COMPASS. 

The standby compass (9, figu¥e 1-5) is a conventional 
magnetic compaSIS that may be used in deter.ming the 
magnetic heading of the aircraft. The compass is 
located on the centerline of the aircraft direcdy above 
the pilots' instrument panel, and .is shock mounted to 
a bracket. A light and shield ll.'Bembly is installed to 
provide iodirett illuroiaatio.n. Since this unit is a 
simple magnetic device, its acauacy will be affected 
by changes or variations in the electromagnetic flux 
of nearby electrical wiring. It is thexefore used only 
under emergency conditions as a standby source of 
directional information. 

Deviation can be reduced in the standby compass 
while in flight by changing position of the small 
wmpensating magnet screws in the face of the com· 
pass case; however, it is usually not possible to remove 
all the deviation on all headings. Remember to use a 
ooo•magnetic screwdriver when making any adjust· 
mena. 

PERISCOPIC SEXTANT. 

A periscopic sext:a11t (10> /igllre 1-2) is provided in 
the aircraft for celestial navigatio.n purposes. A mount 
provided for the periscopic sextant is located on rhe 
centerline of the fuselage, ovei:head, between the navi· 
gator's two sextant ~·indows. When not in nse, the 
periscopic sextant is srowed under the navigator's 
table. 

Note 

The periscopic sextant may be used to visual
ly check the engines and upper portions of 
the wing and fuselage by pushing the sex
tant mount cover handle forward aad iJi. 
setting the sextant into the mount until the 
safety latch catches. The wing leading edge 
scanning lights must be turned on for night 

• • viewing. 

Installation of Periscoplc S&xtant. 

The following installation procedures a.re accom· 
pl.ished with a SLIGHT upward pressure on the 
sex.rant: 

1, With the azimuth locking lever in the left or 
nnlocked position, insert the sextant into the mount 
with the arrows of tht> sextant rube and index in 
alignment. 

2. Slip the tube up into the moWtt as far as pos
sible and rotate the lower ring of the mount clock· 
wise until the lng on the tube enters the slot in the 
mount, 
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3. Pull the retractable plunger, placarded TO 
JNSERT-REMOVE PUU. and rotate the lower 
ring of the monnt counterclockwise untjl the sextant 
is £tee tO tise vertically. Withdraw the shutter by mov
ing the lever of the mount to the open position. Push 
the sextant up into the mount until the knob, 
placarded TO RETRACT SEXTANT PUll, snaps in
to place. When pr~surized, do not permit sextant to 
snap into locked position. when shutter is withdrawn. 

Do not force rhe sextant against the shatter 
of the mount. 

4. To lower or .remove the sextant, release the 
knob, placarded TO RETRACT SEXTANT PUU., 
and gently lower the sextant so that it remains sm· 
pended in the mouoi: in the retracted position: 

Do not remove the sextant from the mount 
until the shutter is closed. When flying in 
turbulent air t:he sextant should aot be al• 
lowed to remain in the .retracted position. 

Mount Alignment Check. 

1. Set 180° into the uimuth dial window. 

2. Sight on the center of the Grimes light. The 
true heading scale sb.ould read 000°. 

3. If rhe vertical c:rossha.ir does not align the 
zero: 

a. Sight on the stabilizer and lock tbe sextant 
io. th.is posirjon with the clamping lever. 

b. Loosen the lock ring of the true heading 
scale objective lens and nun the adjustjng ring un~il 
the vertical c,osshair shifts to the zero true headiog 
reading. Tighte11 the lock ring. 

c. If the full adjustment of the true beading 
scale objective lens does not correct the true beading 
to zero, the mounr has beeo imprope.rly ioStalled. 
Maintenance personnel should he called upon to make 
further mount alignment correcti04S. The sextant 
mount is usable even if rhis condition exists; how· 
ever, a mrrection must be applied to all true heading 
checks. 

r 
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CARGO LOADING EQUIPMENT. 

The aircraft is equipped to handle diversified types 
of cargo and a variety of loading equipment by means 
of hydraulically actuated rear atgo doors and .ramp 
and a side cargo door. On the C133A, the rear cargo 
doors consist of an aft door (29, fogure 1·2) which 
is raised upward within the fuselage aft section, and 
a ramp (.30, figure 1-2). On the C·133B. tae rear cargo 
doors consist of tWO clamshell doors (28, figure 1-2) 
which swing outward from the side of the fuselage, a 
ramp (30, figure 1-2), and ao aft door (2.9, figure 1-2), 
located directl)· aft of the clamshell doors, which is 
raised upward into the fuselage. 

On both the C-133A and the C·133B, the ramp may 
be positioned at floor lever ro permit truck bed height 
loading, or lowered ro ground level ro permit vehicu· 
lo.r access. Treadways, 41 inches in width, extend along 
ei•ber side of the cabin and are .rated to car.ry a. sing.le 
axle load of 22,000 poundli. The aircraft is equipped 
wjtb a rdpid cargo loading !!)'Stem to facilitate load
ing and unloading of pallerhed o.r crated items, The 
~- ,,em utilize,i couveyo.r sections running fore and a£t, 
each .section consisting of roller conveyors and mag• 
nesium rails and braces. The complete system com.
prises 48 10-foor sections, six 8-foot .sections, and six 
5·foot seajons. The sectioJlS are held ia positioo. by 
quick-disconnect tied.own fittings which attach to seat 
.studs on the cargo compartment floor. A transfer dolly 
is provided to permit lateral movement of pallets or 
crates. Refer to figure 4-22 for Cargo Loading awl Di
mensional Limitations. Refer to the Techoicfd Mat1U· 
al, loading Instructions, T.O. 1C·I33A·9, for details 
of cargo loading. 

CARGO TIEDOWN FITTINGS, 

Tiedowo fittings for securing cargo are provided io 
the cabin as follows: 79 fittings, rated ar 5000 pounds, 
are located on the aft end of the ca.rgo .ramp and 
along the juncture of the floor and side wall of the 
aircraft; 402 fittings, rated at 10,000 pounds, a.re lo
cated on a 20-incb grid pattern over the entire floor 
of the aircraft; 24 fittings, rated at 25,000 pounds, 
are located symmetrically about the aircraft centerline 
on each transverse bulkhead; 24 fittings, rated at 
35,000 pounds, are located at the juncture of rbe floor 
and maio frames of the aircraft. The tiedown fittings 
are the ring and hinge type, and are permaneni:ly in.
stalled i.11 a recess i.11 the aircraft floor. The aircraft 
is equipped with a net-type cargo ciedown .system to 
provide rapid tiedowo and rests:aint of ·"ariO\lS types 
of cargo. The complete tiedown system comprises six 
20 x 15-foot nets for lateral and vertical restraint of 
cargo .movement, six 8 x 12-fooc barrier nets to re· 
strain forward and ah cargo movement, support pro
visions for stowing the nets and the necessary ropes, 
blocks, anJ pulleys £or operating the system. 

Note 

Cetta.in lillti.tatio.os m.ust be obse.rved in the 
simultaneom use of the 10,000.pound caw 
pacity fittings lo any o.ne compartment. Re
fer to the Teehnicfll M1111ual, Loading Jn,. 
slrtl,;nons, T.0.1C-133A-9. 

SIDE CARGO DOOR. 

The side cargo door is located on the left side of the 
fW1elage, forward o£ the left pod, and has a~ opening 
100 inches high by lo6 inches wide. The door width 
permits trucks or trailers to be positio1. ~d at: the en
rrance for unloading direetly int0 the aitaafr. The 
door is hinged at the cop and is hydrauliailly opened 
and closed by an aauatjng cyJin.de.r. The door opetts 
outward and is held open by the ex.tended position 
0£ the actuating cylinder. The doo.r is latched closed 
by eight mechanical latches, six along the bottom 
of 1:he door and one on each side of the door, a.pproxi
marely halfway up. The latches are .mechanically 
linked to a torque tube on the door. A hydraulically 
actuated latch cylinder is also linked to the torque 
t1.1be. As the latch cylloder ex~~ or retracts, it to· 
tlltes the torque rube which-. ia l:Ui'.D acts upon the 
latches to latch or unlatch the door. 

Sida Cargo Door Safety Valve and Switches • 

A 28-volt d-c solenoid-operated safety valve, spriog 
loaded to the open po!lirion, is installed in die fluid 
circuit of the side cargo door normal operation sys
tem, ahead of 1:be door control panel (figure 4-24). 
The function of this ,..alve is t0 prevent the door from 
being hydraulically opened during flight. or from 
being opened on the ground if the cabin is being 
pressurized through we of the test switch. When the 
aircraft weight is supporr.ed by the landing gear and 
the fuselage is depressurized, the safety valve is open~ 
by two 28-volt d-c switches, one located on each rear 
main landing gear. When the valve is open, tbe side 
cargo door can be operated hydraulically. A shu1:off 
valve manual over.ride (figure 4-24), operated. by push· 
ing down on 11 spring-loaded plunger, is ins1:ruled be
hind the side cargo door control panel. A plugged 
access is provided for the plunger. The access is Io· 
cated in the control panel. The function of the 
manual override is to manually override the inflight 
safety valve and allow normal operation of the side 
cargo door when i:h.e aircraft is on che ground, sup
ported by jacks, and the gear is extended. A placard 
with operating instructions is provided for che valve 
and is located on the door conttol pan.el. 

Side Cargo Door Contral Handle. 

The side cargo door is normally operated by hydrau
lic pressure distributed from the main landing gear 
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Side Cargo Door Hydraulic System 
CAUTION 

To avoid damcige to lhe door a nd la td-a mechanism, 
do not operate- door controls with lotdl so fe_ty p in, 
insta lled. 

EMERGENCY AIR 
P)lESSURI! GAG£ 

EMERGENCY 
AIR 

B0Trlf 

EMBlGENCY 
DOOR CONntOl 

HANDU! 

' . Ji= 

DOOR CONTROL 
HANDI.E 

1111 

• 

I.ANDING Gt AR. DOWN PRESSUR! 

AIR PRESSURE 

- - MECHANICAL ACTUATION 

• 

SHUTOFF 
VALVE 

[OVERRIDE 
BPJTTONl 

SIDE CARGO DOOR SHUTOFF VALVE 
fSOI.ENOID OPERATED WITH MANUAL 
0VE!11110f, CONTP.OUEO BY SWITCHES 
ON FORWARD RtGl-tT AND LEFT MAIN 
LANDING GEAR. SHOCK STRUTSI 

UABl•267 
Figure 4 -23 

downli ne co the side cargo door control panel aod 
supplied by rhe aircraft hydraulic system. The manual 
control handle (figure 4-24) for the side cargo door 
normal operation is located on the door control panel. 
TJ1c three positions of the coorrol handle a.re OPEN, 
HOLD , and CLOSED IN FLIGHT position. When the 
handle is in the OPEN position, hydraulic pressure is 
supplied tu the retract side of the side cargo door 
latch actuating cylinder , which rotates the torque 
tube. As the torque rube rotates, the eigbr larches 
which are connected to the t0rque tube unlatch. The 
latch accuaring cylinder is held in the cetracced posi
tion by an overcenter mechan ism. Airer unlarching 
occurs, fl uid pressure is applie<l to che door operating 
cylinder, w hich opens the door. W hen the door is 
opened to the desired angle, che door con trol valve 
hand le is placed in the H OLD position, trapping the 
fluid in the p ipes. This serves as a door open lock. 
When the side cargo door control handle is in the 
CLOSED IN FU GHT position, fluid pressure is ap
plied ·co the closing side of the door operating cylin
der, w hich closes che door. Fluid is then ported to the 
latch actuating cylinder, which ro tates the torque 
tube. As the to rque tu be rotates, the eight latches 
are acruated tO latch and seal the door against rbe 
jamb. 

Side Cargo Door Emergency Handle. 

An emergency operation syscem is provided for the 
side cargo door. H igh-pressure air is supp lied fo r t he 
system by an air bottle, located behind the side cargo 
door control panel (figure 4-24). Ao air filler valve is 
provided for the air bottle and is located behind the 
control panel. An acces.'I for the a ir fillet valve js pro· 

vided in the panel. A direet-reading air p ressure gage 
is located on the panel to indicate the air pressure o f 
the emergency system air bottle. A pressure versus 
cemperarnre chart is also instal led on the panel for air 
bottle filling. An emergency air valve control handle 
with the positions EMER OPEN and CLOSED is 
located on the panel for acrnarion of the air bottle to 
open the side cargo door in an e,nergency. T he handle 
is mechanically connected by a slid ing link ro the 
hydraulic dour control vaJve, so chat opening of the 
air valve will also open t he h ydraulic door control 
valve, porting hig l1-p.rcssure air into the door open ing 
system. The actuation of the latches and cyl inders is 
then sequenced as in normal opetacion, and the dooc 
will open to a partially extended position, permitting 
per-sonnel entrance or exit. A second emergency han
d le is located on tbe outside of the a ircraft, adjacent 
to the dooc (figure 3-4), for emergency ent.rance. The 
air pressure is .restrained from going inco rhe hy
draulic system by a check valve in che hydra ulic p res
sure line to t he hydraulic control valve. T he side 
cargo door hydraulic system is self-bleeding, and 
should be operated through several cycles afte r using 
rhe air botrle for e mergency opening. 

WARNING 

T he side cargo door muse never be used dur· 
ing flight. 

(See CAUTION on P11ge 4-72) 
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I 

The aircraft should be dep.ressurized before 
emergei1cy operation of t he side cargo door. 

Side Cargo Door latch Safety Pins (Aircraft 
With T.C.T.O. S09 and 509A). 

Two side cargo door latch safety pjos ( figure 4-25) 
are installed to prevent the door lat{;hes from unlatch
ing and allowing the door to open in flig ht. The 
pins are inserted in the forward and aft larches 
throug h holes 1n the latch covers, and are fitted with 
. screamers w b ich arc faste.ned together to prevent the 
pins fron1 falling out of place in Aight. Inspection 
,vindows are iostalJed in cbe larch coyers ro perm'il 
checking of rhe larches to insure that they are fully 
latched. 

Side Corgo Door Lock (Aircraft with T.C.T.0. 5941 

A side cargo door lock is installed co prevent the door 
latches from unlatching and allowing t he door co open 
in ll.ig ht. The lock is insta lled on the door latch torque 
rube and p revents the torque tube from rotaci11g ro the 
un1acched position w hen the locking arm is in place. 
'fhe Jock is held in che LOCKED posrtion with a 
rccaining pin which is it1serced in holes in the locking 
arm. A p lacard is inserted jn holes in the locking arm. 
A pli1card installed on che torque tube co·ver indicates 
the LOCKED and UNLOCKED positions of the lock
ing arn1. 

WARNING 

Do not attempt to open th.e side cargo door 
during flight. 

~l 
Do not ·attempt to open the side cargo door 
with the door Latch safety pins or t be door 
lock pin installed. 

SIDE CARGO DOOR - NORMAL OPERATION. 

To Open Door. 

Do not attempt to open the door unti l it is 
positively determined that rhe cabin is de· 
pressurized. Hydraulic power must be avail
able before the door can be norrnally ope£ated. 

I 1. Side Cargo Door Larches. - UNLOCKED. 
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Remove the side cargo door latch safety pins I 
IT.C.T.O. 509A) or the side cargo door lock pin 
IT .C. T ~O . 5941 as applicable. 

2. Au;,,ciliary Hydraulic Pump Swiech - ON. 

3. Side Cargo Door Control Handle - OPEN, 
then l-rOJ.D. 

Place hiondle in HOLD when the desired door position 
i s obtai ,,t:·J. 

Note 

To fuUy open the side cargo door, 120 sec
onds a.re required. To close and latch requires 
60 seconds . 

To Close Door. 

1. AuxiJjary H ydraulic Pump Switch - ON. 

2. Side Cargo Door Control Handle - CLOSE. 

WARNING 

Operating t he auxiliary hydraulic pump by 
any one of the four controJ switches will 
pressurize the entire hyd.(aulic system. Before 
operat.i;ng this pump, make certain that a ll 
hydraulic controls are in a safe posicion and 
rhac personnel and equipment are clear: of 
hydraulically operated units. Damage to the 
aircraft or injury to personnel n1ay result 
if this care is not exercised. 

Do not operate or leave t he side cargo door 
open when ground winds tire in excess 0£ 
43 knots (50 miles per hour), as srructural 
damage may occur. 

REAR CARGO LOADING SYSTEM - C-133A. 

Two hydraulically acroated rear cargo Joa.ding doo.rs 
(29, mu/. 30, 'fi,gure 1-2), one of which iocoq,orates an 
integral ramp, form the lower aft concour of the 
fuselage when closed. The two doors are hinged to 
the fuselage scrucrure So that, when opened, the 
aft door swings up into the fuselage, and the for
v.·a.td .ramp moves down. The ramp may be stopped 
at any incermediate position to correspond with vari
ous truck or trailer bed heights. 'I'wo removable toe 
sections. each 30 inches wide and laterally adjustable I 
to accommodate any vehicle ,vhe.el. tread width 
(front outside wheel rim ro oucsi.de w heel rim) up I 
to app.roidmately 136 inches, are provided to form a 
continuous ramp from the ground up into the fuse. 

Changed 14 June 1962 

--
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Side Cargo Door Control Panel 

LOCATED AFT OF SIDE CARGO DOOR 

Figure 4-24 
UAl!!1•2 6B 

lage. \Vheo fully extended ro the ground rest position, 

the ramp will support 50~000 poqnds, and is capable 

of supporting 25,000 pounds wiifortruy disrribured or 
13,000 pounds on rhe end of the ramp; or it may be 
raised ftom the groun.d with a 10,000-pound load 
stowed on the forward 8" -feet of t:he ramp. 'fhe con
trols for t he aft cargo loading · system are located on 
a ·panel on the left s.i.d~ of the main cabin, just for-

• 
ward of the ramp hinge _point. The door and ramp 
are normally ope.rated by the aircraft hydraulic sys
te.lll (figure 4-26), but the door may be pneumatically 
operated in the event rhar an a lternate mecbod is re
quired. 'fhe rear door bas eighr hydraulically actuated 
latches that lock the door to the fuselage structure 
when in the closed position. The ramp is held in the 
closed position by 18 similar latches. All door and 

ramp latches can be visually checked .for proper larch 

engagemeni. Four shear fitcing-s are p.rovided on che 

..mating ends of rhe cargo door and ramp ro insure a 

pro_per alignment when · the doors are dosed and ro 

minimize side roads. When the fuselage is _p.ressur.tzed, 

a solenoid-operated valve in rbe hydraulic pipe to ch.e 

control panel. closes as a. safety .measute against open

ing the doors in flight. The controls for acru:arjng the 

tamp and door are arranged in such a manner that it 

is impossible to ope.rate cbe doo;rs in any but rhe 

proper: sequence. Instrucrion placards a.re mounted on 

rhe co.otrol panel (figure 4-28), and lights, located 

over each valve control handle, give the operator the 

sequence in which to operate the valves and also in

dicate compleciou of each function. 
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Loading Doar Latch Valve Handle No. 1. 

The rear cargo loading door is provi<!ed with locking 
latches to prevent inadver~nt opening in flight and to 
aid in forming a pressure-tight seal. They are coo· 
trolled hy loading dnor latch valve handle No. I, 
located on the .rear cargo doo.r control panel (figure 
4-28). The valve handle bas the followio,g positjoos: 
<?PF.N. NEUTRAL. and CLOSED. In the OPEN posi· 
t1on, hydraulic pressure is directed through the larch 
valve to the door latch cylinders to unlatch tbe door. 
Th~ NEurRAL position locks the pressure in the 
crl111ders. When the handle is in the CLOSED posi
tion, pressure is ported to the latching cylinders to 
close and lock the door larches. 

Loading Door Control Valve Handle No. 2. 

The rear cargo loading door is coottolled by loading 
door valve No. 2, located oo che rear cargo control 
door panel (figure 4-28). A double-end hydraulic cyl
inder, coo.oected to a cable system, operates the aft 
door inward to open i.t and outward to close it, when 
actuated by the loading door valve handle No. 2. The 
valve handle has the following positions: OPEN, 
NEUTRAL, aad CLOSED. lo the OPEN posjtion of 
the ~andle, hydraulic pressure is ported through the 
loading door valve to the actuating cylinde.r to retract 
[he loading door. l'he NEtrrRAI. JJ05jtioo locks the 
pressure in the actuating cylinder. In the CLOSED 
position, pressure is ported to the opposite end of the 
door cylinder, through the control valve and tbe door 
is lowered to the closed position. • 

loading Ramp latch Vah,• Handle No. 3. 

The rear cargo loading ramp is provided with locking 
latches to prevent initdvercen, opening ju flight and to 
aid io fonniog a pre:ssutt-tight seal. They ace OOD• 

trolled by loading ramp latch valve handle No. 3. lo
cated on the rear cargo door wntrol panel (figrwe 4. 
28). Va1ve handle has the following positions: OPEN, 
NEUTRAL, and CLOSED. When the valve handle 
is placed in the OPllN position, hydraulic pressure 
is ported to the latch cylinders to .release the ramp 
~atches. ~e NEUTRAL position locks the pressure 
10 the cylinders. Jn the CLOSED position, the wlve 
ports presmre to [he latching cylinders to close and 
lock the ramp latches. 

loading Romp Control Valve Handle No. 4. 

The rear cargo loading .ramp is controlled by ramp 
control valve handle No. 4, located ou tbe rear cargo 
door control panel (figure 4-28). Two hydraulically 
actuated cylinders raise or extend the ramp and are 
capable of stopping the ramp at iotermedutte pusi-

rioru;. The valve handle has the following positions: 
OPEN, ~'\L. CLOSED, FLIGHT DOWN, and 
HOLD. In the OPEN position, che ramp control valve 
opens both cylinder pores to cerurn and allowi; the 
ramp to lower by its own weight. A restrictor in the 
line prevents the ram}> from lowering rapidly. The 
CLOSED position of rhe valve handle ports pressure 
to the actuating cylinders ro raise the ramp. The 
FLIGHT DOWN position ports hydraulic pressure to 
the actuating cylinders to fo.rce the ramp down against 
a~rloads encountered during flight. The HOLD posi
tion blocks all ports, and pressure is locked in the 
lines to lock the ramp in place. 'l'he ramp also may be 
stopped io any position between closed :and fully ex
tended by positioning the valve handle to NEUI'RAL 
wheo the ran1p is in the desired posicioo. 

Loading Doar and Ramp Indicator lights. 

Four 28-volt d-c indicator lighu are located, one 
above each valve handle, to indicate the proper se-
queoce for operating the valve handles, aod also to 
indicate completion of each funcrJon. The operating 
instruction placard shown oo the rear cargo door 
and ramp oootrol panel (figur8 4-28) indicates the se
quena: of illumination of the indicator lights fo.r oper· 
atioo of the valve handles. The lights are powered 
from the 28.volt battery bm on the .right hand renter 
fuselage circuit breaker panel. 

REAR CARGO LOADING SYSTEM -
NORMAL OPBlATION - C-133A. 

Note 

Electrical and hydraulic power are required 
for operation of the system. Use the electric 
hydraulic pump wheu growiJ power i5 
available. 

WARNING 

Ope.rating the auxiliary hydraulic pump by 
any one of the £ow coutrol switches will 
pre&mrize the enrire hydraulic system. Before 
operating this pump, make ce.rtaio that aJI 
hydraulic controls are in a safe position and 
that personnel and equipmeot are cleac of 
hydrauliL-ally operated unim. Damage to the 
aircraft or .iDjury to persoDDel may result 
if this care is not exercised. 

(S~ii! CA1fT10N on Page 4-79) 
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Rear Cargo Door and Ramp r 

Control Panel - Interior . 
C-133A ( 

LOCATED FORWARD OF RAMP ON LEFT SIDE OF FUSELAGE 

. . CAUTION Do not operate control handles with the cabin pressurized 

Figure 4-28 
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Do not operate the rear cargo door and ramp 
with the cabin pressuri:i:ed. The air condi· 
tioning system must be rorned off and cabin 
presswe completely dumped before operat· 
ing the rear cargo door and ramp, The 
manual mntrol switch of the p.ressurizatioa 
system should be kept in the DEPRESS posi· 
1:ion for a minimum of 45 seconds tO ju.sure 
dumping of all cabin pressure. Do not move 
uny handle unless the lighr above rhe handle 
is lir. 

. To Operate. 

Open the rover. The handles must be io NEUTRAL 
and lights No. A, No. 1 and No. 3 must be lit. If 
they are nor, inspecc adjustment of the electrical 
switches and the mechanical linkage. 

To Open Door and Ramp on Ground. 

1. No. 1 Door Indicator Light - ON; Door 
Latch Valve No. 1-OPEN. 

2. No. 2 Door Indicator Light- ON; Door Con
trol Valve No, 2-0PRN. 

1£ the rear cargo door does not open, proceed with 
steps 3 and 4, 'fhe door should open after the ramp 
starrs to ope.a. 

3. No. 3 Door Indicator Light - ON; Ra.mp 
Latch Valve No. 3 - OPEN, 

4. No. 4 Door Indicator L.ight- ON; Ramp 
Control Valve No.1-DOWN. 

lf the ramp does not open, turn handle No. 4 ta 
FLIGHT DOWN position to start the ramp down 
only. After ramp has started down (cleared the door 
seals), return handle No. 4 to DOWN. 

5. Ramp-ADJUST AS DESIRED. 

To stop· ramp in an intermediate position, .return 
hancpe No. 4 to NEUTRAL when the desired position 
is reached. 

When the ramp .is resting on the ground, 
leave handle No, 4 at OPEN. Do not rerurn 
it to NEUTRAL. 

Changed 14 June 1962 

To Close Door and Ramp on Ground, 

1. No. 4 Door Indicator Light - ON; Ramp 
Control Valve No. 4-CT.OSED. 

2. No. 3 Door Indicator Light - ON; Ramp 
latch Valve No. 3 - CLOSED. 

3. No, 2 Door Indicator Light - ON; Door 
Control Valve No. 2-CLOSED. 

4, No. 1 Door Indicator Lighr - ON; Door 
latch Valve No. 1-CLOSED. 

5. Control Valve Handles - NEUTRAL. 

Return control valve handles No. l, 2, 3, and 4 to 
the NEUTRAL position in sequence. Close cover. 

RAMP CLAMSHELL AND AFT DOORS-C-133B. 

Hydraulically actuated nunp and clamshc:ll cargo doors 
aod an aft door (28,29,and. 30,figure 1-2) form 1:he lower 
afc contour of the fuselage when closed. The two clam
shell doors are hinged to the fuselage structure so tha.r., 
when opened, the doors swing out to each side of the 
fuselage. The aft door is hioged to open inward, and 
the ramp is hinged to allow the aft end of the .ramp to 
move down and is mechanically linked to the clamshell 
doors. The ramp may be stopped at any intermediate 
position below floor level to correspond with various 
truck or trailer bed heights, Two removable toe sec, 
tio£15t each 30 inches wide and larerally adjustable to 
accommodate any vehicle wheel tread width ( from 
outside wheel rim to out.Side wheel rim) up to approxi
mately 125 inches, '\\ill form a continuous ramp from 
the ground up into rhe fuselage, When fully extended 
to the ground rest posit.ion, the ramp will supporc 
50,000 pounds. When not resting on the ground it is 
capable of supporting 25,000 pounds, unifo.rmly dis• 
tributed, or 13,000 pouods on the end of the ramp. It 
may be raised or lowered with a 10,000 poWld load 
stowed on the forward 8 feet of the ramp. The ex
terior and interior controls (figures 4-2.9 and 4-30) 
for the doors are located on the exterior and interior 
sides of a panel on the left side of rhe cabin, just fo.r
ward of the ramp hinge po.int. The ramp, clamshell 
doors and aft door are normally operared by the util• 
.ity hydraulic syst~m hue may be operated by means 
of the auxiliary hydraulic pump if elecrrical power 
js available or by the utility system hand pu1up. The 
ramp and clamshell doo.rs may be pneumatic-.,,Uy 
opened (on the ground only) for cm~rgency operation. 
The aft (inward opening) door is operated by gear 
duwn presi;ure and has four hydraulically actuated 
latches that lock the Jpor to the fuselage strucrure 
when io the closed position. The ramp is held in the 
closed position by 18 latches. The clam.shell doors are 
latched closed by three shear latches and eight strut 
latches on each door and 10 hook latches on the left 
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door, All doo.r and tamp latches can be visually 
checked foe proper latch engagement, The conuols 
£or actuating the ramp and doors are inrer1.oclced so 
that it is impossible to operate the doors in the wrong 
sequence. Instruction placards are mounted on the 
control panel (figu,.e 4-29). and lights, located over 
each valve control handle, give the opera«>r the se
quence i.o. which to operate the valves and s.lso in
<lica.te the complecion of each function. 

Ramp and Clamshell Door Seals. 

'I'he ramp P.Dd clamshell doors are equipped with in
flatable seals to insure a pressure,tight seal when. the 
doors are closed, Air praisure to inflate the seals is 
obtained from the pneumatic system. An air reservoir 
is installed ro insure a supply of air sufficient to 
maintain seal pressw:e for an extended period in the 
event of reduced pneumatic manifold pressure. A.o 
air pressure indicator is installed on the ramp and 
clamshell door control panel (fig11re 4-29) to indicate 
the air pressure being applied to the seals. 

Seal Control Handle, 

The seal control handle (figure 4-29), is used to aetu· 
ate a 3-position pneumatic valve which controls infla· 
rion and deflation of the door seals. The handle posi· 
tioos are pl.acarded PRESSURIZE, DEPRESSURIZE, 
and TEST. The PRESSURIZE position opens a pres· 
sure port and allows the ramp and door seals to in
flate. The DEPRESSURIZE position blocks the pres
sure po.rt and ope_ns a vent to dump the seal pressure. 
However, the handle cannot be turned to the DE
PRESSURJZE position unless the fuselage pressuriza
tion system outflow valves and safety ·,,-aJ:ves are both 
in the full open position, thWl retracting a solenoid 
lock. The TEST position blocks the pressure and vent 
ports, trapping pressure in the seals, thus allowing aoy 
depletion of seal pressure to be ,:;hecked on the se-<ll 
pressure gage. 

Ramp and Clamshell Latch ContrDI Handle. 

The ramp and clamshell latch control handle (figure 
4·29) is used to aetuare a 3·position hydraulic valve 
which controls operation ol the door latches. 'fhe 
handle positions are placarded LATCH, NEUTRAL, 
and UNLA1·CH. The LATCH position allows pres
sure to close the clamshell doors the lase 4 degrees of 
travel and also to larch the clamshell doors and a:amp. 
The NEUTRAL position blocks the pressure port of 
the valve isolating the rear door system from the 
utility system pressure line. The UNLATCH position 
allows pressure to unlatch the clamshell doors and 
ramp and also to open the clamshell doors the first 4 
degrees of travel. 
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Ramp and Clamshell Door Control Handle. 

'I'he ramp and claIDllhell door control handle (figure 
4·29) is used to actuate a hydraulic valve ·which con
trols operation of the ramp and clamshell doors. The 
handle positions are placarded UP, NEUTRAL. 
DOWN, HOLD, and FREEF ALL. The UP position 
allows hydranlic pressure to simultaneously raise the 
ramp to the full up position and start to close the 
clamshell doo.rs to within 4 degrees of the closed posi
tion. All ports are blocked when the handle is in 
either the NEUTRAL or HOW posit.ion, hydraulical
ly locking the clamshell doors and ramp in any de
sired position. The DOWN position allows hydraulic 
pressure to open the clamshell doors fully u.nd lowe.r 
the .ramp to the floor-level position. The FREEFALL 
position pores hydraulic pressure to hold the clamshell 
doors open while connecting the ramp cylinder ports 
to system return, allowing the ramp ro lower under its 
own weight. 

Aft Door Control Handle. 

The aft door conrrol handle (figure 4°29) is used to 
actuate a 3-position hydraulic valve which controls 
operation of the aft door. The handle positions are 
placarded CLOSED~ NEUTRAL, and OPEN. The 
CLOSED position allows hydraulic pressure to close 
aod latch the aft door. 'I'he NEUI'RAL position 
blocks the pressure port, isolating the aft door system 
from the gear-down pressure line. The OPEN position 
allows hydraulic pressure to uo.latch and open the aft 
doo.r.. When fully opened. the aft door is held open 
without hydraulic system pressure by au iote.rnal lock 
io the aauating cylinder. If not fully opened, the door 
will drift closed when hydraulic pressure is shut off. 

Ramp, Clamshell DaDrs, and Aft DaDr Indicator 
Lights. 

Four greeo, 28-volt d-c indicator lights are loated one 
above each valve haodle, to indicate the proper se
quence for operating the valve handles and also to in• 
dicate completion of each function. 'I'he operating in
struction placard shown on the ramp, clamshell doors 
and aft door coouol panels (figttres 4-29 attd 4-30) 
indicates the sequence the indicawr lights will come 
oo for ope.rat.ion of the valve handles. 1'he lights are 
puwcred from the 28-volt d·C battery bus on the right 
hand center fuselage circuit breaker panel 

Romp and Clamshell Door Bl•eder Lights 

Four green, 28-volt d·c bleeder lights (f,gure 4-27) 
are installed in the ramp and clamshell door waming 
circuit to aid in breaking down contact resistaw:e of 
the door latch switcltes. Two of - the lights ace in
stalled in the rorque box, 011 the .right side, above 
and behind the ramp latch torque tube, and two are 
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installed on the fo.rwru:d e.nd of the left clamshell 
door. The lights are connected in series with the ramp 
and door latch switches end will remain ON when· 
ever the door waroing circuit is energized. Each light 
has a PRESS-TO-TEST feature for checking the con· 
tinuity of the lamp. The lights serve as a .resistor in 
the doot luch switch cir"-uit, and by breaking down 
the contact resistance of rhe switches, reduce erosion 
of the switch contacts. The lights are powered 
through the .ramp and door warning circuit from the 
28-volt d·c battery bus on the right hand center fuse· 
lage circuit breaker panel. 

RAMP AND CLAMSHELL DOOR EMERGENCY 
CONTROL SYSTEM - GROUND OPERATION ONLY 
-C-1338. 

An emergency operation. system is provided for the 
ramp and clamshell doors. High-pressure air is snp
plied for the system. by an air bottle located aft of 
the ramp and clamshell door control panel. The filler 
-wlve for emergency air bottle is located above the 
control panel and the pressw:e gage and pre,sure 
versus remperature correction chart are located on the 
control panel, 

Ramp and Clam1hell Door Emergency Control Handle. 

The ramp and clamshell door emergency control ban· 
die is located under a. hioged cover on rhe ramp and 
cargo door control panel (figure 4-19) for operation 
from inside the aircraft. A control handle placarded 
.EMERGENCY ONLY RE.AR CARGO DOOR RE
LEASE, is located on the outside of the fwielsge, aft 
of the exterior ramp and c11rgo door control panel 
(figure 4-30). To operate the control valve from out· 
side the aircraft, the handle .is released from a recess 
by means of a pushbutton. 

Positioning the emergency control valve handle to 
OPEN, dumps the air pressure from the ramp and 
claimhell door seals, ports rhe high-pressure air to 
the door opening system and ports the lines on the 
.retract side of the ramp and clamshell door actuating 
cylinders to the return lines, allowing the doors to 
open and the ramp to fall to the free-fall pooition. 
Air is prevented from entering the hydraulic system 
by a check valve io the hydraulic line ro the control 
valve. The ramp and clamshell door hydraulic system 
is self-bleeding and should be operated through sev
eral cycl~ after using the air bottle for emergency 
opening. 

.Emergency operation of the ramp and clamshell doors 
may be accomplished .regardless of the position of 
the hydrauljc control valve handles. No emergency 
operation is provided for the aft door. 

The ajrcraf t should be depressurized before 
emergency operation of the ramp and clam
shell doors. 

RAMP, CLAMSHELL DOORS, AND AFT DOOR -
NORMAL OPERATION - C-1338. 

WARNING 

Operating the auxiliary hydraulic pump, by 
any one of the four contcol switches, will 
pressurize the entire hydraulic system. Before 
operating this pump, make certain that all 
hydraulic controls are in a safe position and 
tha.i: personnel and equipment are clear of 
hydraulically operated unirs. Damage to the 
aircraft or injury to personnel may te.mlt if 
this care is not exercised. 

Do not operate the ramp and clamshell 
doors with the cabin pressurized. The air 
conditjoning system must be tui:ned off and 
cabin pressure completely dumped before 
opera.tiog the . doors. The manual control 
switch of the pressurization system should 
be kept in the DEPRESS position for a mini• 
mum of 45 seconds to insure dumpio.g of 
all cabin pressure. 

To Opan DDors and Ramp on Ground. 

The followjng seqoences for opening and 
closing the doors must be followed e,cacrly 
to avoid damaging the aircraft. 

1. Control Panel Cover - OP.EN • 

Seal control and ramp aod clamshell door larch 
lights should come on. 

(S~e CAUTION fJ1I P1Jge 4-84' 
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Ramp, Clamshell Doors, and Alt Door 
LOCATED FORWARD OF RAMP ON LEFT SIDE OF FUSELAGE 

DO NOT OPERATE 
HANDLES WITH THE 
CABIN PRESSURIZED 

figure 4-29 (Sheet I of 2J 
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' 

Do not move any control handle Wlless the 
light above it is on, except as .noted. 

2. Seals - DEPRESSURIZE. 

With the seal control light o~ turn the seal control 
handle to DEPRESSURIZE. 

In order to protect the clamshell door aod 
ramp seals, do oot actuate the latch connol 
handle to the UNLATCH position. until the 
seal p.re:ssw:e gage indicates zero. 

3. Ramp and clamshell doors- UNLATCH, 

With the ramp and clamshell door Ultch light on. 
turn the ramp and clamshell door handle to UN
LATCH. 

4. Ramp and clamshell doors - OllEN. 

With the ramp and damshell doors light on, turn the 
.ramp and clamshell door control handle to DOWN. 
The ramp may be stopped and held in any position 
above the cargo floor by placing the conttol handle 
in the HOLD position. 

... 

Note 
' 

The ramp will stop automatically when ic is 
level with the cargo floor. 

5. Ramp - LOWER. 

Lower ramp below floor level by mrning the ramp aud 
clamshell door control handle tO FREEFALL. When 
the desired position is reached, turn the control handle 
to HOLD. 

Note 

If it is desired to allow the .ramp to rest on 
the ground, leave the ramp and clam,ihell 
door control handle in the FREEF.All posi· 

• t1on. 

4-84 

6, Aft door - OPEN. 

With the aft door light on, tnrn the aft door control 
handle to OPEN. 

Note 

The aft door cennot be operated with the 
landing gear retracted. 

The aft door must be fully opened, or hyw,m
lic pressure maintained to prevent the door 
from drifting dosed durio,g cargo loadiog 
operations. 

7, Ramp-ADJUST AS DESIRED. 

The ramp is .repositioned by turning the ramp and 
clamshell door control handle to the desired position 
(UP or DOWN). The ramp and clamshell door light 
need not be on. When the desired position is obtaitted> 
retur.n the coru:rol handle to HOLD. 

To Close Doors and Ramp on Ground, 

lnsure that .ramp and door area is clear 0£ all foreign 
objeas prior to closing doors. 

1. Mt doo.r - CLOSE, 

With the ah door light on, turn the aft door control 
handle ro CLOSED. 

2. Ramp and clamshell doors - CLOSE. 

With the ,amp and clamshell door control light on, 
rurn t:'.l!e ramp and clamshell door control handle to 
UP. 

3. Ramp and clam'/lhell doors - LATCH. 

With the ramp awl clamshell door latch control light 
on, turn the ramp and clamshell door latch handle 
to LATCHED. 

4. Seals - TEST. 

With the seal control light on, rurn the seal COlltrol 
handle to PRESSURIZE. Check that the seal pres.mre 
gage stabilizes at 22 ( + l) psi. Turn tbe seal control 

I 
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haadle to TEST and hold for 1 minute. The p.ressnte 
gage must re.main above 19 psi. 

Do not apply pressure to the seals until the 
doors are fully closed ao.d lat~~ to prevent 
damage to th~ seals., · 

' . . , . 

5. Seals- PRESSURJZE. 

-. 
• 

With the seal eo11rrol light and the ramp and clamshell 
door latch light on, .return the seal con1:ro1 handle 
to PRESSURIZE. Place the ramp and clamshell do(tr 
latch handle, ramp and clamshell door control handle, 
and the -aft door control handle to NEUTRAL. 

Note 

The pneumatic manifold must be pressuri2ed 
by e.o.gine bleed air prior to takeoff. This will 
assure that sufficient _p.ressure is trapped in 
the seal reservoir to maintain seal pressure 
durjng 'extended flight at altitudes where the 
pneumatic manifold pressure may be lower 
than normal seal pressure. 

TROOP CARRYING PROVISIONS. 

No provisions are made for troop carrying in the 
aircraft. 

PASSENGER CARRYING PROVISIONS. 

No passenger accororoodations are provided in the 
aircraft. 

CASUALTY CARRYING PROVISIONS. 

No facilities for currying of casualties .!Ire ptov.ided in 
the aircraft. 

SINGLE•'POINT REFUELING EQUIPMENT. 

See s~ctioo VII for details of the Sjngle-Poiot Refuel
ing System. 

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT. 

WINDSHIELD WIPERS AND SWITCHES. 

Two electrically actuated w~dshicld wiper units are 
installed, one on the pilot's f.i;ont center windshield 
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aad one on the copilot's front side windshield. The 
windshield wjpers are c011ti;olled by a 3-position 
switch located on the pilot's overhead panel (figure 
1-6). The switch has the J?lacatded positions SLOW, 
OFF, and FAS'I'. 

au,m. 

A buffet (12~ figure 1-2), consisting of two elear.ically 
heated 37-ounce hot cups, four eleariailly heated 2-
gallon liquid containers, two waste containers (ooe 
fo.r liquid and one for paper), storage space for eight 
box lunches, and a cup dispenser, i-s located oo the 
forward side of the aft bulkhead of the relief crew 
compartment. Each hoi: c:up is provided with an elec
trical connector, a control knob, an automatic time.r, 
and a power indicating light, all located on the hot 
cup mounr. A recess with a built-in electrical outlet 
and latch is provided in -the buffet cabinet to accom
modate each liquid container. A roggle switch and 
latch release for each container is mounted oo the face 
of the cabinet, adjacent to it:$ respeaive container 
space. The hot cups and liquid containers are powered 
from the 115-volt a-c nonessential bus on the flight 
deck left hand auxiliary circ.uit breaker panel. This 
bus is deenergized when one main generator is in
operadve aud the propeller deicing switches ate turned 
ON. 

OVEN AND ICEIOX. 

An electrically heated oven is mounted in the aft 
bulkhead of the .relief crew compartment. A dry-ice 
box is mounted on the floor directly below the ovea. 
'fhe dry-ice box has a capacity for 26 precooked meals 
in toDtaioen of size 1 ¼ x 6½ x 9¼ inches. When 
loaded with 5 pounds of dry ire. it will keep the 
food at a nonspoiliog temperature for a minimum 
period of 20 hours under all but the most severe 
conditions. The oven is provjded to heat the food 
ao.d is powered from the 200-volt a.-c nonessential bus 
on the flight deck left hand auxiliary circuit breaker 
panel. The oven will not operate wheo one maio 
generator is inoperat.ive and the propeller deicing 
switches are tumed ON. 

FLIGHT DECK LADDER. 

A ladd~r (40, figure 1·2) is located-in the cabin. on the 
left side, just forward of the side augo door to provide 
access to the flight deck. 

BLACKOUT CURTAINS. 

Blackout curtains (7, figure 1-2) are installed for all 
crew compaJ:tment windows except those in the cock· 
pit enclosure. A full-length blackout curr:ain is in
stalled on the flight deck. just aft of the pilots' si:a-

I 
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tions, and separares rhe pilots' area from the .remainder 
of the flight deck. The relief crew's quarters and 
navjgator's station a.re provided with a similar type 
of curtain. 

RELIEF CREW PROVISIONS. 

Accommodations for a relief crew are provided in the 
aft portioa. of the flight deck. Seating is available for 
six relief crew members. Four bunks provide sleeping 
a.ccommodati.ons.. Two of the bnoks are located in the 
ielief aew compartment; the other two bunks (11, 
figm:, 1-2) are located in the focward end of the cabin 
directly below the .relief crew compartment. 

LAVATORY. 

A lavatory (43., figure 1-2) is installed in the cabin 
opposite the crew's entrance. The lavato.ry contains a 
wash basin, a mirror, a paper towel dispen!lel', a 
chemical toilet, a toilet paper holder, a trash container, 
an elecrric razor outlet, and a urinal. A 5-gallon tnok 
is provided to supply water for the wa!ih basin. A 
walk-around oxygen bottle is stowed in a bracket on 
the wall of the lavatory. The lavatory is equipped with 
lightio,g facilities. 

Changed 14 June 1962 

MAP CASES. 

'Three map cases are provided in the aircraft. One 
map case (2, figu,e 1·2) is attached. to the flight deck 
floor at the outboard side of both the pilot's and the 
copjlot's seats. The navigatoc's map case (16, figure 
1-2) is attached to the flight deck Boor at the outboard 
side of the navigator's seat. 

.. 
FLIGHT ENGINEER'S DATA CASE. 

A Aight engineer's data case (6, figure 1-2) is installed 
oo the aft side of the wpilot's seat. 

LOAD AOJUSTIR.. 

A load adjust:er (9, figure 1-2) i!I stowed in. a mounting 
bzacket at the aft end of the tl.ight engineer's table, 
below the fuel dump lever. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION PUBLICAflONS 
(FUPJ HOLDERS. 

Two Flight Information Publications, (Flip) holders 
(18, figure 1-2) are installed o.n top of the glare
shleld. One of the holders is located in front of the 
pilot's station, and the other in front of the copilot's 
station. When not in use, the holders lie Bat against 
the glareshield. In use, each of the Flip holde.ts may 
be :individually .raised tO a. vertical position, 

4-87 /4-88 
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FUEL GRADE JP•4 

EXHAUST GAS TEMPER.ATURE INDICATOR (T34-P-7WA) 

·4()0°(; to 505 °C Continuous Operatkin, 
505•·c to 545°C eaution (Continuour. Operation) 
O~l'Cltion in this r~nge dependent upon ombi£1nt 
ci>11d~n1o $9e Power Setti11g wrvesf 

54S"°C to, 760°C Caution fStarting - 10 seconds 
J11Clld1'\Uf'.WJ). . 

400°C ~xlmum startfn9 Beiow Al Percent V.M. 

Z60°C Maxim.u.11) Starting Above ·41 Percent RPM . 
. 

620°(: /&:illmum Continuous Permissible in &,ow Grqund. Id.le 

ENGINE TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE INDICATOR (T34-P-9W) 

--
-
-

660" C to 890° C Cotitlnuous Operotion 

&90° C to 955° C Caution (.Time and Temperature 
Limited by Power Setting). 

T60°C Maximum Starting Below 50 Percent RPM 

850°~ Maxii.»um_ Starting Abov. 50 Percent RP~ 
(10 Seconds-) 

955 ° C Mq1timum 

ENGINE TORQUE PRESSURE INDICATOR (T34-P-7WA) 

- 0 to 36.6 PSI Continuous,<)ru,ration at 97.7 Percent RPM 
' 

-
-

-
-

36.6 to 4'6.5 PSI Caution (Con'lult Power Curves for 
Applicable limi~) . 

' 48.9 PSI Maximum (absolute) at 9~ P-erc:e"t RJ>M 

ENGINE TORQUE PRESSURE INDICATOR (T34-P-9W) 

40.2 to: 52:5 RSl. Gaution ·(~nsult"'.l!ower- Cuo:es· for 
~pliccibfec tirni&). 

•• 

Figure 5-1 (Sheet 1 of 61 
UAB1·310 
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T.O. 1 C-133A-1 Section V 

FUEL GRADI JP-4 

, ENGINE TACHOMETER 

100,0 to 107 Permnt RPM Tranlierit Co._.itionC::=:;,-.._;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

107 Pe.rcent RPM Maximum c::::::::;j.--

ENGINE OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR 

- 7-0 PSI Minimum• Low Qround ldlei::::::::,....,,""'_ 

80 to 90 PSI Continuous Operatfonc:;:;::-mi:=.::::l., 

ENGINE FUEL FLOW INDICATOR (T34·P-7WA) 

• 

"' 

ENGINE FUEL FLOW INDICATOR (T34-P-9W) 

700 to 4300 PPH Nannar Opero:ting Rang• 

4300 PPH Maximum 

-
UAlil l •3 1 I 

figure 5- J (Shee.f 2 of 61 

Changed 5 August 1963 5-3 
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T.O. 1C- 133A-1 

FUEL GRADE JP-4 

ENGINE OIL TEMPERATURE INDICATOR 

- 40°~ to· 87"'C Cominuo~ Operation 

. l • 
. g7•c to l~"C Cautiott 

• 

GTU AlRFLOW DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE (AP) INDICATOR 

• 

• 

- 6 inch~ Mg Maximum-

NOTE: 6 inch..- .Hg maximum 1in,it 
~th e1tJ,et .Ofle or two GlU'S C:Faling. 

GTU EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE INDICATOR 

-
-

3®.•t ~ 600°C Continuous O~n 

600°C to 670".C Cautfon: Continued operatlen Jn • 
range- w;ill adverply affect, 1"9 of turbine Nctilan 
670°C Ma)!i.mu,n 

CAUTION: A'ny tiltle tempe~rti uci,d, 670"C the te• 
p.eratur:e and duration must be noted m fCinn 781. Opera
Jion from 6709 C to 700°-C longer tlian TO Sec. or .fr.,.n 
7 00°C"10 750°C- longei, than 5 :Sec. or any ~ mllO'ftl 
1'59"C: ~ uires <,.TO shut clown and ·lnap.ectlon in aeaitd· 
ance with applicable technical oidan. 

GTU OIL TEMPERATURE INDICATOR 

-
J ,15°C ·to f3D"C Caution (Manitar C?onflnuouJIJ) 

- 138°C Maldmum 

UAB 1· 312 

Figure 5-1 (Sheet 3 of 6J 

Changed 5 Augu!.t 1963 
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GTU TACHOMETER 

98.5 to."105 Peteet RPM Continuo111 Operotion -
-

110 Patc:ent, RPM ~mum __ -
GTU OIL PRESSURE 11'.ifDICATOR 

95 to 120 PSI Continuou\ O~ion. In Fl.ight -
45 to 95 PSI C;autlon (Monitor: Cos,tjnuovsly) -

120 PSI Maximum -
• 

AIRSPEED INDICATOR 

Limited to: 
267 Knots from S«i Leve[ to 5000 feet 

261 Knott from 5000 teet to 10,000 feet , ~ 

255 Knots 'from 10,000 feet to 15,000 f.et 
248 Knot, from J 5,000 feet to 20,000 feet 

Airspeed limited to M.55 above 20,000 feet 

· 178 Knots IAS Maximum for Exhnsion 
of Landing Geat or Landing Lighn-

140 Knots IAS Maximum for Full Rap ~ension 

-
•••••• 

PNEUMATIC PRESSURE INDICATOR 

15 to 110 ~SI Normal -

Figure 5. J (Sheet 4 of 6) 

Se<:tion V 

UABl-31 3 
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AILERON LOCK ACCUMULATOR PRESSURE INDICATOR 

-- 1000 to 1050 PSI Nonna! Preload Pnmure 

-

-
-

-
-
-

-
-

3750 to. 3800 ~ Maximum 

FREQ.UENCY METER 

380 CPS Minimum 

381 ·to 419 t:PS Nonnal 

420 QS Maximum 

PROPELLER DEICING AMMETER 

42 AmPJ. Minimum 

.u to 59 Am,a Normal 
f 

60 AmflS Maximum . 

NOJJ: . 
For.,ard spinner" aft spin.n.!tf, and blades a.n.d cuffs am
meters sh~ld Jndicate within 3 amps of each other. 

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE INDICATOR 

figure 5-1 !Sheet 5 of 6) 
UAB1 · 314 
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• 

PARKING BRAKE ACCUMULATOR i>RESSURE INDICATOR 

550 to 600 PSI Nonna! Preload Pressure -
3800 PSI Maximum -

EMERGENCY AIRBllAKE PRESSURE INDICATOR 

1800 to 2950 PSI Low Ambien, Temperatures 

.2950 to" 3050 PSI Standard Temperature (78°F) 

3050 to 3~0 PSI High Ambient Temperaturm 

3850 PSI Maximum 

Note: See temperature g~h ·near filler valve f9r cor
rect pressure at ten:,peratures ather than standard . 

--
-

UA61•31 S 

Figure 5-1 (Sh.eet 6 of 6) 

INTRODUCTION. 

This section includes che limitations t hat must be 

observed during notn1al operation of the C-133A and 
C-133B aircraft, and the T34-P-7WA and T-34-P-9W 
engines. The inStrument limit markings ( fig11re 5-1) 

form a part of these limitations and m use be re ferred 
to, since these limitations are not necessarily repeated 

ia the text 

MINIMUM CREW REQUIREMENTS. 

The n1inimum crew consists of a pilot, a copilot, a 
.flight engineer, and a scanner. Additional crew inem
bers, as required, w ill be added at the discretion of 

the cormnander. 

INSTRUMENT MARKINGS. 

Refer to figu re 5-1 for Instrument Limit l\farkings. 

ENGINE LIMITATIONS. 

Close observance and adherence to engine Ji.1nitations 

is necessary for efficient and safe engine operation. The 

maxi1num limits for starring, ground operation, ac

celerarion, and cruise apply regardless of outside air 

or compressor inlet temperatures. 

ENGINE OPERATING POWERS. 

T he following engine powers, as defined, are used in 

this section and in the performance data throughout 

T.O. 1 C-133A-1-1. 

MAXIMUM power - The greatest amount of power 

(wet or dry) to be used for a limited time period dur

ing takeoff or emergency operation. 

5-7 



Section V T.O. 1C-133A-l 

Engine Operating limitations - 134-P-7WA and 134-P-9W 

Optt11thJg 
C anditi1111 

MAX 

(0.ry) 

Scbe;l11le 
Per,·11111 
Rp,n,t 

(S) 100 

Ml 97.7 

(S) 100 

CM) 97.7 

~----·--·--.. --··-----------------. .. ·----.--·--· -
I ·----·-

T.34-P-7Jf' A TJ4-P-9W 

/11axi11111111 
Allou,o1hle 

'1'orr111e 
Prr::nure 

(Psi}*"' (3) 

46.5 (.2) '-'' 
(4) 

47.6 (~I (-1) 

··--·- ---·-- .. -
Ma:.:imum Mr1xi111um 
Allo,u11ble E:,,;b,mst Gil~ T 

Tempflr- · <>rqr1e 
( ' C 1 Pressure 

at11r(' ) , (PJi)"* (;) 

M@mum 
Turbine 

lnlt't 
("CJ 

( I 2) 49.8 (2) (3) 955 
(41 

(!2) 50.9 (3) (4) 955 

'Iime 
Limit 

! Oil 
' 

Prass11Yt' 
(Psi) 

Di! Te,11per11ture 
('CJ 

-------1 
---...--··-(MitsuleJ) ' 
I Miti 

Max;.. 
Mini- ,,,,,,,,1 

2 

2 

(S min. 
c~g.) 

i 

80 

80 

M,.x 
,num (J{)) 

90 40 100 

90 40 JOO 

·- -· -- .. ·-- ·-·-- - ,. ___ . --· ----·----1-----1------+---- ·- -·-·· .. ·----1 

,S(,_5 (l) (3) 

47.6 (3) 

{12) 

( l 2) 

49.8 (2) (.'i) 
{4) 

50.9 (3) (4) 

940 

I 

'940 

5 80 

; so 

90 

90 

40 

40 

I JOO 

100 
, ______ _,__·-·--· - -·· ---+-----+-----. --------1--- ~---+---+---1 
MIJ.ITARY 

RAT.ED 

NORMAL 

RATED 

(S) l()Q {13} 

(M) 97.7 (13) 

-i6.5 (5) 

47.6 

(S) 97 .7 (I) 36.6 (6) ( 16) 
(13) 

(M) 97.7 (13) 36.6 (6) (16) 

{12) 

(12) 

(12) 

( 17.J 

30 80 90 40 100 46.5 (5) 

47.6 92.5 30 so 90 <io I 100 
. ·····1------t-----1-----1-, - -- --· --1-----+---I 

40.2 (6) (16} 890 Cont. 80 90 40 100 

40.2 (6) (16} 890 Co11.r. 80 90 .fO 100 
------I,-.. ----·-1---·- ---11-----+-----+---· -· - -·~···. 

FLlGllT IDLE 
(Airborne) (S) 9•t5 ( 13 > 

(M} 97.7 
(above 
120Koots) 

1 
' 

Cont. 

Cont. 

80 

l:10 

90 

90 

40 

40 

100 

100 

(Static) 

-···· ·····r- ··----+----+--- -- - ' . - ·-·-+----+--+----+--+---! 
90.!)-9.Z.5 l ' Co.oL 80 90 40 100 

L----· -· --· 

GROUND IDLE 

High 

Low 

1-----···· .... 

FULL REVERSE 

(15) j 
---1-----1------1-----+-----1-----I----+---+- ... 

90.9--92.S 
{15) 

S3.5-57.0 
(l4) 

(11) 

(11) 

705 111) 

705 (11} 

Conr. RO 90 40 

Conr. 80 90 40 

- -----+------+------+-----+----..Jf-----+----1--- -

92.'5-103 
(1.5) 

7)0 80 90 '40 

- . 

100 

100 

100 

···----1'--------1-----+------1-------1------1------1-· .. - - - ... --1----+----I 

S'rARTJNG (9) 400 Below 
41'¼,Rpm 
76oAbove 
47%Rpm 

(JO Second.">) 

760Bclow 
50%Rpm 
8SOAbove 
503/.:,Rpm 

( 10 S«oods) 

(7) (8) (8) 

··------..I.----.....L.----L-----......L----..__ ___ -1... __ L-_ _ __. __ __. __ _ 

(S) Synchronous go\ieroing. (M) 1\iechaoical .reference governing. 

For numbers ia parentheses, see a_pplicable numbered aor~ sheets 2 of 3 and 3 of 3. 

I *Th.: maximum over~pc:<.'CI limit is 107 percent rpm for 5 seconds. 

**Gear box limit or mm limit. 

**"'Do not use water-alcohol injection at ambient temperarores below o•c, or at altitudes above 8,000 leei. 

figure 5-2 (Sheet 7 af 3) 

Chonged 5 August 1963 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1 Section V 

Engine Operating limitations - T34-P-7WA and 134.p.9w 

(1) Scheduled rpm for NORMAL RATED power is 97.7 
percent, however, rpm up to 100 percent is permis
sible. The minimum .r:pm which can be obca.ined with 
the rpm uim le ... -er in the full dc:aease po&ition. is also 
permissible at NORMAL RATED power e.t ambient 
temperatures of to•c and below. 

(2) T34-P-7WA 
A maximum. o£ 48,5 psi coi:qure pressure at 100 per• 
cent rpm (667$ SHP) i~ allowed for l minute during 
the initial _power reduction followiog rakd. If this 
value is ex<:eeded. the engine 1nust be shut down or 
an immediate landing made, using the minimum power 
required to sustain .llight. 

T34-P•9W 
A maximum of ,o.8 p11i to.rqne pressure at 100 pei:cent 
rpm (7100 SI-IP) is a.flowed i:or 1 minute during the 
initial power reduction following takeoff. If this value 
is exceeded. the engine must be shut down or an im• 
mediate landing .made, using the mini.mum power re
quired to NSWO .tlight. 

(3) T34-P-7WA 
The engine will de~·elop mote tban 46.5 psi torqne 
pressure ar 100 percent rpm (6500 SHP) for cakeoif 
at low ambient temperatures (see MAX Dry Power 
Ched Curve - 100 Pe.rceot Rpm, in Pa.rt 2 ofT.0.1C-
133A-1-1). Where the cng.ine will develop more tbau 
6500 SHP, a takeoff ac less tban full throttle ,..-ill be 
necessary. The lollowiog perceot rpm and torque pre.s
swe combinations .reflect 6500 SHP: 

Tachometer 
Redding (Percent Rpm) 

100 

99 
98 
97 
96 
95 

T34-P--9W 

M.iximum Allowable 
TlWqt1emeler Pf'es1urs (Psi) 

46.5 
47.0 

47.4 
'67.9 
48.4 
48.9 

The engine will develop more th.an 49.8 psi torque 
pceswre at 100 percent rpm ((,950 SIIP) fot takeoJf 
at low ambient tempcranaes (~ee ;\{AX Di:y Po\\-er 
Check Curve - 100 Percent Rpm, Part 2 of T.O. lC• 
13.3.A.-l-l). Whece tbe engine will develop more than 
6950 SHP, a takeoff at less than full throttle will he 
11.ecessacy. The following percent rpm and torque pres
sure combinations re8.ect '5950 SHP. 

T 11,h !miet" lif=imum A.llowdble 
Readmg Tc;rq11t11nSlsr Prsssturil 

(Per~mt Rpm) (P.si) 

100 49.8 

99 50.( 

98 50.9 

97 51.l 

96 51,9 

95 52.5 

(4) Compute maximum power frmn MAX Wet oi- MAX 
Dry Power Check Curves, PIU't 2 of T.O. 1C·133A-1-l, 
as appli01ble. 

(5) To be computed from the Torque Pressure Detcrmiua• 
tion -MILIT.AllY RATED Power cbart fu Pan:2 ofT.O. 
1C-13JA-1-1, or from me Climb 'rorque Pressure -
Military Rated Power chart in Part 4 of T.O. 1 c. 
135.4-1-1. If any of these limits a.re exceeded, the S 
minute ume limit for MAX (dry) p()wet will apply. 

(6) To be tompured from Torque Pressure - Climb· 
NORMAL RATED Power chart, Part 4, of T.O. 
lC-13lA-l•l. If operating tor4ue pressure limit is ex
ceeded, the 30 minute tin1e limit for MILIT.ARY 
RATHD power will apply. If the ,o minute limit is 
exceeded, either the engine should be ~hut down or a 
landing should be made ming the minSmmn power 
required ro sustain :flight. When operatiag below 
NOR.MAI. RATED power, do not exceed the torque 
presslll'.e computed for NORMA.I. RATED power. 

(7) To ensure adequate propeller i:eduaioo gear lubrica
tion and to avoid overheating of the turbine oz: tu.r· 
bine seals, starting time from engaging the starter to 
attaining ground idle s:_pm should not he Jess 1:han 30 
seconds nOf' more than 60 seconds. Jn no case should 
the starting ti rne e1rceed 2 minutes. 

(8} Dwing cold starting, engine oil pl'essure may vary 
from 90 to 150 psi, but should not exceed 150 p&i for 
more d1an 10 minutes. Afttr warmup, oiJ _rressure 
should s.tahifu.:e with.lo limits (80 to 90 psi). 

(9) Do not cxc~d HI GROUND IDLE rpm with oil 
remperatme below ,o·c . 

Fjgure 5-2 ($heel 2 of JJ 

5-9 
Changed 5 August 1963 
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Section V T.O. l C-133A-1 

Engine Operating limitations - T34-P-7WA and T34-P-9W 

C 10) ·ro increase the service life of the engine, 87 •c is the 
:recommended maxin1um oil-in te1npe.tature for normal 
or,eration. An oil-in temperature up to l00°C is per
mined in the: event tl'!at normal oil temperature cannot 
be mainrained. 

(11) T34•P•7WA 
.Acceleration exhaust gas te1n1,e.ra1ure limit fiom LOW 
to HJ GROUND IDLE is 62o•c. When acc:elerating 
co powets ubove HI GROUND 1DLE, the maximum 
allow11.ble exhaust gas temperan1re of the power con
dition to which the acceleration is being made, will 
also be the acceleration temperature limit. 

T34-P-9W 
The turbine inlet temperature limit !or a,celeratio11 
from LOW to HI GROUND IDLE rpm is 76o°C be
low 50 percent rpm a11d sso·c above 50 percent rpm 
(10 seconds). Acceleration ro higher power settiogs 
are limited to steady state limit for that power. 

(12) To be computed from me appropriate powe,: check 
curves in Pan 2 of T.O. 1C·13'lA.-1-1. Do oot exceed 
these curve limia. 

( 13) A :tluctuation of :!: 0.5 percent with an occasional :::l::: LO 
percent rpm on synchronous governing, and a fluctue. 
rion of ± 0.75 percent rpm with an ocrasional .::I; 1.5 

percent rpm on mechanical reference, is acceptable. 
These Yar.iations arc p.rcditted on a rhythmic cycle of 
one to three seconds. In general rapid fluctuations (sev
eral cycles per second) will be of small ampHt1.1de and 
may be contributed to iostrumentauon. If a propeller 
operational check at a .fixed blade angle does .not elimi
nate the lluctuation. the engine fuel control should be 
checked. When a .fl.uctuatioo is observed, closely moni
tor tbe extent of B.uctuati01'I. A definite trend toward 
au iauease in amplitude beyond the llbO'\·e stated 
tolerances coupled with th£ approximate hequcocy as 
pi:eviousJy Stated, may be an indication of the bearings 
sticking and binding in the pxopellc:r governor. Such 
a malfunction is reason for engine shutdown. 

(14) A slow random flut.'tUation of ± 5.0 percent rpm can 
be occasionally expected with the throttle in I.OW 
GROUND lDLE and the aittrait in a statit: condition. 

(15} A slow random lluctuution of + 1.0 percent 1pm may 
be occasionally expected 'tllith the throttle in FLIGHT 
IDLE. HI GROUND IDLE, or FULL llVERS.E, and 
the aircraft hi a static: conditioo. 

{16) A torque p.hl!sme .fl.nctu11tion of +2 psi is perm.issible 
durins NORMAL RATED ope.ratins conditions and 
below. 

Figure 5-2 (Sheet 3 of 3J 

MILITARY RATED Power. -The maximum power aJ. 
lowahle during flight under specified operating con
ditions £01: periods of 30 minutes duration. 

NORMAL RATED Power. -The maximum power al
lowable fot contiouou.s operation under speci.lied con
dh:ions. 

ENGJNE OPERATING LIMITATIONS, 

The enguie operating limits for the various operating 
conditions are given on figure 5-2. For .shaft horse
power limitations at NORMAL RATED, MILITARY 
RA TED, and MAXIMUM power, see figure 5-4. Shaft 
horsepower limitations for a given takeoff condition 
are shown on the MAX Power Check Curves in Part 
2 of T.O. 1C-133A-1-1. Maximum allowable torque 
pressures £or takeoff, climb, and cruise are to be com
puted from the appropriate curves in T.O. 1C-l33A-1-l. 
For torque pressure characteristics during cold weacher 
operation, see sectl'on IX. 

Maximum Allowable Turbine Inlet/Exhaust Gas 
Temperatures. 

5-10 

Turbine inlet/exhaust gas temperature and 
torque pressure control is of the utmost im
portance to the life of the engines; therefore, 
it is necessary that the limiting remperatnre 
for aoy given condition be sttictly observed, 
both on the ground and during flight. Jf the 
turbine inlet/exhaust gas temperature and 
torque p.ressure limits cannot be maintained, 
either rhe engine should be shut down o.r a 
landing should he made as soon as practicable, 
using the .minimum power required tO S1.1.S· 

tain flight. Any overspeed. overtemperature, 
or overtorque will Ix: noted in Form 781 by 
stating -rpm~ rem~tature, or torque experi
enced and duration. 

Take1>ff- Use the MAX Power Check Curves in Part 
2 of T.O. 1C-133A-l-l to determine the maximum. 
allowable turbjne inlet/exhaust gas temperature for a 
given takeoff coodition. This maxi.mum allowable 
turbine inlet/exhaust gas temperature must be limited 
to 5 minutes dry and 2 minutes: wet. 

(See Nole on P4ge 5·14) 
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iection Y 
T.0. 1C-133A-1 

Not• 

In an emergency, water inje<:tioo may be used 
until the supply of wa~-alcohol mixture is 
exhausted. 

Starting - '04-P-7W A - The exhausr gas tempe.ra
ture limit is 400°C below 41 percent rpm, and 760°C 
ibove 41 percent rpm, for a period not to exceed 10 
seconds. When accelerating to engine powers above 
high ground idle rpm, ~ temperature ~imit. for ~ 
power condition to which the accelerat1oa. 1~ beang 
made wilt also be the acceleration temperatute limit. 

Starting - T34-P-9W - The rurbine inlet tempera
nini limit for swtiog acceleration is 7600C below 50 
percent and 850°C above 50 pe.rcent rpm • .not to exceed 
10 seconds. When accelerating to engine powers above 
high ground idle rpm, the wnperature ~it. for ~e 
power condition to which the_ acceleration is b_e•~g 
made will also be the acceleratton temperature lun1t. 

Steady State - The maxim.um allowable TIT/EGT 
during steady state operations may he dete.rmioed from 
the applicable charts in Parts 2 and 4 of T.O. lC· 
133.A-1-1. 

Watel'-.Alcahol lniection. 

The use of watel'-akohol injection .is restricted 
to a maxirnwri of 6500 SHP for the T34-
P-7WA and 6950 SHP for the T34-P-9W 
engines. Use is limited m ambient tempera
mres above 0°C .and altitudes below 8000 

feet. 

STARTING RIEL FLOW SCHEDULE, 

During engine starting, check for an indicati.on of 
fuel flow at the same time the condition lever is placed 
in the R.UN·FUEL ON position. At ~ level, with 
standard day conditions, the desired fuel flow schedule 
is as follows: 

5-14 

15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 

Puel Flo,v 
(Pounds Per HQ,n-) 

300 to 380 
340 to 420 
440 to 520 
580 to 640 
700 t0 760 
820 tQ 900 
960 to 1020 
1100 to 1180 

Note 

When the condition lever is placed in the 
RUN-FUEL ON position, the fuel Bow will 
momentarily surge to approximately 550 psi 
prior to stabilizing. If starting fuel :ftow ex
ceeds the dllllired fuel ilow .schedule, turbine 
inlet cemperacure wjll be high. If fuel flow is 
low, a false· mttt may be experienced. See 
igwe 5-2 Eor .maximum turbine inlet tempe.ra
tuce for engine SOlrting. 

NORMAL FUEL GRADE OPERATING LIMITS. 

The normal fuel grade operating limits are those speci
:fted under the paragraphs ou Engine Operating Limi
tatious, this section. When the specified JP-4 fuel grade 
is not available, service the air:craft with alternate 
fuels listed in order o£ preference under Military 
Aviation 'l'urbiue Fuels (figure 5-1). 

AlTERNATE FUEL GRADES. 

JP-5 Fuel. 

Engines tested with this fuel indicated no significant 
power changes. High altitude relight characteristics 
with JP-5 fuel a.re .o.ot as good as with JP-4 fnel. JP-S 
fuel can freeze at a -48°C temperature which is con
siderably above the - 59°C capability of the aircraft. 
JP-5 fuel is not stocked by the A1r Force. but it may 
be available at some Naval bases. 

JP-1 Fuel, 

Fuels with the NATO symbol F-30, F-32. F-33, and 
P-34 have similar properties of JP-1 fuel, the princi
pal -variation being the freeiing point. Performance 
changes with these fuels have not been determined, 
therefore, careful monitociog of the engine instru-

• meats 111 necessary. 

JP-3 Fuel. 

Per£ormaoce changes on the engine due ro the use of 
JP-3 fuel have not been determined; therefore, careful 
monitoriag of the engine inmumeots is necessary. 

Aviation Gasoline. 

In the event that an aircraft is servi.ced with gasoline, 
engine performance £.rom NORMAL RA'I'ED to 
MAXIMUM power will change as follows: 

Fuel flow, PPH ................................ 7 percent decrease 
Shaft horsepower ............................ 10 pe.rcent decrease 
Turbine inlet temperature ····-··············Slight decrease 
Exhaust gas temperature ···········--·-·······33°C dec.rease 
Equivalent specinc fuel 
conmmption ............................... 2½ percent inctease 

( 



-...._.. 

T.O. 1C-133A-t Section V 

Military Aviation Turbine Fuels 

SPECIFIED FOR C-133A/B AIRCRAFT T34•P•7WA/9W ENGINES 
Order 

of NA.TO UNITED ST ATES GREAT BRlT Al.r\J BELGIUM CANADA. FRANCE ITALY 
PreJe,,. S1mhol Grde $ped/ic'1UQn $peci}ic,.dio1J Specif;c.aion Specificmon $,Peci{icaio~ Sf,flcifoctdion 

e,ue . 

1 P-40 JP-4 Mlf...P-5624 DER.D 2486-AVTAG DSM-70b 3-GP-22c Air 3407 .AM..C142b 

KEROSENE ALTERNATE 

2 F-42 JP-S MIL-F-5624 DHR.D 2488-AVCA T 3-GP.24b Air 3404 

?, F-30 DERD 2482-A VTUR. DSM-!i!la .AM-C-141a 

4 P-32 JP-1 MIL-F-S616 

s f-33 

6 F-34 3-GP-23& Au 340S/2 

7 JP,3 Mll.-F-5624 

GASOLINE ALTERNATE 

8 F-12 80/87 MIL-G. 5 5 72 

9 P-15 91/96 MIL-G-':i 5 72 

10 F-18 100/130 MJL-G-5571 

ll F-22 115/145 MJI...G-S572 

Figure 5.5 

Aviation gasoline varies in each country. The signili
cant variation is in the reuaethyl lead content. I£ 
aviation gasoline must be used as an alternate fuel, 
NATO .speci6cation aviation gasoline of the lowest 
grade available ;s preferred. 

General Instructions For Use of Any Alternate Fuel, 

1. Do not exceed engine limits specin.ed for JP-4 
fuel. 

2. Avoid icing conditions. 

3. Service aircraft with minimum quantity of fuel 
to permit flight to nearest base where JP-4 fuel is 
available, 

4. H possible, climb should be performed at NOR
MAL RATED power. 

5, Draining of alternate grade fuel from tanks 
after tl.ight is not mandatory bur. is recommended. to 

assure airaait pe.rfo.rmaoce as specified in T.O. 1C-
13JA-1-l, If ranks are nor drained of alternate grade 
fuel. entry should be made in the Form 781 of the 
approximate amount of alternate grade fuel remainic1g 
in the tanks, to alert the next crew that normal per
formance will oot be attained until that fuel is con-, 
sumed, No special inspections are required after use of 
any of the specified alternate grade fuel, 

TABLE OF TOLERANCES. 

A a1bJe of tole.ranees (figure 5-6) is provided as a sup
plement tO the insuument limit markings (figure ,-l), 

PROPELLER LIMITATIONS. 

RPM FLUCTUATION. 

When an rpm 8.uctuation is eacouotered in flight, 
care must be taken in judging the seriousness of the 

5-15 



Section V T.O. 1C-133A~1 

Table of Tolerances 

G1U TOLERANCES. 

Starting and No-Load Limits. 

Rpm-Ground ···············-···························99 - 101 Percent 

.Rpm-Flight ................................... - ....... 99 - 10:Z.5 Percent 

*Rpm-Transient············--·-······ 105 - 110 Perceor Caution 
110 PerceQt Maximum 

EGT-Gr0u11d aad Flight ........... -..................... 300- 600°C 
600- 670"C Caution 

*EGT-Transient ··--···············-·-···· ... 670 - 700"C, 10 Seconds 
700 - 7'io•c, 5 Seconds 

Oil Presmre-Ground ..................................... 105 - 115 Psi 

Oil Pressure - Flight _ ......... - .................................... 95-120 Psi 

Oil Temperature ................................................. 130&C ~um. 

.A.itiow AP ._, ............. _ .......................... _ ......... -.............. 0.0 locbes Hg 

Loadad and Unaugmented. 

.R.pm-Gi:ouad ·····················-····---·----·--·-98.S-99 • .S Percent 

Rpm - Flight .............................................. 9B.5 - 105 Percent 

*Rpm-Transient .......................... 105- 110 Percent Caution 
110 Perrent Maximum 

BG T - Gronnd ............................................................. 5 80 - 590° C 

EGT-Fligbt ................................................................... 580- 600°C 
600- 670°C Caution 

670- 70oac, 10 Secoods 
700 - 750°C, ~ Seconds 

.AirBow ~P-Ground ···-·············-········1.5-2.S Inches Hg 

Airiow aP - Flight ... - ......................... 1.0-2.5 Inches H,g 

Oil Pressute-Ground ...................................... 105 - llS Psi 

Oil Pressure - Flight .......................................... 9S - 120 P&i 

Oil Temperature ···················-··-·····················l30"'C Maximum 

Loaded and Augmented. 

llpm -Ground .......................................... 98.5 - 101 Percent 

Rpm - Flight ............................... 98-5 - l 05 Percent Caution 

*Rpm-Transient .......................... 10; - 110 Percent Caution 
110 Percent Maum.WD 

* Transieot conditions occur during changes in GTU opera
tional procedures. For ~xumple, unloaded to loaded or 
unaugmented to au1mented operation. 

EGT - Gi:ound and flight ···-··········-510 - 540°C Minimum 
570- 6D0°C ComiDuous 

600 - 670"C Caution 
670-700"C, lO~onds 
700 - 75o•c, 5 Seconds 

Oil Pres5,w:e- Ground ...................................... 105 - 115 Psi 

Oil Pressure -Plight ........................................ -95 -120 Psi 

Oil Temperature ............................................ 130°C .Maximum 

.Airflow AP 
( ~lanual Selea:ion) ......................... .6.0 lncha Hg Ma.-rirnum 

PROPELLER TOLERANCES. 

All rpm tolerance limitations are predicated an 1he use of 
an accurate tachometer system. Inaccuracies in the tachom
eter, can usually be dctcrmiDed by across the board compari. 
son of rpm indicarots. Pot allowable rpm oscillation, see 
ltpm Fl11.auatioa_ this sec:rioo. The followins toletantts I 
are applicable to both B-100 and B·300 series propellers: 

Synchronou1 Reference Governing. 

.MAXJMUM Power ···-············'····--············100( ±0.5) Perc:eot 

MJLlT.AltY RATED Power .................... 100( +o.5) Pe.ri:em 

NORMAL RATED Power ...................... 97.7( ±0.S) Percent 

:FLIGHT IDLE (Airborne) ...................... 94.5 ( ...:.. 0.5) Pereeut 

Mechanical Reference Governing, 

Powers Above FLIGHT IDLE .................... 97,7(±0.5) Pettent 

Note 

If time does not permit adequate propeller pitd:i 
change sys,:,em warmup, a tolerance of 97.7( ± 1.0) 
percent is ac.::eptable. 

FLIGHT IDLE - Static ........................ 90.9-92.S Pe.rcent 

High GROUND IDLE ............................ 90.9 - 92.5 Percent 

FULJ. .Rl:Vl!RSE .................................... 9S.5 -100.5 Percent 

Low GROUND IDLE ............................ 53.5 -S7.0 Percent 

Error Switch Settings. 

High Error ................................... -········· .. 103.0 ( + 1.0) Pen:ent 

Low Error ................................ ·-······--··--·.92.S { ± 1.0) Percent 

Rpm Trim (see Propetler Synchronizer Rpm Trim Opera.• 
tion Eovelopi; ~pre 7-1), 

Uppe.r 1imit ..................................... - ... 99.5 - 100.5 Percent 

Lower Limit ............................................ 94.0 - 95.0 Pcrcen-r 

Figure 5-6 
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T.0. IC-133A-1 S.ction V 

Warning and Caution Light Settings 

BRAKE SYSTEM. 

Antiskid Waming Light. 

Light ON .......... Landing gear is not d<m,·n and locked, or 
continuity does not exist .iu aotiskid system. 

Light OFP ........ .I.andio.g gear is down and Jocked, weight of 
a.ire.raft is .testio.s oo gear, and continuity 
ewists in aotiskid system. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS. 

A-C Checklist Annunclator Panel. 

LEFT GEN 
OUT 
Light ON ... - ..... VoJtage is less than 100 volts to ground on 

any line, or voltage exceeds 139 + 10 volts 
to ground on any line. 

RIGHT GEN 
OUT 
Light ON .......... Voltage is less than 100 volts to ground on 

11.oy line, or voltage exceeds 139 + 10 volts 
to ground on any line. 

N-1 Campas• Power-Off Light. 
Light ON .......... Volrage to N-l Compass system is 90 volt, 

or less. 

tight OFF ......... Voltage to N-1 Compass .system .is 105 voles 
or more. 

Transformer-Rectifier Wamfng Lights. 

Li,lht ON .......... A•C inpui:volt.age to applicable ttansfui:mer• 
rectinet is less than 72 to 83 volo for a 
period of 4 seconds or .more, or d-c output 
voltage from applicable t.ransfotmer-rectifier 
is Je,s than 16 to 18 volts. 

Light OFF ......... 0-c ourpuc voltage from applicable uans
forJllel'.-.r~tifie.r is 25 to 30 '\'Olts, o,. a-c power 
is not a"ailable. 

ENGINE SYSTEMS. 

Engine Overheat and Fire Warning Lights. 

Flasning 
Light ON .......... Sea.sing element ambient temperature .is 

300°F m mo.re (overheat). 

Flashing 
Light OFF ......... Sensing element ambient temperature i.s 

2so• F o.r le1s. 

Steady 
Light ON .......... Sensing element ambient temperature is 

500°F or more ( ire). 

Steady 
Light OFF ......... Sensing element ambient temperature is 

475 • F or less. 

Ice Accretion lights. 
Lights ON ....... .Detector probe in any engine is sen~ing a 

free airstrcam impa1:t pressw:e of .007 psi or 
less at sea level. 

Lights OFF ....... Detector probes in all engines are sensing a 
free airsueam impact pressure of .008 psi or 
more, 11c :Jeil level. 

NTC Indicator (Warning} lights. 
Light ON .......... Negative tnrqne of .respective engine exceeds 

2000 foot/pounds for a period of .015 sec
onds or more. 

Light OfF ......... Wbeo NTC warning light ceset ,witch u 
moved m RESET position. 

011 Low-Pres$Ure Warning Light. 

Light ON .......... Oil pressure of any engine is descreesiog and 
has reached 3 ~ to 3 7 psig. 

Ligbt OFP .. _ •.... Oil pressure of all operadn§ engines is above 
40 to 44 psig and condition lever of Jnopera
tive engine is in the FtJBL OFF or F'IiA
THER. position. 

Pneumatic Manifold Overheat Warning Light. 

Ligb, ON ... - ..... Seosing element ambil!nt temperature .is 
300"F or more. 

light OPF ......... Sensing element ambient tempezature is 
280" f c:,r less. 

Starter Disen9ag111 Warning Lights. 

L.lght ON .......... Pressure in tespective starter ait i.olet duce is 
20 psi or more. 

light OFF ......... Light should go off when speed of respective 
engine is between 48 and 64 percent rpm, 
depending upon die rype of starter installed. 

Water-Alcohol Injection Pressure Indicators. 

ON .................... Wau:r-alcohol .injection pzessure is between 
170 and 185 psi and is inc.tl!Mio.g. 

OFF·-····-······ .•.. Water-alcohol in jectioo pressure is between 
16o and 170 p5i and is decreasing. 

ENGINE OIL SUPPLY SYSTEM. 

Oil Low-Level Warning lights. 

I.ights ON.-...•.. Volume of oil in any u.nk js from 3.3 to 4.3 
gallom, oi: Jen. 

Lights OFF ....... Volume of oil in all tanks exceeds 4.3 gal
lons, or volume of oil i.n a spccifi.c tank is 
from. 3.3 to -i.3 gallons or less, and condition 
leTet for eo.gioe being supplied by that tank 
is in the FUEI. OFF at FEATHER position. 

FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEM. 

Fuel Low-Pre$$Ure Wamlng Lights. 

Light ON .....•.... Respettive f121:l boost pump 1:>ressure is be
tween 8.25 and 9.75 p.~ig and is decreasilJ8. 

Light OFF ........ Res~etive fuel boost pump pr.:~sure is be
tween 9 and 12 psig and is iacrC11sing. 

figure 5-7 ($heel 1 af 2) 
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Section V T.O. 1C-133A-1 

Warning and Caution light Settings 

GTU SYSTEMS, 

GTU Fire Waming Lights, 

Flashing 
• light ON .......•.. Sensiog element ambient 

300•1 or mote (overheat). 
temperature 1s 

Flashiq 
Light OFP ... - .... Seosing element ambien1: temperature i, 

280°P 0.l'. Jess. 

Steady 
Light ON .. - .. - .. Scnsing clement:. detects light at a tempera

ture of 2500° · K, modulated at a frequency 
of 16 cycles per second or less (ire). 

Steady 
Light OFF .•....... Sensing element detects light eithet at a 

temperature above 2550"K, or modulated at 
a f.requenc:y greater than 16 cycli:s pe.r sec
ond, or both. 

GTU Low-011 Pressure Warning Lights. 

Light ON .......... Oil pressure of respective GTU is dec:reasia.g 
and has rea£bed 43 to 47 psig. 

Light OFF ....•.... Oil press11.te ol respective GTU is increasing 
and bas reached 45 to 49 psig. 

Low EGT Caution Lights. 

Light ON .......... Exhausc gas temperature of respective GTU 
is between 510°C and 540°C. 

Light OPP ......... Exhaust gas tempeiature 0£ respective GTU 
is above S40°C oi: below 510°C. 

LANDING GEAR SYSTEMS. 

Landing Gear Warning Light. 

Light ON •.. - •. -.Any landing gear not up aad Jocked or 
down and locked, regardless of the posidori 
of any throttle, or any landing gear, euept 
the tail bumper, not down and locked and 
the throttle for any engine .retarded to a po
sition of 6S.1° or Jess (as indicated on the 
fuel control Wlit protractor). 

Light OFF ........ .Alt landing gears up and locked or down 
and locked and the throttles for all engines 
advanced to a posidon of 67.5" or more (as 
indicated on the £uel con1rol unit pro• 
traaru-). 

OXYGEN SYSTEM. 

Liquid Oxygen Low-level Warning light. 

l.ight ON •......... Volwne of liquid oxygen is from 2.75 to 
2.25 litres, or less. 

Light OFP ......... Volume of liquid oxygen is greater than 2.75 
litres. 

PROPELLER SYSTEM, 

Propeller Beta Warning lights. 
Light ON .......... Blade wgle of ri:speaive propeller is less 

than 10:5". 

Li.cht OFF .• - .•... Blade angle of respective prtJtleller .exceeds 
1 LO". 

RUDDER SYSIEM. 

TwD-Position Rudder Stop Caution Indicator Lights. 

18½ DEG. 
RUDDER 
Light ON .......... Aitspeed between I6S and 170.knots IAS, or 

more, aud 7-degrce rudder srop is ioopera• 

18½ DEG. 
RUDDER 

• uve, 

Light OFF ......... Airspecd between 16S and I70 knots IAS o.r 
more, and .rudder control lim.ittd to 7-
degrees. 

7 DEG. 
RUDDER 
Light ON .......... Aii:speed between 16.S amd 170 kDot!l IAS or 

less, aud only 7-degrees of rudder ronuol 
available. 

7 DEG. 
RUDDER 
tight OFP ....•..•. Airspecd between 165 and 170 knots IAS or 

less, and I8½·degtee1 of rudder conuol is 
available. 

WING FLAP SYSTEMS. 

Emergency Wing Flap Hydraulic Pressure lnd(catfng 
light •. 

Light ON .. ~ ...... Emergency flap switch is i1;1 ON position, and 
auxiliary hydraulic pump pressure is between 
600 and 750 psi and is increasing. 

Light OFF ......... llme.rgency Sap switch is in ON poution, and 
auxiliary hydraulic pump pressure fs between 
600 and 750 psi and is de(:teuing, Dr emer
gt:ncy fia.p switch is in the OJF position. 

Wing Flap Takeoff Warning Index Panel Light. 

I.igbt ON .......... Wing flaps not ser at lS ±1$, landing gear 
down and locked, weight of aircrah on gear, 
and throttles for engines No. 1 ilnd 3 ad
vanced to a position ol. 70° or more (as indi
cated on fuel control llllit prouactor). 

Light OFF ......... Wing flaps set ;n 15 =.1 •, landing·gear down 
and locked, ,ivc:ight of am:raft on gear, and 
throttles for engines No. l and 3 adva.nced to 
a position of 70° o.r more, 01' wing :8aps not 
set at 15 ::!: 1°, landing ,;ear down and locked, 
weight of aircraft Otl gea.r, and throttles for 
engines No. 1 and 3 retarded to a position of 
67 ½ • or less (as jo.dicated on fuel control 
unit protracwr). 

figure 5-7 (Sheet 2 of .2) 
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discrepancy. io avoid unnecessary engine shutdown o.r 
continued operation of a fau]ty propeller governi11g 

syscem, note the following tolerances. Rpm fluctua

tion on synchronizer of ±0.5 percent, with occasional 
(every 1 to 3 seconds) fluctuation tO ±.1.0 percent, is 

acceptable. A ftuctuatioo of ±0.75 pe~nt with an 
occasional increase to ± 1.5 percent is acceptable on 
mechanical reference governing. Rapid ftuctuation 

(several cycles per socood) of small amplitude is alsn 
acceptable. Once noted, an rpm 8.uctuarion should he 
carefully n1onitored for a definite treod toward an 
ioc.reftse in nmplitude beyond Lhe p~iog tolerances. 
If any of the toleranc~ are exceeded, the engine 
should be sbur down, if not essencial to safe Right. 

AIRSPEED LIMITATIONS. 

1·he Maximum Flight Speed vs Altitude Chart: (fig
ure 5-8) ~how:, the maximum allowable level flight 
indicated ,1irspeed for any gross weight up m the 
design gross weight versus altjrude. Reduced maximum 
allowable level flight speeds. are shown for use at alter
nate gross weights. 

MAXIMUM SPEED FOR WING FLAP EXTENSION. 

The maximum indicated airspeeds for various degrees 
of wing :flap extension at gross weigba l~ss than 
210,000 pounds and greater than 210,000 pounds arc 

I shown on figure 5-9. The maximum recotnmende<l 
airspeed for full extension uf the wing 13aps (35 de
grees) is 140 knots IAS at gross weights below 210,000 
pounds, and 155 knots IAS at gross weights above 
210,000 pounds. 

MAXIMUM SPEED FOR LANDING GEAR 
EXTENSION. 

The landing gear should not be extended at ainpecds 
above 178 knors lAS. 

MAXIMUM SPEED FOR LANDING LIGHT 
EXTENSION. 

The landing lights should not be extended at airspeeds 
ubove 178 knots lAS. 

Changed S August 1963 

MAXIMUM GROUNDSPE'.ED LIMITED BY TIRE 
STRENGTH. 

Ground~peed in excess of 1-iO knots may cause por
tions of the ti-ead to sepi1ra1e fro1n the tires. The Max
imum Groundspecd (LAS) Limited by Tire Strength 

char, (fig1trc 5-10) show:; the maximum allowable 

groundspecd in knots IAS for various temperature 

and alrirude condi1ions. The chart is based on a maxi
mum groundspeed of 140 knors. 'fhe following exam
ple explains how the chatr is u<1eti. 

Example,. 

Gi-ven: 

Outside Air T cm pt:rarurc .:.: 2 5 ° C. 
Pressure Altirude = 2000 feet. 

Enter the chart at: an outside air temperature (OA 1') 

of 25°C (A). Read up to the 2000 feet pressure altitude 

curve (B). Read ac.ross to Jind the 1ire strength limit 
1AS is 129.5 knots. Do not exceed a groundspeed 
of 129.5 knot5 lAS for these conditions. 

CREW ENTRANCE DOOR. 

Do not open the crew cnrrance door in flghr, except 
for bailout. The door can he removed before ftjght, 

and the aircraft operated up to permissible speeds 
without damage to the aircraft. At speeds above 200 
knots IAS, straight and level flight m11St be maintained. 

SIDE CARGO DOOR. 

The side cargo door mu!'ir not he operated during 

flight. 

RAMP AND REAR CARGO OR CLAMSHELL DOOttS. 

The maximum indicated airspeed for operation of the 
ramp and doors is 150 knots 1AS. When the tamp and 
doots are unlatched or open, the maxin1um allowallle 
flap deflection is limirecl t<:t 25 degrees due to struccural 
limitations. Abrupt rolling or directional manuevcr 
which result in high tail loads ~hould be avoided. A 
load limit factor of 1.5g .should nor be exceeded with 
ramp and doors unlatched or open. 

Romp and Reetr Cargo Doors - C· 133A. 

'fhe ramp should out be allowed to extend below the 
TRAIL position which is approximately 7 degree.~ below 

5-19 
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Maxi.mum Flight Speed vs Altitude Chari 

STANDARD DAY 
EN.GINEISl: 141 l34-P•7WA/9W 

FLIGHT NOT UtCOMl:UNDm 

Figure 5-8 

I~ THIS A1t1A 

_--MAXIMUM 
RfCOMMENDl!D 
LlV!I. FUGHT 
All!il'IID 
~1)3A1 
CAlGO Lffl THAN 
01 .IOUAL TO 
•s.ooo POUNDS 
C..1331: 
CMG() t.ESS THAN 
01 EQUAL TO 
90,000 POUNDS 
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floor level. The maximum allowable sitleslip, for any 
condition with ramp and doors open, is +: 10 degrees. 
No restriction is placed on operation of the wing Haps 
up to the structural limitation of 25 degrees. 

Ramp and Clamshell Doors - C-133B. 

The ramp should not be allowed to extend below the 
floor level position. Maxi.mum allowable sideslip for 
any condition with the ramp and doors open is +5 
degrees. Wing flap dedeetion with the ramp and doon 
open is limited to 15 degrees due to Pdverse :flight 
charac:reristics. 

MANEUVERS. 

The maneuvering flight' limitations of the aircraft are 
indicated in the following paragraphs, 

PROHIBITED MANEUVERS. 

The aircraft .is restricted to .normal maneuvers. No 
acrobaric ilight js permjtted. 

ALLOWABLE AILERON DEFLECTION. 

Maximum pilot force cao be a.1>1>lied throughout the 
sp1.-ed range of rhe aircraft Srruaural protection is 
p.rovided by a spring force limiter built inro the aileron 
control system. 

WARNING 

'l'o avoid high vertical tail loads during roll
ing maneuvers, coordinated .rudde.r must be 
used to maintain as little sideslip as possible. 

ALLOWABLE ELEVATOR DEFLECTION. 

Abrupt elevator de6.ecti01J!1 should be avoided whe.o· 
ever possible. Abrupt wheel forces in excess 0£ l 50 
pounds and sustained de.8ectioos at these forces should 
also he avoided. When abrupt elevator deOections are 
necessary, the eleva,ots must be returned to the uim 
po!iition as soon as possible. See Operating Flight 
Strength Diagram (figure ~-I 1) for allowable load fac
tor limits ar various gross weights. 

Abrupt reversal of the elevators will develoi, 
loadings in excess of structural design, re
sulting in deformation and possible struc-

tural failure. Abrupt elevator defl.eL-rinns are 
prohibited in the landing configuration. 

ALLOWABLE RUDDER DEFLECTION -
CLEAN CONFIGURATION 

Maximum pilot force can be applied throughout the 
speed range of the aircraft. Structural protection is 
prov.ided by the 2-positioo rudder stops. Rudder travel 
is limited to 7 degrees in each direction at airspeeds 
above approximately 168 knots IAS and ro 18.5 degrees 
in each direction at airspeeds below approximately 168 
knotS IAS. 

WARNING 

To prevent develoi,ment of exce5sive loads on 
the vertical rail and the aft fuselage, avoid re• 
turning the rudder abruptly ro trim posirion 
fcom a steady sideslip maneuver. At low air
speeds io sidesJip, rudder buffet will be en
countered accompanied with force rounduver 
which also could develop into a rudder lock. 

ALLOWABLE FLAP DERECTION. 

~ith the Aaps in the extended position, Iongitudiaal 
fl•ght control push forces are light and fo.rce reversal 
will oa:ur if aitcraft load .factor is reduced appreciably 
below lg. Although the aircraft is unstable when force 
reversal occurs, .aircraft response to controJ movemeor 
is normal. This unstable condition is proportionately 
mo.re pronounced with increased flap angles, lower 
gross weights, and higher airspeeds with wing flaps 
extended. The force reversal is aJso more easily 
attained at aft cg than at forward cg. The airspeed 
~.o~ ~cigh~ rescrictions (figNre 1-9) are designed to 
m101m1ze this unstable condition; howeve.r, tuckunder 
c:in ~ within the speed-weighc•fiap angle restric
t1oos tf pushovers are prolonged. This flaps-down in· 
stability can occur f.rom a long period of "hands off" 
oscillatioo. In the eveot the aircraft does progress into 
the region nf !I.tick force reversal, recovery can be at• 
tained by pulling back on the conttol column. The 
aircraft is responsive and care must be taken not to 
exceed the positive: litnit load factor. Do not fly "hands 
off" with rhe daps extended 111ore than 25 degrees. Do 
not use more than 15 degrees flap above 10,000 Feet in 
normal operatioo. The maximum recommended air
!ipeed for operation with full flaps is 140 knots IAS at 
gross weights less than 210,000 pounds, and 155 knots 
lAS at ,1tross weighrs greater than 210.000 pounds. T.i:te 
strucrura} limit for operaliou with full fiapi; is 18-::' 
knots !AS. 
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WARNING 

During pushover maneuvers with the flaps extended there is 
a tendency for the elevator contr~I forces to lighten or reverse. 
Be alert lo correct any nose down pitch resulting from this 
change in elevator control force. 

NORMAL OPERATION - *SEE TUCKUNDER', 
SECTION VI 

UNSAFE OPfRATION -TUCKVNDER P•OIIAIILE 

UNSAFE' OPERATION - STRUCTURAL LIM ITATIONS 

• • 

;.J;;-,,,-

--
?'+ a. :.r.·,'t;.;:~~~---- -

• - .,. ... _ 

figure 5-9 
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OPERATING FLIGHT STRENGnt DIAGRAM. C-1331. 

The Ope.racing Flight Strength Diagrams (figure .5-11) 
are a strength envelope showing allowable load factor 
as a. function of speed for various gross weights. When 
the 2el'o fuel gross weight is io excess of 215,000 pounds, 
it is considered an alternate weight configuration, 

Normal and Alternate Gross Weights - C:-133A. 

The design gross weight of the C133A is 275,000 
pounds with a cargo weight less than ot_equal to 95,000 
pounds, The maximum alternate gross weight is 282,000 
pounds with a cargo weight greater than 95,000 pounds 
and less than or equal io 115,000 pounds, 

Nonnal and Alternate Gross Weights - C-1338. 

The design gross weight of rhe C· 133B is 286,000 
pounds with a cargo weight less than or equal m .90,000 
pounds. The maximum alternate gross weight is 300,000 
pounds with a cargo weight greater than 95,000 pou.ods 
and less than o.r equal to 110,000 pounds. 

LIMIT MANEUVER LOAD FACTOR 

C-J33A. 

(nrus Weicht (Nonna1) 
CRgo Le,Y Tbtm 
9,,ooo Pounds 

275,000 

Mdximum Pllghl Lord FIS&tor 
( All Speeds) 

Positiue 

2.5 0 

M.M:imum Plight l.ord F11,tor 
(All Spsetls) 

Gr()Ss Weight (Normal) 
C11rgo Less Tb-

90,()()() Pounds Politiv1 Negaliue 
- ·-

286,000 2.5 0 

26S,OOO 2.S 0 

250,000 2.S 0 

215,000 2.5 0 

175,000 2.5 0 

125,000 2.5 0 

Gross Weight M.inmum Flighl Load, F4CtM 
(.1.ltH1Mle) . 

l.H.)sl Flight MIMCimu111 CtNgo Weight Speed Speed 90,0001,o 
100,000 Pound.J Positive NeglJtitJI 'E'osim,e NecaJifte 

300,000 2.32 0 2.25 0 

286,000 2.32 0 2,2S 0 

265,000 2.32 0 2.2.5 0 

235,000 2,32 0 2.25 0 

c,,,.go Weight 
100,000 to 

110,000 Pornul1 

300,000 2.18 0 2.15 0 

286,000 2.18 0 2.15 0 
265,000 2.18 0 2.15 D 

235,000 2.18 0 2.15 0 

265,000 2.5 o Load Factor Restrictions During Emergency 
Fuel Jetti1aning. 

245,000 

215,000 

175,000 

120,000 

Gross W e;gbl 
(.41JeNl4te) 

C,ngo Greaesr 
Than 9j,000 

PoU11d.s 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

Maxir11um Flight Load Pact()f' 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Le,,•el Flight !.faximum 
SJ1eed Speed ---~ 

------------------
282,000 

265.000 

235,000 

5-24 

2.18 

2.18 

2.18 

0 

0 

0 

2-15 

2.15 

0 

0 

0 

According to the emergency fuel jettiswiing schedule, 
fuel is jettisoned from those portions of the wiog that 
may cause overloading of the wjog structure at high 
gross weights. Therefore, the following load fact~ 
restrictions .must be observed during emergency fuel 
• • • 1ett,soo1ng. 

C-133A. 

Gro,~ Weight Rsstri<:lfr1• To 
Before Cargo Lord Be M.zif'/Uined 

Je11uonjng Load 1/IICtor UnJil GW 
(Pounds) (Pounds) Restri<:#or,. ReJ,11ce4 To 

218,000 to Less thao 2.24 218,000 
275,000 95,000 

-·-- -
218.,000 to Greater 2.00 landing or 

thaq 218,000 
282,000 95,000 

; 

I 

I 
I 
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C-1338. 

Gross Weight Reslricli()11 T Q 

Bilfor., Cdrgo LoJ Bs M~;,,,,,;,,.,J 
J eltifoning Lo.st/ 'F,zdor lJ.,,til CW 
(Pollnds) (Poundr) Reszriction Rev!RcedTo 

-····-··- -··· 
218,500 to l.e!S than :Z.24 218.500 
286.000 90,000 

218,SOO to 90.000 to 2.1 'i Landing or 
300,000 100,000 118.~00 

- ... • 
228,500 lO 100,000 to 2.00 Landing or 
300,000 110,000 223,)00 

CENTER OF GRAVITY (CG, LIMITATIONS. 

On aircraft with a gross weight of 215,000 pounds 
anJ below, the cg limits are as follows: 

<,e.ir U ~ or Dow11 
(Level flight) Penenl MAC 

Forward 

.Afl 

17 

32 

C..aution should be exercised when landing 
with the center of gravity forwa.rd of 23 
percent MAC because of the limited elevator 
control available at low airspeeds with the 
eugines at idle power. Power should be 
carried l'hroughout 1:he Oare and touchdown. 

For gross weights above 215,000 pounds, refer to the 
Center of Gravity (Cg) Limitations Chart- Strucrura1 
(figure 5-12) and the Hmtdbook of Weight and Balmue 
Data, T.O. 1-JR-40. 

GROUND TURNING RADIUS VS 
VELOCITY LIMITATIONS. 

The minimum ground turning radius is 50 feet from 
rhe aircraft centerline as limired by the nose gear 
steeTing angle. The maximum permissible aircraft 
velocity at the minimum radius is 10 knOtS. Higher 
velocilies result in a tipover cendeocy. 

It is permissible to ,ise light braking on the main 
gears on one side to assist in turning. Hard braking 
on one side which causes sliding of the noS'e gear and 
a shorter turning ratlius most not be used as this mAy 
cause srrucrurnl damage to the main gears. See fig
ure 2-7 for Minimum ']"urning Radius. 

Changed 14 June 1962 

WEIGHT LIMITATIONS. 

Weight, more than any other single factor, wjll deter· 
mine the capability and ~rformaoce of the aircraft. In 
Jesign.iog, airciaFt weight has always been a primary 
restrictive factor as it has a direct effect on ai1craft 
coofig,tr:u:ion, power, and range. Aircraft are designed 
wirh sufficient strength to accomplish a certain basic 
mission without Ulldue allowance £01 overloading or 
improper weight distribution. Weight and balance 
limitations, therefore, are necessarily invol-vetl in the 
oper.ttion of the aircmft. lf these Jimirations are ex
ceeded, a loss in performance is inevitable, and struc
tural £ailure is probable. When che aircraft i5 loaded 
beyond the e5tablished limits, ceiling and range are 
decreased. control forces and stalling speeds become 
higher, and the rate of climb falls off rapidly. The 
takeoff and landing rolls increase appreciably wirh an 
increase in gross wei.ghr. Likewise, the brakes may be 
insufficient to brake the forward momentum of the 
aircraft, and the wings will become more vulnerable 
to airloads during maneuvers or .flight through tur
hulent air. These resultant effects can .reach serious 
propo1tions when the weight limitatjons are dis
regarded. For specific weight information, refer tu 
the Handbook of Weight •rul B.Jance Data, T.O . 
1-lB-40. 

AIRCRAn WEIGHT LIMITS. 

The following are the aircraft weight limits for rhe 
indicated conditions. 

Weight (Patmd~j M11t.:iri1n.1tm 
··--. ·-·--··--·- ... - -· Altlj.,,,J,J.e 

C o,ztlition C-J ,3A C-13.~B Si11king Speed 
--·-- -·· - ·--- --·· -- . --· - - - ---

Maximum Ahc.rnate 282,000 300.000 

Maximum Tal:eof 282,000 300,000 

Maximum Landing 282.000 300,000 300 feet per 
minute 

Design 27S,OOO 286,000 

Nurmi1l .Lani.lmg 24S.OOO 250.500 540 lt:t:( ,Pt:f' 

minute 

Maximum Alternate 
(7.ero Fuel) 235,000 2:!,5,000 

Design Zero Fuel 215,000 215,000 

0J)erating 120,000 125,000 

LANDING GEAR LIMITATIONS. 

The landing gear structure is designed for landing dur
ing routine operation at a gross weight of 245,000 
pounds £or the C-133A, and 250,500 pounds f.or the 
C-133B with a maximu1n contact sinking speed of 540 
feet per minute limit. At a maximum landing weight 

(Co,ztin11ed ot1 Page 5-38) 
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SAFE OPERATION 

Section V 

UNSAFE OPERATION -
STRUCTURAL LIMITATION 

TUCKUNDEI TENDENCY - ALTERNATE 
CONFIGURATION 

~Ml~ BGOl:ATION: ."Cargo .more~ ttiaif·~':2~ 0!00'1~ cts 

GRP5S WEIGffl;,: 
23S,OOC, POUNDS 
•a.ttlUJ>E: 
SE~ LEVEL 
'z ~RO DEGREES IILAP 

i .18G 

LEVEL FLIGHT 

100 -s;_ 1-50- '100 2~ 
.1NDjCA1'1D AIRSPEED (KNOTS) 

• 
2.1BG 

iiEII a 

LEVEL FLIGHT 

; ,so *> 250 
lf,ID&lB> 4115'91[ CICHQT$};.... 

.. tit, ; 

50 100 150 200 

INDICATED" A1D'&D (KNPJS) 

Figure 5-1 r (Sheet 2 of 4) 
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STANDARD CONFIGURATION 
C.ARGO LESS THAN OR EQUAL 

TO ~0,000 POUNDS 

2.5 G 
GROSS WEIGHT e 127.000 POUNDS 
AL'rlTUDt = SEA LEVEL 
FLAPS UP 

2,S G 
GROSS WBGHT : 2.15,000 POUHQS
ALTITUDE =.SeA LML 
f LAPS UP 

• 

• • 

GRO~S W EIGHT : 286,000 POUNDS
ALTITUDE=: SEA LEVEL 
FLAPS UP 

Wllll ,FL1Gll~ 

Figure 5- 11 (Sheet 3 o f 4) 
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STANDARD CONFIGURATION
SAFE OPERATION 

ALTERNATE 
CONFIGURATION -
SAFE OPERATION 

1:32 G'S lCUGO LESS THAN 100,000 POUNDS} -;:::;;:"J 
2 . II G'S !OliGO MORE THAN l00,000 POUNDSI 7 I 

ALTERNATE 
GROSS WEJGKfr- 23.5,000 PO~ S 

I ALTI?UDf:::"5~ t:EVEL 
.FtAPS I.JP . . LEVEL FLIGHT 

• 

- .2.31 G1 IC,UGO LESS. t MN 100,QOCJ Pt'i>UNDS) "::::::J 
2-. lt G'S ICAIGO MOH THAM 100,CIOC) PO~D~l 7"t 

ALTIRNA1E 
G!'0$S WJ:IGRT= 30Q,000 l'OUNDS 
ALTITUDE:SEA LEVEl 
FLAPS UI' 

• • 

~RO$_S WE~T = 250',500 POUNDS 
ALTITUDE::SEA lEVEL 
Fl,6PS:;:3$ DEc;• ES 

LEVEL FLIGHT 

2.0 . -G 
_f.,..?"'':f 

Figure 5-11 (Sheet 4 of 4 ) 

Section V 

UNSAFE OPERATION -
STRUCTUAl LIMITATION 

TUCKUNDER TENDENCY 
PROBABLE 
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T.O. 1C-133A·1 

DESIGN MANEUVER LOAD FACTOR AREA 

RESTRICTED MANEUVER LOAD FACTOR AREA 
ISEE GROSS WEIGHT I.IMITATIONS CHART THJS SECTION) 

FLIGHT NOT RECOMMENDED IN THIS AREA 
STRUCTURAL LIMITATION 

-
282000 POUNDS MAX ,AKEOFf' - Att~i.N~TI: WEJ.~HIJ 

~ 

MAX LANDING WEIGHT 

21.5~ tPt,!fl!D,.$ DESfGfi4 ~(Mii)SS ,.,~'t -
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-
2.!l~ POUNDS MAX TAKEOff A-t.TElNATE WEIGHT 

MAX LANDING WEIGHT 

245000 POUNDS DESIGN LANDING WEIGHT 

ZERO FUEL WEIGHT RANGE FOR CARGO WEIGHTS 
9.5000-115000 POUNDS 

... ---
1 

"NQTEr-- ..... . ' . 
-~-Bostel ,,..-;an fJf(Uoting 

~-igbJ 9f J,~·~U~.; 
; - l • 

Figure 5 - 12 (Sheet 2 of 41 
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CAl!GO ~E$S THAN 
90,000 POUNDS 

1 

. ~ . 

T.0. 1C-1 33A-1 

DESIGN MANEWEI- LOAD . l'ACTOI AIEA 

IIES.lRICTEO MANWVEI ,LOAD, FACT8t.·AIEA 
(SEE-.GROSS WEIGtJJ. LIMiYATIONS', CHART. .THIS SECTION> 

FUGHT· NOT:illKOMM:ENl)ED-· IN ; JHIS···AtEA 
STIUCTURAL .-UMITAtlON 

300,000 POUNDS MAX llAKEOFF AiTElNATE WEIGHT 

MAX LANDING WEIGHT 

'. 

286,000 POUNDS DESIGN GROSS WEIGHT 
.. ""'" 

. - -
- . I 

-- I -... • 
250,300 POONDS DESIGA l:ANDING WEIGR1' . . . 

•• .. 
I 

. ' 

i .. 

., -· 

,, .. • • • 

f:' • . 

' - . -
• 

' 

21si.m, AOll.NAs. D~N ;aR6 i=ua;,-W,IIGH'r ~ 
' . 

MAXIMUM Wl:l~Hl' wn:HeQ.T .FUEt, FOR 
ST"NOA"D Wt:IGHT CONFIGURATION -

• 

, 

Notei 
8~ on an opet"ating 
w~fght of 125,000-p,oqncls. 

figure 5-12 (Sheet 3 of 41 
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Note: 

Ui~ WBGl'l'I' 
BETWEEN 9P,OOO· 
100,0000 POUNDS 

1'.0. 1C-133A-1 

300,90,0 l'!Ol,INDS M AX TAkfOff AlTERNATE WEl~T 
MAX LANDING WEIGHT 

250,500 POUNDS - DESIGN LANDING WEIGHT 

,lr"ri'li, I•--._ __ ZERO FUEL FWD LIMll 

t ZERO FUEL WEIGHT RANGE FOR CARGO WEIGHTS 90,000 TO 100,000 POUNOS 

CARGO WEIGHT 
--aTIWEEN 100,00Q-
110,00Q POUNDS 

300,000 i:>0DNOS MAX 1'AKEOFF ALTERNATE WEIGHT 

MAX LANDING WEIGHT 

250,500 POUNDS OES1GN LANDING WEIGHT 

t ZERO FUEL WEIGHT FOR CARGO WEIGH'TS 100,000 TO 110,000 POUNDS 

-- ZERO FUEL FWD LIMIT 

Based oo <in operating 
weight of 125,000 .pounds. 

Figure 5- i 2 (Sheet 4 of 4) 
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LEGEND: 

T.0. 1C·133A-1 

DESIGN MANEUVER. LOAD FACTOR AREA = 2.50 G'S 

RESTRICTED MANEUV£1t LOAD FACTOR AJIEA = 2 .18 G'S 

FUGHT NOT RECOMMENDED IN THIS AREA- STIIUCTURAl UMITATION 

. 

Notes! 
1. Based on an operating weight of 120,000 pounds. 
2. See T.O. 1C-133A-1-1 for Takeoff Gross Weight 

limited by Three Engine Climb Performance . 

. . .... - , 

MAX Al.T CARGO 115,000 POUNDS (2 .18 G!S) 
• 

MAX DESIGN CARGO -95,000 POUNDS (2.SOG'i) 

• 

• 
... l • 

Figure 5- 13 (Sheel J of 4, 
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T.O. lC-133A-1 

EXAMPLE 1 
Assum<> o mission ,a.Us for 80,000 pounds of car90 load o.nd 50,000 pound, of usable fuel. 

With a normal operaling weight· of 120,000 pounds this take off gross weight wo·uld be 250,000 

pounds. The chart is ti~i,d t·o determine if any spedal opi,rotlng restrictions ore neci,ssa.ry. Enter (hart. 
at " O" and proceo,d along verii<0I <1x.i• to 80,000 pounds cargo. The gross weight would b" 200,000 

-pounds ot ihi, point with no usable fvttl. Ne.xi at "0" proceed along the horizontal wds to .S0,000 

p<>und, of fual and prof<1-cl o line vertically to intersect with the horizontal projedion of the 80,000 
pound cargo line . Sy interpolation the Intersection of the fuel and cargo line will be lhe 250,000 

pound gross weigh!. The chort indicates that from take-off and lhroughout the mlssion, the aircraft 

will remain in the green c,reo- no sp<H.iol oparoling ~slrictions are necessary. 

EXAMPLE 2 
A,~ume a mission calls for 8.Q,000 pounds af cargo load and 80,000 pound• of usable fuel. With 

a normal qperoling wei9hl of 120,000 pounds the toke-off .sros• weight would be :Z80,000 pounds. 

Enter the thart al "O" and pr,xeed along th<> verticdl axis to 80,000 pounds cargo. The gross weight 

would be 200,000 pounds al this point with no u.soble fuel (same os example 11. Next proceecd along 

the horizontal axis to 80,()00 pounds of fuel and project a line vertically t o lntenect with the horirontal 

projedioil of the 80,000 pound ca,90 line. By interpolotion the inle«ecrlon of the fuel and cargo line. 

Will be at 280,000 pound gross we ight. Th is inle"ecflon i• in the yellow areCI, showing thol until 

5000 pounds of fuel arl> used, caution must be exercised whllt taxiing and braking and the flight 

load factor for maneuvering r~cad ,from 2.5 lo 2. l 8 g's. Af~r tltt 5000 pounds of fuel ore used 

the gross weight is 275,000 pounds, ond th" remainder of fhi, flight is in the 9"'"n area - no 

special operating rl!'slrittions necessary. 

EXAMPLE 3 
When the operating weigh! is in excess of the operating weight used to develop the chart !he 

excess must be added to the cargo weight in order lo effedively use lh·e chart. As,ume the operoling 

weight has bean determined to be 126,000 pounds \dv.i to additional fixed equipment carried in the 
aircraft!. Aswme a mhsion calls for 64,000 pounds ·of cargo lood and IIS,000 pounds of usobl• tiiel 

(mjtsion requirt-ment plus. adequate reserves I. lhe take off gross wei9hl would be 275,000 pounds. 

The operating weigh! in eicceu of the on" noted on the chart (in lhi, example 6000 poundsl must 

be added to the cargo weight. Enter tha chart at "O" artd proceed 0!0119 tl,e vertical axjs lo 164,000 

p lus 6,0001 70,000 pounds cargo. Tho gross weight QI lhis point would be 190,000 pounds in ·lhe 

green area. Next ol .. O" proceed along the horizontal axis lo 85,000 pounds of fuel and projed o 

lin• vertically to the inlersecfion of Ille horix.ontal ·projection of the 70,000 pound coff.jo line. The 
g ro, , weight a t this point is 275,000 pounds in the green ar .. a. Th~ <hart indicates that lhroogh<>UI 

the mission the aircrqO will remain in lhe green -area - no ,pecial op,e,ating reslriclions ore necessa ry . 

, 

Figure 5- 13 (Sheet 2 of 4i 
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T.O. 1 C-133A-1 

DESIGN MANEUVl:R LOAD FACTOR AREA : 2.50 G'S 

RUTlllCltD MANEUVER LOAD FACTOR AREA = 2.32 G'S AND 2.18 G'S 

RIGHT NOT RECOMMENDED IN THIS AREA - STRUCTURAL LIMITATION 

Note: 
Based on operating weight 
of 125,000 pounds. 

MAX DESIGN CARGO - 90,000 POUNDS 12 .50 G'SI 

• 

Figure 5- 13 (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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T.O. 1C-133A~1 

EXAMPLE 1 

A•sume a mission calls for 65,000 P.ounds of cargo c;,nd 90,000 pounds of usab.le fuel 

Cmiu ion requirement plus adequate reservc·sl. With a normal operating w&ight of 125,000 pounds 

lhe takeoff gross weight would be 280,000 pounds. The chart Is u...,d to determine if any special 

operating re,tridions ore ne,essary. Enter the ,h'art a l "O" and proceed along the vertical a~is t_o the 

65,000 pound cargo, fhe g ross weight wou ld bii 190,000 p~unds at this point with no u"'ble fuel 

anti In the green a rea. Next at " 0" proceed along the horlzonti>I axis IP the 90,000 pounds of fuel 

and project O · llne verticd lly to illtersect with tha horho n!al projection of the' 65,000 pound ca rgo line. 

By interpolation the Intersection of the fuel and cargo line is al 280,000 po!,lnds, in the gre•n area. 

The chart indicates that throughout the mission th& aircraft will reinain in the gr.,an area- no 

special operating restrictions are necessary. 

EXAMPLE 2 
As,ume a mission call, for 96,000 pounds of cargo load and 72,000 pound• of usable fuel 

I mission requirement plus adequote re t er'!es). With a normol operating weight of 125,000 pounds 

th•. lokeoff gross weight Is 293,000 pou11ds. E11ter th" chart at "0" and pro~eed along the vertlCGI 

axis to 96,000 pounds cargo. The gross weight at this point is 221 ,000 pound·s i'n the yellow o,eo. 

Next al "O;. , proceed along the horileontal axis to 72,000 pou11ds of fuel and pro ject a line vertically 

la inte rsect with the horixontal projection of the 96,000 pound cargo line. By interpolation the gross 

weight is 293,000 pounds in the yellow area. The chart i'1di'Cates that throughout the mission the 

aircraft will. be operating in the yellow areo showing that restricti ons on maneuver1'1g the aircraft 
• 

lo !es$ than normal sho11ld be followed as well as cqullon exercised while taxiing an.d bl'(lklng. 

EXAMPLE 3 
When the operating we ight h In excen of the operating weight used to develop this chart t.he 

difference must be added to the cargo we ight i'1 ord&r ·lo effe ctively use l·he chart. Assume the oper• 

aling · weight is 132,000 pounds loddit'ional equ,pmenf not normally ,arriad in a ircraft, elc.,I . A,,ume 

a mi,sion coll, for · 85,000 pounds of cargo load <tnd 80,000 pound, of fuel (minion requirement 

p lus adeq11ale resen,esl. The· .toke off gro$S we ight would .be 297,000 pounds. 

The operating wer~hl in extess of the ona noted in the chart i, 7000 povnd, and must be added 

lo the cargo w"ighl. The cargo weight used lo enter the chart ,hould be 85,000 plu, 7000 or 9 2 ,000 

pounds. The example then becomes •im1'lar to Exampl.- 2 . Wothoul the exceu ope ra ting weight the 

takeoff· 9101s we)ght for this e><omple would be 290,000 pounds. Enter the chart at "0" and pro<eed 

along the vertical axis to 85,000 pounds· corga ( norma l opi,rating weighll, The gros, w.eight at this 

point is 210,000_ pounds w ith no usab le fu.el and in the green area of the chart . Neict at " 0 '' proceed 

along the horizontal aicis to 80,000 pounds fuel and pro ject a line vertically to intersect with the hori• 

Jontal p rojedion of the 85,000 pound cargo line . By interpolation the inferseclion of the f11el and cargo 

line is 290,000 pounds in the yellow area . Until the gross ·weight is reduced 4000 pounds caution m11 sl 

be exercised in taxi and braking and maneuvering maximum reduced from 2.5 to 2.32 g'•· After 4000 
pounds of fuel have been used the grou weight Is . 286,000 pounds. the remainder of the mi•$i'on 

Is In th-e g reen area - no special operallng tesjri,tlons necessary. 

Figure 5- 13 (Sh-eef 4 of 41 
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SedionV T.O. JC~ 133A-1 

(Comim1etl from Page j-25) 

of 282,000 pounds for the C-133A or 300,000 pounds £or 
the C-133B, the maximum contact sinking speed is 300 
feet per minute. Under normal conditions, landings 
should not be scheduled for weighr.s in ercess of 245,-
000 pounds for the C-133.A or 250,500 pounds for i:he 
C-133B. ProlODged ground handling ( towing, taxi• 
:ing, turning and braking} at high gross weightS 
should be avoided because of the reduced fatigue life 
aS1JOCiated with high loading conditions. 

SPACE UMITATIONS. 

In order that cugo of various si:tes may he accommo· 
dated, the cargo compartment is of such proportions 
that space is not a restrictive factor; consequently, 
overloading is possible. Weight limitations must be 
complied with if the aircraft is to be operated effi
ciently, economically, and safely. A consideration of 
the weight factors involved, particularly as they apply 
m this aircraft, appears in the succeeding paragiaphs. 

MANEUVER LOADS. 

During maneuver and Sight through turbulent air, 
additional loads are imposed on the aircraft. These 
loads, ca~ by the acceleration of the aircraft, are 
the result of forces which, in addition to that of grav
ity, act upon rhe total mass of the loaded aircraft. 
These forces tend to produce undesirable and potea·. 
tially dangerous loads o.n the aircraft structure and 
its members. This is particularly true of the wings, 
which must sustain the aircraft in Bight. Whe.a. the 
weight of the airctaft is increased, the wings become 
more and more vulnerable to the loads imposed by 
sudden cbaoges in air cu.rretJ.t:$ o.r manipulation of 
the controls. The ultimate suength of the aircraft 
structure is eventually exceeded by the combined 
forces of weight and airloads. When this condition 
occuts, struetural failure results. The maximum weight 
which the aircraft can safely carry is dependent upon 
disuibution. of the weight throughout the aircraft, 
and im capability of sosm.ioing airloads in aaelerated 
Bight. 

LOAD FACTORS. 
' 

A load faaor is the ratio of the load imposed on the 
aircraft when accelerated in any direction as compared 
with the load_ imposed on the aircraft by gravity in 
any attimde of static equilibrium, The load factor de
notes ~ magnitude of the forces acting on the aircraft 
beraWJe of sudden changes in air cur.rents and mani.p
ulatiOJl. of the controls and is expressed by the term 
g, which is a gravitational force. 'I'herefore, all air
craft at rest (?D the ground or in straight and level 
flight poSlleSS a load factor of lg, because the fo.rce 
acting upOlL the aircraft under either of these condi· 

5-38 

tions is merely that of gravity. Wben the aircraft 
enters a region of rurbulent air, or the pilot elect:$ to 
maneuver the aircraft, additional forces are imposed 
on the structure, The additional loads on the aircraft 
.resulting from these forces are e.."'l'.pressed in relation to 
rhe gravitational forces and are referred to as O.Sg, l.Og, 
2.0g, etc., which means that rbe forces exerted on the 
aircraft structure and its members are one-half, ooe, or 
two times the fotce exerted by gravity. Por example, if 
the weight of the aircraft is 275,000 pounds and the 
load factor at some given moment of accelerated flight 
is 2.0g's, the toral load which the aircraft must sustain 
is 550,000 pounds. 

MARGIN OF SAFOY. 

The m.ugin of safety is the range of forces which existS 
between two poiors, one of which is the load £actor the 
aircraft js sustaining at: any given moment, and the 
other is the load faaor ac which structural damage will 
occur, If, for example, the aircraft is incapable of sus
taining a load facror g.a:eatet tbao 3.0g's and during 
Jlight through turbulent air is subjecred to a force of 
l.5g's, the margin of safety at this particular moment 
is 100 percent. When cargo loads are ia.aeased, the 
margin of safety decreases. This increase in weight ac
tually becomes a component of the forces acting on the 
aircraft, and as such, lessens the capacity of the aircraft 
to sustain funher loads due to accelerated Hight. For 
this reasott, it is advisab]e in loading aircraft ro main.
min a margin of safety which will never be exceeded 
during any period of ilight. 

GROSS WEIGHT LIMITATION CHART. 

The Gross Weight Limitation Chart (figure 5-13) 
graphically presents the weight-carrying capabilities of 
the aircraft, as defined by the various criteria which 
provide limits for: safe and efficient operatjon. Through 
the use of this chart and the data contained in the 
Handbook of Weight and, Baune~- T.O. l·lB-40> the 
t1ight planner is aided in .recognizing the weight Jimi
mtions of a specific mission and in completing the 
Weight and Balance form (Form 365F), The chart 
represents the loading conditions tbat present no par
tiC\llar problem in regard to the strength or perform
ance of the aircraft. These conditions should not be 
exceeded. 

The operaring weight should never exceed 
that required for the ~ission, otherwise un· 
necessary risk and equipment wear will 
result. ln addition, the rnkeoff weight must 
also be considered in the light of available 
runways, altitude, terrain, rempetatures, mis-

Changed 14 June 1962 
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sion requirements, and the urgency of the 
mission. Although the chart indicates the lim
ifations involved io loading of the aircraft, 
the authority for operating the aircraft at a 
given gross weight remains the responsibility 
of the local authority. 

Gross Weights. 

The data refiected in the G.l'QS5 Weight Limitation 
Chatt (figure 5-13) is based on an initial ope.rating 
weight of the aircraft, exclusive of fuel and cargo, The 
zero point of the charr ar the junction of the fuel and 
cargo load axis represents the operating weight. This 
value is an approximate wejght which includes the air
craft basic weight shown on Chart C, Handbook of 
Weigb1 tmd Balance, T.O. 1-1B·40, plus standard crew 
and full oil capacity. Since individual aircraft weights 
vary, it will be nece"ary to adjust the chart £or specific 
aircraft, The operating weight plu!I the fuel and cargo, 
as .required for a speci6c mission, are shown by the gross 
weight lines which slope at a 45-degree angle to the axis 
of the cban, These diagonal Jioes indicate various sttuc:· 
rural limitations and can be used in aiding performance 
calculations. However, any g.rou weight line may be 
plotted to obtain a graphic representation of the limi
tatioos involved in the fuel-weight combination that 

• • • a mission may require. 

Wing Fuel load. 

At the base of the Gross Weight Limirat.io.11 Chart 
(fig11re 5-13), along the horizontal axis, the fuel weight 
is indicated in thousands of pounds. The ability of the 
wing to safely withstand the a.irloads imposed is in
escapably allied with the weight of the fµel present, 
and the distribution of the fuel nlong the span, There
fore, it is important to adhere to the recommended fuel 
loading and consumption schedules by proper fuel 
system management ( .see Section VU). The fuel man
agement schedule is designed to keep the remaining 
fuel as {ar: outboard as possible. This causes the greatest 
possible down-bending moment from .a given quantity 
of fuel and thereby provides tbe maximum relief from 
rhe upward wing bending moment from airloads. Each 
design condition for the wing is analyzed assuming the 

optimum fuel distribution. If fuel is placed inboard of 
the proper location, wing loads will be higher than 
normal for that condition. Repeated wing overloading 
will reduce iu fatigue life and imp.roper fuel location, 
coupled with certain critical maneuvers, could cause 
structural damage. 

Minimum Fuel Requirements. 

MimmMm Fuel 

Configuratio# 
Gt-ors Weight 

(Pouruu) 
Required 
(Pounds) 

C-133A. 

Normal La11di11g 245,000 30,000 

Design. 275,000 60,000 

.Alternate 282,000 47,000 

C-1338. 

Normal Landing 250,500 35,500 
DeAign 286.000 71,000 

Altetr:tatc 300,000 65,000 

Cargo Load. 

lo any mission, range and fuel consumptjon directly 
determine the fuel which must be carried and, indi• 
rectly, the cargo which can be ttanspotted. With the 
necessary fueJ £or the mission established, cargo load
ing js variable within the limits established by the 
&trength and performance of the aircraft. The payload, 
as carried. in the cargo compartment, appears ia. 
pounds along the vertical axis of the Gross Weight 
Limitation Chatt (ftgwe 5·13). 

PERJORMANCE LIMITADONS. 

The aircraft gross weight is limited by vacjous per
-formance considerations such as the number of engines 
operating, landing gear and wing flap positions, alti
tude wid temperature. Complete insttuctions and data 
are contained .in the pe.rfo.rmance charts in T.O. 1c. 
133.A-l-1, with which me dlectof tbeseconditioasmay 
be determined • 
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Section VI T.0. 1C-133A-1 

GENERAL FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS. 
The general flight characteristics of rhe aircraft are 
excelleot. Control and response are good, especially 
when considering the bulk and weight of the aircraft. 
The :aircraft pos.iesses negative dihedral stability at 
airspeeds of approximately 110 knots IAS or less. In 
other words, at rhe lower airspeeds, the rudder is 
relatively ineffective fo.r the purpose of picking up 
a wing down condition. As in other large, straight 
wing· aircraft, this condition is nor unusual and- does 
not present a control problem. The available roll at 
low airspeeds is of a slow rate, although during low 
gross weight approaches (low airspeed), the time re• 
quired to correct .rolling errors is necessarily slow, and 
therefore should be considered. 

W.irh the rudder-aileron inte.roonuect system, the ad
\'erse yaw accompanying the rolling 0£ the airplane 
is of a low enough magnitude to allow rudder free 
rolls of large deflecrion11: and baak angles without 
problem. The control force harmony is also improved 
with the interconnect sysi-em. 

In all areas of the flight envelope. stability of all axes 
is positive and the control forces associated are com· 
parable to other aircraft of this type. Abrupt aileron 
movements, at all airspeeds, produce a lateral nose 
oscillation which is extremely uncomfortable, but 
which is not of any structural or control consequence. 
The oscillation is caused by the flexible wiog bending 
in various modes which couple wirb the bending 
modes of the fuselage. 

During normal crosswind takeoff and landing, there 
is a tendency of the aircraft to roll and turn down• 
wind. This characteristic is due tO the relative wind 
side load on the upwind side of the fuselage, causing 
the aircraft to heel over, and compares to rhe usual 
characreriscics of aircraft possessing a high wing and 
bicycle type landing gear. The aileron power tO cor· 
rect this condition is positive and adequate. Nose 
gear steering further aids ground control under most 
conditions, and the crosswind characteristics are com• 
paratively good. 

The cg location, as in other aircraft, affects the longi
tudinal force gradients with lighter forces in the aft 
locations and heavier forces in the forward locations. 

The normal takeoff conng1Uation of the aircraft is 
with four engines operating at maximum power and 
with 15-degrees ftap ddlection at gro~ weights above 
160,000 pounds. Below 160.000 pounds, the fl.aps•up 
configuration should be used to prevent takeoff at 
ground a.ttirude before reaching the minimum control 
speed. 

f.levator power is adequate for takeoif throughout the 
entire gross weight and cg .i:ange of the aircraft with 
elevator trim set at 2ero. However, to maintain ele
vator j?ul1 force in a comfortable regioo. a setting 
of approximately 4 degrees noseup elevator trim is 
recommended for all takeoffs. 
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.During landing, the cg location affects the amount of 
elevator required. The airctafc will be unstab~ if 
loaded aft of the aft cg limit. Elevator power is mar
ginal to bold the aircraft off to stall with cg locations 
forward 0£ 23 percent .MAC if o.o.rmal techniques ue 
used. The trim changes with power for a go-around 
are negligible. For this reason, power-off approaches 
at the forward cg l001tiow; are not recommended. 

STALLS. 

In all confignrations, the stall is characteri2ed by 
airframe bu.ffec (increased level with increased gross 
weight), and a wing roll off accompanied with yaw 
which is adverse to the .roll. The rolloff is uswilly 
in the left wiog down direction with yaw to the 
right, but ro11o£f has been experienced in either direc
tion. In all configurations, especially flaps down, air• 
craft response to aileron deflecrions for roll correction 
.is relatively low. I£ the stall is not immediately broken, 
the yaw and rolloff increue proportionately and mild 
noseup trim challge and extreme yawing may occur. 
Under these conditions lateral control of the aircra.ft 
may be lost. Power-on configuracions reJuce the stall 
airspeed a marked amount, and therefore decrease the 
control eifeajveness for recovery. With power .re
quired for level flight in all con:6.guratioos, a reduc
tion in stalling airspeed of as much as 18 knots has 
been experienced. Stall .recovery normally results io a 
sideslipping dive with a loss 0£ from 500 to 1500 feet 
of altitude. 

Accelerated stalls are characterized with an abrupt 
rolloff and a mild 11oseup trim change. Lateral 
control prior to and during the stall is marginal. The 
1olloff in the case of stalls i.n twns is nearly always 
in the wing down direction, and excessive bank angles 
usually occur prior to recovtty. 

Intentional power•off unaccelerated stalls 
5hould not be performed, because of margi· 
nal lateral control for recovery. Accelerated 
and power•On stnlls are prohibited hec:aui;e 
of ineffective lateral control for recnvery. At 
the first indication of a itall, immediately 
apply forward control column movement. 
IUld if rolloff exisa, apply full aileron 
against the rolloff. 

SPINS. 
Intentional spins are prohibited. In the event of an 
unintentional spin. use normal recovery technique for 
this type aircraft, that is, apply lull .rudder against the 
spin and full forward control column, holding ailerons 
approximately neutral. If the rotation does not decrease 
appreciably after two turns, continue to hold full rud· 
der against the spin and i:,ull coJnmn full back until 
the rotation stops, then full forward, 

. 
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T.O. 1C-J33A-1 Section VI 

NOTE: 
1. 

ENGINES: (41 l34P-TWA/9W 

2 . 

Power-on stall speed is approximately 
10 knots lower than power-off stall spe.ed. 
Correct CAS to IAS by use of the Airspeed Posi
tion ErrQr Charts in Port 2 of , T .0. 1 C-133A-1 - 1 
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Section VI T.O. 1C-133A-1 

FLIGHT CONTROLS. 

All the control surfaces are actuated by linked control 
rabs. This type of control is equivalent in pilot force 
to a hydraulic boosr system of approximately 15 to l 
ratio, bu[ it has the inherent reliability of a direct 
control system. Surface response to conttol .movements 
is rapid, altboogb the larg~!'mount of inerria involved 
often causes som~ lag in ain::raft response.· The lateral 
(aileron) control surface$ have an aerodynamic seal 
and. are pressure balanced. To increase the aileron 
diectivt.lless, vortex generacors, mounted at angles to 
each other, are installed along the 50 percent chord 
line on the upper wing surface and along the 75 pe~ 
cent chord line on the lower wiog surfuce. These 
vortex generat0rs act co increase rhe roll rate by pro
viding a more a.erodynamic:.tlly efficient afrflow over 
the aileron surfaces. Aileron defiectioa is 23 degrees 
up a.nd t:; degrees down 

. 
The rndder•aileron interconnect system aids in making 
coordinated turns. The interconnect system simply 
connects the mai.n aileron surface tO the rudder con
trol tab. The control harmony in forces is therefore 
improved, and in most cases, turns are coordinated 
with the use of lateral controls only. 

The 2-position rudder srop system is an integral part 
of the rudder snubber. Without the 2-position rudder 
stop, an inherent c::hara.cteristic of the directional 
control systeUJ known as rudder overbalance, and light 
cudder forces could easily allow the pilot to exceed 
the structural limits of the vertical tail. Full defiection 
of rudder (18.5 degrees in each direction) is available 
at the lower airspeeds (168 knots lAS and below) 
which is within the structural envelope. The 7 -degree 
.rudder stop allows only 7 degrees of ,:udder travel at 
the higher airspeeds (above approximately 168 knots 
IAS). Adequate rudder deflection is provided in both 
positions «> maintain directional control at minimum 
control speed, during asymmetrical power conditions. 

MANEUVDING FLIGHT. 

The elevator forces required to maneuver the aircraft 
are a function of loading (gross weight and cg), wing 
flap de.llectioa, landing gear position, and airspeed. 
Most of the maneuvering requirements involve the 
takeoff' and landing operations, and for these cosdig
uiatioos the mntrol forces are satisfactory. 

DIVING. 

l'he flight envelope of this aircraft, ll!i presented, does 
not li.mit the design mission capability. Dive angles 
required to exceed this envelope are steep 11.od are 
considered excessive for this type aircrah. Within the 
limits shown in the Operating Flight Strength Dia
g.ram (fipre 5-9), the aircraft is satisfactory in all 
stability requiremencs. 

TUCKUNDER. 

With the &.pli extended, longitudinal flight control 
push forces are light and force reversal will occur if 
aircraft load factor is i:educed appreciably below lg. 
Although the aircraft is unstable when force revenal 
occnn, aircraft 1:esponse ro control movement is nor
mal 'f);iis unstable condition is pr<>portionatdy mote 
prononnced with increased flap angles, lower gross 
weighis, and higher airspeeds with wing flaps ex
tended, The force reversal is also more easily attained 
at aft cg than at forward cg. The airspeed and 
gross weight are restricr.ed (see Section V} to 
minimi~e this unstable coad.ition; however, mckuoder 
CUl oca.ir within these speed-weigbr-:flap a.ogle restric
tions if pushovers are prolonged. This Saps down 
instability can also ocrur from the long period "bands 
off" oscillation. In the event the aircraft does progress 
iaro the region 0£ stick force reversal, rea>very can 
be attained by pulling back on the control column. 
The aircraft is responsive and care must be taken .Dot 
to exceed the positive limit load facror. 
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Section VII T.0. "iC-133A-1 

ENGINE. 
ENGINE PREOILING AND PROPELLER 
FEATHERING CHECK, 

If engines have been idle for a period of 24 hours ot 
longe.t, prior to starting, preoil the engines and check 
rhe propeller feathering circuits as follows: 

1. fjrewall shutoff valve switches - NODl.AL, 

2. Condition lever - FUEL OFF. 

3. Throttles- GROUND IDLE. 

4. Engine brake switch-OFF. 

Note 
Prior to pushing the starter switch IN, insure 
that air supply ro rhe srarter is .11vailable. 

5. Starter switch - PUSH TO START; rotate the 
propeller with the starter for 10 seconds, and check 
for a rise in oil pressure. 

6. Starter Switch - PULI. TO RESET. 

Note 
Perform the following feathering circuit 
checks as propeller is coaning to a scop. 

7. Am::ilia.ry Feathering Switch - FEATHER. 

Actuate to FEATHER. (.momentarily). Beta light should 
go off. 

8. Auxiliary Feathering Switch - NORMAL. 

Beta light should come on. 

9. Condition Lever - FEATHER. 

?.fove ,he condition le,-er to FE,.\.THER {momentarily). 
Beta light should go off. 

IO. Condicioa. lever - FUEL OFF. 

Beta light should come on. 

11. Engine brake Switch - ON. 

Allow engine ro coast to a stop prjor to activutioo of 
engine brake switch. 

TORQUE PRESSURE CHECK- T34•P-7WA. 

MILITARY RATED and NORMAL RATED Power. 

1. Set power to achieve torque pressure values shown 
on the applicable chart in Part 2 of 1·.o. 1C·133A-1-1. 

2. Do not exceed maximum allowable EGT. 

3. If EGT is excessive, or if indicated torque pres
ure is less than charted value, check £ uel flow on 
applicable charts in Parts 4 and 5 of ·r.o. IC-I33A-1-1. 

7-2 

TORQUE PRESSURE CHECK- T34-P-9W. 

MILITARY RATED Power. 

1. Set TIT at 915°C; indicated torque pressure 
should be the value charted on .figure B2-5 of T.O. 
1C-133A-J-1. 

2. If indicated torque pressure is below charted 
vlaue, adviaoce throttle until charted value or MlLl
TARY RATED power TIT limit of 925°C is .reached, 
Do not exceed TIT of 925°C. 

3. If indicated torque pressure is above charred 
value, perform rhe following: · 

a. Determine indicated fuel fiow on affected en-

h. Determine MIT.JT ARY RA TED power fuel 
flow values !tom applicable charts in Part 4 of T.O. 
1C·133A-l-1. 

c. If indicated £ue1 ilow exceeds charted fuel .How 
( + 100 lbs. per hour), error may exist in the torque 
pressure indicating system. Maintain TIT at 915cc. 

d. lf indicated fuel fiow exceeds charted fuel How 
(±100 lbs. per hour), the TIT indicating system may 
be in error. Set torque pressure to charted values. 

NORMAL RATED Power. 

Use same procedure for checking indicated torque 
pressure as for MILlT ARY RATED power. TIT should 
he set at 885<-C, and not to exceed 890°C. Fuel flow 
values for NOD1AL RA TED power are determined 
from charts in Pa.rrs 4 and 5 of 'I'.O. 1C-13~A-1-1. 

ENGINE VIBRATION MONITORING SYSTEM 
(AIRCRAFT WITH T,C.T,O. 612). 

1,he engine vibration monitoring system js installed tC> 

enable readings to be made of the vibration level of 
various sections of the engine. 

Nofe 

Comparative readings are not made between 
like pickup locations on different engine~ or 
between different pickup locations on the 
same engine. All data is .recorded at specific 
t:ime intervals du.ring flight to determine 
whether progressive vibration changei; are OC• 

curring over a period of time or becween 
flights. 

Systems Test-Engine Not Operating 

The folJowing tesc is accomplished with electrical I 
power on the ljne and engines not operating. 

Changed 5 August 1963 
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T.0. 1C·133A-1 Section VII 

tioa. Reading for ACCESSORY, TURBINE, and PROP 
positions should be 3 to 4 with not more than 0.5 
spread between engines. 

Operation. 

1'-lonitor engine -vibration indicator du[ing flight and 
record vibration levels for each engine at each selec· 
tor switeh position at specified time intervals. Note 
changes in vibration level during steady state operating 
conditions. If malfunction of the vibration system is 
suspected, syStem may be checked with engines operat· 
ing at FLIGHT IDLE or above as outlined in System 
Tesr. Indicator readings may differ from rhose obtained 
during prefiight check due to different vibration input 
from the pickups. 

Po$tfllght Check. 

1. Repeat steps 2 through 4 of System Test after 
engines have been shut down. 

2. System Power Switches - OFF. 
Tut.n oII both a< and d·C power switches. 

Changed 15 June 1963 

PROPELLER SYNCHRONIZER 
RPM TRIM SYSTEM. 
At temperatures below 10cc OAT maximum down 
trim (94.5 percent rpm) is .recommended for all powers 
.not exceeding NORMAL RATED. Operation at 
94.5 percent rpm .reduces aircraft and internal engine 
vibration amplitude, improves engine compressor effi
ciency and specific fuel consumption under conditions 
of low ambient temperatures, a11d provides additional 
crew comfort through the reduction in noise levels. 
Use of the rpm trim above NORMAL RA TED power, 
or at te.mperacw:es above 1ococ OAT, is limited to 
bringjng the rpm on schedule as FULL DECREASE 
rpm at high ambient temperatures may .result in ex. 
cessive EG'r /TIT or torque values (.see Propeller Syn
chronizer RPM Trim Operation Envelope, figure 7-L). 

PROPEUER SYNCHRONIZER RPM TRIM 
OPERATION. 

Climb. 

1. Set climb power (see Part 4, T.O. 1C·l;J3A-1·1), 

7-2A/7-2B 
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T.O. 1 C-133A-1 Section VII 

1. Systt:m Power Switches -A-C and D-C ON. 

Turn on both a-c 110d d-c power and allow 1 minute 
for warmup. 

2. Vibration Pickup Selector Switch - 11"11'1.ET. 

3. Vibration Tesr Swirch-Pre~. 

Press vibration test switch and note readings on vibra
tioo indicator scales. Indicator reading should be 0,2 to 
1.5 wrh no more than 0.5 spr.ead between engines, 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for ACCESSORY, TUR
BINE, and PROP posirionli. Note reading at each posi
tion. Reading for ACCESSORY, TIJRBINE, and PROP 
positions should be 3 to 4 with not more thao 0.5 
spread between engines. 

Operation. 

Monitor engine ~ibra.tion indicawr during fiight and 
record vibration levels for each engine at each selec
tor switch position at spei:i6.ed time it1.tervals. Note 
changes in vibration level during steady state operating 
conditiom. If .malfunction of the vibration system is 
suspected, system may be checked wirh engines opet-at
ing at FLIGHT IDLE or above as outlined ia. System 
Test. Indicator readings may dilfer from those obtained 
during preflight check due to different vibration input 
from the pickups. 

Postflight Check. 

I. Repeat steps 2 through 4 0£ System Test after 
engines have been shut down. 

2. System Power Switches - OFF. 
Turn off borh a-c and d-c p~r switches. 

PROPELLER SYNCHRONIZER 
RPM TRIM SYSTEM. 

At temperarures below 10°C OAT maximum down 
trim (94.5 percent rp1n) is recommended for all powers 
not exceeding NORMAL RATED. Operation at 
94.5 percent rpm reduces aircraft and internal engine 
vibration amplitude, impro,.,es engine compressor effi
ciency and specific fuel consumption under conditions 
of low ambient temperatures, and provides additional 
crew comfort through the reduction in noise levels. 
Use of the rpm rrim above NORMAL RA'fED power, 
or at temperarures above lO"C OAT, is limited to 
bringing the rpm on schedule as FULL DECREASE 
rpm at high ambient temperatures .may result io ex. 
cessivc EGT /TIT or torque values (see Propeller Syn• 
chroni:zer RPM Trim Operation Envelope, figure 7-1). 

Changed 5 August 1963 

PROPELLER SYNCHRONIZER RPM TRIM 
OPERATION, 

Climb. 

1. Set climb power (see Part 4, T.O. 1 C-133A-1-1), 

2. At temperatures above 10°C OAT and/or power 
above NORMAL RATED, \L'ie trim to bring rpm on 
schedule. 

3. Wbeo OAT temperature decreases to l0°C, apply 
FULL DECREASE rpm, providing pov.-er docs not 
exceed NODlAL RA TED. 

4. Readjust power as required (see Part 4, T.O. 
1C-133A-1-1, for setting climb power at 94.5 percent 
rpm). 

Cruise 

1. Maintain F'CLL DECREASE rpm and adjust 
power as required (see Part 5, T.O. 1C-133A·1·1), 

Note 

As long as OAT remains below 10°C and 
power does not exceed NORMAL RATED, 
maximum downtrim should be mainrained 
for initial aod subsequent climb and cruise 
power settings. 

PROPELLER CHECKS. 

A r::omplete engine and propeller check is required 
after i,eriodic inspection, propeller or engine chauge, 
or if maioteoance has been performed on t.he pro
peller, engine, or engine accessories. When an engine 
or propeller malfunction is suspected, a complete check 
will be accomplished on that engine. 

On aircraft not modified by T.O. 3E3-2-558, a propeller I 
static check shall be performed prior ro the first flight 
of the day, before starting engines. The static check 
need not be performed at enroure statjons unless pro
peller malfunction has been experienced or mainte-
11ance has been performed on the engine or the pro
peller. (See Section IX for Cold Weather Operation.) 

To prevent overload and inducement of cur
rent limiter failure, move only one throttle 
at a time when power is applied to the air
craft and engines arc not operating. 

7-3 
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I PROPELLER STATIC CHECK {AIRCRAn NOT 
MODIFIED BY T.0. 3E3-2-5S8}. 

1. All Propeller Circuit Breakers - O.OSED. 

Close pitch lock circuit breakers first; then close all 
other propeller circuit breakers. 

2. Throttles - GROUND IDLE. 

Beta light should come on. 

3. Propeller Overspeed Pitch Lock Test Light -
PRESS-TO-TEST. 

Light should come on when pressed and go our when 
released. 

4. Propeller Overspeed Pitch Lock Test Engine 
Selector Switch - Turn to each engine position. 

Propeller uverspeed pitch lock rest light musr come on 
in each engine positioo.. 

Discontinue the propeller static check imme
diately and open all propeller circuit breakers 
if the light does not come ON, for each engine 
position. Serious damage ta the feather (air 
start) motor will result if static decrease pitch 
blade angle changes are attempted with the 
pitch lock mechanism eogaged. 

When throttle move111ent requires a blade 
angle decrease and the blade angle does not 
decrease, the pitch lock mechanism may be en
gaged. Discontinue the propeller static check 
immediately, and open all propeller circuit 
breakers to prevent damage to the feather (air 
start) motor. 

5. Propelle.r Overspeed Pitch Lock Test Engine 
Selector Switch- NO. 1 ENGINE. 

Propeller overspeed pitch lock test Hght must come ON. 

6. Engine Brake Switch - ON. 

7. Throttle - FLIGHT IDLE. 

Blade angle increases to flight idle, propelle.r overspeed 
pitch lock test light should go off momentarily. Beta 
light should remain on. 

Changed 5 August 1963 

8. Condition Lever - FEATHER. 

Check chat propeller blades go to feather angle and 
Beta light goes off. 

9. Condition Lever- FUEL OFF. 

Check for slight blade angle decrease. 

10. Static Pitch Control Switch-INCREASE 
(hold). 

No blade angle change should occur. 

11. Static Pitch Control Switch-RELEASE TO 
NORMAL. 

12. Condition Leve.r -AIR START. 

No blade angle change should occur. Propeller low oil 
pressure light should come on. 

13. Engine Brake Switch - OFF. 

Check that blade angle changes to air start positioo. 

14. Condition Lever - FU.EL OFF. 

Check for slight blade angle increase. Propeller low oil 
pressure light should go off. 

15. Throttle - GROL"ND IDLE. 

Blade angle should decrease to ground idle. Beta ligbt 
should come on. 

16. Throttle - REVERSE. 

Check blade angle to rever:se. 

17. Throttle-GROUND IDLE. 

Check that blade angle increases ro ground idle. 

18. Condition Lever-AIR START (hold). 

19. Throttle - FLIGHT IDLE. 

Propeller overspeed pitch lock tesr light should go off. 

20. Condition Lever - FUEL OFF. 

Check that propeller blades increase to NORMALIZ. 
ING angle. Beta light should stay on. Propeller over
speed pjrch lock test light should come on. 

21. Throttle - GROUND IDLE. 

Blade angle should increase to ground idle. 

22, Perform steps 5 through 21 for engines No. 2, 
3, aod 4. if applicable. 

23. Propeller Pitch Lock Overspeed 'Test Engine 
Selector Switch - OFF. 

7-.5 
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T.O. 1C-133A-1 Section VII 

PROPELLER OPERATIONAL CHECKS (ENGINES 
OPERATING). 

Propeller Synchronizer System Check. 

-The propeller syucbrooizer and rpm trimmer check 
should be performed after periodic inspection, if a 
malfunction bas been experienced or is suspected, or 
if maintenance has been performed on the propeller 
synchronizer or synchronizer trimmet, 

1. Throttles - SET. 

Set at approximately 95 percent rpm. 

2. All Propeller Synchronizer Buttons-PUSH IN'. 

3. Propeller Synchronizer Rpm Trim Lever
NEUTB.AL. 

4. Throttles -ADVANCE. 

Advance on synchronous governing to 98.5 percent 
rpm. 

5. Propeller Synchronizer Rpm Trim level-FULL 
JNCREASE. 

Engine rpm should increase a minimum of 0.5 _percent. 

6. Propeller Synchronizer Rpm Trim Lever-FLlI.L 
-........,.. DECREASE. 

· . .._... 

I The engine rpm must decrease to 94.5 percent. 

7. Throttle -ADVANCE ONE TIIROT1LE TO 
MAX POWER. 

I The rpm must be 98 percent for all engines. 

· 8. Propeller Synchroni~er Rpm T.rim Lever
NEUTRAL 

I The rpm must increase to 100 percent for all engines. 

9. Throttles -GROUND IDLE. 

NTC ond Pi1ch Loclc System Check 
(Engines Operating). 

Note 

On all aircraft modified by T.O. 3E3,2-558 
delete item l. 

l. No. 1 Auxiliary Feathering Switch-FEATHER 
(momentarily) with engine at HIGH GROUND IDJ.E 
rpm. 

Check for decrease in engine rpm and propeller Beta 
warning light OFF (momentarily). Repeat for engines 
No. 2, 3, and 4, if applicable. 

Changed 5 August 1963 

2. Throttle - FLIGHT IDLE. 

:Beta light should come on. 

3. Propeller Normal Control Circuit Breaker -
OPEN. 

4. Propeller Overspeed Pirch Lock Test: Engine 
SeJecror Swirch - NO. I ENGINE. 

Test Llght should come on. 

5. Throttle - 95 PERCENT RPM. 

6. Propeller Synchronizer Button - PUSH IN. 

7. Throttle-Advance (slowly). 

Advance throttle slowly uotil propeller synchronizer 
button _pops out and propeller pitch lock test light 
goes off, at approximately 103 percent rpm. 

Do not exceed 105 percent rpm. 

8. Throttle - RETARD (d.o"'·ly). 

Retard throttle slowly, propeller over.speed pitch lock 
test light should come on at 101.5 percent rpm mini
mum. 

Note 

Propeller overspeed pitch lock test light may 
:11.icker at or oear actuation points. Take 
readings at rpm where light is steady. 

9. Throttle - FLIGHT 1DLR. 

Beta light should come on. 

10. Condition Lever - FUEL OFF. then RUN-FUEL 
ON (accomplish action rapidly). 

Beta light should go OFF and NTC warning indicator 
light should come on. 

If engine rpm drops to a low value during 
this check, smLt the throttJe to ground idle 
and close the propeller normal control circuit 
breaker to avoid high engine EGT/Tl'I' and 
possihle loss of engine due to excessive blade 
angle. 
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Section VII T,0, 1 C-133A-1 

Note 

Moving the condition lever beyond FUEL 
OFF toward the FEATHER position will give 
a false NTC indication. 

11. ~.-re Indicato.r Light Switch-RESET, 

NTC wa.rning indicator light should go OFF. 

12. Throttle - 95 PERCENT RPM. 

13, Propeller Synch.ronizer Button - PUSH IN. 

14. Throttle-RETARD (slowly). 

7-8 

Synchronizer button should pop out at approximately 
92.5 percent rpm. 

15. Propeller Normal Control Circuit Breaker -
UOSE. 

16. Throttle -GROUND IDLE. 

Beta should come on. 

17. Propeller Clutch Solenoid Circuit Breaker~ 
OPEN. 

18. Conditioo Leve:r - .AIR START (HOID). 

Changed 5 Augu:i;t 1963 
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19. Throttle- FLIGHT IDLE. 

Position throttfe approximately I inch above FLIGHT 
IDLE, then return to FLIGHT IDLE. 

20. Condition Lever-FUEL OFF, then RUN-FUEL 
ON (accomplish rapidly). 

Beta light should go off. 

Note 

The NTC indicator light is not operative dur
ing this check because the propeller clutch 
solenoid circuit breaker is open. 

Note 

Moving the condition lever beyond the FUEL 
OFF position will give a false NTC indication. 

21. P.ropeller Clutch Solenoid Circuit Breaker
CLOSED. 

22. Propeller Pitch Lock Circuit Breaker - OPEN. 

Propeller pitch lock teSt light should go off . 

• 

• 

Changed 14 June 1962 

• 

23. Throttle -ADVANCE. 

Advance throttle to 25 psi torque pressu.ce. 

24. Throttle-RETARD (slowly). 

Retard throttle slowly ro get 2 t0 3 percent rpm de
crease. 

25. Propeller Pitch Lock Circuit Breaker -
CLOSED. 

Propeller pitch lock test light should come on. Rpm 
should increase to approximately 97.7 percent. 

Note 

H rpm does not increase> advance tbtottle to 
26 psi torque pressure. 

26. Throtde- FUGHT IDLE. 

Note that to.rqne pressure a~d .rpm are normal 

27. Throttle-GROUND IDLE. 

Beta light should come on. 
• 

' 
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WARNING 

The aircraft should not be flowu if aoy light 
fails ro function as specified in steps 1 th.rough 
27. 

28. All Propeller Circuit Breakers - CJ.OSED. 

Perform steps 2 through 27 for engines No. 2, 3, and 
4, if applicable. 

29. Throttle -ADVANCE TO 20-25 PSI TORQUE 
PRESSURE. 

30, Rpm - CHECK. 

Check for 97,7 percent rpm after EGT/TIT and rpm 
have stabilized (.mechanical reference check). 

31, Syncbrophase - CHECK. 

a. Synchronizer Buttons- PUSH JN. 

b. Syachrophase Switch ON, observe normal 
• operatton, 

c:. Syacbrophase Switch - OFF. 

32. Thtonles-GROUND IDLE. 

33, No. 1 and -4 Throttles - FULL REVERSE. 

34. Generators and Transfer Relays - CHECKED. 

While No, 2 and 3 engines are operating in lllGH 
GROUND IDLE RPM, the pilot will clear the engi
neer to conduct the generator and transfer relays check 
by srating .,Check generators," The eagiaeer will ac· 
knowledge aad Upoll completion. will report, .,Genera• 
tors checked" (see generator aod non-essential load 
ttamfer .relay check procedures, this Section). 

3S. Water-Alcohol lnjeci:ion Switch-AS RE
QUIRED • . . 

If water-alcohol is to be used for iakeoff, while the 
inboard engines are at HIGH GROUND IDLE RPM, 
the pilot will turn the switch ON, and check that the 
indicator reach ON. Aftez check, turn the 1witch OFF. 

36. No. 1 and 4 Ground Speed Control Switch -
L().IDLE (momentarily). 

'.}7. No, 2 and 3 Throttles - FUIJ. REVERSE, 

38. No. 2 and 3 Groua.d Speed Control Switch -
LO-IDLE (momentarily). 

Chanpd 14 Ji,ne 1962 

Note 

If APN-59 radar is required immediately 
after takeoff, leave No. 3 engine at HIGH 
GROUND JDLE RPM. 

39. Runup Check - COMPLETED. 

Rapid Throttle Movement. 

Rapid throttle movement is permissible in eitb.er direc
tion in the FUGHT range or the GROUND range; 
however, when moving throttles from GROUND 
IDLE to REVERSE. a slow movement is .required to 
avoid possible engine stall. Tbe time it takes to move 
the throttle from MAX POWER. position to full 
:REVERSE should be approximately 2 seconds. ID any 
case, the acceleratioo turbine inlet temperature limit 
shouJd not be exceeded. 

FUEL SYSTEM OPERATION. 

FUEL MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE. 

Fuel System Preflight Check. 

1. Tank Outlet Valve Switches-ALL OPEN. 

2. No, 1, 2, 7, and 8 Fuel Boost Pump Switthes
ON. 

3. fuel Pressure Waming Lights-OUT. 

4. No. 1, 2. 71 and 8 fuel Boost Pump Swiu:hes -
OFF. 

S. Fuel P.ressure Warning Ligbu-ON, 

6. No. 2 a.ad 7 .Auxiliary Fuel Boost Pump Switches 
-ON. 

7. No. 1 and 4 Fuel Pressure Warning Lights -
our. 

8. No. 2 aod 7 .Auxiliary Fuel Boost Pump Switches 
-OFF. 

9. No. 1 and 4 fuel Piessme Waroiog Llghts
ON. 

10. Manifold-To-Engine Valve Switches-ALL 
OPEN. 

11. No. 3 and 6 Fuel Boost Pump Switch.es - ON. 

12. Fuel Pressure Warning Ligha-OUT. 
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13. No. 3 and 6 Fuel Boost Pump Switches - OFF. 

14. Fuel Pressure Warning Lights- ON. 

1;. No. 4 and 5 Fuel Boost Pump Switches - ON. 

16. Fuel Pressure Warning Lights - OFF. 

17. Manifold-To·Engine Valve Switches - ALL 
CLOSE. 

18. No. 2 and 7 Iolet Valve Switches - OPEN. 

19. High-Level Float Test - CHECK. 

20. No. 4 Wld 5 Fuel Boose Pump Switches OFF. 

21. Fuel Presure Warning Lighrs - ON. 

Taxiing and Engine Runup. 

Asymmetrical fuel loading does not present a serious 
p.roblero during ground operations. However, to in
sure lateral stability in 11. turn, and when raxiing in 
cross winds, the following fuel mao~gement pto· 
visions should be met. 

1. Fuel quantity differential between tanks No. l 
and 8 must 09t exceed 1000 pounds. 

2. Fuel quantity diffe.re.oti,Bl between tanks No. 2 
and 7 must not exceed 2000 pounds. 

3. Total fuel quantity differential between taolai 
of the left wing and tanks of 'the .right wing must not 
exceed 4000 pounds. 

Takeoff and Climb. 

For takeoff and climb, use fuel from tank No. 2 to 
.supply engines No. l and. 2, and fuel ftom. 1aok No. 7 
to S'U.pply engines No. 3 and 4. 

Cruis•. 

For cruise operation, the following procedure should 
be useA. Monitor fuel consumptioo and GTU return 
flow to assure symmetrical loading. 

Note 

Always select a new fuel supply for the en
gines before shutting off the old supply. Shu.t 
off 1:he fuel boost pump for the resp~ive 
tank when that tank is empty. 

1. During Crui$e - Use Takeoff and Climb proce
dure until tanks No. 2 and 7 indjcate 9000 pounds. 

7-10 

2. No. 4 and 5 Fuel Boost Pump Switches - ON. 

3. Float Test Light -Check to insure fuel transfer 
into tanks No. 2 and 7. 

4. Fuel Transfer - Transfer fuel into tanks No. 2 
and 7 until indicators read 12,000 pounds (or light 
oomes on). 

5. When Tanks No, 4 and 5 are Empty, No. 4 and 
5 Tank-To-Manifold Switches-CLOSE; No. 4 aod .5 · I · 
Fuel Boost Pump Switches-OFF, 

6. Repeat steps 2 through 4 for ranks No. 3 and 6. 

7. When Fuel Quancjty in Tanks No. 11 2, 7, and 8 
Is Equal, No. 1 and 8 Fuel Boost Pump Switches -
ON; No. 2 and 7 Auxiliary Fuel Boost Pump Switches 
-OFF. 

8. Monitor symmetrical use of remainiog fuel rmtil 
landing and engine shutdown, 

Note 

When all fuel tanks are not full at takeoff, 
the same procedure described io the previous 
eight steps will apply, except that the empty 
taJ1ks should be omitted from the fuel man
agement procedwe. 

Descent. 

Check for balanced fuel to ensure even distribution 
during landing, and transfer as required. 

landing • 

For landjng, use fuel from tank No. l tO supply engine 
No. 1, tank No. 2 to supply engine No. 2, taok No. 7 
to supply engine No. 3, and tank No. 8 to supply 
engine No. 4. 

SINGLE-POINT REFUELING SYSTEM OPERATION. 

The single-point refueling system allows ground re
fueling from a coa.o.ectio.o jn the right landing gear 
pod. During refueling operation (refueling valve 
switches and aos:sfeed valve swj,:ch OPEN), the fuel 
:rises through the pod and fuselage and £lows into a 
common fuel manifold extending through the left and 
right wing taok aJ:eas. Each of the eight tanks is sup· 
plied from the manifold, and as each tank is filled, 
the high-level float control is activa1:ed. This a111ses the 
inlet control valve to close aod stop the flow of fuel 
to the tank. 

Changed 14 Juna 1962 
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To prevent seal damage and fuel leakage, 
the pressure output of the refueling source 
must not exceed 60 psi. 

Note 

The fuel quaotity indicators should be mon

itored for partial Ji]liog of t11nks. See figures 
1·17 and 1-18 for correction of indicated fuel 
to actual usable fueL 

After the aircraft is refueled, the refueling 
riser should be drained to prevent seal 
damage and fuel leakage causc:d by thermal 
expansion of fuel. 

Before draining the refueling r.iser, tbe tank inlet, 
crossfeed, and .refueling valves should be closed. The 
riser is drained by holding the fuel vent valve switch 
IN and respositioning the ground fueling unit to de· 
fuel until a.II riser fuel is drained. I£ the refueling 
equipment does not have provisions for reversing :flow, 
the riser may be drained through a manual drain valve 
located on the aft side of the forward wheel pod 
bulkhead. 

OVERWING REFUELING OPERATION. 

The aircraft may also be refueled through me filler
caps in tanks No. 4 and 5, and by use of normal fuel 
trans.fer to the other ranks. The transfer rate is a.p· 
proximately 2.50 pounds per minute pe.r pump. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS LOAD 
DISTRIBUTION. 

11ie eJectrical power system is basically an a-c system. 
The electrical system converts only enough a•c powe.r 
to d-c to support rhe d·c requirement of the aircraft; 
therefore, no d-c power is available to support missiles 
or other equipment .requiring d-c power during trans• 
p.o.rtation. The d·c power system may be utilized 
du.ring ground loading operations if necessary. 

Sufficient a-c electrical power is available to support 
equipn1ent during flight, providing the main a-c gen
erators are operating normally. In the event of failure 
of one or both main a-c generators, follow procedure 
under Main Generator Failure, Section III. 

Changed 5 August 1963 

D-C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM CHECK. 

The dighr engineer will perform the D·C Electrical 
Power System. Check (figure 7-2), u a part of the 
Eleccrial Power-On Check (see Section II), 

GENERATOR AND TRANSFER RELAY CHECK. 

The .flight engineer will perform the Genetaroc and 
Traosfe.r Relays Check during ground runup, with 
No. 2 and 3 engines operating ,t HlGH GROUND 
IDLE rpm. 

1. Left Generator Swirch - ON. 

2. AC Check List Annuociato.r Panel- CHECKED. 

LEFT GEN TO FWD NON-ESS BUS annunciator 
strip should come on. 

3, Left Gene.ratOr 
FREQUHNCY, 

CHECK VOLTAGE and 

4. Right Generarnr Switch - ON. 

S. AC Check List Annunciator Panel - CHECKED. 

All annunciator strips go out. 

6. Left Generator Switch - OFF. 

7. AC Check List Anounciator Panel- GHBCKED. 

RJGHT GEN TO AFT NON.ESS BUS annunciamr 
strip should come on. 

8. Right Geoerator-CHECK VOLTAGE AND 
FREQUENCY. 

9. Left Generator Switch- ON. 

AIR-DRIVEN GENERATOR. 

The air·driven generator is installed to provide emer· 
genecy d< power during flight io the event of failure 
of the main and auxiliary a-c generators, The air-driveo 
generator has su.fficieot capacity to Npply continu
ous power for all normal d-c power requirements at 
airspeeds above 150 knots. In the event of multiple a-c 
generaror failure or failure of one or more transformer. 
rectifiers, follow procedures under Electrical Power 
System Failure, Section III. 

Air-Driven Generator Extension. 

To extend the ai.r-d.riveo generator in flight, proceed 
all follows: 

1. Air-Driven Generator Emergency Release H."\fl.dle 
-PULL. 
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D-C Power System Check 

a. 

b . 
t, 

CIRCUIT JREAl<ER AND 
BATTERY SWITCH POSITIONS 

forward Transformer-Rectifier 

Cireuit Breoker -OFF. 
Battery Switch - OFF. 
Batlery Switch - ON. 

Q. Forwci rd Transformer-Reel ifier 
Circuit Breaker- ON. 

a. Battery Switch- OFF. 

b. Auxi I iary Genergtor Switch -
Momentarily to AUTO. 

c. Forv,ord 1'ran~former-Rectifier 
Circuit Breaker-OFF. 

Q. Battery Switch and Forward 
Transformer-Rectifier Circuit 
P.recktr - OFf. 

a. Baltery Switch and Forward 
Transformer-Rectifier Circuit 
Breaker·-- OFF. 

a. Battery Switch and Forward 
Transformer-Rectifier Circuit 
Breo ker ·-OFF, 

a. Batlery Switch and Forward 
T ro nsforn1er-Rectifi er C ireuit 
Breaker - OFF. 

a. Battery Switch and Forward 
Transformer-Rectifier Circuit 
Breaker- ON . 

a. Bcttery Switch and Fon.vard 
Transformer-Rectifier Circuit 
Brenker - ON. 

Figure 7-2 

CHECK VOLTMETER AND 
WARNING LIGHTS 

a, Forward Tror1$former-Rectifier 

Warning Light - ON. 
b. Check Voltctge. 
c. Check for Slight Voltage In crease. 

a. Check for Vollage Increase 
Above Battery V1;1ltage. 
Forward Transformer-Rei:tifier 

WQrning Light - OFF. 

a. Check Voltcge. 
b. Check far Continuou& Vohcge 

Aft T ransforn,er Rectifier 
Warning Llg ht - ON. 

(, Clieck Voltage. 

Cl, Ch eek Voltage. 

a. Check for Zero Voltage. 

cs. Check Voltage. 

a. Check Voltage. 

a. Check Voltcge. 

and 

.. 

a. Pilot Checks Aft Radio Bus Wifh 
VHF or OMNI. Navigator Checks 
Navigators Bus. 

l.lAB 1-2:2'!11 
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2. Aircraft Electrical System - CHECK. 

Check d-c electrical system as outlined under :Main 
Generator Failure, Section m. Monitor e1ea.rical 
load as required. 

Note 

Once extended. the air-driven generator can
not be retracted while in flight. 

Extending AJ,-Drwen GeneratfW From Insule A.h-
crll/t Wbu.e On. GroU1Ul: 

l. Generator Doo.r Area - CLEAR. 

Check that area around the air-driven generator door 
is clear of personnel and equipment. 

2. Air-Driven Generator Em~gency Release &n· 
dle-PUU.. 

1!.xlendiag .Air•Driven Gnurato, From Outside Ait'
ct"4/I: 

I. Generator Door Area - O.EAR. 

Check that area around the air-driven generator door 
is clear of personnel and equipment. 

2. Larch Control Handle (Handle A) - IJN. 
LOCKED. 

Air-Driven Generator Door Retrcrction. 

1. Hydraulic Power - ON. 

Tur.a oa hydraulic power; eithe.r utility system or 
auxiliary hydraulic pump if GTU's ate not operating. 

2. Generator Door Unlatching Handle (Handle 
B) - UNLOCKED. 

Pull handle outboard to the UNLOCKED position to 
release the inner door latches and bold uotil door 
starts ro close. 

3. Reuaaion Control Handle (Handle C) - RE
TRACT. 

Tum handle to retract position and hold until door is 
retracted. Handle will return to NORMAL position 
when released. Emergency release handle inside the 
cabio will be pulled inro its socket as the door is 
retraaed. 

4. Hydraulic Power - OFF. 

5. Generator Door Control Access Cover - CLOSED. 
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6. Emergency Release Handle - SAFETIED. 

GTU OPERATION. 

GTU AUGMENTATION. 

Augmentation extends the capabilities of the air co.n
ditioning system. for each pound of augmentation air 
that enters the turbine section of the GTU, approxi
mately 1 pound of bleed air flows through the load 
control valve ruid into the pneumatic system. As the 
augmentation '\'Blve is opened further. more air enters 
the turbine; thllS, more air is bled from. the GTU com· 
pmsor thcough the load control valve. A point will 
be reached, however, where either the load control 
valve or air conditioning system (either the cooling 
rurbine nozzle or the maS'S flow valve) cannot accept 
additional airflow. An increase in augmentation air· 
flow beyond this point will not result jo mo.re bleed 
airflow from the GTU. Any additional augmentation 
airflow wilJ .result in a.o excess of turbine exhaust flow, 
which will tend to decrease EGT. 

When the EGT reduces to S25° C, the low EGT 
warning light -will come on. warning the operator 
that the GTU is overaugmenred. During ground oper
ation, the maximum airflow for the ai.r conditioning 
system will depend on whether the 9Ystem is in full 
HBATlNG or full COOLING. During operation of 
both GTU's, the air conditioning system maximum 
regulated flow will be obtained at approximately 3.5 
to 6.0 inches Hg airflow when in full HEATING. 

Duriu.g modulated operation with both GTU"s ~
ariog (intermediare ope.ration berween fn11 HEA'I'ING 
and full COOLING), the ai.r conditioning system will 
obtain its maximum flow requirements between 3.S 
i.ncbes Hg airflow and the red line (6.0 inches Hg 
airflow). During single GTU operation, the maximum 
regulated flow rondi.tion. will not be reached io. either 
full HEATING or full COOLING. 

NORMAL GROUND START. 

Each GTU unit may hove its own air and normal 
Starcing chuacteristics. The operator should become 
familiar with the startiog procedure teebniques for 
each unit and the GTU tolerances (figure 5-.5). 

A qualified opera.tor musr be at the flight 
engineer's station whenever the GTU's are 

• ope.rating. 

' l 
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Note 

When starting rbe G'IU's on battery power, 
it is recommended that .No. 1 GTU be stuted 
first. 

Flight Engineer. 

1, GTU Overheat and Fire Control Handles - IN. 

2. No. 1 and 2 GTU Start and Load Control Cir
cuit Breakers - Check IN. 

3. Battery Switch - OFF (to .sran: on aircraft 
power). 

4. Jet Blast Rain Removal Switch - OFF, 

S. Air Conditioning Switch - OFF. 

6. GTU Augmentation Switch - CLOSED. 

7, GTU Pneumatic Selector S.witcbes - NO LOAD. 

8, NaceJle Preheat Switches - OFF. 

9. GTU Statt Select0r Switch (GTU being started) 
-NORMAL. 

10. GTU .Air DooIS Switch - OPEN. 

11. GTU Start·Run-Stop Switch-Hold in START. 

12. GTU Ignition and Fuel Switch - Push IN 
above 3 to 5 percent rpm. 

13. GTU Start-Run-Stop Switch - Release to RUN 
at 95 percent rpm. 

If EGT does not increase within 5 seconds 
after pushing io the ignition and fuel switch, 
pull the ignition and fuel switch our and 
continue to .motor the unit by holding the 
GTU start-run-stop switch in ST ART for 30 
seconds before allowing the unit to stop. An· 
other sblrt may be attempted. Do not ex
ceed the .starter duty cycle which is 1 minute 
on and 4 minutes off, The starter may be en
gaged only when the GTU is completely 
stopped. Maximum allowable starting time 
is 60 seconds. 

Nate 

H tbe GTU speed exceeds 110 percent rpm, 
the unit will automatically shut down. 

Changed 14 June 1962 
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The GTU low-oil pressure wuning light 
should go out at approximately 45 psi, If the 
light mmes on during GTU operation, and 
low oil pressure is observed, it is .recom· 
mended rhat the affected GTU be shut down 
to prevent possible damage to rhe ua.it. 

14, Airflow - Zero inches Hg. 

1£ 11 GTU is operated in excess of the open
ing limitS (see Section V), the unit should be 
shut down to prevent damage to the unit. 
'fhe operating excess should be noted on 
Form 781. 

ALTERNATE STARTING PROCEDURES. 

If either GTU is operating. the othe.r unit may be 
s,arred by urjlizing bleed air fto.m. the operating unit • 
.Ao operating aircraft engine, or groWJd air supply 
unit can also be utilized. 

Augmentatian Start IGTU Bleed Air) -
Ground Start Only. 

L. Jet Blast Windshield Rain Removal Switch-
OFF. 

2. Pneumatic Manifold Switches - CLOSE. 

3. Air Conditioning Switch - OFF. 

4, Any Nacelle P.reheat Control Switch - ON. 

5, Operating GTU Pneumatic Selector Switch -
LOAD. 

6. Operatiag G'l'U A ugme.nt:atioo. Switch -
CLOSED. 

7. Pneumacic Manif9ui Pressure Gage - Check for 
pressure indication. 

8. lnoperative GTIJ Pneumatic Selecro.r Switch -
NO LOAD. 

9, Inoperative GTU Sta.ct Selector Switch -.AIR. 

10. Inoperative G'IU Start•Run,Stop Switch - Hold 
in START. 

7-15 
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Note 

Tb srarte.r motot circoit is bypas,ed but 
electrical power is applied to the GTU. 

11. Inoperative GTU Augmentation Switch -
Hold i.n INCREASE until 25 to 30 percent .rpm is 
indicated. 

12. Inoperative GTU Ignition and Fuel Switch -
Push in. at 25 to 30 percei:u: rpm; release AUG switch 
when a r.ise io EGT is noted. 

Nate 

II the rpm tends to bang and EG1' is near the 
transient limits, momentarily reposition the 
GTU augmentation switch to INCREASE to 
assist the unit co accelerate to o~ration-al 
speed. 

li EGT does not increase within 5 second~ 
pull the GTIJ ignition and fuel switch OUT 
and continue to .motor the unit at 2S to 30 
percent rpm for 30 seconds before allowing 
the unit to stop. Do this by intermittently 
positioning the GTU augmentation swiu:h 
ro INCREASE. Another start may be attemp
ted after the unit has st0pped. Do not ex
ceed the ignition duty cycle or attempt 
light-offs above 80 percent rpm. Ignition 
duty cycle .is 2 minutes on, 3 minutes off; 
2 minutes on awl 23 minutes off. 

13. GTIJ Start·Run..Srop Switch - Release to RUN 
at 95 percent rpm. 

14. GTU Start Selector Switch - NORMAL 

15. T.imits - ObsetTe normal starting and oper· 
atiog limits (see Section V). 

16. Nacelle Preheat Control Switch - OFF. 

17. Augmentation Switch - CLOSED. 

Augmentation Start (Engine Bleed Air). 

Note 

This is the preferred ioflight starting pro· 
cedure. 
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With two or more airttaft enginea operating at high 
GROUND IDLE or above, perform the following: 

1. Jet Blast Raia Removal Switch- OPP. 

2. Pneumatic Manifold Switches - OPEN. 

3. GTU Pneumatic Selector Switch - NO I.O.AD. 

4. GTU Start Selector Switch - AIR. 

5. G'I'U Air Doors Switch - OPEN. 

6. Inoperative GTU Start-Run-Stop Switch - Hold 
in START. 

Note 

The startel' motor circuit is bypassed but 
elecrrical power is applied to the G'IU. 

7. GTU Augmentation Switch - Hold in IN
CREASE until GTU spee<I js 25 to 30 percent rpm. 

8. GTU Ignition and Fuel Switch - Pwh IN at 25 
to 30 percent rpm. 

Release the GUI augmentation swjtth when a rise in 
EGT has beeo aoted. 

Note 

If the rpm tends to hang and EG'I' is near the 
trausient limits, momentarily reposition tbe 
GTU angmentation switch to INCREASE m 
assist tbe unit to accelezate c:o ope.rational 
speed. 

If EGT does oot increase within 5 seconds, 
pull the GTU ignition and fueJ switch OUT 
and continue to moror the unit at 25 ro 30 
pei:ceot rpm for 30 seconds before allowing 
the unit to smp. Do this by intermittently 
positioning the GTU augmenmtio.n switch 
to INCREASE. Another start may be attemp
ted after the unit has st0pped. Do not ex
ceed the ignition duty cycle or attempt light· 
offs above 80 percent rpm. lgnitio.n duty 
cycle is 2 minutea on, 3 minutes off; 2 min· 
ntes on and 23 minutes off. 

9. GTU Augmentation Switch - CLOSED. 

10. G'IU Start•Run-Stop Switdi - Release to 
RUN above 95 percent rpnl. 

_. 
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11. GTU Start Selector Switch-NORMAL. 

12. Limits - Obsecve the no.rmal startiog aod 
operating limits (see Seetioo V). 

Windmill Start flnflight) • 
• 

Note 

The windmill start procedure may be need 
if an augmentation valve bas .malfunaio.ned 
(will not open). A windmjll stan will nor
mally be obtained by using the following 
technique. 

1. G'l1J Overheat and Fi.re Control Handles -
Check IN. 

2. G'IU Pneumatic Selecto.r Swirch - NO LOAD. 

3. GTU Windmilling Speed - Check for desired 
12 to 20 petcent rpm. 

Note 

A windmill start can be obtained with a 
GnJ windmilling speed greater than 20 per· 
cent rpm, but not normally with a windmill
ing speed of less than 12 percent .rpm. 

4. GTU Start Selector Switch - AIR. 

5. G11J Ai.r Doors Switeh - OPEN. 

6. GTU Sta.rt,Rwi-Stop Switch - Hold in ST.ART. 

7. GTU Ignition and Fuel Switch - Push JN. 

If EGT does not ,rjse within 10 seconds, pull 
the GnJ i,gnitioa. and fuel switch OUT and 
allow unit to rotate for 60 seconds prior to 
another attempted scan. Do not exceed igni
tion aad coil duty cycle. 

Note 

lf three unsua essful starts have been at
~pted, return start controls to shutdown 

• • pos1nons. 

8. GTU Start,Run~to.P Switcfa - Release to RUN 
above 9.5 percent rpm. 

--- --- -·---·-· -----·- . 

9. GTU Start Selector Switch -NORMAL. 

10. Limits - Observe starting and operating 1imim 
(see Section V). 

LOADING AND AUGMENTATION PROCEDURES. 

loading Procedure - Unaugmented 
(One or two GTU's), 

I. G'IU Augmentation Switch - 0.0SED. 

2. GTU Pneumatic Seleaor Switch - LOAD. 

3. Air Conditioning Switch - .AIR CONDITION· 
ING, 

Note 

Observe that the low EGT light is ~in· 
guished as EGT reaches 525° C when chang
ing f.rom a no-load ro a load cooditio.o. 

4. Main and Flight Deck Tempe..rature Controls -
NORMAL 

Note 

If a G'rU exceeds the :HGT limit fo.r con
tinuous operation du.ring flight (600°C),. me 
augmentation to reduce EG'I' ro within oper· 
ating limitS, 

5, Airflow - 2.0 inches Hg (ground), 1.5 inches Hg 
(flight). 

Augmentatian Procedure COne GTUI. 

l, GnJ - LOADED. 

See Loading Procedure - Unaugrnented 

2. Pneumatic Manifold Switches - OPEN. 

3. G'IU Augmentation Switch - INCREASE. 

Note 

Hold the GnJ augmenration switch in IN
CREASE until desired airflow fo.r air COD.· 

ditioning requirements is obtained (noc co 
exceed 6.0 inches Hg). If 6.0 inches Hg dif· 
ferential pressure airflow .is exceeded du.ring 
augmentatio.o, erratic operation of the GnJ 
may .result. (See Section V for operating 
limirs). 
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Note 

The low EGT caution light will come o.a 
at an EGT of appzoxirnately 52S° C to indi
cate that the unit is overaug.meoted. 

Augmentation Procedure (Two GTU's). 

I. GTU's - loaded. 

See Loading Procedure - Uoaugmenred. 

2. Pneumatic Manifold Switches - OPEN. 

3, GTU Augmentation Switches - Alternately tog
gle to lNCREASE until the desired air conditioning 
requirements are met and airflow .readings for both 
GTU's are equal. 

Note 

For maxim.um velltilation, increase the aug
mented airflow to both GTU's slowly by al· 
ternately .toggling each augmeo.tatiou. switch 
ro .INCREASE, and note the .readings when 
the differential pressure stops increasing (do 
not exceed 6.0 inches Hg). Reduce the aug
mented airflow until the airflow readings 
dectea$e slightly. This is the maximum ven
tilation airflow. With the air conditioning 
system io full HEATING, the airflow dif
ferential pressure should be 4.5 to 6 inch.es 
Hg. With the air conditioning system in full 
COOLING, the airflow differeatiai pres
sure shouJd be 3,.5 tO 4 . .5 inches Hg. If 6.0 
inches Hg is exceeded during augmentation., 
erratic operuion of the GTU may .result. 

NORMAL SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE. 

1. GTU Augmentation Switeh -CLOS.HD. 

2. GTU Pneumatic Selecmr Switch - NO LOAD. 

3, EGT - STABIL1ZED. 

4, GTU Start-Run-Stop Switch - STOP. 

BRAKE SYSTEM. 

WHEEL BRAKE OPERATION. 

'I'he wheel b.rakes stop the wheels of the aii:craft from 
rurning, but stopping the aircraft is dependent upon 
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the frictional force b6tween the tires aod the runway. 
As the load on the ti.res bemmes gieater, thls frictional 
force increases, resulting in more efficient braking ac
tio.Q. During a skid. the Irictiooal force is reduced, 
thus requiring more distance to stop. Extreme care 
should be used when applying the brakes immedi
ately after touchdown OJ' at any time when there is 
C011.side.rable lift oo the wings, to prevent skidding. 
Heavy brake pedal pressure will lock the wheels much 
easier, immediately after: touchdow.a, than if the same 
pressure is applied after the full weight of tbe aircraft 
is on the tires. Once locked ia this manner immediately 
after touchdown, a wheel will not become unlocked 
when the load on the tire increases, as Jong as brake 
pedal pressure is maintained, If maximum wheel 
braking i11 required, lift should be decreased as .mudi 
u possible by .raising the flaps before applying the 
b.rake!i. '!'his procedure will imp.rove the braking ac
tion, since the load on the tires will be increased, thus 
increasing the frictional force between the ti.res and 
the runway. When a short landing roll is required, a 

siogle, smooth application of the brakes with con
stantly increasing pedal pressure will result in opti
mum braking. Tws procedure is also applicable when· 
ever the emergency airbrake system is utilized. 

Note 

To minimize brake wear, the full length of 
the runway should be taken advantage of, 
and aerodynamic braking should be utilued 
to Stop the aircraft. Reverse th.rust should be 
med, whenever possible, in lieu of wheel 
brakes. 

ANTISKID SYS'IEM. 

The antiskid system .is designed to prevent skidding, 
aud is not intended to perform as a oompletely auto
matic braking system. Utilizing the antislcid system, 
the wheel b.rakes may be applied immediately aftez 
touchdown, but tbi1 should be done only when abso
lucely necessary. Heavy, continuous braking £.rom 
touchdown may result in locked brakes and tire fail· 
ure if a malfunction of the antiskid system should 
occur. 

Note 

The aotiskid system is inoperative whenever 
the emergency airbrake system is used. 

' I 
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BRAKE OVERHEATING. 

Temperature .rise w.ithia. the b.rake assembly after 
stopping is such that failure of the brake co.mponeots 
may result if hard brak.iog applications are repeated 
without adequate cooling periods. To prevent brake 
overheatiog, the b.rakes should not be dragged while 
taxiing, and should be used as little as posslble foe 
turoiog the aircraft on the ground. Doring a series o£ 
succeaive landings, a minimum of 15 mioutes should 
elapse between laodiugs where the landing gear iii 
allowed to remain in the slipstream, and a min.imum 
of 30 minutes between landings where the landing 
gear has been retraeted after each takeoff, to allow 
adequate oooling time between brake applications. 
During touch-and-go landings, where no brake appli
cation is involved, this rime test.rictiwi does not apply. 

WARNING 

At tbe first iodication of brake malfunaion, 
or if the brakes a.re suspected to be in an over
heated coadition after exces!live use, the air
craft should be maneuvered off the active 
runway aod stopped. The aircraft should not 
he taxied into a crowded parking area, and 
the parking brakes should not be ser, Over· 
heated wheels and brakes should be allowed 
to cool before the aircraft is subsequently 
towed or ta:zied. Maximum temperatures 
io the wheel o.od brake carrier assembly are 
not attained until some time after a maxi• 
mum braking operation is completed ( the 
time required may vary from 5 ro 30 minures), 
In extreme cases, heat buildup can cause the 
wheel and ti.re ro fail wirb explosive force 
o.r be destroyed by fire if proper cooling is 
not effeaecl. Ta.,ciing at low speeds to obtain 
air cooling of overheated brakes will not 
reduce temperatures adequately, and can 
actually cause additional heat buildup. 

Note 

Overheated wheel and brake assemblies may 
be cooled by means of an air blaSt from any 
source available, such as a £au, blower, air 
compressor (except ground starting unit com• 
pressor), ground beater (utilizing blower 
only, with the heating cycle turned off), etc. 
Cooling may be accelerated by parking the 
au-craft perpendicular to any surface wind. 
Cooling periods. however, should not be 
reduced. 

lo. the event of fire in the wheel aad ti.re assea,bly, 
tbe fite should be extinguished with a .miJlimum 
quantity of CB (brom.ochloromethane). 

WARNING 

The we of CO,,. 'Water spray, £~ or any 
similar extiaguisbiog agent, to mol Oi" to a
tingui!1h a fire iD the wheel and tire assembly 
is not recommended, as thermal shock an 
cause the wheel ro fail wjth explosive force. 
This failure can occur as long as 15 minute.s 
after the use of the above extinguishing 
agents. 

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM. 

AIR CONDITIONING - NORMAL OPERATION. 

The air conditioning system maintains comfortable 
tempera.cures in the £light compart.me11t and cabin 
under most amb.ieDt temperature conditiom iD flight, 
or on the gr0Ut1d wjrb unaugmented airflow provided 
by the two GTCfs. Automatic or manual conuol is 
available. Normally, auromatic coo.trot should be used 
to maiiitain the most satisfaaory temperature condi· 
tions. Water separators are provided in the ducting 
systems to rhe flight deck and cabin which remove up 
to 50 percent of the entrained. free .moism.re. W acer 
traps are located in the ducting to rewove additional 
moisture. This results in the ventilating airflow oon
tainjng a minimum of free water. 

When the system is turned on, the temperature con• 
trol switches should be positioned t0 AUTO awl the 
temperacure selectors to NORMAL. This mode of con
trol will stabili:i.e the compartment temperarw:es at 
approximately 25°C. If the stabilized tempera· 
ruce is consideced too high or too low due to bu· 
.m.idity, sunshine, compartment wall tem.peratwes, 
ere., jt may be necessary to reposition the seleaor. 
This should be done by .rotating the selector knobs 
in increments of 5°F as marked on the face of the 
unit. Allow the control sysrem enough time to sta• 
bilize (approximately 15 minutes) befo.re determining 
whether any further adjustment of the selector 11hould 
be.made. 

When initially operating the system and rapid cooling 
or warmup is desired, the temperature control valves 
should be placed in the maximum heating or cooling 
positions by using manual control. This can. be done 
by holding the temperature control switches in the 
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manual HEATING or COOLING positions f0t ap
proximately 2 minutes and then switching to AUTO. 
Duri.og a war.mup period, rhe flight deck tempera
mre may over.shoot the desired temperature by several 
degrees. This is a normal characteristic of the auto
matic temperature control system during .uiitial ope.ra
tion under severe ambient temperature until sufficient 
rime has elapsed for temperatures to stabilize. The 
au.tomatic c:oo.uol system will correct this tempera• 
mre overshoot. However, if the OVeJ.'$hOOt is unreason
ably high, .manually cor.r«c it by placing the control 
switches in COOLING for: several second~ and tbett 
switch back to AUTO. 

Allt CONDITIONING - EXTREME TEMPERA ft.IRE 
OPERATION. 

The alr mnditioning tetnperature control system will 
norrna1Jy provide comfortable compartment temper· 
arures when wing the airflow from the GTlYs with· 
out augmentation. However, during uxiing and 
while airborne under some extreme ambient tempeca
ture COllditions, the amount of airflow from the two 
G11J's, without augmentation, may be insufficient ro 
maintain oom£orrable temperatures. le will then be 
necessuy to increase the airflow through the air mn
ditioning system by augmenting the GTU's. 

DW'ing augmented operation, ma.in engine bleed air 
is allowed m flow into the GTU turbine to sustain 
combustion. This pennirs a greater amount of airflow 
from. the G'IU rompressors 10 be used in the llll' COD• 

ditiooing system. Thus, the heating and rooling 
capacity of the system cm be increased. With the 
system set in AUTO and NOR.MAL, the cabin rem• 
peratme indicawr should be .monitored aad GTU 
augmentation operation established when cabin tem• 

peratures are less thaa 20°C or greatez than 30°C. 
This applies on the ground as well as in flight. 

The airflow differential presstue indications fo.r both 
GTU's should be increased in 2-jnch Hg increments at 
intervals of approximately 20 minutes until the cabin 
air temperature stabilizes at approximately 25°C. as 
iodicated on the abio temperature indicator. 

NDte 

Total airflow indications during augmented 
GTU operatioll$ should not be allowed to 
exceed 6 inches Hg at any time. Above 6 
.inche.s Hgt unstable operation of the GTU 
may result. 

Excessive augmentation airflow am result during aug
meoted GTU operations even though the indicated 
rotal airflow from the GTU is less than 6 inches Hg. 
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Excessive augmentation, at any tt.1De1 is indicated by 
an EGT of 540°C o.r below and/or the low EGT 
caution light which should come on at 525°C. Ex
cessive augmentation <an be alleviated by positioning 
the GTU augmentation control switches tu DE
CREASE witil the EGT indication increases above 
S25QC and the low EGT cauti011 light goes out. 

During augmented GTU operations, an increase in 
cabin :{>re5SW'e of approximately 0.1 psi may ocmr 
because of the increased airflow in the air condition
ing system. This is a normal condition due tO greater 
airflow mrough the pressure mntrol wive, 

Air Conditioning Systam Oparation - Single GTU. 

During air conditioning operatioos while airborne 
and with only one GTIJ as the source of air., maxi
mum augmented GTU operation ( 4 to 6 inches Hg 
differential pressure airflow indication) mould be 
utilized for suf.ficient airflow to provide for tempesa
mre mntroi ventilation, and a.bin pressurization. 
Operation above 6 inches Hg may result io uttStable 
GTU operation. 

Air Conditioning System - Emergency. 

Airflow for the air conditioning system is provided 
automatically by main eagine bleed air in the eyent 
both GTU's become inoperative when the air con
ditioning system is io. operation. There is less airflow 
available to provide temperature conrml; howner, 
the p.resswizatlon schedule may be maiutaioed with 
this type of operation. 

Note 

An odor may be noticed drujns operation of 
the emergency air conditloni.og system. This 
odor, a characte.ristic of main engine bleed 

• • • aar. lS DODtOE.C. 

EMERGENCY AIR CONDITIONING CHECK. 

Make the emergency air cood.iti'.omn.g chec:k a follows: 

1, Make certain 011e or more main engines and 
both GTU's are operating, the pneumatic manifold 
switches are open, and the air coaditio.oiug sySteDl 
• JS04, 

2. Place the pneumatic seleaor switch for each 
GnJ in the NO LOAD position. Continued airflow 
from the air conditioning duas indicates satisfaao
ry operation of the emergency air conditioning sys-
tem. 

r 
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Note 

Emergency air mnditioning should start au
tomatically through the main engine pneu
matic system if both GTU's .fail in flight. 

N-1 COMPASS SYSTEM. 

The information contained in this section is an addi
tion to that contained in Section IV. 

MAGNETIC SLAVED OPERATION, 

To illustrate the principle of .magnetic slaved opera
tion, assume the following conditioo.s. 

1, The aircraft is £lying a steady course. 

2. Latitude Correction Pointer - OFF (system to 
be funaioning in magnetic slaved operation), 

3, The masre.r indicator to he set to rhe correct 
magaetic heading of the aircraft. 

By such assumptions, a change io aircraft heading 
will result jn a change in the azimuth reference signal 
from the directional gyro. Th-is signal is amplified 
and fed ioto the azimuth servo loop, causing the 
a.zimuth servo moror of the master indicator to posi
tion the master indicator heading pointer to the o.ew 
heading. This change in heading also te6ulrs in a 
chooge of signal from the DT-173 AJN remote com
pass transmjrrer, However, the signals from the 
directional gyro a.od the DT -173 AJN remote compass 
transmitter have beeo changed an equal amount; 
therefore, they remain in step and the master .indica
tor heading pointer will indicate the new magnetic 
beading. The apparent gyro drift (due to the ea.l'tb's 
rotation) is an actual faao.r that must be considered. 
lrs correcrion is accomplished by slaving the N-1 
compass system to the DT-173 AJN .remote compass 
transmitter when in magnetic slaved operation. Now, 
assume a small change io azjmuth of the gyro due to 
apparent gyro drift, with no acrual change in aircraft 
heading, There will be a chaoge io the directional gy
ro azimuth reference signal to the azimuth .servo loop 
and motor in the master indicator, resulting in a 
corresponding movement of the master indicator 
heading pointer. How~ver, the signal from the DT-
173 AJN remote compass transmitter, no longer 
changing equally with the directional gyco, now in
corporates an error signal since the heading rointer 
of the master indicator no longer indicates the correct 
.magnetic beading of the aircraft. This e.rror signal is 
transmitted to the motor of the correction loop 
through the amplifier. The correction servo motor 
then corrects the signal from the a:timuth se.rvo loop 
and causes the heading pointer of the master indic:a.
tor to return to its original position, thus jndicating 

the correct magnetic heading of the aircraft once 
more. The same correction is transmitted to the auto
pilot sig.oal. Theorecically, with the aircraft maiataio· 
iog a steady .magnetic course, the roaster indicator 
heading pointer will not move, since a state of equi· 
librium will be reached where the drift rate of the 
gyro spin axis is exactly counteracted by the output 
rate of the cor.rection servo. The maximum. 5peed of 
the correaion servo loop is ample co co.mpensare for 
the total gy.ro d.rifr, which in a ptoperly operating 
system caDD.Ot exceed 15 degrees i,er hour, yet is suf. 
ficiently low to be wuespomive to the ef£ects of shock, 
vibration and rapid changes in course and speed of 
the aircraft. To summarne, when the N-1 compass 
system is in magnetic slaved ope.ration, the master in-
dic:ator beading pointer is slaved to the DT-173 AJN 
remote compas.9 transmitter and the system operates 
as remote indicating magnetic compass with the sta· 
bility of a directional indicator. 

DIRECTIONAL INDICATOR OPERATION, 

.Assume that the ajrcraft is flying a steady course. In 
areas where the magnetic field is unreliable. the 
method of operation may be changed to directional 
indicator operation. To accomplish this, mannaJiy ro, 
tate the latitude correction knob clockwise from the 
OFF position and set the latitude cor.recrion pointer 
at rhe larirude of the aircraft's· position, This will 
isolate the DT-173 AJN .remote transmitter signal aod 
introduce the latitude correctioa. .mechanism signal 
ioto the system. The desired gyro heading .reference is 
set by engaging and rotating the synchronizer con• 
trol knob on the master indiator. 'I'he azimuth signal 
from the directional gyro follows through the azi
murh servo loop in the same manner as previously 
described, Because of the rotation of the earth, the 
ditea:ional gyro spin axis will appear to drift in azi
much. Unless mis is correeted. the a2imuth poinrer on 
the master indicator will move in the same direcrion 
and at the same tate as the apparent drift. An aircraft 
following a constant gyro heading refe,rence thus will 
continuously turn away from the great circle course 
which it is desired to follow. To correct this apparent 
error, a signal is geaerated in the latitude correction 
mechanism which is proportional to the latitude at 
which the latitude correction pointer has been set. A 
special electronic circuit uses rbis signal to .regulate 
the speed of the correction servo motor, causing the 
azimuth servo loop and the roaster indicator heading 
pointer to comi,ensate at the apparent drift rate of 
the gyro. To summari:ie, when the N-1 compass sys· 
tem is in directional indicator operation, the system 
operates as a directional indicator with an arbitrary 
gyro beading reference, selected by the operator. With 
the proper latitude setting 011 tbe latitude correetion 
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indicator. a COJ:.reetion is incorpo.rated eq_ual and op
posite to the apparent drift in azimuth of the direc
tiOll.81 gyro • .Assuming a no-wind condition, maintain• 
ing a constant gyro reference heading (u indicated by 
the master indicator heading pointer) will result in 
the aircraft's flight approximating that of a great 
circle. 

EFFECTS OF ELECTRICAL POWER FAILURE 
ON THE K-48 AfflTUDE INDICATING 
SYSTEM. 

If a-c power m the K-4B attitude indicating system is 
interru,l)ted for less than 3 minutes without interrup
tion in d-c power, the errors a!ter reapplication of a•c 
power normally should not exceed 3 degrea. Such 
errors will be compensated for within app.roximately 
1 minute by normal erecrion. of the gyro. Changes in 
aircraft attitude during a-c power interruption will 
not induce additional errors if d-c power is not iAter· 
rupted. If d·c power is iAterrupted at any time, a snub,. 
her brake will drap against the toll gimbal, holding 
it stationary at its position at the time of d-c power 
loss. If the aircraft attitude is changed, especially 
about the roll axis, the .roll gimbal cannot follow due 
to 1:he snubber brake; therefore, a p.recessioo. is forced 
in the pitch axis. When power is reapplied, die K-4B 
control will go through a start cycle of 2 minutes 
(±30 se<:oods). However, because of the high angular 
momentum of the gyro wheel, except unde.r a,ndi
tions described following, the torque motors cannot 
erect the gyro within the 2-miaute (±30 ~coods) 
Start cycle, .After the starting cycle is complete, the 
K-413 control will switch to normal erection and the 
power-off warning flag on the B-IA attitude indicator 
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will disappear, indicating to the pilot that the attitude 
displayed. .is cor.rect, However, the pitch indication 
may be as .much as 60 degrees in error at this time. 
aud could .result io incorrect indication for as long BS 

20 minutes. If a-c power to the K-48 gyro is lost for 
longer than 5 minutes without a d-c power loss, the 
PILOT VER.T GYRO and CO-PILOT VERT GYRO 
circuit breakers should be positioned to OPEN for at 
least 20 seconds. then tO CLOSE. Then, wheo a•C 
power is reapplied, the K-48 gyro will go through 
its joitial erection cycle and the power-off waroing 
flag on the B-lA attitude indicator will disappear 
within the 2-minute (±30 seconds) start cycle. The 
jwJication of ;the B· lA attitude indicator should be 
cross-checked with the altimeter, vertical velocity; and 
turn and slip .indicators to determine the accu.cacy of 
rhe indication. If a-c power is lost for period of 3 to 
5 roiautes without a d·c power loss. the errocs should 
not be excessive; however> when the power-off warn
ing flag on. the B-lA attimde indicator goes down,. 
the indication should be cross-checked wia:h the Other 
instn:unentS to determine that the indication is ac
curate. 

Note 

kl a check, the normal .iodicatiOM achieved 
by .rotation of tbe horizontal adjusunent knob 
do nor assure that roll axis circuitry of the 
system is also fUJ1ctioning properly. 

Note 

See Electrical Power-On Check, Section II 
£or daily preflight requirements. 

i 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Except for some repetition n~ary for emphasis. 
clarity, or continuity of thought, this section contains 
only those duties and p.rocedures that are in;addit;ion. 
to tb.e normal operating .insttuctioos, Section II, and 
emergency procedures, Section W. Discussion relative 
to the operatioo of ce.rtain systems a11.d equipment is 
covered in Section Vll. The duties listed in this section 
are ooly a par:t 0£ those whim may be required of the 
crew members. Special .missioos w_ill necessitate ad
ditlonal dun, assignmenu which will be detailed dur
ing the mission biie£ing. 

INTERPHONE PROCEDURES AND 
PHRASEOLOGY. 

Use of the io.terphone will be at the pitou• discretion. 
Circumstances will dictate when the transmission of 
'Vetbal instructions and/or responses are best satisfied 
with or without the use of inrerphone. To imple
ment standard interphone ptecedures and phraseology, 
the followiog will be used during all ground. and air 
operations. 

NOMENCLATURI. 

In the interest of standardization of crew merober 
identification the following terms will be 11.!ed. 

1. Pilot: The occupant of the left seat in the cock
pit, regardless of his position oo the crew. 

2. Copilot: The occupant of the .right seat in the 
cockpit, regatdless of his position on the crew. 

Note 

Frequendy, during training, the instr'llCtOr 
pilot or the student pilot will occupy the 
right sear; regardless. be will be referred 
to as copilot. 

3. Flight Engineer: Tbe crew membez seated at 
the flight engineer's station. 

4. Scanner/Ground Controller: The crew mem
ber(s) delegated the responsibility co maintain con.· 
tiouous watch from the cabin of the aircraft and ad, 
je.cent area during taxiing, runop, and flight, also to 
maintain continuous watch from outside the aircraft 
during stacting and securing operations, A sranner/ 
ground controller will be stationed io the crew escape 
batch during ta.,:iing operations .in congested areas. 

IDENTIFICATION. 

The crew member who is being called will be iaenti
fied fitSt. followed by the identification of the crew 
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member making the call, for example: Flight engi
neer from pilot. 

SEQUENCE. 

Crew members will always state the unit to be actu• 
ated first, then . followed by the action to be taken, 
fol," example: gear - UP;. ~11.ps - FIFr.EEN · DE
GREES; torque -TWO ONH:. 

TERMINOLOGY. 

In the interest of clarity and comprehen!ion. the ter
minologies contained in this publication will be used 
as applicable. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. 

Prior to execution, every command will be repeated 
by the receiver co iosure proper understanding of the 
trammissioo. An exception tO the above rule may be 
made during the final approach on a GCA letdowni 
here, the pilot may direct the other aew members oot 
to adcoowledge his cororoaads in. ozder to prevent in
terphone transmissions £1:om interfering with the GCA 
coatroller's traosroiss.ioos. In this situation, if the com- · 
mand is not clearly understood, the copilot will re
quest that the command be repeated, seating. "Say 
again;" the pilot will then repeat his original mms
missioo, After initial contact has been established, it 
is not ne<:essary during subsequent uansroissiom (in 
the same conversation) to identify the crew member 
being called. 

PILOT. 

Jt will be the responsibility of the pilot to insure that 
a thorough inspection of the airaalt and all equip
ment is properly conducted .in sufficient time prior 
to depanure in order to permit cor.rection of any 
discrepancies without incurring delays. The pilot will 
ascertain that all items of bailout, ditcluag. and sur
vival equipment are aboard. 

COPILOT. 

Tbe copilot will assi!lt the pilot, as direct~, in order 
to accomplish the aS5ig:ned mission, 

FLIGHT ENGINEER. 

The flight engineer will perform the complete air
c.raft visual inspection prior to departure and deter
mine if the aircraft condition is sati!lfaaory for the 
assigned mission. The flight engioee.r will .repon the 
condirion of the aircraft and the equipment to the 
pilot. 

r 
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NAVIGATOR • 
. 

The navigator will complete the following preflight 
duties and report .readiness of his equipment to the 
pilot. He will aid the pilot in all matters pettaining 
to flight planning and will perform aoy othe.r duties 
agigned. 

PREFLIGHT CHECK. 

Power Off. 

1. Form 781 - CHECKED. 

Check Form 781 for write-ups pertaining to naviga
tion equipment, navigator·s station, ete. 

2. Navigation artd .Radio Publicat.ions
CHECKED. 

Check for currency, completeness, and condition of 
FLIP's. Check Air Almanac, HO 249's. appropriate 
.maps and charts, and i:oute briefing material, as re
quired. 

3. Pe.riscopic Sextant - CHECKED. 

Check periscopic sextant for cleanliness and general 
condition. (See Section lV.) 

4. Altimeter - CHECKED. 

Set altimeter ro field barometric pressure and check 
Ior field elevation (±75 feet). 

5. Standby and N-1 Compasses- CHECKED. 

Check for presence of calibration cards. (See Section 
IV.) 

6. Clocks-SET. 

Set pilots' and navigator's clocks to 
(Greenwich o.r Loot!, as appropriate}. 

7. Circuit Breakers - CHECKED. 

• correct time 

Check navigation cqwpment circuit breakers fur 
being jn the CLOSED position. 

Power On. 

1. Oxygen Equipm~t --CHECKED. 

Connect oxygen mask and check for operation, pres
sure. and ill\1mination of indicator. 

2. N-1 Compass- CHECKED. 

See N• l Compass System Preflight, Section IV. 

3. LORAN -CHECK.ED. 

See Long-Range Navigation (LORAN) Equjpment, 
Section IV. 

4. Table and Dome lights- CHECTQD. 

Check table and dome lights for proper operation. 

5. Radio Altimeter - CHECKED. 

See Radio Altimeter System - High Range, Section 
IV. 

6. Search Radar (AN/APN-59)-CHECKED. 

If Form 781 indicates that preflight bu 001: been ar::• 
complished on search radar equi.pment, perfo.rm an op
erational check in accordance with Section (V. 

7. Periscopic Sextant and Mount-CHECKED. 

Check installation of perisc:opic sextant and alignment 
of mount in accordance with Section IV. 

8. Nn.v.igator's Preflight Check- COMPLETED. 

BEFORE STARTING ENGINES. 

@ Ch7gen Equipment - CHECKED. 

2. J.ighrs -AS REQUIRED. 

BEFORE TAXIING. 

@ Alti.metet and Flight Instruments - (Stare Alti
meter Setting) SET & CHECKED. 

QJ IFF -STANDBY. 

BEFORE TAKEOFF. 

(D Altimeter - STATE SEl"l'ING, 

2. Radio Altimeter and Radar - ON & SET. 

a, Radio Altimeter - ON. 

b. Search Radar (AN/ APN-59) - AS RE
QUIRED, 

@seat Belt - "FAS'I1iNED." 

@lFF - NORMAL. 

Set to proper mode and mde as briefed. 

@ Navigator's Repon - "NAVIGATOR'S BEFORE 
TAK.EOFF CHECK COMPLETED.'' 
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AFTER TAKEOFF-CLIMB. 

1. !FF - CHECKED. 

Note 
As soon after takeoff as flighr conditions 
permit, positive operation of the IFF should 
be established with an Air Traffic Control 
Facility if the route will require an opera~ive 
IFF. Consult appropriate FLIP documents for 
IFF/SIF traffic control requirements and pro· 
<.-eJures. 

DESCINT. 

@Altimeter - STATE SETTING. 

2. Radio Altimeter - ON. 

3. Search Radar (AN/ APN·59) -AS REQUIRED. 

4. Periscopic Sextant-STOWED. 

5. Seatbelt - "FASTENED." 

6. Approach .Minimums - CHECKED, 

Check appropriate FIJP for planned approach mini· 
mums. 

I 6A. JFF - CHECKED. 

(;)Navigator's Report - ''NAVIGATOR'S DE· 
SC~ CHECK COMPLETED." 

AFTER LANDING. 

l. Radio Compass-OFF. 

2. LORAN - OFF. 

3. Radios, Radio Altimeter, Radar, and IFF - OFF. 

4. Navigation Equipment aod Publications
STOW.ED, 

.5. Form 781 - COMPLETED. 

Enter equipment discrepancies io Form 781·2. 

6. Lights - OFF. 

G)Na.vigatot's Report - "NA VIG A TOR'S il'.I'ER 
LANDING CHECK COMPLETED." 

BAILOUT. 

For bailout information, see Section Ill. 

LOADMASTER. 

The degree of cargo load preplanning necessa.ry will 
vary with the amounr and variety of cargo to be 
loaded. There are, however, certain factors which 
must be considered in preplanning all cargo loads. 

IThese factors are: aircraft center of gravity, unit load 
on the cargo fioor, cargo physical characteristics, cargo 
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restrajnt, cargo loading aids, loading sequence, and 
aircraft preparation. For speci6.c loadmaster duties. 
refer to T.O. 1C·I33A.-9. 

PRIOR TO LOADING. 

Io addition to th05e duties outlined in T.0, IC-133.A.-9, 
the loadmasrer will perform the following: 

l, Load Jacks - IN PLACE. 

2. Form 781 - CHECKED, 

3. Emergency Equipment - CHECKED. 

Check against fleet service issue slip. 

4. Survival Equipment - CHECK. 

Check condition, adequacy for mission, and proper 
stowage. 

5. Galley- CHECKED. 

• Check cleanlioess of horcups, 
oven, and waste cootaine.rs. 

beverage containers, 

6. Latrine - CHECX FOR CI.E.ANLIN.ESS. 

7. Water Tank-CLIMATIC. 

8. Safety Nets - STOWED. 

9. Tiedown Equipment-CHECKED. 

Check straps, cables, chnios, and tiedown rings for 
condition and quantity. 

IO. Winching Equipment - CHECK . 

Check general condition and proper installation. 

11. Special Loading Equipment - CHECK; as .re
quired. 

12. Loadmaster Kit - COMPLETE. 

13. Prior To Loa.ding Check - COMPLETED. 

AFTER LOADING. 

1. Ramp Toes - S'fOWED IN PROPER POSI
TION. 

2, Aft Cargo Door-0.0SED aod LOCKED. 

3. Rear Cargo Doors and Ramp - CLOSED and 
LOCKED. 
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4, Rear Cargo Door and Ramp Control Panel -
CHECKED. 

Observe normal operation placard adjacent to panel. 

5. Side Cargo Doo.r Control Panel - CHECKED, 

Observe placarded iPStructiom located on panel. 

I 6. Side cargo door - O..OSED.LOCKED. AND 
PINS INSTAUED. 

7. Sheaves - STOW.ED. 

8. Loose Equipment - SECUJ.UiD. 

9, Cargo and Manifest- LOADED and 
CHECKED. 

10. loflight Lunches and Beverages- .ABOARD. 

Check that sufficieJlt quaatity are aboard and stowed. 

11. Sanitary Bags, Paper Towels, Cups and Spoons 
-CHECK 1HAT SUFFICIENT QUANTITY rs 
ABOARD. 

12, Cabin Escape Ladde.r- INST ALI.ED. 

13. load Jacks- PROPERLY STOWED. 

14. Afrer Loading Check- COMPLETED. 

BEfORE TAKEOFF. 

1. Cargo Tiedow.n - CHECKED SEOJRE. 

2. Smoking- PROHIBITED DURING 
GROUND OPERATION AND TAKEOFF. 

Inform passengers lllld/or loadjng crew that smoking 
is prohiruted during ground operation and takeoff. 

3, Loose Equipment - SECURED. 

4. Oxygen Equipment- CHECKED, 

5. Seat :Belt - FASTENED. 

Assume position for takeoff. 

6. Before Takeoff Check -COMPLETED. 

DURING FLIGHT. 

Prepare precomputation sheet if aircraft: is ro be 
loaded at next point of le.oding, and perform other 
duties as directed by the pilot. 

DESCENT. 

1. Cargo Tiedowo - CHECKED SECURE. 

2. Latrine - CHECKED FOR CLEANLINESS. 

Changed 14 June 1962 

3. Aircraft- CHEO:ED FOR CLEANLINESS. 

4, Precomputatioo Sheet-COMPLETE • 

Brief pilot on precompumtion sheet if aircraft is to 
be loaded. 

5. Seat Belt - FASTENED. 

Assume position for landing. 

6. Detc:ent Check-COMPLETED. 

LANDING - INTERMEDIAIE STOP. 

1. Mission Report-COMPLETED. 

2, .Manifests- COMPLETED. 

LANDING - DESTINATION. 

I. P.replanoing Of Off,lhading - COMPLETE. 

2. Manifests-COMPLETE, 

Retain a signed copy of the manifests. 

3, Cargo Off-Loading-CHECKED. 

Check that all cargo is off-loaded, as .required. 

4. Inventory of Equipment- COMPLETED. 

After off-loading of cargQ is completed, check equip
ment for condition and quantity. 

5, Aircraft- CHECKED FOR CLEANLINESS. 

6. For.m. 781- COMPLETED AS REQUIRBD. 

7. Loadrnaster ForDlli - COMPLETED AS RE· 
QUIRED. 

8. Landing Check- COMPLETED. 

BAILOUT. 

For bailout information, see Section Ill. 

SCANNER/GROUND CONTROLLER. 

Normally, the flight engineer oot mskiog the takeoff 
will act as scanner/ground controller. While on the 
ground, he will be .refer.red to as the ground con
troller, When in the aircraft, be will be called the 
scaa.ner. The scanner/ ground controller will accom
plish the following: 
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a. Assist the flight engineer in a complete preflight 
• • • • • tospectwn prior to .startuig eogines. 

b. Act as ground mntroller during engine swts. 
clearing engines; .re.mov.mg chocks aad remo'Ping and 
stowing landing gear safety pim when dir:ected by the 
pilot. 

c. Observe engine nmup aad .report any evidence 
of engine malfunction to me pilot o.r flight engineer. 

d. Obse.rve aircraft and engines for evidence of f~l 
leak, or mal.functioos befo.re takeoff and during 
climb. Repott observations to the pilot or: flight 

• e.agmeer. 
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e, MaintaiDs periodic observation of the w.ings1 

engines, aad control surfaces throughout the flight. 

I. .A.,sist the loadmaster to insure that passengers. 
cargo, and equipment are secure prior to takeoff and 
landing. 

g. Act as ground controller during securing of air
craft. 

h. Perform other duties as directed by the pilot. 

BAILOUT. 

For bailout inf ormati011t see Section Ill. 

-· 
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Section IX 

INTRODUCTION. 

This section contains only those procedu.res that are 
in addition to the no.rmal operating insuuctions con
tained in Section 1I, and emergency procedmes in 
Section Ill, except where .repetitio.n is necessary for 

. . . ,......-..-•- - ...... --- ··--

emphasis, clarity, or continuity of thought. Operation 
of the various aircraft systems is cove.red in Sections 
IV and VII. Basic iofo~i:pation concerning instrument 
techniques is not covered io this manual. This manual 
contains only special information applicable to the 
aircraft. 

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT PROCEDURES 

The handling of the aircraft and all flight character· 
istics are normal and satisfacrory while being flown 
under instrument conditions. The aircraft js i,rovided 
with normal instrumentation and navigational equip
ment allowing the we of such navigational aids as 
radio range, AD.F, VOR, TACAN, 11..S, and automatic 
autopilot approach. Equipment is available for DF, · 
radar surveillance and ground controlled approach 
procedures. 

There is no effect on range during operation under 
instrument conditions other than the decrease that 
may be expeaed when necessary to use ice protection 

· measures or reduced speed as outlined. in the followiog 
procedures for ice and .rain or turbulence and thunder· 
storms. 

INSTRUMENT TAKEOFF. 

Preflight Plannlng For Takeoff. 

Prepla.nning for an instrument takeoff should in
clude the possibility of rerum to field, and suitable 
precautions should be taken, including tbe monitor
ing of departure by radar. Special attention should be 

· paid to checking all radios and flight instrumenrs for 
proper operation and aligning the aircraft on the 
centerline of the runway to insure that the directional 
indicator coincides with the runway heading. If chao• 
nelization to departure cont.rol has not been inirjared 
before takeoff, do nor accomplish until 1000 feet of 
altitude is attained. 

Taxiing 

Complete the Taxiing check, Section II, paying par
ticular attention to the operation of the magnetic 
compass, N-1 compass, directional indicators and turn 
and slip indicators during rurns. 

Takeoff. 

1. On receiving clearance for takeoff, align the air· 
craft on the centerline of the rwiway. 
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2. Check and set attitude indicators. 

3. Cross check directional indicators with magnetic 
compass and set pointers. 

4. Reset altimeter and note iostrument error. 

5. Set iurc:roit configuration for normal takeoff. 

6. After release of brakes, maiotaio. direcrional cnn
trol with rudder pedal steering and proceed as for 
normal takeoff. Heading is maintained by use of 
directional indicator, however, a cross check of the 
ruuway lights should be made to assisr in maintain
ing a heading. 

INSTRUMENT a.1MB. 

Normal climbing turns should be limited to 30· 
degrees bank angle. 

CRUISING DURING INSTRUMENT 
FLIGHT CONDITIONS. 

The aircraft should be handled in the same manner 
under instrument conditions as under VFR conditions. 

WARNING 

Due to peoe::tra.tio11 of radio ao<l radar waves 
in deep snow or ice, terrain clearance errors 
of as much as 1660 feet greater than actual 
clearance have been .recorded when operat
ing over dcc::p snow or ice fields. Do nor 
rely on the SCR-718 radio altimeter or the 
.AN/ APN-22 radar altimeter to provide ac
curate terrain clearance information when 
flying over areas covered by large depths of 
snow and ice. 

' l 
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DESCENT PROClDURE. 

To descend from altitude, use the same procedure as 
for Descent, Section 11, plus the oecesssiy precautions 
during icing conditions. Charts showjog descents are 
incJuded in Part 7 of T.0.1C-133A·1-1. 

HOLDING. 

Holding will normally be accompli!ihed io a clean 
configuration e.t 140 percent of power off stall. For 
maximum endurance, ~ Maxlmum Endurance Sum
mary charts, part 6 of T.O. 1 C-133A-1-l. 

Note 
Maximum endurance airspeeds are not recom
mended for holding patterns due to incresaed 
power required .in turns. 

.. 
Changed 5 August 1963 

INSTRUMENT APPROACHES. 

WARNING 

On aircraft without T.C.T.O. 517, turn the 
TACAN set OFF during a VOR or ILS ap· 
proach. This will prevent automatic switch· 
over to TACAN in the event of VOR or ILS 
power £ai1ur~. 

Penetration Proicedure. 

The recommended peoetratiou procedure (figure 9·1) 
is to maintain initial penetration altitude and com
plete the Descent check, Section II, while approaching 
the :fix, When over rhe .fu:, retard power to FLIGHT 
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IDLE and establish descent at the desired airspeed, 
keeping the configuration clear, Observe Mach num
ber and airspeed· limitations,. Start penetration Nro as 
published. At approximately 1500 feet above mini
mum altintde inbound, reduce the rate of descent to 
500 feet pe.r minute, descend to published minimum 
altitude inbound, reduce airspeed to 1.4 Vs, soc.I pre• 
pare for desired approach. 

Note 
Care should be taken when operating at 
penetration airspeeds to avoid sideslippiog 
maneuvers which could exceed the design 
limits of the aircraft. 

VOR, ADF or Range Approaich Procedure. 

For typical VOR, ADF or Range approaC'h procedure, 
sec figures 9-2 and 9-3. For operation of the autopilot 
o.n VOR approach proceed as follows: 

1. Omni (VHF NA V) Power Switch - ON. 

2. AN/ ARN-,14 Receiver-Desired range frequency. 

3. VOR-ILS/TACAN Selector Switch-VOR/ILS. 

4. APT. PILOT Switch-ON. 

5. Altimde Control Switch - ON (if desired). 

6. ID-351 Widow - Set heading of radial to be 
tracked. 

7, LOC-VOR Switch - ON (bank stick steering 
.inoperative). 

8. Over Station Operation-Turn LOC-VOR switch 
off during pointer oscillations over station. 

'fhe autopilot may be disengaged aod ma.nual approach 
continued at the di~retioo of the pilot. To Jiscon
tin ue aucopilor VOR operation: 

1. LOCVOR Switch-OFF. 

TACAN Approach Proicedure. 

WARNING 

Accas.ionally TACAN equipment will ''I.ock
On" to a false bearing which will be 40 
degrees or a multiple of 40 degrees ;n error, 
These errors can be on either side of the 
correct bearing. When the T ACAN loc:ks-oa 
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.a. false bearing, switching to another channel 
and then back to the desired channel, or tutn· 
iog the set off and then back on will recycle 
the search mode. This will most probably 
result in a correct lock-on. 

When using T ACAN, cross check for false 
lock-on with ground radar, airborne radar, 
VOR, dead reckoning or other available 
meaos. These check1 are especially import.ant 
when switching channels o.r when tuming the 
set on. When false lock-on is suspected follow 
procedure outlined in TAC!\N Operation, 
section IV, for recycling the TACAN search 
mode. 

Note 
A false lock-o.n does not affect the DME dis
play provided by rhe TACAN eqniptnent', 

" 

Fo.r typical TACAN approach procedures see figures 
9-4 and 9-5. Operation of the autopilot for TACAN 
approach is the same as fo.r VOR approach except that 
the AN/ ARN-21 .receiver is set to tbe desired fre
quency and the VOR-ILS/TACAN selector switch is 
positioned to TACAN. 

GCA Approach Procedures. 

For typical GCA approach procedures see figures 9-6 
and 9-7. 

llS Approach Procedure,. 

For typical ILS approach procedures, see figures 9-8 
and 9-9. For a normal. four- or three-engine manual 
ILS approocb. proceed as follows: 

I. Inbound. 

a. AN/ARN-14 Power Switch-ON. 

b. AN/ ARN-14 Receiver - Desired ILS fre• 
quency. ; 

c. ID-351 Window- Set published heading of 
n.s. 

d. Altimde-Cruising or minimum 
strument altitude, whichever is higher. 

e. Descent Checks - Completed. 

2. App.roaching Outer Marker. 

• enroute m• 

a. Airspeed - Reduce. Approximately 3 minutes 
prior to crossing outer marker, start reducing aiz:speed 
to 1.4Vs. 

(Continu<td on Page 9-14) 
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OU1BOUNDi 
A. PENETRATION TURN-AP. 

. ,· .: 

figure 9-1 

PROXIMATELY 1/2 INITIAL 
PENnRATIQN ALTITUD~ OR 
AS PUBLISHED. 

INIIOUNDs 
A, AT 1500 FEn ABOVI MINI

MUM ALTITUDI! INIOUND, 
REDUCE RATE OF DESCENT 
TO 500 FEET PER MINUTE. 

B. 
c. 

REDUCE AIRSPEED 10 1.4V $ 

PRtPARE FOR DESIRED AP• 
PROACH • 

"" .. . , .. ., ~· ... 

.. ,, . 

I 
I 

1 

, 
1 . 
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3. Outer Marker Outbound. e. Before Laodiog Check- Complete. 

I 

a. Wing Flaps - 15 degrees. 

b •. Airspeed - Reduce to 1,4V R· 

c. ALT. CONT, Switch - OFF (if desired). 

4. Procedure Turn. 

a. 0.ne minute afte.r crossing the outer mar1'er, 
execute a 1tandard procedure turn using stick steering. 

5. Inbound. 

a. When intercept heading is within limits of the 
local.izer heading specified for inrercept angle, turn 
the LOC-VOR switeh ON as the course: deviation 
indicator starts to move rowards center (bank stick 
steering will. become inoperative). 

b. Wing Flaps - 25 degrees. 

c. Airspeed - Maintain at 1.4V ... 

6. Final Approach. 

a. Wing Flaps - 25 degrees. 

b. Airspeed-Reduce to l.4V8 minus 10 knot!, 

I c. ALT. CONT. Switch-ON (if desired). 

7. Approaching Glide Slope. 

a. When steady on the localizer, monitor the 
glide slope pointer. When the pointer indicates glide 
slope intersection - Glide Slope Switch- ON. The 
altitude control switch will he automatically disen
gaged and pitch scick steering will be jnoperative. 

b. Landing gear - DOWN. 

c. Wing Flaps - 25 degrees. 

I d. Airspeed - l,2V11 plus 10 kc.ors (for 25 degree 
flaps). 

8. When Contact. 

a. Autopilot - Disengage. 

b. Wing Flaps - 35 degrees. 

c. Airspeed - Taper to minimum of 1.2V a. 

d. Threshold - Cross at roioimum height of ~O 
feet. 

e. Commence. Flare. 

9. Missed Approach. 

a. Autopilot - Disengage. 

b. Thtottles - MAX POWER. continue stand
ard Missed Approach Procedure. 

Circling Approach - Three- and Four-Engine. 

Fo.r a circling approach, follow normal approach pro· 
ceclures except maintain 1.4V8 and t1aps 25 degrees 
u.nciJ the nnal approach. Extend the wing .fl~ps to 35 
degrees and continue with the landing procedures 
outlined in the normal VFR trdic pattern depicted 
in Section II. 

Circling Approach - Two-Engine. 

Conduct a two•engine approach in the same manne.r 
as a two•engine straight-in a.pp.roach, except keep the 
gear and flaps up. Maintain 1.4 V8 or 160 knots IAS 
(wbicheve.r is highesc), until descent on final approach. 
On final approach, lauding gear down, wing flaps 25 
degrees, main-rain a minimum of 1.4 Vs (or 140 knocs 
JAS, whichever is higher). When landing is assured, 
exrend wing flaps to 35 degrees and tape.r airspeed to 
cro.ss threshold at 1.2 V 6 minimum, 

ICE AND RAIN 

Recommended aircraft mission flight planning, ice 
proteetion system operacion, and -flight characteristics 
under icing conditions are described in the following 
paragraphs. 

Note 
When using the secondary static sources for 
approach conditions see Airspeed Position 
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Hrro.r Correction charts, Pan 1 of 'I'.O. 
lC-133.A-l-l for airspeed correction. 

EFFECT OF ICING CONDITIONS, 

Note 

The aircraft should not be .flown in areas of 
known or forecasted severe icing conditions. 
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During icing conditions in flight, a torque pressure 
decay of 2½ to 3 psi mn normally be expected when 
deicing .. and anti-icing systems are operating. Loss of 
torque pressure for each system is shown on the MAX 
Power Check Curves in Pan 2 of T.O. 1C-133A-1-1. 
Torque pressure decay in excess of this cited no,:mal 
will occur when rhe ice blockage occurs in the com
pressor_ Accrecion of ice on. the compressor stator, 
rotor, and guide vanes will narrow the engine stall 
margin to the exren, that relati'Yely small pieces of 
ice, when ingested, will cause the compressor to surge. 
The5e surges, when severe enough to be noted, will 
he evidenced by momentary torque pressure drop, 
momente.ty NTC, release of propeller synchroniza
tion, or possible flameout. Engine surges may release 
the compressor ice blockage resulting in recovery of 
torque pressure. 

Note 

When engine compressor srall has been ex
perienced in flight, notation will be made 
io the Form 781 in order that a visual in· 
spectioa for damage will be conducted at 
the next Station of landing with particular 
attention given to the compressor section aod 
the tailpipe. 

FLIGHT PLANNING FOR ICING CONDITIONS. 

It is essential that the capabilities and the operational 
procedures for the ice protecrion systems be thor
oughly undersrood. Recommended procedures should 
be followed to assure a feasible £light plan. 

WARNING 

Depending upon the weight of snow and 
ice accumulated, takeoff distances and climb 
out performances can be seriously affected. 
The roughness and distribution of the ice 
and snow could vary stall speeds and charac
teristics to an excremely dangerous degree. 
Loss of an engine shortly after takeoff is 
a serious enough problem without rhe added. 
and avoidable, hazard of snow and ice on 
the wings. In view of the unpredictable and 
unsafe effects of such a practice, the ice and 
snow must be removed before flight is at
tempted. 

Engine bleed air required to operate the pneumatic sys
tems will present some penalties to speed, power, 
and performance of the aircraft. When icing cundi-
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tioos are p,:edicted enroute or at destination, a flight 
plan for lower than cruise ceiling should be prepared 
to assure enough l'eserve power to maintain. the desired 
airspeed. Airspeed losses of 10 to 15 knots IAS may 
be experienced during icing conditions. To preveot 
this loss of wrspeed, additional power should be ap
plied prior to encountering ice. 

When planning a flight through forecasted. icing oon
ditioos, the following steps should be taken. 

I. Plan to penetrate the icing conditioxi at NOR· 
MAL RATED power, approximately 2000 feet below 
the cruise ceiling for the aircraft. 

2. Schedule extra fuel to provide for that quantity 
of fuel which will be consumed due to flight below 
cruise ceiling and £or operation of che .ice proteetion 
system. 

3. Assure that all che ice protection systems are 
operating properly prior to takeoff. 

OPlRATING PROCEDURES UNDER ICING 
CONDITIONS. 

Approoching The Icing Area. 

1. Ascectain cha~ the pitot heat is on. 

2. Turn the parting suip on at least 15 minutes 
prior to contacting the icing conditions. Satisfactory 
parting strip operation is essential to satisfactorily re
move ice from the wing, 

Entering The Icing Area, 

1. Immediately turn on rhe propeller deicing sys
tem. 

2. Advance rhe throttles ro recover the power lost 
when the anti-icing and deicing systems are energi:ted. 

Note 

When jr can be anticipated that the engine 
and/or wing .ice proteetion sy.stem will be 
turned on, it is advantageous to advance 
power prior to energizing these systems. Care 
must be exercised to assure that the throttles 
are noc advanced beyond the point which 
will cause the EGT/TIT limit for NOR
MAI. RA TED power to be exceeded. lo ex· 
treme emergency, thr0tcles may be advanced 
to the EGT/TIT Jiroits for MILITARY 
RA.TED power for periods not to exceed 30 

• minutes. 

3. Ascertain that the engine and GTU anti-icing 
system has been turned oo automatically. If nor, set: 
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the engine and GTU anti·ice switch to the MANUAL 
• • po.s1r1on. 

4. Observe the wing leading edge closely and when 
it is determined that ice is buildjng up io this regi.on> 
set the wing and empennage deicing switches to the 
ON position. 

Note 

If the removal of ice from the wing is not 
aimplete after the first cycle, it will usually 
be fairly well .removed after the second 
cycle. Subsequent cycles should show im· 
provement in ice .removal. 

When In The Icing Area llight To Moderate Icing), 

1. If engine power becomes critical. the GTU aug· 
mentation may be shut off. This may result in lower 
cabin temperatures bur may be advisable under the 

• arcumstances. 

WARNING 

Jf the normal static system becomes inopera• 
tive the secondary sraric source should be 
selected immediately. Monitor the static 
source instruments and select the secondary 
wurce whenever any e.r.ratic ope.ration of the 
instruments is noted. 

I 2. Scanning of each engine inlet, aa well as the wing 
aod tail surfaces, is advisable during the icing en
counter. Jee will be visible on the wing leading edge 
and in the unheated areas at the wing jojnn, tips, and 
adjacent to the nacelles. Residual ice will be visible on 
the leading edge o£ the tail surfaces. 'fhe engine jnletS 
should be generally clea.r of ice; however, ice may be 
noted on the outer skin o£ the nacelles, around the 
propeller spino.er risers, and on the leading edge of 
the spinner afterbody, 

WARNING 

An increase of approximately 15 knotS IAS 
power off stall speed should be expected for 
each inch of ice buildup on the wing sur• 
faces. 
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3. All ice protection systems are to be allowed to 
operate without interruption during icing cwiditions. 

4. For extreme conditions, where ice removal is 
not proceeding normally, the procedures for operation 
When la Moderate To Heavy Icing conditions, may 
be used, These instructions cover manual operation of 
the wing deicing sysrein; however, the ,ving deicing 
system should be allowed ro cycle twice in order to 
allow rhe ducts, valves, and skin t0 be heaa:d, and the 
11ormal cycle to perform its function. 

When In Madarate To Heavy Icing, 

Note 

The followjng procedures are in addit.ion to 
the Steps outlined for Lighr to Moderate 
Icing conditions. 

If temperatures are beJow - l0°C and the amount of 
.residual ice remaining oo the wings after normal 
cyclic action appears to seriowly affect airspeed, pow
er, or performance, all ol the ice may be removed 
from the wing deicing sections by operating the 
manual deicing system in the following manner. 

Note 

When 94.5 percent rpm does not provide 
sufficient heat co the wings, an increase in 
rpm may improve deicing effectiveness. The 
higher rpm increases bleed air volume and 
temperature, and improves aircraft stability. 

I. Place the manual valve selector switch in rhe 
desired position. 

2. 'fbe wing deicing swirch must be placed in the 
MANUAL positjon and held in this position while 
each section of the wing is being manually deiced. 

Use of rhe manual control of the deicing 
system should be limited to 2 minutes ON 
for each position, \\·ith a minimum of 2 
minutes OFF before .reapplication. 

3. Before proceeding to the next section to be 
manually deiced, release the wing deicing switch. 
After pla<:ing the valve selector in the desired position, 
return the deicing switch to the MANUAL positioa. 
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When it is no longer necessary to utili'Ze the manual 
deicing system, the valve selector should be .returned 
to the No. 1 position. 

Removal of ice from the wing panels outboard of 
the outboard nacelles is relatively more impo.rtant than 
removal of ice from the panels inboard of the out
board nacelles. 

High ice collection rates may cause engine compressor 
stall, These compressor stalls may be evidenced by a 
loud sharp noise, sometimes accompanied by a loss cf 
synchroni:zer and actmtion of NTC on the affected 
engine. When this occw:s, sy.ochron~er operation 
should be restored and rhe NTC light should be reset. 

1£ totqne pres9ure decay continues in excess of the 
cjted oocmal, depart the icing area as soon as possible. 
The following additional steps will be taken as con· 
ditions warrant, 

1. Immediately feather the respective p.ropeller if 
engine speed falls below 92 percent cpm. 

2. Observe EGT/TIT and adhere to all engine 
operaring limits as given in Section V. 

3. If a propeller was feathered or if aa eagjne 
flameout occw:red and an air start is attempted, em
ploy caution during air start procedure and carefully 
observe engine instrumenrs. 

WARNING 

Scan engine prior to attemptjng a restart 
for possible collapsed tailpipe, 

4. After landing, note io. Form 781 that icing was 
encountered and that surges were experienced. List all 
pertinent information of the eDC0\1nter as well as ac
tion taken, in order that appropriate maintenance ac· 
tion can be accomplished. 

Upon Leaving Icing CDnditions. 

Upon leaving icing conditions~ the flashing amber 
ice accretion lights will cease to flash and wjll remain 
off. The engine and GTU ice protcL-rion systems will 
automatically deeuergize. A£ter all visible ice on 
heated areas is removed from the wings, take the 
following action. 

1. Wing deicing swjicb- OFF. 

2. Empennage dejcing swicch - OFF. 
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3. Parting strip manual switch - 0FF. 

4. Propeller deicing control switches -OFF. 

5. Windshield anti·ice switches-NORMAL. 

6. Th.rottles-Adjust to obtain desired airspeed. 

7. GTU -Augmentation as desired. 

8. Static source selectors - PRIMARY. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ICE PROTECTION SYSTEMS. 

The wing deicing system is capable of removing mod· 
erate ice from the wings a.t remperamres down to 
-10° C by means of the normal cyclic system. At 
lower temperatures, ice removal will be somewhat 
slower and .residual ice may remain on the heated 
areas aft cf the leading edge and on the unheated 
areas between the wing deicing sections. Any accumu
lation of ice in the heated areas not removed by 
.u.o.rmal cyclic system operation may be removed by 
the manual control system. The empennage boot 
system will be effective during all encou.c1ter.s of ice. 

Note 

Longitudinal trim changes may be noticed 
when em.peonage deicing boors are operat-
• 111g. 

The engine and GTU anti-icing 5ystem will be auto
matically operated in response to the first ice or 
freezing rain sensed by any one of the ice detecmr 
probes io each of the engine inlets- 0 ne of the two 
ice warning lights on me £light engineer;s panel will 
respond to icing of any one of the engine ice detectors. 
When flying through the tops of icing clouds or 
departing icing conditions, the engine ice p.rotec
tion system will be automatically deenergized within 
7S to 10S seconds after cessation of icing signals .from 
the ice deteaor probes. 

Propeller ice protection consiSts of an electrical cyclic 
type deicing system. Eleetrically heated elements oo. 
each propeller blade, spinner, and blade cuff assem
blies will remove all ice formations, except some re
sidual ice. In order to prcvenr large pieces of ice 
from ingesting into the engine inlecs, heavy concen
tration of ice should aot be permitted to accumulate 
oo the propeller deicing sections. 

The windshield anti-icing systems will remove ice ao.d 
frost from the windshield and clearview heated areas 
under .most icing conditions. If severe ice is experi
enced, the windsbi~l.d, clearview, and forward wind· 
shield anti-icing switches may be placed io the HIGH 
positi(;)n long enough to remove the ice or snow and 

-· 
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rben in the NORMAL positioo when the ice ls .re
moved. 

Note 

If delamioation of an anti-iced windshield 
exists, the outside layer of glass of that wind· 
shield may crack when rhe anti-ice switch is 
placed in HIGH. Vision may be obscured, 
but there is no immediate danger of wind
shield blowout. 

INFLIGHT USE OF NACELLE PREHEAT. 

In the event erratic fuel control operation is en
coUDtered duriog flight when the OAT is below 
freezing, the followjog procedures are recommended: 

I. Control engine power with the throttle. 

2. Apply nacelle preheat to the affeeted engine or 
engines u.ntil fuel control operation retu.ros to .nor
mal. Use 0£ nacelle preheat in this .manner is not m 
exceed 15 minutes, ma.'l:imum . 

WINDSHIELD JET BLAST RAIN 
REMOVAL SYSTEM. 

The windshield jet blaSt rain removal system (figu.-e 
4-7) will prevent rain from contacting the pilot's 
windshield over more than 50 percent of the glass 
area. As higher speeds are obtained airer takeoff, the 
windshield dear area will narrow. Air js supplied to 
the windshield nozzles from the pneumatic system, 
When the main eiigine pneumatic duct pressw:e is 
lower than the GTIJ p.neumatic pressure, 'the GTU 
sysrem will automatically supply air. Maximum rain 
removal can he attained ooJy by placing the four 
engine pneumatic .manifold swirches in the OPEN 
position. Under these conditions, a decrease in torque 
pressure of approxima:cely 1 psi per engine may bt 
expected. To avoid this loss of power, limited rain 
removal may he obtained from the GTU pneumatic 
sysrem, but only jf the pneumatic manifold switches 
are in che CT.OSED posit.ion and the air conditioning 
system is turned of£. 

During landing approaches in rain, the jet blast rain 
remo,·al system should be used as desired. Visibility 
through the pilot's windshield will be :satisfactory. 
However, when raxiit_,g in low ground id.le, airflow 
will be insufficient to clear the windshields unless the 
air conditioning system is turned off. 

TURBULENCE AND THUNDERSTORMS 

Note 

Flight through thunderstorms should be 
a"oided, if possible. However, should cir
cwustao.ces force a flight into a zone of 
severe turbulence, the recommended tw:bu
lence penetration speed of 60 knots aboYe 
the power off stall speed for the weight aod 
configuration being flown must he observed 
(see Power Of£ Stalling Speeds chart, fig
ure 6-I). 

The power setting and pitch attitude should be estab
lished before entering the thunderstorm, and if main
tained throughout the storm, will result in an approx• 
imate average airspeed, regardless of airspeed indica
tor readings. 

APPROACHING THE STORM. 

Prepare the aircraft prior to entering a zone of turbu
lent air. If rhe storm cannot be seen visually, its 
proximity cao be detected through the use of radar. 

"Soft spots" can be located and ao appreciable re
ductiOD. in gust loads can be achieved by ci.rcumnavi· 
gution or by penetrating the areas of lease return. 
Normal preparatory procedures should be employed 
when there is a possibility of encountering thunder~ 
storm acrivjt)', 

Do not lower the landjng gear and wing 
flaps, as they merely decrease the aerody
namic efficiency of the aircraft. Lowering 
che wing flaps may also compromise the de
sign load faaor .. 

Note 

Altitudes between 10,000 and 30,000 feet are 
usually the most turbulent areas in a thun
derstorm. Therefore, altitudes below 10,000 
feet or above 30,000 feet are recommended 
for thunde.rstorm penetration. 
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NIGHT Fl YING 

Night dying in this airctaft requires no special pro
cedures or precautions. Interior and exterior lighting, 
including oavigarion., ~nding, and raxilights, should 
be checked and adjusted as required before srarting 
engines. Adjust blackout curtains as desired to elimi
nate glare. Chec:k Jlashlight accessibility aod proper 

• operation. 

Note 

Instrument takeoff ([TO) procedures are .rec

ommended for all night takeoffs to avoid fly

ing back into the ground when visual outside 

references are lost immediately aftet takeoff . 

I 

COLD WEATHER OPERATION 

'fhe following cold weacbe.r procedures are in addi
tio.u. to the normal procedures in Section II, and mould 
be complied with when cold weather conditions ate 
encountered. 

PREPARATION FOR FLIGHT. 

1. Fuel Vents, Pitot Tubes, Static Ports, Fuselage 
Wing Drainage Holes, and Ventilation Openings
Inspect and remove any ice that may be present. 

2. Shock Struts 11.n.d All Exposed Actuating Cylin· 
de.rs - Check for freedom from dirt and ice. 

3. Fuselage, Wings, Empennage, 
faces - Remove all ice and snow. 

and Control Sur• 

Loose snow and frost may be removed with 
long-handled pushb.rooms. Removal of ice 
and encrusted snow may require the direct 
application of heat from an external heater 
o.r the use of deicing fluids. Care must be 
taken to prevent water from accwnulating 
in control hinge areas or otbe.r crirical areas 
where refree%ing may ca.use damage or im
pair proper movement of sw:faces. 

WARNING 

Depending upon the weight of snow and ice 
accumulated, takeoff distances and cl.im.bout 
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performances can be seriously affeaed. The 
roughnellS and distribution of the ice and 
snow could var:y stall speeds and characteris
tics to an extremely dangerous degree. Loss 
of an engine shortly after takeoff is a se:rious 
enough problem without the added, and 
avoidable, hazard of snow and ice on the 
wings. lo. view of the unpredictable and un· 
safe effects of such a practice, the ice and 
snow must be removed before flight is at

teJD.pted. 

4. All Flight Control Surfaces, Hinges and Limit 
Switehe; - Check for frozeo runback water. 

5. Complete the normal Preflight checks, Section 

ll. 

ON ENTERING THE AIRCRAFT, 

Use external power for operatiog and ground check
ing all electrical and radio equipment. Perform the 
checks required for normal procedures, Section ll, and 
make a visual and "feel" check of all .ftight conttols 
and trim tabs for freedom and full movement, 

STARTING GTU'S. 

GTIJ's should be starred according to procedures out

lined in GTU Operation, Section VII. 

Changed S August 1963 
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BEFORE STARTING ENGINES. 

If the ai,c,aft is on ice or snow, check that the wheels 
are well chocked to prevent slippage when the engines 

start. Make certain that all ground support equipment 
is located at a safe distance from the aircraft to prevent 
possible damage in case of slippage when the engines 
start. Check the brakes for proper operation, and set 
the parking brake when OA ! is below freezing, make 
use of the nacelle preheat provisions, as appHcable, to 
preheat the fuel control an.it and the general nacelle 

area. 

Use of nacelle preheat is restricted to a duty 
cycle of a. maximum of 15 minutes ON, fol~ 
lowed by a minimum of 5 minutes OFF. This 
procedure should be followed to prevent pos
sible overheating of the engine mounts and 
fuel control units. 

Attempt to pull the propellers through by hand when 
icelock is suspected. The engine rotor may be ice 
locked as a .result oI frozen. condensation. If any indi
cation of a locked rotor or unusual noise is notedt 

blow hot air through the engLDe for 11. period of 10 to 
15 sninures. 

Note 
When ambient temperatures are below -40° 
C, the engines should be preheated with a 
ground heatiog uait to ensure adequate lub.ri
catioo before starting. If, aftet' sra.rting one 
engine, any of the remaining engines fail to 

light up, pneumatic manifold pressure may be 
increased hy running an operating engine at 
high ground idl<: rpm, after the oil tempera
ture and oil pressure are within limits. This 
procedure will generally result in a satisfac
tory start of the remaining engines. 

STARTING INGINIS-

Srart ,engines in normal mano.er (See Section II). 

TAXIING. 

Exercise caution when taxiing on ice or snow. The 
taxiing speed should he slower than normal so that 
the aircraft is under cnmplere control at all times. 

Changed 5 Augu$t 1963 

lJse nose gear steering for turning and directional con
trol. Nose gear steering is effective on snow-covered 
surfaces, although some skidding may be encountered 

at n1odecate taxi speeds, especially when temperatures 

are near freezing. Steam caused by snow or ice in the 
brakes may be mistaken for 5moke from a brake fire. 
Scanner/ground controllers 5hould be especially care
ful in observing- the wheels onder these c:o.nditions. 
Make sure wheels are turning. Use the brakes (see 
Wheel Brake Operir.tion, Section VII) only whe.11 
necessary tO aid in turning or to slow the taxi speed. 
Use caution when applying brakes on jce or snow
covered areas. Do not taxi through snow drifts or 
windrows of plowed snow, especially after a t'MW and 

freeze. 

WARNING 

In cold weather, make sure .e.11 i.osttuments 
have warmed up sufficiently to insure normal 
operation. Check for sluggish instruments 
Ju.ring taxiing. 

If an engine run\lp is required, avo~d sur
faces recently jetblasced by jet aircraft since 
these areas are usually covered with glazed or 

cleat ice. Wheel slippage will oc<.."U.r during 

a .runup on such a surface. Choose a dry area 
or compacted snow-covered surface for the 

.runup. 

BEFORE TAKEOFF. 

Recheck all flight controls for freedom of movement 
and full travel. Turn ON anti-icing and deicing sys· 
terns, as required. 

Note 

A power check may not be possible, due to 
slippage on ice and snow; therefore, it will 
be necessary to make the power check in 
conjunction with the takeoff. Power should 
he applied as rapidly as possible to provide 
use of the maximum amount of runway io 
the event the takeo.lI is discontinued. 
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TAKEOFF. 

Make a normal takeoff, particularly observing the 
torque pressure indicators. At low ambient tempera
tures, engine torque -values may be considerably high
er than predieted and care must be taken not to ex• 
ceed the limits. Under slush and wet runway condi
tio.11S in cold weather, leave the landing gear down 
approximately 30 seconds after takeoff tO allow mois· 
ture to be blown. away from the landing gear prior 

• to retraction. 

Takeoff Procedure. 

To obtain the aCCUl'acy l'equired for computing MAX 
power for takeoff and takeQ!f performance, the fol
lowing procedures will apply. 

1. When predicted MAX power (static) at 100 per
cent rpm is within t.; psi of the maxim.um allow• 
able, takeoff will be made oo mechanical reference 
governing, using the values shown oo the MAX Pow
er Check Curves - 97 .7 Percent Rpm, in Parr 2 of 
T.0, IC-133.A-1-1. 

Note 

This procedure is necessary due to part throttle 
effect on· synchronizer rpm and the result· 
ing inability to predicr maximum allowable 
torque pressure during the takeoff run. 

2. Push synchroniter buttons IN, above 1000 feet, 
after completion of the After Takeoff- Climb 
checklist. Reildjust throttles as required, Do not ex
ceed the limits specified in Section V. 

AFTER TAKEOFF - CLIMB. 

Ar remperarures below approximately -30°C, as 
power is reduced to climb power after takeoff, a 
torque increase .may be experienced. 1£ such an inc.rease 
occurs, the thr.otrles should be quickly retarded to a 
point where torque values decrease to normal. 

CRUISE, DESCENT, AND APPROACH 
TO PAffERN. 

Cruising flight is made in the normal manner. Use the 
anti-icing and de.icing systems, as required. For flighr, 
erratic operation of the engine fuel control at tem• 
peratures below O"C may be allevia.red by the use of 
nacelle preheat. Unnecessary use of nacelle preheat 
is not recommended due to the resulting increase in 
fuel consumption. 

Use of uacelle preheat is restricted to 11. duty 
cycle of a maximum of l "> minutes ON fol-
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lowed by a minimum of 5 minutes OF~. This 
procedure should be followed to prevent pos
sible overheating of the engine ~unts aod 
fuel coatrol units. · 

LANDING, 

Analyses of fuel system icing probabilities in long
range aircraft using jet fuels ·ba ... e .indicated that fuel 
icing potentials are greatly intensified by conditions 
that arise during low-altitude operations following 
prolonged cruise at altitude. 'l'ank wall frost, conden
sation, water precipitation, aod suspended ice particles 
are all intensified by descent from high-altitude cruise 
conditions. These conrawiuru:its will tend to enter the 
fuel system through agitation of fuel in the tanks. 
Aircraft engine aod ajrcraft fuel system componenrs 
have sufficient tolerance to accept the water formed, 
but winter operations (ambient surlace temperatures 
below freezing and/or bulk fuel temperatures below· 
freezing) create icing conditions which can be danger
ous. Prolonged high fuel flows at low altitudes fol
lowing descent from high altitude, and under the tem
perature conditions described, can overload the filters 
and screens wirh ice. The hypass feature of the fuel 
system provides only tempo.rary relief when the quan
tity of ice is great since it passes downstream and ices 
other vital compooeutS, thus creating a power loss. 
Therefore, toucb•and•go landings or other low.-.il.titude 
operations after prolonged cruise at altitude, and 
where surface ambient temperatures are less than 0°C 
are prohibited excepc for emergency siruations. These 
operations may be conducted regardless of tempera
rures providing the aircraft has not descended from 
high-altitude crui,e conditions. On aircraft with 
T.C.T,0, 502, the probability of fuel icing is minimized. 

Landing on icy or slippery runways requires no spec· 
ial technique other than that used in normal landings 
except that it should be borne in mind that braking 
and nose gear steering will be less effective. Ailerons 
aod rudder may be used effectively to assist directional 
control. 

Note 

When reverse thrust is used after lan<liog on 
a snow-covered runway, forward and side 
visibility may be obscured by blowing snow 
as forward speed decreases. The pilot may 
anticipate this condition by observing to the 
side, and chen may control reverse thrust to 

~ . . . 
JD1n1m1ze it. 

ENGINE SHUTDOWN. 

Stop the engines and complete the Before Leaving 
Aircraft check, Seetion II. 

• 
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BEFORE LEAVING AIRCRAFT. 

After the chocks are in place, release the parking 
brake. In addition to the Before leaving Ajrcraft 
checks, Sectio11 II, ensure the followjng ate accom
plished. 

1. Shock Suurs - Check. 

Clean din and ice from all shock struts and exposed 
actuating cylinders; wipe with a rag soaked in rhe 
.same type of hydraulic oil used in the sysrem. 

2. Coven - lmtall. 

Install covers and dusr plugs, as required. Allow 
sufficient time for engine cooling before installing 
intake and exhal1$t covers. 

3. Airaaft - Secure. 

Tie down aircraft securely. 

4. Baaery - Remove (if .required). 

1£ an extended layover is aaticipatm, or if the a.mbi· 
ent temperature is -6"C or lower and the layover 
is expected tO exceed 6 hows, remove and store tbe 
battery in a warm a,ea. 

DESERT OPERATION 

Many of the malfunctions that occur during desert 
operations may be the result of improper care of the 
aircraft. Since most of the _procedures in Section II 
also apply to desert operations, only those additiooal 
procedures that specifically apply ro desert operations 
are covered in this section. When operating u.ader 
desert conditions, pe.cform the normal operating pro· 
cedures, aod io addition insure that air filters., insirL\· 
ment filters, a.nd oil filter:s, have been cleaned before 
each flight, Close and cover all openings to keep out 
sand; cover the windshield and cockpit windo"'"S for 
protecti.on from the sun and blowing 53.D.d; space the 
aircraft when parkiog in sandy areas to avoid the pos
sibility of blowing sand on other aircraft, equjpment, 
or personnel during runup; and avoid wash from 
other airaaft whea taking off from sandy or dusty 
runways. 

A void flying through dust storms or sand
storms, as grit or dust will damage the 

• engines. 

BEFORE ENTERING AIRCRAR. ENTERING 
AIRCRAffr AND BEFORE STARTING ENGINES. 

When operarjng under desert conditions, certain addi
cionaI precautions should be taken. Gloves should be 
worn when working around metal surfaces exposed to 
rhe sun, !Anding gear struts should be wiped free of 

sand and dust with a dry cloth, all proteetive COVftli 

should be remo,,ed, and a check should be made to 
determine if the.re are leaking seals caused by c:xpan· 
sion. The flight and cargo compartments should be 
cooled with a ground cooling unit, if available; the 
instrument panel should be wiped with a lint-free 
cloth to remove any dwit or sand; the flight controls 
and wing flaps should be operated; and all possible 
ground checks should be completed before starring 
the engines. 

STARTING ENGINES; GROUND TESTS. 
AND TAXIING. 

Start engines using the starting procedures, Section IL 
(Keep ground test to the minimum required time.) 
Do not ride the brakes while taxiing. 

Use brakes only whe.a. necessary, as high 
ambient temperarures retard ('.OOling. 

BEFORE TAKEOFF. 

Keep ground operation to an absolute minimum. 
Check takeoff pcrformana: by referring to Part 3 of 
1·.o. 1C-133A·1-I, and compare takeoff distance re
quired with runway length available. 
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Section IX T.O. 1 C-T33A-1 

TAKEOFF AND CLIMB. 

Make a normal takeoff, using all available runway. 
After liftoff, be alert to any settling of the aircraft 
due to the instability of hot air and loss of ground 
effect. Maintain best climb speed (see Part 3 of 
T.O. IC-133A-1-1) or. if 11.eceS$ary, climb at an air• 
speed higher than aormal. 

CRUISE, DESCENT1 AND APPROACH 
TO PATIERN. 

Cruise, d~cent, and approach to the pattern. are nor• 
mal, except tha.t turbulence may be expected o.o 
dt-scent. Refer to Pares 5 and 6 of T.O. IC-133A.-1-1 
ro determine the effect of abnormal tempecatw:es on 
range and endurance. 

LANDING. 

Make a normal approach and landing, using caution 
on the final approach and touchdown. If the approach 
is over water or a green field, a change in altitude may 
be cxpeacd as the end of rhe runway is crossed, due 
m the difference in te.tnperatures and instability of the 
air directly over the two area!I. Allowance should be 
made for a longer landing roll due -ro the faster (4 to 
7 knots) couchdowo speed on a hot Jay. 

. -
WARNING-

Afte.r maximum performance landings or 
aborted takeoff, do not approach the .main 
landing gears nntil the brakes have oooled. 
During extremely hlgh temperatures, it is 
essential rhar mo.re strict adherence to the 
uormal lauding procedures and the normal 
approach and landing speeds he observed 
than at ocher times. This is due to the fact 
that the higher the temperature. the higher 
the crue airspeed for a given indimted air
speed; thus, a faster touchdown speed results. 

ENGINE SHUTDOWN AND BEFORE 
LEAVING THE AIRCRAFT. 

Perform the .shutdown procedures, Section II, and 
install pitot covers and pilot's enclosure covers; install 
engine covers after engines have moled; leave windows 
and hatches slightly opeu to aid air cirwlacion but 
close during sand or dust storms; close or cover all 
openings to keep out sand; and secure the a.irttaft. 

·' 
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cxba11sc gas tcmpe.r,uure (EGT) indicators ·················-
futl How iadicators ·-·· .. ·--··----····---············· .. ···········-······· 
foel low-pressure warnit1g lights -· -- ------·---· ........•........ 
tac11ometers ---------····· ................... _ .. ---·-· ....... -· ..... ------ --------· ·-
rorque pressure indicators ·--················---··--- -- -·····- -·-···· 
tOtal fuel fl.ow indicator ---·----· .....•••..••...••..... ··········-··---· 
turbine inlet temperature (TJT) indicators ............... . 

Engine instruments, oil 
low-level warning light ·-·······················-·-·-···· .. ·----·-··--
Jow-pi:cssure warning light ·-·······"·························--··-
pressute iodicators ... ,--------··-----··································-
tern perature indicators ...... 0 •••••••• ··------·-·-·--· ........................ . 

Engine lunitatioo.s ...... " .......................... -·····------·----·-··········"··· 
alternate £uel gr.ades -··················· ··-··· .. ---- ..... --- ------ ---···· 
normal fuel grnde operating limits ·········-··----· .. ····-· -· -·· 

/lalic, fr,di,;gfe ilJ11strotfon,. 

Changed \S June 1963 

3-17 
3-10 
3·13 
~-8 

3-9 
3-3 
3-6 
3·3 
3-18 
1.93 
3.19 
3-18 
1-6 
1-10 
1-10 
1.9 
1-14 
1-16 
1-1? 
1-18 
1-16 
1-16 
l-17 
1-16 

1-17 
1-17 
1-17 
1-17 
5.7 
5-14 
5-1.f 

SeairJn 
t#Jtl 

P.:geNo. 

Op61"11,ting ·····-···········o ........................ ··---. ·-----· -.. ----·-· ... -·· 
• 

opeiaung .. ···-------------u·-·········· .. ····················--..... ···•---. -
• o.Petatmg powers .................. ----------·-----························· 

Sha/I H(jrJ~OWfd" Limita#ons -i\fAXIMUM, 
M1Irr ARY RATED, and NORM.4L RATliD 
Pou·er ............... -................ -... --·-·--·········· .. ·················-··--·· 

starting fuel flow schednlc ....... --·····- .. -·--------------·--·- --···· 
Engine oil ,upply syscem ·················-· -- ............... -----·--------

failure ----·-------··········-······· ... ·····-······-······-----·~-···· ·------·· 
oil cooler doo.r switclies .. __ ................................................ . 

E • . 1· • • n,gane operanng 1nutauoos -----·----·••••••••••••••nOI•••"-... •••,.••• 

maximum allowable turbine inlet/exhaust 
gas tempe.ra.tllres ............................... --·-·------------·-·····-· 

• starting .... _ .............................................. --··-······-···· ···-······-

:steady state ······------••••u•••n••····"····································-·-
takeoff ••••••• n '""""• •• •• • • • • •-• ·---------·--- ••-· ••-· •••••••• ••• • • • u•• n•••• •••• 

water-alcohol injection ...•...•.. , ..... ····-·--·----· ------·-. --------·--
F. • • og1ne operat1n,& powers ................................... ·--···-···· .... -.... . 

MAXJ),f(JM J:l')Wer ___ ............................................................ . 

MILITARY RATED power ----------······················ .. •••·•• 
NORMAL RATED power .. ... ·-·· ... ·- ...... ··------·---··---------

En~llle shntdo,it,·n ..... _ ........................ _ ········---........... ·· ··-· .. , 
be(ore leaving the aircrafr, desert operation ............. . 
cold '¥leather o~ration ................................... - .........•.•. 

5-8 
5.g 
5-7 

5-12 
5-14 
1-27 
~-58 
1-27 
.S-10 

5-10 
5-14 
5-14 
5.10 
5-14 
5-7 
5-7 
5-10 
5-10 
2-60 
9-24 
9-22 

Engine starter disengage wacoing system ................. -..... 1-12 
lights 1-12 .......................... ··-····· .......... ·----. ------. ··--·-··. -·------------ -· ... 
light test sw.i,cb ····-·····-·················-··-······················-·-- 1-13 

Engine starting ···-·-··············································~····· 1-10, z .. 22 
before ·······--------·------···-·········"········ ................................. -··· 
before scatting, ground tests, aod taxiing in 

deserr operation ............................ --.............................. . 
cold wea.ther operation ............... _ ................................. --··· 

2-18 

9-23 
9-21 

switches ··············-···-----------·-----------··-··················· .. ···••··• 9·21 
En1ioe vibration mo11ito.ri11g ·-·············-··--·---··-------- 1-18, 7·2 
Engineer's and navigator's scats ·············-········· .. ··•···•······· 1-~8 
Engineer's and navigator's seats, adjuscmenu ······-········ 1-100 
En.ua.nce ........................... -......... ~ ................. -· ........ --------·-----·-·· --··-

doot, aew ................................................................................. . 
• exits, emergency ................................................................... -.... 

2-2 
1,98 
~-39 

J!quipmeat 
auxillal),· ····-····-········· .. -·~························---···-·--··· 1-102,. 4 .. 1 

1-94 emergency -----·················· ........ _ ........................... u ...... _, _____ ... 

emetgeo.cy ditching ----··--········--··--.. ···-··················-~······ .. 
EquiJ)men.t, misceUaoeoas ......... - ....................................... -.... . 

blackout 01rtsin!i 
checklist holdet 

,. ............................................................ ···-
". -- ... ·--------·----------. ----·· ---- ..... _ ................... .. 

emergency ··········-· ··--···-········ ·-·· .... ·--·-···-·····-··· ··--------------
tight engi11eer1s data. case ................................................. ~. 

lavatoty -·-----·--··············································4········ .. ········ 
load adjuster ---------------------·-·--·-···-·············-···················· 
map eases .............................. ·······--·----·----·-·---·-·----·-·-----·-·· 

li f 
.. 

re e crew prov1s1ons ----. --. -......... ·- ... -· ............. -. - -- --------
i.sca{le' hatches ·---····· ............................... , .................................... . 

cahin --------·--············--···•o•••••················-·· ..................... -.... . 
crew --· ....... ·--- .. --·-------·---------· --- .. ·----········--· ................... -..... . 

Escape lad.dei:s ........................................ _ ................................. -··--
eabin . ··-· ·-------· -·--·-··--·--·--··--··· .............................................. . 

..... -·-------------·--····-----· ······ ........................................... . 
Escape rope, Cte'\\," ~ ......................................... ,-·-··---·-········ ··---·-
:F.xhaust gas temperature 

iodiC11tors, (EG'T) 
indicators, GTU 

------·- ·-----............................. ·-···· ···-.... .. 
-· .•........... ·--· .. ---------·- .. ··----·······--······ -···· 

low, caution light, GTU •'-·············--···---·-·-·-------·----····· 
Ma~mt.nn A.lknvabk ·····----····---·--····· ···--· .. ·-··-··--·. ·-----·· 

Exits 
lia.ilout ................................................................. -.----··· ... ······------
ditthing (flight crew) 
ditching (1.assengers) 
entranoes, emergency 

.......................................... --....... -·· .. 
---·-·················~·•••<>••···············-- .... 
.. -----·---····-· ... ·· ....... ~··· .................... ·---· 

3-40 
4-86 
4-86 
4-87 
3-67 
4-87 
4-87 
4-87 
4•87 
4-87 
1-96 
1-96 
1-% 
1-96 
1-96 
1-96 
1-97 

1-16 
1-67 
1-67 
5-11 

3·28 
5-40 
3-40 
3.39 
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Section. 
,md 

P11ge No. 

E (Cont'd) 

E:¥,erior Inspection ........................................................... . 
• • • Exterior 1nspect1on ........................... _. ................................... . 

hefa~ ....................................................................................... . 
Exterior Jigbring ······--·························· ............................... .. 

. n· . i:hi;.. d . h ant1co 1s10n ~t an SW'JtC ................................... -... . 
formation lights and switch ·················-·· .................. . 
landing lights and switches ....................................... . 

LocdtiotJ. ........................................................... n ...................... . 

navigation lights ·and switches ················-·······-········· 
taxi lights and switch .......................................... h .......... .. 

wing leading edge scanning lights and switch ........ .. 
~11ork lights and ~witches ........................................... . 

F 
Pe.ihering check ............... - .................................................... . 

be • . h "li Fe:a.t :ring sw1tc es, aux, ary .......... H ............................... . 

f .. ire ................................ ·················-·········-· .......................... . 
elearical ............................................... ······-···-··--··········· 
exri nguisher.s, ponable u•••••• ···············--··········· .............. . 

fuselage ............................................... -······--········-· -····· ...... . 
G TU ....................................................... · ···· ·· · ··· · . "·1ng ................................................................................. - •.••• 
Fire. engine ........................................................................ . 
in £ ligb t .................. n ... • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • .. • ................... ·-· ... -· •• -··· -··· -· 

on the g%ound ................................................................. . 
Fire extinguishing system ................................................. - ...... . 

firewall ~hntoff valve switches ...................... ·-··········· 
GTU control, hllndl.es ................................................. . 
GTU, discharge switch ............................................... . 

Fire e:xtinguisbiog system, engine 
discharge sw1tch ....................................................................... . 
ovc:rhent 1111d fire control handles ............................. . 
pneumatic Enllnilold shutoff switches ......................... . 

Fite and overheat detec:toi: systems ··········-·· ···············-··· 
circuit test switch .............................................................. - .. . 

. . ligh engine, warning U ........................................................... .. 
GTU wacning lights ................................................... . 
waruing light test switches ........................................ .. 

Firewall shutoff valves ........................................................... .. 
Firewall shutoff valve sw.i1c:hes ············-·················-··-··· 
Fire warning aod e::aioguishiag systems ···········-··-······· 

• • h" ext1nguis 1ng sy.stem. _., .............. _ .. _ ... _ ..................................... . 
fire and overheat detector system5' ............................. . 
Ind.Jedt016s 41'Jll CotJl:f"oll ....................................... ····---······ 

Fi rsr aid kiu ..................................................................................... .. 
Flap deflection, allowable ............................................... . 
Flaps. wi11g ....................................................................... . 
Flight 

controls ................................................................................. . 
crew .......................................................................................... . 
engine failure ........................................................................ . 
engJn~ restart _, ........................................................................ . 
fuel .stoppage ..................................................................... . 
information publications (FIJP) holders ................. . 
loss of 'both GTU's ....................................................... . 
planning for icing conditions ···-··-····························· 
saength diagram, operating .............................................. . 

Flight characteristics ........... - ................................... 2-46. 
d •• 

1v1ng .......................................................................... . 

flight tontrols ................................. u ................................ . 

maueuveriag flight .......................................................... . 
Powe? Off St.uling Speeds ......................................... . , 
spins ...................................................................................... . 
stalls ••u •• •• •• ••H ••• • •• •• ••' • ••••' '" •••••• ••••• ,,.., •••• • •••••"• •••••• •••••••••• ••• 

6 

2-15 
2·13 
2-4 
4-47 
4.49 •-4~ 
4-,(7 
4-48 
4-49 
4-47 
4.49 
4-49 

7.2 
1-23 
3-18 
3·25 
1-97 
3·22 
3-26 
3-24 
3·18 
3.19 
3-18 
1-93 
1-94 
1-93 
1-93 

1-93 
1-93 
1.94 
1-91 
1-92 
1·91 
1·91 
l•!>J 
1•72 
1-94 
1-91 
1-9~ 
1-91 
1-92 
1-97 
5-2.1 
1·7R 

6-4 
1-2 
3-8 
3-10 
3.59 
4·87 
3-66 
9-15 
5-24 
6-1 
6-4 
6-4 
6-4 
(i,.,; 
6-2 
6-2 

Seetion 
t1nd 

Pag, No. 

~uckunder ................................................................. - .. . 
Flight characteristics under partial power tooditions ... . 

drifrdowa ................................ ~ ....................... _ ............. _ ....... _ ... .. 
iPfligbt m.it1imwn conuol speed ................................. . 
minimum tota.tioti speed. .................. ~················-···-··-··· 

flight control S)'stem.s ·······-······ .. ·····-··········· .. •••••••••••••••• 
aileron contt0l .................................................................... . 
Control Sur/4ces ............ -·· .. ---······ ..................................... . 
elevato·r control ....................................................... - ........ . 
tudder--ailetoo intettoonect syttem ..... ~ ............... u•u-•• 
rudder control ..................................................................... . 
~ddf:1' and EAevaJ01' Sm-face S,mbber S,yste,n ......... . 
~urface snubbers .................................................................. . 
two-position rudder stops ......... -···········-····················· .. 

Flight deck 
cockpic dome Ughrs aiid switches ................................. . 
Left Hand Auxiliary Cirt"it Bruker P11n1l ............... . 
RiKbt H,md Aunliar'.Y Circ:ttit Br1J11ker P11-,el •..........• 

Flight deck priority system ............................................ .. 
air conditioning-ram ventilation switch ...... ·-··-······· 

b . . "ndi ca 10 alt temp~atut~ 1 tatot ............ ~ ........ u ......... ~ ....... . 

cabin temperature control switches ........................... . 
temperature selecoo:rs ......................................... ~ .•.•.• ~ ........... . 

Flight engineer 
hail.out pEocedurc - ··················-·································· 
crew duties ............................................................................ . 
daia. case ................................................................. - .................... .. 
instrument panel edge lighting and switch ····-·· ....... . 
I wtrumMJI P u.nel - Typic!ll ....................................... . 
Ovff'hed Cinuil Breaker Panel ............................... . 
panel floodlights and switch .... _ ......... _ ................................. . 
SJ4tion - T~ftit.d --.. -·······················-··· ...................... . 

Eight, preparatjon ... - ........................................................... . 
checklists ....... ~· .............. ·····--····--····················-······ ··-··· 
cold wentbCl' o,Peration .............. _ ........ _ .. ,,. ........................... . 
entrance ............................................... _ ............................. .. 

d • • .rd" ed • prcce Ille& requ1r1og coo 1nat acuons ............... . 

takeoff and landing da.tll c11rds ···············---··············· 
weight and balance ....................................... --··················· 

.F~matioa lights and switch ........................................... . 
Frequency meter ..................................................................... ··-· 
Frequettcy .llleter and voltmeter selecto,: switch, a-c ..... . 
Fuel 
~ pumps ············-....................... ~ .................... ·•••············ 
boost pumps. H-double check valve ........................... . 
boost pumps, switches ................................................. . 
grade operating limit$, no.rm al ................................... . 
iAn:iti.on ~itches, GTU ......................................................... . 
• • • 
1ettasc.mng: ............................. n··························-·········--····· 
quantity indicat0r test switche.s ................................... . 
shutoff valves, GTU manual .................... , .................. . 
stoppage during takeoff ............................... _ .......... . 
itoppage in flight ........................ - .................. ~ ......... _ ......... . 
System ..................................................................................... •• 

• system., engine ........................................................................ . . 
system. operatton ...................................................................... . 
tanks and manifold .. ·-·········· ...................................... . 

Fuel flow 
indicator, total ............................................................... . 
indicators .......................................................................... . 

Fuel grad~ alternate ···············-···············--·········· .. ·····•·· . • 1· aviation gaso 1ne ............ - .................................................... .. 
~ncral in9trucdons for use of any altetoate ful!l .... 
JP-1 fuel ............................... -· ... __ ....................................... . 
JP-3 Eu.el ......................... _ ............................. - ..................... .. 
JP·~ fu~l ..................................................... ······-.......... . 
Military A.vi11fion Turbine Fuels ............................... . 

6-4 
3-2 
3.3 
3·2 
3-2 
1-73 
1-77 
l-74 
1•77 
1-73 
1•74 
1-76 
1-78 
1-75 

4-54 
1-52 
1-53 
4-9 
+11 
4~11 
4-10 
4-10 

3-30 
8·2 
4-81 
4-50 
1-28 
1-50 
4-53 
1~26 
2-2 
2-2 
9-20 
2-2 
2-2 
2-2 
2-2 
4-49 
1-45 
1-45 

1·33 
1-34 
1-34 
5-14 
1-67 
3.47 
1-38 
L-67 
3·58 
3.59 
1-~2 
1-6 
7.9 
1-:10 

1-17 
l-17 
5.14 
5-14 
5.15 
5-14 
5-14 
S-14 
5-15 
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S11r:tion 
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Pttg, No, 

F (Cont'd) 

Fuel management procedure -----------·····u ............. o ........... . 
• trul.Se .................................... u ............... , ... u.-·---··---···----·----------

dcsccnt ...................... ------- ·---··--·--· ....... ······-······ .•.. -··········· 
prl!Right check ............ o .................................... n., ..... -------· 

laadiag ..................... ,--------------·--·· .. •····· -····················-··· 
takeoff and climb .................... o•••• ............................... --••• 

t .. nd . 
axuai;: a eng,ne tunup ................. ··········---··---····· .. . 

Fuel sup.P,ly system .................................. ___ ......... uh•O.M••••••••••• 

boos, pumps ........................................................ ----...... ----·--
Controls attd lndic,nors ·H···· ................... u ........... -----------

dipstick ................ - ••••••••.••... - .................................. -........ _ 
fnel tanks and manifold .................................................... . 
GTU . -. -. ----------- .... -· .......... ~ ................................................. - ... 
• • 
Jet(JS0fl system ----·-••••••••••••••••••••••••n••····-························ 
loading and augmentation procedures ...................... _ 
Q1111nlity Cfff'f¢cti<>n Table ......................................... . 
Quantis~ Dr:1tt1 'l.dhle .n ....................................... - •. ·---------.. . ., . . quantity ,n .. 1c.nnr; system ........................................... . 

. "od' quanttty" 1 1cators ................................................................. . 
tefueling system ---·· ............ ----·· .. ·-········ .............................. .. 
Tot,rd, I tuli1:s1ted. F,;cl YI Usable Fuel ····-·················· 

Fuel system, maungement procedure -...... --··-·················· 
Fuel system control valve switches ········-····-········· .. ······· 

ct'OS:Sfeed. ...................................... - ............................... - .......... . 
tnanifold.to-eogine ............................................................ .. 
tank inlet vailve ,witches .................................................. . 

Fuel syste1n n1alfnnctioas 
boost pump failure ..............................................•...•.••.• 
GTU fuel pressure relief valve ................................... . 
H-doubte check valve ..................... -... , .............................. . 

Fuel system, tank outlet valve switclies ........................... . 
Fuselage fire .......................................... _ .... _ .................. - .•• 

ahe.r lite is out ·-········ ............................... ··················-··· 
pneumatic manifold overheat .............................. ·-··· 

G 
Gas turbine units ( G"l"Us) ..................................... u ............... . 

air doot switch .......................................................................... .. . . . 
aD.t1•1c1as syscem ............ ·························-··············-······· . ,._ ... augmentation SWJ.1.LDes ....................................... u ••••••••••• 

engine anti•.ice system operation and leiC ................... . 
Contral Pllnel --· ___ ,.. ____ ....... ~ ........................................................ . 
ignition and Cnel switche~ ........................................... . 
load control val vcs ..................................... -......................... . 
loss of boa:h in fti.ght ............................................................ ... 
manual fuel shutoff valves ...................................... .. 
overheat and fire control handles ····························-·· 
pneumatic sc:lectur switches .....................•.................. 
af htd .. s ery s a own provJS1oas ............................... -····-·········· 

star:ing for cold weacher operation •.......•.. , ...............• 
stai:t•run·Stop swjcches .................................................. . 
sta.tt selector switch~s ----------··-·-·······--.. ·······---·-·····-········ 

Gas turbine unin (GTU's), fire or overheat ............... . 
GTU fire e1<.1ins 11i~her discharge swi~h ······················
GTU ~~e warning lights ···--···············-····················-·· 
GTU fuel supply system ................................................. . 

prcsmre relief valve ..................... - ................... -.. , ...•.. u,., 

fuel shutoff valve ........................................................... _. 
manual fuel supply system .......................... u,, ............. . 

Gas tutbioe units (GTU's), indicators ·················---····· 
airflow differential pressure 6.P ·······················-······· 
exhaasc g.as temperature .................................... -............ ··-
low EGT caution lights ·-·········· ............................. _ ............. -

Italics ir,diral• i/luslratlDnS, 

Changed 5 August 1963. 

7.9 
7-10 
7-10 
7-9 
7-10 
7-10 
7-10 
1-28 
1-33 
1·37 
1-38 
1-30 
1-33 
1·39 
7•17 
1-35 
1-31 
1-34 
1-35 
1-38 
1·36 
7.9 
I-31 
1·33 
1-33 
1-33 

3-~8 
3-.58 
3-58 
1-31 
3-22 
3-23 
3-24 

1-65 
1.66 
4-13 
1-67 
4·13 
1-65 
1-67 
1-67 
3-66 
1•67 
1·93 
1-66 
I-67 
9-20 
1-66 
1-66 
3-26 
1-93 
1-91 
1.33 
1-33 
1-33 
1.33 
1·67 
1-68 
1.67 
1-67 

low-oil pressute warning Jight ·············"······················ 
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.................................................................................................. d.escent 
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(AN/ ARN-32) ........................ . 

·········-···-····· ... ·················"············ 

N 
N•1 comi-sc S}'Strm ------·················-·····"-•••··· ............... 4-64, 

di~ectional indicator operation ··-············ .................... _ .. 
cnagnedc slaved opera do a ........... _ ............. _ ................... - ...... . 
Masur In.di.ca,,,,,. ••.•••. ; ............. ___ ,. ________ .. ______________ ...... -....... . 
master indicator ................. -----------· --------·-----....................... .. 
ME-lA compass signal amplifier -··-············-··········
power-off wa.rniug lights -·······-······························--preflight ....................... ·•···· ..................... ··--·----·· .. -.-................ -, . 
repeater indicators ............... -· .. -----------------··-·---· ....................... . 

Nacelle preheat, infligbt us~ .............. _ ......................... . 
Navigation equipment . ··-····················· .. ·· ·•······ .................. .. 

N• l compa.ss S)"Stem .............................................. ___ ....... _____ .... . 
nonnal open.lion 
oo.rmal operation 
periscopic sextant 

- ciireaional indJca.tot (gyro) 
- magnetic slaved ·············-·-········ ...... _________________ ·--·-· -·· .................. ·--• ..... . 

Navigation lighu and switches. 
Navigator 

after cakeoff...:Hmb ............. _,. __________________ ······-············ ···-·· 
be:fo.re takeoff ····---·-------.... ·-····· ........ ·-·· ........................ ; ..... .. 
Cousole . .... ··········-----. ........ -....... ~·-·--··-··---······-···········-
Cotz1.rol Par,,el - T')Jpical .................. _ ................................. .. 
crew duties, aher l&ndins . ·······································--
crew duties, bailout ....... ····-·············-············ ..........•... 
pnnel edge ligbt.i.ag and switch ···············-···· ............ . 
panel flood.light aocl. switch ...... ········-··-······ ............. . 
RaJ-io ~rul Ail Lo,djng Door RdJo Circuit 

B,,eHer P11,neJ1 -······-················································-· 
sextant window defog system operation ··-················ 
Stai,;n - Ty.pi.cal ·····-··························· .. ··············-····--

Navigator 
bailout 

crew duties 
procedure 

before starting er,giu.es 
············--................................................ ··-

. ........................................................... . 
.. ..................................................... _ .. _ ............................. .. descent 

p.reffight check . ............................................................ _ .... . 

8-5 
84 
4..61 
+61 
+62 
4-62 
4-62 

4-42 

3-32 

64 
5.3a 
3•14 
5·21 
5·21 
5.21 
S-21 
.5-Zl 
5.z1 
.(.2 

4'-87 
5-38 
+-35 
2-56 

7.21 
7-21 
7-21 
4-65 
4-6( 
4-65 
4-65 
4·65 
4-65 
!>·19 
4-64 
4-6'( 
4-67 
4-67 
4-68 
.(...(9 

8-i 
8-j 
+38 
4,..(1 
8-4 
8-4 
4-50 
4-.S3 

1-62 
+24 
1.30 
8-; 
3·30 
s.~ 
8-4 
8-3 
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Index 
N to P 

N (Cant'd) 

Negacive torque control (NTC) system, 
indicator Jighis .................................................... ··-···-·· 

Negative torque control (NTC) sylitcm ---···················-·· 
Negative torque conuol. (NTC) test system ........ ··-··-·-
NTC test tystem 

eogine seleaor switch .................................................... . 
light 
swirch 

Night flying .. -··-····· ........ u ......................... -· ...... -·--. - ·--·-···--·----

Normal procedures ·--·------··--------··----·········-························ 
aircraft, before leaving ·······-·················· .. ··················· 
climb ..................................................................................... . 
c1:uise 
descent 

•J-• ...................................... u ........... ········-···· .............. . 

------- ·--- --·-· -· •• u ........... __ ._ ........................... h .......... . 

engine ground operation 
• t:DgJne runU p ............. -... , ........... ···-·---.. ·----------------·--·· ·--

engine shutdown ·········-•••n•••••••u•••••••····--··•-n••,o•+un,., •• 

flishc c:haracterittics ..................................................... . 
landing ........................................................................... ··-··· 
landing, after ................................................................. . 
landing, before ...................... ·····-·······················-· ........ . 
postflight O••"••••••u••••••u••••••••••.• .. ••,.••••••••••••••••"•••••••·-·•·•·••• 

preflight check ................................................................... . 
preparation fo:r flight ................................................. 0 ..... . 

• • starang engines 
starting engines, before ............................................... . 
strange field procedures ................................... ,_ .•.•.••••••• 
takeoff ••••······ ..................................................................... . 
takeoff - climb, aftet -····-········-···-······--·--·--·-·-········-
takeoff, before ............................................................... . 
mxii11g 
taxiing, 

Nose gear 

••••• •• • •• ••• 0 0 ••••• •• ••••• '••• ••• 0 •• -+•••--•~•-••••.o••-•••••••••••H•••••• 

before: ··········-··-·-·················· .. ····················-···· 

locki1'i mecha11ism malfunction -·····-·····--················-
sbim.tll.y ····················-··················································----
Steering Wheel dnd Parking Br~ke Kunb ............... . 
tire failure .. .... .. ....... ......... .... ............ ....................................... .. 

• Nose gear stee-r1ng system ................................................ -..•. 
rudder pedal steering ....................................................... . 
sree.i:ing bypass valve release handle ·························-·· 
wheel ·----· -· -·-·--- ...... --------· ·------ ·--·-. -·---. --· ........... ' .......... ····~ 

0 
Oil 

cooler door SW'itchcs .......................................................... . 
low,. warning ligllt .......................................................... . 
low, warning ligbta GTU ........................................... . 
supply s.y~tem, engine . ·········-············-........................ . 
temperature indicarots ..... -··-········ ................ ,. ... _ ............ . 
temperature indicators, GTU ............................................. . 

Oil pressure 
indicatms ........................................................................ ···· ··•·• 
indicators11 GTU ... ······"····----~···-·-··· ····--·-·--··-················ 

Oper.11ioa, fuel system ........................................................ . 
0 . 1· . . pemt1a.g 1nutat1ons ................................... H •••••••••••••••••••••• 

Operational check (engines operating), propelll!r ....... . 
Oven and icebox ............................................................. . 
Ovl!rbead floodlights and switch ..............•....... ············-
Overheating, brake ........................................................... . 
Ovl!.rwater recommendations fot bailout ................... . 
Ovt.'rwing refuclicg operation -············-················· ........ . 
Oxygen regulators ........................................................... . 

dilurer lever ............................................................ ...... . 
flow and pressure: indi1:ator ............................ 4·56, 
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2-26 
'2-31 
2.60 
2·46 
2·49 
2·59 
2·48 
2-6o 
2·2 
2-2 
2-22 
2-18 
2-62 
2-35 
2-42 
2-33 
·2-29 
2-26 

3.35 
3.3,5 
1-84 
3.35 
l-84 
1-84 
1-84-
1·84 

1-27 
1·17 
1-68 
1•27 
1-17 
1°68 

1-17 
1·68 
7.9 
~-1 
7-5 
4.75 
4-50 
7-19 
3-30 
7•11 
4-56 
4-56 
4-57 
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panel lights and switches ····-···-·····---······-·····-··········· 
.rc:lief crew ·-··················-··-············-···-·····-···-·-··············-
.su11ply lever ..................... --··-······-"·····-·········-················· 

Oxygen system ...................................... _ ................................... . 
................................................. _ ... ._ .. --·---·-·------crew supply 

DuroJion Table ........... ··-······ ........................................ ··•··· 
dura{ioo a.ble ·······~·-···--... -... -................................... -,-·---·· 

• emergency operaaon .................................. - .................... . 
emergency oxygen and mask i:esc lever .................. ··-·· 

.. --·---·----· ----------·----·----------·--···--··· ......... . flow iodicator 
normal operation ·--· --· ..................................... ----·-··-·-· 
portable oxygen bottles ............................. --·······••H .......... .. 
portable oxygen bottle chargers •...... _ ...................... . 

........•.... _,. ···-----------·-------------. --·. --.. ·-----preflighc check 
_pre.ssutt indicator 
regulators ........... _ ... -·--··--·-·•··················--······················· 
relief crew emergency oxygen and mask test leve.i: ..•. 
Supply and. Reg1'14torJ ......................................................... .. 

p 

Parachute static line ................................................... ~ .............. .. 

Parking brake knob ···-··-··········-············--···········-·--··· 
P 

. . • 
asscager carry1n1 ptoy,s1ons ..................................... _ ........ . 

Penetration pro~ure ·--·---................................ ___ ····-·~······· 
'l's1Js/lrtJlunJ, Ret;omme'1d,u}. ProccdJ.tre ···················-······· 

........................ -.............................. .. Performance limitatiom 
Pcriscopic sertant .u ... , ............................ ··············-····--··-· .. ·--

Pb.raseology, interphone procedures ............................. . 
Pilott 

AN/APN-59 Search Rtul(R' IndJr.Jlkn-· •........•....•....•.. _ 
bailout procedure .................................. ·············-·········--···· 
crew duties ........... - .............................. - .................................. . 
overhead side panel and. overhead panel edge 

lighting and .switch -------. ---·. --·. ·----· ........................... .. 
Pilots> seats ............. ~ ............................. - ........................... - ...... . 

ad jus,meot levers., fare and aft .......................................... .. 
adjustmeat leveti, latetal ........................................... . 
adjustment levers, rec.lining ....................................... . 
adiustn1ent le~ets, ..-crt.icaJ ..................... - ....................... .. 
shouldC'r harness lock lever ..................................... _. 

Pilots' i11StrUme.11t pantl 
edge lighting and &witches ·······················--··········-··· 
flood.lights and switches ........................ -................................ . 
T,t,i&al ·-·-------------·-··········· .......... _., .............................. --·-····· 

Pitot heater system ···········-································ ................. . 
annunciaror panel ............................................................. .. ,_ ... 

&DQJCator ······---.. ·-·--------········---, .......... .. master caution 
switches 

Pitot•srati~ 
....... ····-·-----------------------........ ·- .................................... . 

-------·· .. ·-·····. ··--......................... -............... --.. 
Sources a,,.J. Selertors .......................................... u ........ _. __ ,. __ _ 

sea tic source selectors ................................................... . 
Pneumatic system .................... __________________ ................................ .. 

jet blast wind.shield rain removal system ··················-
manifold overhea1 ...................................................................... _ 
manifold overheat warni.og lisbr ·-·----·······--·········-··-·
manirold switches ................... ·················-······~ ............ . 
selector switches, GTV .... ~ ........................ ._ ................... _. ______ _ 

Pneumatic system ind.icacors ············--·········-·······-·········-
manifold overheat warning light .............................. . 
overheat warning rest switch ........................................ · 
press11re- . ---------·--~ .................. -................ ~ ................................. -.. . 

Portable emergency radio uansmitte.i: (.AN/CB.T-3) .... 
PostfJ ighc .. ·•·--··········· .......................................... ·------· ·-----------
Preflight check ·····-·············· ............................................... ______ _ 

aircrew visual inspection ........................................... . 
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4-59 
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Page No. 
P (Cont'd) 

Preflight check (Continued) 
before exterior inspea.ion .........................•.................. 

D(l11,ger ArcAS ...................... ····················•n••·······-···-··-· ---·----
Electric.tl Pown-01' Check ... ~ ................................... .. 
elearical power-on check ···-············· ........................... . . . .. . 
extenor 1nspecuo11 ............... u ............................................. . 

. . . ' 
i nter1or 1Dipect1on ............................................................. . 

• 
navigator .... ·········-··so········ ............................. --·---------..... ------
o~gen system .......................... ··-·---·--· ............................... . 
rop-of-ai.rc.raft inspect.ion ............................................. . 

p ·1· • reo11ng eog,.nc ........ ._ ........................................................... _._. __ ... 

Preparation for iiight, flight planning ........................... . 
Preparation for IJjgbt, :!light restrictions ....................... . 
Pressure indicators-, hydtaulic system ............................ .. 
Pressurization with cnck.ed or shatccred window ....... . 
Propellers ................................... H ............ ________________ •••• -····· __ 

auxilii.ry feathering ~witthl!!l ................................... - .. . 
hacking, using revezse thrasc. ...................................... .. 
Beta warning lights . ._ ............... u ................. ,. .......................... .. 

cold weather operation ..................................... _ ...... _. ____ .. ___ . 
condition levers .................... _ ............ ___________________ ~--····-····· 
govetnors ....... u ....... ····-·-------·----· ---·-· ...... ·-· •••••••• ·-··---···· ..... . 

negative torque control (NTC) system ..................... . 

NTC test system ·················-···~············· .. ·······•·······•······• '1 •• 01 p.res~ure monttorms system ................. _ ... _ ........... . 
pitch lock system. -·······-····-·········· .. ····•······ ................... ... 
Preflight Te1t Pane/1 •.•. , •• - .......................................... . 

• rpm ttim system ................. ________________ .................... -·-· ·---·· 
rpm trim system, synchroni~r lever ........................ .. 
static pitch control s\'f·itchcs ................... u .................... .. 

syncbrophasing system ................................................. . 
synchtophasing !ystem control switch ....................... . 

Proi,eller checks ............................................ u ............. _ ....... ____ • 

NTC system checlc (engines operating) ................ 7-5, 
rapid throttle movement ................................... - ........ . 

• 
Sta.tic ............. __ ........ ·-···· --------·. -· .; ... -· .. ····-· ........................ 7 • 3, 
!ynchroni21.er ,;ysten, check .......................................... .. 

Propeller deicing system ................................................. . 
ammeters ....... ······---····· ·····-· ________ . -----·· . . .......... --······· -·· .. . 
control switches --·-·-· ·-················· ....................................... . 
. d' 1n 1cators ................................................................... ___ . ______ _ 
operation ....................................................... _. ______________ ............ . 

Propeller failure ----· ................ ··-················ ........................ .. 
all propellers hunting or surging ............................... . 
individual propeller hunting or surging ................... . 
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ovcrspceding .......................... u--------------- ··-· ..... ··-··· -· ····--·· · -'3-17 
Propeller limitations ................................................. ________ _ 

feathering motor ..................................... ·····--··------------------· 
rpm fiuau.ation ........................... ._ ... _ .. ___________________ .,, ........ . 

P.ropelle£ overspeed pitch lock rest system ................... . 
engine selector switch ···---.................................................... __ .. 
light -· ................ ·-· .............................. ·-· ..•••. ···-------------. ---·· 

Propeller synchronjze~ .. -··········· .......................... _, ......... . 
button:; ._._ ... ____ .. -· --·· ............ ···-···· ····-········· ............................. .. 

• rprri t'ri1n system ·····~·--................................................ -·---·-
Rpm Tri.,,, Sydem, O,prratio,i E.nvelo,pa ............. ··-··· 
rpm trim system, ope.ration ........................................ . 

Public addres~ syste,n (AlC-13) ....................................... . 
Pum~ 

auxiliary hydraulic ...................................................... .. 
control switch, hydraulic ................................................ .. 
hydraulic, hs.r,d ... ···········-····-................................................ .. 

Pyrotechnic 'installation ................................................... . 
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1•72 
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Section 
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Q 
Quantity indicating system, fuel ....................... - ............ . 

Quantity indicator, 1otal fuel ........................................ .. 

R 
Radio altimeter sysb?m 

high range ( SCR-718) ................................................... ___ .. 
low range:- (AN/ .APN-22) ........................................... . 
prl!rught check .,. ···-····"······· ..... ····----. ----------· ---· ._., ............... . 

.Radio transmitter (AN/CRT·3), portable emergency ... . 
namp clamshell and aft doots - C-L.33B ....................... . 

con1rol handle ............................ _________________ .... -.~ ................ . 
Control P.sneJ-E.xtmor .................................. - ......... . 
Control P,n11l-InS61"i.O'J" -··-·--.............................................. . 
indicamr Jig.lits .................... - .................................. __________ .. . 
normal ope.ratio.a. .................................... ·---··-.......... _ ............. . 
Pll'liel-Exte,-i()f" ........ ··---· __ ·-·-·---· ... -..... ··-· ···--············· ... •u 

Ramp and clamshell doorJ 
Bleeder Li.ghJs ·····-·········· ................... _______________ ··········-----··· 
bleede.r ligha ....... 4 .............. ______ ....... ·-···-······ ........ __ ............. .. 

coatrol handle . ___ ,.._ ·---------........... ····-·············-······ ... -···· .. .. 
emergency control handle ................................................. __ 
emergency control system ground operat.ioa --···-······· 
latch control handle ........................................... ______________ _ 
sea.I co11trol haadle ................................ _____________ ,. __ ....... -- ........ . 
seals ................................ ··-·-··----------·· . ---·. ··-· --.......................... . 

Rear catgo door hydraulic control panel .11.oodli,ght 
and ffl'itch --· .................................... ·-·-------·----· ·-··· ... ---·· .......... . 

Rear Cdrgo Door and Ramp, Hytlrndic S:,stnn ........... . 
Rear c111rgo doors and ramp, emergency gi:ound 

• operation ............... __________ ,., ..................................................... .. 
Rear cargo loadiag systcm-C-133A ............................ . 

loading door latch valve bandies ................................. . 
loading door and ramp indicator I ights ..................... . 
loadiag ramp control valve handle ............................. . 
normal ot,e£ation --·-·-·······--········-······· ..... , .......................... __ 

Refueli11g syStem ...................................... _________ , ........ H ................. . 

.lloat indicator lishts ......................................... ~ .......... . 
JI.oat test s~·itch _ ·--- .. ·--· ... ·-·· .................................................... . 
manually operated fuel drain valve .......................... .. 
riser "'eat valve ................... ···-·-···-----··-·· ..... ·-·--· .................. . 
riser ,·eat valve switch ---···-·-····················· .. ··········•·••·· .. 
val ,·e s~titth .. ·-··-------· -·-· -.... ·---................................ ____ ...... ··-

Relic( crev,; 

Co.,,,putment ..................... ·--·---·-·---· ......... -·-·············· ........ . 
• • 

p.tov1sions .. , ............ ·-·· ··---·---·-·· .. ·-- ·-· ...................................... . 
scat adjustment . .:. -· --·--···· .. ·-·· ............................. ___ ..... _____ ...... . 
seats .. ··-------. ·-.......... ·-·················· ........ ··----·------· _____ . _. ___ .. _ 

Reservoir, hyw:aulic system ............................................ .. 
Reservior qu.11ntity gage, hydraulic ................................. . 

Rpn1 fluctuation· ··-··-··········--··-··--······-· .. ····-························· 
Rudder mntrol -· _ ... -··-···-· ............... __ . ·······-·---· ···- ·- ··-- .. ··- __ .. . 

pedal adjustment hand cranks ............................ .. . ... . 
Pedu/. Aa;.1,1/r,1,mt Handr.rankt ................................... . 
t . . d' rim 111 1catut ................ _ ................. _. _____ ,. _____________ , __ ....... . 
trim wheel .............. -•.... _____ . ____________ , .. -················· ........... ·--·. 

Rudder stops, two·poshion ............... ___ .......................... . 
. • d" 

caution in ,cat or -·····················•u···· ·······----··----------... --··-
test sw•tch ···-················· .. ·····':··············--·-········ .. ·-······· ..... 

.Rudder 
·1 • at eron 1nterconneict system ·····- ..... -·· .................... ~ .......... .. 

deB.ection, allowable - clean contiguracion ............... . 
peda I steerii1g ...•... _, -·····-····--········· .. ··-·····-······· ............... . 
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